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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
These Release Notes contain information about new features and enhancements to existing features in VM:Backup
Release 3.6.

Compatibility With Release 3.5
This section provides a summary of information to consider if you are upgrading from VM:Backup Release 3.5.

Jobs On Hold

Any jobs on hold from the previous release will cause a JIN006 abend at the first initialization of release 3.6. Any jobs
on hold from the previous release with very high catalog or tape retention will cause a PRG009 abend or the immediate
expiration of tapes that are created. Clean up all job activity on 3.5 before the upgrade to resolve these problems.

DASDtape Resource Pool

Defining more than one DASDtape resource pool to a tape disk will cause message 2017E to display and initialization to
fail at the first initialization of release 3.6. Define one DASDtape resource pool for each tape disk before the upgrade to
resolve this problem.

TRACETBL Startup Option

The TRACETBL startup option that was delivered as VM:Backup release 3.5 PTF RO63868 is not supported in
release 3.6. If TRACETBL is specified as a startup option, the first initialization of release 3.6 fails and the message
“VMBBEG0120E TRACETBL cannot be used with VMBSYS.” displays.

To resolve this problem, remove the TRACETBL startup option on the Server Startup Command in the VMSERVER
NAMES file for VM:Backup on VMANAGER before the upgrade.

New Features
The new features in this VM:Backup release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs
for simple installation.

This section provides a summary of new features provided in the current release of the product.

VM:Backup Now Supports the Use of Write Once Read Many (WORM) Media (LU07940)

WORM tapes are now supported by VM:Backup. WORM support enables customers to use backup tapes in cases where
an immutable backup is required, such as for compliance or legal needs. With a WORM tape, you can guarantee that the
content on a backup tape has not changed from when the backup was originally created. With WORM support, there is no
question as to the status of the specific backup tape. When you run a backup job with a WORM tape, VM:Backup applies
additional restrictions:

• If a BACKUP job is interrupted and restarted for any reason, such as an ABEND, a HOLD placed on the job, or a
system outage, the BACKUP job always restarts from the beginning.

• If, during a BACKUP with WORM tapes, a domain must be restarted, VM:Backup does not reposition the tapes back
to the last completed domain. The next domain backup starts on the next block of the tape, and uses the appropriate
"domain start" record. The domain start record is not necessarily the same domain that was just re-queued for restart.
If you use catalogs, the catalog records only the successfully completed domain backups.
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To take advantage of support for WORM tapes, you must enable the VM:Tape interface. You can then designate a tape
as WORM-type in the scratch pool definition file associated with the backup job template. Specify DATACLAS=WORM for
the scratch pool to be used for the WORM tape. For more information refer to the Scratch Pool Definition File article in the
VM:Tape documentation.

When you successfully mount a volume for a virtual tape with a data class of WORM, the following new informational
message appears after system message 0604l: 

0077I VOLUME volser ON vaddr IS DATA CLASS 'WORM'.

DASDTAPE Command

The DASDTAPE command provides VM:Backup administrators with the information they need to manage DASDtape
storage, identify problems, and ensure that nightly jobs run smoothly.

Use the DASDTAPE command to:

• examine the contents of VM:Backup DASDtape resource pools and superpools
• produce a report on tape allocation and pool usage
• list currently mounted DASDtape volsers
• change the expiration date of a DASDtape to the current date

Dynamic Erase of Expired DASDtapes

Dynamic erase of expired DASDtapes provides a method for expired DASDtape TAPE files to be erased automatically,
freeing up space for running backups.

These files are now erased when space is needed during a backup if the job writes to DASDtapes. The expired DASDtape
TAPE files are only erased if the tape is not referenced in a catalog.

Block ID Support in Catalog Records for SFS Directories

New Block ID fields in the VM:Backup catalog record allow backup tapes to be quickly positioned to the start of SFS
directory data during restore processing.

These fields have been added to the VM:Backup DIRH catalog record and enable VM:Backup to rapidly position a backup
tape to the start of the SFS directory data. VMBMCOPY has been modified to update and, if it is necessary when copying
a backup from a previous release, to add these new fields to DIRH records that it copies.

Legal Notice

Use the HELP VMBACKUP NOTICE command or press the PF2 (Notice) key on the HELPABC1 screen to display a
Legal Notice.

XRESTORE Command

The XRESTORE command provides system administrators with a simple line-mode method to restore an SFS file
space that was previously deleted without having to resort to manually coding a TPI job, and lets users restore files from
minidisks and directories using a line-mode command.

Use this command to select files that you want to restore from minidisks or directories, and to select deleted file spaces
that you want to restore. These requests are submitted automatically unless the REPORT option is specified.

QUERY STORAGE Command

The QUERY STORAGE command allows system administrators to dynamically monitor VM:Backup virtual storage usage.
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Use this command to display or stack message VMBSYS0075I, "Maximum virtual storage used since VM:Backup was
started was 751M out of 1.0G bytes."

QUERY BACKUPS Command

The QUERY BACKUPS command provides operators a line-mode method that shows the status of each running backup
job stream’s progress. These statuses help operators determine whether all is well or whether the job is waiting for a
quiesce, tape mount, or other event.

Use this command to display or stack information about the progress of the backup jobs that are currently running.

TRSIZE Startup Option

The TRSIZE startup option allows the changing of the default size of the VM:Backup internal trace table, enabling more
effective troubleshooting by Broadcom Support.

Use this option to change the size of the VM:Backup internal trace table from the default size of 256K to a different size.
This option is useful when Broadcom Support determines more trace table data is necessary to help find the cause of a
problem.

Automated Shutdown Support

VM:Backup is now enabled to receive shutdown signals from CP, allowing graceful shutdown of the VM:Backup server
during system shutdown processing.

When VM:Backup receives a shutdown signal from CP, the END command is invoked.

Support for RSU ( Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

Broadcom is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a
published PTF. The  VM:Backup Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation Topic Installing a
Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing RSU installation
PTFs will help reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to VM:Backup for product
stability; or, that are required to install a new VM:Backup feature.

Changes to Existing Features
This section provides a summary of changes made to existing features of the product in this release.

UPDATE command to change auto-discard date

When a system administrator changes the expiration date of a catalog in VM:Backup, this enhancement reminds them
to change the expiration date of the associated tapes (in VM:Tape, for example) to ensure the tapes are not prematurely
scratched and data is lost.

When the UPDATE command is used to modify the scheduled date for an automatic discard of a catalog, the following
two messages appear:

2000I THE AUTO-DISCARD DATE FOR CATALOG filename DUMPJOB WAS CHANGED TO date.

2001W UPDATE THE EXPIRATION DATE FOR THE ASSOCIATED TAPES IF NECESSARY.

VMBMCOPY Function Level

The VMBMCOPY Function Level is now 1. Previously it was Version 01.0.
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WARNING
Use Function Level 1 or higher when you copy backups made with this release of VM:Backup. The previous
version of VMBMCOPY will not update the block IDs in DIRH records.

Default Virtual Storage

VM:Backup is now distributed with a default virtual storage size of 128M. The new default storage size is an increase from
64M.

NOEDRSUP (Generic Device Recognition)

VM:Backup Release 3.6 is the final version to support Generic Device Recognition (NOEDRSUP) as a startup option for
recognizing tape devices. We recommend that you migrate to an Enhanced Device Recognition (EDRSUP) environment.
For more information about converting from NOEDRSUP to EDRSUP, contact Technical Support.

Backup Job Status Information Screen

The Backup Job Status Information screen has been redesigned to display more information about the job and about each
stream in the job.

This enhancement provides operators with a full-screen display showing the status of each running backup job stream’s
progress. The new screen offers operators more complete monitoring information and frees them from the need to
additionally execute a line-mode command to access that information.

PF8 (Forward) and PF7 (Backward) can now be used to scroll through the list of streams.

Restore File Selection Screen Select Files Backed Up For/Since

This enhancement provides VM:Backup users with a means of selecting all files listed on the Restore Selected Files
screen, freeing them from the time-consuming task of manually selecting each listed file that they want to restore.

PF10 (Select All) can now be used to add r in the Req column next to all selected files. PF10 (Deselect All) can now be
used to clear all selections added through PF10 (Select All).

TAPEDISK Record

Each TAPEDISK record must be followed by only one corresponding TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
Previously, each TAPEDISK record could be followed by more than one corresponding TAPEPOOL record.

Default Trace Table Size

VM:Backup is now distributed with a default trace table size of 256K. The new default storage size is an increase from
64K.

VMBSCAN VM:Archiver User Record

The amount of information reported for the User: DBRECORD record is extended from 295 to 721 characters.

Retention Period Restriction

Due to unresolved TOD clock rollover problems, a potential for data loss exists if tape or catalog expiration dates exceed
the clock rollover date (approximately September 17, 2042). To avoid these problems, the maximum number of days
that can be specified for tape retention, for catalog discard, and for catalog condensing has been reduced to 5000. This
change does not affect permanent retention which can be specified for VM:Archiver tapes.

If a backup job that was defined and compiled using r3.5 or earlier contains a retention period set to a value greater
than 5000 days, the value is overridden to 5000 when the job is submitted under r3.6. The erroneous value in the job
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template or definition does not automatically change. If you make changes to the job template or definition in r3.6, reset
the retention value to a whole number in the range 1 through 5000.

HiDRO Disaster Recovery Documentation

The guide HiDRO Disaster Recovery Using VM:Backup has been removed from the documentation set, due to
obsolescence.

Changes to Messages
 

New Messages

This section lists the new messages in VM:Backup Release 3.6.

The following messages are added to this release:

• 0090E -- poolname IS NOT A DEFINED DASD RESOURCE POOL OR SUPERPOOL
• 2000I -- THE AUTO-DISCARD DATE FOR CATALOG filename DUMPJOB WAS CHANGED TO: date.
• 2001W -- UPDATE THE EXPIRATION DATE FOR THE ASSOCIATED TAPES IF NECESSARY
• 2002E -- NO TAPES WERE FOUND IN [RESOURCE POOL | SUPERPOOL] poolname
• 2003E -- option IS NOT A VALID OPTION OF THE command parameter COMMAND
• 2004I -- EXPIRED DASDTAPE volser WAS ERASED FROM RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr)
• 2005E -- DASDTAPE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) IS DRAINED
• 2006I -- RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) FILLED WRITING volser BLOCK number
• 2007I -- RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) IS TOO FULL TO MOUNT volser
• 2008E -- time IS NOT A VALID TIME. USE THE FORMAT HH:MM:SS
• 2009E -- filespace IS NOT A VALID FILE SPACE NAME. IT MUST NOT CONTAIN A COLON (:) OR A PERIOD (.)
• 2010E -- FOR USER MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A USERID, AND, OPTIONALLY, A VIRTUAL ADDRESS OR

ASTERISK (*)
• 2011E -- {FOR | TO} DIR MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A FULLY QUALIFIED DIRECTORY NAME
• 2012I -- filename filetype WRITTEN TO YOUR A-DISK OR DIRECTORY
• 2013W -- VM:BACKUP R3.6 IS THE LAST RELEASE THAT SUPPORTS NOEDRSUP. CONVERT TO AN EDRSUP

ENVIRONMENT.
• 2014I -- THERE ARE NO MOUNTED DASDTAPES
• 2015E -- THERE ARE NO DASDTAPES CONFIGURED
• 2016I -- JOB FILES WITH A FILE NAME OF jobid HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO YOUR A-DISK OR DIRECTORY
• 2017E -- ONLY ONE RESOURCE POOL CAN BE DEFINED FOR TAPE DISK vaddr.
• 2018E -- VOLSER volser IS NOT A DASDTAPE
• 2019E -- DASDTAPE volser CANNOT BE EXPIRED BECAUSE IT IS IN A CATALOG
• 2020I -- DASDTAPE volser EXPIRATION DATE CHANGED TO TODAY, mm/dd/yy
• 2021I -- THE CONFIGURATION FILE IS CURRENTLY BEING UPDATED. YOUR REQUEST CANNOT BE

PROCESSED AT THIS TIME
• 2022E -- filename filetype CONTAINS TOO MANY RECORDS.
• 2023I -- THERE ARE NO RUNNING BACKUP JOBS
• 2038E -- NO KEY SPECIFIED FOR AN ENCRYPTED BACKUP.
• 2039E -- KEY SPECIFIED FOR AN UNENCRYPTED BACKUP.
• 2040I -- THE type PERIOD WAS RESET TO THE MAXIMUM 5000 DAYS.
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Changed Messages

The following messages are changed in this release:

• 0452E -- ONLY VM:ARCHIVER CAN REQUEST recordname parameter.
• 0897R -- ENTER THE NEXT EIGHT CHARACTERS OF THE KEY, or "QUIT":
• 0929E -- CONFIG RECORD number: THE NUMBER OF DAYS SPECIFIED ON THE LISTPD RECORD MUST BE

FROM 1 TO 5000 OR AN ASTERISK (*).

Deleted Messages

The following messages have been deleted from this release:

• System message 0077I -- MAXIMUM VIRTUAL STORAGE USED DURING JOB jobname WAS number OUT OF
available BYTES.

 

Documentation Changes
  VM:Backup Release 3.6 and post-GA 

The following documentation updates have been made since the last release of this documentation:

 Note: In PDF format, page references identify the first page of the topic in which a change was made. The actual change
can appear on a later page.

 Administrators 

• Security Algorithm and Key -- Added information about security algorithm name and support for additional security
algorithms.

 Operators 

• Updated the table of VM:Backup Commands for Operators in Operator Commands.
• Updated the QUERY Command section.

 System Programmers Reference 

Post-GA:

•  RESID Record – Specified that RESID can be globally defined for an SSI environment. Expanded description of use
of IUCV *INIT statement. For PDC RI83275.

For GA:

•  VMBMCOPY Utility -- New section for new utility.
•  DASDTAPE Command -- New section for new command.
• Tape Devices -- Removed table of supported tape devices.
• Global change -- References to EDRSUP and NOEDRSUP changed to reflect the discontinuation of support for

NOEDRSUP in versions of VM:Backup later than Release 3.6.
•  Managing Tape and DASD Resources -- Replaced Devices and Settings table with new section, Tape Drives, Media,

Density Names, and TMC Values. This section has subsections of tables for every supported device.
•  Using Encryption for Data Security -- Updated description of encryption support.
•  QUERY Command -- Updated to reflect that QUERY can return the default encryption algorithm.
•  RESERVE Record -- Rewritten to reflect change in functionality.
•  Backing Up Other VM Products -- New page.
•  Using NOEDRSUP -- New page with the DENSITY name and MEDIA value settings necessary for NOEDRSUP

mode.
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 Template Programming Interface  

• Updated the backup job template OPTIONS Record page.

 Users 

• Updated Restoring From an Encrypted Backup For SFS and CMS Files.
• Updated Restoring BFS Files From an Encrypted Backup.
• Updated QUERY Command.

 Messages 

The following messages are added to this release:

• 0090E -- poolname IS NOT A DEFINED DASD RESOURCE POOL OR SUPERPOOL
• 2000I -- THE AUTO-DISCARD DATE FOR CATALOG filename DUMPJOB WAS CHANGED TO: date.
• 2001W -- UPDATE THE EXPIRATION DATE FOR THE ASSOCIATED TAPES IF NECESSARY
• 2002E -- NO TAPES WERE FOUND IN [RESOURCE POOL | SUPERPOOL] poolname
• 2003E -- option IS NOT A VALID OPTION OF THE command parameter COMMAND
• 2004I -- EXPIRED DASDTAPE volser WAS ERASED FROM RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr)
• 2005E -- DASDTAPE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) IS DRAINED
• 2006I -- RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) FILLED WRITING volser BLOCK number
• 2007I -- RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) IS TOO FULL TO MOUNT volser
• 2008E -- time IS NOT A VALID TIME. USE THE FORMAT HH:MM:SS
• 2009E -- filespace IS NOT A VALID FILE SPACE NAME. IT MUST NOT CONTAIN A COLON (:) OR A PERIOD (.)
• 2010E -- FOR USER MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A USERID, AND, OPTIONALLY, A VIRTUAL ADDRESS OR

ASTERISK (*)
• 2011E -- {FOR | TO} DIR MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A FULLY QUALIFIED DIRECTORY NAME
• 2012I -- filename filetype WRITTEN TO YOUR A-DISK OR DIRECTORY
• 2013W -- VM:BACKUP R3.6 IS THE LAST RELEASE THAT SUPPORTS NOEDRSUP. CONVERT TO AN EDRSUP

ENVIRONMENT.
• 2014I -- THERE ARE NO MOUNTED DASDTAPES
• 2015E -- THERE ARE NO DASDTAPES CONFIGURED
• 2016I -- JOB FILES WITH A FILE NAME OF jobid HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO YOUR A-DISK OR DIRECTORY
• 2017E -- ONLY ONE RESOURCE POOL CAN BE DEFINED FOR TAPE DISK vaddr.
• 2018E -- VOLSER volser IS NOT A DASDTAPE
• 2019E -- DASDTAPE volser CANNOT BE EXPIRED BECAUSE IT IS IN A CATALOG
• 2020I -- DASDTAPE volser EXPIRATION DATE CHANGED TO TODAY, mm/dd/yy
• 2021I -- THE CONFIGURATION FILE IS CURRENTLY BEING UPDATED. YOUR REQUEST CANNOT BE

PROCESSED AT THIS TIME
• 2022E -- filename filetype CONTAINS TOO MANY RECORDS.
• 2023I -- THERE ARE NO RUNNING BACKUP JOBS
• 2038E -- NO KEY SPECIFIED FOR AN ENCRYPTED BACKUP.
• 2039E -- KEY SPECIFIED FOR AN UNENCRYPTED BACKUP.
• 2040I -- THE type PERIOD WAS RESET TO THE MAXIMUM 5000 DAYS.

The following messages are changed in this release:
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• 0452E -- ONLY VM:ARCHIVER CAN REQUEST recordname parameter.
• 0897R -- ENTER THE NEXT EIGHT CHARACTERS OF THE KEY, or "QUIT":
• 0929E -- CONFIG RECORD number: THE NUMBER OF DAYS SPECIFIED ON THE LISTPD RECORD MUST BE

FROM 1 TO 5000 OR AN ASTERISK (*).

The following messages have been deleted from this release:

• System message 0077I -- MAXIMUM VIRTUAL STORAGE USED DURING JOB jobname WAS number OUT OF
available BYTES.

 HiDRO Disaster Recovery Using VM:Backup 

• Removed the guide HiDRO Disaster Recovery Using VM:Backup from the documentation set, due to obsolescence.

 Installation 

• Added Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade).
• Updated Installation Topic Servicing Your Product to included detailed information on what to do if VMSES/E

message VMFBLD2185R is received when you run the VMFBLD step.

 

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Mainframe VM Product Manager (Mainframe VM Product Manager)
• VM:Account™ (VM:Account)
• VM:Archiver™ (VM:Archiver)
• VM:Backup™ for z/VM (VM:Backup)
• VM:Batch™ for z/VM (VM:Batch)
• VM:Director™ for z/VM (VM:Director)
• VM:Schedule™ for z/VM (VM:Schedule)
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM (VM:Secure)
• VM:Spool™ for z/VM (VM:Spool)
• VM:Tape™ for z/VM (VM:Tape)
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Getting Started
The product helps a system administrator back up and restore jobs by providing the following features:

• The ability to use full-screen displays to define jobs and local operating controls. For example, you can grant user
authorizations or managing of the tapes that are used in backup jobs

• The ability to use full-screen displays to create jobs
• The ability to define jobs through an application programming interface
• Selective backups and restores of CMS files or minidisks, or entire DASD volumes
• Selective backups and restores of non-CMS minidisks, or specific tracks and blocks on such minidisks
• Selective backups and restores of Shared File System (SFS) user storage groups, the SFS file spaces and directories,

and BFS file spaces
• Selective restores of BFS directories
• Backups and restores of entire file pools
• Creation of identical datasets on multiple tapes during backup and merge/purge/copy (MPC) job processing for offsite

disaster recovery
• The running of multiple backup, restore, AUTOCAT, merge/purge/copy (MPC), and tape reinitialization (REINIT) jobs

concurrently
• The restarting of jobs after an abnormal system termination
• Automatically recovers from temporary or correctable tape I/O errors
• The restarting of jobs automatically after permanent tape I/O errors
• Automatically manages its own minidisk space
• Backs up data to DASDtape and to physical cartridges
• Copies previously backed up data from old tape media to new tape media while creating a new catalog for the new

media.
• Automatically selects the tapes that are needed for backup jobs and prompts the operator to mount them. To improve

backup data protection, the product also allows VM:Tape to select tapes for VM:Backup jobs.
• The interface between VM:Backup and VM:Archiver enables VM:Archiver to submit backup, restore, MPC, and REINIT

jobs.

To facilitate an operator's job, VM:Backup provides the following features:

• Provides screens from which you can submit backup jobs, monitor the status of jobs, hold and release jobs, cancel
jobs, receive and respond to VM:Backup messages, and temporarily suspend or end job processing

• Automatically selects the tapes needed for backup jobs and tells you which volumes to mount; for improved backup
data protection, VM:Backup also allows VM:Tape to manage and select tapes for VM:Backup jobs

• Allows you to list the tapes required to fulfill a restore request so that you can have the volumes on hand before the job
starts

• Automatically recovers from temporary or correctable tape I/O errors
• Restarts jobs automatically after permanent tape I/O errors
• Backs up data to DASDtape and to physical reels and cartridges
• Creates copies of backup tapes for offsite disaster recovery
• Allows users to select files, minidisks, and directories to restore from a full-screen list, without operator assistance
• Optionally holds restore requests submitted by users until you are ready to mount the required tapes

User authorization allows you to submit requests to VM:Backup to restore data backed up for your own user ID. Operators
are authorized automatically to perform user functions as well as operator functions. End user activities include:
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• Restoring the most recently backed-up versions of your files, minidisks, and directories
• Specifying selection criteria to restore earlier backup versions of your files or to restore a group of files with similar

names
• Reviewing the status of your restore requests, and canceling a request if you change your mind about submitting it
• Viewing and responding to VM:Backup messages, for example, requests to detach your minidisk so that data can be

restored
• Setting an expertise level according to your familiarity with VM:Backup restore functions

To search this section, use this field:

Concepts
The following are the principal concepts behind VM:Backup.

Contents

VM:Backup Jobs

The VM:Backup system administrator creates and updates the job template files, which are the basis for the jobs you
submit. There are job template files for the following jobs:

• Backup
• Restore
• Merge/purge/copy (MPC)
• Re initialization (REINIT)
• AUTOCAT

Backup Jobs

Backup jobs copy data on a minidisk or in a file space to tape. VM:Backup can perform two types of backups, full and
incremental.  Full backups copy all of the data on a minidisk or in a file space to tape. Incremental backups copy to tape
only data that has changed since the previous backup of the minidisk or file space.

You can submit backup jobs that are based on job template file using the Submit System Backups screen or the
SUBMIT command. Backup job template files specify which minidisks and file spaces VM:Backup is to back up and how
VM:Backup is to process them.

NOTE
Unless otherwise specified, references in this book to backup jobs include those submitted by VM:Backup and
by other applications, such as VM:Archiver.

Restore Jobs

Restore jobs write backed-up data to a virtual reader, minidisk, or SFS entity (file pool, user storage group, SFS file
space, BFS file space, SFS directory, or BFS directory). VM:Backup system administrators can restore data backed up for
individual users or from entire DASD volumes and file pools. VM:Backup users can restore data backed up from minidisks
or SFS directories they own, and they can restore BFS files backed up from BFS file spaces they own.

You can submit restore jobs (including SFS and BFS restore jobs) that are based on job template files using the SUBMIT
command. Restore job template files specify which minidisks or portions of minidisks VM:Backup is to restore and how
VM:Backup is to process them.

NOTE
Unless otherwise specified, references in this book to restore jobs include those submitted by VM:Backup and
by other applications, such as VM:Archiver.
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MPC Jobs

Merge/purge/copy (MPC) jobs copy specified domains, CMS files, SFS files, and BFS files from named input tapes to
output tapes. Only authorized clients, such as VM:Archiver, can submit MPC jobs.

REINIT Jobs

REINIT jobs re initialize input tapes that have been processed by MPC jobs. Only authorized clients, such as VM:Archiver,
can submit REINIT jobs.

AUTOCAT Jobs

AUTOCAT jobs condense and discard VM:Backup catalogs. The VM:Backup system administrator maintains one or more
AUTOCAT job template files that specify job processing options. The system administrator can configure VM:Backup so
that an AUTOCAT job runs automatically every day at a predefined time, or you can submit AUTOCAT jobs manually
using the SUBMIT command.

Job Processing

Normally, VM:Backup processes jobs in the order they enter the job queue. The system administrator determines the total
number of jobs and the number of each type of job VM:Backup can process concurrently.

You can change the order in which VM:Backup processes particular jobs, and you can have VM:Backup restrict
processing to just one job. To change the order in which VM:Backup processes jobs, you can:

• Make a particular job a priority job using the PRIORITY option on the SUBMIT command or the JOBOPTIONS TPI
record. A priority job is submitted at the top of the job queue, after any other priority jobs already in the queue.

• Change the order of the jobs in the job queue using the ORDER command.

To have VM:Backup restrict processing to just one job, you can make that job exclusive using the EXCLUSIVE option on
the SUBMIT command. VM:Backup will not start an exclusive job until previous jobs have completed and will not start
other jobs until the exclusive job completes.

Job Scheduling

An AUTOCAT job can run automatically if the system administrator configures it to do so. With a scheduling system such
as VM:Schedule, you can schedule other jobs to run at preset times as well.

The system administrator also establishes whether VM:Backup should process user restore requests immediately or
hold them for execution during a period of low data center activity. As an operator, you can tell VM:Backup when to start
processing requests that were put on hold.

Wait Times for Messages

The system administrator specifies how long VM:Backup is to wait for you to respond to a message, such as a request
to mount a tape, and how frequently VM:Backup should issue a reminder message. If you do not respond within the time
allowed, the job is put on hold.

Tape Management

The system administrator determines how a backup job is to be handled when an insufficient number of tapes has been
allocated. If you do not use VM:Tape, VM:Backup may ask you to provide the volser of an available tape so that the job
can continue.
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Restart Recovery

If an abnormal system termination (abend) occurs (including external terminations), when the system is re initialized the
VM:Backup restart recovery facility automatically restarts any jobs (including those jobs that were started by VM:Archiver)
that were interrupted.

If a job is interrupted because of a permanent tape I/O error, a job rollback occurs, and VM:Backup immediately restarts
the job automatically.

If a job encounters a recoverable error (other than a permanent I/O error) or a procedural error, VM:Backup does not
restart the job but instead places the job on hold. A VM:Backup operator or system administrator must restart the job later
with the RELEASE command. For example, VM:Backup will not automatically restart a job that failed because an operator
ignored a tape mount request.

Unless the system administrator has specified otherwise, VM:Backup uses the CHECKDISK minidisk to collect checkpoint
data during backup and restore job processing. For backup jobs, VM:Backup uses checkpoint data to restart interrupted
backup jobs with the last completed domain (minidisk, file space, or directory) on the last completed tape volume for each
tape stream. For restore jobs, VM:Backup uses checkpoint data to restart interrupted restore jobs with the last completed
domain.

For either type of job, you are asked to remount some volumes so that VM:Backup can accurately reposition the tapes
for restarting. VM:Backup restarts from the beginning those domains that were not completely restored when the job was
interrupted. When restarted, all jobs continue as though they were never interrupted.

Hardware Requirements
You can access VM:Backup through screens or line-mode commands. If you have a display or full-screen (3270-type)
terminal with a minimum of 24 lines, you can access VM:Backup through both screens and line-mode commands.

Supported DASD Devices

VM:Backup supports DASD devices that IBM supports and non-IBM original equipment manufacturer (OEM) DASD
devices that are equivalent to supported IBM devices.

The device type to which data is restored must match or be functionally equivalent to the device type from which the data
was backed up. In a virtual machine, the specified DASD device type must match the virtual DASD device or VM:Backup
issues an error message. In a real machine, I/O errors occur if the specified and real devices do not match.

Supported Tape Devices

VM:Backup supports tape devices that IBM supports and non-IBM original equipment manufacturer (OEM) tape devices
that are equivalent to supported IBM devices.

In a virtual machine, the specified device type must match the real device type. The tape drive on which the tape is
mounted must support the density that is required to create the tape.

VM:Backup supports devices with data compaction features. VM:Backup supports the Improved Data Recording
Capability (IDRC) feature on 3490E, 3490, and 3480 tape drives, and the data compaction feature on 3590 and 3592 tape
drives.

Hardware data compaction or allowing VM:Backup to pack the data can reduce the run time and the number of tapes
the job uses. Using both options together does not necessarily produce more compaction, and the job run time and the
number of tapes the job uses could increase. To determine which settings give you the right balance between job run
times and number of tapes, use various combinations of data compaction.

VM:Backup supports devices with encryption features.

NOTE
For more information, see Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values.
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Software Requirements
Broadcom products support VM releases that IBM supports.

Automated Shutdown Support

VM:Backup is enabled to receive shutdown signals from CP. When VM:Backup receives a shutdown signal from CP, the
END command is invoked.

The server does not end automatically if menus are open, jobs are running, or any other activity is in progress. In such a
case, the server is forced off when the shutdown interval expires.

Virtual Disks

VM:Backup does not support virtual disks (V-disks). VM:Backup ignores these minidisks in backup jobs and does not
restore files to them.

D8ONECMD FAIL Command and Record

Do not specify the D8ONECMD FAIL directory record or issue the SET D8ONECMD FAIL command for VM:Backup.

Time Zone Changes

Reinitialize VM:Backup after a time zone change. Otherwise, incorrect timestamps appear in reports, console log
messages, and in CMS files that VM:Backup maintains. In addition, any automatic AUTOCAT job does not run at the
specified time. If you want an AUTOCAT job to run again before the next scheduled time, run it manually.

Virtual Addresses

VM:Backup supports four-digit minidisk virtual addresses. When you specify four-digit addresses on VM:Backup screens
and commands, you do not have to type leading zeros.

Operating Mode

The VM:Backup service virtual machine can run in ESA or XC mode. If, during initialization, VM:Backup determines that
its service virtual machine is running with the 370 Accommodation feature turned on, it does the following tasks:

• Turns off the feature
• Sends message 0080I

When you end VM:Backup, it automatically turns the feature back on.

NOTE
 VM:Backup does not automatically reset the 370 Accommodation Feature when a user exit returns control.
Therefore, if you use the VM:Backup user exits, it is up to you to set and reset the mode properly.

End users can communicate with VM:Backup through the VMBACKUP MODULE. They can run the module in ESA mode
with the 370 Accommodation Feature turned on or off, or in XC mode.

OPTION Statements

If you do not have an external security manager (ESM), include the OPTION LNKNOPAS statement in the VM:Backup
directory entry. This entry enables VM:Backup to link to all minidisks in the system. If the LNKNOPAS directory option is
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present in the VM:Backup directory, VM:Backup never uses a password on a link, even on a disk with a password. If you
have an ESM, authorize VM:Backup to link to all minidisks in the system without using a password; the LNKNOPAS option
has no effect if an ESM is running. If you do not have an ESM and no OPTION LNKNOPAS record is present, VM:Backup
is only able to link to (and therefore back up and restore) those minidisks that have a password of ALL.

Virtual Storage

The VM:Backup service virtual machine can address up to 2 GB of virtual storage. The default virtual machine size for the
VM:Backup service virtual machine is 64 MB.

CP Commands and Privilege Classes

VM:Backup uses the following CP commands and instructions, listed by the default privilege classes that are associated
with them.

CP Privilege Class CP Command or Instruction

B ATTACH DASD DETACH DIAGNOSE code X' D4'

 QUERY   

E CA Directory Reader
Diagnose Code

LOCATE   

BEGIN CLOSE DEFINE DETACH

DIAGNOSE Codes: X'00',
X'08', X'0C', X'10', X'24',
X'5C', X'60', X'70', X'A0',
X'A8', X'210

 DIAGNOSE Codes:
X'00', X'08', X'0C', X'10',
X'24', X'5C', X'60', X'70',
X'A0', X'A8', X'210

 DIAGNOSE Codes:
X'00', X'08', X'0C', X'10',
X'24', X'5C', X'60', X'70',
X'A0', X'A8', X'210

DIAGNOSE Codes: X'00',
X'08', X'0C', X'10', X'24',
X'5C', X'60', X'70', X'A0',
X'A8', X'210

DUMP LINK PURGE QUERY

SET SMSG SPOOL SYSTEM

G

TAG VMDUMP   

ANY CP DISCONN LOGOFF MESSAGE

If you redefine the privilege classes for CP commands or instructions, modify the VM:Backup CP directory entry. This
modification must give VM:Backup the privileges that are required to perform all of the commands and instructions listed
in the table.

Missing Interrupt Handling Settings
Missing interrupt handling (MIH) settings vary by processor, channels, devices, and VM releases. To obtain the
recommended MIH setting for your system, see the appropriate IBM documentation. For tape drives, however, your MIH
setting must be at least 10 minutes.

CMS Shared File System Requirements
To set up SFS file pools and submit jobs to back up and restore file pools, user storage groups, file spaces, directories,
and files, comply with the following requirements:

• Enroll the VM:Backup service virtual machine as an administrator for any file pool from which it backs up data or to
which it restores data. To designate the VM:Backup service virtual machine as a permanent administrator, add an
ADMIN VMBACKUP record to the DMSPARMS file of the file pool.

• In addition, if you have an External Security Manager (ESM) for the Shared File System (SFS), instruct it to give
VM:Backup read and write authorization to every object in the file pool for which VM:Backup is backing up or restoring
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data. Also back up the ESM authorization information for this file pool. This backup is necessary because VM:Backup
backs up native SFS authorizations only; it does not automatically back up ESM authorizations. Consult your ESM
vendor for information about backing up ESM authorizations.

• Identify all file pools that are specified in backup and restore jobs (including jobs that VM:Archiver submits) to
VM:Backup. The VM:Backup system administrator can either update the FILEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file manually, as explained in Reconfiguring VM:Backup, or interactively, by selecting the option Manage
configuration options from the System Administrator Main Menu.
For a backup job, the following requirements apply for file pools:
– Specified file pools must be local to VM:Backup (that is, running on the same system or node as the VM:Backup

service virtual machine) and must be running during processing of the job.
– VM:Backup must be able to link to all minidisks that constitute the user storage groups of any included file pool.
For a restore job, the following requirements apply for file pools:
– Specified file pools must be local to VM:Backup (that is, running on the same system or node as the VM:Backup

service virtual machine) and must be running during processing of the job.
– VM:Backup must acquire an exclusive lock to the restore target before it can restore data.

Accessing and Leaving VM:Backup Screens
You can use VM:Backup in one of two ways:

• Through screens
• Through line-mode commands

In either case, you must be in CMS to access the product.

This page explains how to access VM:Backup through screens.

NOTE
For information about accessing VM:Backup through line-mode commands, see the  System Programmers
Reference .

To access the product through screens, enter the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

NOTE
The instructions in this documentation assume that the service virtual machine user ID of VM:Backup is
VMBACKUP.

For example, enter the following command:

vmbackup

The first time that you invoke VM:Backup in a logon session, the copyright screen for the product appears.

The copyright screen remains on your terminal screen until you press ENTER or 15 seconds elapse, whichever occurs
first. VM:Backup then displays the main menu for the authorization level of your user ID. For system administrators, this is
the System Administrator Main Menu.

To prevent the copyright screen from appearing again, rename the VMBACKUP COPYRGHT file on the public minidisk.
Whenever you enter the vmbackup command, the main menu appears immediately.

NOTE
For more information about using the main menu, see Using the Main Menu.

To exit the product, press PF3 (End) until you reach the main menu, and press PF3 (End) once more. You return to CMS.
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Moving Through Screens and Menus
You can move through VM:Backup screens and menus by typing entries and using program function (PF) keys. This
section explains how to move through screens.

Typing Entries

To enter information in screen fields, begin typing your entries anywhere in the space provided. Use the tab key to move
between fields. Follow the instructions that are displayed on the screens.

Do not specify values that have leading and trailing underscores. The product recognizes only embedded underscores.
For example, the product accepts A_FILE and B_FILE, but does not accept _AFILE or BFILE_. Follow these guidelines
when entering values such as filenames, filetypes, user IDs, and virtual addresses on screens.

Using PF Keys

To perform some tasks on the screens, you must use the PF keys instead of entering commands or filling in fields. The PF
keys available for each screen are listed at the bottom of that screen.

Using the Main Menu
The following graphic shows the VM:Backup System Administrator Main Menu:

AMENABC1                 System Administrator Main Menu               VM:Backup 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                                

 To select a function, type its number and press ENTER.                         

                                                                                

      Installation and   1  Manage configuration options.                       

      Customization      2  Manage authorizations.                              

                         3  Manage resource pools.                              

                                                                                

      Administrative     4  Manage job templates.                               

      Functions          5  Manage exception/exclusion files.                   

                         6  Manage existing catalogs.                           

                         7  Submit special SFS/BFS restores.                    

                                                                                

      Operator and       8  Perform operator functions.                         

      User Functions     9  Perform user functions.                             

                                                                                

                                                                                

 Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.                                    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...       

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  ...       

                                                                                

===>         

Enter the number of the option you want to use on the command line.
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Help With Screens and Menus
To obtain information about any currently displayed menu or screen, press PF1 (Help). The product displays a help screen
that describes what you can do from the menu or screen.

When you are finished reading the help screen, press PF3 (End) to return to the original screen.

PF Key Help

To view the PF key help screens, press PF1 (Help) from the System Administrator Main Menu. A description of PF key
functions follows the explanation of the main menu options. To move through the help screens, use PF7 (Backward) and
PF8 (Forward). To return to the System Administrator Main Menu, press PF3 (End).

Using Commands
This section explains how to access VM:Backup through line-mode commands.

Contents

Entering CMS or CP Commands From the VM:Backup Service Virtual Machine

When you enter CMS or CP commands on the VM:Backup console, include the prefix cms or #cp, respectively. These
prefixes distinguish these commands from VM:Backup commands.

For example, to run VM:Backup in disconnected mode, enter the following command:

#cp disc 

The #cp prefix tells VM:Backup to execute the CP DISCONN command. If you do not enter #cp, the product interprets
disc as the VM:Backup DISCARD command.

Entering VM:Backup Commands From CMS

To enter VM:Backup commands from CMS, perform the following actions:

1. Type the name of the VM:Backup service virtual machine (default vmbackup), followed by a space.
2. Type the command
3. Press ENTER

For example, to issue the SUSPEND command from CMS, enter the following command:

vmbackup suspend

All responses to commands are edited according to the current EMSG setting of your virtual machine.

Entering VM:Backup Commands From CP

If you are issuing VM:Backup commands from a VM operator user ID running in CP mode, prefix the VMBACKUP
command with the CP SMSG command.

For example, to use a VM operator user ID running in CP mode to issue the SUBMIT command to start the weekly
backup, enter the command in the following format:

cp smsg vmbackup submit weekly
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WARNING
Do not issue commands or use CP SMSG with commands that result in full-screen prompting, such as the
RESTORE command.

Entering VM:Backup Commands From the Service Virtual Machine

You can enter VM:Backup commands on the VM:Backup console if your product service virtual machine is running in
connected mode. In this case, enter only the command; do not prefix the command with the VM:Backup service virtual
machine name. For example, to issue the SUSPEND command, enter suspend; do not enter vmbackup suspend.

When you enter commands at the VM:Backup console, you must enter each command on a separate command line. You
cannot enter two commands, separated by the pound sign (#) command delimiter, on a single command line; VM:Backup
does not support the # command delimiter.

WARNING
Do not issue commands or use CP SMSG with commands that result in full-screen prompting, such as the
RESTORE command.

Entering Commands from VM:Backup Screens

You can enter VM:Backup, CMS, and CP commands from the command line on VM:Backup screens. The product
processes commands that are entered in the Command column before it reads the command line.

Entering VM:Backup Commands

To enter any VM:Backup command from the command line of a VM:Backup screen, use the CP SMSG command.
For example, to halt temporarily VM:Backup job processing from the command line of a VM:Backup screen, enter the
following command:

smsg vmbackup suspend

Entering CMS or CP Commands

When you enter CMS or CP commands, you do not have to prefix them with cms or cp, respectively. If the entered
command is not valid for that screen, VM:Backup passes the command to CMS for execution. Standard CMS search
order rules apply.

Help With Commands
You can get help on VM:Backup commands through the CMS HELP facility. To see an overview of VM:Backup help and a
list of commands for which help is available, enter help vmbackup from CMS.

To see the help screen for one of the commands listed in the overview, move the cursor to that command and press PF1
(Help). When you are finished reading the help screen, press PF3 (End) to return to the help overview screen, and press
PF3 (End) again to exit the CMS HELP facility.

You can bypass the help overview screen and get help on a command directly by entering help vmbackup and the name
of the VM:Backup command for which you need help. For example, to see the help screen on the VM:Backup CANCEL
command, enter the following command from CMS:

help vmbackup cancel

Where this guide uses square brackets, the online help uses less-than (<) and greater-than (>) symbols.
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NOTE
For more information about using the CMS HELP facility, see the IBM CMS User's Guide for your system.

Pattern Matching
Pattern matching allows you easily to specify more than one entity at a time when those entities have similar names. With
pattern matching, you can specify all entities that begin with, contain, or end with particular characters. You can use the
following characters for pattern matching:

*
Any number of characters

%
One character only

Example

• To specify all files whose filenames end in SALES, regardless of filetype, enter:

*sales   *

• To specify any file with a five-character filename that ends in DEC and whose filetype contains the character string
REP, enter:

%%dec   *rep*

Help With Messages
For information about system messages you receive, you can either use the CMS HELP facility or see Messages. Both
explain the possible causes of these messages and tell you how to respond to them.

To use the CMS HELP facility for a VM:Backup message, follow these steps:

1. Type help, followed by a space.
2. Type the following, without spaces:

– The three-character product identifier (vmb)
– The message number
– The severity code

3. Press ENTER.

Example

To get help regarding the VMBCOM1091E message, enter the following command from CMS:

help vmb1091e

When you finish reading the message help, press PF3 (Quit) to exit the CMS HELP facility.

NOTE

• For more information about using this facility, see the IBM CMS User's Guide for your system.
• Help is not available for messages that are issued from VM:Backup utilities.

Specifying BFS Object Names
To restore BFS objects using VM:Backup full screens, specify names for the different parts of a BFS object. VM:Backup
identifies a BFS file by its file space, directories, and file name. The following graphic shows the naming conventions used
in this section for BFS files, directories, and file spaces:
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The following graphic describes a BFS object from the viewpoint of the following users:

• The experience of a CMS user with the SFS file system
• The understanding of a POSIX user

Specifying BFS Directory Names and File Name Components

BFS allows you to specify special characters such as blanks, asterisks, and underscores, in full directory pathnames
and in filename components. To make it clear that these characters are part of the object name, VM:Backup encloses an
object name within single quotes on screens.
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To specify the name of a BFS full directory pathname or file name component that contains any of the following
characters, enclose the name in quotes.

• asterisk    
• close parenthesis/open parenthesis
• double quote        
• percent
• blank    
• single quote        

Pattern Matching and BFS File Name Components

You can specify pattern matching characters when specifying file name components on the following screens, which
require Expert User authorization:

• Select Files by Date Range or File Name
• Restore Files by File Name

A valid file name component can contain the pattern-matching characters asterisk (*) and percent (%). When specifying a
file name component that contains these characters, enclose the name within quotes. VM:Backup interprets any asterisk
or percent characters outside quotes as pattern-matching characters.

Examples

• To specify the BFS file name component news*flash.txt type:
'news*flash.txt'

• To specify BFS file name components that start with the letter b and end with .txt type:
'b'*'.txt'

• To specify BFS file name components that start with sales. type:
'sales.'*

• To specify BFS files that end with .doc type:
*'.doc'

• To specify the BFS file *.doc type:
'*.doc'

• To specify BFS file name components that contain exactly eight characters, start with r%, and end with .doc, type:
'r%'%%'.doc'

 

 

 

About This Documentation
You are reading a combined, web-hosted set of documentation for VM:Backup Release 3.6. This documentation is divided
into a basic introduction, release notes, installation instructions, role-specific procedure guides, and reference material.

Naming Conventions for Shared File System Objects
The Shared File System supports two types of file spaces: directories and files. For clarity, this book cites Shared File
System Objects Naming Conventions in the following way:

SFS file
Shared File System file
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BFS file
Byte File System file

SFS directory
Directory that contains CMS files, authorizations, and aliases.

BFS directory
Directory that contains BFS files, links, and other POSIX objects.

SFS file space
File space that contains SFS directories, CMS files, authorizations, and aliases.

BFS file space
File space that contains BFS directories, BFS files, links, and other POSIX objects.

Format Conventions for Code Syntax
This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.
Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for
system administrator and maintenance functions. If you use a different user ID for the system administrator or the
service virtual machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default ones appear throughout this
document. Contents    

 Command Abbreviations 
When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase
letters, you cannot abbreviate the item.You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any
combination. Example: 
CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

 Continuation 
The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation: Example 1: 
A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:
A

| B C

| D

 Example 2: 
{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:
 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }

 Default Values 
An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list. Example: 
[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]
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In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3. 

 Keywords and Constants 
A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example: Example: 
STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

 Optional Choices 
Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item. Example: 
CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

 Multiple Optional Choices 
When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional. Example: In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.
[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

 Positional Parameters 
Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter: Example: 
CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

 Repetition 
An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item. Example 2: 
Repeat...

 Example 3: 
{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

 Required Choices 
You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character. Example: 
CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

 Special Symbols 
The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:

• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).
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 Symbols 
The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.

• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

 Syntax Fragments 
Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment. Example1: 
CMDName "Parms"

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code
syntax. Example 2: 
CMDName [( "Options"]

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB

| OptionC

| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

 System Response 
Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts. Example: 
ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

 User-Entered Commands or Records 
User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case. Example: 
vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait

This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type
of the directory entry you are adding.However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters. Example: 
ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

 Variables 
Lowercase items in italics denote variables. Example: 
CMDNAme varname
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In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME. 
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Installing
This section describes how to install, deploy, and service the HiDRO product.

Audience

Readers of this book must have knowledge in the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by

an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.
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Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.
• An installed deployment of the Mainframe VM Product Manager system.

WARNING

Before installing or servicing this product, we recommend to have the most current release of Mainframe
VM Product Manager installed. Apply all published maintenance for that level. For more information about
the installation and the configuration of this facility, see Installing in Mainframe VM Product Manager
documentation.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of HiDRO and continue to use a deployed instance of an older release for your production
environment. If you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

Certain public files for this product, such as the product command MODULE, may only operate with a specific version of
the product server. Take care to prevent product public files from one level from overlaying the same files from an earlier
level of the product. You should keep such public files on different public disks or directories.

Installing Product Materials
The following is a brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E.

1.  Plan Your Installation
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

2.  Allocate Product Resources
The information obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the chapter Deploying the Product.
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3.  Install the Product Materials
Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the envelope to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/
directories. VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file used by VMSES/E for software inventory
management.

4. Update the Software Inventory
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Follow these steps to obtain planning information for this product.

1.  Prepare SERVLKPK files for Product Installation 
2.  Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment.
3.  Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST.
4.  Load and Generate the Planning Resource File.

Step 1.1 Prepare SERVLKPK Files for Product Installation

The product download file is in SERVLKPK format. The SERVLKPK files are VMFPLC-format VMSES/E product envelope
files that have been compressed using the CMS COPYFILE command with the PACK option.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Upload the packed product envelope file to your mainframe z/VM ID, using a file transfer program, such as IND$FILE
or an FTP client.
The packed product envelope file that you extracted from the zip file product package has a name similar
to nnnnnnnnnnn.SERVLKPK. The file transfer must use a binary protocol. Rename the file during the file transfer to
conform to the z/VM file name file type naming conventions. Use a file type of SERVLKPK.

NOTE
For more information about the required file names, see your product Cover Letter.

2. Unpack the file using the CMS PIPE command with the UNPACK option:
PIPE < ifn ift ifm | FBLOCK 1024 | UNPACK | > ofn SERVLINK ofm 

where:
ifn

Indicates the file name of the packed envelope.
ift

Indicates the file type of the packed envelope.
fm

Indicates the file mode of the packed envelope.
ofn

Indicates the file name to give to the unpacked envelope file. For this release, the CMS filename is ZVMB036A.
ofm

Indicates the file mode to give to the unpacked envelope file.

NOTE
SERVLINK appears for the unpacked file type because VMSES/E requires an envelope file to have a
file type of SERVLINK.
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Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. The SERVLINK file must be on a minidisk or Shared

File System directory accessed as file mode A or C.

The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will access the disks or SFS directories needed for the Mainframe VM
Product Manager environment as follows:

• The work disk is accessed as file mode A.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
• The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as file mode D.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager database is accessed as file mode V.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager Common disk is accessed as file mode W.
• The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST

The product control files include the following:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file.

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV ZVMB036A

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMB036A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV ZVMB036A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMB036A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
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For the component value, use VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBACKUPSFS for installing on
the Shared File System directories.

PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMB036A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for
the ppfname and component you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF ZVMB036A

VMBACKUP :PRODID ZVMB036A%VMBACKUP?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override for a sample of creating a PPF override.

NOTE
If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, review the Using the Make Override
Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources needed to install
and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is created
on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and disk space
specified in the PLANINFO file.

In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.

Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to setup, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

NOTE
For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see Allocating User ID Entries
and Disk Space, and then issue the command as described.

To create the product staging area user ID and allocate minidisk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC PRODUCT ppfname component

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMB036A.
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component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBACKUPSFS for installing on SFS.

Depending on the configuration described in Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to perform
additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Allocating SFS Directories

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

Enroll the user ZVMB036A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued from
a user authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool. 

Create the necessary directories for user ZVMB036A with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested
fully qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the VMBACKUPSFS component override section of the
ZVMB036A PPF file. 

Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT AUTHORITY
command. 

Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV ZVMB036A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMB036A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBACKUPSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMB036A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED
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PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMB036A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBACKUPSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Deploying the Product
If you are migrating from an existing version of this product, which was installed using AIM and VMRMAINT, you must
use the procedure in Migrating VM:Backup from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager  to deploy the product. This is
expected to be a one-time action.

If you are upgrading an existing version of this product, which was installed using Mainframe VM Product Manager, you
must use the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for an Upgrade to deploy the product.

If none of those situations apply, only then proceed with the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for the First
Time.

Deploying the Product for the First Time
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to
deploy multiple instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems
at your installation.

1. Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by the server or end user.

2. Tailor the Product Deployment
Follow the steps in this section to modify the default values for the allocation and deployment parameters established
by the VMDEFINE command. Tailor the values to meet your requirements.

3. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to create any user IDs and allocate disk space needed for the product deployment.
Server products need a server virtual machine and its own copy of the product code. A running server is protected
from code changes made by service updates, because it has its own copy.

4. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.

5. Start the Product
Follow the steps in this section to bring up the deployed product server machine for the first time.

6. Test the Product
Follow the steps in this section to perform initial testing of the deployed server virtual machine.

7. Make the Product Available
This step describes how to place the deployed product into production use.
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Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.

To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMB036A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBACKUPSFS for installing on SFS.

Step 2. Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the VM:Backup product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel. Name
panel usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries just overtype the
values and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

 Required Tags 

The tag names in this section are required. Although changing the device numbers is permitted, Broadcom strongly
suggests that you use the standard device numbers. Do not remove any of the following tags:

• RUNTIME
• PUBLIC
• LOCAL
• CATDISK
• POOLDISK
• CHECKDISK
• SYSDISK
• RPTDISK

Removable Tags 

The tag names in this section define values for the minidisks. The process allocates the minidisks by default to hold an
alternate and a previous version of the product materials. Having three sets of product code makes it easy to switch
between product releases or between fix levels. If you do not want to define this disk space, insert a leading asterisk in the
values for the following tags:

• ALTRUNTIME
• ALTPUBLIC
• PREVRUNTIME
• PREVPUBLIC

Commenting the values prevents the definition of the minidisks during the deployment.
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Step 3. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The product materials installation process creates the ppfname PLANINFO file. The file contains the directory entries for
user IDs created for each product deployment and a list of the disk space that is needed.

You defined the name of the product server virtual machine when you issued the VMDEFINE command in Step 1. You can
alter the definition to add optional product server disks. In this step, combine the following components:

• The definition in the VMSERVER NAMES file
• The product user ID configuration and disk size information from the PLANINFO file

This action creates the defined server machine and allocates the disk space for the product deployment.

For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the Allocating User ID Entries and
Disk Space appendix. Issue the command as the appendix instructs.

To create the user ID and allocate the disk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC SERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to deploy.

You can perform extra steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product. This action
depends on the description of the configuration in Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space appendix.

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance. Copy the installed product build materials to the disk areas you
allocated in the previous step.

3top

 Step 4.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas 

To collect the configuration information from your VM system and create a set of status files, enter the VMRMDS
command. These files are used to create an initial exclusion file. Enter the command as follows:

VMRMDS

To verify the product server disks, create default configuration files, and copy product materials to the runtime disk space,
enter the VMDEPLOY command.

VMDEPLOY name INIT

name  

Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

INIT 

Specifies that a new server is being deployed. The process places a set of default configuration files and a startup
PROFILE EXEC file on the disk. The LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry defines the disk for the files. The
disks that are defined on the DEPLOY tag are populated with product materials.

NOTE
For more information about deploying optional Product Materials, such as the HELP files, see the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference Guide. 
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 Step 4.2. Enter LMP Statements 

To define the LMP (License Management Program) key for this product, follow the procedure in the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference Guide.

 Step 4.3. Establish Required Authorizations 

If an External Security Manager product is used at your installation, establish the required authorizations for the deployed
user IDs. The following table shows the authorizations that the default user IDs for this product need.

 Deployed User ID  Required Authorizations 
VMBACKUP Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.

Step 5. Start the Product

The following procedures assume that the VM:Backup interface for VM:Tape is not implemented. The VMBACKUP
CONFIG file does not contain a PRODUCT VMTAPE record.

 To start VM:Backup, use the following procedure: 

1. Log on to VMBACKUP and respond NO to the message:
VMISTA259R *

    Do you want to start VMBACKUP now?

2. Prepare the checkpoint minidisk. Enter the following commands:
ACCESS 1D1 K 

RESERVE CHECK POINT K

Respond YES to the prompt:
DMSRSV603R RESERVE will erase all files on disk K(1D1). Do 

you wish to continue?

Enter 1 (YES) or 0 (NO).

3. Prepare the sample template and exception files. Enter the following commands:
COPYFILE * TEMPDIST D = TEMPLATE A 

COPYFILE * XCEPDIST D = XCEPT A 

4. Start the server by entering:
PROFILE

5. Respond YES to the message:
VMISTA259R *

    Do you want to start VMBACKUP now? 

6. Disconnect and leave the server running by entering:
#CP DISCONN

The VM:Backup server initializes, and displays this message when the initialization is complete:
CA VM:Backup is ready to use: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Step 6. Test the Product

The following procedures assume that the VM:Backup interface for VM:Tape is not implemented. The VMBACKUP
CONFIG file does not contain a PRODUCT VMTAPE record.

3top
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 Step 6.1. Running a Full Backup Job 

NOTE
 These procedures can vary depending on the tape management product you are using.

 To run a full backup, perform the following procedure: 

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Ensure that two standard tapes are labeled B00001 and B00002 and are available for your VM:Backup test. If not, use

the CMS TAPE WVOL1 command to initialize the tapes with standard labels.
You are running a backup job using templates that you prepared while starting VM:Backup. If you want to look at these
templates, follow these steps:
a. Display the System Administrator Main Menu by entering:

VMBACKUP

b. Select Manage Job Templates.
c. Next to the DAILY or WEEKLY template name you want to view, enter:

UPD

d. When you finish reviewing the template, press PF3 three times to return to CMS.
3. Submit the full backup of the VMANAGER 191 minidisk by entering:

VMBACKUP SUBMIT WEEKLY

4. You are prompted for the volser of the tape to use for the backup job. Reply by entering:
VMBACKUP REPLY n B00001

where  n  indicates the request number of the VM:Backup prompt.
5. VM:Backup confirms the volser by repeating the request. Reply by entering:

VMBACKUP REPLY m B00001

where  m  indicates the new VM:Backup request number.
6. VM:Backup confirms the volser and then sends a tape mount request to the tape operator console:

VMBMNT0623I MOUNT CART B00001 AT 310...

7. Mount tape B00001 on a drive.
8. Attach the tape drive to VMBACKUP as 310 by entering:

ATTACH raddr TO VMBACKUP AS 310

where:

raddr
Specifies the real address of the tape device.

310
Denotes the virtual address at which VM:Backup has requested the drive.

When VM:Backup completes the job, it sends output listings and a NOTE file to the VMANAGER virtual reader. The
NOTE file indicates whether any problems were encountered during the backup job.

 Step 6.2. Running an Incremental Job 

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Change the date of the PROFILE EXEC file to the current date, causing it to be backed up in this incremental backup

job. Enter the following command:
COPYFILE PROFILE EXEC A

3. Generate and submit the incremental backup job by entering:
VMBACKUP SUBMIT DAILY

4. You are prompted for the volser of the tape to be used for the backup job. Reply by entering:
VMBACKUP REPLY n B00002
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where  n  indicates the request number of the VM:Backup prompt.
5. VM:Backup confirms the volser by repeating the request. Reply by entering:

VMBACKUP REPLY m  B00002

where  m  indicates the new VM:Backup request number.
6. VM:Backup confirms the volser and sends a tape mount request to the tape operator console:

VMBMNT623I MOUNT CART B00002 AT 310...

7. Mount tape B00002 on a drive.
8. Attach the tape drive to VMBACKUP as 310 by entering:

ATTACH raddr TO VMBACKUP AS 310

where:

raddr
Denotes the real address of the tape device.

310
Denotes the virtual address at which VM:Backup has requested the drive.

When VM:Backup completes the job, it sends output listings and a NOTE file to the VMANAGER virtual reader. The
NOTE file indicates whether any problems were encountered during the backup job.

 Step 6.3. Restoring a File 

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. To display a list of all files that are backed up from the VMANAGER 191, enter the following command:

VMBACKUP RESTORE (ALL

3. Select the files that you want to restore by typing r in the REQ column to the left of the files. Press PF9 to submit the
restore request.

4. On the next screen, indicate that you want the process to return the files to the VMANAGER virtual reader: enter 1 on
the command line. When VMBACKUP receives the job, a tape mount request displays at the tape operator console.

5. Mount the tape on a drive.
6. Attach the tape drive to VMBACKUP as 310 by entering:

ATTACH raddr TO VMBACKUP AS 310

where:

•raddr
Indicates the real address of the tape device.

310
Denotes the virtual address at which VM:Backup has requested the drive.

 Step 6.4. Putting the DAILY and WEEKLY Templates Into Production 

This section explains the steps that you must take to incorporate the DAILY and WEEKLY templates into your backup
procedures. You used the DAILY and WEEKLY templates, which Broadcom provides, when you verified the installation of
VM:Backup, previously.

1. Optionally modify an exclusion file that identifies minidisks you do not want backed up.
2. Optionally modify the exception file that comes with VM:Backup.
3. To identify what you want backed up, customize the DAILY and WEEKLY templates. Also optionally specify the

exclusion and exception files.
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 Step 6.5. Exclusion File 

The exclusion file identifies the minidisks that you do not want backed up during your system backups. You
issue the VMIBBE command to create an exclusion file automatically. You can later modify the exclusion file with
the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files option of the System Administrator Main Menu.

Identify the exclusion file in your WEEKLY and DAILY backup job templates.

Create an exclusion file named VMBACKUP $XCLUDE. This file includes the following components:

• Volumes
• User IDs
• The virtual addresses of full-pack minidisks and other CP areas on your system

The file contains exclusion records suitable as input for the VMBACKUP IMPORT command.

1. Logon VMANAGER.
2. To collect configuration information from your VM system and to create a set of status files, enter the VMRMDS

command. These files are used to create the EXCLUDE statements. Enter the command as follows:
VMRMDS

3. To create the VMBACKUP $XCLUDE file on the VMANAGER A-disk, enter the following command:
VMIBBE

4. Enter the following command:
VMBACKUP IMPORT VMBACKUP $XCLUDE

NOTE
 For information about the IMPORT command and the format of exclusion files, see the System Programmers
Reference.

 Step 6.6. Exception File 

This section presents one of the things you can do with the exception file.

NOTE
 For more information about the exception file, see Administrators  

Deployment loads a default VM:Backup exception file to the VM:Backup runtime minidisk. As one of the Start VM:Backup
steps, you copied the file to the VM:Backup local minidisk. This file is VMBACKUP XCEPT. The exception file quiesces
other Broadcom components to back them up. You can modify the exception file with the Manage Exception/Exclusion
Files option of the System Administrator Main Menu.

Identify the exception file in your WEEKLY and DAILY backup job templates.

 Step 6.7. Customizing the DAILY and WEEKLY Templates 

You want to do the following actions:

• Change the DAILY and WEEKLY templates you used in the installation verification tests run earlier
• Incorporate them into your set of system backup templates

Perform the following procedure:

1. Display the System Administrator Main Menu by entering:
VMBACKUP

2. Select Manage Job Templates.
3. To the left of the DAILY or WEEKLY template you want to view, enter:

UPD

The system presents you with the first of a series of template management screens.
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4. (Optional) Go to the Select Guidelines portion of the template management screens. In the Exclusion File field type the
name of the exclusion file. If you identify an exclusion file in either the DAILY or WEEKLY template, identify that same
exclusion file in the other template.

5. (Optional) Go to the Select Guidelines portion of the template management screens. In the Exception File field type
the name of the exception file. If you identify an exception file in either the DAILY or WEEKLY template, identify that
same exception file in the other template.

6. Go to the Input Guidelines portion of the template management screens. In the Restricted to Records area, change the
value USERID VMANAGER 0191 to one of the following formats:
– Change to the following format:

userid * *

where userid is a literal. The first asterisk means all user IDs, and the second asterisk means all minidisks.
VM:Backup back up all minidisks for all users on your system except the minidisks you identified in the exclusion
file.

– Change to one or more instances of the following format:
userid user-id vaddr

where userid is a literal. User-id is a user ID to be backed up, and vaddr is the virtual address of one of the
minidisks of that user ID.
You can use pattern matching for user IDs and virtual addresses.

Step 7. Make the Product Available

After you install and test the product, make it available to your users. For more information about making the product
available, see the "Releasing Products to Users" section in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide. 

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files before
upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks to contain the product files used by the server or
end user.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to update any user IDs and possibly modify the disk space needed for the product
deployment. Some product minidisks may need to be enlarged for a new release.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

4. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade
Follow the steps in this section to restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
Follow the steps in this section to discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space it occupied.

6. Make the Product Available
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Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated
during the redefinition phase. In this step you will update the entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product
release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be updated. You assigned this name when the product was
originally installed, as described in Define the Product Deployment.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. You will update the PPF Name field on the screen
by overtyping it.

For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMB036A.

For the second token, specify the component name VMBACKUP for a minidisk installation or VMBACKUPSFS for a
Shared File System installation.

After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Backup from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as described in
the Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space section. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to
add a device or volume record. To produce a directory entry, enter the following command:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Match the retrieved directory entry with your existing directory entry for the VM:Backup server. Upgrade your current
definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Backup.

Step 3. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance. Copy the installed product build materials to the disk areas you
allocated in the previous step.

3top

Step 3.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

To verify the product server disks, and copy product materials to the runtime disk space, enter the following format of the
VMDEPLOY command.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine that is being deployed.
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[PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]
PRIMARY

Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the new release materials with
the deployed Product Materials from the older product release or version. We suggest that you back up all
deployed minidisks before using this operand. If needed, restore the backup to revert to the older release.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment.
Setting the Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE.
These tag values cause the set of deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started.
Testing the new release, or backing out to the old release requires setting a new value for Runtime
Environment and restarting the server.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for the NAMES file entry, see the Product Tags in
VMSERVER NAMES File section.

Step 3.2. Enter LMP Statements

Follow the procedure in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide to define the LMP (License Management
Program) key for this product, if necessary.

Step 4. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade

The steps in this section restore the previous release of the product if restoration becomes necessary.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Backup server. For more information about this ID, see Define the Product
Deployment.

The first step in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file to define a new Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that
step to restore the field to its original contents.

If you deployed this new product release to the ALTERNATE disk space, you can direct the product to revert to using the
PRIMARY disk space the next time it is started. Deploying to ALTERNATE space leaves the older release intact on the
PRIMARY disks. To bring back the old release of the product, set the Runtime Environment tag value to PRIMARY and
restart the service virtual machine(s).

NOTE
For more information about the ENVIRONMENT tag, see the chapter "Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File
Entry" in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide.

If you deployed the new product release to the PRIMARY disk space, you can repopulate that space with the older
release product materials. To copy product materials to the runtime disk space, enter the VMDEPLOY command using the
following format.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.
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PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded Product
Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After you resolve the situation that required you to back out the upgrade, repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning to re-install the upgrade.

Step 5. Discard the Product Materials From the Older Release

When you have no further use for the the previous release of VM:Backup, follow the steps in this section to discard the
previous release and free the disk space that it occupied.

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories owned by a unique user ID. For this
release, that ID is ZVMB036A. Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the product specific
user ID which was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in the VMSERVER
NAMES file still references the old product materials ID.

Step 6. Make the Product Available

After you upgrade and test the product, make it available to your users. For more information, see the "Releasing
Products to Users" section in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide.

Servicing Your Product
This section provides information on how to perform service updates using VMSES/E.

VMSES/E Service Overview

Service is a process that includes the following:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

There are two basic types of service.

• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service envelope contains a specific
Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. It might contain all published PTFs, or some
subset of them (for example, high impact fixes). The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the
procedures below work for either type. In a collection of fixes, VMSES will ignore any fixes in the collection which have
already been applied to your product materials.

NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the chapter "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the IBM
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product code.
Optionally, you may merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production APPLY disk to isolate the new service you are
about to receive.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
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Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.

Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Receive the Documentation.
3. [Optional] Merge the Alternate APPLY disk.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMB036A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Backup. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use
your override file name instead of ZVMB036A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Backup disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMB036A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBACKUPSFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been
established before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually,
if CMS is restarted by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at
any time, re-establish it by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC,
VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or VMFBLD command.
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Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.
Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to
show all status messages which identify the products with service.
VMFVIEW RECEIVE

Read the product memo file ZVMB036A MEMO for the latest information about this service.

Step 1.3. [Optional] Merge the Alternate APPLY disk

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before receiving a new service, you
may choose to consolidate service levels by merging previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:

VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMB036A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBACKUPSFS for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW MRD

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you may receive all of the service before applying and building it. Enter the following command:

VMFREC PPF ppfname component ( ENV envfilename

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMB036A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
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For the component value, use VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBACKUPSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you just received. The version vector table (VVT)
is updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. You must
review the VMFAPPLY message log if you receive a return code (RC) of a 4, as this may indicate that you have local
modifications that need to be reworked.

To apply the service, enter the following command:

VMFAPPLY PPF ppfname component

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMB036A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBACKUPSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW APPLY

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMB036A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
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For the component value, use VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBACKUPSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF

VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product

            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF

You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter
files copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of
commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppfname

 *

If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override

 *

Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this time
Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product parameter
file(s) with VMFPPF:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

VMFVIEW BUILD

Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:
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VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMB036A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Specify VMBACKUPSFS for installing on
Shared File System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW BUILD

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 6. Deploy Service To Production

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:
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• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.

5. Extract Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration Files
Use the HIDFT utility specifying the EXTRACT option to extract your current HiDRO defaults and configuration files.

6. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.

7. Apply Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration Files to the new Deployment
Use the HIDFT utility specifying the APPLY option to apply your current HiDRO defaults and configuration files to this
new deployment.

Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3. Load Updated Product Control Files.
4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMQ028A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Backup. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use
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your override file name instead of ZVMQ028A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Backup disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMQ028A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS
for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVMQ028A PPF or ZVMQ028A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.

ERASE ZVMQ028A PPF A

ERASE ZVMQ028A $PPF A

Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename 

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.
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ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

VMFPPF ppf_override * 

ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

VMFPSU ppfnamecomponent 

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMQ028A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS for
installing on SFS.

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level.

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope 

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMQ028A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS for
installing on SFS.

• ADD
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Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for production
use.

• NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

• ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being installed.
The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list

VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMQ028A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS for
installing on SFS.

• SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objectes that require it due to the
service being applied.

Step 5. Extract Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration

Log on to the HiDRO server machine. If the server is running, Press PF3 to return to the HiDRO Machine Main Menu then
press PF3 to Quit to CMS.

Ensure that you have your current runtime code minidisk accessed at file mode D. You can verify your current runtime
environment using the VMSERVER command to display the NAMES file entry for this HiDRO server.

Run the HIDFT utility specifying the EXTRACT option to extract and save you current HiDRO defaults and configuration
files.

HIDFT EXTRACT

You should receive the following console messages indicating that the utility ran successfully.

===> HIDRO EXTRACT A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO PROFSAVE A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO CONTSAVE A Created Successfully

Ready; T=0.01/0.01 08:03:47 
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Leave these files on the HiDRO server’s LOCAL disk. They will be automatically removed when you apply the defaults to
this new deployment in a subsequent step.

Log off the HiDRO server machine.

Step 6. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

Step 7. Apply Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration to the new Deployment

Log on to the HiDRO server machine.

Ensure that you have the code minidisk you just deployed to in the previous step, either RUNTIME or ALTRUNTIME,
accessed at file mode D.

Run the HIDFT utility specifying the APPLY option to update this new deployment of HiDRO with your existing HiDRO
defaults and configuration files.

HIDFT APPLY

You should receive the following console messages indicating that the utility ran successfully.

===> HIDRO APPLY A Created Successfully

===> CURRENT OFFSETS A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO MODULE D Successfully ZAPd

===> HIDRO PROFILE D Successfully Replaced

===> HIDRO CONTROL D Successfully Replaced

===> HIDRO PROFSAVE A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO CONTSAVE A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO EXTRACT A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO APPLY A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO ZAP A Successfully Erased

Ready; T=0.01/0.01 08:22:20

References
Contents
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VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.

VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.

VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.

VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.

VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override
This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.

You must never modify the product supplied ZVMQ028A $PPF or ZVMQ028A PPF files to change the file pool name or
any other installation parameters. If the ZVMQ028A $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any
changes to that file will be lost; by creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a new $PPF override file.

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.

************************************

* VM:Backup HiDRO - SFS install        *  

************************************
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:OVERLST. HIDROSFS

:HIDROSFS. HIDROSFS ZVMQ028A

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.APPLYALT

&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.DELTA

&BLD0Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.TSYSTEM

&BLD4Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.TPUBLIC

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.SAMPLE

&BLD6Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.HELP

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.

VMFPPF overname <vmcomp2>

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.

Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.

NOTE
For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.

Step 3. Continue with the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in the section Installing Product Materials at step 1.3 by issuing the VMFINS command
with the PLAN option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override file wherever
the ppfname is present in the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
This section lists the NAMES file tags that HiDRO uses.

During deployment, you create a NAMES entry with default file tag values by using the Mainframe VM Product Manager
VMDEFINE command. You can alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by VMDEFINE
appears. After the deployment, you can modify the entries in the NAMEs file using the VMSERVER command from the
VMANAGER user ID.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSERVER command, see the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference
Guide. For more information about processing NAMES, see the Usage Notes in the help panel brought up by
the HELP NAMES command.

Nick
Identifies the name of a HiDRO Server Virtual Machine (SVM).
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PPFname
Identifies the Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name associated with this product server. This
tag is modified during the upgrade to a newer product release.

Environment
Modify this tag to select between three sets of deployed product disks. The next time that the product is started,
the selected set becomes active.
Values:
primary

Selects the primary deployable disks, as defined in the Deploy tag.
alternate

Selects the alternate set of deployed product disks. Tag names are prefixed by the string “alt”.
previous

Selects a set of product disks that typically hold an earlier version of their contents. Tag names are
prefixed by the string “prev”.

Startcmd
Command to start the product server MODULE

Prodname
Product identifier is a single token unique to each product and must not be modified.

Deploy
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which the VMDEPLOY command populates. Do not
modify this tag value.

Runtime
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed in the product server virtual machine.

Public
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed by the general user from the user ID.

Help
Identifies the minidisk or SFS directory

Altruntime
Identifies the alternate version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altpublic
Identifies the alternate version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Prevruntime
Identifies the previous version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the
product or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevpublic
Identifies the previous version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Local
A work disk accessed as file mode A

Chkpoint
HiDRO server checkpoint file where command completion is tracked for job recovery processing.

Bkup
HiDRO server code and catalog backup disk.
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Wrkdisk
HiDRO server work disk used during file restore to RDR.

Sybmon
The name of the SYBMON server.

Event
The LOCAL disk of the SYBMON server where defined backups and the job schedule files are maintained.

Queue
The SYBMON server minidisk where submitted jobs are processed and queued for execution.

Monstart
Server startup command for the SYBMON server, required by VMISTART.

Sybcom
The name of the SYBCOM server.

Commloc
The LOCAL disk of the SYBCOM server.

Comstart
Server startup command for the SYBCOM server, required by VMISTART.

Sybrst
The name of the SYBRST server. This is an optional server for restore processing only. Uncomment this tag to
define and implement a SYBRST server in your HiDRO configuration.

Rest_a
The LOCAL disk of the SYBRST server.

Restckpt
SYBRST server checkpoint file.

Restwrk
SYBRST server work disk used during restore to RDR processing.

Rststart
Server startup command for the SYBRST server, required by VMISTART.

Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space
Contents

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.

Configuring the VMALLOC command processor

You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data you need to allocate these resources, or to actually
perform the resource allocation task automatically.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.

The following configuration file statements are supported:
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DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.

VOLUME volser

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE VMSECURE

This statement specifies that an already installed and operational VM:Secure product is available, and that it will be
used to automatically allocate user ID entries and minidisk space. When this statement is specified, make sure that the
following conditions are met:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE MODULE file on an accessed
minidisk or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS file

POOL poolname

This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC command processor

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the “USE” configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
Directory Manager product. When “USE” is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure to allocate the specified user ID and disk
space.

The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the sections where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
DIRMAINT from IBM or VM:Secure. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.
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Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC calls VM:Secure directly to allocate the
needed user ID entries and disk space.

Migrating VM:Backup from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager
The previous versions of VM:Backup reside in an AIM-maintained environment using VMRMAINT. The current versions
reside in a VMSES-maintained environment using VMANAGER and the Mainframe VM Product Manager. This section
describes the recommended procedure for the one-time initial migration of the product from the AIM environment to the
VMSES environment.

Prepare for Product Migration

To prepare your environment for this migration, perform the product installation steps that the Installing Product Materials
section describes.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up your existing environment before proceeding.

Before you perform this procedure, ensure that you understand the concepts and the procedures that the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference Guide documents. This procedure converts the AIM installed VM:Backup release to use the
Mainframe VM Product Manager for server startup processing and server administration tasks. This setup is similar to the
installation that the Mainframe VM Product Manager performs.

Update the Product Virtual Machine Definition

The VM:Backup Server Virtual Machine (SVM) requires minor changes in the virtual machine configuration to operate with
the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

NOTE
The changes in this section can be performed without an outage of your VMBACKUP server.

The server is first defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file, which serves as the main software manager database. To
define the server, issue the following command:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are upgrading. In most cases, the name is VMBACKUP.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMB036A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMBACKUP for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMBACKUPSFS for installing on SFS.

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions. You
can tailor the characteristics of the VM:Backup product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel.

For the definitions of all available tag values of the VM:Backup product, see the Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
section. To match your current VM:Backup configuration, make any necessary modifications to the NAMES file entry.

NOTE
For more information about the usage of the NAMES panel, see the IBM NAMES command documentation and
HELP file.
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To change the definitions, overtype the values and press PF6. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Backup from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as described in
the Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space section. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to
add a device or volume record. To produce a directory entry, issue the following command:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Update the Product Initialization Files

The final set of changes requires an outage of the VMBACKUP server. The server startup files are modified to interface
with the Mainframe VM Product Manager startup interface. Shut down the VMBACKUP server.

Compare the CP Directory entry file that VMALLOC created, with your existing directory entry for the VM:Backup server.
To match the requirements for the new release of VM:Backup, update your current definition. The following extra changes
can be required, depending on what you have defined already:

• Add an alternate runtime and an alternate public disk at addresses 0292 and 0293, respectively. These disks are
populated when you deploy your new release.

• Increase the size of existing disks following the size requirements from the DIRECT file that VMALLOC created.
• Remove the LINK to the VMRMAINT 192 as 1FF.
• Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 1FF disk as 1FF.
• Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 195 disk as 1FE.

From the VMANAGER user ID, issue the VMDEPLOY command to upgrade the server startup procedure and deploy the
new release product code. Execute the command as follows:

VMDEPLOY name INIT ALTERNATE

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

VMDEPLOY verifies all minidisks and then makes necessary changes. Each disk is checked for correct size and block
size. Minidisks that have errors are flagged with a message. Fix any problems reported with the minidisks and then rerun
the preceding VMDEPLOY command. If all minidisks are correct, then VMDEPLOY loads the code.

Because the new VM:Backup code is deployed to the ALTERNATE series of minidisks, your current release remains
intact. VMDEPLOY also creates a backup copy of the original PROFILE EXEC on the VMBACKUP 191 as PROFILE
OLDEXEC. VMDEPLOY creates a PROFILE EXEC that contains the following command:

EXEC PROFRUN 

PROFRUN integrates the server initialization process with the Mainframe VM Product Manager procedures.

Use XEDIT to add authorizations for your Mainframe VM Product Manager user ID, VMANAGER, to the VM:Backup
configuration file.

NOTE
For specific information about updating the configuration file, see Administrators.

• Add the authorizations for the VMANAGER user ID, so that it has the same authorizations as the old VMRMAINT user
ID.

• Add this record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file:
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PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER

• Remove the DIRECT record from the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

Log on to the VM:Backup server user ID and perform the following steps:

1. In response to the initial prompt asking whether you want to start the server, enter NO.
2. Using XEDIT, add any desired PROFILE statements from your PROFILE OLDEXEC file to the PROFILE EXEC, but

leave the PROFRUN call as the last line.
3. Check for any product materials from your old release of VM:Backup on the A-Disk of the server. Issue the command:

VMNDFCAD

4. Any duplicate file on the A-Disk must replace the corresponding file on the D-Disk. These duplicate files were probably
created when fixes were applied to the release of VM:Backup installed by AIM. Copy these duplicate files to the
D-DISK using the COPYFILE command with the OLDDATE and REPLACE options. Then erase the copy of the
duplicated file from the A-Disk.

Your VM:Backup server is now setup to run under control of the Mainframe VM Product Manager. The ENVIRONMENT
tag definition in the NAME file entry can be set to PRIMARY. Then the next time you start it, the server executes the older
release of VM:Backup that you originally installed using AIM.

When you are ready to test the new VM:Backup release, set the ENVIRONMENT tag definition to ALTERNATE and
restart the server virtual machine. When you decide to complete the upgrade to the new VM:Backup release, move
the new release materials to the PRIMARY disk space. Overwrite the older release product materials. To copy product
materials to the primary runtime disk space, Use the following format of the VMDEPLOY command:

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the Product Materials of
the older release with the materials of the newer release.
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Administrators
This section is for system administrators responsible for setting up and running VM:Backup, referred to in the remainder
of this document as HiDRO. The section assumes you are familiar with VM/CMS and that you know the conventions for
naming CMS files and Shared File System (SFS) directories. 

Managing Configuration Options
VM:Backup reads the VMBACKUP CONFIG file during initialization. This file allows you to define local operating
standards for the product. You can define processing options by performing the following procedure:

1. End VM:Backup
2. Edit the records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
3. Start VM:Backup

You can also use the system administrator screens to define dynamically many of the processing options.

This section explains the interactive update of processing options that are accessible through Option 1, Manage
configuration options, on the System Administrator Main Menu. You can interactively update other configuration options
through Option 2, Manage authorizations, and Option 3, Manage resource pools. For more information about updating
these configuration options, see the Managing Authorizations  section and the Managing Resource Pools section.

Before you change the system configuration, see the Customizing VM:Backup section in the System Programmer
Reference. Learn the operational and environmental requirements before you modify the product to meet your system
conventions. The System Programmer Reference also contains information about configuring all processing options
manually and explains the records that correspond to the options discussed in this chapter and their default settings.

Configuration Options
On the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 1, Manage configuration options. The Manage Configuration
Options menu appears. This menu allows you to perform the following tasks:

• Define tape handling procedures, such as giving operators permission to override tape expiration dates
• Specify how long the product waits for a response to a message and how frequently to issue a reminder message
• Define job processing controls, such as the following:

– The number of jobs the product can run concurrently
– Whether to process user restore requests immediately or to hold them for execution later

• Identify SFS file pools to VM:Backup

Defining Tape Handling Procedures
To define or revise the way VM:Backup manages tapes at your data center, select Option 1, Define tape handling
options, on the Manage Configuration Options menu. The Define Tape Handling Options screen appears.

You can define the following tape handling options:

• Override tape expiration dates.
• Detatch tape drives between mounts.
• Specify OS data set protection.
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Overriding Tape Expiration Dates
When an output tape is mounted for use in a VM:Backup backup or MPC job, VM:Backup verifies the following information
about the tape:

• The labels on the tape are valid.
• The tape is either expired or new.
• The tape can be used in the job.

If the tape can be used in the job, the product rewrites the tape labels to reflect the new information for this backup or
MPC job. The new information includes a new tape expiration date. However, only the tape labels are updated now; the
resource pool information is updated when the job completes. If the job does not run to completion, the labels reflect that
the tape is in use and is not expired. However, the resource pool indicates that the tape is either expired or new.

VM:Backup uses the resource pool information to select volumes to use in backup or MPC jobs; VM:Backup will select
this tape for a future backup or MPC job because the resource pool indicates that the tape is either expired or new. When
the tape is mounted, VM:Backup will determine from the tape labels that the tape is not expired.

Setting How VM:Backup Handles Unexpired Tapes That Are Mounted

To indicate how you want VM:Backup to handle unexpired tapes that are mounted during backup or MPC jobs, select
either the Yes or No response to the following question on the Define Tape Handling Options screen:

Can operators override expiration dates on tape volumes?

Yes
The tape operator is authorized to overwrite unexpired tapes. When an unexpired tape is mounted during a
backup or MPC job, the product issues messages to the tape operator requesting permission to overwrite it.

No
The product does not ask for permission to overwrite the unexpired tape. Instead, VM:Backup rejects the tape,
selects another volume to use in the job, and asks the tape operator to mount the new volume. If the product is
configured to enable tape chaining in tape trailer labels, before making the mount request, VM:Backup may ask
the tape operator to mount the previously used volume again. Mounting the volume again lets VM:Backup update
its trailer label to reflect the newly selected volume.

Overwriting Existing VM:Archiver Data Sets

If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Archiver, whether or not operators are allowed to override tape expiration dates
determines whether VM:Backup issues messages to the tape operator requesting permission to overwrite existing
incomplete data sets.

VM:Archiver tapes can contain multiple data sets. Each data set on the tape contains its own tape header labels. A valid
data set is any data set that contains valid header labels.

The following section describes the ways in which VM:Archiver protects its tapes from being inadvertently used.

Tape expiration date
All VM:Archiver tapes have an expiration date of PERM (permanent), which means that they never expire. The
PERM designation protects tapes from becoming scratch tapes and from being reused by other users.

Ownership
All tapes that are created for VM:Archiver jobs are owned by the VM:Archiver service virtual machine that
submitted the jobs. VM:Backup ensures that the requesting user is the owner of the tape before it uses the tape.
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Data set
VM:Archiver tells VM:Backup which data sets to write to so that VM:Backup does not inadvertently overwrite a
VM:Archiver data set.

When appending data sets to a tape, VM:Archiver may provide VM:Backup with a starting volser for that job. VM:Archiver
always asks VM:Backup to write a specific data set. If the job is canceled while VM:Backup is processing it, part of the
data set might be written to the VM:Archiver tape volume. Therefore, correct and valid header labels may exist. When
VM:Archiver submits the next job, it asks VM:Backup to write the same data set that was specified in the canceled job.
However, when VM:Backup encounters the valid tape header labels, it assumes that the entire data set exists.

If you select Yes in response to the question, Can operators override expiration dates on tape volumes? on the
Define Tape Handling Options screen, the tape operator is authorized to overwrite existing incomplete VM:Archiver
data sets. Therefore, VM:Backup asks the tape operator for permission to overwrite such data sets. If you select No in
response to this question, VM:Backup selects another tape volume to use in the job.

NOTE

More information:

• For more information about updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, see TAPEXPDT Record.
• For more information about tape chaining, see Managing Tape and DASD Resource.

 

 

Detaching Tape Drives Between Mounts
To indicate how VM:Backup handles releasing tape drives that have been attached to the VM:Backup service virtual
machine, select either the Yes or No response to the following question on the Define Tape Handling Options screen:

Should VM:Backup detach tape drives between each mount?

Yes
Unloads the tape and detaches the tape drive after it finishes processing the tape.

No
Unloads the tape but does not detach the tape drive until the job is completed.

If your site uses automatic cartridge loaders (ACLs), select Yes for this option. Detaching the tape drive allows the ACL to
load the next tape in the unit.

If VM:Backup interfaces with VM:Tape, this option is ignored. VM:Tape always attaches drives to VM:Backup. VM:Backup
always detaches the drives when the tapes are unloaded.

For information about updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to configure this option, see the "TAPEDISP Record" section
in the System Programmer Reference.

Specifying OS Data Set Protection
If your data center allows expired VM:Backup tapes to be reused by an OS system, use this option to specify a tape
data set security code to protect the tape data sets against unauthorized access by the OS system. Select PASSWORD,
NOPSWD, or NOPWREAD in response to the following prompt on the Define Tape Handling screen:

Specify the type of OS data set protection on VM:Backup data sets:
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PASSWORD
VM:Backup tape data sets are password-protected against all access.

NOPSWD
VM:Backup tape data sets are not password-protected against read or write access.

NOPWREAD
VM:Backup tape data sets are password-protected against write access only. Read access is permitted without a
password.

This option is provided for other systems, such as z/OS, that honor tape password protection. VM:Backup ignores the
tape data set security code because expiration dates protect its tapes.

NOTE
For more information about updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to configure this option, see the "TAPEPROT
Record" section in the System Programmer Reference.

Specifying Wait Times
You can define or revise the following aspects of wait times for responses to tape- or disk-related requests:

• The amount of time you want VM:Backup to wait for a response to a tape- or disk-related request
• The frequency with which to issue reminder messages

To specify wait times, select Option 2, Define wait times options, from the Manage Configuration Options menu.
VM:Backup displays the Define Wait Time Options screen.

The Define Wait Time Options screen contains the following fields:

Wait For
Specify the total length of time, in minutes, VM:Backup waits for a user or operator response. Enter a one- to
four-digit whole number in the acceptable range. Within this wait time, VM:Backup periodically sends reminder
messages.

Remind Every
Specify the length of time, in minutes, VM:Backup waits between sending each reminder message. The Remind
Every time must be less than the Wait For time. Enter a one- to four-digit whole number in the acceptable range.

The following table describes the wait times you can set, the acceptable values you can enter in the Wait For and
Remind Every fields, and the corresponding record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. For more information about updating
the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to configure these options, see the System Programmer Reference.

Wait for... VM:Backup waits for a
response...

Range for Wait For and
Remind Every

VMBACKUP CONFIG file
record

A user to detach a disk When VM:Backup cannot link
to a needed minidisk while
processing a restore.
If the wait time expires and
the user has not detached the
required minidisk, VM:Backup
cannot link to the minidisk and
thus cannot restore it.

1-9999 minutes USERWAIT
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A user to quiesce a minidisk or
file space

A backup job has requested
that the minidisk or file space be
quiesced.
If the wait time expires and the
user has received the message
but ignores it, VM:Backup skips
the minidisk or file space.
If the wait time expires and
the user has not received the
request, VM:Backup tries to
back up the minidisk or file
space.

1-9999 minutes USERWAIT

An operator to mount a tape When VM:Backup has tape-
related requests (for example, to
mount a required tape volume to
override a tape expiration date),
during job processing.
If the wait time expires and the
operator has not responded,
VM:Backup puts the job on hold.
If VM:Backup is interfaced
with VM:Tape, the wait time
for tape mounts is controlled
by VM:Tape. If the wait time
expires, VM:Tape cancels the
mount request. This causes
VM:Backup to place the job on
hold.

1-9999 minutes TAPEWAIT

An operator to mount a disk When a required DASD volume
is not mounted during job
processing.
If the wait time expires and the
operator has not responded,
VM:Backup continues the job
with the next DASD volume.
VM:Backup does not process
minidisks defined on the
requested DASD volume. If
the DASD volume is part of a
user storage group, VM:Backup
skips all file spaces in that user
storage group.
When you specify 0, VM:Backup
does not issue messages and
skips all minidisks on the DASD
volume or all file spaces in the
user storage group.

0-9999 minutes DISKWAIT

Defining Job Processing Options
To define or revise how VM:Backup processes jobs and to determine the number of jobs that can run concurrently, select
Option 3, Define job processing options, from the Manage Configuration Options menu. VM:Backup displays the Define
Job Processing Options screen.

You can set the following job processing options:
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•  Which user ID receives lists of the tapes that are required for various restore jobs 
•  When VM:Backup processes restore requests that an end-user issues 
• For end-user restore requests,  the default time period in days for VM:Backup to list backed up data to be restored
•  Which user ID receives a VM dump following a system abend 
•  How many jobs VM:Backup can run concurrently 

User ID to Receive Restore Tape Lists
You can specify the user ID to receive the list of tapes that are required to satisfy the following types of jobs:

• Each CATSEARCH and VOLSER restore job
• Each MPC job
• Each REINIT job

On the Define Job Processing Options screen, enter the user ID after the following statement:

Additional userid to receive restore tape list:

By default, when you submit one of these types of jobs, VM:Backup creates the tape pull list and sends it to the virtual
reader of the user ID you specify on the Define Job Processing Options screen. If you submit a job using TPI, you can use
the REPORT PULLUSER template record to override this setting for specific jobs.

 

NOTE

• For information about updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to configure this option, see the "PULLUSER
Record" section in the System Programmer Reference.

• For more information about the TPI record, REPORT PULLUSER, see the Template Programming Interface.

When to Process End-User Restore Requests
VM:Backup can process end-user restore requests when they are received or it can hold those requests to be processed
later. If your users normally submit many restore requests, you can have VM:Backup hold the requests so that you can
submit them during periods of low data center activity or when the tape operators are available to mount the required
tapes.

To specify when you want VM:Backup to process end-user restore requests, select either SUBMIT or HOLD in response
to the following statement on the Define Job Processing Options screen:

Hold restore requests or submit them immediately:

SUBMIT
VM:Backup processes end-user restore requests immediately.

HOLD
VM:Backup holds end-user requests for later processing.

NOTE

• This option applies only to end-user restore requests. Jobs received from VM:Archiver and
administrative SFS restores are always queued for immediate processing.

• When you select HOLD, you dynamically create a RESTHOLD record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file. When you select SUBMIT, you delete that record if it exists. For more information, see
"RESTHOLD Record" in the System Programmer Reference.
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Default Restore Time Period
For end-user restore requests, several screens specify default time periods for VM:Backup to use when listing data.
Examples of some screens are:

• The Novice User Main Menu, which displays a default date that is n days before the current day.
• The Expert User Main Menu, which allows a user to list minidisks or directories that were backed up during the n days

before the current day.
• The Select Files by Date Range or Filename screen, which shows the start and end dates of a default time period that

is n days long.

You can specify the value n that is used on each of these screens. On the Define Job Processing Options screen, enter a
response to the following statement:

Default restore selection period (in days):

You can enter either a number of days from 1 through 5000 or an asterisk. An asterisk indicates that VM:Backup is to
search from the earliest catalog through the most recent backup.

WARNING
Make sure the value that you enter results in a default time period that includes the entire backup cycle,
including the last full backup. For file restores, VM:Backup lists only data that was backed up within the specified
time period.

When an end user requests VM:Backup to display a list of files available to restore, VM:Backup cannot display the list
if the number of files available to restore exceeds the value on the MAXFILES configuration file record. To reduce the
possibility of reaching this limit, specify a short default time period on the Define Job Processing Options screen.

NOTE

• For information about updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to configure the default time period option, see
the " LISTPD Record" section in the System Programmer Reference.

• For information regarding the MAXFILES configuration record, see the "MAXFILES Record" section in the
System Programmer Reference.

User to Receive Dumps for System Abends
When a system abend occurs, VM:Backup generates a VM dump automatically. To specify the user ID to receive these
dumps, enter a user ID after the following statement on the Define Job Processing Options screen:

Userid to receive dump if system abends:

VM:Backup sends the dumps to the virtual reader of the user.

NOTE
For information about updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to configure this option, see the " DUMP Record"
section in the System Programmer Reference.

Number of Jobs that Can Run Concurrently
VM:Backup can execute up to 15 jobs at the same time. To set the maximum number of jobs and the maximum number of
each type of job you want VM:Backup to be able to run simultaneously, specify the number of jobs in the following fields
on the Define Job Processing Options screen:
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Jobs
Sets the maximum number of jobs (backup, restore, MPC, and REINIT) that VM:Backup can process at the same
time
Range: 0 - 15

Backup jobs
Sets the maximum number of backup jobs that can run at the same time
Range: 0 - 2
Note: This number cannot exceed the number entered in the Maximum number of concurrent jobs field.

MPC jobs
Sets the maximum number of MPC jobs that can run at the same time
Range: 0 - 2
Note: This number cannot exceed the number entered in the Maximum number of concurrent jobs field.

REINIT jobs
Sets the maximum number of REINIT jobs that can run at the same time
Range: 0 - 1
Note: This number cannot exceed the number entered in the Maximum number of concurrent jobs field.

Restore jobs
Sets the maximum number of both job template file and end-user restore jobs that can run at the same time
Range: 0 - 15
Note: This number cannot exceed the number entered in the Maximum number of concurrent jobs field.

Template restores
Sets the maximum number of job template file restore jobs that can run at the same time
Range: 0 - 15
Note: This number cannot exceed the number entered in the restore jobs field.

User restores
Sets the maximum number of end-user restores that can run at the same time
Range: 0 - 15
Note: This number cannot exceed the number entered in the restore jobs field.

WARNING
If the combination of jobs requires more than 75 tape drives, VM:Backup terminates abnormally with abend code
MNT012.

NOTE
For information about updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to configure this option, see the "MULT Record"
section in the System Programmer Reference.

Identifying SFS File Pools
Identify all SFS file pools to VM:Backup before you include them in backup or restore jobs. If VM:Backup is interfaced with
other products, such as VM:Archiver, identify the file pools that VM:Backup must access on behalf of these products. For
example, you must identify all file pools from which VM:Archiver users can archive data and to which users can restore
data.

To identify SFS file pools to VM:Backup, from the Manage Configuration Options menu, select Option 4, Identify SFS file
pools. VM:Backup displays the Identify SFS File Pools screen. On this screen, enter the names of the file pools.

When you identify file pools through this screen, VM:Backup recognizes them immediately. You do not need to reinitialize
VM:Backup for the new definitions to take effect.
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NOTE
For information about updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to configure this option, see the "FILEPOOL
Record" section in the System Programmer Reference.

Managing Authorizations
In VM:Backup, you can authorize certain user IDs to do the following actions:

• Perform the system administrator, operator, or end-user functions
• Receive disk mount requests, tape mount requests, or messages about system activity from VM:Backup

Authorization Information
When you select Option 2, Manage authorizations, on the Main Menu, VM:Backup displays the Manage Authorizations
screen. This screen lists user IDs that have previously been identified to VM:Backup and shows the functions that user ID
has the authorization to perform. The functions can be system administrator, operator, or end-user functions. In addition, it
shows whether each user ID is to receive requests or messages from VM:Backup.

You can use the PF8 (Forward) and PF7 (Backward) to scroll through the user ID list.

Authorizing User IDs
To allow a user ID to access VM:Backup, access the Manage Authorizations screen. Specify the user ID and assign it one
or more of the following authorizations:

SysAdmin
Includes System Administrator functions, such as the following:

• Configuring VM:Backup
• Managing tapes and catalogs
• Creating backup and restore job templates
• Starting special SFS/BFS restore jobs
• Restoring BFS directories.

In addition, this authorization allows the user to perform operator and user functions.
Operator

Includes Operator functions, such as the following :

• Managing system activity
• Starting system backups
• Ending or suspending VM:Backup job processing.

In addition, this authorization allows the user to perform user functions.
User

Includes end-user functions, such as the following:

• Restoring CMS and BFS files, minidisks, and SFS directories
• Responding to VM:Backup messages.

NOTE
This section explains how to add, delete, and update authorizations. For more information about updating the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file to authorize user IDs to perform different functions, see the "AUTHORIZ Record"
section in the System Programmer Reference.
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Adding Authorizations

To authorize one or more users to perform certain functions, follow the following steps:

1. Select Option 2, Manage authorizations.
VM:Backup displays the Manage Authorizations screen.

2. Move the cursor to the row above the user ID where you want to add the new user ID and press the PF5 (Insert) key.
3. Type the new user ID in the Userid field. You can use pattern matching.

Note: To grant all users a particular authorization level, enter an asterisk in the Userid field.
4. Type x in the SysAdmin, Operator, or User fields, as appropriate, to authorize the respective functions. You can

select any or all levels of authorizations.

Deleting Authorizations

To remove the privileges of a user ID, move the cursor to the user ID you want to delete and press the PF6 (Delete) key.
The entire record for that user is removed.

Updating Authorizations

To modify the privileges of a user ID, move the cursor to the appropriate authorization field in the row containing the user
ID. Add or delete the X accordingly.

 

Specifying Message Routing Controls
VM:Backup generates the following three types of messages:

System
Error and informational messages about VM:Backup processing

Tape
Tape-related requests

Disk
Disk mount requests

You can control which user IDs are allowed to receive and respond to each of these types of messages. VM:Backup
issues messages of a particular type to all user IDs authorized to receive that type of message. If a reply is required,
any authorized user ID can enter a response. If no user IDs are authorized to receive a certain type of message, those
messages are routed to the VM operator console.

To authorize a user ID to receive and respond to messages, follow these steps on the Manage Authorizations screen:

1. Type the user ID in the Userid field. You cannot use pattern matching.
2. Type x in the System, Tape, or Disk fields, as appropriate, to authorize the user ID to receive and respond to the

relevant messages. You can select any or all types of messages.

If you do not want to grant the user ID the authority to perform other functions, leave the SysAdmin, Operator, and User
fields blank.

NOTE
For more information about updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to specify user IDs to receive messages, see
the following sections in the System Programmer Reference

• SYSOPER record
• TAPEOPER record
• DISKOPER record
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Managing Resource Pools
A resource pool is a collection of tapes that VM:Backup can use during backup or MPC job processing. Resource pools
allow you to predefine a set of tapes for use in particular backup or MPC jobs. Predefining a set of tapes avoids having to
specify a tape each time that VM:Backup requires one.

The tapes that are defined to a particular resource pool must have the same physical characteristics. As a job runs,
VM:Backup automatically uses the next tape that is defined in the pool. When the last tape in the resource pool is used,
you can have VM:Backup prompt the tape operator to provide more tapes, which can be added permanently to the pool.

A superpool is a collection of DASDtape resource pools that are referenced and used as if they were a single entity. A
superpool is useful during a backup or MPC job if one of the following situations occurs:

• A DASDtape minidisk that is part of the referenced superpool runs out of space
• The last tape in a resource pool is used.

In these cases, VM:Backup uses the next pool that is defined in the superpool to continue the job. When the last tape in
the last resource pool is used, VM:Backup can hold the backup or can ask the operator for the volser of an available tape.

Suspending VM:Backup Before Updating Resource Pools
Before you update information about resource pools and superpools, suspend VM:Backup temporarily.

Suspending VM:Backup

To suspend VM:Backup temporarily, perform one of the following actions:

• From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 8, Perform operator functions. From the Perform Operator
Functions screen, select Option 4, End, suspend, or resume processing. From that screen, select Option 3,
Suspend processing temporarily.

• From CMS, enter the VM:Backup SUSPEND command.
• On the command line of a VM:Backup screen, enter the command smsg vmbackup suspend.

Resuming VM:Backup

When you have completed your task, perform one of the following tasks to resume VM:Backup job processing:

• From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 8, Perform operator functions. From the Perform Operator
Functions screen, select Option 4, End, suspend, or resume processing. From that screen, select Option 4,
Resume suspended processing .

• From CMS, enter the VM:Backup RESUME command.
• On the command line of a VM:Backup screen, enter the command smsg vmbackup resume.

Resource Pool Information
When you select Option 3, Manage resource pools, VM:Backup displays the Manage Resource Pool screen. This
screen displays the following information about existing resource pools:

• The name of the pool
• The medium and density of the tapes in the pool
• The number of tapes in the pool
• The action VM:Backup is to take if the pool runs out of tapes.
• The type of pool for tapes that VM:Tape mounts. The type can be either pool for tapes from a specific resource pool or

scratch for a general scratch pool.
Pool means that VM:Tape allocates tapes from a specific scratch pool with the same name as the VM:Backup pool.
Scratch means that VM:Tape allocates tapes according to VM:Tape pool assignment rules.
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You can use the PF8 (Forward) key and the PF7 (Backward) key to scroll through the resource pool list.

NOTE
To query a resource pool for information such as the number of expired tapes it contains or the percentage of
space that is available, use the DASDTAPE command. For more information, see the System Programmer
Reference.

Superpools

Because the attributes of the pools in a superpool can vary, the Manage Resource Pool screen displays only the name of
the superpool and the word SUPER. You can view information about the pools that are part of a superpool on the Manage
Resource Pool screen. Use the UPDATE command to determine which pools are in the superpool. For more information
about the UPDATE command, see Screen Commands for Managing Resource Pools.

NOTE

• For information about updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to define a resource pool to VM:Backup, see
the TAPEPOOL Record section in the System Programmer Reference.

• To query a superpool for information such as the number of DASDTapes that exist on it, use the DASDTAPE
command. For more information, see the System Programmer Reference.

Screen Commands for Managing Resource Pools
The following list shows the available commands on the Manage Resource Pools screen. To work with an existing
resource pool, enter the appropriate command in the Command  column next to the resource pool. To create a resource
pool, enter the appropriate command on the command line.

 BROWSE 

 Enter in: Command column
View detailed information about a resource pool.
VM:Backup displays the Tape List for Resource Pool screen, which includes the following tape information:

• A description of the tape attributes
• A list of the volsers that the pool contains
• The status information (for example, that a tape has been used in a backup)

NOTE
 To use this command, you do not have to suspend VM:Backup.

 CREATE/poolname  

 Enter on: Command line
Create the resource pool, poolname.
If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, poolname corresponds to a VM:Tape resource pool of the same name. The
resource pool name can be 1-16 characters in length. To specify a resource pool name with more than eight characters,
update the TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
If VM:Backup does not interface with VM:Tape, poolname corresponds to a CMS filename. The CMS filename must be
unique, 1-8 characters in length, and must follow CMS file-naming conventions.

 DISCARD 

 Enter in: Command column
Delete a resource pool that is no longer needed.
To prevent you from inadvertently discarding a pool that still contains tapes, VM:Backup prompts you to confirm that you
want to discard the pool.

 OPTIONS 
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 Enter in: Command column
Display the Modify Resource Pool screen, where you can change the following options for a pool:

• The physical attributes (such as the tape density and medium)
• The processing characteristics of a resource pool (for example, the action VM:Backup is to perform when a pool is

empty and not using VM:Tape)

 PRINT 

 Enter in: Command column
Send a copy of the resource pool definition to your virtual printer. This report lists the following information about a
resource pool:

• The general attributes of the resource pool
• The volsers that are defined to the pool
• Information about the status of the tapes in the pool (for example, if they were used in a backup)

The PRINT command prints information about the entire resource pool. To print the resource pool definition screens one
screen at a time, use the PF11 (Print) key.

 RENAME/poolname  

 Enter in: Command column
Rename an existing pool. The poolname is the new name of the resource pool. The new pool name must be 1-8
characters in length.

 SCREATE/poolname  

 Enter on: Command line
Create the superpool, poolname.
The name of the superpool, poolname, corresponds to a CMS filename. The pool name must be unique, 1-8 characters in
length, and must follow the CMS file-naming conventions.

 UPDATE 

 Enter in: Command column
Modify an existing resource pool in the following ways:

• Add or delete tapes.
• Move a tape from one pool to another pool.
• Add or delete resource pools in a superpool.

Creating Resource Pools
To create a resource pool from the Manage Resource Pools screen, use the CREATE/poolname command.

On the Manage Resource Pools screen, enter create/ poolname on the command line, where poolname is the name of
the pool you want to create. VM:Backup displays the Modify Resource Pool poolname screen.

Use this screen to describe the following information:

• For physical tapes, whether enhanced device support is enabled
• For DASDtape, the DASDtape characteristics
• Empty pool actions
• If VM:Tape is used, how that product selects tapes for backup jobs

Enhanced Device Support
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When running in a mixed tape device environment, Enhanced Device Recognition (EDR) support in VM:Backup enables
you to manage these devices by specifically identifying each device and the media types it can use. You can support not
only different media types, but different recording formats within a media type. Additionally, the format of the media at any
point depends on the tape device that last initialized the media.

NOTE
For more information on EDRSUP and NOEDRSUP, see "Enhanced Device Recognition Support" in the
"Managing Tape and DASD Resources" section of the System Programmer Reference.

Device and Media Settings

Several records require you to specify the media type and density of tapes to use for input or output. This information is
also found in the "Managing Tape and DASD Resources" section of the System Programmer Reference.

 

Defining DASDtape Characteristics
To create a DASDtape resource pool, specify the virtual address of the DASDtape minidisk and the length of the
DASDtape in the following fields on the Modify Resource Pool poolname screen.

Tapedisk Address
This field identifies the virtual address of the DASDtape minidisk on which the backed-up data is stored. This
virtual address must correspond to the address of an existing DASDtape minidisk. Multiple resource pools can
access the same DASDtape minidisk. No more than one DASDtape minidisk can be specified for each resource
pool.
Note: To define a DASDtape minidisk by updating the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, see TAPEDISK Record in the
System Programmer Reference.

Tape Length
This field determines the size, in feet, of a physical tape that the DASDtape is to approximate. This value can
range from 300 through 3600. The default is 2400. This value, together with the indicated density, determines the
maximum size in bytes of a DASDtape TAPE file.

Specifying Empty Pool Action
When all tapes in a resource pool are used and additional tapes are required to complete a backup or MPC job,
VM:Backup must take some action to complete the job. Set the action VM:Backup is to take on the Modify Resource Pool
poolname screen.

Empty Pool Action for Superpools

If a backup or MPC job references a superpool, when a particular DASDtape resource pool in the superpool runs out of
available tapes, VM:Backup ignores the specified empty pool action for that resource pool and uses a tape from the next
resource pool in the superpool pool list. When VM:Backup has used the last volser in the last resource pool in the list,
VM:Backup takes the empty pool action for that resource pool. Set the action VM:Backup is to take for each DASDtape
resource pool in the superpool on the Modify Resource Pool poolname screen.

Empty Pool Action for Resource Pools

A resource pool can run out of available tapes during a backup job. To specify the action that VM:Backup is to perform,
select one of the following options on the Modify Resource Pool poolname screen:

Hold the job
VM:Backup places the job on hold.
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Ask for a volser
VM:Backup prompts the tape operator to enter the volser of a tape to use to complete the job. VM:Backup does
not add the volser is to the resource pool.
Do not use this option for DASDtape resource pools.
Use this option only if it is necessary.

Ask, adding to the pool
(Default) VM:Backup prompts the tape operator to enter the volser of a tape to use to complete the job. When the
backup or MPC job completes, VM:Backup adds the volser to the resource pool. If the job references a superpool,
VM:Backup adds the volser to the last DASDtape resource pool that is defined to the superpool.
VM:Backup adds the volsers of all tapes that are obtained from the tape operator under the control of this option
to the resource pool. This addition is performed whether VM:Backup used the tape during the backup or the MPC
job, or not. This situation can arise if an error in backing up a minidisk causes the tape to rewind.

If your data center uses VM:Tape, VM:Backup ignores these options for all resource pools other than DASDtape resource
pools. When a VM:Tape resource pool runs out of tapes, more tapes must be added through VM:Tape facilities.

Using the VM:Tape Interface
The VM:Backup-VM:Tape interface provides a single point of reference for defining the tapes to use in backup and MPC
jobs. Although VM:Backup still manages resource pools for DASDtapes, VM:Tape assumes complete control over the
maintenance of resource pools for cartridge media.

When VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, specify how VM:Backup is to ask VM:Tape for scratch tapes. You have two
options in this situation:

• You can set up the resource pool to allow VM:Tape to select the pool from which it is to request scratch tapes.
• You can have VM:Backup specify the pool name from which VM:Tape requests scratch tapes.

Allowing VM:Tape to Select a Pool

To allow VM:Tape to select the pool from which to request scratch tapes, select Use VM:Tape scratch volumes on the
Modify Resource Pool poolname screen. When you select this option, VM:Backup does not pass the specific name of a
resource pool to VM:Tape. If the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC) is set up as one large pool of scratch tapes
(general scratch pool), VM:Tape requests an available tape that is defined in the TMC. If scratch pools are defined to
VM:Tape, VM:Tape selects a pool using pool assignment rules and requests that a scratch tape be mounted from that
pool.

Specifying a Specific Pool Name

To have VM:Tape request tapes from a specific scratch pool, do not select the Use VM:Tape scratch volumes option on
the Modify Resource Pool poolname screen. If this option is not selected, VM:Backup requests that VM:Tape select tapes
from the specific resource pool, poolname.

When VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, resource pool names can contain 1-16 characters. VM:Backup passes the
specified pool name to VM:Tape. When VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape, resource pool names can contain only
1-8 characters.

NOTE
For more information about how to use the VM:Tape scratch pool facility, see the VM:Tape Administrators. For
complete information about using VM:Backup with VM:Tape, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Product
Interface Guide.
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Modifying Resource Pool Attributes
To change any of the attributes that are defined for an existing resource pool, use the OPTIONS command on the
Manage Resource Pools screen. Enter options in the Command column next to the resource pool you want to modify.
VM:Backup displays the Modify Resource Pool poolname screen for the selected resource pool.

Updating Resource Pools
To perform the following actions, use the UPDATE command on the Manage Resource Pools screen:

• Add individual tape volumes or a series of tape volumes to a resource pool
• Delete tape volumes from a resource pool
• Move tape volumes from one resource pool to another

Enter update in the Command column next to the resource pool whose tape volumes you want to work with. VM:Backup
displays the Tape List for Resource Pool poolname screen, where poolname is the name of the pool you are updating.
The tape list shows the following information about each tape volume in the resource pool:

• Volser
• Backup date and time
• Job template file name
• Dumpjob number
• Expiration date
• Owner (if used by an authorized client)

VM:Backup displays a user ID in the Owner column for tapes that are used by an authorized client, such as VM:Archiver.
The Owner field contains the user ID that used the tape. For example, if a tape is used by VM:Archiver, the Owner field
contains the user ID of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. The expiration date PERM means the tapes never expire.
The user ID of the owner and the expiration date of PERM prevent other jobs from using the tapes.

For tape volumes used in a backup or MPC job that was canceled, the Tape List for Resource Pool poolname screen
displays only the following information:

• The message *Released from canceled job
• The volser
• The expiration date

To move through the list of volsers, use the PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) keys. To view the beginning and end of
the tape list, enter the TOP and BOTTOM commands on the command line.

Adding Individual Tape Volumes
To add tape volumes to the resource pool, use the ADD/volsers command. Enter add/volsers  on the command line,
where volsers are the unique volume serial numbers of the tapes you want to add to the pool. The format for volsers is as
follows:

• Volsers must be from one to six characters in length.
• Volsers can contain only alphanumeric characters (A-Z, 0-9), and these special characters: the 'at' sign (@), the pound

or hash sign (#), the dollar sign ($), and the dash (-).
• Duplicate volsers are not allowed within a pool or across pools. As you enter volsers, VM:Backup verifies each to

ensure that it is unique.

You can add multiple tape volumes at one time by listing the appropriate volsers on the ADD command. Enter a blank
between volsers. You cannot use pattern-matching characters.
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Adding a Series of Tape Volumes
To add a range of tape volumes to the resource pool without having to specify them individually, use the SERIES/number
startvolser command. Enter series/number startvolser on the command line, where number indicates the total number of
tape volumes in the series, and startvolser is the first volser in the range.

Example

To add 50 consecutively numbered tape volumes to a pool, ranging from BN0000 to BN0049, from the command line,
enter the following command:

series/50 bn0000

NOTE
The number of leading and trailing zeros and the number of digits in the volser is significant. If you specify a five-
digit starting volser, VM:Backup returns a range of five-digit volsers.

Discarding Tape Volumes
To remove tape volumes from the resource pool, use the DISCARD command. Enter discard next to the volser of each
tape volume you want to remove. If you accidentally discard a tape volume, press the PF3 key (End). You exit the Tape
List for the Resource Pool poolname screen without saving any changes that you have made.

WARNING
Warning! Do not discard tapes that are owned by authorized clients, such as VM:Archiver. Authorized clients
manage the tapes that they own.

Moving Tape Volumes to Another Pool
To move tape volumes from one resource pool to another resource pool, use the MOVE/poolname command.

Enter move/poolname  next to each tape volume you want to move to another pool, where poolname is the name of the
target resource pool to which to move the tape volume. This name must be a unique resource pool name containing a
maximum of eight characters.

Do not try to move a tape volume to a pool that contains tapes of a different medium or density. In this case, VM:Backup
displays a message indicating that all tapes in a particular resource pool must have the same physical attributes.

Creating Superpools
 

Before you create a superpool, verify that the following conditions are met:

• The DASDtape resource pools that you want to include in the superpool exist.
• The DASDtape resource pools have at least one tape defined.

To create a superpool, use the SCREATE/poolname command on the Manage Resource Pools screen. Enter
screate/poolname on the command line, where poolname is the name of the superpool you want to create. VM:Backup
displays the Resource Pool List for Superpool poolname screen. Use this screen to identify the DASDtape resource pools
you want to include in the superpool.
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Adding DASDtape Resource Pools to a New Superpool

On the Resource Pool List for Superpool poolname screen, press the PF5 key (Insert). A data entry field appears under
the Resource Pool Name column. Enter the name of an existing DASDtape resource pool. When you add pools to a
superpool, consider the following criteria:

• A single resource pool can belong to only one superpool.
• The medium that is defined for all resource pools within a superpool must be DASDtape.
• A resource pool belonging to a superpool must have at least one tape that is defined.
• You can still use a resource pool that has been defined to a superpool on its own, independent of the superpool.

Updating Superpools
To add DASDtape resource pools to a superpool, or to delete DASDtape resource pools from a superpool, use the
UPDATE command on the Manage Resource Pools screen. Enter update in the Command column next to the superpool
whose resource pools you want to work with. VM:Backup displays the Resource Pool List for Superpool poolname screen
for the selected superpool.

Discarding Resource Pools and Superpools
To delete a resource pool or superpool, use the DISCARD command on the Manage Resource Pools screen. Enter
discard in the Command column next to the resource pool or superpool you want to delete.

As a safeguard against discarding a pool that still has tapes that are defined, VM:Backup displays the Discard a Resource
Pool screen. This screen displays information about the resource pool and gives you a second chance to review the
contents of the pool before discarding it.

If after review, you want to discard the displayed resource pool, enter yes on the command line.

When you discard a superpool, the superpool is dissolved, but the individual resource pools belonging to the superpool
still exist. You cannot discard a resource pool that belongs to a superpool. First discard the superpool itself or delete the
resource pool name from the list of pools that are defined to the superpool.

NOTE
When you discard a resource pool, update any job template files that reference the discarded resource pool. Job
template files must specify a resource pool that exists.

Managing Backup Job Template Files
Backup job template files identify the data that a particular job is to back up and how the job is to process that data.
This chapter explains how to create and maintain VM:Backup backup job template files through Option 4, Manage job
templates, on the System Administrator Main Menu.

Job Template File Information
When you select Option 4, Manage job templates, the Manage Job Templates screen appears. This screen provides the
following information about existing job template files:

• Name of the job template file
• Type of job template (always backup for a backup job)
• Descriptive comments about the job

The job template files that are listed on this screen include files that VM:Archiver created. Such files are identified by the
descriptive comment. These files are listed for information only. You cannot work with them.

To move through the list of job template files, use the PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) keys. To view the beginning and
end of the job template file list, enter the TOP and BOTTOM commands on the command line.
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Job Template File Commands
The commands that are available on the Manage Job Templates screen are listed below. To work with an existing file,
enter the appropriate command in the Command column next to the file. To create a file, enter the appropriate command
on the command line.

BCREATE/template
Enter on: Command line
Creates a new backup job template file named template. This name corresponds to a CMS filename and must be
a unique job template file name that contains 1-8 characters.

COPY/template
Enter in: Command column
Creates a new job template file by copying an existing definition. Template is the name of the new job template
file.
For example, you can copy a full backup job template file to create an incremental backup job template file. The
new incremental backup job template file backs up the same data that is specified in the original full backup job
template file.

DISCARD
Enter in: Command column
Deletes a job template file.

PRINT
Enter in: Command column
Sends a report to your virtual printer that describes the job according to the definitions you specify on the
job template file. If an exception or exclusion file is specified on the job template file, the report also lists any
exceptions or exclusions defined for the job.
The PRINT command prints information about the entire job. PF11 (Print) prints the job template file definition
screens one screen at a time.

RENAME/template
Enter in: Command column
Renames an existing job template file; template is the new name of the job template file.

TEST
Enter in: Command column
Sends to your virtual printer a report that describes the job according to the definitions that you specify on the job
template file. This test report also specifically identifies each minidisk or file space to be included in the job.
If an exception file is specified, the report indicates the options that are specified in the exception file. If an
exclusion file is specified, the report does not show the minidisks, file spaces, or user IDs that were excluded.

UPDATE
Enter in: Command column
Modifies an existing job template file.

Creating or Updating Backup Job Template Files
To create a backup job template file, use the BCREATE/template command on the Manage Job Templates screen. Enter
bcreate/ template  on the command line, where template is the name of the backup job template file you want to create.

To update an existing backup job template file, use the UPDATE command on the Manage Job Templates screen. Enter
update in the Command column next to the backup job template file you want to update.
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Describing the Backup Job
You can type up to 50 characters in the Descriptive Comments field in the backup job template file. VM:Backup displays
the first 32 characters of this comment on the Manage Job Templates screen.

Specifying the Backup Job Type
In the Type of Backup section of the Work with Backup Template template screen, specify the following information:

• Type of backup you want VM:Backup to perform
• Backup level of detail
• Backup job template files on which to base an incremental backup (for incremental backup jobs)

Type of Backup

Select one of the following types of backups:

Full
VM:Backup backs up each minidisk or file space completely. This option is the default.

Incremental
VM:Backup backs up only those minidisks or file spaces that have changed after a previous (full or incremental)
backup. When you define an incremental backup job, specify whether to backup the entire minidisk or file space
or only the changed portions. You must also enter the names of the job template files on which the incremental job
is based.

Detail Level

If the backup type is incremental, you must set the detail level of the incremental backup job. Select one of the following
detail levels:

File/Track/Block
VM:Backup backs up only those portions of the minidisk or file space that have changed since the previous
backup. The following table describes what VM:Backup backs up depending on the type of domain being
processed.

Domain VM:Backup backs up each changed...

CMS minidisk File

CKD minidisk (count-key-data) Track

FBA minidisk (fixed-block-
architecture)

Group of blocks
One group comprises 32 blocks of 512 bytes; a change to any
block in a group causes the entire group to be backed up.

BFS file space File and its links, permissions, and ownership information

SFS file space File and its authorizations
VM:Backup also backs up an alias if its name has changed or if
the name of the base file to which it points has changed.

A file-level base catalog is required to perform an incremental backup with file-level detail. If the base catalog was
not created with file-level detail, VM:Backup backs up the entire minidisk or file space if any portion has changed.
With only a domain-level catalog, VM:Backup has no base data against which file, track, or block changes can be
compared.
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Domain
VM:Backup backs up the entire minidisk or file space if any portion of the minidisk or file space has changed since
the previous backup. This option is the default.

Based On

If the backup type is incremental, specify one or more base job template files in the Based On field. The base job
template files identify the catalogs that VM:Backup is to use to determine what data to back up. When you list more than
one job template file in the Based On field, VM:Backup bases the incremental backup on the most recently created
catalog from any of the listed job template files.

In determining the data that needs to be backed up (files, tracks, or blocks), VM:Backup compares the current minidisk or
file space against the most recent catalog. This comparison is made to determine whether any changes have occurred.
For example, if you specify the job templates MONTHLY, WEEKLY, and DAILY in the Based On field, VM:Backup
determines which of these three jobs was run most recently and bases the incremental job on the catalog created during
this backup.

Enter the names of the job template files to be used as the base for the incremental backup. You can use pattern
matching to specify similar job template file names. You can specify a maximum of 12 job template file names on this
screen. If no catalogs exist for the specified base backup job template files, VM:Backup performs a full backup.

NOTE
To specify more than 12 base backup job template files, use the job template file BASE TEMPLATES record
through TPI. Do not use the system administrator screens. For information about this record and about TPI, see
the Template Programming Interface.

Specifying Catalog Guidelines
A VM:Backup catalog is a set of CMS files that the product creates and maintains to store information about backed-up
data. Although VM:Backup catalogs are optional, the product uses a catalog to determine what data has changed since a
previous backup. Therefore, catalogs are required for incremental backups. Catalogs are kept online and quickly provide
VM:Backup with the information that is needed to locate data to restore.

In the Catalog Guidelines section of the Work with Backup Template template screen, specify the following information:

• Whether VM:Backup is to create a catalog or not
• Catalog level of detail
• Auto-discard period for the catalog
• Auto-condense period for the catalog

Create a Catalog

To specify whether VM:Backup is to create a catalog for the data it backs up, select Yes or No in the Create a Catalog
field.

Yes
VM:Backup creates a catalog. This option is the default.

No
VM:Backup does not create a catalog.

Detail Level

To specify the level of catalog detail, select one of the following options in the Detail Level field of the Catalog
Guidelines section:
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File/Track/Block
VM:Backup creates a catalog that contains information about each file, alias, CKD track, or FBA block backed up
from each minidisk and file space.

Domain
VM:Backup contains general entries for each minidisk and file space that is backed up. This option is the default.

Auto-Discard Period

In the Auto-Discard Period field, specify the number of days you want VM:Backup to retain the catalog after the backup
is run. VM:Backup automatically discards the catalog when the time period you specify elapses and the automatic
discard process is run. Any catalogs that are based on this catalog are also discarded. For more information about
when VM:Backup runs the automatic discard process, see the "AUTOCAT Record" section in the System Programmer
Reference.

To specify the number of days to retain the catalog, enter a whole number from 0 through 5000 in the Auto-Discard
Period field. The number of days you specify must be greater than or equal to the number of days you specify in the
Auto-Condense Period field. Zero (0) indicates that the next run of the automatic discard process is to discard the
catalog. The default auto-discard period is 30 days.

To retain the catalog longer, extend the retention period by specifying a new auto-discard date on the Manage Existing
Catalogs screen. If you extend the auto-discard date, also extend the tape expiration date. For details on updating the
auto-discard period and tape expiration date, see Updating the Auto-Condense or Auto-Discard Date.

Auto-Condense Period

Condensing catalogs refers to converting file-level detail catalogs to domain-level detail catalogs. In the Auto-Condense
Period field, specify the number of days that VM:Backup is to retain file-level detail in the catalog after the backup is
run. VM:Backup automatically condenses the catalog when the time period you specify elapses and the automatic
condense process is run. Any catalogs that are based on this catalog are also condensed. For more information about
when VM:Backup runs the automatic condense process, see the " AUTOCAT Record" section in the System Programmer
Reference.

Enter a whole number from 0 through 5000 in the Auto-Condense Period field. This value specifies the number of
days to retain file-level detail in the catalog. The number of days must be less than or equal to the number of days that
you specify in the Auto-Discard Period field. Zero (0) indicates that the catalog is to be condensed the next time the
automatic condense process runs. The default auto-condense period is 15 days.

To retain the file-level information longer, extend the retention period by specifying a new auto-condense date on the
Manage Existing Catalogs screen. For details on updating the auto-condense period, see Updating the Auto-Condense or
Auto-Discard Date.

Specifying Output Guidelines
In the Output Guidelines section of the Work with Backup Template template screen, specify the following information:

• Format for backing up minidisks
• Whether VM:Backup is to back up changing minidisks physically
• Whether VM:Backup is to check for changes during backups of file spaces
• Whether VM:Backup is to pack data while backing up that data
• Whether VM:Backup is to remount tapes that are already written to in the currently running backup job

Backup Type

Use the Backup Type field to select one of the following four backup formats: Logical, CMS, CMSALLOC, or Physical.
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NOTE
VM:Backup always backs up SFS file spaces in SFS format, regardless of what you specify in this field.

Logical
VM:Backup determines the best way to back up data based on the type of domain being backed up. (See the
following table.) This option is the default.

Type of Domain Backup Format
CMS minidisk CMS format
BFS file space BFS format
Non-CMS minidisk Physical format
Recomputed minidisk CMS format--CMS area

Physical format--Recomputed area
Note: A recomputed (recomped) CMS minidisk is a minidisk
that has been formatted with the RECOMP option of the CMS
FORMAT command.

Reserved minidisk Physical format
Note: A reserved CMS minidisk is a minidisk that has been
formatted with the CMS RESERVE command.

SFS file space SFS format

CMS
VM:Backup backs up all CMS minidisks in the same manner as a logical backup, described previously. Non-
CMS minidisks are not backed up. For reserved minidisks, VM:Backup performs a physical backup of the entire
minidisk.

CMSALLOC
VM:Backup reads the block allocation map on CMS minidisks to identify which blocks are free or active.
VM:Backup physically backs up only the blocks that are in use. Non-CMS minidisks are backed up physically. If
you specify CMSALLOC in a full or incremental backup, VM:Backup automatically performs a full backup.

Physical
VM:Backup determines the disk type of the minidisk, then performs a physical backup accordingly. VM:Backup
backs up CKD minidisks by track, and FBA minidisks in groups of 32 blocks of 512 bytes.

CMS Switch to Physical

During a backup job, VM:Backup can encounter a minidisk to which changes are being made. For a CMS or CMSALLOC
backup, you can specify whether VM:Backup switches to a physical backup or skips the minidisk if it is unable to back up
the minidisk in the requested format. VM:Backup attempts to back up the minidisk in the requested format the number of
times you specify. Use the CMS Switch to Physical? field to set the following options:

Yes
VM:Backup switches to a physical backup of the minidisk if the minidisk continues to change after the specified
number of tries. This option is the default.

No
VM:Backup skips the minidisk if the minidisk continues to change after the specified number of tries.

Attempts
VM:Backup attempts this number of tries to back up minidisk in the requested format. Specify a whole number
from one through nine. By default, VM:Backup tries to back up a changing minidisk three times before either
switching to a physical backup or skipping the changing minidisk.
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Number of Tries for Consistent View of File Space

By default, during a backup, VM:Backup does not check for changes in a file space. This setting is suitable for most sites
because SFS assures a consistent view of individual files. However, if your site runs applications that require files that are
maintained at the same commit level (that is, in sync with each other), have VM:Backup make one or more attempts to
obtain a consistent view. Specify the maximum number of times that VM:Backup is to check for changes (up to 9) in the
Number of Tries for a Consistent View of File Space field.

If, after the maximum number of checks, VM:Backup cannot obtain a consistent view of the file space, VM:Backup backs
up the file space and writes a message in the job output report stating that a consistent view was not obtained.

VM:Backup cannot detect changes that were made to update-in-place files. All BFS files are update-in-place files. To
ensure that you obtain a consistent point-in-time view of BFS file spaces and SFS file spaces that contain update-in-place
files, quiesce these file spaces during backups.

Pack

To have VM:Backup pack data while backing it up, select Yes in the Compression field. When you select Yes,
VM:Backup uses a general-purpose packing algorithm. This algorithm eliminates repeating characters (for example,
blanks) in a data file by replacing them with a 3-byte field. By default, VM:Backup does not pack data while backing it up.

If hardware compression is available to you through IDRC-capable tape drives, you can still have VM:Backup pack the
data. However, the job run time and the number of tapes that are needed for the job can increase. Experiment with a
variety of jobs to see which settings give you the right balance between job run times and number of tapes produced.

Remounts

To specify whether VM:Backup remounts tapes already written to in the currently running backup job, use the Remounts
field. The following options are available in the Remounts field:

Conserve Tapes, Allow Tape Remounts
Allows VM:Backup to remount tapes, thus minimizing the number of tapes that are needed for the backup job.
This option is the default.

Save Time, Reduce Tape Remounts
Prevents VM:Backup from remounting tapes in most situations. This option can make backup jobs run more
quickly.
If your data center uses automatic cartridge loaders (ACLs), you may want to select this option. Depending on the
control setting for your ACL, it may not be able to remount a tape that has already been mounted in the currently
running job. This is true if the control setting on the ACL is set to AUTOMATIC. This may also be true if the control
setting is set to SYSTEM and the software you use to mount tapes cannot handle this situation.

NOTE
For more information about tape remounts, see the "Tape Remounts" section in the chapter "Managing Tape
and DASD Resources" in the System Programmer Reference.

Specifying Change Detection
To indicate how VM:Backup identifies when data changes between backups, use the Change Detection section of the
Work with Backup Template template screen. Depending on the backup type (full or incremental), VM:Backup reacts
differently to your criteria for detecting changes.
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• For a full backup, VM:Backup uses the change detection selection to determine what to save in the catalog to use for
comparison during an incremental backup. This comparison detects whether data has changed.

• In incremental backups, VM:Backup uses the change detection selection to determine what values to compare to the
values stored in the catalog. This comparison of values determines whether data has changed.

 Contents 

  

Storing Change Detection Information

VM:Backup stores the following change-detection information in the catalog for each of the following backup formats.

 CMS Backups 
Date

VM:Backup stores file and minidisk date information in the catalog.
Note: Date is the default option for CMS backups.

Hash
VM:Backup uses a hash value to determine whether the contents of a file or minidisk have changed.
When creating file-level catalogs, VM:Backup computes a hash value of the contents of each file that is backed up
and stores the values in the catalog.
When creating domain-level catalogs, VM:Backup computes a hash value of the contents of each minidisk that is
backed up and stores the values in the catalog.
Select this option if you have applications that use non-CMS access methods that do not update the information in
the file status table (FST) when modifying files or minidisks.

 Physical Backups 
Hash

VM:Backup uses a hash value to determine whether the contents of a minidisk have changed.
When creating file-level catalogs, VM:Backup computes a hash value of the contents of each CKD track or FBA
group of blocks that is backed up. VM:Backup stores the values in the catalog.
When creating domain-level catalogs, VM:Backup computes a hash value of the contents of each minidisk that is
backed up. VM:Backup stores the values in the catalog.
Hash is the default option for physical backups.

None
VM:Backup does not save hash values for change detection. When you select None, VM:Backup cannot detect
changes. Incremental backup jobs will perform a full backup of these minidisks.
Note: You may decide against saving hash values for physical backups if a minidisk changes or is restored
frequently. Not saving hash values reduces the number of CPU cycles that VM:Backup uses and can result in
improved backup performance.

 SFS and BFS Backups 

When backing up SFS and BFS data, VM:Backup always computes a special hash value to detect changes in a file
space. The entry in the Change Detection field has no effect.

Detecting Changes During Incremental Backups

To allow VM:Backup to detect changes, specify the same type of change detection in the full backup and incremental
backup templates. When you specify different types of change detection for the full and incremental backups, VM:Backup
is unable to detect changes when the incremental backup is submitted.
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When VM:Backup is unable to detect changes for a domain in an incremental backup, a full backup is taken of that
domain. If you specify CMSALLOC as the backup format in an incremental backup job template, VM:Backup automatically
performs a full backup. VM:Backup ignores the specifications in the template for detecting changes.

When you select Date change detection, VM:Backup compares the date that is stored in the catalog with the current
date of the file or minidisk to be backed up. This comparison determines whether the contents of the file or minidisk have
changed.

When you select Hash change detection, VM:Backup recomputes the hash value for each file, CKD track, FBA group of
blocks, or minidisk. The product compares this hash value with the value stored in the catalog to determine whether the
contents of the file or minidisk have changed.

When you select None for an incremental backup, VM:Backup does not detect changes and performs a full backup.

 Example 

For a CMS backup, you select Date for a full backup. VM:Backup does not compute and store hash values for data. You
then select Hash for the incremental backup. VM:Backup cannot determine whether data has changed because there
are no hash values in the catalog that the full backup created. Therefore, VM:Backup performs a full backup instead of an
incremental backup.

Specifying Report Guidelines
In the Report Guidelines section of the Work with Backup Template template screen, specify the following information:

• The detail level of the reports that backup jobs produce (including keyword data reports)
• Where VM:Backup routes the reports
• Whether VM:Backup creates a keyword data report

NOTE
For a complete description of keyword data reports and other reports, output listings, and notes that VM:Backup
generates during backup jobs, see the System Programmer Reference.

Detail Level

In the Report Guidelines section, select either File or Domain in the Detail Level field. This option sets the level of detail
that VM:Backup includes in the reports that the backup jobs produce.

File
VM:Backup produces a report that contains detailed information about the files that are backed up. For backups of
minidisks and SFS file spaces, the report lists file attributes in a format that is similar to that provided by the CMS
LISTFILE command with the DATE option. For backups of BFS file spaces, the report lists file attributes similar to
the output of the CMS OPENVM LISTFILE command with the ATTRIBUTES option.

Domain
VM:Backup produces a report that contains general information about the minidisks or file spaces that are backed
up. This option is the default.

Route to

To specify where VM:Backup is to route reports that the backup job produces, use the Route Control fields. The Detail
fields identify where VM:Backup routes the job detail report. The Errors fields identify where VM:Backup routes the job
error report. For each report, specify the following information:

Userid At (node)
These fields identify where VM:Backup sends the reports. By default, VM:Backup sends the reports to the virtual
reader of the user ID that created the job template file in the local system (destination node).
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To send the report to another user ID, type over the default user ID. To send the report to another destination
node, specify the destination node. If the user ID you specify does not exist, or you specify SYSTEM for the user
ID, VM:Backup sends all output to the virtual reader of the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

Class
VM:Backup can send this report in a designated virtual printer spool class. The default printer spool class is the
class of the first virtual printer indicated in the response VM:Backup receives from the CP QUERY VIRTUAL UR
command during system initialization. If a printer class is not defined, VM:Backup uses the default class A.
To override the default report class, specify another class.

NOTE
This routing specification does not include keyword data reports. Use the GETRPT command to obtain a
keyword data report. For more information, see the "GETRPT Command" section in the System Programmer
Reference.

Keyword Data Reports

A keyword data report is a CMS file that is produced by a VM:Backup job and contains records describing the results of
that job. These reports are designed for use by programs that process information about VM:Backup jobs. To indicate
whether you want VM:Backup to create a keyword data report for the job, select either Yes or No in the Keyword Report
field.

Yes
VM:Backup produces a keyword data report.

No
VM:Backup does not produce a keyword data report. This option is the default.

Specifying Select Guidelines in Backup Job Template Files
In the Select Guidelines section of the Work with Backup Template template screen, you can specify the following files:

• An exclusion file that specifies minidisks, account numbers, access control interface (ACI) security groups, or file
spaces that are not to be backed up

• An exception file that specifies special processing for minidisks, account numbers, ACI security groups, or file spaces

You can use the same exception or exclusion file with any number of job template files. However, you can specify only
one exception file and one exclusion file in a single job template file. If the same data is referenced in both types of files,
the exclusion file takes precedence and VM:Backup excludes the data from the job.

NOTE
If the exception file for an incremental backup differs from the exception file for the previous full backup.
VM:Backup performs a full backup in place of an incremental backup on the minidisks or file spaces that are
affected by the exception file.

For information about exception and exclusion files, see Managing Exception and Exclusion Files.

Specifying Tape Guidelines
To specify the resource pools from which VM:Backup is to select tapes during the backup, use the Tape Guidelines
section of the Work with Backup Template template screen. Depending on the options you select, you can have
VM:Backup perform the following actions:

• Specify the number of tape streams VM:Backup is to use in the backup.
• Select the resource pool from which VM:Backup uses tapes. Also select the number of tape copies to make.
• Record unique retention periods and data set names on each tape copy that you create
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All tapes are written with standard labels.

Number of Tape Streams

In the Number of Tape Streams field, specify the number of tape streams VM:Backup is to use in the backup. When
using tape streams, VM:Backup divides the minidisks and file spaces among two or more streams. This division allows
data to be backed up from several minidisks and file spaces simultaneously. VM:Backup writes the data to each stream
independently and concurrently. VM:Backup can manage a maximum of 15 streams in one job. One stream is the default.

Resource Pool Name and Tape Copies

In the Resource Pool column, specify the name of the resource pool or superpool from which VM:Backup selects tapes
for use in the backup. If you want to create tape copies, specify the resource pool from which VM:Backup obtains each
tape copy. You can specify the same pool name for all tape copies. You can create up to four tape copies in addition to the
primary tape.

NOTE
Except for the tape label and header information, tape copies are duplicate tapes that are created
simultaneously on different drives.

Retention Period

In the Retention Period column, specify the number of days from the date the backup is run that VM:Backup is to retain
the tapes that are created. VM:Backup writes the expiration date in the label of each tape that is used in the job. You can
specify different retention periods for the primary tape and each tape copy. The number of days must be a number from 0
through 5000; 30 is the default.

NOTE
You can extend the expiration date of a tape. You must extend this date if you extend the auto-discard date. For
more information, see Updating Tape Expiration Dates.

Data Set Name

In the Data set Name column, you can specify data set names for the tape files that are created during the backup. You
can give different names to the primary tape and each tape copy. By default, VM:Backup creates data set names that are
based on the tape copy number (for example, VMBACKUP.PRIMARY and VMBACKUP.COPY1).

Use the following characters for data set names:

• Alphanumeric characters (A-Z, 0-9)
• Special characters: the period (.), the at sign (@), the pound sign (#), and the dollar sign ($)

The data set name can contain up to 44 characters. However, to conform to OS standard tape label support, only the
last 17 characters of the data set name are written to the tape label. If you use VM:Tape, the full data set name (up to 44
characters) is cataloged in the VM:Tape TMC, but the tape label still contains only the last 17 characters.

Specifying Input Guidelines
In the Input Guidelines fields, specify the data VM:Backup is to process during the backup. You can define the backup
broadly (for example, if you want to back up all of the DASD volumes in your data center). Alternatively, you can restrict
the backup to specific minidisks, file spaces, user IDs, account numbers, or ACI security groups.

You can further limit the backup job by defining an exclusion file. For more information about excluding data from a
backup, see Creating or Updating an Exclusion File.
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Including Data

You cannot leave both the Include DASD and the Include File Pools fields blank. Specify at least one DASD volser or
file pool name.

Backing Up DASD Volumes

By default, VM:Backup backs up all the minidisks on every DASD volume that the CP directory references. (The asterisk
in the Include DASD field indicates this default.) To back up minidisks from certain DASD volumes, type the DASD
volsers in the fields that are provided. You can enter up to 12 individual volsers. You can also use pattern matching to
back up several volumes with similar volsers.

NOTE
To specify more than 12 DASD volumes, use the job template file INCLUDE record through TPI instead of the
system administrator screens. For information about this record and about TPI, see the  Template Programming
Interface .

Backing Up File Pools

By default, VM:Backup backs up all of the file spaces, both SFS and BFS, in every local file pool that you have identified
to VM:Backup. (The asterisk in the Include File Pools field indicates this default.) VM:Backup cannot back up data
in remote file pools. (Remote file pools are file pools located on a different system from the VM:Backup service virtual
machine.) For more information, see Identifying SFS File Pools.

To back up file spaces from specified file pools, type the file pool names in the fields that are provided. You can enter up to
12 individual file pool names. Use pattern matching to back up several file pools with similar names.

NOTE
To specify, view, or manage a job template file with more than 12 file pools, use the job template file INCLUDE
record through TPI instead of the system administrator screens. For information about this record and about TPI,
see the  Template Programming Interface .

Restricting the Backup

You can limit the backup by specifying that VM:Backup back up only the following:

• Certain user IDs, minidisks, account numbers, or ACI groups from the specified DASD volumes
• Certain file spaces from the specified file pools

By default, VM:Backup backs up all minidisks and file spaces on the specified DASD volumes and in the specified file
pools. USERID * * and FSPACE *:* in the Restricted to records field indicate the default. If you change these values,
specify at least one of the following record types and values. This field cannot be left blank.

Record Type Value

USErid userid vaddr

ACCount number

ACIgroup name

FSPace filepoolid:userid (for an SFS or BFS file space)

Use pattern matching to back up file spaces with similar names or groups of minidisks with similar user IDs, account
numbers, or ACI security group names. If the same user is included in more than one record type, that user's data is
backed up only once.

FSPACE records identify both BFS and SFS file spaces. For example, if you accept the default, *:*, VM:Backup backs up
all file spaces (both BFS and SFS) in all file pools identified to VM:Backup.
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Example

Based on the Input Guidelines shown in the Work with Backup Template Screen, the product backs up data that belongs
to the following users:

• The minidisk 191 belonging to user ID JOHN
• All minidisks belonging to account number AB123
• All minidisks belonging to user IDs whose ACI group name has six characters starting with PROG
• All minidisks belonging to user ID MARY
• All SFS and BFS file spaces in file pools whose file pool names start with SF and whose user IDs start with J

The following graphic shows a sample screen with the example information entered:

WBTMABC4 (4 of 7)    Work with Backup Template BIGDUMP                VM:Backup 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Input Guidelines:                                                              

                                                                                

 Include DASD:  *        ______   ______   ______   ______   ______             

                ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______             

                                                                                

 Include File   SFSPRD     ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 

        Pools:  ________   ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 

                                                                                

 Restricted to                                                                  

      records:    Type         Value           Type         Value               

                userid__ john 191_________   ________ _________________         

                account_ ab123____________   ________ _________________         

                acigroup prog%%___________   ________ _________________         

                userid__ mary *___________   ________ _________________         

                fspace__ sf*:j*___________   ________ _________________         

                ________ _________________   ________ _________________         

                                                                                

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

===>  

Managing Restore Job Template Files
Restore job template files identify the data that a specific job is to restore and how to process the data. For example, you
can define restore job template files to handle large restore requests. Restore job template files enable you to restore full
DASD volumes or groups of minidisks for several user IDs, account numbers, or ACI security groups.

You may have tapes with no corresponding catalogs. Use a restore job template file to restore data from a set of tapes by
specifying the first volser from the tape set.

Restore Job Template File Information
When you select Option 4, Manage job templates, the Manage Job Templates screen appears. This screen provides the
following information about existing job template files:

• Name of the job template file
• Type of job template (always restore for restore jobs)
• Comments about the job
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The job template files that are listed on this screen include files that VM:Archiver created. Such files are identified by the
descriptive comment. These files are listed for information only. You cannot work with them.

To move through the list of job template files, use the PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) keys. To view the beginning and
end of the job template file list, enter the TOP and BOTTOM commands on the command line.

Restore Job Template File Commands
The following table shows the available commands on the Manage Job Templates screen. To work with an existing file,
enter the appropriate command in the Command column next to the file. To create a file, enter the appropriate command
on the command line.

Command Enter in... Description
COPY/template Command column Creates a new job template file by copying

an existing definition. The templatevariable
is the name of the new job template file.
Note: Copying a job template file is useful
when there are only minor processing
variations between different jobs.

DISCARD Command column Deletes a job template file.
PRINT Command column Sends a report to your virtual printer

that describes the job according to the
definitions you specify on the job template
file. If an exception or exclusion file is
specified on the job template file, the report
also lists any exceptions or exclusions
defined for the job.
Note: The PRINT command prints
information about the entire job. PF11
(Print) prints the job template file definition
screens one screen at a time.

RCREATE/template Command line Creates a new restore job template file
named template. This name corresponds to
a CMS filename and must be a unique job
template file name with a maximum of eight
characters.

RENAME/template Command column Renames an existing job template file;
template is the new name of the job
template file.

TEST Command column Sends to your virtual printer a report
that describes the job according to
the definitions that you specify on the
job template file. This test report also
specifically identifies each minidisk or file
space to be included in the job.
If an exception file is specified, the report
indicates the options that are specified
in the exception file. If an exclusion file is
specified, the report does not show the
minidisks, file spaces, or user IDs that were
excluded.

UPDATE Command column Modifies an existing job template
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Creating or Updating Restore Job Template Files
To create a restore job template file, use the RCREATE/template command on the Manage Job Templates screen. Enter
rcreate/template, where template is the name of the restore job template file you want to create.

To update an existing restore job template file, use the UPDATE command on the Manage Job Templates screen. Enter
update in the Command column next to the restore job template file you want to update.

In response to either command, VM:Backup displays the first Work with Restore Template template screen. Use the Work
with Restore Template template screens to specify the following information:

• Descriptive comment
• Type of restore job
• Search time period
• Input tapes for VOLSEARCH restore jobs
• Report guidelines
• Selection guidelines
• Restore target
• Link option
• Formatting options
• Source or Source/Target DASD Volumes

Describing the Restore Job
You can type up to 50 characters in the  Descriptive Comments field in the restore job template file. VM:Backup displays
the first 32 characters of this comment on the Manage Job Templates screen.

Specifying the Restore Job Type
Use the Restore Data field to select either Using Catalogs or Scanning Tapes to specify the type of restore job you
want VM:Backup to perform.

Using Catalogs
This option tells VM:Backup that you have catalogs available and want to perform a CATSEARCH restore job.
In CATSEARCH jobs, VM:Backup searches the catalogs for the data to restore. The search continues until
VM:Backup meets the limits of the specified time period or finds a full backup, whichever occurs first. You can use
CATSEARCH jobs to restore files when a catalog is available. This option is the default.

Scanning Tapes
This option tells VM:Backup that you do not have catalogs available and want to perform a VOLSEARCH restore
job. In VOLSEARCH jobs, VM:Backup searches the tape volumes and restores data as it is encountered on the
tapes. Use VOLSEARCH jobs when the tapes that contain the backup data are available but the catalogs are not
available.

Specifying the Search Time Period
For a CATSEARCH restore job, VM:Backup searches catalogs that are created during a specified time period. When it
finds the data to restore, VM:Backup restores the version of the data that was backed up most recently within this time
period. If the version of the data that is selected is from an incremental backup, to perform the restore, VM:Backup uses
all previous incremental backups and the full backup on which they are based.

For a VOLSEARCH restore job, VM:Backup checks whether the starting input tape was created within the specified
time period. If the tape was not created in this period, VM:Backup does not run the job. If the tape was created within
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the specified time period, the job continues. If the specified tape is from an incremental backup, to perform the restore,
VM:Backup uses all previous incremental backups and the full backup on which they are based.

The To Limit Restore, Specify Search Range section of the screen shows the default start and default end dates and
times. The default start date and time is 01/01/1942 00:00:00, and the default end date and time is 12/31/2041 23:59:59.
You can type over these dates and times to specify a different time period. Use the date format mm/dd/yyyy for the dates,
and a 24-hour format for the times.

To perform an incremental-only restore of a minidisk, create a TPI job and include the CUTOFF record. The CUTOFF
record can prevent VM:Backup from going back to the full backup. For more information, see CUTOFF Record in the
Template Programming Interface.

Specifying Starting Input Tape for VOLSEARCH Restore Jobs
Even if the catalog that was created during a backup no longer exists, or no catalog was created, VM:Backup can locate
and restore the required data, if the tapes created during the backup are available. Volsers for the next and previous
tapes that are used in the backup are kept in the tape labels unless VM:Backup has been configured otherwise. (See the
"TAPECHAIN Record" section in the System Programmer Reference.) To restore without a catalog, all tapes that were
created during all backup jobs from which VM:Backup is restoring must be available.

To specify the starting input tape for VOLSEARCH restore jobs, use the If Scanning Tapes section of the Work with
Restore Template template screen.

Tape Volser and DSSN

To specify the tape and data set from which to restore data, fill in the following fields:

Tape Volser
Type the volser of the tape from which data is to be restored.

DSSN
Type the data set sequence number of the data set from which data is to be restored. DSSN must be 1 for all
VM:Backup jobs.

The specified tape must be the first tape that is written in any stream of the most recent backup that you want to restore.

Media and Density

Indicate the media and density of the backup tape that you have specified in the Tape Volser field. Select one media
from the Media field and one density from the Density field. This information is required so that VM:Backup can issue the
correct mount request. To determine the proper settings, see "Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values" in
the "Managing Tape and DASD Resources" chapter in the System Programmer Reference.

Specifying Restore Job Report Guidelines
In the Report Guidelines section of the Work with Restore Template template screen, specify the following information:

• Detail level of reports that restore jobs produce (including keyword data reports)
• Where VM:Backup is to route the reports
• Whether VM:Backup is to create a keyword data report

NOTE
For a complete description of keyword data and other reports, output listings, and notes that VM:Backup
generates during restore jobs, see the System Programmer Reference.
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Detail Level

Select one of the following fields in the Detail Level field to set the level of report detail:

File
VM:Backup produces a report that contains detailed information about each file that is restored. The report lists
file attributes in a format similar to what the CMS LISTFILE command with the DATE option provides.

Minidisk
VM:Backup produces a report containing general information about the minidisks that are restored. This option is
the default.

Route to

Specify the following information in the Route to field to specify where VM:Backup is to route the report that the restore
job produces:

Userid At (node)
Use these fields to identify where VM:Backup is to send the report. By default, VM:Backup sends the restore job
report to the virtual reader of the user ID that created the job template file in the local system (destination node).
This option is the default.
To send the report to another user ID, type over the default user ID. To send the report to another destination
node, specify the destination node. If the user ID that you specify does not exist, or you specify SYSTEM for the
user ID, VM:Backup sends all output to the virtual reader of the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

Class
VM:Backup can send the restore job report in a designated virtual printer spool class. The default printer spool
class is the class of the first virtual printer that is indicated in the response that VM:Backup receives from the CP
QUERY VIRTUAL UR command at system initialization. If a printer class is not defined, VM:Backup uses the
default class A.
To override the default report class, specify the desired class.
Data that is restored to a virtual reader is always sent with spool class A.

NOTE
This routing specification does not include keyword data reports. To obtain a keyword data report, use the
GETRPT command. For more information, see the "GETRPT Command" section in the System Programmer
Reference.

Keyword Data Reports

A keyword data report is a CMS file that is produced by a VM:Backup job and contains records describing the results of
that job. These reports are designed for use by programs that process information about VM:Backup jobs. To indicate
whether you want VM:Backup to create a keyword data report for the job, select either Yes or No in the Keyword Report
field.

Yes
VM:Backup produces a keyword data report.

No
VM:Backup does not produce a keyword data report. This option is the default.

Specifying Select Guidelines in Restore Job Template Files
In the Select Guidelines section of the Work with Restore Template template screen, specify the following information:

• An exclusion file that specifies minidisks, account numbers, or ACI security groups that are not to be restored
• An exception file that specifies special processing for minidisks, account numbers, or ACI security groups
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You can use the same exception or exclusion file with any number of job template files. However, you can specify only
one exception file and one exclusion file in a single job template file. If the same data is referenced in both types of files,
the exclusion file takes precedence and VM:Backup excludes the data from the job.

NOTE
For information about exception and exclusion files, see the Managing Exception and Exclusion Files section.

Specifying the Restore Target
In the Restore Data to field, you can select one of the following options to specify where VM:Backup is to restore data:

Original Minidisk
VM:Backup restores data to the minidisks from which data was backed up. Data that is backed up in CMS format
can be restored to a minidisk. Data that is backed up in physical format must be restored to a minidisk.

Reader
VM:Backup restores data to the virtual reader of the user ID owning the original minidisk. Only data that is backed
up in CMS format can be restored to a virtual reader.

WARNING
Specify this option only when working with a template for a CATSEARCH restore job.

Alternate Volume
VM:Backup restores data to a DASD volume other than its original source volume.
VM:Backup creates an image of all or portions of another volume on this alternate volume. The alternate volume
is attached to VM:Backup. The minidisk images are overlaid by obtaining the location and size of the original
minidisk from the CP directory entry. You do not have to define any minidisks on the alternate volume. VM:Backup
restores the minidisks that are defined on the original source volume currently in the CP directory to the same
physical locations on the target volume.
When you start the restore, ensure that the target volume is online and not attached to any user ID (including
VM:Backup).
If you are restoring a CKD device, the target volume must be the same device class and type as the source
volume. For example, you must restore a 3380 device to a 3380 device. If you are restoring an FBA device, the
target volume must be an FBA device.

Specifying the Link Option
If you are restoring data to the original minidisk, indicate the following information:

• The type of link VM:Backup is to obtain
• The action VM:Backup is to perform if the target is linked by another user

Link to Obtain

In the Link to Users' Disks Using field, select the type of link VM:Backup is to obtain:

Write Link
This option specifies that VM:Backup is to obtain a write link to the target minidisk. This condition applies only
if no other user ID is linked to the minidisk in either read or write access mode. If another user ID is linked, no
link is established for VM:Backup. In this case, detach minidisk messages are issued to all user IDs linked to the
minidisk. This option is the default.

Mult Link
This option specifies that VM:Backup is to obtain a write link to the target minidisk even if another user ID is linked
in read-only mode. The write link is not obtained if another user ID already has write access. VM:Backup requires
write access to restore data to a minidisk.
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Wait for Users to Detach Disks

During restore processing, VM:Backup may try to link a user's minidisk but not be able to get write access (that is, a Write
or Mult link) because other users are linked to that target minidisk. VM:Backup sends detach messages to users (and
message 797I to the tape operator and local console). The product stops restore processing for this job until the minidisk
is successfully linked. VM:Backup cannot continue processing this job until one of the following events occurs:

• All linked users detach the minidisk.
• A user cancels the detach request, which tells VM:Backup not to restore the minidisk.
• The wait time that is specified in the USERWAIT configuration file record expires.

In the Wait for Users to Detach Disks field, use one of the following options to indicate whether VM:Backup is to wait for
users to detach minidisks:

Yes
When VM:Backup encounters a target minidisk to which it cannot obtain write access, the product waits for users
to detach that minidisk.

No
When VM:Backup encounters a target minidisk to which it cannot obtain write access, the product skips restoring
data from that particular backup of the minidisk. VM:Backup goes on to the next minidisk. VM:Backup records this
information in the restore job summary report.

Specifying Formatting Options
If you are restoring data from CMS and logical backups to the original minidisks or to an alternate volume, indicate
whether VM:Backup is to format the minidisk.

If Formatting

If you are restoring to a minidisk that is not formatted, select one of the following formatting options. You can also use
the CMS FORMAT command to format the minidisk before running the restore. The formatting of a minidisk erases all
currently existing files and returns the minidisk to the same blocksize it had when it was backed up.

Format Only if Files to Restore
This option specifies that, if there is data to restore, VM:Backup is to perform the equivalent of the CMS FORMAT
command to format the minidisk before restoring data to it. When the data is restored, the minidisk appears
exactly as it did after the backup was performed.

Format Even if No Files to Restore
This option specifies that VM:Backup is to perform the equivalent of the CMS FORMAT command to format the
minidisk. VM:Backup formats the minidisk even if there is no data to restore.

If Not Formatting

If you do not format the minidisk, select one of the following options to indicate how the data is to be restored:

Newfile
This option specifies that VM:Backup restores only those files that do not exist on the minidisk. This option is the
default.

Replace
This option specifies that VM:Backup restores all files from the backed-up minidisk. For any existing file that has
the same name as a file to restore, the job performs the following actions:

1. Writes the data to a work file
2. Erases the existing file from the minidisk
3. Renames the work file to the original filename
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If the restore job does not complete successfully, the job leaves the existing file intact and erases the work file.

WARNING
When you select Replace, ensure that there is sufficient free space on the minidisk for VM:Backup to
create a copy of each file in the free space before it erases the existing versions.

Erase
This option specifies that the job restore all files from the backed-up minidisk. If a file exists that has the same
name as a file to restore, the job deletes the existing file before restoring the backed-up version.

WARNING
If the restore job does not complete successfully, both the existing file and the file being restored can be
lost.

Specifying Source DASD Volumes or Source/Target DASD Volumes
VM:Backup displays one of two Select Guidelines sections based on the target you selected in the Restore Data to field:

Original Minidisk
SourceDASDVolumes

Reader
SourceDASDVolumes

Alternate Volume
Source/TargetDASDVolumesforAlternate-VolumeRestore

For all restore targets, VM:Backup restores all minidisks belonging to all user IDs on the specified DASD volumes by
default. You can override this default and restrict the restoration sources by using the Restricted To field.

Source DASD Volumes

In the Select Guidelines-Source DASD Volumes section, specify the data that the job is to restore. By default,
VM:Backup restores all of the minidisks on every DASD volume that the CP directory references. If you specify particular
volumes, VM:Backup restores every minidisk on the specified DASD volumes. You can enter up to 24 individual volsers or
use pattern matching to restore multiple volumes with similar volsers. This screen must list at least one DASD volume.

NOTE
If you want to specify more than 24 DASD volumes, use the job template file INCLUDE record through TPI and
not the system administrator screens. For more information, see INCLUDE Record - Restore Job Template Files
in the Template Programming Interface.

WARNING
On a restore job, VM:Backup cannot determine whether a particular minidisk is part of the Shared File System.
If the job is performing a full volume restore and the specified DASD volume contains minidisks from a file pool,
unexpected results can occur to the file pool. To prevent such mishaps, create an exclusion file to exclude these
minidisks from the restore job.

Source/Target DASD Volumes for Alternate-Volume Restore

In the Select Guidelines-Source/ Target DASD Volumes for Alternate-Volume Restore section, specify the following
information in the appropriate fields:

• The volumes that the job is to restore
• The alternate target volume on which the job is to overlay minidisks from the source volume

If you are restoring a CKD device, the target volume must be the same device and class type as the source volume. For
example, you must restore a 3380 device to a 3380 device. If you are restoring an FBA device, the target volume must be
an FBA device. You cannot use pattern matching in these fields.
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Source Volser
Specify the volser of the source volume (the volume to restore).

Target Volser
Specify the target volume (the volume to which to restore the source volume).
This volume must be online and must not be attached to a user ID, VM:Backup, or SYSTEM. VM:Backup attaches
this target volume during the restore job. When the restore is complete, VM:Backup detaches the target volume.
You can attach it to the system.

Target Raddr
Specify the real address of the target alternate volume. Enter a four-digit address.

NOTE
When restoring to an alternate volume, VM:Backup cannot restore to a minidisk that is defined with the END
keyword in the CP directory. VM:Backup cannot determine the current size of such a minidisk. VM:Backup skips
the minidisk.

Restricted To

Whether you select Original Minidisk, Reader, or Alternate Volume in the Restore Data to field, VM:Backup displays
the Select Guidelines-Restricted To section.

By default (as indicated by USERID * *), VM:Backup restores all minidisks belonging to all user IDs on the specified DASD
volumes. You can override this default to restrict the job to restoring only specific user IDs, minidisks, account numbers, or
ACI security groups.

If you change the default values, specify at least one of the following values in the Record Type and Value fields. These
fields cannot be left blank.

Record Type Value

USErid userid vaddr

ACCount number

ACIgroup name

Use pattern matching to restore groups of minidisks with similar user IDs, account numbers, or ACI security group names.
If the same user is included in more than one record type, VM:Backup restores the data of that user only once.

You can further limit the restore job by defining an exclusion file. For more information about excluding data from a restore
job, see the Creating or Updating an Exclusion File section.

Example

You want to restore the following data:

• All the minidisks belonging to user ID Mary
• All minidisks belonging to accounts with five-digit numbers ending in 123

Enter this information in the Select Guidelines-Restricted To section of the Work with Restore Template template
screen. The following graphic shows part of a sample screen with the example information entered:

WRSTABC4 (4 of 7)   Work with Restore Template SMALLJOB               VM:Backup 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Select Guidelines - Restricted to:                                             

                                                                                

          Record                             Record                             

          Type       Value                   Type       Value                   
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          userid     mary     *              ________   _____________           

          account_   %%123________           ________   _____________           

          ________   _____________           ________   _____________           

          ________   _____________           ________   _____________           

          ________   _____________           ________   _____________           

          ________   _____________           ________   _____________           

          ________   _____________           ________   _____________           

          ________   _____________           ________   _____________           

          ________   _____________           ________   _____________           

          ________   _____________           ________   _____________           

          ________   _____________           ________   _____________           

          ________   _____________           ________   _____________           

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...       

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  File     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor    

===> 

Sample CATSEARCH Restore Job
This sample is based on the following assumptions:

• Full backups were taken on January 1.
• An incremental backup was taken each day from January 2 through 5, for a total of four incremental backups.
• You want to restore the 191 minidisk of a user to the state it was in on January 5.
• Catalogs are available.

To perform this CATSEARCH restore job, perform the following steps, starting at the System Administrator Main Menu:

1. Select Option 4, Manage job templates.
VM:Backup displays the Manage Job Templates screen.

2. Enter the following command on the command line:

rcreate/sales96

VM:Backup creates a restore template and displays the first Work with Restore Template screen for that file.
3. Tab to the Using Catalogs field and type x.

Note: Ensure that the Scanning Tapes field is blank.
4. Enter the appropriate restore criteria on the remaining screens for the job.

In this example, the default dates that VM:Backup displays include the dates of the full backup and all of the
incremental backups.

5. Press the PF9 key (File) to enter the changes.
6. Press the PF4 key (Return) until you exit VM:Backup.
7. Submit the CATSEARCH restore job by entering the following command from CMS:

vmbackup submit sales96

During the restore job, VM:Backup performs the following tasks:

1. Reads the catalog to determine which files exist on which tapes.
2. Asks for tapes that contain data for the 191 minidisk of the user.
3. Mounts the tapes containing the full backups, followed by the tapes containing the incremental backups (oldest to most

recent) to restore the data.
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NOTE
If you specified NEWFILE, VM:Backup mounts the tapes in the reverse order.

After VM:Backup mounts the tapes from the last incremental backup and restores the data, the job ends. The 191 minidisk
of the user is restored to the state it was in on January 5. VM:Backup sends you the VM:Backup restore job detail report
and a message that the job completed successfully.

Sample VOLSEARCH Restore Job
This sample is based on the following assumptions:

• Full backups were taken on January 1.
• An incremental backup was taken each day from January 2 through 5, for a total of four incremental backups.
• You want to restore the 191 minidisk of a user to the state it was in on January 5.
• Catalogs are not available.
• You know that the most recent backup was the incremental job on January 5, and the first tape in the tape set is

B00428.

To execute this VOLSEASRCH restore job, perform the following steps, starting at the System Administrator Main Menu:

1. Select Option 4, Manage job templates.
VM:Backup displays the Manage Job Templates screen.

2. To create a restore template, enter the following command on the command line:

rcreate/finan96

VM:Backup displays the first Work with Restore Template screen for that file.
3. Tab to the Scanning Tapes field and type x.

Note: Ensure that the Using Catalogs field is blank.
4. Tab to the If Scanning Tapes: Tape Volser field and type the volser of the most recent incremental backup, which is

B00428.
5. Type 1 in the DSSN field.
6. Enter the appropriate restore criteria on the remaining screens for the job.

To have VM:Backup confirm that this tape was created on January 5, set the date range as 01/05/2004 00:00 to
01/05/2004 23:59.
Specify the NEWFILE option so that VM:Backup does not restore files that exist on the minidisk.

7. Press the PF9 key (File) to enter the changes.
8. Press the PF4 key (Return) until you exit VM:Backup.
9. Submit the VOLSEARCH restore job by entering the following command from CMS:

vmbackup submit finan96

VM:Backup mounts tape B00428. VM:Backup continues to mount the first tape of each preceding incremental backup
until it reaches the first tape in the full backup, which is B00425. Then, VM:Backup processes the incremental tapes from
the newest to the oldest, and restores the data as it finds it.

NOTE
If you had specified the REPLACE or CLEAR option, VM:Backup would have processed the tapes from the
oldest to the newest.

When it has restored the 191 minidisk of the user, VM:Backup ends the job. The product sends you the VM:Backup
restore job detail report and a message saying that the job completed successfully.
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Managing Exception and Exclusion Files
Exception files let you process selected entities differently from other data included in the job template file. These entities
can include user IDs, minidisks, account numbers, ACI security groups, SFS file spaces, or BFS file spaces. For example,
you can back up a single minidisk physically when all other minidisks are backed up in CMS format. To do so, specify in
an exception file the user ID and virtual address of the minidisk to be processed physically. You can use an exception file
to specify which of the following entities to include in or exclude from the job:

• Files, tracks, or blocks from some or all minidisks
• Account numbers
• ACI security groups
• SFS file spaces

Exclusion files prevent a job from processing the listed entities. The exclusion file can exclude the following entities:

• User IDs
• Minidisks
• Account numbers
• ACI security groups
• SFS file spaces
• BFS file spaces

For example, to restore data for all but one user ID in an account, take the following steps:

• Specify the account number in the restore job template file
• List the user ID to exclude in an exclusion file

Exception and Exclusion File Information
When you select Option 5, Manage exception/exclusion files, VM:Backup displays the Manage Exception/Exclusion
Files screen. This screen provides the following information about existing exception and exclusion files:

• Name of the exception or exclusion file
• The exception or exclusion file type (XCEPT or XCLUDE, respectively)
• Comments about the file

The exception files that are listed on this screen include files that VM:Archiver has created. The descriptive comment
identifies this component. These files are listed for information only; you cannot work with them.

To move through the list of exception and exclusion files, use the PF7 (Backward) and the PF8 (Forward) keys. To view
the beginning and end of the exception and exclusion file list, enter the TOP and BOTTOM commands on the command
line.

Exception and Exclusion File Commands
The following list shows the commands that are available on the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files screen. To work
with an existing file, enter the appropriate command in the Command column next to the file. To create a file, enter the
appropriate command on the command line.

COPY/filename
Enter in: Command column
Creates an exception or exclusion file by copying an existing definition; filename is the name of the new file.

DISCARD
Enter in: Command column
Deletes an existing exception or exclusion file.
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PRINT
Enter in: Command column
Sends a report to your virtual printer that describes the exceptions or exclusions you have defined.
The PRINT command prints information about the entire exception or exclusion file. The PF11 (Print) key prints
the list of exception or exclusion files one screen at a time.

RENAME/filename
Enter in: Command column
Renames an existing exception or exclusion file; filename is the new name of the file.

UPDATE
Enter in: Command column
Modifies an existing exception or exclusion file.

WARNING
Warning! Update exception files only before running a full backup. Do not update an exception file
before running an incremental backup. If the exception file for an incremental backup job differs from the
exception file for the previous backup on which the incremental job is based, VM:Backup performs a full
backup, not an incremental backup, of the affected minidisks or file spaces.

XCEPTION/filename
Enter on: Command line
Creates an exception file named filename. This name corresponds to a CMS filename, must be a unique
exception file name, and must contain one through eight characters.

XCLUSION/filename
Enter on: Command line
Creates an exclusion file named filename. This name corresponds to a CMS filename, must be a unique
exclusion file name, and must contain one through eight characters.

Creating or Updating an Exception File
Create and update exception files on the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files screen. To create an exception file, enter
xception/filename on the command line of that screen, where filename is the name of the exception file you want to
create.

To update an existing exception file, enter update in the Command column next to the exception file you want to update.

In response to either command, VM:Backup displays the Work with Exception File filename screen. Use this screen to
identify the data that is to be processed specially. For more information, see Specifying Special Processing Options.

Contents

Describing the Exception File

You can type up to 50 characters in the Descriptive Comment field in the exception file. VM:Backup displays the first 41
characters of this comment on the Manage Exception/Exclusion File screen.

Record Type and Value

To indicate which user IDs, account numbers, ACI security groups, or file spaces are to receive special processing, press
PF5 (Insert). VM:Backup displays a blank data entry line.

Fill in the Record Type and Value fields with entries that are referenced in job template files. The entry in the exception
file must have an identical record type. However, the value can be different as long as it is referenced in the job template
file. For example, if you specify USERID SAW * in the job template file, you can specify USERID SAW 191 in the
exception file.
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The following table describes the format for the Record Type and Value fields:

Record Type Value
USErid userid vaddr
ACCount number
ACIgroup name
FSPace filepoolid:userid (for SFS and BFS file spaces)

You can use pattern matching to specify file spaces with similar names or groups of minidisks with similar user IDs,
account numbers, or ACI security group names.

FSPACE records identify both BFS and SFS file spaces. For example, if you specify SYS01:*, the exceptions apply to file
spaces (both BFS and SFS) in the SYS01 file pool.

Ordering Records

The record order is critical to the outcome of the job. To determine what data to include, exclude, or process specially,
VM:Backup examines the entries in the order that you list them in the exception file. If VM:Backup encounters the same
user in multiple record types, it uses the first entry that is specified.

Inserting and Deleting Records

To insert another record below the first entry, move the cursor down to the next line and press PF5 (Insert). To insert a
record above the first entry, leave the cursor on the same line and press PF5 (Insert). To delete a record, place the cursor
on the same line and press PF6 (Delete).

Include/Exclude List

An Include/Exclude List allows you to specify the CMS or SFS files, CKD tracks, or FBA blocks to include in or exclude
from the job. By default, all data on the specified minidisk (or SFS file space, for backup jobs) is included.

When you define an include list, VM:Backup backs up or restores only the specified CMS files, tracks, or blocks for the
indicated minidisks, or the specified SFS files for SFS file spaces. A partial restore of a physically backed-up CKD or FBA
minidisk requires a target minidisk of the same disk-type and size as the original minidisk. For example, if a minidisk is
backed up as a physical minidisk existing from cylinders 0-49, and you intend to restore cylinders 10 and 11, you must
allocate a minidisk of the same disk-type and size (50 cylinders), even though you are restoring only two cylinders.

When you define an exclude list, VM:Backup does not back up or restore any of the CMS or SFS files, tracks, or blocks
that are specified on that list. VM:Backup processes all other files, tracks, or blocks on the indicated minidisks and file
spaces according to the specified job processing options.

If no include or exclude list exists, VM:Backup displays No list is defined in the Include/Exclude List column on the
Work with Exception File filename screen. If you define a list, VM:Backup updates this column to identify the type of list
that you created.

NOTE
You cannot specify a list of BFS files to include or exclude from a BFS file space. VM:Backup can encounter a
BFS file space for which the exception file contains a list of SFS files to include or exclude. The product ignores
the list of files.

Screen Commands

To define an include or exclude list, enter one of the commands that are listed below. Select the command that is
appropriate for the type of data that the command is to process. When you enter one of these commands in the
Command column next to a record type, VM:Backup displays an In/Exclude screen. On the In/Exclude screen, select
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either Include or Exclude to indicate whether to include or exclude data from processing. Then, list the specific files,
tracks, or blocks to include or exclude.

CKDLIST

Valid for: CKD minidisk (CMS or non-CMS)
On the In/Exclude screen, specify the range of cylinders and tracks to include or exclude during the processing of the
minidisk.

From CYL TRK
Specify the first (or only) cylinder and track to include or exclude. In the CYL field, enter the starting cylinder
number; specify a number within the bounds of the minidisk. In the TRK field, enter the starting track number;
specify a supported value for the disk type.

To CYL TRK
If more than one cylinder and track is included or excluded, specify the ending cylinder and track numbers. The
ending cylinder or track numbers cannot precede the starting cylinder and track numbers.

CMSLIST

Valid for: CMS minidisk
On the In/Exclude screen, specify the filenames and filetypes of the files to include or exclude when the minidisk is
processed.
You can use pattern matching.

FBALIST

Valid for: FBA minidisk (CMS or non-CMS)
On the In/Exclude screen, specify the range of blocks to include or exclude during the processing of the minidisk.

From Block
Specify the first (or only) block to include or exclude; this number must be within the boundaries of the minidisk.

To Block
If more than one block is being included or excluded, specify the ending block number. The ending block cannot
precede the starting block number.

SFSLIST

Valid for: SFS file space
On the In/Exclude screen, specify the filenames and filetypes of the files to include or exclude during the processing of the
file space.
You can use pattern matching.

 

Specifying Special Processing Options
When you redefine options for an item on the Work with Exception File filename screen, VM:Backup displays Yes in the
Options Modified column. If you do not redefine options, VM:Backup displays No in the Options Modified column.

WXCEABC1              Work with Exception File WELLS                  VM:Backup

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Descriptive Comment: testing quiesce

 

 Commands: OPtions, CMslist, CKdlist, FBalist, SFslist, DELlist

 

            Record                        Options

 Command    Type       Value              Modified  Include/Exclude List
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 options    USERID     VMSECURE 01B4        Yes     No list is defined.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  Insert    6  Delete

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  File     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor 

===>

To have VM:Backup process user IDs, account numbers, ACI security groups, or file spaces differently than other data
included in the job, enter options in the Command column of the Work with Exception File filename screen next to the
appropriate record type. VM:Backup displays the Specify Options for Record Type Value screen.

SOPTABC1           Specify Options for USERID VMSECURE 01B4           VM:Backup

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     (Clear an option's fields to use the setting in the job template)

 

  Backup Options:

    Catalog Detail:             _ File/Track/Block  _ Domain

    Report Detail:              _ File              _ Domain

    Incremental Detail:         _ File/Track/Block  _ Domain

    Backup Type:                _ Logical  _ CMS  _ CMSALLOC  _ Physical

    CMS switch to Physical?     _ Yes  _ No    Attempts  _

    Number of Tries for Consistent View of a File Space  _

    Change Detection:      CMS: _ Date _ Hash

                      Physical: _ Hash _ None

    Additional Options (Y/N):   _ Pack Y Quiesce

  Restore Options:              Format:  _ only if files to restore

                                         _ even if no files to restore

  Security Algorithm Name:      ______

  Security Key:                 ________  ________  ________  ________

                                ________  ________  ________  ________

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  File     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

 

===>

This screen lists several processing options that you can set:

• To set all but the Pack, Quiesce, or Number of Tries for Consistent View of File Space options, type x next to that
option. For example, although the job template file specifies backup type CMS, you can specify backup type physical
for a certain user ID. To do so, type x next to the Physical option in the Backup Type field.

• To set the Pack or Quiesce option, type y or n (for yes or no) next to that option.
• In the Number of Tries for Consistent View of File Space field, enter a digit. This digit is the number of times

VM:Backup is to verify a consistent view of the file space.
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The following sections describe the Quiesce Option and the Security Algorithm and Key. You can specify these options
only in an exception file.

Quiesce Option

Use the Quiesce option to suspend all activity on the following minidisks or file spaces before VM:Backup attempts the
backup:

• Very active minidisks (for example, other  products)
• File spaces containing files that must be at the same commit level
• File spaces that contain update-in-place files such as BFS files.

Quiescing a minidisk or file space ensures that it does not change while VM:Backup is writing its contents to tape.

If you do not want VM:Backup to quiesce a minidisk or file space, type n in the Quiesce field. VM:Backup does not issue
requests to have the minidisks or file spaces quiesced before backing them up. This option is the default.

If you want VM:Backup to quiesce a minidisk or file space, type y in the Quiesce field. VM:Backup checks whether the
quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists.

• If the user exit exists, VM:Backup invokes the user exit to allow it the opportunity to send a quiesce request to the user
ID being backed up.

• If VMBEXIT2 does not exist, VM:Backup issues a CP SMSG userid QUIESCE. This command asks the user ID to
quiesce the minidisk or file space.
– If the user ID is not receiving SMSG, VM:Backup waits until the time that is specified for the user wait period to

elapse. The product then assumes that the minidisk or file space is quiesced and continues the job.
– If the user ID receives the CP SMSG userid QUIESCE command but does not respond within the allowed user wait

time, VM:Backup assumes that the quiesce request is rejected. The product then skips the minidisk or file space.
Note: The user wait time is defined by the USERWAIT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

NOTE
For more information about quiescing minidisks and file spaces, see the System Programmer Reference .

Security Algorithm and Key

 

Specify a Security Algorithm Name and Security Key to enable VM:Backup to perform the following functions:

• Encrypt the specified data as it is backed up to tape during a backup job
• Restore data from an encrypted backup during a restore job

The exception file that is used to restore data must specify the same security algorithm and security key that was used
to encrypt the backup. The exception file is the only place where the security algorithm is recorded. If the security key is
changed after the backup has run, you must record the original key so that the data can be decrypted and restored.

NOTE
Exception files that a previous version of VM:Backup created can show "?" in the Security Algorithm Name
field. The "?" indicates that the algorithm name was not specified, but an encryption key was specified. Either
the DES or the RC2 algorithm was assumed, depending on the country where VM:Backup was used. If the
exception file is being updated, enter the appropriate encryption algorithm name over the "?".

Enter one of the security algorithm names that the following table lists, according to the cryptographic algorithm you
prefer. The supported Security Algorithms are RC2, single and triple DES (Data Encryptions Standard), and AES
(Advanced Encryption Standard).The AES, DES3, and DES Security Algorithms and Security Keys use the standards of
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the National Institute of Standards and Technology. The Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS
PUBS) define these standards.

Name Definition
AES Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) FIPS PUB 197.

Capable of using cryptographic keys of 128, 192, and 256 bits to
encrypt and decrypt data in blocks of 128 bits.

DES3 Triple Data Encryption Algorithm (TDEA) FIPS PUB 46-3
A TDEA key consists of three DES keys (a key bundle).

DES Data Encryption Standard (DES) FIPS PUB 46-3
A DES key consists of 64 bits.

RC2 Functionally equivalent to DES. Previously, was only distributed to
some international customers.
An RC2 key consists of 64 bits.

If you specify a Security Algorithm Name, specify a Security Key. If you leave either field blank, VM:Backup does not
encrypt data during a backup job or cannot decrypt data during a restore job. Type the security key in the Security Key
field, according to the Security Algorithm Name you specify.

The security key length depends on which algorithm you have selected. To determine the length of the security key for the
security algorithm, refer to the following table:

Security Algorithm Security Key Length
AES Four, six, or eight 8-digit hexadecimal words (128, 192, or 256

bits)
DES3 Six 8-digit hexadecimal words (192 bits)
DES Two 8-digit hexadecimal words (64 bits)
RC2 Two 8-digit hexadecimal words (64 bits)

The DES3 and DES encryption algorithms require that each byte of the security key be of odd parity. Refer to the following
matrix for a list of odd parity byte values that DES3 and DES security keys can use:
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Example: Creating an Exception File
In this example, you create an exception file named EXCEPT2. This file tells VM:Backup to back up the following data:

• Only files with the filetype EXEC from the minidisk MARY 0192
• All minidisks belonging to account number 67890, in physical format
• All other minidisks included in the job, according to the job processing options specified in the job template file

Follow these steps:

1. On the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files screen, enter xception/except2 on the command line. VM:Backup displays
the Work with Exception File EXCEPT2 screen.

2. Type a descriptive comment, then press PF5 (Insert) to add a blank data entry field.
3. Type userid in the Record Type field and mary 192 in the Value field. Type cmslist in the Command column to

create an Include List. The following illustration shows a Work with Exception File EXCEPT2 screen with these entries
filled in.

WXCEABC1              Work with Exception File EXCEPT2                VM:Backup

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Descriptive Comment: Example session exception file

 Commands: OPtions, CMslist, CKdlist, FBalist, SFslist, DELlist

            Record                        Options

 Command    Type       Value              Modified  Include/Exclude List

 cmslist    userid__   mary 192_________    No      No list is defined.

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  Insert    6  Delete

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  File     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

===>

4. Press ENTER. VM:Backup displays the In/Exclude CMS Files for USERID MARY 0192 screen.
5. To create the Include List, accept the default by leaving the X in the Include field. Type * in the Filename field and

exec in the Filetype field. These values specify that VM:Backup is to process only the EXEC files on the minidisk
MARY 0192. The filled-in In/Exclude CMS Files for USERID MARY 0192 screen is illustrated here:

IECMABC1      In/Exclude CMS Files for USERID MARY     0192           VM:Backup

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  You can delete all existing entries displayed below by entering

  DELete ALL on the command line.

   X Include or _ Exclude     Filename   Filetype

                              *_______   exec____

                              ________   ________

                              ________   ________

                              ________   ________

                              ________   ________

                              ________   ________

                              ________   ________

                              ________   ________
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                              ________   ________

                              ________   ________

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  Insert    6  Delete

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  File     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

Top of list

===>

6. Press PF9 (File) to save the Include List. VM:Backup displays the Work with Exception File EXCEPT2 screen again.
7. Move the cursor below the entry for MARY 0192 and press PF5 (Insert). A blank data entry line appears.
8. Type account in the Record Type field and 67890 in the Value field. Type options in the Command column. The

OPTIONS command lets you define job processing options for this account. The following Work with Exception File
EXCEPT2 screen shows these values filled in.

WXCEABC1              Work with Exception File EXCEPT2                VM:Backup

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Descriptive Comment: example exception file

 Commands: OPtions, CMslist, CKdlist, FBalist, SFslist, DELlist

            Record                        Options

 Command    Type       Value              Modified  Include/Exclude List

 *          USERID     MARY     0192        No      Include of CMS files

 options    account_   67890____________    No      No list is defined.

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  Insert    6  Delete

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  File     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

===>

If user ID MARY is part of account group 67890, MARY's EXEC files will still be the only files that are backed up
because the USERID record type precedes ACCOUNT in the list. If MARY was listed under ACCOUNT 67890, the
account processing options would take precedence. In this case, MARY's 192 minidisk would be backed up physically
with all others in the account.

9. Press ENTER. VM:Backup displays the Specify Options for ACCOUNT 67890 screen.
10. Type x next to Physical in the Backup Type field. This choice indicates that VM:Backup is to physically back up all

minidisks that are owned by account group 67890. The filled-in Specify Options for ACCOUNT 67890 screen follows.

SOPTABC1           Specify Options for ACCOUNT 67890                  VM:Backup

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     (Clear an option's fields to use the setting in the job template)

  Backup Options:

    Catalog Detail:             _ File/Track/Block  _ Domain

    Report Detail:              _ File              _ Domain

    Incremental Detail:         _ File/Track/Block  _ Domain

    Backup Type:                _ Logical  _ CMS  _ CMSALLOC  x Physical

    CMS switch to Physical?     _ Yes  _ No    Attempts  _

    Number of Tries for Consistent View of a File Space  _

    Change Detection:      CMS: _ Date _ Hash

                      Physical: _ Hash _ None

    Additional Options (Y/N):   _ Pack _ Quiesce

  Restore Options:              Format:  _ only if files to restore
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                                         _ even if no files to restore

  Security Algorithm Name:      ______

  Security Key:                 ________  ________  ________  ________

                                ________  ________  ________  ________

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  File     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

===>

11. Press PF9 (File) to save the processing options. VM:Backup returns you to the Work with Exception File EXCEPT2
screen. Press PF9 (File) to save the EXCEPT2 exception file.

Creating or Updating an Exclusion File
To create an exclusion file, use the XCLUSION/filename command on the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files screen. On
the command line, enter xclusion/filename, where filename is the name of the exclusion file you want to create.

To update an exclusion file, use the UPDATE command on the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files screen. Enter update in
the Command column next to the exclusion file that you want to update.

In response to either command, VM:Backup displays the Work with Exclusion File filename screen. Use this screen to
identify the data that VM:Backup is to exclude from processing.

Describing the Exclusion File

You can type up to 50 characters in the Comments field in the exclusion file. VM:Backup displays the first 41 characters
of this comment on the Manage Exception/Exclusion File screen.

Exclude DASD

Type the volsers of the DASD volumes that VM:Backup is to exclude from processing. You can specify up to 12 individual
volumes. You can also use pattern matching to exclude multiple volumes with similar volsers. VM:Backup does not back
up or restore any of the minidisks on the specified volumes.

NOTE
To specify more than 12 DASD volumes, use the exclusion file EXCLUDE record through TPI instead of
the system administrator screens. For more information about this record and about TPI, see the Template
Programming Interface.

WARNING
On a restore job, VM:Backup cannot determine whether a particular minidisk is part of the Shared File System.
If the job is performing a full volume restore and the specified DASD volume contains minidisks from a file pool,
unexpected results can occur to the file pool. To prevent such mishaps, create an exclusion file to exclude these
minidisks from the restore job.

Exclude File Pools

Enter the names of the SFS file pools that VM:Backup is to exclude from processing. You can specify up to 12 individual
file pools or use pattern matching to exclude multiple file pools that have similar names. VM:Backup does not back up any
of the file spaces in the specified file pools. You cannot use this screen to create an exclusion file that excludes file spaces
from a restore job. To exclude file spaces, use TPI.

To specify more than 12 file pools, use the exclusion file EXCLUDE record through TPI instead of the system
administrator screens. For information about this record and about TPI, see EXCLUDE Record - Backup Job Exclusion
Files or EXCLUDE Record - Restore Job Exclusion Files in the Template Programming Interface.
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Exclude Records

To exclude certain user IDs, minidisks, account numbers, ACI security groups, or file spaces from processing, specify
them in the Record Type and Value fields.

Fill in the Record Type and Value fields with entries that are identical to the entries specified in job template files. The
following table describes the formats for these fields:

Record Type Value

USErid userid vaddr

ACCount number

ACIgroup name

FSPace filepoolid:userid (for SFS and BFS file spaces)

Use pattern matching to specify the following entities:

• File spaces with similar names (for a backup job)
• Groups of minidisks with similar user IDs, account numbers, and ACI security group names (for backup and restore

jobs)

FSPACE records identify both BFS and SFS file spaces. For example, if you specify SYS01:*, VM:Backup excludes all file
spaces (both BFS and SFS) in the SYS01 file pool.

Managing Existing Catalogs
This chapter explains how to review or manage VM:Backup catalog files through Option 6, Manage existing catalogs, on
the System Administrator Main Menu.

Catalog File Information
Select Option 6, Manage existing catalogs. VM:Backup displays the Manage Existing Catalogs screen. This screen
provides the following information about existing catalog files:

• Date and time of the backup that created the catalog
• Name of the job template file from which the catalog was created
• Whether a catalog is condensed
• The dumpjob file number that VM:Backup assigned when it created the catalog
• The dumpjob file number of the base catalog on which an incremental backup is based
• Date the automatic condensing of the catalog is scheduled
• Date the automatic discard of the catalog is scheduled

Use the PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) keys to move through the list of catalog files. To view the beginning and end
of the catalog file list, enter the TOP and BOTTOM commands on the command line.

Screen Commands for Managing Catalogs
The following list shows the commands that are available on the Manage Existing Catalogs screen. To work with a
catalog, enter the appropriate command in the Command column next to the catalog.

CHECK
Examines the structure of the catalog to identify any problems and displays the number of errors that are found.

CONDENSE
Converts a file-level detail catalog to a domain-level detail catalog.
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DISCARD
Deletes a catalog.

PRINT
Checks the structure of the catalog and sends a report to your virtual printer that shows the following information:

• The minidisks and the file spaces that were backed up
• The tapes that are included in the catalog
• The number of errors that were found

NOTE
This command is equivalent to the line-mode CHECK command with the PRINT and DOMAINS options
specified. For more information about the CHECK Command (System Programmers), see the System
Programmer Reference.

The PRINT command prints information about the entire catalog. PF11 (Print) prints the catalog screens one
screen at a time.

UPDATE
Modify the scheduled date for an automatic condense or discard of a catalog.

WARNING
When you extend the retention period for a catalog, also extend the retention period for the tapes that
are used during the backup. Doing so prevents the tapes from expiring before the catalog. VM:Backup
reuses expired tapes whether the catalog has expired or not. For information about extending retention
periods for catalogs and tapes, see Updating the Auto-Condense or Auto-Discard Date and Updating
Tape Expiration Dates.

Checking Catalog Structures
To check the file structure of a VM:Backup catalog for errors, use the CHECK command. This command has VM:Backup
examine the file structure of the specified catalog, identify any problems, and display the number of errors it finds. When
you use the CHECK command on a catalog, no VM:Backup jobs can be running.

To check the structure of a catalog, enter check in the Command column next to the catalog you want to examine.
VM:Backup issues a message indicating the total number of errors found. For example, if no errors are found, VM:Backup
issues the following message:

THERE ARE 0 ERRORS IN THIS CATALOG.

The CHECK screen command is equivalent to the line-mode CHECK command with the ERRORS option specified.

Condensing Catalogs
When you condense a catalog, VM:Backup removes all file, track, and block information for every minidisk and file space.
VM:Backup retains only the general entries for the minidisks and file spaces.

You can condense a catalog only once. No jobs can be running when VM:Backup is condensing catalogs.

VM:Backup marks condensed catalogs on the Manage Existing Catalogs screen by preceding the dumpjob number with
an asterisk, for example, *00002009.

To condense a catalog, enter condense in the Command column of the Manage Existing Catalogs screen next to the
catalog you want to condense. VM:Backup displays the Condense Catalogs screen. This screen lists the selected catalog
and all other catalogs that are based on this catalog.
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Condense All Associated Catalogs

When you condense a catalog, VM:Backup also condenses the catalogs from any incremental backups that are based on
the catalog you chose to condense. VM:Backup condenses these catalogs regardless of the following details:

• The individual auto-condense dates that are defined for those catalogs.
• Whether the catalog that you chose to condense was created during a full or during an incremental backup.

When you condense a catalog that has no other backups that are based on it, VM:Backup condenses only the specified
catalog.

To condense all the catalogs that are listed on the Condense Catalogs screen, enter yes on the command line.

Backup Schedule Considerations

If you run incremental backups on a daily basis and full backups once a week, consider setting up the backups as follows:

• Run all backups using file/track/block-level detail.
• Convert catalogs that are older than a certain age to domain-level detail.

Restore Considerations

Retaining condensed catalogs can be more useful than discarding them. The benefits of retaining versus discarding
catalogs depends on the restore needs of your data center and how long you need the catalogs to be available. A domain-
level catalog allows VM:Backup to process only those tapes that contain data for the minidisk or file space being restored.
The lack of a catalog requires VM:Backup to scan all the tapes from a particular backup while searching for the requested
data.

Processing Guidelines for Auto-Condensing a Catalog

When you specify auto-condensing for a catalog, consider the following factors:

• Specifying an auto-condense period does not protect a catalog from being condensed manually (through the
CONDENSE command) or from being condensed because its base catalog was condensed.

• If you try to condense the catalog for a domain-level backup, the process does not change the catalog. The resulting
catalog is the same as it was before you entered the CONDENSE command.

• If an error occurs while a catalog is being condensed, VM:Backup does not condense that catalog.

Discarding Catalogs
To discard a catalog, enter discard in the Command column of the Manage Existing Catalogs screen next to the catalog
you want to delete. VM:Backup displays the Discard Catalogs screen. This screen lists the catalog that you selected and
all other catalogs that are based on that catalog. No jobs can be running when VM:Backup is discarding a catalog.

Discard All Associated Catalogs

When you discard a catalog, VM:Backup also discards the catalogs from any incremental backups that are based on the
catalog you chose to discard. VM:Backup discards these catalogs regardless of the following details:

• The individual auto-condense dates that are defined for those catalogs.
• Whether the catalog that you chose to discard was created during a full or during an incremental backup.

When you discard a catalog that has no other backups that are based on it, VM:Backup discards only the specified
catalog.

To discard all of the catalogs that are listed on the Discard Catalogs screen, enter yes on the command line.
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Processing Guidelines for Auto-Discarding a Catalog

When you specify auto-discarding for a catalog, consider the following factors:

• Specifying an auto-discard period does not protect a catalog from being discarded manually (through the DISCARD
command) or from being discarded because its base catalog was discarded.

• If an error occurs while a catalog is being discarded, VM:Backup does not discard that catalog.

Printing the Catalog Report
To examine the structure of a VM:Backup catalog and send a report on the catalog files to your virtual printer, use the
PRINT command. The report lists the following information:

• The minidisks and the file spaces that were backed up
• The volsers of the tapes to which data was backed up
• The total number of errors that were found

No VM:Backup jobs can run while the catalog is being examined.

This command is equivalent to the line-mode CHECK command with the PRINT and DOMAINS options specified. For
more information about the CHECK command, see the System Programmer Reference.

To print a catalog report, enter print in the Command column of the Manage Existing Catalogs screen next to the catalog
that you want examined.

Updating the Auto-Condense or Auto-Discard Date
When the auto-condense or auto-discard process runs or you enter the AUTOCAT command, VM:Backup checks the
auto-condense and auto-discard dates for each catalog. This check determines whether VM:Backup condenses or
discards the catalog. To modify the dates on which a catalog is scheduled to be automatically condensed or discarded,
use the UPDATE command.

 

To specify a new auto-condense or auto-discard date, follow these steps:

1. Type update in the Command column of the Manage Existing Catalogs screen next to the catalog you want to
update.

2. Update the auto-condense date, the auto-discard date, or both dates.
– To update the auto-condense date, move the cursor to the Auto-Condense  column, and type a new date over the

displayed date.
– To update the auto-discard date, move the cursor to the Auto-Discard column, and type a new date over the

displayed date.
Type the dates in the format mm/dd/yy. You can enter one or two digits when specifying mm, dd, or yy. Use the
following conventions when specifying yy:
– Type 42 through 99 for the years 1942 through 1999
– Type 00 through 41 for the years 2000 through 2041
For example, to specify November 15, 1997, type 11/15/97; to specify March 17, 2015, type 3/17/15.

NOTE
If you enter a date that is earlier than or the same as the current date, VM:Backup displays a warning
message.

3. Press ENTER.

WARNING
If you specified a new auto-discard date for a catalog on the Manage Existing Catalogs screen or using the
UPDATE command, update the expiration dates of the tapes associated with the catalog if necessary.
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Updating Tape Expiration Dates
The procedure for updating tape expiration dates differs according to the tape management system. The following
sections describe the various procedures.

Compile a List of Tapes

Compile a list of the tapes associated with the updated catalog. If VM:Tape manages the tapes, only the first volser for
each tape stream and each copy that is part of the catalog is required. Otherwise, the list must include all volsers for all
streams and all copies.

Issue the VM:Backup line mode CHECK command or the PRINT command on the Manage Existing Catalogs screen to
produce a report about the catalog, including the tapes used in the backup.

Example:

The following example shows the first two tapes from copy 1, CA5037 and CA5038, and the first two tapes from the copy
(or twin), HA2310 and HA2311, that are the first volsers for each copy of each stream.

vmbackup  check (catalog 00000009                             

Filetype    Count                                            

DUMPJOB         8                                            

FILENNNN       28                                            

DETAIL         17                                            

-Total-        53                                            

                                                             

                                                             

 >>>01.01 Full backup dated: 02/14/14 14:28:27<<<            

                                                             

                                                             

                       00000009 DUMPJOB                      

                                                             

           ---Stream 01---                                   

                                CA5037   FILE0001            

                                         00000016 DETAIL     

                                CA5039   FILE0001            

                                         00000018 DETAIL     

           ---Twin 1---                                      

                                HA2310   FILE0001            

                                         00000016 DETAIL     

                                HA2313   FILE0001            

                                         00000018 DETAIL     

           ---Stream 02---                                   

                                CA5038   FILE0001   

                                         00000017 DETAIL       

           ---Twin 1---                                        

                                HA2311   FILE0001              

                                         00000017 DETAIL       

                                                               

VMBMAP0890I 0 errors were found on catalog minidisk 01B0.      

Ready;
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Tapes Managed by VM:Tape

If VM:Tape manages the tapes, extend the expiration date of the tapes in the tape management catalog (TMC). Follow
these steps:

1. Compile a list of tapes. See Compile a List of Tapes.
2. Convert the new catalog expiration date from the Gregorian format (mm/dd/yy) that VM:Backup requires to the Julian

format (yyyy/ddd) that VM:Tape requires. Use the CMS Pipelines DATECONV stage.
Example:

pipe literal 03/15/15|dateconv 1.8 short julian|console

2015.074

Ready;

3. Verify that the current expiration date that is stored in the VM:Tape TMC for each tape. Issue the VM:Tape LIST
command.
Example:

vmtape list CA5037 (short       

VOLSER EXPDT     DSNAME           

CA5037 2014/075  VMBACKUP.PRIMARY 

Ready;             

vmtape list CA5038 (short        

VOLSER EXPDT     DSNAME            

CA5038 2014/075  VMBACKUP.PRIMARY  

Ready;                                            

4. Convert the Julian format expiration date that the LIST command provides to the Gregorian format expiration date
used with VM:Backup. Use the CMS Pipelines DATECONV stage.
Example:

pipe literal 2014.075|dateconv 1.8  julian short | console 

03/16/14                                                   

Ready;                                                     

5. Update the expiration date of the tapes in the VM:Tape TMC for one or more copies of the tapes. The new expiration
date must be set at least as far into the future as the catalog expiration date. Issue the VM:Tape CATALOG command
with the ANYTAPE option and specify the date in Julian format.

NOTE
For more information about the VM:Tape CATALOG command, see the VM:Tape Command Reference
Guide.

Example:

vmtape  catalog CA5037 EXPDT 2015/074  (anytape

VMTCAT0507I 2 volumes based on 'CA5037' expiration date is now 2015/074.

Ready;  

vmtape catalog CA5038 EXPDT 2015/074  (anytape

VMTCAT0107I Volume 'CA5038' expiration date is now 2015/074.

Ready;

Issue the CATALOG command for each of the first tapes in each stream of the copy you want to keep.

NOTE
In a multivolume stream, changing the expiration date of the first tape in the stream changes the expiration
date for all tapes in the stream. For more information about the VM:Tape CATALOG command, see the
VM:Tape Command Reference Guide.
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6. Verify that the new expiration date is stored in the VM:Tape TMC for each tape. Issue the VM:Tape LIST command.
Example:

vmtape  list CA5037 (short         

VOLSER EXPDT     DSNAME             

CA5037 2015/074  VMBACKUP.PRIMARY   

Ready;    

vmtape  list CA5038 (short  

VOLSER EXPDT     DSNAME             

CA5038 2015/074  VMBACKUP.PRIMARY   

Ready;

Tapes Managed by VM:Backup

If VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape, VM:Backup does not use a tape when one of the following conditions
applies:

• The catalog that the tape is associated with has not expired.
• The expiration date of the tape has passed and the tape is a member of the only tape set associated with the

unexpired catalog.

You do not have to modify the expiration date in the actual tapepool file. If you extend the catalog auto-discard date,
VM:Backup does not select those tapes for use in a backup job. It is safe to change only the catalog auto-discard date
and not the tapepool file expiration date.

If you need to change the tapepool file expiration date anyway, END VM:Backup and edit the tapepool file on the resource
pool minidisk (POOLDISK), usually the VM:Backup 1C0 minidisk.

Example:

For each record in the tapepool file, the first set of dates is the expiration date and the second set is the creation date.

In this example, the expiration date can be changed from 06/27/15 to 06/27/17.

M40015 06/27/17 06/25/15 FULL   00000000 BB6C0AE428127565

M40016 06/27/17 06/25/15 FULL   00000001 BB6C0BA9323C5143

M40019 06/27/17 06/25/15 FULL   00000002 BB6C0BFC34295164

 

 

Starting Special SFS and BFS Restores
This chapter describes how to define and submit jobs to restore SFS and BFS data by using the following options:

• Option 7, Submit special SFS/BFS restores, on the System Administrator Main Menu. This option restores the
following items:
– SFS and the BFS file spaces
– User storage groups
– File pools

• Option 9, Perform user functions, on the System Administrator Main Menu. This option restores BFS directories for
you or another user.

When you restore data using these screens, ensure that a catalog is available. If no catalog is available, use TPI to
restore SFS and BFS data.
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When you specify the name of a file pool on any of the SFS/BFS restore screens, ensure that the specified file pool is
available. To restore to a file pool, the VM:Backup service virtual machine must be enrolled as an administrator of the file
pool. You can identify file pool names to VM:Backup in the following locations:

• On the Identify SFS File Pools screen
• In a FILEPOOL configuration file record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file

For more information, see Identifying SFS File Pools or the " FILEPOOL Record" section in the System Programmer
Reference.

When you restore encrypted data using these screens, ensure that a security key is available. For each encrypted file
space that you restore, enter the security key. You can enter only eight characters at a time. VM:Backup displays the
following prompts until the entire key is entered:

• VMBBSF0896R Enter the first eight characters of the security key that was used when the files were backed up, or
"QUIT":

• VMBBSF0897R Enter the next eight characters of the key, or "QUIT":

Restoring a File Space
To restore an entire SFS or BFS file space, either to the original file pool or to another, select Option 1, Restore a file
space, from the Submit Special SFS/BFS Restores menu. VM:Backup displays the Restore a File Space screen. Fill in
the fields as described in the following sections. Then press PF9 (Submit) to submit the restore request.

Source File Space

In the File space to be restored field, type the complete name of the source file space that you want to restore. You
cannot use pattern matching.

Target File Space

To restore the file space to a file space with a different name, or to a file space in a different file pool, type the target file
space name in the Target file space field. If you leave this field blank, VM:Backup uses the source file space name as the
target file space. The target file space must exist in the target file pool.

You can restore an SFS file space only to a target SFS file space. You can restore a BFS file space only to a target BFS
file space.

File Space Backup Version

Within the time period specified in the search range fields, VM:Backup restores the most recently backed up version of
a source file space. If this version is from an incremental backup, to restore this version, VM:Backup goes back to the full
backup of the file space for authorizations and other object metadata.

• The default search range goes up to the current time.
• Therefore, by default, VM:Backup restores the most recently backed up version that exists of the file space.

To restore a version other than the most recent, change the To date to an earlier date. For example, if today is 1/7/15 and
you want to restore a version of the file space from before 1/2/15, change the To date to 1/1/15 and the time to 23:59.

To control how far back VM:Backup searches when looking for data to restore, change the start date. VM:Backup restores
a file space only if it was backed up at least once during the date range. However, when it restores a file space from an
incremental backup, VM:Backup goes back to the full backup for metadata even if that backup was performed before the
start date.
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Restoring a User Storage Group
To restore a single user storage group, select Option 2, Restore a user storage group, from the Submit Special SFS/
BFS Restores menu. VM:Backup displays the Restore a User Storage Group screen. You can restore the user storage
group to the following targets:

• The same user storage group
• A different user storage group in the same file pool
• A different file pool.

Fill in the fields as described in the following sections; then press PF9 (Submit) to submit the restore request.

Source User Storage Group

In the User storage group to be restored section of the screen, identify the source user storage group.

• Type the name of the file pool to which the storage group belongs in the File Pool field.
• Type the storage group number (2 through 32767) of the specific storage group you want to restore in the User

Storage Group Number field.

Target User Storage Group

To restore the file spaces in the source user storage group to a different file pool or to a different user storage group in the
same pool, identify the target user storage group in the Target user storage group section of the screen.

• Type the name of the file pool in the File Pool field.
• Type the storage group number of a target storage group in the User Storage Group Number field.

If you leave these fields blank, VM:Backup uses the source user storage group as the target.

Make sure the minidisks that make up the target user storage groups are formatted using FILESERV GENERATE. The
minidisks can differ in number, size, and device type from the minidisks that originally contained the data. Also ensure
that the user storage group is defined in the target file pool. The source file spaces do not need to exist in the target user
storage group.

Selecting File Spaces to Restore

To indicate which BFS and SFS file spaces VM:Backup is to restore, select All or Skip in response to the following
question on the Restore a User Storage Group screen:

Restore all file spaces or skip those for existing userids?

All
This option tells VM:Backup to restore all file spaces whether or not they exist in the target user storage group.
VM:Backup enrolls, deletes, or replaces file spaces during the restore. This option is the default.

• If a file space exists in the backed-up file pool but not in the target file pool, VM:Backup enrolls the file space in
the target file pool using the backup enrollment information.

• If a file space exists in the target file pool but not in the backed-up file pool, VM:Backup leaves the file space
untouched in the target file pool.

• If a file space exists in both the target and backed-up file pools, VM:Backup replaces the file space in the
target file pool with the file space from the backed-up file pool but does not modify the enrollment information.

Skip
This option tells VM:Backup to restore only file spaces that exist in the backup version and not in the target
user storage group. VM:Backup creates file spaces for the file spaces that were backed up and no longer exist.
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However, the product does not replace or erase existing file spaces during the restore. All file spaces that already
exist remain untouched.

• If a file space exists in the backed-up file pool but not in the target file pool, VM:Backup enrolls the file space in
the target file pool using the backed-up enrollment information.

• If a file space exists in the target file pool but not in the backed-up file pool, VM:Backup leaves the file space in
the target file pool untouched.

• If a file space exists in both the target and backed-up file pool, VM:Backup leaves the file space in the target
file pool untouched.

NOTE
If you want to remove file spaces that exist in the target but not in the backup, manually clear the user storage
group before running the restore. The resulting restored user storage group is identical to the backed-up version.

File Space Backup Version

Within the time period specified in the search range fields, VM:Backup restores the most recently backed up version of
a source file space in the source user storage group. If this version is from an incremental backup, to restore this version,
VM:Backup goes back to the full backup of the file space for authorizations and other object metadata.

• The default search range goes up to the current time.
• Therefore, by default, VM:Backup restores the most recently backed up version that exists of the file space.

To restore a version other than the most recent, change the To date to an earlier date. For example, if today is 1/7/15 and
you want to restore a version of the file space from before 1/2/15, change the To date to 1/1/15 and the time to 23:59.

Because of the way VM:Backup stores file pool information in the catalogs, specify a start date when restoring a user
storage group. The start date prevents VM:Backup from restoring more data than you intended. For example, suppose
that you want to restore a user storage group from which you deleted many file spaces on 12/01/14. You do not want
VM:Backup to restore the deleted file spaces. To make sure VM:Backup does not restore the deleted file spaces, specify a
start date that is later than 12/01/14, but early enough to contain the data you want to restore. If you do not specify a start
date, VM:Backup uses the default start date (01/01/1942) and continues searching for and restoring file spaces back to
that date.

VM:Backup restores a file space only if it was backed up at least once during the date range. However, when it restores
a file space from an incremental backup, VM:Backup goes back to the full backup for metadata even if that backup was
performed before the start date.

 

Restoring a File Pool
To restore either an entire file pool or one or more user storage groups in a file pool, select Option 3, Restore a file pool
or user storage groups in a file pool, from the Submit Special SFS/BFS Restores menu. VM:Backup displays the
Restore a File Pool screen. Fill in the fields as described in the following sections; then press PF9 (Submit) to submit the
restore request.

Source File Pool

In the File pool to be restored field, type the name of the file pool that contains the user storage groups that you want to
restore. You cannot use pattern matching.

Target File Pool

To restore to a different file pool, type the name of that file pool in the Target file pool field. If you leave this field blank,
VM:Backup uses the source file pool as the target.
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Ensure that the minidisks that make up the target user storage groups are formatted using FILESERV GENERATE. The
minidisks can differ in number, size, and device type from the minidisks that originally contained the data. Ensure also that
the user storage groups are defined in the target file pool. The source file spaces do not need to exist in the target user
storage group.

Restoring User Storage Groups in File Pools

The following statement appears on the Restore a File Pool screen:

If restoring only certain user storage groups in the file pool, identify those user storage groups by number.

If you do not specify any storage group numbers, VM:Backup restores all user storage groups in the source file pool to the
target file pool. To restore specific user storage groups, type their storage group numbers (the numbers can range from 2
through 32767). Separate the storage group numbers by at least one blank space.

Selecting File Spaces to Restore

To indicate which BFS and SFS file spaces VM:Backup is to restore, select All or Skip in response to the following
question on the Restore a File Pool or Restore a User Storage Group screen:

Restore all file spaces or skip those for existing userids?

All
This option tells VM:Backup to restore all file spaces whether or not they exist in the target user storage group.
VM:Backup enrolls, deletes, or replaces file spaces during the restore. This option is the default.

• If a file space exists in the backed-up file pool but not in the target file pool, VM:Backup enrolls the file space in
the target file pool using the backup enrollment information.

• If a file space exists in the target file pool but not in the backed-up file pool, VM:Backup leaves the file space
untouched in the target file pool.

• If a file space exists in both the target and backed-up file pools, VM:Backup replaces the file space in the
target file pool with the file space from the backed-up file pool but does not modify the enrollment information.

Skip
This option tells VM:Backup to restore only file spaces that exist in the backup version and not in the target
user storage group. VM:Backup creates file spaces for the file spaces that were backed up and no longer exist.
However, the product does not replace or erase existing file spaces during the restore. All file spaces that already
exist remain untouched.

• If a file space exists in the backed-up file pool but not in the target file pool, VM:Backup enrolls the file space in
the target file pool using the backed-up enrollment information.

• If a file space exists in the target file pool but not in the backed-up file pool, VM:Backup leaves the file space in
the target file pool untouched.

• If a file space exists in both the target and backed-up file pool, VM:Backup leaves the file space in the target
file pool untouched.

NOTE
If you want to remove file spaces that exist in the target but not in the backup, manually clear the user storage
group before running the restore. The resulting restored file pool or user storage group is identical to the backed-
up version.
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File Space Backup

Within the time period specified in the search range fields, VM:Backup restores the most recently backed up version of a
source file space in the specified file pool or user storage group. If this version is from an incremental backup, to restore
this version, VM:Backup goes back to the full backup of the file space for authorizations and other object metadata.

• The default search range goes up to the current time.
• Therefore, by default, VM:Backup restores the most recently backed up version that exists of the file space.

To restore a version other than the most recent, change the To date to an earlier date. For example, if today is 1/7/15 and
you want to restore a version of the file space from before 1/2/15, change the To date to 1/1/15 and the time to 23:59.

Because of the way VM:Backup stores file pool information in the catalogs, specify a start date when restoring a file pool
or user storage groups. The start date prevents VM:Backup from restoring more data than you intended. For example,
suppose that you want to restore a file pool from which you deleted many file spaces on 12/01/14. You do not want
VM:Backup to restore the deleted file spaces. To make sure VM:Backup does not restore the deleted file spaces, specify a
start date that is later than 12/01/14, but early enough to contain the data you want to restore. If you do not specify a start
date, VM:Backup uses the default start date (01/01/1942) and continues searching for and restoring file spaces back to
that date.

VM:Backup restores a file space only if it was backed up at least once during the date range. However, when it restores
a file space from an incremental backup, VM:Backup goes back to the full backup for metadata even if that backup was
performed before the start date.

Enroll Public

The following question appears on the Restore a File Pool screen:

Enroll Public in target file pool (Yes/No)?

Yes
This response tells VM:Backup to issue the CMS ENROLL PUBLIC command for the file pool.

No
This response tells VM:Backup not to issue the CMS ENROLL PUBLIC command for the file pool. This option is
the default.

Issuing the ENROLL PUBLIC command is one of two actions required to enable users who are not enrolled in a particular
file pool to access files and directories of users who are enrolled in that file pool. The other required action is for the users
who are enrolled in the file pool to grant access to their files and directories to either PUBLIC or the users who are not
enrolled in the file pool.

NOTE
For more information about the ENROLL PUBLIC command, see the IBM z/VM CMS File Pool Planning,
Administration, and Operation documentation.

Restoring BFS Directories
To restore an entire BFS directory, you must have system administrator authorization. You can restore a BFS directory
that you own or that another user owns. You can restore a BFS directory only to an existing BFS directory.

BFS Naming Conventions

To restore BFS objects using VM:Backup full screens, specify names for the different parts of a BFS object. VM:Backup
identifies a BFS file by its file space, directories, and file name. The following graphic shows the naming conventions used
in this section for BFS files, directories, and file spaces:
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The following diagram describes a BFS object from the viewpoint of the following users:

• The experience of a CMS user with the SFS file system
• The understanding of a POSIX user

How to Restore BFS Directories

To restore a BFS directory, perform the following steps:

1. From the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 9, Perform user functions.
The Perform User Functions menu appears.

2. In the Restore BFS files from file space field, specify the file space from which to restore.
VM:Backup displays data that is backed up only from the file space you specify.

3. Type an asterisk (*) for the user ID in the Restore BFS files from file space for userid field. When you restore a
directory, specify an asterisk, which indicates to restore files owned by any user ID.
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4. Select Option 3, Select directories from which to restore.
The Select Directories from Which to Restore screen appears.
The Directory Name column contains directory names. If the data was backed up from the root directory, a slash
appears in column one. If the data was backed up from a subdirectory, the name is indented according to the position
the subdirectory occupies in the directory tree (three characters for each subdirectory level). If a directory name is not
visible due to indentation, VM:Backup displays the string, ==>, on the right side of the line. This string indicates that
output exists on that line.
If a directory name is too long to display on the screen, use the PF6 (Right) and PF5 (Left) keys to scroll right and left.
By doing so, you can view the complete directory name. Each time you press PF6 (Right) or PF5 (Left), the display
shifts three characters in the appropriate direction to the next directory level. As you scroll left and right, the Indent
level field is updated to indicate what level you are viewing. If the beginning portion of a directory name is not visible,
VM:Backup precedes the name with an ellipsis. If the ending portion of a directory name is not visible, VM:Backup
appends the name with an ellipsis.
To view the full directory pathname for a directory, move the cursor to the Req column next to the appropriate directory
name and press PF10 (Seename). The full directory pathname appears at the top of the screen. If the full directory
pathname is too long to display on one line, press PF6 (Right) and PF5 (Left) to scroll right and left. By doing so, you
can view the complete full directory pathname. If the beginning portion of the full directory pathname is not visible,
the display precedes the pathname with an ellipsis. If the ending portion of the full directory pathname is not visible,
the display appends the pathname with an ellipsis. While a full directory pathname is displayed, PF6 (Right) and
PF5 (Left) affect only the line displaying the full directory pathname. Press ENTER or any PF key besides PF6 (Right)
and PF5 (Left) to remove the full directory pathname.

5. The screen displays the question:

Restore the latest version?

To restore the latest backed-up version of the directory, accept the default or respond yes.
To display information about several backed-up versions of the directory that you want to restore, respond no.

6. Type r in the Req column next to the directory you want to restore and press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. You
can select only one directory.
The prompt Restore or view only the latest version? appears. Your answer takes you to one of the following
screens:

Response VM:Backup displays: Continue with:

NO Select Version of Directory to Restore
screen

Step 7

YES Specify Restore Directory Options screen Step 8
7. Type r in the Req column next to the version of the directory you want to restore and press PF9 (Submit) to submit

your request.
VM:Backup displays the Specify Restore Directory Options screen. By default, VM:Backup displays the full directory
pathname of the source directory in the Directory field and the name of the source file space in the Target BFS file
space field.

8. In the Directory field, type the full directory pathname of the directory to which you want to restore. In the Target
BFS file space field, type the name of the file space in which the target directory exists. You must specify an absolute
pathname; that is, the full directory pathname beginning with a slash (/). You can restore to only one directory in a
single request.

WARNING
VM:Backup does not require any specific permissions in the target directory or its parent directories.

9. Accept the default (NO) or enter yes in response to the following question to specify whether you want the directory
cleared before VM:Backup restores it:

Clear the directory before restoring?
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If you respond no, the directory is not cleared before your files are restored. If you respond yes, VM:Backup erases all
files in the target directory.

10. If you responded no to the Clear the directory before restoring? question, you must accept the default (YES) or
enter no in response to the following question:

Restore files with the same names as existing files?

If you respond yes, VM:Backup restores all the files backed up from the source directory. If a file in the source
directory has the same name as a file in the target directory, VM:Backup replaces the version in the target directory
with the version backed up from the source directory. If you respond no, VM:Backup restores only those files backed
up from the source directory whose names do not match any currently existing files.

11. If you responded yes to the Clear the directory before restoring? question, you must accept the default (YES) or
enter no in response to the following question:

Restore directory ownerships and permissions?

If you respond yes, the restored data will have the ownerships and permissions that exist in the backup.
If you respond no, the restored data will have the ownerships and permissions that existed in the target directory
before the restore.

12. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit the restore to VM:Backup.

Performing Operator and User Functions
As the system administrator for VM:Backup, your user ID is automatically authorized to perform operator functions and
end-user restore functions.

Performing Operator Functions
On the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 8, Perform operator functions. The Perform Operator Functions
menu appears.

The following table describes the operator functions you can perform from this screen:

Option Use this option to...
1 Manage system activity • View outstanding messages from VM:Backup.

• Monitor the status of pending and active jobs.
• List the tapes that are required to fulfill a restore, MPC, or

REINIT request.
• Cancel jobs.
• Hold jobs.
• Display the contents of jobs.
• Release jobs, including end-user restore requests that are on

hold.

2 Respond to VM:Backup requests View or respond to messages sent from VM:Backup to an
operator.

3 Submit system backups Select and submit a backup job from a list of job template files.
4 End, suspend, or resume processing • End processing

• Temporarily suspend job execution
• Resume processing
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Performing User Functions
On the System Administrator Main Menu, select Option 9, Perform user functions. The Perform User Functions menu
appears.

You can perform the following functions from this screen. Unless otherwise noted, see the  Users  for information about
any of these tasks.

NOTE
All restoration tasks in this table use similar procedures to those that are used to perform the equivalent expert
user functions. This is true for all restoration task options.

 Task  Option    Use this option to... 
1 Select the minidisk or the

directories from which to
restore.

Select specific minidisks and the
SFS directories from which to
restore data. You can restore
selected CMS files or entire
minidisks and SFS directories.

Restore CMS/SFS data

2 Select the files to restore by
date range or file name.

Specify selection criteria for the
CMS files you want to restore.
You can make the following
selections:
• Select the files by time

period or filename.
• Specify whether all backup

versions or only the
most recent versions are
displayed.

• Indicate whether to limit the
search to certain minidisks
and directories.

3 Select the directories from which
to restore.

Select specific BFS directories
from which to restore data.
You can restore entire BFS
directories using the procedures
that are described in Restoring
BFS Directories.

Restore BFS Data

4 Select the files to restore by
date range or file name.

Specify selection criteria for the
BFS files to restore. You can
make the following selections:
• Select the files by time

period or file name.
• Specify whether all backup

versions or only the
most recent versions are
displayed.

• Indicate whether to limit
the search to certain BFS
directories.
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5 Review restore requests. Review the status of end-user
restore requests or cancel
an end-user request before
the product starts processing
the request. This function is
identical to the equivalent
function on the User Main Menu,
except that you can view and
cancel restores for other users.

Communicate with VM:Backup

6 Respond to VM:Backup. View and respond to
outstanding messages from
VM:Backup. This function
is identical to the equivalent
function on the User Main Menu.

You can perform user functions for the user ID you are currently logged on to or for another user ID. The following table
describes the differences in procedure.

 Task  For user ID you are logged on to  For another user ID 
Restore CMS/SFS data Accept the default (user ID you are

currently logged on to) that is displayed
in the Restore CMS/SFS files for
userid field.

Type the user ID of another user
in the Restore CMS/SFS files for
userid field. You cannot type an asterisk
to restore data for more than one user at a
time.

Restore BFS data
Note: To restore a BFS directory, type an
asterisk in the Restore BFS files from file
space for userid field.

Type the name of the file space from which
you want to restore. Then, accept the
default that is displayed in the Restore BFS
files from file space for userid field. The
user ID is determined by using your UID.

Type the name of the file space from
which you want to restore. Then, type the
user ID of another user or an asterisk in
the Restore BFS files from file space for
userid field. If you specify an asterisk, the
product displays the information that all
users own.

View or cancel restore requests Accept the default (user ID you are
currently logged on to) that is displayed
in the Communicate on behalf of
userid field.

Type the user ID of another user or an
asterisk in the Communicate on behalf of
userid field. If you specify an asterisk, the
product displays information about all end-
user restore requests.

You can respond to VM:Backup messages only for your own user ID. You cannot respond to VM:Backup messages for
another user.
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Operators
The section assumes that you are familiar with VM/CMS, VM:Backup, and the tape management system in your data
center. It also assumes you know the conventions for naming CMS files, Byte File System (BFS) files, Shared File System
(SFS) directories, and BFS directories. If you are not familiar with these, you may need help from someone who is. Also
see the Getting Started section.

The following changes were made to this section for release 3.6 and since that release:

• Updated the table of VM:Backup Commands for Operators in Operator Commands.
• Updated the QUERY Command section.

Using Tape and DASD Resources
This section contains information for using tape and DASD resources, using operator screens, and for operator
commands.

Types of Backup Media
VM:Backup backs up data from minidisks and file spaces to disk or tape.

VM:Backup writes all backups as standard label data sets. It also verifies the volser and tape expiration date to prevent an
incorrect tape from being used or to protect tapes from being overwritten inadvertently.

If you use VM:Tape, VM:Backup will deny the mount request for any tape selected by VM:Tape that is part of an unexpired
VM:Backup catalog or owned by VM:Archiver.

Physical Tapes

As a job executes, VM:Backup issues mount requests that state explicitly what type of media is required.

Backup Jobs

For backup jobs, VM:Backup handles tapes as follows:

• VM:Backup (or VM:Tape, if VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape) selects the tapes to be mounted. If there are not
enough tapes available for a job, and VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape, you may be asked to provide the
volser of a usable tape.

• If the  VM:Tape interface is enabled, and there are not enough available tapes, the backup job is placed on hold.
• If the VM:Tape interface is enabled, VM:Backup can manage write once read many (WORM) tape backup jobs. To use

WORM tapes, specify a VM:Tape Scratch Pool that includes DATACLAS=WORM in the scratch pool definition for the
backup job template. When you run a backup job with a WORM tape, VM:Backup applies additional restrictions:
– If a BACKUP job is interrupted and restarted for any reason, such as an ABEND, a HOLD placed on the job, or a

system outage, the BACKUP job always restarts from the beginning.
– If, during a BACKUP, a domain must be restarted, VM:Backup does not reposition the tapes back to the last

completed domain. The next domain backup starts on the next block of the tape, and uses the appropriate "domain
start" record. The domain start record is not necessarily the same domain that was just re-queued for restart. If you
use catalogs, the catalog records only the successfully completed domain backups.

IMPORTANT
The only way to guarantee that a backup job will use WORM-type tapes is to specify a scratch pool that includes
DATACLAS=WORM in the scratch pool definition for the backup job template. VM:Tape then guarantees that
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each scratch tape it gives to VM:Backup is a WORM-type tape. If you intend to use WORM tapes for compliance
or legal purposes, you must enable the VM:Tape interface.

Restore Jobs

For restore jobs, VM:Backup performs the following tasks in this order:

1. Identifies the files to be restored
2. Locates the volsers of the tapes containing those files
3. Issues a request to have the tapes mounted

DASDtapes

VM:Backup has complete control over the management of DASDtapes. DASDtapes are the CMS files created when data
is backed up to disk instead of to physical media. VM:Backup restores data from DASDtape without operator intervention.

During a backup, VM:Backup automatically selects a tape from expired or unused DASDtape volsers. If all available
volsers have been used, VM:Backup either asks you to provide the volser of the next DASDtape to be used in the job, or
VM:Backup places the backup job on hold, depending on how the system administrator has set up tape handling at your
data center.

Tape Streams and Tape Copies

Tape Streams

VM:Backup can write data to multiple tape drives in a single backup by dividing the minidisks and file spaces being
backed up between two or more tape streams. The number of tape streams used in a backup is determined by the
VM:Backup system administrator on the backup job template file or by the STREAMS option on the VM:Backup SUBMIT
command. VM:Backup can manage a maximum of 15 tape streams at a time.

Tape Copies

Tape copies are duplicate tapes created at the same time on different drives. They are useful for offsite or vault storage,
or when your system is recovering from tape I/O problems. Up to four copies can be created in addition to the primary (or
first) tape.

The data written to each tape copy is identical. If one tape is longer than the other, the extra footage on the longer tape is
not used.

The only differences between the tapes are the volser in the VOL1 label, certain control information in the header and
trailer labels, and optionally, different expiration dates and data set names. Media types (that is, cartridges, or enhanced-
capacity cartridges) can also differ among tape copies. During a restore, any copy can be used in place of the primary
tape or any corresponding copy.

Resource Pools (Operators)
A resource pool is a collection of tapes that VM:Backup can use during backup job processing. If you do not use VM:Tape,
all tapes used by VM:Backup must belong to resource pools. The VM:Backup system administrator must create all
resource pools.

The tapes included in a particular resource pool must have the same physical characteristics. As each tape is used,
VM:Backup automatically continues the backup with the next volume in the pool. When the resource pool is empty (that
is, all the volumes defined to it have been used), VM:Backup either asks you to provide the volser of an available tape to
continue processing or puts the job on hold.
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Superpools

A superpool is a collection of DASDtape resource pools that are referenced and used as if they were a single entity.
During a backup, if a DASDtape minidisk that is part of the referenced superpool runs out of space, or if the last volser
in a DASDtape resource pool is used, VM:Backup uses the next pool defined in the superpool to continue the backup.
Only when the final resource pool in the superpool is used does VM:Backup either ask you to provide the volser of an
available volume or puts the job on hold; the action that VM:Backup takes at this point is determined by how the system
administrator has configured your system.

VM:Tape Resource Pool Management

The VM:Backup-VM:Tape interface provides a single point of reference for defining the tapes VM:Backup is to use for
backup jobs. Although VM:Backup continues to manage resource pools for DASDtapes, VM:Tape assumes complete
control over the maintenance of resource pools for physical media.

Depending on the options specified when the VM:Tape resource pools are created, VM:Tape either selects the volumes
to be used in a backup (AUTOPICK) or the VM:Tape operator chooses an available scratch volume. In either case, the
volume can be drawn from a named scratch pool or from scratch volumes found in the VM:Tape Tape Management
Catalog (TMC).

An advantage of using VM:Tape is that VM:Tape handles all tape selection; you are not asked to provide the volser of an
available tape.

Protecting Client Tapes

VM:Backup manages tapes belonging to authorized clients such as VM:Archiver in the same manner that it manages
tapes for its own backup and restore jobs. For every resource pool defined to the client, a corresponding resource pool
must be defined to VM:Backup. For more information about defining VM:Archiver resource pools, see the VM:Archiver
System Administrator Guide.

If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, VM:Tape manages the tapes for the client.

To protect VM:Archiver volumes from being used by VM:Backup (or other non-VM:Archiver jobs), all VM:Archiver tapes
have an expiration date of PERM, which means that they never expire, and are owned by the VM:Archiver service virtual
machine, which means that they cannot be used by VM:Backup or any other application.

Handling Tape Mount Requests
VM:Backup (or VM:Tape if it is used) issues tape mount requests as it processes jobs. The requests are sent to
authorized operator consoles, to the VM:Backup console, and to the job detail report.

If your user ID has been authorized to receive and respond to tape-related messages, use the Respond to VM:Backup
Requests screen to view the mount requests and enter replies to VM:Backup. For more information about this screen,
see Responding to VM:Backup Requests.

If your system uses VM:Tape, tape mount requests are not displayed on the Respond to VM:Backup Requests screen.
Your user ID must have tape operator authorization on the TAPEOPER configuration file record in the VMTAPE CONFIG
file to receive and respond to tape-related messages.

If your user ID has been authorized to perform operator functions (such as starting system backups) but has not been
authorized to respond to tape-related messages, use the REVIEW command on the Manage System Activity screen to
view the outstanding tape mount requests. This function does not allow you to enter replies to VM:Backup. For more
information about the REVIEW command, see Viewing Outstanding Messages from VM:Backup.

 Contents 
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Request Format

VM:Backup issues message 623I to ask you to mount a tape:

MOUNT medium volser AT vaddr (DENSITY densityname, RING[IN | OUT]) [WITHIN minutes MINUTES].

Definitions
medium

Identifies the tape medium to mount. For media types, see Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC
Values in the System Programmer Reference.

volser
Identifies the volume serial number of the tape to mount.

vaddr
Identifies the virtual address at which to mount the tape.

density
Identifies the recording density of the input tape. For density names, see Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and
TMC Values in the System Programmer Reference.

[IN | OUT]
Indicates whether a write ring is required (IN) or not required (OUT).

minutes
Indicates the time frame within which you must mount the tape. The [WITHIN minutes MINUTES] portion of the
tape mount request appears only the first time VM:Backup issues the request.

Device and Media Settings

Several table records require you to specify the media type and density of tapes to use for input or output. For a list of
device, media, and density names for each tape drive, see Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values in
the System Programmer Reference.

Changing Tape Streams Before Job Processing

The STREAMS option on the SUBMIT command lets you specify a different number of streams from the number listed
in the job template file before you submit a backup job. For this job submission, the number you specify overrides the
number displayed in the job template file. The job template file remains unchanged during processing. Use this option if a
tape drive that you normally use is unavailable for a particular job, or if more drives become available for a job. For more
information about the STREAMS option, see the SUBMIT Command.

Reducing Tape Streams During Job Processing

You can restart a backup job and have it run with fewer streams than originally specified. Once a tape mount request for a
stream has been satisfied, that stream will begin processing.

NOTE
 You cannot use the STREAMS option on the SUBMIT command to change the number of streams after a job
has been submitted.

You can restart a backup job with fewer streams if the job meets one of the following criteria:

• The operator places the job on hold any time after the first tape mount request for each stream has been satisfied.
• An I/O error occurs on one of the streams any time after the second tape for each stream has been successfully

mounted. (If the I/O error occurs when the first tape of the stream is being written to, you must restart the job with the
original number of streams.)
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To restart a job and run it with fewer streams than originally specified, follow these steps:

1. Place the job on hold by using either the line-mode HOLD command or by typing hold next to the job name in
the Command column on the Manage System Activity screen and pressing ENTER.

2. Release the job by using either the line-mode RELEASE command or by typing release next to the job name in
the Command column on the Manage System Activity screen and pressing ENTER.

3. When VM:Backup asks for tapes to be mounted for each stream, reply wait to the mount requests for the streams you
no longer want to use.
If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, VM:Tape, not VM:Backup, requests the tapes to be mounted. Ignore the
mount requests for the streams you no longer want to use.

4. When all the data has been backed up, the tapes have been unloaded, and there are no more mount requests for
the active streams, satisfy the outstanding mount requests for the inactive streams you ignored by mounting tapes for
those streams. VM:Backup writes trailer labels to the ends of the tapes to close the streams, and the job ends.

 Example 

You are running a backup job with four streams. After the second tape of each stream has been mounted, you receive an
I/O error on one of the drives and VM:Backup places the job on hold. Because you can no longer use one of the drives,
you want to restart the job to run with three streams instead of four.

To reduce the number of streams, type release next to the job name in the Command column on the Manage System
Activity screen and press ENTER. When VM:Backup issues the four tape mount requests, reply wait to any one of them.
VM:Backup then begins backing up data (including data originally intended for the fourth stream) to the three active
streams.

When all the data has been backed up, mount a tape for the inactive stream. Once a tape is mounted on any available
drive, VM:Backup writes a trailer label to the tape to close the stream, and the job ends.

Tape Mounts for Backup Jobs

If you reject a tape mount request issued during a backup, VM:Backup (or VM:Tape) automatically allocates another tape
and asks you to mount this tape instead. For more information about reviewing and replying to VM:Backup messages,
see Responding to VM:Backup Requests.

Requests to Remount Tapes

Under certain circumstances, VM:Backup rewinds and unloads a tape and asks you to remount the previous tape.
This is not an error. For example, if VM:Backup encounters an invalid file while backing up a minidisk in CMS format,
VM:Backup must backspace to the point on the tape where the minidisk began and then back up the entire minidisk in
physical format. If the backup of the minidisk started on a previous tape and the output configuration in the job template
specifies to conserve tapes, the current tape is rewound and unloaded. You must remount the previous tape before
VM:Backup can continue the job.

Remember that VM:Backup immediately returns the unloaded tape to the scratch pool; it may or may not reuse the tape in
the job. Before sending tapes offsite, check the backup job detail report for the list of tapes actually used by the job.

Attaching the Wrong Device Type

If you attach the wrong device type during a backup, VM:Backup sends you an error message and then issues another
tape mount request. You are given three chances to attach the correct device. If after three tries the correct device type is
still not attached, VM:Backup issues another error message and places the backup job on hold.

NOTE
 This situation does not occur if you use VM:Tape because VM:Tape automatically attaches the drive for
VM:Backup.
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Tape Mounts for Restore Jobs

If data was backed up to both DASD and physical tapes, VM:Backup first tries to restore from the DASDtape, regardless
of whether it is the primary copy. If all copies of the DASDtape are unavailable, reused, or damaged, VM:Backup asks you
to mount the physical tape.

If tape copies were created during a backup, the tape mount request includes the volsers of all tapes that have the same
medium and density as the primary tape; you can use any copy in place of the primary tape. If you cannot mount any of
the requested volsers, you can reject the mount request.

Tape Copy Search Order

When you reject a tape mount request, VM:Backup searches for a copy that exists on a different medium. VM:Backup
starts the search with the highest density medium. For the search order, see the Density Name column in the table
for your tape drive in the section Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values in the System Programmer
Reference. If a copy is available, VM:Backup reissues the mount request. If no other copies exist, the job is put on hold. If
you are unable to mount any of the requested tapes, you must cancel the restore job. For information about reviewing and
replying to VM:Backup messages, see Responding to VM:Backup Requests.

Attaching the Wrong Tape Medium

If you mount the wrong tape medium during a restore, VM:Backup issues an informational message stating that the
medium mounted was not what was expected, and then continues the job. This situation can occur when a tape copy
created on a different device type is mounted in place of the primary tape.

Tape Mounts for MPC Jobs

If you reject a tape mount request for an output tape issued during an MPC job, VM:Backup (or VM:Tape) automatically
allocates another tape and asks you to mount this tape instead.

When you reject a tape mount request for an input tape issued during an MPC job, VM:Backup searches for a copy that
exists on a different medium. VM:Backup starts the search with the highest density medium. For the search order, see
the Density Name column in the table for your tape drive in the section Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC
Values in the System Programmer Reference. If a copy is available, VM:Backup reissues the mount request. If no other
copies exist, the job is put on hold. If you are unable to mount any of the requested tapes, you must cancel the restore job.

For information about reviewing and replying to VM:Backup messages, see Responding to VM:Backup Requests.

Tape Mounts for REINIT Jobs

If you reject a tape mount request during a REINIT job, VM:Backup does not reinitialize the tape. VM:Backup does expire
the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or the VM:Tape TMC. VM:Backup continues the job with the next tape.

Physical Tape I/O Errors

VM:Backup handles physical tape I/O errors differently for backup jobs and restore jobs.

Backup Jobs

If recoverable I/O errors occur while VM:Backup is processing a job, VM:Backup sends informational messages to
describe the errors. To recover, VM:Backup repositions the tape to the last full block written and continues with the job.

If permanent I/O errors are encountered during VM:Backup backup jobs, VM:Backup tries to recover instead of
terminating or abnormally ending the job. When recovering from the error, if the backup of the domain being backed up
begins on the previous tape, and the output configuration in the job template specifies to conserve tapes, VM:Backup
asks you to mount the previous tape again, then continues the job from the last completed domain on the tape. Next,
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VM:Backup asks you to mount a new volser to continue the job, skipping the tape with the error. VM:Backup reports all
tape I/O errors through EREP.

Restore Jobs

If a restore job encounters a permanent tape I/O error, a job rollback occurs, and VM:Backup automatically resumes the
job immediately.

If a restore job encounters an I/O error (other than a permanent I/O error) or a procedural error, VM:Backup
does not restart the restore job but instead places the job on hold. You must restart the job later with the RELEASE
command. For example, VM:Backup will not automatically restart a job that failed because you ignored a tape mount
request.

If checkpoint data is not available, VM:Backup restarts interrupted restore jobs from the beginning. If checkpoint data
is available, VM:Backup restarts interrupted restore jobs with the last completed domain. VM:Backup restarts from the
beginning those domains that were not completely restored when the job was interrupted.

MPC Jobs

If recoverable I/O errors occur on an MPC output tape while VM:Backup is processing an MPC job, VM:Backup sends
informational messages to describe the errors. To recover, VM:Backup repositions the tape to the last full block written
and continues with the job.

If permanent I/O errors are encountered on an MPC output tape during an MPC job, VM:Backup tries to recover instead
of terminating or abnormally ending the job. When recovering from the error, if the domain being written to the output tape
begins on the previous tape, and the output configuration in the job template specifies to conserve tapes, VM:Backup
asks you to mount the previous tape again, then continues the job from the last completed domain on the tape. Next,
VM:Backup asks you to mount a new volser to continue the job, skipping the tape with the error. VM:Backup reports all
tape I/O errors through EREP.

If permanent I/O errors are encountered on an MPC input tape, a job rollback occurs, and VM:Backup automatically
resumes the job.

If an I/O error (other than a permanent I/O error) or a procedural error occurs on an MPC input tape, VM:Backup
does not restart the job, but instead places the job on hold. You must restart the job later with the RELEASE command.
For example, VM:Backup will not automatically restart a job that failed because you ignored a tape mount request.

If checkpoint data is not available, VM:Backup restarts the interrupted job from the beginning. If checkpoint data is
available, VM:Backup restarts the interrupted MPC job with the last domain completely copied to an output tape.

REINIT Jobs

If any I/O error or a procedural error occurs on a tape during a REINIT job, VM:Backup does not reinitialize the tape. The
tape is not expired in the VM:Backup resource pool or the VM:Tape TMC. VM:Backup continues the job with the next tape.

DASDtape I/O Errors

If VM:Backup encounters a DASDtape I/O error, VM:Backup places the backup or restore job on hold.

Responding to Requests

If you are unable to mount a particular tape, you must put the job on hold and correct the problem, or reject the request.
For a list of commands you can enter to respond to a tape-related request, see Responding to VM:Backup Requests.
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Handling Disk Mount Requests
VM:Backup issues disk-related requests for backup jobs if the disk is offline and there is a minidisk in the directory defined
on that volume. VM:Backup issues disk mount requests for restore jobs if data is being restored to a volume not currently
attached to the system. VM:Backup sends the requests to authorized operator consoles, to the VM:Backup console, and
to the backup and restore job detail reports.

If your user ID has been authorized to receive and respond to disk-related requests, use the Respond to VM:Backup
Requests screen to view the mount requests and enter replies to VM:Backup. For more information about this screen, see
Responding to VM:Backup Requests.

If your user ID has been authorized to perform operator functions (such as starting system backups) but has not been
authorized to respond to disk-related messages, you can view outstanding disk mount requests by using the REVIEW
command on the Manage System Activity screen. This function does not allow you to enter replies to VM:Backup.

Request Format

VM:Backup issues message 150R to ask you to mount a disk:

MOUNT DISK volser ON SYSTEM [WITHIN minutes MINUTES].

Definitions

 

volser
Identifies the volser of the disk to mount.

minutes
Specifies the time frame within which the disk must be mounted. The [WITHIN minutes MINUTES] portion of the
disk mount request appears only the first time VM:Backup issues the request.

Responding to Requests

If you are unable to mount a particular disk, you must reject the request, cancel the job, or correct the problem and ask
VM:Backup to retry the request. For a description of the commands you can enter in response to a disk-related request,
see Responding to VM:Backup Requests.

Using Operator Screens
When you enter the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine (usually VMBACKUP) from CMS, VM:Backup
displays the Operator Main Menu.

The following table summarizes each option available through the Operator Main Menu. To select an option, enter the
option number on the command line. Before processing any requests, VM:Backup verifies that you are an authorized
VM:Backup operator.

Operator Main Menu Options:

Number Options Use To
1 Manage system activity View the status of VM:Backup jobs, put jobs

on hold, cancel jobs, or see what resources
are needed to complete a pending job
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2 Respond to VM:Backup requests See whether VM:Backup has sent any
messages to your user ID, such as a
request to mount a tape, and send replies
to VM:Backup

3 Submit system backups Submit system backups to VM:Backup for
processing

4 End, suspend, or resume processing Stop VM:Backup, temporarily halt job
processing, or restart job processing that
had been suspended

5 Perform user functions Perform end-user functions, such as
restoring your own files, minidisks, and
directories

6 View resource pools Look at information about volumes
contained in a resource pool

Managing System Activity
Option 1, Manage system activity, on the Operator Main Menu lets you do the following:

• View outstanding messages from VM:Backup
• Monitor the status of active and pending jobs
• List the tapes required to fulfill a restore request
• Cancel jobs, put jobs on hold, and release jobs that are on hold
• Reorder jobs in the job queue
• View certain job processing options used when the job was submitted

Contents

The Manage System Activity Screen

Enter 1 on the command line of the Operator Main Menu to select the Manage system activity option. VM:Backup
displays the Manage System Activity screen. This screen displays the following information about active and pending jobs:

Job Name
This column lists the name of each job that is executing or waiting to be processed. End-user and administrative
SFS restore requests are identified by RESTORE. Job template file-defined backup and restore jobs, including
those submitted by an authorized client such as VM:Archiver, are identified by the job template file name.

Status
This column indicates the status of the job, as shown in this table:

Status Description
Compile VM:Backup is compiling the job template file for the job.
Ended VM:Backup has finished processing the job.
On hold VM:Backup is not currently processing the job. You must release

the job so that VM:Backup can process it.
Ordered VM:Backup has moved the job to the front of the job queue in

response to the ORDER command.
Released The job has been released from on hold status and VM:Backup

will process it as soon as possible.
Restarted VM:Backup has restarted the job.
Running VM:Backup is currently processing the job.
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Waiting The job is ready to run and is queued for processing. When a job
is waiting, no further operator action is needed. However, resource
availability might delay processing.

Job Type
This column indicates whether a job is a system backup, restore, MPC, REINIT, or AUTOCAT job.

Time Started
This column displays the time VM:Backup began processing the job.

Domains
This column indicates the following for each type of job:

Job Column indicates:
Backup Total number of domains included in the backup job and number

or domains backed up so far.
Restore Detailed information about the backup instances used in this

job. In a chain of incremental backup jobs, a domain might be
represented once or as many times as there are backup jobs in
the chain, depending on whether the domain changed before the
incremental backup.
When VM:Backup builds a restore job, it creates a restore
selection list entry for each backup instance from which there
is data to be restored from that domain. The list of all of these
restore selection entries represents the actual number of times
VM:Backup must obtain access to a domain to restore the data
contained in one backup job within the incremental backup chain.
The Manage System Activity screen displays the cumulative total
of all restore selection list entries for all domains involved in the
job and how many have been processed up to this time. This
provides an accurate representation of the job's progress.

MPC Total number of input domains VM:Backup is to copy and number
of input domains processed so far.

REINIT Total number of tapes VM:Backup is to reinitialize and number of
tapes reinitialized so far.

Job Origin or Job Options.
This column indicates either the user ID that submitted the job or certain processing options with which the job
was submitted. Option e means the job is an exclusive job, p means it is a priority job, and b means it is a job
that backs up VM:Backup. Toggle between these two columns by pressing PF5 ( [Options] when the Job Origin
column is displayed, [Origin] when the Job Options column is displayed). For information on job processing
options, see SUBMIT Command.

Jobid.
This column indicates the job identification number assigned to this job by VM:Backup.

VM:Backup displays the message VM:Backup is Suspended in the upper right corner of the Manage System Activity
screen when VM:Backup job processing is temporarily halted, either through the SUSPEND command or operator
screens.

VM:Backup automatically updates the information on this screen every 10 seconds. To remove outdated information,
press PF2 (Refresh).

You can display additional information on some jobs by pressing PF6 (Contents). For backup jobs, VM:Backup lists up
to 10 file spaces or minidisks contained in the job. For restore jobs, VM:Backup lists up to 10 paired sources and targets.
This option allows you to distinguish between multiple end-user restore jobs listed on the screen.
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Viewing Outstanding Messages from VM:Backup

VM:Backup may be waiting for a tape to be mounted or for a minidisk to be detached before continuing a job. You can use
the REVIEW command on the Manage System Activity screen to see whether there are any outstanding messages from
VM:Backup for a job. Enter review in the Command column next to the backup or restore job whose messages you want
to check.

When you enter the REVIEW command for a particular job, VM:Backup displays the View Outstanding Requests screen.
This screen lists any messages relating to the job you selected along with the time the message was issued and the user
ID to which it was sent.

VM:Backup automatically updates the information on the View Outstanding Requests screen every 10 seconds. To
remove outdated information, press PF2 (Refresh).

The REVIEW command allows you to view outstanding messages only. If a response is required, contact the user
to whom VM:Backup originally sent the message. If your user ID is authorized to receive and respond to VM:Backup
messages, you can respond to VM:Backup yourself through Option 2, Respond to VM:Backup requests, on the
Operator Main Menu. For more information about reviewing and responding to VM:Backup requests, see Responding to
CAVM:Backup Requests.

Monitoring the Status of Active and Pending Jobs

Detailed status information is available for all jobs as they run. You can use the DETAIL command on the Manage System
Activity screen to see this information for a currently running job. Enter detail in the Command column next to the job for
which you want to see additional information. VM:Backup displays one of the following screens depending on the type of
job you selected:

• Backup Job Status Information
• Restore Job Status Information
• Merge/Purge/Copy Job Status Information
• Tape Reinit Status Information

Backup Job Status Information Screen

The Backup Job Status Information screen displays detailed information about the job that you selected on the Manage
System Activity screen. The top part of the screen displays the following information:

• The job start time
• Elapsed time
• The user ID that submitted the job
• The number of tape drives in use by the job
• The number of minidisks and storage groups that are linked
• The number of completed domains out of the total number of domains

The lower part of this screen shows in detail the status of up to four streams in the job. Each stream is displayed using two
lines that start with the stream number. Use PF8 Forward and PF7 Backward to see the state of all 15 possible streams.

The first line displays the domain that the stream is backing up followed by the elapsed time for that domain and the total
number of tape blocks that are written to that stream. Domains are identified using a type code:

• M indicates a minidisk domain that is identified with the user ID and virtual device number.
• F indicates an SFS file space domain that is identified with a file pool name and file space name.
• D indicates an SFS directory name that is identified with a file pool name, file space name, and an abbreviated

directory name.

The second line indicates the stream tape mount elapsed time, if any, and the state of the linker process that is associated
with the stream. Both can indicate problems that hold up the processing of the stream.
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The linker state is typically "n/a" but problems may occur if the linker is trying to quiesce (Q) or link (L) a minidisk that will
be backed up after the current domain backup is complete. This linker state may prevent the current domain from being
completed too. In this case, the normal linker status of "n/a" changes to Q or L. These statuses indicate that the linker is
quiescing or linking to a minidisk that the stream will back up shortly. The minidisk user ID, the vdev, and the elapsed time
that the linker has been waiting follow this status.

VM:Backup automatically updates the information on this screen every 10 seconds. To remove outdated information,
press PF2 (Refresh). Use PF8 (Forward) and PF7 (Backward) to scroll through the list of current domains.

Restore Job Status Information Screen

The top part of the Restore Job Status Information screen displays the job name you selected and the status information
from the Manage System Activity screen. The lower part of the screen provides the following detailed status:

Elapsed Time.
This column indicates how long the restore job has been running.

Volser Mounted.
This column indicates the volser of the tape that VM:Backup is currently processing.

DSSN
.
This column indicates the data set sequence number of the data set that VM:Backup is currently processing.

Searching Tape For
This column indicates the user ID and virtual address of the minidisk or a shortened version of the directory
name of the directory that VM:Backup is currently scanning. For information about how VM:Backup displays the
directory name, see Shortened Version of the Directory Name.

In Backup Instance
This column displays the type of backup (full or incremental) and the date and time of creation of the backup from
which VM:Backup is currently scanning. The number of backup instances already scanned and the total number
of backup instances for the domain currently being scanned is also displayed.

Next To Be Restored
This column indicates the next domain that VM:Backup will restore for this restore job. If the domain is a directory,
VM:Backup displays a shortened version of the directory name. See Shortened Version of the Directory Name.

Restoring To.
This column displays the target (file space, directory, minidisk, or reader) to which VM:Backup is restoring the
data from the indicated backup instance. If VM:Backup is restoring to a directory, it displays a shortened version
of the directory name. See Shortened Version of the Directory Name.
If VM:Backup is restoring data to a minidisk and is waiting for users to detach links to this minidisk before
restoring data, VM:Backup displays waiting for link next to the target minidisk. For restore jobs defined by a
restore job template file, VM:Backup also sends message 797I to the local console and the tape operator to
identify the linked target minidisk.

From Backup Instance.
This column displays the type of backup (full or incremental) and the date and time of creation of the backup from
which VM:Backup is currently restoring. The number of backup instances already restored and the total number of
backup instances for the domain currently being restored is also displayed.
If a catalog does not exist for the backup instance from which VM:Backup is restoring data, VM:Backup must scan
the tapes, then mount them to read the tape labels before restoring the data. While VM:Backup is scanning the
tapes and reading the tape labels, it displays the message Scanning tapes; no detail available.

VM:Backup automatically updates the information on this screen every 10 seconds. To remove outdated information,
press PF2 (Refresh).
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Shortened Version of the Directory Name

To shorten the fully-qualified directory name of an SFS directory, VM:Backup displays the name of the file space, followed
by a period for each directory level, followed by the last directory name.

To shorten the full directory pathname of a BFS directory, VM:Backup displays the name of the file space, followed by a
slash for each directory level, followed by the last directory name.

If the shortened version of a BFS full directory pathname is too long, VM:Backup precedes the last directory name with ...
and truncates characters from the front of the last directory name as needed.

Merge/Purge/Copy Job Status Information Screen

The top part of the Merge/Purge/Copy Job Status Information screen displays the job you selected and the status
information from the Manage System Activity screen. The lower part of this screen provides the following detailed status:

Elapsed Time.
This row indicates how long the MPC job has been processing.

Reading volser.
This row indicates the volsers of the input tape and its tape copies that the MPC job is currently processing. If
VM:Backup is ready to process the tape but the tape has not yet been mounted, VM:Backup displays (Waiting for
tape mount).
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DSSN
This row indicates the data set number of the data set that VM:Backup is currently processing on the input tape.
This row is blank if VM:Backup is waiting for an input tape to be mounted or if no input tape is mounted.

Domain
.
This row describes the domain on the input tape that is being processed. VM:Backup displays one of the following
types of domains followed by the name of the domain:

• Abstract domain
• Directory
• File space
• Minidisk

If VM:Backup is not processing a domain, this field is blank.
Writing output groups.

This section of the screen lists:

• Name of the output group to which data is being written
• Volsers of the output tapes used for each output group
• Current data set number of the data set to which VM:Backup is writing

If VM:Backup is waiting for one or more output tapes to be mounted, VM:Backup displays (Waiting for tape
mounts for groups) and displays an asterisk next to the group for which tapes need to be mounted.

VM:Backup automatically updates the information on this screen every 10 seconds. To remove outdated information,
press PF2 (Refresh).

Tape REINIT Status Information Screen

The top part of the REINIT Status Information screen displays the job you selected and the status information from the
Manage System Activity screen. The lower part of this screen provides the following detailed status:

Elapsed Time.
This row indicates how long the REINIT job has been processing.

Reinitializing volser
This row indicates the volser of the tape that VM:Backup is currently reinitializing.

Next volser.
This row indicates the volser of the next tape that VM:Backup will reinitialize.

VM:Backup automatically updates the information on this screen every 10 seconds. To remove outdated information,
press PF2 (Refresh).

Listing Tapes Required to Fulfill Mount Requests

For CATSEARCH, VOLSER, MPC, and REINIT jobs, you can use the VOLIST command on the Manage Systems Activity
screen to see a list of the tapes required for the job so that you can have them on hand before the job starts. You cannot
use this command for backup jobs or VOLSEARCH restore jobs.

Enter volist in the Command column next to the job whose tape list you want to see. VM:Backup displays the Tapes
Required for a Restore Job screen, which lists the tapes.

The top part of this screen displays the job name, the number of tape mounts required, the request date and time, and
the job origin. The bottom part of this screen displays the volsers of the primary tapes that may need to be mounted along
with the volsers of any tape copies that can be mounted instead. VM:Backup adds a tape descriptor to each volser to help
you determine whether it needs to be pulled. The tape descriptors for each job type are described in the following section.
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Tape Descriptors for Restore Jobs
dasd

Indicates a DASDtape that VM:Backup will mount without your assistance.
dasd*

Indicates a DASDtape that may be mounted. VM:Backup cannot determine whether the tape is needed because
the catalog is either condensed or encrypted.

pull
Indicates physical media that you must pull to fulfill the restore request.

pull*
Indicates physical media that you may need to pull. VM:Backup cannot determine whether it is needed because
the catalog is either condensed or encrypted.

pull+
Indicates physical media that you must pull, but VM:Backup cannot locate it. The catalog specifies this volser, but
it does not belong to a VM:Backup resource pool and VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape.

pull*+
Indicates physical media that you may need to pull. VM:Backup cannot determine whether the tape is needed
because the catalog is either condensed or encrypted. Also, VM:Backup cannot locate the tape because the tape
does not belong to one of its resource pools and VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape.

Tape Descriptors for MPC Jobs
dasd

Indicates a DASDtape that VM:Backup will mount without your assistance.
dasd*

Indicates a DASDtape base tape; VM:Backup may request more tapes not listed in tape pull list to complete the
MPC job.

pull
Indicates a reel, cartridge, or enhanced-capacity cartridge that you must pull to fulfill the restore request.

pull*
Indicates physical media that is a base tape. VM:Backup may request more tapes not listed in tape pull list to
complete the MPC job.

pull+
Indicates physical media that you must pull, but VM:Backup cannot locate it. The job specifies this volser, but it
does not belong to a VM:Backup resource pool and VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape.

pull*+
Indicates physical media that is a base tape and VM:Backup cannot locate it. The job specifies this volser, but it
does not belong to a VM:Backup resource pool and VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape. VM:Backup may
request more tapes not listed in tape pull list to complete the MPC job.

Tape Descriptors for REINIT Jobs
dasd

Indicates a DASDtape that VM:Backup will mount without your assistance.
pull

Indicates a reel, cartridge, or enhanced-capacity cartridge that you must pull to fulfill the restore request.
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pull+
Indicates a reel, cartridge, or enhanced-capacity cartridge that you must pull, but VM:Backup cannot locate it.
The catalog specifies this volser, but it does not belong to a VM:Backup resource pool and VM:Backup is not
interfaced with VM:Tape.

Canceling Jobs

You can cancel jobs at any time using the CANCEL command on the Manage System Activity screen. Enter cancel in the
Command column next to the job you want to cancel. VM:Backup ends this job and it is not processed.

Putting Jobs on Hold

You can temporarily interrupt a job at any time, either before it begins or during processing, using the HOLD command on
the Manage System Activity screen. You can interrupt jobs whose status is anything other than compile. Enter hold in the
Command column next to the job you want to put on hold.

Releasing Held Jobs

You can start or restart jobs that are on hold using the RELEASE command on the Manage System Activity screen. Jobs
that are on hold are listed on this screen with the status on hold. Enter release in the Command column next to the held
job you want VM:Backup to start or restart.

When you release a job that was placed on hold before it began processing, VM:Backup starts it from the beginning.
When you release a job that was placed on hold during processing, the point at which VM:Backup restarts the job
depends on whether restart recovery is enabled and whether the job is a backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT job.

If restart recovery is not enabled, VM:Backup restarts the job from the beginning. If restart recovery is enabled,
VM:Backup restarts interrupted jobs as follows:

• Backup jobs from the last completed domain on the last completed tape for each tape stream
• Restore jobs from the last completed domain; VM:Backup restarts those domains that were not completely restored

when the job was interrupted from the beginning
• MPC jobs from the last completed input domain
• REINIT jobs from the last completely reinitialized tapes

Reordering Jobs in the Job Queue

Jobs that are not on hold automatically run in the order in which they appear on the Manage System Activity screen. You
can use the ORDER command to move a job to the front of the waiting job queue. Enter order in the Command column
next to the job you want to move. VM:Backup moves the job to the beginning of the queue and changes its status to
ordered. To see the jobs listed in the new order, press PF2 (Refresh). When you refresh the screen, the jobs display their
original statuses.

You can reorder more than one job at a time using the line-mode ORDER command. See ORDER Command.

Responding to VM:Backup Requests
VM:Backup issues requests when it needs you to perform a particular task, such as mounting a tape or overriding a tape
expiration date, before it can continue processing a backup or restore job.

Option 2, Respond to VM:Backup requests, on the Operator Main Menu lets you view and reply to messages from
VM:Backup. Enter 2 on the command line of the Operator Main Menu to select this option. VM:Backup displays the
Respond to VM:Backup Requests screen. This screen provides the following information about VM:Backup messages:

• Id.
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This column displays the reply identification number for the message.
• VM:Backup Message.

This column displays the message text and the responses you can make. For example, if VM:Backup asks you to
mount a tape, the message tells you which tape needs to be mounted and the virtual address at which a tape drive
should be attached.

• Time Issued.
This column displays the time VM:Backup issued the message. If you do not respond when you first receive the
message, VM:Backup resends it periodically. If you do not respond within the time limit set by the VM:Backup system
administrator, VM:Backup puts the job on hold.

The following sections describe the replies you can make to VM:Backup messages on the Respond to VM:Backup
Requests screen. When you reply to a message on this screen, VM:Backup displays its response to your reply under
the message. For example, if you enter ok in the Command column next to a tape mount request, VM:Backup displays
<REPLY OK HAS BEEN ACCEPTED> under the mount request.

VM:Backup automatically updates the information on the Respond to VM:Backup Requests screen every 10 seconds. To
remove outdated information, press PF2 (Refresh).

Contents

Putting Jobs on Hold

When VM:Backup issues a tape mount request for a job (message 624R), you can use the HOLD reply to temporarily
interrupt a job and place it on hold. You can put any job whose status is other than compile on hold. Enter hold in the
Command column next to the tape mount request for the job you want to put on hold.

Use the RELEASE command to restart a held job. For information, see Releasing Held Jobs.

Canceling Requests

You can use the CANCEL reply to reject a VM:Backup disk mount request (message 151R) that you cannot comply with.
Enter cancel in the Command column next to the disk mount request you want to reject or the tape mount request you
want to refuse.

If you reject a disk mount request, VM:Backup continues the job but skips the data on the requested DASD volume. If the
disk is part of an SFS user storage group, VM:Backup skips all of the file spaces in that user storage group.

Finishing a Backup

When VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape and you run a backup or MPC job, VM:Tape writes its own checkpoint files
on the VM:Tape service virtual machine. When the job finishes processing, VM:Tape erases those files.

If VM:Tape becomes unavailable after the job completes but before VM:Tape has erased the checkpoint files, the job
continues to be in running status and VM:Backup periodically checks the status of VM:Tape. Each time VM:Backup
checks VM:Tape and finds it unavailable, VM:Backup sends you a message that tells you to start VM:Tape or enter the
FINISH reply for the job.

If you restart VM:Tape, VM:Tape erases the checkpoint files and the job ends normally. If you enter finish in the
Command column next to the message for the job, the job ends normally but the VM:Tape checkpoint files still exist on the
VM:Tape service virtual machine.

If you do not either restart VM:Tape or enter the FINISH response, VM:Backup waits until VM:Tape becomes available.

Continuing a Job

You can use the OK response to let VM:Backup know that you have complied with a request or that VM:Backup can do
what it asked permission to do. Enter ok in the Command column next to the request.
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Depending on the options specified by the VM:Backup system administrator, VM:Backup may ask you for permission to
override the expiration date on a tape volume or overwrite an existing VM:Archiver data set.

Overriding Tape Expiration Dates

When a tape is mounted for use in a VM:Backup backup job, VM:Backup verifies that the tape's labels are valid, it is an
expired or new tape, and the tape can be used in the job.

If the tape can be used in the job, VM:Backup rewrites the tape labels to reflect the new information for this backup
job. Included in this new information is a new tape expiration date. However, only the tape labels are updated now; the
resource pool information is not updated until the end of the backup job. VM:Backup uses the resource pool information to
select volumes to use in backup jobs.

If the tape expiration date previously written in the tape labels has not yet been reached and the system administrator has
authorized you to override the tape expiration date, VM:Backup will ask you for permission to overwrite the tape.

If you have not been authorized to override the tape expiration date, VM:Backup will not ask for permission to overwrite
the tape. Instead, VM:Backup rejects the tape, selects another volume to use in the job, and asks you to mount this
new volume. If VM:Backup is configured to enable tape chaining in tape trailer labels, before making the mount request,
VM:Backup may ask the tape operator to mount the previously used volume again so that it can update its trailer label to
reflect the newly selected volume.

Overwriting Existing Data Sets

VM:Archiver tapes can contain multiple data sets. Each data set on the tape contains its own tape header labels. A valid
data set is any data set that contains valid header labels. VM:Archiver protects its tapes from being used inadvertently in
three ways:

• Tape expiration date
All VM:Archiver tapes have an expiration date of PERM (permanent), which means that they never expire. The PERM
designation protects them from being reused by other user IDs.

• Ownership
All tapes created for VM:Archiver jobs are owned by the VM:Archiver service virtual machine that submitted the jobs.
VM:Backup makes sure that the requesting user is the owner of the tape before it uses the tape.

• Data set
VM:Archiver tells VM:Backup which data sets to write to so that VM:Backup does not inadvertently overwrite a
VM:Archiver data set.

When appending data sets to a tape, VM:Archiver may provide VM:Backup with a starting volser for that job. VM:Archiver
always asks VM:Backup to write to a specific data set. If the job is canceled while VM:Backup is processing it, part of
the data set may have been written to the VM:Archiver tape volume; therefore, correct and valid header labels may
exist. When VM:Archiver submits the next job, it asks VM:Backup to write to the same data set that was specified in the
canceled job, but when VM:Backup encounters the valid tape header labels, it assumes that the entire data set exists.
If the system administrator has authorized you to overwrite existing data sets, VM:Backup will request permission to
overwrite the existing VM:Archiver data set.

You can reply OK to this request if the VM:Archiver backup job still exists in the VM:Archiver job queue. Enter the
VM:Archiver QUERY JOBS command to display the VM:Archiver job queue. The VM:Backup job name must match one
of the VM:Archiver jobs listed in the VM:Archiver job queue; if no VM:Archiver job exists, do not allow VM:Backup to
overwrite the data set. The job name will be the name of the job template file. For detailed information about the QUERY
command, see the VM:Archiver Command Reference .

If you have not been authorized to overwrite existing data sets, VM:Backup puts the job on hold.
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Rejecting a Request

If you do not want VM:Backup to override a tape expiration date or overwrite a data set on a VM:Archiver tape, or if you
cannot comply with a request (for example, if you cannot locate a required tape), you can use the REJECT reply. Enter
reject in the Command column next to the request you want to reject.

VM:Backup Backup Jobs

Depending on the options specified by the VM:Backup system administrator, VM:Backup may ask you for permission
to override the expiration date on a tape volume. If you reply REJECT to a request to override a tape expiration date,
VM:Backup will not overwrite the data on the requested volume. If an alternate volume is available, VM:Backup will issue
a request to have it mounted. If an alternate volume is not available, VM:Backup will place the job on hold.

If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape and VM:Backup asks for permission to override a tape expiration date, do not
reply REJECT; if you do, VM:Backup will not be allowed to overwrite the tape.

Authorized Client Backup Jobs

Depending on the options specified by the VM:Backup system administrator, VM:Backup may ask you for permission
to overwrite an existing data set on a tape owned by an authorized client. Tapes used during a VM:Archiver backup are
protected by data sets, not expiration dates; VM:Archiver tapes are permanent. If you respond REJECT to a request to
overwrite an existing data set, VM:Backup will not overwrite the data on the requested data set of the requested tape.
Instead, it will select a scratch tape from the same resource pool and issue a mount request again. If a scratch tape is not
available, VM:Backup puts the job on hold.

VM:Backup Restore Jobs

For restore jobs, if the data was backed up to a different medium and a tape copy is available, the REJECT reply causes
VM:Backup to search for an alternate volume and issue a mount request again. If an alternate volume is not available,
VM:Backup puts the job on hold.

Trying a Request Again

When you have corrected a problem with the security system service virtual machine, you can use the RETRY reply
to have VM:Backup try the Surrogate request again. For more information about responding to requests relating to the
Surrogate facility, see SuspendingtheRequest.

Suspending the Request

If you are unable to fulfill a request when VM:Backup issues it, if the Surrogate facility is not available, or if a problem with
the security service virtual machine cannot be readily corrected, you can use the WAIT reply to suspend the request. The
WAIT reply causes VM:Backup to wait until either the problem is corrected or you end VM:Backup processing.

Enter wait in the Command column next to the request you want to suspend. VM:Backup ignores the wait time limit
defined by the VM:Backup system administrator and waits indefinitely, sending reminder messages periodically until you
respond to the request.

When the problem is corrected, use the RETRY reply to have VM:Backup try the Surrogate request again. If the request
cannot be fulfilled within a reasonable period of time, you can enter the REJECT response. For information about this
reply, see Rejecting a Request.

Specifying a Volser

If a resource pool runs out of available tape volumes, VM:Backup may ask you for the volser of a tape that can be used.
This request should appear only if VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape. To provide a tape, enter the volser of a
standard label tape that can be used with the specified resource pool (one that is of the same medium and density), then
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press PF2 to refresh the Respond to VM:Backup Requests screen. Reenter the volser as a safeguard against specifying
an incorrect volume, then press PF2 (Refresh) again to refresh the screen and receive the tape mount request from
VM:Backup.

The way in which the VM:Backup system administrator has set up tape handling procedures determines whether the
volser you specify is added to the resource pool.

Submitting System Backup Jobs
Option 3, Submit system backups, on the Operator Main Menu lets you submit backup jobs to VM:Backup. (You can
also use the VM:Backup SUBMIT command from CMS to submit backup jobs. For more information, see SUBMIT
Command.)

Backup jobs are normally run on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. All backup jobs are controlled by job template files
created by the VM:Backup system administrator. The VM:Backup system administrator can define job template files
broadly, to back up entire DASD volumes and file pools, or narrowly, to process a specific group of minidisks, file spaces,
directories, account numbers, or access control interface (ACI) security groups.

For instructions on monitoring the status of your jobs, canceling a job you submitted accidentally, or releasing a held job,
see Managing System Activity.

Starting a Backup Job

Enter 3 on the command line of the Operator Main Menu to select the Submit system backups option. VM:Backup
displays the Submit System Backups screen. This screen lists the names of the backup job template files defined by the
VM:Backup system administrator, along with any descriptive comments specified when the job template file was created.

To compile and queue a job for execution, type submit in the Command column next to the appropriate job template
file name, then press ENTER. You can type submit next to more than one job template file name at a time; however,
VM:Backup processes each backup as a separate job.

You can enter the following options when you submit the job. Each of these options overrides a corresponding parameter
value specified in the job template file. For more information about the options, see SUBMIT Command.

Specifying the Number of Output Tape Streams

To specify the number of output streams to use for the job, enter submit / (streams number, where number is an integer
from 1 through 15, in the Command column.

Indicating Whether to Remount Tapes Already Written To

If you want VM:Backup to remount tapes it has already written to, minimizing the number of tapes needed for the job,
enter submit / (reduce tapeuse in the Command column. If you want to prevent VM:Backup from remounting tapes,
potentially making the job run more quickly, enter submit / (reduce remounts.

If your data center uses automatic cartridge loaders (ACLs), you might want to specify REMOUNTS. Depending on the
control setting for your ACL, it might not be able to remount a tape that has already been mounted in the currently running
job. This is true if the control setting on the ACL is set to AUTOMATIC. This might also be true if the control setting is set
to SYSTEM and the software you use to mount tapes cannot handle this situation.

Making the Job Run Exclusively

To prevent other jobs from running while this job runs, enter submit / (exclusive in the Command column. VM:Backup
will not start an exclusive job until all running jobs have completed and will not allow other jobs to start until the exclusive
job has completed. If you want VM:Backup to allow other jobs to run, enter submit / (exclusive no. Jobs that back up
VM:Backup are always exclusive and ignore this option.
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Submitting the Job at the Top of the Job Queue

If you want to make the job a priority job, enter submit / (priority in the Command column. VM:Backup will submit the job
at the top of the job queue, after any existing priority jobs. The only way another job can run ahead of a priority job is if the
jobs are reordered using the ORDER command. If you want to submit the job at the bottom of the queue, enter submit /
(priority no.

Submitting the Job On Hold

If you want to submit the job in held status, enter submit / (hold in the Command column. You can release a held job from
the Manage System Activity screen or from CMS using the VM:Backup RELEASE command. If you want the job to run as
soon as possible after submission, enter submit / (hold no.

Notifying the Submitting User ID at Job Completion

If you want VM:Backup to notify the user ID that submitted the job when the job completes or is canceled, enter submit /
(jobend notify in the Command column. If you do not want VM:Backup to notify the user ID, enter submit / (jobend
quiet.

Erasing the Job Template File at Job Completion

If you want VM:Backup to erase the job template file and any associated exception and exclusion files from
the VM:Backup 191 minidisk when the job either runs successfully or is canceled, enter submit / (onetime in
the Command column. If you want to keep the files, enter submit / (onetime no.

Ending, Suspending, and Resuming VM:Backup
Option 4, End, suspend, or resume processing, on the Operator Main Menu lets you end VM:Backup or temporarily
suspend job processing.

NOTE
Because VM:Backup runs as a disconnected service virtual machine, it is normally autologged at system startup
and left running in disconnected mode. Leaving VM:Backup disconnected means that it is available to process
backup and restore jobs as needed. Under normal circumstances, VM:Backup should be stopped only when all
service virtual machine processing is being quiesced.

Enter 4 on the command line of the Operator Main Menu to select the End, suspend, or resume processing option.
VM:Backup displays the End, Suspend, or Resume Processing menu. From this menu, you can do the following:

• End processing when currently running jobs are complete
• End processing immediately
• Suspend processing temporarily
• Resume suspended processing

Ending Processing When Currently Running Jobs are Complete

Select this option when you want all currently running backup and restore jobs, or commands to complete before
VM:Backup execution ends. VM:Backup notifies you of the pending termination and sends you a message that indicates
whether there are any active jobs. If no jobs or commands are currently running, VM:Backup ends immediately.

Ending Processing Immediately

Select this option to force VM:Backup to immediately cease processing. All currently running backup and restore jobs, and
commands stop running.
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When you restart VM:Backup, VM:Backup restarts jobs that were interrupted. The point at which VM:Backup restarts jobs
that were interrupted during processing depends on whether restart recovery is enabled and the type of the job.

If restart recovery is not enabled, VM:Backup restarts the job from the beginning. If restart recovery is enabled,
VM:Backup restarts an interrupted backup job from the last completed domain on the last completed tape volume for each
tape stream, and restarts an interrupted restore job from the last completed domain. For a restore job, VM:Backup restarts
those domains that were not completely restored when the job was interrupted from the beginning.

Suspending Processing Temporarily

Select this option to temporarily suspend VM:Backup job processing. When you suspend execution, VM:Backup allows
all currently running backup and restore jobs to complete and prevents other jobs from starting. If a job is in progress,
you will continue receiving messages (such as tape mount requests) relating to that job, but no other jobs will be started.
Commands can still execute while VM:Backup is suspended.

When VM:Backup job processing is suspended, VM:Backup displays the message VM:Backup is Suspended in the
upper right corner of the Manage System Activity screen.

Resuming Suspended Processing

Select this option to resume job processing that you previously suspended. This option is only applicable if you previously
either selected the Suspend Processing Temporarily option or used the SUSPEND command to temporarily stop
VM:Backup job execution.

Performing User Functions as an Operator
Option 5,  Perform user functions, on the Operator Main Menu lets you send a restore request for your own user ID and
perform other end-user tasks.

Enter 5 on the command line of the Operator Main Menu to select the Perform user functions option. VM:Backup
displays the Expert User Main Menu. As an operator, you are automatically authorized to perform expert user restore
functions. For detailed information about using end-user screens and line-mode commands, see  Users .

Viewing Resource Pools
Option 6, View resource pools, lets you check information about resource pools. Enter 6 on the command line of the
Operator Main Menu to select the View resource pools option. VM:Backup displays the View Resource Pools screen,
which shows the following information about resource pools:

• Name of the pool
• Medium and density of the tapes in the pool
• Number of tapes in the pool
• Action VM:Backup is to take if the pool runs out of tapes
• For tapes mounted by VM:Tape, whether tapes come from a specific resource pool (pool appears on the screen) or a

general scratch pool (scratch appears on the screen)

For the last item, pool means that VM:Tape allocates tapes from a specific scratch pool with the same name as the
VM:Backup pool, and scratch means that VM:Tape allocates tapes from the general scratch pool.

From this screen you can view (but not change) information about resource pools, and you can send copies of resource
pool definitions to your virtual printer.
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Displaying Resource Pool Information

You can use the BROWSE command to view detailed information about a resource pool. Enter browse in the Command
column next to the resource pool for which you want to see additional information. VM:Backup displays the Tape List for
Resource Pool screen. This tape list shows the following information about each volume in the resource pool:

• Volser
• Backup time and date
• Job template file name
• Dumpjob number
• Expiration date
• Owner

Printing Resource Pool Information

You can use the PRINT command to send a copy of a resource pool definition to your virtual printer. This definition
contains the same information that is displayed when you enter the BROWSE command. Enter print in the Command
column next to the resource pool whose definition you want to print.

If you want to print the resource pool definition screens one screen at a time, use PF11 (Print).

Operator Commands
VM:Backup provides line-mode commands you can enter from a display (full-screen). When you use line-mode
commands, you bypass some or all VM:Backup screens.

You must prefix each command with the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine. VMBACKUP is the default
name of the VM:Backup service virtual machine. If your VM:Backup machine has a different name, use that name instead.

The following table lists these commands, and the pages that follow describe them in detail.

Command Description
CANCEL Command Cancels a job at any time, regardless of whether it is running or

waiting to execute.
END Command Terminates VM:Backup processing.
HOLD Command Interrupts or temporarily halts execution of a job either before it

begins or during processing.
ORDER Command Moves a job to the front of the waiting job queue.
QUERY Command Displays outstanding messages from VM:Backup, status

information about active and pending jobs, or default and available
types of encryption used to backup data.

RELEASE Command Restarts held jobs.
REPLY Command Responds to VM:Backup requests.
RESUME Command Restarts suspended VM:Backup job processing.
SUBMIT Command Submits jobs for processing.
SUSPEND Command Temporarily stops VM:Backup job processing.

CANCEL Command (Operators)
Use the CANCEL command to end VM:Backup jobs.
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You can cancel a job at any time, regardless of whether it is running or waiting to execute. If an inactive job is canceled,
VM:Backup drops it from the queue. If an active job is canceled, the job ends abnormally (abends). To view a job's status,
use the QUERY REQUESTS command.

CANcel {ALL | jobid}

Definitions
ALL

Cancels all of the requesting user ID's pending restore requests.
jobid

Specifies the job identification number, assigned by VM:Backup when the job is submitted, of a single job
to cancel. You do not have to specify the leading zeros. To view a job's jobid, use the QUERY REQUESTS
command.

Examples
To cancel pending restore job 00000010, enter:

vmbackup cancel 10

END Command (Operators)
Use the END command to end VM:Backup operation, either after all active commands are complete or immediately using
the FORCE option.

After you enter the END command, users cannot invoke VM:Backup. If VM:Backup issues a message (for example, to
request a tape mount) while completing a currently running job, you can respond to the request, but you cannot enter new
commands.

When VM:Backup ends, you cannot submit new jobs until the system is restarted. To see a list of active and pending jobs
before ending VM:Backup, use the QUERY REQUESTS command.

END [(FORCE]

Definitions
FORCE

Terminates VM:Backup without waiting for active processing to complete. All currently running jobs and
commands stop executing immediately. The following table indicates how VM:Backup handles jobs interrupted by
the END (FORCE command when you restart VM:Backup.

Type of job Job restarts from:

AUTOCAT job Last completed catalog

Backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT job, restart recovery not enabled Beginning

Backup job, restart recovery enabled Last completed domain on last completed tape for each tape
stream

Restore job, restart recovery enabled Last completed domain; restarts restores of incompletely restored
domains from beginning of domain

MPC job, restart recovery enabled Last domain from input tape that was successfully copied to output
tapes
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REINIT job, restart recovery enabled Last reinitialized tape

Examples
To immediately end VM:Backup processing without waiting for all active commands and currently processing
backup and restore jobs to complete, enter:

vmbackup end (force

HOLD Command (Operators)
Use the HOLD command to interrupt or temporarily halt the execution of a specified job.

Hold jobid

You can place a job on hold at any time before or during processing except when a job is compiling. Jobs placed on hold
with the HOLD command are left in the job queue with a status of on hold. To view the status of a job, use the QUERY
REQUESTS command.

If you put a job on hold before it begins processing, VM:Backup starts the job from the beginning when you release it. If
you put a job on hold during processing, the point at which VM:Backup restarts the job varies depending on the type of job
and other conditions. The table indicates how VM:Backup handles interrupted jobs when you release them.

 If you put on hold, then release:  VM:Backup restarts job from: 
AUTOCAT job Last completed catalog
Backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT job, restart recovery not enabled Beginning
Backup job, restart recovery enabled Last completed domain on last completed tape for each tape

stream
Restore job, restart recovery enabled Last completed domain; restarts restores of incompletely restored

domains from beginning of domain
MPC job, restart recovery enabled Last domain from input tape that was successfully copied to output

tapes
REINIT job, restart recovery enabled Last reinitialized tape

There are two special cases for backup jobs.

• If you put an incremental backup job on hold, and while it is on hold the catalog on which the job is based is discarded,
VM:Backup restarts the job from the beginning, but performs a full backup instead of an incremental backup.

• If you put an incremental backup job specifying file-level detail change detection on hold, and while it is on hold the
catalog on which the job is based is condensed, VM:Backup restarts the job from the beginning, but performs a full
backup instead of an incremental backup.

NOTE
For more information, see Starting, Ending, and Restarting VM:Backup and the RELEASE Command. 

Definitions
jobid

Specifies the job identification number, assigned by VM:Backup when the job is submitted, of the job to put on
hold. You do not have to specify the leading zeros. To view a job's jobid, use the QUERY REQUESTS command.

Examples
To place backup job 00000024 on hold, enter:
vmbackup hold 24
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ORDER Command (Operators)
Use the ORDER command to move one or more jobs to the front of the waiting job queue so VM:Backup will execute
them sooner.

You can order any jobs, as long as it is queued but not already running. You cannot order jobs that are being compiled or
have begun execution.

Jobs that are not on hold run in the order in which QUERY REQUESTS lists them or as they appear on the Manage
System Activity screen.

ORDer jobids...

Definitions
jobids...

Specifies the job identification numbers of the jobs to move to the front of the queue. The ID numbers are
assigned by VM:Backup when the jobs are submitted. You can specify more than one job, but you cannot specify
the same job more than once in a list. You do not have to specify the leading zeros.
To view the jobids for specific jobs, use the QUERY REQUESTS command or view them from the Manage
System Activity screen. If you specify an invalid jobid, the ORDER command does not complete and no jobs are
reordered.

Examples
Suppose Jobs 10, 11, and 12 are in the waiting job queue, in that order. To reverse the order of these jobs,
enter this command:
vmbackuporder 12 11 10

QUERY Command (Operators)
Use the QUERY command to display outstanding messages from VM:Backup or status information about active and
pending jobs.

Query {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ENCrypt[ALL]

| MSG [(STACK] 

| EDRsup [(STACK]

| REQuests [(CONTents | STACK] 

| STOrage [(STACK]

You can view the status of all jobs submitted to VM:Backup; users can only view information concerning their own restore
requests.

Use the CONTENTS option to specify that VM:Backup is to list backup job content or restore job sources and targets.
For backup jobs, VM:Backup lists a maximum of 10 file spaces or minidisks contained in the backup; for restore jobs,
VM:Backup lists a maximum of 10 paired sources and targets. This option allows you to distinguish between multiple end
user restore jobs listed on the display.

Use the STACK option to specify that VM:Backup is to place the response from the QUERY command in the requesting
user ID's program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order. If you use the STACK option, check for a nonzero return code;
this indicates that there are no outstanding messages or requests.
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Definitions
ENCrypt [ALL]

Lists the default encryption algorithm name that would be used by VM:Backup if a security algorithm name is
not specified, but a security key is specified in the exception file. ALL lists the names of all the available security
algorithms this release of VM:Backup supports and whether the processor VM:Backup is running on provides
hardware assist for the algorithm.

MSG [(STACK]
Displays all outstanding messages. Each message is identified by a reply identification number that can be used
to respond to VM:Backup, and the time the request was issued. STACK specifies that VM:Backup is to place
the response from the QUERY command in the requesting user ID's program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO)
order. If you use the STACK option, check for a nonzero return code; this indicates that there are no outstanding
messages or requests.
If a user is being asked to detach a minidisk, the user can detach the minidisk, log off, or use the CANCEL
command to cancel the job. If you have outstanding messages related to your own end user restore requests, you
can use either the REPLY command to respond to the request or the CANCEL command to cancel the job.

EDRsup [(STACK]
Displays whether Enhanced Device Recognition is enabled or disabled.
STACK specifies that the QUERY command response be placed in the requesting user ID's program stack in first-
in, first-out (FIFO) order.

REQuests [(CONTents | STACK]
Displays information about active and pending jobs, as follows:

• Job name
• Job status (on hold, released, restarted, running, waiting, or ended)
• Job type (backup, restore, MPC, REINIT, or AUTOCAT)
• Time the job was started
• Number of domains processed so far
• Job origin (or submitting user ID)
• Jobid
• Certain processing options specified for the job (e for exclusive, p for priority, b for backup of VM:Backup)

• STOrage [(STACK]
Displays message 075I, which includes the amount of virtual storage available to VM:Backup and the maximum
amount of virtual storage that was used since VM:Backup was started. The STACK option specifies that VM:Backup
is to place the response from the QUERY command in the requesting user ID program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO)
order.

Examples

• To display the status of each job submitted to VM:Backup, enter:

vmbackup query requests

VM:Backup displays:

JOB NAME STATUS   JOB TYPE STARTED  PROCESSED ORIGIN  JOBID     OPTION  

RESTORE  RUNNING  RESTORE 13:55:53  0 OF 1    MARY2   00000002 .e......

RESTORE  ON HOLD  RESTORE                     MARY2   00000004 p.......

RESTORE  ON HOLD  RESTORE                     ALEX1   00000005 ........

DAILY    WAITING  BACKUP                      OPER    00000007 pe......

• To display message 075I, enter:
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vmbackup query storage

VM:Backup responds:

VMBSYS0075I Maximum virtual storage used since VM:Backup was started was 2.1M out of 1.0G bytes.

RELEASE Command (Operators)
Use the RELEASE command to submit held jobs to VM:Backup for processing.

For an explanation of how VM:Backup processes jobs that have been put on hold and then released, see  Hold
Command.

RELease jobid

Definitions
jobid

Specifies the job identification number, assigned by VM:Backup, of a held job to be released to VM:Backup
for processing. You do not have to specify leading zeros. To view a job's jobid, use the QUERY REQUESTS
command.

Examples
To release restore job 00000024 from on hold status, enter:
vmbackup release 24

REPLY Command (Operators)
Use the REPLY command to respond to VM:Backup operator messages that request information.

REPly replyid {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  CANCEL

| FINISH 

| HOLD 

| OK 

| REJECT 

| RETRY 

| WAIT 

| volser 

Definitions
replyid

Specifies the reply identification number, assigned by VM:Backup and displayed along with the message text
when the QUERY MSG command is entered, of the request to which you are replying.

CANCEL
Tells VM:Backup to cancel a request because it cannot be fulfilled. If the request was to have a minidisk detached,
VM:Backup skips the minidisk and the job continues. If the request was for a DASD volume, the job continues, but
VM:Backup does not process the minidisks on the requested DASD volume.
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FINISH
Tells VM:Backup to end a backup job that has finished processing but whose status remains running. This
occurs when VM:Tape becomes unavailable during a job and the job's checkpoint files remain on the VM:Tape
service virtual machine. FINISH tells VM:Backup to end the job normally and erase its own checkpoint files
(the checkpoint files remain on the VM:Tape service virtual machine). If you do not use FINISH, the job's status
remains running until VM:Tape becomes available.

HOLD
Tells VM:Backup to place on hold the job that is making the request.

OK
Indicates that a request (for example, to mount a tape) has been fulfilled, or that VM:Backup can do what it
requested (for example, override a tape expiration date). OK tells VM:Backup to continue processing immediately.

REJECT
Tells VM:Backup that a request cannot be fulfilled or that VM:Backup cannot do what it requested. VM:Backup
does the following based on the purpose of the tape mount:

• Type of Job: Backup or MPC (output tapes)
If a tape mount is rejected, reissues the request, specifying an alternate tape. Tape operator might be asked to
remount the preceding tape so that VM:Backup can update the trailer label information with the correct volser.

• Type of Job: Restore or MPC
(input tapes)
If a tape copy is not available, puts the job on hold.

• Type of Job: REINIT
Does not reinitialize the tape or expire the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape TMC; continues
with the next tape specified in the job.

RETRY
Indicates that a problem with the security system service virtual machine using the Surrogate facility has been
corrected, and that VM:Backup should try the surrogate request again. For more information about responding to
messages related to the Surrogate facility, see the WAIT response.

WAIT
Causes VM:Backup to ignore the configured maximum wait interval for the type of request; VM:Backup
waits indefinitely for the request to be fulfilled. Use this response when the request cannot be immediately
fulfilled or because the security system service virtual machine is not available. VM:Backup continues to send
reminder messages until the operator responds with another command. See the OK and REJECT parameters
for information about responding to mount requests. See the RETRY response for more information about
responding to messages related to the Surrogate facility.

volser
Indicates the volser of an available tape that can be used to satisfy the request. The specified volser must be
one that can be used with the indicated resource pool (that is, it must be of the same medium and density) or
a scratch volume. To make sure that the correct volume is mounted, VM:Backup asks you to specify the volser
twice.

Examples

• To respond OK to the VM:Backup request (with replyid 1) to override the tape expiration date, enter:

vmbackup reply 1 ok

• To tell VM:Backup to temporarily suspend a job that issued a tape mount request (with replyid 2) until you
can locate the requested tape volume, enter:

vmbackup reply 2 wait
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RESUME Command (Operators)
Use the RESUME command to restart VM:Backup job processing after it has been suspended.

You can use this command only if VM:Backup job processing was previously halted by using either the SUSPEND
command or the End, Suspend, or Resume Processing operator screen.

Any user ID with Operator authorization can restart suspended VM:Backup job processing by entering the RESUME
command; this action is not limited to the user ID that originally suspended VM:Backup.

RESUME

SUBMIT Command (Operators)
Use the SUBMIT command to submit jobs defined in job template files to VM:Backup for processing.

The default values for all options except MDSKLIST are the values specified on corresponding JOBOPTIONS record
parameters in the job template file. Specify SUBMIT command options only if you want to override the values in the job
template file.

You can also use the Submit System Backups operator screen to submit job template-defined backup jobs.

Submit jobname [("Options"...] 

Options:

  [EXClusive [Yes | No]] 

| [Hold [Yes | No]] 

| [JOBend [NOTify | QUIet]] 

| [ONEtime [Yes | No]] 

| [PRIority [Yes | No]] 

| [REDuce [REMounts |TAPeuse]] 

| [Streams number]

| [TAPemount [Yes | No]] 

| [MDSKlist [filename [filetype]] ]

Definitions
jobname

Specifies the filename of the job template file for the job to submit.
EXClusive [Yes| No]

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to prevent other jobs from running while this job runs. VM:Backup will not start an
exclusive job until all running jobs have completed and will not allow other jobs to start until the exclusive job has
completed. Specifying EXCLUSIVE is the same as specifying EXCLUSIVE YES.
Jobs that back up VM:Backup are always exclusive and ignore this option.

Hold [Yes| No]
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to place the job in the job queue in on hold status. Specifying HOLD is the same
as specifying HOLD YES.
To run a held job, the operator or system administrator must release it using the Manage System Activity operator
screen or the RELEASE command.

JOBend [NOTify | QUIet]
Specifies whether the JOBEND command is issued to the submitting user ID to inform it that the job completed or
was canceled. NOTIFY tells VM:Backup to notify the submitting user ID. QUIET tells VM:Backup not to notify the
submitting user ID.
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ONEtime [Yes | No]
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to erase the job template file and any associated exception and exclusion files
from the VM:Backup 191 minidisk when the job either runs successfully or is canceled. Specifying ONETIME is
the same as specifying ONETIME YES.

PRIority [Yes| No]
Specifies whether to submit the job at the top of the job queue, after any existing priority jobs. VM:Backup runs
priority jobs before any other job in the queue. The only way another job can run ahead of a priority job is if the
jobs are reordered using the ORDER command. Specifying PRIORITY is the same as specifying PRIORITY YES.

REDuce [REMounts | TAPeuse]
For backup jobs, indicates whether VM:Backup is to remount tapes already written to.
REMOUNTS prevents the remounting of tapes in most situations, which can make backup jobs run more quickly.
If your data center uses automatic cartridge loaders (ACLs), you might want to specify REMOUNTS. Depending
on the control setting for your ACL, it might not be able to remount a tape that has already been mounted in the
currently running job. This is true if the control setting on the ACL is set to AUTOMATIC. This might also be true if
the control setting is set to SYSTEM and the software you use to mount tapes cannot handle this situation.
TAPEUSE allows VM:Backup to remount tapes that have already been written to in the currently running backup
job, minimizing the number of tapes needed for the job.
For more information about tape remounts, see the chapter "Managing Tape and DASD Resources" in
theManaging Tape and DASD Resources.

Streams number
For backup jobs, specifies the number of output streams the job is to use. Specify an integer from 1 through 15.

TAPemount [Yes | No]
For REINIT jobs, specifies whether VM:Backup is to mount tapes during the job. YES tells VM:Backup to mount
the tapes specified in the job and rewrite the tape labels. NO tells VM:Backup to not mount the tapes specified
in the job; the tape labels are not rewritten. Whether YES or NO is specified, VM:Backup updates either the
resource pool information or the VM:Tape TMC (if the tape is from a VM:Tape pool) to indicate that the tape is
expired and available for use. Specifying TAPEMOUNT is the same as specifying TAPEMOUNT YES.

MDSKlist [filename [filetype]]
For restore jobs, specifies that VM:Backup is to ignore the input guidelines specified in the restore job template
file and instead restore only those minidisks listed in the filename filetype file.
You can specify a file coded manually or a file generated by the MDSKLIST command. The file you specify must
reside on the A-disk of the user ID submitting the restore job template. The default is VMBACKUP MDSKLIST,
which is the default name of the file generated by the MDSKLIST command.
Caution! If you use this parameter, specify it last.

Examples

• To submit the job defined by job template file AUTOCAT to run by itself as soon as possible, regardless of
other jobs waiting in the job queue, enter the following command:
vmbackup submit autocat (exclusive priority

• To submit a system backup defined by a job template file named MONTHLY, enter the following command:
vmbackup submit monthly

• To submit a system backup defined by a job template file named WEEKLY, place the job in the queue, and
place the job on hold, enter the following command:
vmbackup submit weekly (hold

• To submit a restore job defined by a job template file named WEEKLY, place the job on hold, and tell
VM:Backup to restore only those minidisks listed in the VMBACKUP MDSKLIST file, enter the following
command:
vmbackup submit weekly (hold mdsklist

• To submit a system backup defined by a job template file named MONTHLY and specify that it should use
two streams instead of one, enter the following command:
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vmbackup submit monthly (streams 2

SUSPEND Command (Operators)
Use the SUSPEND command to temporarily halt VM:Backup job processing.

When processing is suspended, VM:Backup allows all currently running jobs to complete, and prevents other jobs from
starting. Only job processing stops; commands can still execute.

For instructions on resuming VM:Backup job processing, see RESUME Command.

SUSPEND
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System Programmers Reference
The System Programmer Reference contains reference information for doing the following tasks:

• Performing VM:Backup programming tasks
• Customizing VM:Backup to fit site-specific requirements
• Performing any required administrative operations.

The performance of the tasks and use of the commands described in this guide requires authorization as a system
administrator in VM:Backup. If you have System Administrator authorization, you are also authorized to perform user and
operator restore functions.

Use the contents of this section with the contents of  Administrators . The audience for this section is the same as for that
section.

The following changes have been made to this section for release 3.6 and subsequent to that release:

Post-GA:

•  RESID Record – Specified that RESID can be globally defined for an SSI environment. Expanded description of use
of IUCV *INIT statement. For PDC RI83275.

For GA:

•  VMBMCOPY Utility -- New section for new utility.
•  DASDTAPE Command -- New section for new command.
• Tape Devices -- Removed table of supported tape devices.
• Global change -- References to EDRSUP and NOEDRSUP changed to reflect the discontinuation of support for

NOEDRSUP in versions of VM:Backup later than Release 3.6.
•  Managing Tape and DASD Resources -- Replaced Devices and Settings table with new section, Tape Drives, Media,

Density Names, and TMC Values. This section has subsections of tables for every supported device.
•  Using Encryption for Data Security -- Updated description of encryption support.
•  QUERY Command -- Updated to reflect that QUERY can return the default encryption algorithm.
•  RESERVE Record -- Rewritten to reflect change in functionality.
•  Backing Up Other VM Products -- New page.
•  Using NOEDRSUP -- New page with the DENSITY name and MEDIA value settings necessary for NOEDRSUP

mode.

 

VM:Backup System Components
VM:Backup has its own operating system that relies on CP and coexists with CMS. VM:Backup performs its own disk,
tape, and unit record virtual I/O, and its own virtual storage management. This self-management provides an environment
that allows for fast disk and tape I/O, and enhanced security and maintainability.

Contents

VMBACKUP MODULE

VM:Backup runs as a disconnected service virtual machine. Users communicate with VM:Backup through the
VMBACKUP MODULE. The filename of the VMBACKUP MODULE file must be the same as the user ID of the
VM:Backup service virtual machine at your data center. Both files must reflect the current release of VM:Backup that is
running.
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The VMBACKUP MODULE resides on a public minidisk, forwards all requests to the VM:Backup service virtual machine,
and transfers responses from VM:Backup to the user.

NOTE
Modules from a prior release are not forward compatible and therefore sometimes do not work properly with the
new release. We recommend using the new modules with the new release.

VMBACKUP User ID

VM:Backup runs on any valid user ID with the proper CP directory entries. This guide, however, assumes that the system
is installed on the default user ID VMBACKUP. If your VM:Backup service virtual machine has been assigned a user
ID other than VMBACKUP, rename the VMBACKUP MODULE filename to that user ID. All users must then enter that
filename to invoke VM:Backup.

Resid

To restore BFS data through the end-user screens, identify VM:Backup as a local APPC/VM resource.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a resid on the RESID configuration file record.
2. Define an IUCV *IDENT statement that identifies the resid in the CP directory entry for the VM:Backup service virtual

machine.

Virtual Address Ranges

VM:Backup uses specific virtual address ranges for devices it links to or creates during a job:

0C00-0DFF
Virtual punches

0E00-0FFF
Virtual printers

2000-4FFF
Backup or restore minidisk links

0300-0BFF
Tape drives

If VM:Backup finds devices that are already attached in these ranges, it marks these addresses in use and does not use
them.

System Minidisks

VM:Backup system minidisks contain the files, programs, utilities, and other information VM:Backup requires to operate.
VM:Backup accesses these minidisks at initialization and when needed. This page lists the system minidisks and their
default virtual addresses. This documentation assumes that the VM:Backup system minidisks are defined at the default
virtual addresses that are assigned during installation.

191 (Local File) Minidisk

The local file minidisk contains the site-modified versions of VM:Backup system files (for example, the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file and PROFILE EXEC). It also contains all job template files you create and those created by an authorized
client. VM:Backup will not initialize unless it has a read/write link to this minidisk as the VM:Backup A-disk.
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192 (Program File) Minidisk

The program file minidisk contains the default program product files, utility files, and maintenance files for VM:Backup. For
example, the VMBSYS MODULE resides on the 192 minidisk. VM:Backup does not require this minidisk, but it must be
able to find the program files somewhere on the system.

1B0 (Catalog) Minidisk

The catalog minidisk contains the files that make up the VM:Backup catalog structure. If you are going to run jobs
that create catalogs, you must link the catalog minidisk read/write when you first initialize VM:Backup. This link allows
VM:Backup to create the catalog index files. If you want to operate VM:Backup in restore-only mode (for example, to
speed up processing during disaster recovery), link the catalog minidisk read-only.

NOTE

• For information about setting up the catalog minidisk, see CATALOG Record Backup Job Template Files.
• For information about restore-only mode, see Restoring Efficiently.

1C0 (Resource Pool) Minidisk

The resource pool minidisk stores the resource pool files VM:Backup uses to manage tapes. Resource pools, which
are stored as CMS files with the filetype TAPEPOOL, define the tapes available for backup and MPC jobs. You can
interactively define resource pools and specify characteristics about the tapes contained in each pool, but the TAPEPOOL
files on the minidisk are maintained entirely by VM:Backup.

VM:Backup requires a resource pool minidisk, even if it is interfaced with VM:Tape, and will not initialize unless it has a
read/write link to this minidisk. For more information, see POOLDISK Record and TAPEPOOL Record.

1D1 (Restart Recovery) Minidisk

The restart recovery minidisk holds checkpoint data that VM:Backup collects as it processes jobs. The VM:Backup restart
recovery facility uses checkpoint data to restart jobs that were interrupted (either by an abnormal system termination or by
being placed on hold during processing and then released) near the point at which they stopped.

VM:Backup does not require this minidisk; however, without it VM:Backup has no information about job progress. If the
CHECKDISK minidisk has not been formatted and reserved, VM:Backup restarts all interrupted jobs from the beginning.
For information about setting up the CHECKDISK minidisk, see the CHECKDISK Record.

1E0 (System File) Minidisk

The system file minidisk holds backup and restore jobs for VM:Backup until they are processed. The jobs are stored as
CMS files with the filetype COMPJOB (compiled job). VM:Backup erases COMPJOB files automatically when the job
completes; do not modify or erase them manually.

VM:Backup will not initialize unless it has a read/write link to this minidisk.

1E1 (Report) Minidisk

The report minidisk holds keyword data reports. Keyword data reports are CMS files VM:Backup creates during job
execution that describe the results of the job. VM:Backup does not require this minidisk; however, if it does not exist,
VM:Backup cannot create keyword data reports. For specific report minidisk requirements, see REPORTDISK Record.

DASDTape Minidisks

The backup-to-disk feature lets VM:Backup send backup and MPC data to DASDtape instead of to physical tape. Each
DASDtape is a CMS file with a filename that corresponds to the volser of the tape and a filetype of TAPE. These files,
which contain images of VM:Backup physical tapes, reside on DASDtape minidisks.
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VM:Backup manages DASDtapes in the same way that it manages real tapes, and it does not rewrite a DASDtape if it is
not expired. However, VM:Backup also automatically erases expired DASDtape files that no catalog references to make
room for new DASDtapes whenever the DASDtape disk becomes full.

WARNING
Never modify a DASDtape file. Under some circumstances, such as when a resource pool is modified or
discarded, erase DASDtape files manually.

DASDtape minidisks can reside at any virtual address in the range 0100 to 01EF or 1000 to 1FFF. VM:Backup does not
initialize unless it has read/write links to these minidisks. For specific DASDtape minidisk requirements, see TAPEDISK
Record.

Each DASDtape minidisk must correspond to a resource pool definition that a TAPEPOOL Record defines. All DASDtapes
that are defined to the resource pool are created on the associated DASDtape minidisk as they are used in backup and
MPC jobs.

Every DASDtape resource pool that a TAPEPOOL Record defines has a one-to-one correspondence to a DASDtape
minidisk that a TAPEDISK Record defines.

Configuration File

VM:Backup reads the configuration file VMBACKUP CONFIG during initialization and uses the information that the file
contains to customize VM:Backup. VM:Backup system administrators can edit this file to meet local operating standards
as the needs of your data center change.

Catalogs

A catalog is a logical set of files that VM:Backup creates during a backup job. The catalog stores information about the
data that is backed up and the tapes used in the job. With a catalog, VM:Backup can rapidly locate data to restore.

You can fully automate the catalog management. VM:Backup can condense and discard older catalog files according to
site-specific catalog retention periods.

Resource Pools

A resource pool is a collection of predefined tapes that VM:Backup can use in backup or MPC jobs. As the backup or
MPC job runs, VM:Backup automatically continues from one tape defined in the pool to the next tape defined in the pool.

If you back up data to DASDtape, you can group several DASDtape resource pools into a superpool. During a backup or
MPC job, VM:Backup uses the next pool in the superpool when a DASDtape minidisk runs out of space or the job uses
the last volser in a resource pool.

Utilities

VM:Backup offers the following utilities:

VMBCPY
Corrects invalid CMS files that cause VM:Backup to perform a physical rather than a logical backup of a CMS
minidisk.

VMBMCOPY
Copies previously backed up data from old tape media to new tape media while creating a new catalog for the
new media.

VMBRITS
Restores data from incomplete tape sets and restores some or all of the VM:Backup system minidisks. The data
must have been backed up in CMS format to physical tapes created without encryption.
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VMBSCAN
Scans data that is backed up on physical tapes that were created without encryption. The utility produces a report
on the files, minidisks, file spaces, and directories that are backed up on these tapes.

VMBTCPY
Provides an easy way to make complete copies of VM:Backup tapes to send to Customer Support for diagnostics.

User Exits

VM:Backup provides the following user exits:

VMBEXIT1
Sends customized VM:Backup requests for tape mounts to a tape operator or tape-management system.

VMBEXIT2
Sends customized minidisk or file space quiesce requests to users or other service virtual machines. This exit
can also send customized messages to resume the minidisk or file space activity. These messages occur when
VM:Backup has finished backing up the minidisk or file space.

VMBEXIT3
Grants or denies all or specific users the ability to restore their own data and data that belongs to other users.
This exit overrides the requirement to grant VM:Backup system administrator authorization to the users.

VMBEXIT4
Allows a data center to change the link mode on the CP LINK command that is issued when restoring data to
minidisks. The exit sends messages to users and other service virtual machines to detach the target minidisk, or
performs other quiescing or setup processing required.

VMBEXIT5
Specifies which tape VM:Backup must use next in a backup or MPC job when VM:Backup is not interfaced with
VM:Tape.

VM:Backup Jobs
Jobs that authorized clients can run using VM:Backup include backup, catalog management, restore, merge/purge/copy,
and tape reinitialization. This page briefly describes these types of jobs, indicates who can run them, and explains the
methods for creating and submitting them. The last subsection provides information about running jobs simultaneously,
and about controlling job order.

 Contents 

  

Backup Jobs

Backup jobs write data that is stored on minidisks or in the BFS or SFS file spaces to tape. These backups are a
safeguard against errors or the destruction of data. Backup jobs can back be scaled in the following ways:

• All of the DASD volumes and file pools that are defined at your site
• Only specific minidisks, the file spaces, files, tracks, or blocks

Backing Up Data provides more detail on backup jobs.

VM:Backup can perform two types of backups, full and incremental. Full backups copy all of the data on a minidisk or in a
file space to tape. Incremental backups copy data from a minidisk or file space to tape. Incremental backups occur only if
data on a minidisk or file space has changed after the previous backup.

VM:Backup can back up data to DASDtapes, reels, cartridges, enhanced-capacity cartridges, or high-performance (3590)
cartridges. DASDtapes are CMS files that simulate real tapes or supported devices. For a list of supported tape drives,
see Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values .
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Defining Backup Jobs 

VM:Backup system administrators can define backup jobs. If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Archiver, the latter product
also can define backup jobs. They all define backup jobs by specifying the data to back up and how to process it in the
backup job template files.

 VM:Backup system administrators can use either of the following two methods to set up backup job template files:

• Enter specifications on screens; VM:Backup translates the information into a backup job template file in an internal
format

• Enter specifications in a CMS file using records that are offered through the template programming interface (TPI). To
import the file into VM:Backup and convert it into the internal format, use the IMPORT command.

Either VM:Backup system administrators or operators can submit these backup jobs using the SUBMIT
command. VM:Archiver creates backup job template files through TPI, import them into VM:Backup, and submit them.

TPI offers certain options not available through the screens. For example, you can only create a single-use job template
file through TPI. For more information about TPI, see the  Template Programming Interface .

System administrators can also define Exception and Exclusion Files for a backup job.

Backup Formats 

 VM:Backup can use one of five formats when backing up minidisks:

CMS
VM:Backup uses the CMS file directory to determine which files to back up, then backs up the minidisk by file. If
the minidisk contains non-CMS files, VM:Backup does not back up the minidisk.

CMSALLOC
VM:Backup reads the block allocation map on CMS minidisks to identify which blocks are in
use. VM:Backup backs up only the blocks that are in use.

Logical
For minidisks, VM:Backup identifies the type of minidisk being processed, then determines the appropriate
backup format. VM:Backup tries a CMS-formatted backup first. If it is not successful, VM:Backup performs a
physical backup according to the minidisk device type. For SFS data, VM:Backup uses SFS format.

Physical
VM:Backup determines the disk type of the minidisk, then performs the appropriate physical
backup. VM:Backup backs up count key data (CKD) minidisks by track and fixed block architecture (FBA)
minidisks in groups of 32 blocks of 512 bytes.

SFS (includes BFS)
When backing up SFS data, VM:Backup backs up enrollment information, directory structure, and directory
authorizations. If a job specifies backing up file spaces, VM:Backup backs up aliases, files, file authorizations, and
directory authorizations for all directories in those file spaces. If a job specifies backing up only specific directories
in a file space, VM:Backup backs up the following data for those directories only:

• Aliases
• Files
• File authorizations
• Directory authorizations

All other directories in the file space appear empty.
VM:Backup uses this format for backing up BFS data. VM:Backup backs up BFS data at the file space level only.
When backing up BFS data, VM:Backup backs up the following data:
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• Enrollment information for the file space
• The entire directory structure for all directories
• All directory permissions and ownerships

Restore Jobs

This section provides an overview of the following information:

• The types of restore jobs VM:Backup can run
• Who can define each type of job
• The methods to use to restore jobs.

For more detail on restore jobs, see Restoring Data.

VM:Backup restore jobs can restore the following entities:

• DASD volumes, minidisks, and files
• File pools, user storage groups, SFS file spaces, directories, files, aliases, and authorizations, and the BFS file spaces,

directories, files, permissions, and ownerships

Restore jobs can restore data to virtual readers, minidisks, the file spaces, or directories.

System administrators can also define Exception and Exclusion Files for a restore job.

Types of Restore Jobs 

VM:Backup can run the following types of restore jobs:

CATSEARCH
These restore jobs search backup catalogs that are created during a specified time period for information about
domains to restore. The jobs mount only the tapes that contain the domain to restore. VM:Backup then restores
the requested data that was backed up during the specified time period. Tapes are mounted only once, even
when file-level detail is not available in the catalog.

VOLSEARCH
These restore jobs mount backup tapes that are created during a specified time period and search
them for domains to restore. If a backup took place on a requested domain during the specified time
period, VM:Backup restores the domain. VOLSEARCH restore jobs are used when catalogs are not available.
Most tapes in the backup job are mounted only once, but one tape from each backup job could require two
mountings:

• Once to obtain information about proper tape sequence
• A second time in sequence to restore the data.

VOLSER
These restore jobs list the volser of the tape on which the minidisk, directory, file space, or abstract domain to
restore begins. VM:Backup mounts only the specified tapes unless the requested data spans tapes.

Different users can restore different types of data using different methods through VM:Backup, as follows:

 User  Can submit or define  Data restoration 
VM:Backup administrator Define and submit DASD volume or minidisk restoration

Restoration of files, tracks, or blocks from
specified minidisks
SFS and BFS data restoration 

VM:Backup user Submit Requests to restore specific files, minidisks,
and SFS directories
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VM:Archiver Define and submit Restoration of data backed up at the
request of VM:Archiver 

 Restoring Minidisk Data 

VM:Backup administrators can restore minidisks using the following methods:

• Issue the RESTORE command.
• Define CATSEARCH and VOLSEARCH jobs through the Manage Job Template screens.
• Submit CATSEARCH, VOLSEARCH, and VOLSER jobs through the SUBMIT command (System Programmers).
• Define and submit CATSEARCH jobs through the Perform User Functions screens.
• Work through TPI:

a. Define CATSEARCH, VOLSEARCH, and VOLSER jobs in restore job template files through TPI.
b. (Optional) Define exception files and exclusion files  that associate with these job template files through TPI.
c. Import the files into VM:Backup using the IMPORT command.
d. Submit the jobs using the SUBMIT command or through the operators' Submit System Backups screen.

Note: VM:Backup operators can also issue SUBMIT.

 Restoring SFS Data 

VM:Backup administrators can restore SFS data using the following methods:

• Define and submit CATSEARCH jobs through the Submit Special SFS Restores function screens.
• Define and submit CATSEARCH jobs through the RPOOL, RGROUP, and RSPACE commands.
• Define and submit CATSEARCH jobs through the Perform User Functions screens.
• Work through TPI:

a. Define CATSEARCH, VOLSEARCH, and VOLSER jobs in restore job template files through TPI.
b. (Optional) Define Exception and Exclusion Files that associate with these job template files through TPI.
c. Import the files into VM:Backup using the IMPORT command.
d. Submit the jobs using the SUBMIT command or the operators' Submit System Backups screen.

Note:  VM:Backup operators can also issue the SUBMIT command.

NOTE

For more information, see Restoring SFS and BFS Data.

 Restoring BFS Data 

VM:Backup administrators can restore BFS data through the following methods:

• Define and submit CATSEARCH jobs through the Submit Special SFS/BFS Restores function screens.
• Define and submit CATSEARCH jobs through the RPOOL, RGROUP, and RSPACE commands.
• Define and submit VOLSER jobs through the Perform User Functions screens.
• Work through TPI:

a. Define CATSEARCH, VOLSEARCH, and VOLSER jobs in restore job template files through TPI.
b. (Optional) Define Exception and Exclusion Files that associate with these job template files through TPI.
c. Import the files into VM:Backup using the IMPORT command.
d. Submit the jobs using the SUBMIT command or the operators' Submit System Backups

screen.Note:  VM:Backup operators can also issue SUBMIT.

NOTE
For more information, see Restoring SFS and BFS Data.
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 End User Restore Requests 

You can use Perform User Functions screens to perform the following tasks:

• Submit CATSEARCH restore jobs to restore the following specific files to a virtual reader, minidisk, or SFS directory:
– Files that are backed up from your own minidisk
– Files that are backup from the minidisk or SFS directory of any user

• Submit VOLSER jobs that restore BFS files to BFS directories.

The end-user screens are described in  Users .

 VM:Archiver Restore Jobs 

If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Archiver, VM:Archiver can define and submit VOLSER restore jobs that restore data
backed up at the request of VM:Archiver. VM:Backup restores the data directly to the VM:Archiver user who requested the
data.

VM:Archiver creates VOLSER restore job template and exception files through TPI, imports them into VM:Backup, and
submits them.

Exception and Exclusion Files

 VM:Backup system administrators can define exception files and exclusion files to associate with backup and restore job
template files. An exception file specifies special processing for certain minidisks, file spaces, or directories specified in
the job template file. An exclusion file specifies that a job not process certain entities that are specified in the job template
file. These entities can include DASD volumes, file pools, minidisks, file spaces, or directories.

System administrators can define exception and exclusion files through function screens or TPI. VM:Archiver defines
exception files through TPI.

You can associate the same exception or exclusion file with any number of job template files. However, a given job
template file cannot specify more than one exception and one exclusion file. If the exception file and the exclusion file for
a job template file reference the same data, the exclusion file takes precedence. Then VM:Backup excludes the data from
the job.

Again, TPI offers certain options for exception and exclusion files that are not available through the function screens. For
example, you can only specify that VM:Backup restore data to a target other than the source in an exception file that TPI
created.

NOTE
 If you are using VM:Batch Release 1.4, exclude each of your VM:Batch worker virtual machines from your
backup jobs. The 194 RR minidisk for each of your VM:Batch worker machines is on a non-existent DASD
volume and cannot be backed up. The other minidisks for each of your VM:Batch worker machines are work
minidisks that are formatted and populated at job initiation with information specific to the job being run.
Therefore, there is no need to back up this data.

Catalog Management Jobs

AUTOCAT jobs condense or discard catalogs whose auto-condense or auto-discard dates are earlier than the current
date. You can configure VM:Backup so that an AUTOCAT job runs automatically at a certain time each day. You can also
submit AUTOCAT jobs manually at any time. AUTOCAT jobs are based on job template files, which you work with through
TPI. You cannot work with AUTOCAT templates through VM:Backup screens.

AUTOCAT jobs do not generate any reports. To locate errors or review activity that has completed, see
the VM:Backup console.

NOTE
For more information, see Condensing Catalogs and Discarding Catalogs.
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Merge/Purge/Copy Jobs

MPC jobs copy specified files from old tapes to new output tapes in order to consolidate tape storage. Only authorized
clients, such as VM:Archiver, can submit MPC jobs. The VM:Backup system administrator cannot submit MPC jobs for
VM:Backup backup tapes. MPC jobs can be created only using TPI.

If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Archiver, that client can define and submit MPC jobs using TPI. The input tapes
are old tapes that VM:Backup created for the client that contain archived files that have expired and should be deleted.
VM:Archiver creates MPC job template files through TPI, then imports them into VM:Backup and submits the jobs.
VM:Backup reads the old tapes and copies the specified files to, usually fewer, new tapes.

Tape Reinitialization Jobs

Following an MPC job, a REINIT job reinitializes the old input tapes that the MPC job processed. If VM:Backup is
interfaced with VM:Tape, REINIT jobs immediately expire tapes in the VM:Tape tape-management catalog (TMC). You
can run the VM:Tape SCRATCH command to scratch the expired tapes.

Only authorized clients, such as VM:Archiver, can submit REINIT jobs. The VM:Backup system
administrator cannot submit REINIT jobs for VM:Backup backup tapes. REINIT jobs can be created only using TPI. The
client creates REINIT job template files through TPI, then imports them into VM:Backup and submits the jobs.

Job Processing

By default, VM:Backup processes jobs in the order they arrive at the job queue. The MULT configuration file record
controls the total number of jobs and the number of each type of job VM:Backup can process concurrently.

You can change the order in which VM:Backup processes jobs, and you can restrict VM:Backup processing to one job,
regardless of MULT record specifications. To change the order in which VM:Backup processes jobs, you can:

• Make a particular job a priority job using the PRIORITY option on the SUBMIT command or the JOBOPTIONS TPI
record. (This record is documented separately for each job template file.) A priority job is submitted at the top of the job
queue, after any other priority jobs already in the job queue.

• Change the order of the jobs in the job queue using the ORDER command.

To restrict VM:Backup processing to one job, use the EXCLUSIVE option on the SUBMIT command or the JOBOPTIONS
TPI record to make the job exclusive. VM:Backup does not start an exclusive job until previous jobs have completed and
does not start other jobs until the exclusive job completes.

Customizing VM:Backup
The Mainframe VM Product Manager installs VM:Backup with certain default values. This section explains how to change
these default values to customize VM:Backup for your site. The default values are in the following locations:

• The VM:Backup service virtual machine directory entry. See Customizing the VM:Backup Directory Entry.
• The VM:Backup configuration file. See Reconfiguring VM:Backup.

For complete information about the installation procedure, see Installing.

Customizing the VM:Backup Directory Entry
This section describes key statements in the directory entry and provides general recommendations to consider when
updating the initial configuration. For complete information, see  Installing .

Contents

USER Statement

USER statement parameters specify the following entities:
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3top

User ID

We recommend that you use VMBACKUP as the service virtual machine user ID. If the service virtual machine has a
different user ID, rename the VMBACKUP MODULE file to match.

Virtual Storage

The minimum recommended virtual storage for running the VM:Backup service virtual machine is 128M. You might
need to increase this virtual storage size if you perform any of the following activities on your VM:Backup service virtual
machine:

• Run backup jobs that specify multiple tape streams
• Run restore jobs that involve an extremely large number of files
• Run multiple backup and restore jobs concurrently
• Interface VM:Backup with VM:Archiver
• Back up and restore BFS data
• Back up file spaces that contain many entities (for example, files and directories)

If you increase virtual storage size, round up the current value to 256M, 512M, or 1024M as appropriate. Increasing the
virtual storage will not affect performance, because VM:Backup uses storage only as needed and does not consume more
virtual storage simply because it is available.

VM:Backup releases its free-storage pages when idle. Therefore, little real storage and a negligible amount of paging
storage are used when the product is idle.

CP Privilege Class

VM:Backup uses a supplied directory lookup CP diagnose to retrieve CP directory information to run jobs. This diagnose
must be installed before using VM:Backup. The installation of the required CP Diagnose exit routine is part of the
Mainframe VM Product Manager installation procedure.

By default, VM:Backup should have privilege class E to use this CP diagnose. If the diagnose exit routine was installed
specifying a CP privilege class other than E, then the VM:Backup service virtual machine must have that class. If the
system uses an External Security Manager (ESM) and the diagnose exit routine resource is secured by the ESM, give the
VM:Backup service virtual machine authorization to the CP Diagnose exit routine through your ESM interface.

VM:Backup requires CP privilege classes B, E, and G to update the online CP directory in place, examine real CP
storage, and use the CP ATTACH and CP QUERY DASD commands. For more information about the CP privilege
classes that VM:Backup requires, see Software Requirements.

OPTION Statement

You must adjust settings of certain parameters in the OPTION statement to accommodate the release of VM you are
running.

MAXCONN

MAXCONN allows up to 65,536 Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) facility connections to be made to the user ID
running VM:Backup. MAXCONN 256 is recommended.

LNKNOPAS

If you do not have an External Security Manager (ESM), you must include the OPTION LNKNOPAS statement in the
VM:Backup directory entry so that VM:Backup can link to all minidisks in the system. If you have an ESM, you must
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authorize VM:Backup to link to all minidisks in the system; the LNKNOPAS option has no effect if an ESM is running.
However, it is still a good idea to specify it so that VM:Backup can continue to function if the ESM is down. If you do not
have an ESM and there is no OPTION LNKNOPAS record, VM:Backup will only be able to link to (and therefore back up
and restore) those minidisks that have a password of ALL.

LINK Statement

The VM:Backup directory entry must have the following LINK statements:

LINK VMANAGER 1FF 1FF RR

LINK VMANAGER 195 1FE RR

IUCV Statements

These statements allow VM:Backup to use the CP Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV). IUCV allows users to
communicate with the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

IUCV ALLOW

IUCV ALLOW enables communication over IUCV.

IUCV *IDENT

This statement (IUCV *IDENT resid LOCAL) identifies the VM:Backup service virtual machine to APPC/VM. This
statement is required if you want to restore BFS data through the end user screens.

POSIX Statements

These statements give VM:Backup POSIX super user authorization so that VM:Backup can restore BFS data.

MACHINE Statement

This statement indicates the mode in which to run the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

MACHINE ESA

MACHINE ESA indicates that VM:Backup is to run on an ESA-mode virtual machine. VM:Backup runs in ESA mode with
the 370 Accommodation feature turned off. If during initialization VM:Backup determines that its service virtual machine is
running with the 370 Accommodation feature turned on, VM:Backup automatically turns the feature off and notifies you by
sending message 0080I. When you end VM:Backup, it automatically turns the feature back on.

MACHINE XC

MACHINE XC indicates that VM:Backup is to run on an XC-mode virtual machine. VM:Backup runs in XC mode with the
370 Accommodation feature turned off. If during initialization VM:Backup determines that its service virtual machine is
running with the 370 Accommodation feature turned on, VM:Backup automatically turns the feature off and notifies you by
sending message 0080I. When you end VM:Backup, it automatically turns the feature back on.

Defining Virtual Readers, Punches, and Printers

VM:Backup defines virtual punch devices to restore files to virtual readers and to produce some reports in CMS NOTE
format. It defines virtual printers to print the output listings produced for each job. VM:Backup creates and detaches these
devices as needed. Although you do not have to define virtual printers and punches in the directory entry for VM:Backup,
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you should define at least one virtual reader, punch, and printer at virtual addresses 00C, 00D, and 00E, respectively, for
CMS use.

Linking to Minidisks for Backups and Restores

For a backup job, VM:Backup needs the appropriate privileges to get a read-only link to all the minidisks to be backed up.
This includes storage-group minidisks that hold SFS data to be backed up.

For a restore job, VM:Backup needs the appropriate privileges to get a write or mult link (as specified in the job) to all the
minidisks to be restored. You can modify this link mode by using VMBEXIT4. No links are required to restore data into the
Shared File System.

If you do not have an External Security Manager (ESM), VM:Backup must have the LNKNOPAS option in its directory
entry. The LNKNOPAS directory option allows VM:Backup to link to all minidisks on the system without using a password.
Without LNKNOPAS, VM:Backup can only link to (and therefore only backup or restore) minidisks that have a password of
ALL.

If you use a security system (for example, VM:Secure), you must specify a rule that allows VM:Backup to link to minidisks
without using passwords. See the Mainframe VM Product Manager Product Interface Guide for details on using the
VM:Secure Rules Facility and the NOPASS option with VM:Backup.

NOTE
The LNKNOPAS option has no effect if you have an ESM. However, you should specify it anyway so that
VM:Backup can continue to function even if the ESM is down.

WARNING
If VM:Backup is not authorized by a security system or the LNKNOPAS option to link to minidisks without using
passwords, VM:Backup will not backup all the minidisks on your system.

Surrogate Facility

To provide additional control over VM:Backup linking capabilities, VM:Backup uses the Surrogate facility. This facility,
which is supported for VM:Secure and the Resource Access Control Facility (RACF), forces VM:Backup to assume
the security privileges and linking capabilities of the user ID submitting the job. This is often referred to as allowing
VM:Backup to act as the surrogate of another user ID. The SURROGAT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file controls
the use of the surrogate facility. For more information, see SURROGAT Record.

VM:Backup uses the CP diagnose instruction DIAGNOSE X'D4' to interface with security system products. Using the
Surrogate facility with RACF, VM:Backup replaces the first letter of the VM:Backup service virtual machine with a Z when
testing for surrogate. If the first letter of the name of the VM:Backup service virtual machine is Z, VM:Backup uses a Y
instead.

Reconfiguring VM:Backup
As part of initialization, VM:Backup reads the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, which resides on the VM:Backup 191 minidisk.
This file contains records that specify configuration options for VM:Backup. These options do the following:
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• Define tape handling options, such as whether operators can override tape expiration dates
• Specify how long VM:Backup should wait for a response to a message and how frequently VM:Backup should issue a

reminder message
• Define job processing controls, such as the number of jobs VM:Backup can run concurrently and whether VM:Backup

should process user restore requests immediately or hold them for execution later
• Define VM:Backup user authorizations
• Create, update, and delete resource pools
• Identify SFS file pools to VM:Backup
• Enable or disable the interfaces to other Broadcom products
• Activate the Surrogate facility
• Add a DASDtape minidisk
• Configure the AUTOCAT record
• Specify the virtual address of any of the system minidisks
• Specify character case (upper or lower) for messages, reports, or screens

You can manually edit VMBACKUP CONFIG to change any of these configuration options. To do so, you must first bring
down the VM:Backup system, then use an editor such as XEDIT to edit the VMBACKUP CONFIG records, then reinitialize
VM:Backup to have the changes take effect. Configuration File Records describes each configuration file record in detail.

You can also use system administrator screens to change the first six configuration options listed above. When you
change configuration options through these screens, VM:Backup dynamically updates the appropriate configuration file
records and the changes take effect immediately; you do not have to reinitialize VM:Backup.

During initialization, if VM:Backup finds that a configuration file record is in error, it displays a diagnostic message on the
VM:Backup system console and does not initialize.

Starting, Ending, and Restarting VM:Backup
The VMBSYS command starts VM:Backup. VMBSYS is issued from the VM:Backup service virtual machine console.
By default, Mainframe VM Product Manager issues VMBSYS automatically when the VM:Backup service virtual
machine logs on. In this case, VMBSYS is issued without operands. To start the product in certain atypical modes, an
administrator ends VM:Backup and restarts it manually, specifying operands for VMBSYS. The administrator can create
supplementary VM:Backup service virtual machines that run in restore-only mode.

 Contents 

  

Starting VM:Backup With Mainframe VM Product Manager

By default, when the VM:Backup service virtual machine is logged on, Mainframe VM Product Manager starts VM:Backup.
It does not matter whether the service virtual machine is logged on manually or by autologging. The service virtual
machine PROFILE EXEC calls the Mainframe VM Product Manager PROFRUN EXEC. This startup EXEC file issues the
VMBSYS command without operands.

NOTE
For more information about PROFRUN EXEC, see Starting a Broadcom VM Product in the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference. 

The VMBSYS command performs a routine VM:Backup initialization, during which the product does the following:
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• Reads the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
• Verifies that all required system minidisks are linked and formatted.
• Checks the structure of the non-index catalog files and ensures that each catalog file is valid; if catalog index files do

not already exist, builds them.
• Verifies that all resource pools are properly defined.
• Checks for devices defined in the virtual address ranges used by VM:Backup.
• If VM:Backup finds devices that were not detached when VM:Backup last ended (because of an abnormal end while

a job was running), the devices are detached. For other devices in these ranges, VM:Backup marks the addresses in
use so that they will not be used.

• Checks the restart recovery minidisk to find out whether any previously running jobs were interrupted and need to be
restarted.

• Checks whether any outstanding jobs are waiting to be processed

Ending VM:Backup

A VM:Backup system administrator or authorized operator can request processing to end, causing a normal system
termination. VM:Backup may also end because of a programming error or other unanticipated error, or because of some
external event. This section explains how to end VM:Backup normally, and describes the actions VM:Backup performs
when ended normally or abnormally.

 Ending VM:Backup Normally 

You can end VM:Backup through the End, Suspend, or Resume Processing Screen, or through the END command. After
a normal system termination, VM:Backup sends a message to the local operator console that confirms that the system
has been terminated. VM:Backup also sends a message to the console indicating the maximum amount of virtual storage
used since the product started.

 Ending Through the "End, Suspend, or Resume Processing" Screen 

Through this screen you can:

• Stop VM:Backup after all running jobs and commands complete
• Stop VM:Backup processing immediately
• Temporarily suspend job processing
• Resume job processing

For more information about this screen, see Ending, Suspending, and Resuming VM:Backup.

 Ending Through the END Command 

The END command can terminate VM:Backup after currently running jobs and commands finish processing or
immediately.

To end VM:Backup after currently running jobs or commands finish processing, use the END command without any
options. If you are terminating the product from the VM:Backup console, type end. If you are at another console,
type vmbackup end. If no jobs or commands are running when you issue the command, VM:Backup ends immediately.

To end VM:Backup immediately, regardless of whether jobs or commands are currently running, use the FORCE option
on the END command. If you are terminating VM:Backup from the VM:Backup console, enter end (force. If you are
at another console, enter vmbackup end (force. When you use the FORCE option, all currently running jobs and
commands stop executing. When you reinitialize VM:Backup, VM:Backup uses checkpoint data to restart interrupted jobs
at a point close to where the termination occurred.
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 Abnormal or External System Termination 

An abnormal system termination (abend) occurs when a programming error or another unanticipated error causes
processing to stop. When this happens, VM:Backup:

• Displays the abend code and additional diagnostic information on the VM:Backup console
• Uses the CP VMDUMP command to send a dump to the user ID specified on the DUMP record in the VMBACKUP

CONFIG file
• Sends a message to the system operator

Keep this information to help you or your Broadcom customer services representative determine the cause of the abend.
For information about specific abend codes, see  Messages .

An external system termination occurs when an event external to VM:Backup causes processing to stop, for example,
if the CP IPL CMS command is entered on the VM:Backup console. When this happens, VM:Backup does not send
notification that it has stopped processing.

Starting VM:Backup Manually

Start VM:Backup manually by entering the VMBSYS command on the VM:Backup service virtual machine console.
You can use VMBSYS without options to perform a routine initialization, as in Starting VM:Backup With Mainframe VM
Product Manager. You can also use the VMBSYS command with the options described in this section to do the following
at initialization:

top

 Suppressing Catalog Verification During Startup 

To initialize VM:Backup without verifying catalogs, use the NOCHECK option on the VMBSYS command. When you
enter  vmbsys (nocheck  , VM:Backup initializes more quickly. However, if your catalog files are not structured
properly, VM:Backup may encounter errors during catalog processing and be unable to process certain jobs.

 Starting VM:Backup in a Suspended State 

To start VM:Backup without permitting any jobs to start, use the SUSPEND option on the VMBSYS command.
Entering  vmbsys (suspend   causes VM:Backup to come up in a suspended state. VM:Backup does not restart any
jobs that were interrupted, and prevents other jobs from starting. When the system is suspended, only job processing
stops; commands can still execute.

 Suppressing Restart Recovery 

If you do not want VM:Backup to restart interrupted jobs when you reinitialize after an abnormal system termination,
use the COLD option of the VMBSYS command to suppress restart recovery. Entering  vmbsys (cold   causes
VM:Backup to remove interrupted jobs from the job queue and to erase the COMPJOB files, checkpoint data, and
keyword data reports associated with those jobs when it initializes.

NOTE
 If you plan to start VM:Backup using VMBSYS with certain options on a regular basis, see the "Server Startup
Command" section in Starting a Broadcom VM Product in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference. 

Starting in Restore-Only Mode

You can increase the restore capability of VM:Backup by setting up additional VM:Backup service virtual machines to
process only restore requests. Running VM:Backup in restore-only mode allows more restore jobs to run. This feature
may be most useful during disaster recovery, when you need to restore large amounts of data as quickly as possible.
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To set up VM:Backup to run in restore-only mode, link to the catalog minidisk with a read-only link before you
initialize VM:Backup. This allows multiple VM:Backup service virtual machines to share the catalog minidisk and process
restore jobs.

If a backup job is submitted while VM:Backup is running in restore-only mode, a message is sent to the submitting user ID
stating that the job cannot be run.

NOTE
 For more information on restore-only mode, see Restoring Efficiently.

Restart Recovery

If the restart recovery minidisk, CHECKDISK, is defined, VM:Backup writes checkpoint data to a reserved update-in-place
file called CHECK POINT on that minidisk as it processes each job. A checkpoint is a point in processing that marks the
status of the job. VM:Backup uses checkpoint data to restart jobs that were interrupted (either by an abnormal system
termination or by being placed on hold and then released) near the point at which they stopped.

This section describes the restart recovery process. If restart recovery is not enabled (that is, no CHECKDISK minidisk is
defined), VM:Backup restarts interrupted jobs from the beginning.

NOTE
To guarantee data integrity and enhance performance, VM:Backup uses its own access method to write records
to the CHECK POINT file. Do not modify this file manually.

 Restart Recovery Processing 

If an abnormal system termination occurs (including external terminations), VM:Backup restarts all currently running jobs
when you reinitialize the system. If a job encounters a permanent tape I/O error, a job rollback occurs, and VM:Backup
immediately resumes job processing.

If a job encounters an I/O error other than a permanent I/O error or a procedural error such as an operator ignoring a
tape mount request, VM:Backup does not restart the job but instead places it on hold. A VM:Backup operator or system
administrator must restart the job later using the RELEASE command.

The following list indicates how VM:Backup restarts jobs using the checkpoint data.

 AUTOCAT 

Last completed catalog

 Backup 

Last completed domain on last completed tape for each tape stream (VM:Backup might ask the operator to remount some
tapes so that it can accurately reposition the tapes for restarting)

Restore 

Last completed domain; restarts restores of incompletely restored domains from beginning of domain

 MPC job 

Last domain from input tape that was successfully copied to output tapes

 REINIT 

Last reinitialized tape

When restarted, all jobs appear as though they were never interrupted, with one exception. If VM:Backup restarts a
backup, restore, or MPC job using restart recovery, file-level detail information for domains processed before the point
where the job restarted is missing from all reports except the keyword data report.
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 Monitoring Minidisk Space 

A capacity threshold lets you monitor how much space has been used on the restart recovery minidisk. The default
threshold is 80 percent. You can specify a different capacity threshold on the CHECKDISK configuration file record;
see CHECKDISK Record.

VM:Backup checks the amount of space used on the restart recovery minidisk as it processes each job. When the
minidisk is 80 percent full, or when it reaches the capacity specified on the CHECKDISK configuration file record,
VM:Backup sends a message warning that the minidisk has reached its threshold to the VM:Backup system console and
to VM:Backup system operators.

NOTE
Because the CHECKDISK minidisk is a CMS reserved minidisk, CMS reports the disk as 99 percent full, but
VM:Backup determines how much disk space has actually been used.

If the minidisk becomes full, VM:Backup stops collecting checkpoint data for any running job. If VM:Backup abends after
the CHECKDISK minidisk becomes full and the system is restarted, any previously running job restarts from the point at
which VM:Backup stopped collecting checkpoint data.

 I/O Errors 

If a critical error occurs on the CHECKDISK minidisk, check pointing stops. When you restart the system, VM:Backup tries
to recover at the point at which it stopped collecting checkpoint data.

Managing VM:Backup Catalogs
A VM:Backup catalog is a logical set of CMS files that backup jobs can create to store information about backed-up data.

Catalogs serve several purposes. Incremental backup jobs use catalogs produced by previous backup jobs to determine
what data has changed and needs to be backed up. CATSEARCH restore jobs use catalogs to determine where
minidisks, file spaces, directories, or files to restore reside on tape.

The job template file for a backup job specifies whether the job should create a catalog. If the file specifies catalog
creation, VM:Backup generates a catalog each time the job is run.

The backup job template file also specifies the level of catalog detail. VM:Backup supports two levels of catalog detail:

File/track/block-level detail
. These catalogs contain information about each directory, file, alias, track, or block backed up from each minidisk
or file space. They are usually referred to as file-level catalogs.

Domain-level detail
. These catalogs contain a general entry for each minidisk, file space, or directory backed up.

VM:Backup stores all catalogs on the catalog minidisk. The default CATDISK virtual address is 1B0. For information about
this minidisk, see CATDISK Record.

Catalog Contents
Catalogs contain the following information about backed-up data:
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• Information about the domains that have been backed up, including their location on tape
• Detailed information about backed-up directories, files, tracks, and blocks
• Date and time the catalog was created
• Name of the job template file for the backup job that created the catalog
• Catalog identity assigned by VM:Backup when the catalog was created
• Catalog identity of the base catalog on which the catalog for an incremental backup is based
• Date the catalog is scheduled to be automatically condensed
• Date the catalog is scheduled to be automatically discarded
• Primary tape and copies associated with a particular backup
• Pointers that relate associated files in the catalog structure

Catalog File Structure
A VM:Backup catalog encompasses the entire set of related catalog files generated from a single full backup and from all
incremental backups based on that full backup. Catalogs include both data files and index files. Each of these files points
to the other related files in the catalog. This is known as a catalog chain.

WARNING
VM:Backup maintains all catalog files and the pointers between them internally. Do not rename or erase these
files, and never modify a catalog file manually.

Contents

Data Files

These files use the filetypes DUMPJOB, DETAIL, and FILEnnnn. They store the following information:

• What data was backed up
• When it was backed up
• How it was processed
• Where it is located on tape

An 8-digit filename is given to both DUMPJOB and DETAIL files. These numbers are assigned sequentially by VM:Backup
whenever a backup job creates a catalog. The filename that is given to FILEnnnn files indicates the volser of a tape that is
used in the backup.

DUMPJOB Files

DUMPJOB files include the following information:

• Name of the backup job template file used to run the backup
• Date and time the backup job was run
• Submitting user ID
• Date the catalog is scheduled to be automatically condensed
• Date the catalog is scheduled to be automatically discarded
• A pointer to the first tape used on each tape stream
• A pointer to each copy of the first tape
• Pointers to other backup jobs

VM:Backup creates one DUMPJOB file for each backup job that generates a catalog. As the catalog structure becomes
more complex, the DUMPJOB file keeps track of all related backups; VM:Backup needs this information to run
incremental backups. Because it maintains pointers to other DUMPJOB files as well as to its own DETAIL and FILEnnnn
files, the DUMPJOB file is the basic building block of a VM:Backup catalog.
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FILEnnnn Files

Each FILEnnnn file contains pointers to the following:

• FILEnnnn files for any tape copies created during the job
• DUMPJOB file created for the backup
• Next tape used in the same job
• Corresponding DETAIL file

Each file also maintains information about the tape expiration date, the data set name on the tape, and the name of the
resource pool to which the tape is defined.

VM:Backup creates one FILEnnnn file for each tape used in a backup, where nnnn is the data set sequence number
assigned to the tape. This number is always 0001 because VM:Backup does not support appending new backup datasets
to existing volumes.

DETAIL Files

DETAIL files provide the following information about the contents of a tape:

• For file-level backups, the DETAIL file contains information about each minidisk, file space, directory, file, alias, track,
or block backed up.

• For domain-level backups, the DETAIL file contains information about each minidisk, file space, or directory that was
backed up.

VM:Backup creates one DETAIL file for each set of tapes (primary and copies) used for each tape stream in the backup
job. Each DETAIL file contains pointers to its associated DUMPJOB file and to the next DETAIL file in the catalog.

The filenames of DETAIL files are 8-digit integer values that are unique on the production VM:Backup catalog disk.

Index Files

All index files have the filetype INDEX. They contain pointers to the data files and provide VM:Backup with the ability to
quickly locate and restore backed up data.

DUMPJOB INDEX

When performing an incremental backup, VM:Backup uses the DUMPJOB INDEX file to locate the base catalog. This
file provides an index to DUMPJOB data files. VM:Backup also uses the dump job chaining information contained in the
DUMPJOB INDEX file to locate catalogs that can be processed by the automatic condense and discard process and to
check whether a tape can be reused (that is, if all catalog files have expired or multiple copies of the tape exist).

USER INDEX

Each entry in the USER INDEX file contains a user ID and the logical record number of a record in the DOMAIN INDEX
file where a list of minidisks, file spaces, and directories backed up for that user ID can be found.

DOMAIN INDEX

The DOMAIN INDEX file, with variable length records, contains a list of the minidisks, file spaces, and directories that
were backed up for a particular user ID. VM:Backup lists the minidisks in sequential order, and lists the file space and its
directories hierarchically. Each record in the DOMAIN INDEX file contains a domain name and the logical record number
of a record in the BACKUP INDEX file where a list of the associated DETAIL files, which contain the backed-up data, can
be found.
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BACKUP INDEX

The BACKUP INDEX file, which contains variable length records, provides a sequential index to the DETAIL data files.
Each record in the BACKUP INDEX file is a time-ordered list of backup jobs, all stamped with the date and time of the
DUMPJOB file associated with the backed-up data. Each record also contains starting and ending pointers into the
associated DETAIL files by name and offset for the minidisk, file space, or directory.

Considerations for Using Catalogs
Considerations for using catalogs include the following:

Minidisk Space Considerations

The size of the catalog minidisk is affected by all of the following factors:

• Blocksize of the catalog minidisk
• Level of catalog detail recorded for each minidisk or file space backed up
• Types of backups you run (full or incremental) and frequency with which you run them
• Total number of minidisks, file spaces, directories, files, tracks, and blocks backed up
• The length of time catalogs are retained before being condensed
• The length of time catalogs are retained before being discarded

You can control some of these factors by specifying catalog guidelines at the time a backup job template file is created.
Others are determined by how you use VM:Backup at your site.

WARNING
We recommend that the catalog minidisk be formatted with 4096 byte blocks. If you use the VMBMCOPY
utility to copy backup tapes to new media, the catalog disk must be formatted with 4096 byte blocks. For more
information, see VMBMCOPY Utility.

Backup Schedule Considerations

If your site runs incremental backups daily and full backups once a week, you may want to run all backups using file-level
detail and convert the previous week's catalogs to domain-level detail.

Restore Considerations

Depending on your site's restore requirements and how long you need to have catalogs available, it may be more useful
to retain condensed catalogs than to discard them. If a domain-level catalog is available, VM:Backup processes only
those tapes that contain data for the minidisk, file space, or directory being restored. If no catalog is available, VM:Backup
requests that one tape from each backup job be mounted before restore processing begins to obtain information about
proper tape sequence; these tapes may need to be mounted a second time when VM:Backup begins restoring data.

Controlling Catalog Storage Space
Because they contain more information, file-level detail catalogs require more storage space on the catalog minidisk
than catalogs with domain-level detail. However, file-level catalogs maintain the information required to perform efficient
incremental backups based on file-level changes and provide the detailed information that helps end users select the files
they want to restore.

Contents 
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File-Level Versus Domain-Level Catalogs

A file-level catalog is useful for incremental backups based on previous catalogs. If the catalog contains only domain-level
information, the entire minidisk or file space is backed up when any data has changed. If incremental backups are seldom
performed, or if restores are requested relatively infrequently, file-level detail may not be necessary and a domain-level
catalog may suffice.

When a file-level catalog is available, VM:Backup knows where to find files on backup tapes before the job starts; it also
knows which tape the domain starts on. When only a domain-level catalog is available, VM:Backup does not know if the
data is on the tape until it actually scans the tapes.

If a file-level catalog is available, VM:Backup can display a list of the files available for restoring in response to an end
user restore request. When the catalog contains only domain-level detail, VM:Backup cannot display a list of files; end
users can still restore individual files, but they must provide specific file names.

Condensing and Discarding Catalogs

You can significantly reduce the amount of space required to store catalogs on the catalog minidisk by the following
methods:

Condensing file-level catalogs into domain-level catalogs
VM:Backup removes all file, alias, track, and block information from file-level catalogs and retains a general entry
for the minidisks, file spaces, and directories backed up. VM:Backup then condenses any catalogs created by
incremental backups that are based on catalogs it has condensed.

Discarding catalogs
VM:Backup erases catalogs from the catalog minidisk and removes any references to the erased catalogs from
the catalog index files. VM:Backup then discards any catalogs created by incremental backups that are based on
catalogs it has discarded.

You can condense a specific catalog using the CONDENSE command. You can discard a specific catalog using
the DISCARD command. Or you can run an AUTOCAT job to condense or discard multiple catalogs based on auto-
condense and auto-discard dates. Each backup job that creates a catalog records an auto-condense date and an auto-
discard date in that catalog. For example, a backup job might record that VM:Backup should condense its catalog after 15
days and discard it after 30 days. When you run an AUTOCAT job, VM:Backup searches the catalog minidisk for catalogs
whose auto-condense or auto-discard date has passed and condenses or discards those catalogs.

You can manually submit AUTOCAT jobs using the SUBMIT command, or you can configure VM:Backup to automatically
submit an AUTOCAT job at a certain time each day using the AUTOCAT configuration file record. AUTOCAT jobs are
based on TPI job template files. Broadcom provides a sample AUTOCAT job template file called AUTOCAT TEMPDIST
on your distribution tape. You can change auto-condense or auto-discard dates for catalogs using the UPDATE
command or VM:Backup system administrator screens.

NOTE

More information: 

•  AUTOCAT Job Template Files 
•  CATALOG Record 
•  Managing Existing Catalogs   

Catalog Names

Because VM:Backup sequentially numbers each catalog it creates, it should never have to reuse a catalog name.
Therefore, the number of catalogs on the catalog minidisk at any particular time is determined only by the catalog
retention periods specified in the backup job template file.
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Reusing Tapes

VM:Backup reuses a tape and discards the catalogs if the tape and catalogs are expired. VM:Backup reuses an expired
tape that has unexpired catalogs if another complete copy of the tape set exists and is referenced in the catalog.

VM:Backup does not reuse the last copy of an expired tape that is referenced in unexpired catalogs. When a tape is
reused and the catalogs are discarded, VM:Backup erases the catalogs, regardless of the outcome of the job.

Calculating the Number of Catalogs

Based on your backup schedule and the frequency with which you condense and discard older catalogs, you can
calculate how many catalogs are on the catalog minidisk at any particular time.

 Example 

The following example shows a typical backup schedule during which catalogs are regularly discarded to ensure that
there are never more than 30 catalogs on the minidisk at any particular time.

You have specified that catalogs are created by backups run with these characteristics:

Backup frequency Backup type Auto-discard period 
Monthly Full 1 year
Weekly Full 8 weeks
Daily Incremental 14 days

These backups run on this schedule:

Monthly
First Saturday of each month

Weekly
Every Saturday except first Saturday of each month

Daily
Every day except Saturday

These characteristics and schedule ensure that the number of catalogs on the catalog minidisk at any one time is never
greater than 30:

Type of backup Number of backups Schedule 
12 monthly catalogsFull backup
6 weekly catalogs (in 8 weeks, 2 of the

weekly catalogs coincided with monthly full
backups)

Incremental backups 12 daily catalogs (6 per week for 2 weeks)
TOTAL 30  

Catalog Minidisk Size
If catalogs begin to consume a large amount of space on the catalog minidisk, and you do not want to condense or
discard any catalogs, you can increase the size of the minidisk.
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Monitoring Minidisk Space

A capacity threshold lets you monitor how much space has been used on the catalog minidisk. The default threshold
is 80 percent. You can specify a different capacity threshold on the CATDISK configuration file record. For details, see
CATDISK Record.

VM:Backup automatically checks the amount of space used on the catalog minidisk at the completion of every backup.
When the catalog minidisk is 80 percent full, or when it reaches the capacity you specify on the CATDISK configuration
file record, VM:Backup sends a warning message to the VM:Backup system console and to the VM:Backup system
operators.

Increasing the Size of the Minidisk

When the amount of space used on the catalog minidisk has reached the capacity threshold, move the files to a larger
minidisk. Follow one of these procedures to allocate/define a new minidisk and move the files over. Before using any of
these procedures, make sure that you make a backup copy of the existing catalog minidisk.

WARNING
In all of these procedures, the block size of the new minidisk must be the same as the block size of the old
catalog minidisk. If you need to change the block size of the CATDISK minidisk, contact Technical Support.

Allocate a New, Larger Minidisk

Take the following steps to increase the minidisk size:

1. Allocate and format a new, larger minidisk for the VM:Backup service virtual machine at a new virtual address.
2. Copy  all files on the current catalog minidisk to the new minidisk. Do not  selectively copy catalog files to a new

minidisk. You can use the VMBCPY utility to copy the files; see VMBCPY Utility.
3. Discard the old catalog minidisk.
4. Change the virtual address of the new catalog minidisk to that of the old catalog minidisk.

Use VM:Secure to Define a New Minidisk

If VM:Secure (either with security or without security) is available at your site, you can use it to define a new minidisk and
move all files from the existing minidisk to the newly defined minidisk. For more information about defining new minidisks,
refer to the Managing Minidisks topics in the VM:Secure (with security and without security) documentation.

Follow these steps to load files to the new minidisk:

1. Use the CMS TAPE DUMP command to dump all the files on the catalog minidisk to tape.
2. Allocate and format a larger minidisk.
3. Use the CMS TAPE LOAD command to load the files back to the new minidisk.

Managing Tape and DASD Resources
This section covers the following topics:

• Tape and Media Types
• Enhanced Device Recognition Support
• Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values
• Tape Formats
• Resource Pools (System Programmers)
• About DASDtapes
• VM:Tape Interface
• Handling Tapes and DASD Resources for Backup and MPC Jobs
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Tape and Media Types
VM:Backup backs up data to two types of storage:

• Physical tapes
• DASDtapes

A physical tape can be any of the tape media listed in the tables in Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values.
If a job is using physical tapes, VM:Backup issues requests for the operator or VM:Tape to mount those tapes. The
requests state explicitly the type of tape media required.

DASDtape is a CMS file created when VM:Backup backs up data to disk. For more information, see About DASDtapes.

Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values also lists the density names you specify in VM:Backup to request
use of specific recording formats or densities for each tape media type.

Enhanced Device Recognition Support
When running VM:Backup in a mixed tape device environment, EDRSUP enables you to manage media types required,
and the recording formats used by these devices:

• If your site uses a mixture of IBM 3490 and 3590 devices with STK devices that emulate 3490 or 3590 devices, these
devices use media that is not interchangeable. In many cases, CP RDEV block information alone cannot supply the
distinction between these devices. EDRSUP in VM:Backup enables you to manage these devices by specifically
identifying each one, and the media types it can use.

• If your site uses a mixture of IBM 3590, 3590E, and 3590H devices or a mixture of STK devices where some emulate
3490 devices and some emulate 3590 devices, a complexity is introduced when working with the different media
recording formats. With these devices, you can support not only different media types, but different recording formats
within a media type. Additionally, the media's format at any point depends on the tape device that last initialized the
media.

NOTE
 If you are using VM:Tape running EDRSUP with VM:Backup, then VM:Backup must also run with EDRSUP.
Whether you are using VM:Backup alone or interfaced with VM:Tape, using EDRSUP positions your site for
easy connection to new hardware.

EDR is implemented by default in VM:Tape 2.0. For more information, see the  VM:Tape  documentation about Enhanced
Device Support.

Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values
This section contains tables for all tape drives supported by VM:Manager Suite. The tables list the media that each drive
supports, along with the density names and TMC TRTCH and density values for the media.

The IBM 3480 is an exception. The table here refers to the 3480 tape cartridge, which either IBM 3480 or 3490E drives
can read. Similarly, some later Oracle StorageTek drives can read the StorageTek 4480 cartridge.

For  VM:Tape , the default density for any media is the lowest density on the earliest device that supports the media. This
default density is underlined in the tables. The order of use is increased density on the device, then the lowest density on
the next oldest device, and so on. For more information, see the section on the DEFDENS configuration file record in the 
VM:Tape Administrators.

IBM 3480 and Oracle StorageTek 4480 Cartridges
IBM 3480 tape cartridges can be read on either IBM 3480 or most IBM 3490E tape drives. Although the cartridge is
designed for 18 track recording, some 3480 tapes are certified for 36 track recording by some 3490E tape drives.
VM:Tape verifies 36-track tapes on 3480/3490 drives, but only reads and writes to 18-track tapes on these drives.
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Oracle StorageTek (STK) 4480 tape cartridges can be read by STK 4480, 4490, and 9490 tape drives. However, only STK
4480 drives can write to 4480 cartridges.

Late-model IBM 3480 tapes and drives are sometimes referred to as IBM 3490. The designation '3490' indicates that
IDRC is a standard feature. Do not confuse these media with the very different IBM 3490E drive and media. These '3490's
are still 18-track tape devices.

Tape Type Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
IBM 3480, 3490 18-Track
Oracle STK 4480
emulating IBM 3480

CART 38K, XF X'C0' X'E3' (no IDRC),
X'E7' (IDRC)

IBM 3480, 3490 36-Track
(recorded on 3490E)
Oracle STK 4480
emulating IBM 3480 with
IDRC (3490)

CART E, EXF X'E0' X'E3' (no IDRC),
X'E7' (IDRC)

IBM 3490E, Oracle StorageTek 4490 and 9490 Drives
The IBM 3490E tape drive differs significantly from the 3480/3490 family. The 3490E uses 36 tracks instead of 18 and a
thinner, longer medium. The 3490E can read 3480 tapes but can only write to newer 3480 tapes that are certified for use
on a 3490E. Similarly, the Oracle StorageTek (STK) 4490 and 9490 36-track drives can read but not write to STK 4480 18-
track tapes.

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
IBM 3490E
Oracle STK 4490, 9490,
9490EE emulating IBM
3490E

ENH ENH, ENHXF X'E1' X'E3' (No IDRC),
X'E7' (IDRC)

IBM 3590 Tape Drives
All IBM 3590 drives use the same media, and the tapes come in two lengths:

• The standard length J tape
• The extended length K tape

Later models of 3590 write at higher densities. Later models of 3590 can read and verify tapes that were written at lower
density on older 3590 drives. Older IBM drives cannot read 3590 tapes, and 3590 drives cannot read older tape formats.

Density names ending in C denote hardware data compression. Density names ending in B denote that hardware data
compression is not in use.

 Device  Media  Density Name  TMC TRTCH  TMC Density 
IBM 3590B HPT  HPTB, HPTC X'E8' X'E8'
IBM 3590B XPT  XPTB, XPTC X'EA' X'E8'
IBM 3590E HPT EHPTB, EHPTC X'E9' X'E8'
IBM 3590E XPT EXPTB, EXPTC X'EB' X'E8'
IBM 3590H HPT HHPTB, HHPTC X'EC' X'E8'
IBM 3590H XPT HXPTB, HXPTC X'ED' X'E8'
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IBM 3592 Tape Drives
VM:Tape and VM:Batch support IBM 3592 tape drives with or without hardware data compaction, and the following
cartridges:

• IBM 300GB Enterprise Tape Cartridges (ETC, encrypted EETC)
• IBM 60GB (scaled) Enterprise Tape Cartridges (ETCS)
• IBM Extended Format Economy Tape Cartridge (ETCM, encrypted EETCM)
• IBM Extended Enterprise Tape Cartridge (ETCX)
• IBM Advanced Data Cartridge (E07 Only) (EETCA)
• IBM Advanced Economy Data Cartridge (E07 Only) (EETCAM)

There are four models of IBM 3592 tape drives, but we consider the 3592 E05 to be two different models, depending on
whether optional encryption is installed.

The IBM 3592 drives cannot read older models of tape, and older models of tape drive cannot read 3592 tapes.

Later models of 3592 drive can write to some earlier 3592 media but at higher density than the original drives. The latest
3592 drives can only read but not write to some early 3592 media. For more information, consult the IBM documentation.

Density names ending in C denote hardware data compression. Density names ending in B denote that hardware data
compression is not in use.

Note: Support for IBM 3592-E07 tape drives was added to  VM:Tape  Version 2.0 in PTF RO54656.

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
IBM 3592
(J1A, Generation 1)

ETC
ETCS

ETCB, ETCC
ETCSB, ETCSC

X'EE' X'E9'

IBM 3592E
(3592 E05, TS1120,
Generation 2)
Without encryption

ETC
ETCM
ETCX

EFMTB, EFMTC
EFMTMB, EFMTMC
EFMTXB, EFMTXC

X'F2'
X'F3'
X'F4'

X'E9'

IBM 3592EE
(3592 E05, TS1120,
Generation 2)
With encryption

EETC
EETCM
EETCX

EEFMTB, EEFTMTC
EEFMTMB, EEFMTMC
EEFMTXB, EEFMTXC

X'F7'
X'F8'
X'F9'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E06 (TS1130,
Generation 3)
300GB cartridge

EETC EF3B/C
EEF3B/C

X'FA'
X'FD'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E06 (TS1130,
Generation 3)
Extended Format
Economy Tape Cartridge,
encrypted

EETCM EF3MB/C
EEF3MB/C

X'FB'
X'FE'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E06 (TS1130,
Generation 3)
Extended Enterprise
Tape Cartridge

EETCX EF3XB/C
EEF3XB/C

X'FC'
X'FF'

X'E9'

IBM 3592 E07 (TS1140,
Generation 4)
Extended Enterprise
Tape Cartridge

EETCX EF4XB/C
EEF4XB/C

X'D5'
X'D8'

X'E9'
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IBM 3592 E07 (TS1140,
Generation 4)
Advanced Economy Data
Cartridge

EETCAM EF4EB, EF4EC
EEF4EB/C

X'D6'
X'D9'

X'E9'

 IBM 3592 E07 (TS1140,
Generation 4)
Advanced Data Cartridge

EETCA EF4AB, EF4AC
EEF4AB/C

X'D7'
X'DA'

X'E9'

Oracle StorageTek 9840, 9940 Drives
The Oracle StorageTek 9840 and 9940 series can be used to emulate either IBM 3490E or IBM 3590 devices.

Later model 9840 or 9940 drives can read or verify media that were written to at a lower density, on an older 9840 or 9940
drive.

Without compression, a 9840 or 9840B tape can record up to 20GB. A 9840C can record up to 40GB and a 9840D up to
75GB. A 9940 records up to 60GB and a 9940B records up to 200GB.

Emulating IBM 3490E

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
Oracle STK 9840, 9840B STK1R 1R34 X'E7' X'E3'
Oracle STK 9840C STK1R 1RC34 X'E2' X'E3'
Oracle STK 9840D STK1R 1RD34 X'D0' X'E3'
Oracle STK 9940 STK2P 2P34 X'E3' X'E3'
Oracle STK 9940B STK2P 2PB34 X'F0' X'E3'

Emulating IBM 3590

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density
Oracle STK 9840, 9840B STK1R 1R35 X'E7' X'E8
Oracle STK 9840C STK1R 1RC35 X'E2' X'E8'
Oracle STK 9840D STK1R 1RD35 X'D0' X'E8'
Oracle STK 9940 STK2P 2P35 X'E3' X'E8'
Oracle STK 9940B STK2P 2PB35 X'F0' X'E8'

Oracle StorageTek SD-3 (Redwood) Drive
The Oracle StorageTek SD-3 uses helical scan on a half-inch tape. Three tape lengths are available, A, B, or C. The
length of tape is reflected in the density name.

Device Media Density Name
Emulating IBM
3490E

Density Name
Emulating IBM 3590

TMC TRTCH TMC Density

Oracle StorageTek
SD-3 (Redwood)

DD3 D3A34
D3B34
D3C34

D3A35
D3B35
D3C35

X'E4'
X'E5'
X'E6'

X'E8'
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Oracle StorageTek T10000 Series Tape Drives
The T10000A is the only member of the T10000 series that can emulate the IBM 3490E. Later models emulate only the
IBM 3590.

The T10000 series drives take two cartridges, the standard T10000 and the high-capacity T10000 T2. These tapes are
referred to as media T1 and TS, respectively.

 Emulating IBM 3490E  Emulating IBM 3590  Device  Media 
 Density
Name 

 TMC TRTCH  TMC Density  Density
Name 

 TMC TRTCH  TMC Density 

Oracle
StorageTek
T10000A

T1
TS

 T1A34
TSA34 

X'F5'
X'F6'

X'E3' T1A35
TSA35

X'F5'
X'F6'

X'E8'

Oracle
StorageTek
T10000B

T1
TS

   T1B35
TSB35

X'D1'
X'D2'

X'E8'

Oracle
StorageTek
T10000C

T1
TS

   T1C35
TSC35

X'D3'
X'D4'

X'E8'

Tape Formats
When running a backup job, VM:Backup always writes the tape data as a single physical file on the output tape or tapes.
Thus system backup jobs typically create single dataset, multi-volume tapes. When backing up data for VM:Archiver,
the output dataset is appended on the end of the last output tape. This results in multiple datasets on multiple volumes.
During an MPC job, VM:Backup copies data from multiple datasets on multiple volumes to a new output dataset which, if
necessary, spans more than one volume.

VM:Backup uses standard label tapes for backup data whether DASDtapes or physical tapes are used. VM:Backup
always checks the labels, which contain the volser, tape expiration date, and a description of the type of data records on
the tape, to prevent anyone from mounting an incorrect tape and inadvertently overwriting valid data.

When a backup or MPC job uses more than one tape, by default VM:Backup uses the standard labels to chain the tapes
together. The trailer label of each tape contains the volser of the next tape used in the job. The header label identifies the
volser of the previous tape. For a backup job, the header labels of the first tape in each stream contain the volsers of the
first tape used in each of the other streams.

If your site uses automatic cartridge loaders (ACLs) and you want to pre-load general scratch tapes, you may want to
prevent VM:Backup from writing tape chaining information in backup tape labels. For information, see Tape Chaining.

You must initialize physical tapes before using them in a backup or MPC job. You can use the WVOL1 operand of the
CMS TAPE command to initialize tapes; see the appropriate IBM documentation for more information.

The default data set name in the tape label VM:Backup creates is based on the tape copy number. For example, the
default data set name can be VMBACKUP.PRIMARY or VMBACKUP.COPY1. You can override the default data set
name on each tape copy by updating the tape guidelines in the backup or MPC job template file. For more information,
see OUTPUT Record - Backup Job Template Files in the Template Programming Interface Guide or Specifying Tape
Guidelines in  Administrators.

Resource Pools (System Programmers)
VM:Backup system administrators create resource pools, a collection of predefined tapes that VM:Backup can use to
process backup or MPC jobs.
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The tapes defined to a particular resource pool must have the same physical characteristics. For example, you can define
a resource pool made up of DASDtapes. As each tape is used, VM:Backup automatically continues the job with the
next tape in the pool. When all of the tapes defined to the resource pool have been used, VM:Backup can ask the tape
operator for the volser of an available tape to continue processing or it can place the job on hold to allow more tapes to be
added to the resource pool.

Creating Pools

The VM:Backup system administrator uses the Manage Resource Pools screen to define the following:

• Name of the resource pool (or superpool)
• Media type of the tapes in the pool
• Density at which to write the tapes
• Action VM:Backup should take when a resource pool is empty
• Volsers of the tapes belonging to the pool

NOTE
For more information about defining and updating resource pools, see TAPEPOOL Record or Managing
Resource Pools in Administrators.

TAPEPOOL Files

If you are using DASDtapes or if VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape, resource pools are stored as CMS files
on the resource pool minidisk, POOLDISK, whose default virtual address is 1C0. The filenames are the names of the
resource pools; the filetype is TAPEPOOL. VM:Backup reads the files during initialization and updates them at the
successful completion of any job that used tapes from the pool or added tapes to it. Resource pool management is
completely automated by VM:Backup. Normally, you should never have to update a TAPEPOOL file manually.

NOTE
For more information about defining a resource pool minidisk, see POOLDISK Record.

Superpools

A superpool is a collection of DASDtape resource pools that are referenced and used as if they were a single entity.
During a backup or MPC job, if a DASDtape minidisk that is part of the referenced superpool runs out of space, or if the
last tape in a resource pool is used, VM:Backup uses the next pool that is defined in the superpool to continue the job.
When the last tape in the last resource pool is used, VM:Backup can hold the job or ask the operator for the volser of an
available tape.

A superpool is specified on the SUPERPOOL Record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. A DASDtape resource pool can
belong to only one superpool.

NOTE
For more information about defining and updating superpools, see Managing Resource Pools in Administrators.
For more information about querying superpools, see DASDTAPE Command.

VM:Archiver Resource Pools

VM:Archiver resource pools defined to VM:Backup must correspond to the resource pools identified to VM:Archiver. You
can define resource pools for VM:Archiver jobs the same way you define them for VM:Backup jobs; for example, you can
define a resource pool made up of DASDtapes. For information about identifying resource pools to VM:Archiver, see the
VM:Archiver System Administrator's Guide.
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About DASDtapes
The format of a DASDtape is similar to that of a physical tape. Each DASDtape is a single file on a CMS-formatted
minidisk. The filename is the volser of the DASDtape and the filetype is TAPE. You can define DASDtape minidisks on
any supported DASD type. Block the minidisks at 4K-byte blocks. VM:Backup actually writes DASDtapes with simulated
densities of 800, 1600, 6250, and 38K.

Like physical tapes, a DASDtape file consists of a standard label image, followed by one or more data blocks. The tape is
terminated by a trailer label and double end-of-file (EOF) marks. The standard label allows the same date protection and
verification fields as a standard label on a physical tape.

When a DASDtape volser is deleted from a resource pool or the pool is discarded, the DASDtapes are not automatically
erased from the DASDtape minidisk. To clear the DASDtape minidisk of deleted DASDtapes, manually erase these files
when VM:Backup is not running. If a subsequent backup or MPC job uses an expired DASDtape, the new data replaces
the old DASDtape file.

When a DASDtape expires, the TAPE file is not automatically erased from the DASDtape minidisk. TAPE files are erased
when more space is required during a job that writes to the DASDtape disk, provided they are not referenced in an
existing catalog.

Unlike physical tapes, DASDtapes are managed entirely by VM:Backup, even if interfaced with VM:Tape. When you use
DASDtapes, operator time and effort are no longer required for the management of tape volsers, tape initialization, and
tape drive management because these tasks are only applicable for physical tapes.

Jobs are not restarted after DASDtape I/O errors.

NOTE

• For more information about defining minidisks to store DASDtapes, see TAPEDISK Record.
• For more information about defining DASDtape resource pools and superpools, see TAPEPOOL

Record and SUPERPOOL Record or the chapter Managing Resouce Pools in Administrators.
• For more information about querying DASDtape resource pools, see DASDTAPE Command.

The following sections address some considerations for using DASDTapes.

  

Accessibility

If backed-up data is to be accessed frequently and must be readily available, DASDtapes are more practical than physical
media. If, however, backed-up data is accessed infrequently and disaster recovery is the primary consideration, physical
tapes are more practical than DASDtapes.

If both accessibility and transportability are desirable, consider using a combination of DASDtapes and physical tapes. For
example, use DASDtapes for your primary backups to meet your restore needs, and create copies on physical media to
maintain tapes offsite for disaster recovery.

Disaster Recovery

If your site requires a standalone restore capability, you must use physical tapes to back up the VM system and the
VM:Backup system minidisks. VM:Backup can only restore your system from DASDtapes if CP and the CP online
directory are intact.

Operator Intervention

DASDtapes are immediately available to VM:Backup. If a DASDtape is required for a VM:Backup request, you do not
have to attach a tape drive or locate and mount a physical tape. No manual intervention is required.
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Reliability

DASDtapes are less vulnerable to external influences than physical tapes. Problems such as I/O errors and improper tape
handling can render a physical tape unusable. DASDtapes are not as vulnerable to these types of problems.

The amount of data lost when a DASDtape minidisk is lost can be greater than the amount of data lost when one physical
tape becomes unusable. Keep in mind that a minidisk used to store data can contain all your backup data. If the entire
pack is destroyed and the minidisk is unusable, all of your data is inaccessible. If a tape is unusable, only the data on
that tape is lost, not all of your backup data. Therefore, the amount of data lost if a physical tape is destroyed may be
considerably less than the amount of data lost if a DASDtape minidisk is lost.

Space Requirements

For CMS backups, DASDtapes require approximately 94-99 percent of the space occupied by the data that is actually
backed up. Only the allocated areas of a minidisk are backed up. Data packing (compaction) can reduce the amount
of space required to approximately 65-70 percent of the space occupied by the backed-up data. This figure can vary
according to the type of data packed.

For physical backups, DASDtapes require approximately 110-115 percent of the space occupied by the backed-up data.
The entire minidisk, including the unallocated areas, is backed up. Data packing can reduce the amount of space required
to approximately 85-90 percent of the space occupied by the backed-up data. This figure can vary according to the type of
data packed.

The size of the DASDtape file depends on the length of the tape to be simulated and the density at which the data is
written. A 2400-foot DASDtape written at 6250 bpi occupies more space on a minidisk than a 2400-foot DASDtape written
at 1600 bpi.

The following table lists estimates of the space required by DASDtape files written at varying densities.

Space required (approximate
number of 4K blocks) when
data is written at: 

Space required (approximate
number of 4K blocks) when
data is written at:Space
required (approximate
number of 4K blocks) when
data is written at: 

Space required (approximate
number of 4K blocks) when
data is written at: 

DASD tape length (feet) 

 1600 bpi  6250 bpi  38K bpi 
300 1,410 5,500 34,200
1,200 5,625 23,000 136,800
2,400 11,250 47,250 237,600
3,600 16,900 69,000 410,500

Storage Cost

Physical tapes provide relatively inexpensive data storage, compared to DASD. If you want to retain backed-up data for
an extended period of time, it is more expensive to use a DASD volume to store the data.

Transportability

The transportability provided by physical tapes gives them certain advantages over DASDtapes. For disaster recovery or
for offsite storage, you can easily transport physical tapes to another site or to offsite storage.

VM:Tape Interface
Tape handling in VM:Backup varies depending on whether VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape. This section discusses
how this interface affects the mounting of physical tapes and the management of resource pools and DASDtapes.
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NOTE
If VM:Tape is configured to run with EDRSUP, also configure VM:Backup to use EDRSUP. This is the
VM:Backup default setting.

Mounting Tapes

The following describes the tape mount process with and without VM:Backup being interfaced with VM:Tape:

If VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape:

• VM:Backup selects the physical tapes to mount for backup and MPC jobs and issues requests for physical tapes to
mount for restore and REINIT jobs.

• If no tapes are available for a particular backup or MPC job, VM:Backup may ask the tape operator to provide the
volser of a tape to use.

If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape:

• VM:Tape manages all VM:Backup tape selection and mount requests for jobs.
• Tape operators will not be asked to specify the volser of a specific tape; VM:Tape facilities handle all tape selections

automatically.

NOTE
If you enable the VM:Tape interface to VM:Backup, you can use the DATACLAS=WORM value to designate
scratch pools for managing WORM-type tape backup jobs. For more information, refer to the Scratch Pool
Definition file article in the VM:Tape documentation.

Resource Pools

If VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape, all tapes VM:Backup uses must belong to resource pools. If VM:Backup is
interfaced with VM:Tape, VM:Tape assumes complete control over the maintenance of resource pools for physical media.

When using VM:Tape with VM:Backup, you must define VM:Backup resource pools using TAPEPOOL configuration file
records or the Manage Resource Pool screen. Options specified in these resource pool definitions determine in part how
VM:Tape selects tapes. For more information see TAPEPOOL Record.

DASDtapes

VM:Backup has complete control over the management of DASDtapes, even if VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape.
However, if VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, VM:Tape must be available for restore and REINIT jobs, even those
that will use DASDtape.

Handling Tapes and DASD Resources for Backup and MPC Jobs
This section discusses how VM:Backup selects tapes to use in backup and MPC jobs.

Selecting Tapes for Backup Jobs
The process by which tapes are selected for use in backup jobs varies based on a number of factors, as follows:

• Whether the backup job is using DASDtapes or physical tapes
• Whether VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape
• Whether the backup job is a VM:Backup job or a VM:Archiver job
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Selecting DASDtapes for VM:Backup Backup Jobs

First, VM:Backup sorts the list of DASDtapes defined to the resource pool specified by the backup job template file by
expiration date and volser. It then mounts the first expired DASDtape that is not listed in an existing catalog and sends the
tape operator a message stating that it has mounted the tape.

Selecting Physical Tapes for VM:Backup Backup Jobs When Not Interfaced with VM:Tape

First, VM:Backup sorts the list of tapes defined to the resource pool specified by the backup job template file by expiration
date and volser. It then selects tapes in this order to use in the job.

VM:Backup asks the tape operator to mount the first tape. When the tape is mounted, VM:Backup checks the label to
verify that it is the tape requested. If it is not, VM:Backup asks the operator to mount the correct tape.

If no tapes are available for a particular backup, VM:Backup might ask the tape operator to provide the volser of a tape to
use. When the operator provides a volser, VM:Backup makes sure the tape is not listed in an existing catalog.

When a backup job ends successfully, VM:Backup updates the relevant resource pool with information concerning the
tapes used or added during the job.

If a job is interrupted for any reason, VM:Backup reserves the tapes the job has already used so that the job can resume
and end successfully. If VM:Backup is then started with a cold start and the backup job cannot resume, you might want to
expire the tapes manually so that they can be used by another job.

Selecting Tapes for VM:Backup Backup Jobs When Interfaced with VM:Tape

VM:Backup asks VM:Tape for a scratch tape from the resource pool specified in the job template file. When VM:Tape
provides the tape, VM:Backup makes sure the tape is not listed in an existing catalog, then asks VM:Tape to mount the
tape.

When a backup job ends successfully, VM:Backup updates the relevant resource pool with the information concerning the
tapes used or added during the job and asks VM:Tape to update the TMC with tape information.

If a job is interrupted for any reason, VM:Tape reserves the tapes the job has already used so that the job can resume
and end successfully. If VM:Backup is then started with a cold start and the backup job cannot resume, you might want to
expire the tapes manually so that they can be used by another job.

Selecting Tapes for VM:ArchiverBackup Jobs

VM:Archiver can provide VM:Backup with the volser of a tape to start with for a backup job. If a volser of a tape to start
with is not specified, or if more tapes are required to complete the job, VM:Backup allocates additional tapes using
the same tape allocation process it follows for VM:Backup backup jobs. If no more tapes are available in the specified
resource pool, VM:Backup looks in the resource pool's definition for the action to take when the resource pool is empty
and performs that action.

Selecting Tapes for MPC Jobs
MPC jobs can only be submitted by authorized clients such as VM:Archiver. The client supplies the name of a resource
pool to use for each output tape copy in each output group in the MPC job. VM:Backup allocates tapes using the same
tape allocation process it follows for VM:Backup backup jobs. If no more tapes are available in a specified resource pool,
VM:Backup looks in the resource pool's definition for the action to take when the resource pool is empty and performs that
action.
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Writing to Tapes
The process VM:Backup uses to write data to tapes during a backup job varies according to whether the job is a
VM:Backup backup job or a VM:Archiver backup job.

Writing to Backup Tapes and MPC Output Tapes

When a tape is mounted for use in a backup or MPC job, VM:Backup verifies that the tape's label is valid, it is an expired
or new tape, and it can be used in the job. If the tape can be used in the job, VM:Backup rewrites the tape labels to reflect
the new information for this job. Included in this new information is a new tape expiration date. However, VM:Backup
updates only the tape labels at this time; it does not update the resource pool information until the end of the backup job.

If the VM:Backup system terminates abnormally after the tape labels have been rewritten but before the tape is
dismounted, and the VM:Backup system is then restarted, the expiration date in the tape label will not match the one listed
in the resource pool. In addition, the resource pool will indicate that this tape is available for use by any backup or MPC
job. VM:Backup uses the resource pool information to select tapes to use for backup and MPC jobs.

If this tape is mounted for a subsequent backup or MPC job, VM:Backup will again verify that the tape labels are valid
and that the tape is expired or new. If the tape expiration date previously written in the tape labels has not yet been
reached and a TAPEXPDT record exists in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, VM:Backup will request permission from the
tape operator to overwrite the tape. If the tape operator specifies that the tape can be used, VM:Backup writes to the tape.
For information about this record, see TAPEXPDT Record.

If the TAPEXPDT record is not specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, VM:Backup does not ask for permission to
overwrite the tape; it rejects the tape and does not use it in the job. VM:Backup then selects another tape to use in the job
and asks the tape operator to mount the new tape. Before the newly selected tape is mounted, VM:Backup may ask that
the operator mount the previously used tape again so that it can update the trailer label of that tape to reflect the newly
selected tape. VM:Backup writes tape chaining information to trailer labels by default, but you can disable this feature. For
more information, see Tape Chaining.

If VM:Backup resource pools are being used to manage tapes and VM:Backup asks permission to override a tape
expiration date, VM:Backup should not be allowed to overwrite the data on a tape without first verifying that the tape does
not contain valid data.

If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape and VM:Backup requests permission to override a tape expiration date,
VM:Backup can be allowed to overwrite the tape.

Writing to Tapes for VM:ArchiverJobs

Unlike VM:Backup tapes, which can contain only one data set, VM:Archiver tapes can contain multiple data sets. Each
data set on the tape contains its own tape header labels.

All VM:Archiver tapes are owned by the VM:Archiver service virtual machine that submitted the job. The tapes have
an expiration date of PERM (permanent), which means they do not expire unless the owner of the tapes expires them.
The PERM designation protects the tapes from being reused by jobs submitted by user IDs that do not own the tapes.
VM:Archiver also protect tapes by telling VM:Backup which data sets to write, preventing VM:Backup from inadvertently
overwriting a data set.

VM:Archiver always asks VM:Backup to write to a specific data set. If the job is canceled while VM:Backup is processing
it, part of the data set may have been written to the tape; therefore, correct and valid header labels may exist. When
VM:Archiver submits the next job, it asks VM:Backup to write to the same data set that was specified in the canceled job,
but when VM:Backup encounters the valid tape header labels, it assumes that the entire data set exists.

If the TAPEXPDT configuration file record exists in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, VM:Backup asks permission from the
tape operator to overwrite the existing VM:Archiver data set. If the tape operator specifies that VM:Backup can overwrite
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the data set, VM:Backup writes the new data set. If the TAPEXPDT record does not exist, VM:Backup ends the job
abnormally.

For a VM:Archiver backup job, you can allow VM:Backup to overwrite an existing data set if the job still exists in the
VM:Archiver job queue. The VM:Backup job name must match one of the VM:Archiver job IDs listed in the VM:Archiver
job queue; if it does not, do not allow VM:Backup to overwrite the data set. For complete information about displaying
VM:Archiver jobs, see the VM:Archiver Operator's Guide. For more information about using VM:Backup with VM:Archiver,
see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Product Interface Guide.

Using More Than One Tape Drive
You can configure VM:Backup to write data to multiple tape drives during a single backup job by using multiple tape
streams to write the data and by creating tape copies during backup and MPC jobs.

Tape Streams

VM:Backup can write data to more than one tape drive in a single backup job if you specify use of two or more tape
streams to back up the minidisks and file spaces or directories. VM:Backup uses each stream independently and
concurrently to write data. While a specific domain (minidisk or SFS file space) is backed up on a single stream, using
more than one stream reduces run time and improves performance by allowing multiple domains to be backed up
simultaneously.

VM:Backup can manage up to 15 streams in a single job. The backup job template file specifies the number of tape
streams a backup job should use. For more information, see the backup template JOBOPTIONS Record - Backup Job
Template Files in Template Programming Interface or Managing Backup Job Template Files in Administrators.

Tape Copies

VM:Backup can write data to more than one drive during a single backup or MPC job if you or an authorized client specify
creation of tape copies. Tape copies are duplicate tapes created at the same time on different drives. Tape copies can
enhance data security, are useful for offsite or vault storage, and can aid in recovering from tape I/O problems. A backup
or MPC job can create up to four copies in addition to the primary (first) tape.

The data written to each tape copy is identical. If one tape is longer than the other, the extra footage on the longer tape
is not used. The only differences between the tapes are the volser in the VOL1 label, certain control information in the
header and trailer labels, and, optionally, different expiration dates and data set names. A restore or MPC job can use any
copy as input in place of the primary tape.

The job template file specifies the number of tape copies a job should create. For more information, see the backup
template OUTPUT Record - Backup Job Template Files  in Template Programming Interface or Managing Backup Job
Template Files in Administrators.

Tape Remounts
You can choose whether VM:Backup should remount tapes to which the currently running backup or MPC job has already
written. If your data center uses ACLs, you may want to prevent tape remounts. If the control setting on the ACL is set to
AUTOMATIC, the ACL cannot remount a tape that has already been mounted in the currently running job. This may also
be true if the control setting is set to SYSTEM and the software you use to mount tapes cannot handle this situation. Also,
preventing tape remounts cuts down on the time it takes backup jobs to complete.

The backup job template file specifies whether to allow or reduce tape remounts in a backup job.

NOTE

More information:
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• OPTIONS Record - Backup Job Template
• Managing Backup Job Template Files

Allowing Tape Remounts

If you specify that VM:Backup should allow remounts, VM:Backup asks the operator to remount tapes if it:

• Detects a change in a minidisk that spans tapes
• Detects a bad cylinder, track, or block on a minidisk that spans tapes
• Performs a physical incremental backup at the domain-level and determines that the minidisk has not changed since

the last backup and that the minidisk spans tapes

NOTE
If you perform a physical incremental backup at the track- or block-level instead of the domain-level, remounts
do not occur if the minidisk has not changed since the last backup.

If it encounters one of these conditions and the backup of the minidisk begins on the current tape, VM:Backup repositions
the tape to the point where the backup of the minidisk begins and starts backing up the next eligible minidisk. If it
encounters one of these conditions and the backup of the minidisk begins on a previous tape, VM:Backup asks the
operator to remount that tape, then repositions the tape and begins backing up the next eligible minidisk.

Reducing Tape Remounts

If you specify that VM:Backup should reduce remounts, VM:Backup does not ask the operator to remount tapes when it
detects a change in or a problem with a minidisk or when performing domain-level physical incremental backups. Instead,
VM:Backup does the following:

• If the backup of the minidisk begins on the current tape, VM:Backup repositions the tape to the point at which the
backup of the minidisk begins and starts backing up the next eligible minidisk.

• If the backup of the minidisk begins on a previous tape, VM:Backup repositions the current tape to the beginning,
writes a cancellation (CAN1) record, and starts backing up the next eligible minidisk. The CAN1 record tells
VM:Backup that this backup of the minidisk is not valid; VM:Backup will not restore this version of the minidisk during
ordinary restores.
The VMBSCAN and VMBRITS utilities recognize the CAN1 record. VMBRITS can restore portions of this invalid
backup, but both VMBSCAN and VMBRITS issue this message when they encounter the CAN1 record:
018I CANCELLATION RECORD FOUND FOR userid vaddr; THIS IS NOT THE VALID BACKUP COPY OF THIS MINIDISK.

If you are restoring from a CMS format backup and VMBRITS encounters a CAN1 record, the minidisk being restored
might be left in an unfinished state.

Reducing tape mounts can save time; however, it increases tape usage.

VM:Backup might still remount tapes under the following conditions:

• When it restarts a job from checkpoint.
• When you use VM:Tape with the AUTOPICK ACCEPT feature, and a tape other than the one selected by AUTOPICK

is mounted. VM:Backup must remount the previous tape to correct tape chaining information in that tape's trailer labels
unless you disable this feature. For more information, see the following section on Tape Chaining.

Tape Chaining
By default, VM:Backup writes tape chaining information in the trailer labels of tapes it uses in backup and MPC jobs.
When the first tape to use in a job is mounted, VM:Backup writes the volser of the next tape to use in the first tape's trailer
label. VM:Backup repeats this process for each subsequently mounted tape so that each tape in the tape set points to the
next tape:

Tape chaining information is used by:
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• VM:Backup when restoring data.
• The VMBRITS utility when restoring VM:Backup.
• The VMBSCAN utility to produce its reports.

At sites that use ACLs and preload general scratch tapes rather than supplying the tapes selected by VM:Backup or
VM:Tape, VM:Backup has to remount tapes to correct tape chaining information already written in their trailer labels. You
can avoid these remounts by preventing VM:Backup from writing tape chaining information in backup tape trailer labels.

To do so, you must also do the following:

• Include a TAPECHAIN NO record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. For more information, see TAPECHAIN Record.
• Interface VM:Backup with VM:Tape. VM:Backup writes tape chaining information in the VM:Tape TMC; if this

information is not available from tape labels, VM:Backup must be able to obtain it from the TMC to restore data.
• Implement the VM:Tape AUTOPICK facility with AUTOPICK ACCEPT specified. The AUTOPICK facility lets VM:Tape

pre-select the next scratch tape and pass the volser to VM:Backup during a backup job. The ACCEPT option lets you
preload general scratch tapes instead; VM:Tape updates the TMC with the correct volsers.

WARNING
The operator must not issue the AUTOPICK STOP command during backup or MPC job processing.

• Know which tapes to mount in the event of a site disaster. VMBSCAN and VMBRITS cannot reference the VM:Tape
TMC, so you are responsible for providing this information.

• During backup jobs, set up the ACL to run in AUTOMATIC mode. You can return the ACL to SYSTEM mode after the
job completes. (Under normal circumstances, VM:Tape requires the ACL to be in SYSTEM mode.)

Backing Up Data
This section describes how VM:Backup backs up data by:

• Providing an overview of VM:Backup backup jobs, including descriptions of backup job processing.
• Possible backup formats and types of backups
• Explaining how VM:Backup backs up the following:

– CMS minidisks
– SFS and BFS data
– Non-CMS minidisks
– Special CMS minidisks

• Explaining how to specify data packing and data encryption
• Providing suggestions for improving backup processing efficiency
• Describing the actions VM:Backup performs when a backup job terminates, normally or abnormally

For information about creating backup job template, exception, and exclusion files through TPI, see Template
Programming Interface. For an explanation of the steps involved in creating these files through system administrator
screens, see Managing Backup Job Template Files and Managing Exception and Exclusion Files in Administrators.

Terms Used in This Section

This section uses the following terms:

CMS data
CMS formatted minidisks and CMS files

SFS data
User storage groups, file spaces, and directory structures in an SFS file pool, SFS files, and authorizations
associated with these entities
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BFS data
BFS file spaces, directories, files, permissions, and ownerships

Special CMS minidisks
CMS minidisks recomputed using the RECOMP option of the CMS FORMAT command (for example, the CMS
system minidisks), or prepared for use with the CMS RESERVE command (for example, SQL/DS database
minidisks)

Non-CMS minidisks
Minidisks not formatted for CMS; examples include minidisks used to store VSAM clusters and OS or DOS data
sets

Backup Job Overview
This section discusses processing of backup jobs, quiescing minidisks and file spaces, and error handling.

Processing of Backup Jobs
A backup job can specify backing up SFS data, BFS data, CMS data, or all three. VM:Backup always starts backing up
SFS and BFS data first, then CMS data. If there are more streams than storage groups, some streams will start with CMS
data. If a stream finishes its SFS or BFS work, it will continue with CMS data. When a backup job starts, VM:Backup:

1. Verifies that the submitting user ID is an authorized VM:Backup system administrator or operator, or an authorized
client

2. Verifies that VM:Backup was not initialized in restore-only mode
3. Scans the backup job definition to make sure it is a valid TEMPLATE file and that the resource pools specified in the

job template file are defined in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file
4. Reads the current CP directory to obtain information for each minidisk included in the job as dictated by the backup job

template file and associated exclusion file, if any
5. Verifies that file pools specified in the job are available and local to the VM:Backup service virtual machine (on the

same system or node), and that the VM:Backup service virtual machine is enrolled as an administrator for those file
pools

6. Performs the following steps, based on the type of data it is backing up:
SFS or BFS data:
a. Obtains information from SFS about each file space included in the job as dictated by the backup job template file

and associated exclusion file, if any. This information includes the storage group on which the file space resides.
a. Acquires read-only links to all of the minidisks that make up the user storage group.
b. Backs up the specified data to DASDtape or physical tape; as part of the backup, creates catalogs if specified

and performs special processing (for example, data encryption) specified in the associated exception file, if any
b. Detaches the user storage group minidisks, acquires a read-only link to the next user storage group minidisks in

the job, and continues backing up the data until all data has been backed up.
CMS data:
a. Acquires a read-only link to the first minidisk in the job.
b. Backs up the specified data to DASDtape or physical tape; as part of the backup, creates catalogs if specified and

performs special processing (for example, data encryption) specified in the associated exception file, if any
c. Detaches the minidisk, acquires a read-only link to the next minidisk in the job, and continues backing up the data

until all CMS data has been backed up
7. When the job completes, if the job template contained the JOBOPTIONS JOBEND NOTIFY record, the product issues

the JOBEND command to tell the submitting user ID that the job completed
8. If the job template contained the JOBOPTIONS ONETIME YES record, the product erases the job template and

exception files for the completed job from its 191 minidisk
Note: To make backups of CMS, SFS, and BFS data run more quickly, VM:Backup performs some processing
ahead of time. For CMS data, VM:Backup pre-links three minidisks per stream. For SFS and BFS data, VM:Backup
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"prepares" three file spaces per stream. When it prepares a file space, VM:Backup makes sure the minidisks that
comprise the storage group on which the file space resides are linked and then reads the SFS catalog records for the
file space.

Processing of Backup Jobs Submitted by an Authorized Client
This section explains how an authorized client, such as VM:Archiver, works with VM:Backup to back up data.

1. The authorized client builds a backup job template file and an exception file in TPI format that specify data to back up
to tape.

2. The client issues the VM:Backup IMPORT command to copy the job template and exception files to the VM:Backup
191 minidisk to convert them to job template and exception files in the VM:Backup internal format.

3. When the template and exception files are successfully imported, the client issues the VM:Backup SUBMIT
command to submit the backup job.

4. VM:Backup processes the job as described in Processing of Backup Jobs.
5. The client issues the VM:Backup GETRPT command to obtain the job's keyword data report.
6. VM:Backup copies the keyword data report to the specified minidisk or directory and, if the transfer completes

successfully, erases the keyword data report from its report minidisk. If the transfer does not complete successfully, the
report remains on the report minidisk.

If a job is canceled by a VM:Backup operator before or during processing, VM:Backup logs this information in the keyword
data report. If requested, VM:Backup then issues the JOBEND command to tell the client that the job ended.

Quiescing Minidisks and File Spaces
You can request that VM:Backup quiesce a minidisk or file space during a backup. You should quiesce when:

• The minidisk is changing constantly and you want to ensure a good backup.
• The file space contains files that must be maintained at the same commit level.
• The file space contains update-in-place files. All BFS files are update-in-place.
• The minidisk is a system minidisk for another product.

You can quiesce a minidisk or file space by requesting it on the Managing Exception File screen for the job or by
specifying QUIESCE YES on the OPTIONS record in the TPI exception file for the job. For more information, see
Specifying Special Processing Options in Administrators or OPTIONS Record for backup job exception files in Template
Programming Interface.

If the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists, VM:Backup uses it to send a quiesce request. VM:Backup uses the same
exit to resume activity on the minidisk or file space that was quiesced. For detailed information about this user exit, see
Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit.

If the quiesce user exit does not exist, VM:Backup issues a CP SMSG userid QUIESCE to ask the owning user ID to
quiesce the minidisk or file space. If the user ID is not receiving SMSG, VM:Backup waits until the time specified for the
user wait period (defined by the USERWAIT configuration file record) elapses, then assumes that the minidisk or file
space is quiesced and continues the job. If the user ID receives the SMSG userid QUIESCE and does not respond within
the allowed user wait time, VM:Backup assumes that the quiesce request has been rejected and the minidisk or file space
is skipped.

Error Handling
This page describes how VM:Backup handles and reports errors it encounters during backup jobs.
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During Minidisk Backups

Because VM:Backup uses a read-only link to back up data from minidisks, most backups can be performed at any time
without interrupting users' work. Users are not asked to detach minidisks and generally are unaware that VM:Backup is
running. If VM:Backup is unable to obtain a link to a minidisk, the data is not backed up.

If VM:Backup encounters an error on a CMS minidisk, VM:Backup backs up the entire minidisk using a physical format.
VM:Backup cannot detect changes being made to a minidisk while the minidisk is being backed up physically.

Errors or the inability to link are indicated in the output listing returned to the user specified under Report Guidelines or on
the REPORT record in the backup job template file. For more information, see Managing Backup Job Template Files in
Administrators or the REPORT record for backup job template files in Template Programming Interface.

If VM:Backup detects that changes continue to be made to a CMS minidisk after it has tried to back up the minidisk the
number of times specified in the backup job template, VM:Backup either performs a physical backup of the entire minidisk
or skips the minidisk and continues to the next one. For more information, see Minidisks That Are Changing During
Backups.

During File Space Backups

If VM:Backup cannot obtain links to all of the minidisks in an SFS user storage group, file spaces in that user storage
group are not backed up.

For SFS file spaces, if VM:Backup detects changes in a file space after performing the maximum number of consistency
checks allowed, VM:Backup backs up the file space and writes a message to the job output report indicating that a
consistent point-in-time view could not be obtained. In this case, the integrity of individual files in the file space is not
guaranteed. If a consistent point-in-time view can be obtained, the files might be at different commit levels. This should not
be important to most applications; however, if you are unsure, you should quiesce the file space.

VM:Backup cannot detect changes made to update-in-place files. To make sure that you obtain a consistent point-in-time
view of an SFS file space that contains update-in-place files, you must quiesce the file space during backups.

For BFS file spaces, all files are update-in-place; therefore, VM:Backup cannot detect changes. To make sure that you
obtain a consistent point-in-time view of a BFS file space, you must quiesce it during backups.

Errors or the inability to link are indicated in the output listing returned to the user specified under Report Guidelines or on
the REPORT record in the backup job template file. For more information, see Managing Backup Job Template Files in
Administrators or REPORT Record - Backup Job Template Files in Template Programming Interface.

Backup Formats
VM:Backup backs up data using five formats:

You can specify one format for all minidisks in the backup job template file, then override that format for certain minidisks
in an associated exception file. This provides formatting flexibility at both the job and domain-level.

CMS Backups

When backing up data in CMS format, VM:Backup uses the CMS file directory to determine which files to back up and
backs up the CMS minidisks by file. If you specify a CMS backup, VM:Backup backs up data using CMS format unless the
minidisk:

• Has been recomputed; in this case VM:Backup backs up the CMS area of recomputed minidisks by file and backs up
the recomputed area physically

• Is reserved; in this case VM:Backup backs up CMS-reserved minidisks physically
• Is a non-CMS minidisk; in this case VM:Backup does not back up the minidisk
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Data backed up using CMS format is device-independent when it is restored; you can restore files backed up from one
CMS-supported DASD device to any other CMS-supported DASD device. This allows easy migration of older DASD
devices when new DASD types are introduced. Reserved and recomputed areas backed up physically are device-
dependent when restored. For more information, see Physical Backups.

For more information about CMS-reserved minidisks and recomputed portions of minidisks, see Backing Up Special CMS
Minidisks.

Logical Backups

When backing up minidisks logically, VM:Backup identifies the type of minidisk being processed, then determines
the appropriate backup format. VM:Backup first attempts a CMS-formatted backup. If it is not successful, VM:Backup
performs a physical backup according to the minidisk device type.

VM:Backup performs a physical backup when the minidisk:

• Is a non-CMS minidisk
• Contains a file that has an invalid CMS format
• Is reserved
• Contains a recomputed portion; only the recomputed portion is backed up physically
• Continues to change during backup and the number of backup attempts specified in the backup job template file has

been exceeded. For more information, see Minidisks That Are Changing During Backups.

When backing up SFS or BFS data logically, VM:Backup uses SFS format. For details, see SFS Backups.

CMSALLOC Backups

When backing up data using CMSALLOC format, VM:Backup reads the block allocation map on CMS minidisks to identify
which blocks are or are not in use, and physically backs up only those that are in use. Because less data is written to tape,
CMSALLOC backups are faster than both CMS backups of all files and physical backups of every block. You can use it to
back up data that does not require a file-level restore. Data backed up in CMSALLOC format is device-dependent when it
is restored. If you restore a CKD device, the target volume must be the same device class and type as the source volume;
for example, you must restore a 3380 device to a 3380 device. If restoring an FBA device, the target volume must be an
FBA device.

NOTE
You cannot use CMSALLOC format for incremental backups.

If you specify a CMSALLOC backup, VM:Backup backs up data using this format unless the minidisk:

• Has been recomputed; in this case VM:Backup backs up the CMS area of recomputed minidisks using the
CMSALLOC method and backs up the recomputed area physically

• Is reserved; in this case VM:Backup backs up CMS-reserved minidisks physically
• Is a non-CMS minidisk; in this case VM:Backup backs up the minidisk physically

Physical Backups

When backing up data physically, VM:Backup backs up data by track for CKD devices or in groups of 32 512-byte blocks
for FBA devices. VM:Backup automatically performs a physical backup if a minidisk is not formatted for CMS, but you can
also request that VM:Backup back up data physically.

Data backed up using this format is device-dependent when it is restored. If you restore a CKD device, the target volume
must be the same device class and type as the source volume; for example, you must restore a 3380 device to a 3380
device. If restoring an FBA device, the target volume must be an FBA device.
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SFS Backups

For SFS data, VM:Backup performs either a file space-level backup or a directory-level backup. VM:Backup backs up the
following:

• Enrollment information for the file space
• Entire directory structure
• All directory authorizations

In addition, for a file space-level backup, VM:Backup backs up files, file authorizations, directory authorizations, and
file aliases for every directory. For a directory-level backup, VM:Backup backs up files, file authorizations, directory
authorizations, and file aliases for the directory you specify.

For a directory-level backup, all directories other than the one you specified appear as empty directories on the backup
tape.

VM:Backup always backs up SFS data as described in this section, regardless of job template file specifications.

For BFS data, VM:Backup performs a file space-level backup. VM:Backup backs up the following:

• Enrollment information for the file space
• Entire directory structure
• All directory permissions and ownerships

VM:Backup always backs up BFS data as described in this section, regardless of job template file specifications.

Backup Types
There are two types of backups: full and incremental. A full backup job copies to tape all data from the DASD volumes
and file pools specified in the backup job template file. An incremental backup job uses the catalogs from specified earlier
backups to determine whether any domains have been updated. It then backs up only those portions that differ from these
earlier backups. Portions refers to CMS files, SFS directories, BFS directories, files, SFS authorizations and aliases, BFS
permissions and ownerships, CKD tracks, or groups of FBA blocks.

You can use incremental backups in two different ways. You can use them to back up data consecutively or cumulatively.
In a consecutive incremental backup cycle, each incremental backup is based on the immediately previous backup,
whether full or incremental. It includes only data that has changed since the immediately previous backup.

The following diagram illustrates this cycle.

In a cumulative incremental backup cycle, each incremental backup is based on a specified backup, usually the last full
backup. It includes all data that has changed since the specified backup; therefore, each incremental backup replaces all
previous incremental backups created after the specified backup. The following diagram illustrates this cycle.
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The job template file for incremental backups must identify, by job template file name, the backups on which to base the
incremental backups. VM:Backup uses this information to locate the catalogs created by the specified job template files
so it can detect differences between the current domain and the previously backed-up versions. The incremental backup
job template must also indicate whether VM:Backup should back up the entire domain or only the changed portions if
VM:Backup detects changes.

When an incremental backup is run whose job template file specifies domain-level detail for the backup detail level,
VM:Backup backs up the entire domain if anything has changed since the previous backup. When an incremental backup
whose job template file specifies file-level detail is run, VM:Backup backs up only those portions that have changed since
the previous backup.

A file-level base catalog is required to perform an incremental backup that also specifies file-level detail for the backup
detail level. If the base catalog was not created with file-level detail, VM:Backup backs up the entire minidisk or file space
if any portion has changed. With only a domain-level base catalog, VM:Backup has no basis on which to compare file,
track, or block changes.

Different types of backups are suited to different situations. For example, a backup cycle that uses daily full backups is
ideal when much data changes daily. The amount of time it takes to restore data is minimal because you need to mount
only the tapes from one backup. However, full backups require more time and more tapes than any other type of backup.

A backup cycle that uses a full monthly backup followed by daily consecutive incremental backups is better suited to sites
at which there are relatively few daily changes to data and which have limited periods of time during which to run backups.
Consecutive incremental backups use fewer tapes and run more quickly than other types of backups. However, you have
to mount more tapes to restore data than when you use other types of backup cycles.

A backup cycle that uses a full monthly backup followed by cumulative daily incremental backups would also be
suitable at sites where changes to data are minimal. Cumulative incremental backups use fewer tapes and are less time
consuming than full backups, but use more tapes and are more time consuming than consecutive incremental backups.
Again, when you restore data, you need to mount more tapes than for full backups but fewer than for consecutive
incremental backups; only the tapes that contain the last full backup and the most recent incremental backup are required.

A fourth possibility is a cycle that uses all three types of backups. For example, you could run a full backup monthly,
a cumulative incremental backup (based on the full backup) weekly, and consecutive incremental backups (based on
the full and cumulative incremental backups) daily. This system combines the security and restore speed of cumulative
incremental backups with the low tape and time consumption of consecutive incremental backups.

Conditions that Force a Full Backup of a Minidisk or File Space
VM:Backup performs a full backup of any minidisk or file space if one of the following conditions occurs during an
incremental backup job:
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• The catalog minidisk does not contain catalogs for the job template files on which the incremental job template file is
based. (Job template file names may have been spelled incorrectly.) VM:Backup performs a full backup of all minidisks
and file spaces specified in the job.

• A domain was not included in a previous backup in this catalog chain.
• The incremental backup job specifies that VM:Backup should back up the entire domain if any data has changed, and

data has changed.
• The catalog for the previous backup contains domain-level detail, and the domain has changed.
• The catalog for the previous backup contains domain-level detail, and the incremental backup job requests file-level

detail. VM:Backup performs a full backup even if no data has changed.
• The backup format specified in the incremental backup job is different from that used in the previous backup. For

example, CMS is specified in the incremental backup job, and physical was used in the previous backup.
• The minidisk block size has changed since the previous backup. For example, the incremental backup detects that the

minidisk was formatted at 1K-byte blocks, but the previous backup recorded the minidisk in 4K-byte blocks.
• The user storage group in which a file space resides or the maximum number of blocks allocated to a file space was

changed. (A change to a file space's warning threshold value does not force a full backup of that file space.)
• For physical backups, if the device type of the minidisk has changed since the previous backup. For example, the

incremental backup detects that the minidisk resided on a CKD device type, but the previous backup recorded the
minidisk as residing on an FBA device type.

• For physical backups, if the size of the minidisk has changed since the previous backup.
• For CMS backups, if the incremental backup job specifies using HASH to detect changes and the previous backup

used DATE, VM:Backup performs a full backup even if no files have changed. VM:Backup does not perform a full
backup if HASH was specified for the previous backup and the incremental backup job specifies DATE. For information
about the HASH and DATE options, see Change Detection for CMS Backups.

• For physical backups, if the previous backup specified that changes were not to be detected. VM:Backup performs a
full backup, regardless of the change detection method specified by the incremental backup job.

• The backup method specified by the incremental backup job is CMSALLOC.
• The encryption key specified by the incremental backup job differs from that used in the previous backup.
• The exception file information associated with the domain differs from that used in the previous backup. For example,

files are listed for inclusion in the incremental job's exception file that were not listed in the previous backup job's
exception file.

• A CMS minidisk contained invalid files or was changing while VM:Backup attempted to back it up.
• The catalog for the previous backup job contains domain-level detail and the incremental backup job contains an

Include/Exclude list of files for this minidisk or file space.

Conditions That Force a Full Backup of an SFS or BFS Directory
VM:Backup performs a full backup of an SFS or BFS directory if the SFS administrator changes the user storage group in
which the directory resides, or changes the file space allocation. In addition, VM:Backup performs a full backup of an SFS
directory if a file control directory is changed to a directory control directory or vice versa.

Backing Up CMS Minidisks
VM:Backup backs up all CMS-formatted minidisks, including those formatted at 800-byte blocks and those with:

• Files created with numeric filemodes (0 to 9)
• Variable-length files in which the longest line is shorter than the logical record length (LRECL)
• Files with filenames, filetypes, or both containing any special symbols or alphanumeric characters (except imbedded

blanks)
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NOTE
VM:Backup backs up files with fileids that contain characters other than those reserved for CMS fileids.
However, if you or an application program has changed CMS to allow for other characters, VM:Backup may not
be able to display those characters on VM:Backup screens.

Contents

Job Definition

The job template file identifies the DASD volumes from which VM:Backup is to back up data. If an entire DASD volume
should not be processed, the job template file specifies the minidisks on the volume to include by identifying:

• The virtual addresses of the minidisks
• The account numbers or access control interface (ACI) security groups to which the minidisks are defined

An associated exception file can specify that VM:Backup back up only certain files, or it can specify that VM:Backup
process entire minidisks, account numbers, and ACI security groups that are different from what is specified in the job
template file.

An associated exclusion file may exclude entire DASD volumes or certain user IDs, minidisks, account numbers, and ACI
security groups from being backed up.

Invalid Files

When backing up a file, VM:Backup applies a set of very stringent criteria to ensure that the file structure is valid for CMS.
If VM:Backup finds that a file is invalid, VM:Backup enters a message in the job report and performs a physical backup of
the entire minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator should review the output listing for these minidisks and have the
invalid files corrected.

Minidisks That Are Changing During Backups

If VM:Backup detects that changes continue to be made to a minidisk after it tries to back up the minidisk a specified
number of times, VM:Backup either performs a physical backup of the entire minidisk or skips the minidisk and continues
to the next one.

By default, VM:Backup tries to back up the minidisk three times, then switches to a physical backup. You can specify,
in either the backup job template or exception file, how many times VM:Backup should try to back up the minidisk and
what action VM:Backup should take if the minidisk continues to change after the specified number of backup attempts.
For more information, see Specifying Output Guidelines in Administrators or OPTIONS Record - Backup Job Template in
Template Programming Interface.

Change Detection for CMS Minidisks

When VM:Backup performs an incremental CMS backup, it compares a minidisk with the catalog chain on which the job is
based and then:

• Backs up files that have changed since the last backup
• Backs up files that have not been previously backed up
• Records the erasure of any files that were included in a previous backup

When defining the backup job template file, the VM:Backup system administrator defines how VM:Backup detects
changes during CMS backups. Depending on whether the job is a full or incremental backup job, VM:Backup will react in
the following ways to what is specified for change detection:
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• For a full backup, VM:Backup uses the change detection selection to determine what to save in the catalog to use for
comparison during an incremental backup to detect whether data has changed.

• In incremental backups, VM:Backup uses the change detection selection to determine what values should be
compared with the values stored in the catalog to determine whether data has changed.

Storing Change Detection Information

When defining the full backup job template file, the VM:Backup system administrator can set one of the following for
change detection during CMS backups:

Date

VM:Backup stores file status table (FST) attributes (for example, date, size, and record format) for files in a file-level detail
catalog. When creating a domain-level detail catalog, VM:Backup stores certain minidisk attributes in the catalog. Date is
the default option.
With Date, only the FST information is stored in the catalog. In most cases, comparing the FST information of CMS files is
sufficient to detect a change.

Hash

VM:Backup uses a hash value to determine whether the contents of a file or minidisk have changed.
If VM:Backup is creating file-level catalogs, VM:Backup computes a hash value of the contents of each file backed up
along with its FST attributes and stores the values in the catalog.
If VM:Backup is creating domain-level catalogs, VM:Backup computes a hash value of the contents of each minidisk
backed up and stores the values in the catalog.
Use Hash if you use non-CMS access methods that do not update file status table (FST) information when modifying files
or minidisks. Hash requires more CPU and I/O resources than Date.

Detecting Changes During CMS Incremental Backups

When defining the incremental backup job template file, the change detection options have the following meaning:

Date

VM:Backup compares the current FST attributes of a file to the corresponding attributes of the file stored in the base file-
level detail catalog to determine whether the contents of the file have changed. If the base catalog contains domain-level
detail, certain minidisk attributes are compared to the attributes in the base catalog. Date is the default option.

Hash

VM:Backup recomputes the hash value for each file along with its FST attributes and compares this value with the hash
value stored in the base file-level detail catalog to determine whether the contents of the file have changed. If the base
catalog contains domain-level detail, the minidisk contents are hashed and compared to the hash value stored in the base
catalog.

When Date is used for a full backup, VM:Backup does not compute and store hash values for data. If Hash is defined
for the incremental backup, VM:Backup cannot determine whether data has changed because there are no hash values
in the catalog created by the full backup. When VM:Backup is unable to detect changes for a domain in an incremental
backup, a full backup is taken of that domain.

When Hash is defined for the full backup, the hash value and FST information are stored in the catalog, which means
VM:Backup can detect changes even when the file's FST attributes have not changed.

NOTE

• For information about setting these options in a backup job template file, see OPTIONS Record - Backup Job
Template in Template Programming Interface.

• For information about managing change detection through administration screens, see Specifying Change
Detection in Administrators.
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Backing Up SFS and BFS Data
The VM:Backup service virtual machine must be an authorized SFS administrator for any file pools specified in a
VM:Backup backup job. The SFS file pool server must be local to VM:Backup. To identify the names of the file pools,
either update the FILEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file or use the Manage Configuration Options function
screen. For more information, see FILEPOOL Record or Identifying SFS File Pools in Administrators.

In addition, if you have an External Security Manager (ESM) for the Shared File System, you must tell it to give
VM:Backup read and write authorization to every object in the file pool that VM:Backup is backing up or restoring data
to. This step is necessary because VM:Backup backs up native SFS authorizations only; it does not backup ESM
authorizations. Consult your ESM vendor for information about backing up ESM authorizations.

Because BFS data resides in BFS file spaces in SFS file pools, this section covers both SFS and BFS restore processing.

Contents

Job Definition

The way VM:Backup backs up data from file pools is similar to the way it backs up CMS minidisks. Instead of identifying
the DASD volumes to back up, the job template file specifies the names of the file pools from which to back up data, and
specific file spaces or directories to back up.

An associated exception file can specify that VM:Backup process only certain files or entire file spaces or directories
differently from others included in the job. An associated exclusion file can exclude specific file spaces or directories from
processing.

Backup Process

When backing up a file pool or portions of a file pool, VM:Backup:

1. Identifies the minidisks that make up each user storage group in the file pool
2. Identifies the file spaces enrolled in the file pool and their associated user storage groups
3. Prelinks all minidisks that make up a particular user storage group
4. Backs up the file spaces that make up the user storage group, one file space at a time

Changing SFS File Spaces and Directories

By default, VM:Backup does not check for changes in a file space during a backup. This setting is suitable for most sites
because SFS guarantees a consistent view of individual files; however, if your site runs applications that requires files
to be maintained at the same commit level, that is, in sync with each other, you should have VM:Backup perform one or
more consistency checks during backups.

You can specify the number of consistency checks (up to 9) on the system administrator Work With Backup Template
screen or Work With Backup Exception screen, or on the OPTIONS SFSTRIES TPI record in the template or exception
file.

If, after the requested number of attempts, VM:Backup still cannot obtain a consistent view of the file space, VM:Backup
backs it up and writes a message in the job output report stating a consistent view was not obtained.

VM:Backup cannot detect changes made to update-in-place files. To ensure that you obtain a consistent point-in-time view
of SFS file spaces that contain update-in-place files, you must quiesce these file spaces during backups.

Changing BFS File Spaces and Directories

VM:Backup cannot detect changes made to update-in-place files. All BFS files are update-in-place. To ensure that you
obtain a consistent point-in-time view of BFS file spaces, you must quiesce these file spaces during backups.
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Incremental Backup of SFS File Spaces

When performing an incremental backup, VM:Backup determines whether changes have occurred since a previous
backup by computing a special hash value based on the FST attributes, file authorizations, and physical block numbers
backed up for each file. VM:Backup computes this hash value regardless of the type of change detection the system
administrator specifies in the backup job template file.

VM:Backup also computes, for the alias files, a separate hash value that contains the fully qualified names of both the
alias and base files. The hash value computed for SFS differs from that computed for CMS minidisks in that it does not
include the file's contents. If the base catalog contains domain-level detail, the file space contents are hashed.

Incremental Backup of BFS File Spaces

When performing an incremental backup, VM:Backup determines whether changes have occurred since a previous
backup by computing a special hash value based on the timestamp values for data changes and file attribute changes.
VM:Backup computes this hash value regardless of the type of change detection the system administrator specifies in the
backup job template file.

Backing Up Non-CMS Minidisks
Non-CMS minidisks are those not formatted for CMS. These include minidisks used to store VSAM clusters and OS and
DOS data sets. Non-CMS minidisks must be backed up in physical format.

If the job template file specifies a logical backup, VM:Backup determines the type of DASD device on which the data
resides and backs up the data accordingly. CKD DASD is backed up by track while FBA DASD is backed up in groups of
32 512-byte blocks. Unless an exception file specifies otherwise, VM:Backup backs up the entire minidisk.

VM:Backup creates catalog entries for non-CMS minidisks in the same manner as it creates them for CMS minidisks.
If the file-level catalog detail is specified in the job template file, VM:Backup makes one catalog entry for each track or
group of blocks backed up. If domain-level catalog detail is specified, VM:Backup makes one catalog entry for the entire
minidisk.

Contents

Change Detection for Physical Backups

You can run incremental backup jobs to back up only the changed portions of minidisks that are backed up physically.
When defining the backup job template file, the VM:Backup system administrator can select what option to use for
detecting changes during physical backups. Depending on whether the job is a full or incremental backup job, VM:Backup
will react in the following ways to what is specified for change detection:

• For a full backup, VM:Backup uses the change detection selection to determine whether to save hash values in the
catalog to use for comparison during an incremental backup to detect whether data has changed.

• In incremental backups, VM:Backup uses the change detection selection to determine whether to perform change
detection.

Storing Change Detection Information

When defining the full backup job template file, the VM:Backup system administrator can set one of the following for
change detection during physical backups:

Hash

VM:Backup uses a hash value to determine whether the contents of a minidisk have changed.
If VM:Backup is creating file-level detail catalogs, VM:Backup computes a hash value of the contents of each CKD track or
FBA group of blocks backed up and stores the values in the catalog.
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If VM:Backup is creating domain-level catalogs, VM:Backup computes a hash value of the contents of each minidisk
backed up and stores the values in the catalog.
Hash is the default option.

None

VM:Backup does not save hash values for change detection. When you select None, VM:Backup cannot detect changes;
incremental backup jobs will perform a full backup of these minidisks.
The None option is the best choice when a minidisk:

• Changes frequently (an incremental backup will back up most of the minidisk anyway)
• Is restored frequently (a full backup minimizes the number of tape mounts required for the restore)

Not saving hash values reduces the number of CPU cycles VM:Backup uses and may result in improved backup
performance.

Detecting Changes During Physical Incremental Backups

When defining the incremental backup job template file, the change detection options have the following meaning:

Hash

If the base catalog contains file-level detail, a changed track or group of blocks is to be detected by first computing a hash
value of each CKD track or FBA group of blocks, then comparing the hashed results to the corresponding values in the
base catalog.
If the base catalog contains domain-level detail, Hash specifies that a change is to be detected by hashing the contents of
the entire minidisk and comparing the hashed results to the corresponding values in the base catalog.
The data is written to tape as the hash value is computed. If the hash value indicates that the minidisk has not changed,
the data is overwritten on the tape. This may require a previous tape to be remounted if the data spans tapes. The
assumption is made that most minidisks change day-to-day. If this is not the case at your site, you might want to turn off
change detection for these minidisks or you might want to exclude them from the incremental backup.

None

None specifies that hashing will not be done at all; VM:Backup does not detect changes and performs a full backup of the
minidisk. You may not want VM:Backup to detect changes if a minidisk changes frequently, and you want to minimize the
chance that VM:Backup may remount a tape to overwrite the data on the tape.

Backing Up Special CMS Minidisks
Special CMS minidisks include:

• Recomputed minidisks (for example, the CMS 190 minidisk)
• Reserved minidisks (for example, SQL/DS database minidisks)

During a logical or CMS-formatted backup, VM:Backup automatically recognizes special minidisks and backs them up
according to the procedures described below.

Recomputed Minidisks
A recomputed minidisk is one that has been formatted with the RECOMP option of the CMS FORMAT command. The
most common reason for using RECOMP is to reserve an IPL area untouched by the CMS file system. When VM:Backup
detects a recomputed minidisk, it separates the CMS and recomputed areas, performs a logical backup of all the CMS
files, then performs a physical backup of the recomputed portion.
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VM:Backup can restore individual files, the recomputed area, or both. Because the recomputed area is physically backed
up, the restore of this minidisk is device-dependent.

Reserved Minidisks
Reserved minidisks are CMS minidisks prepared for use with the CMS RESERVE command. When VM:Backup detects a
reserved minidisk, it recognizes that the data is not in standard CMS format and performs a physical backup of the entire
minidisk. By physically backing up the minidisk, VM:Backup ensures that the data can be restored in a usable format.

Because the reserved area is physically backed up, the restore of this portion is device-dependent.

Some sites prefer to include SQL/DS minidisks in their normal VM:Backup jobs to simplify daily operating procedures. The
IBM Program Product SQL/DS includes facilities for logical archiving of database minidisks.

Backing Up Database Minidisks

If you want to use VM:Backup to back up a database, keep in mind that a database can be stored on several minidisks
(for example, the SQLDBA 200, 201, and 202 minidisks in the IBM starter system), the contents of which must be
synchronized. To guarantee synchronization, perform one of the following:

• Shut down the database system before VM:Backup backs up its minidisks.
• Quiesce all database minidisks before VM:Backup backs up the minidisks. For details on quiescing minidisks during

backup jobs, see Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit.

In either case, include all minidisks associated with a database in the same job template file.

Using Data Packing
To conserve space on tapes, the VM:Backup system administrator can specify that VM:Backup pack data it backs up.
VM:Backup uses a general purpose packing algorithm that eliminates repeating characters (such as blanks) in a data
file by replacing them with a 3-byte field. Packing yields a significant compaction of data for almost all types of data. You
can use data packing with all backup formats. Specify the data packing option in the job template or exception file. For
information, see Restore Job Template Files in the Template Programming Interface.

If hardware compression is available to you through IDRC-capable tape drives, you can still have VM:Backup pack the
data; however, the job run time and the number of tapes needed for the job may increase. Experiment with a variety of
jobs to see which settings give you the right balance between job run times and number of tapes produced.

During a restore, VM:Backup automatically detects that the data is packed and unpacks the data before restoring it.

Using Encryption for Data Security
VM:Backup supports data encryption and decryption for backup and restores. VM:Backup supports several encryption
algorithms and keys which use the National Institute of Standards and Technology's Standards as defined in the Federal
Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUBS). These are Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Triple
Data Encryption Algorithm (TDEA or DES3), and Data Encryption Standard (DES). Because of federal regulations, some
international customers receive another encryption/decryption algorithm, RC2.

When encryption is used, all data pertaining to the contents of the minidisks or file spaces specified in the exception file
for the backup job is encrypted on tape. This includes the following:

• Contents of all files, tracks, and blocks
• Information about directories, aliases, and authorizations specified to be encrypted and backed up in the job
• Any restrictions indicated in the associated exception file
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Data encryption requires a large amount of CPU time; you may want to use it for highly sensitive information only. If you
are running on a processor that supports CP Assist for Cryptographic Function (CPACF), your encryption and decryption
processing will be accelerated. Hardware encryption and decryption is faster executing the security algorithm than
software encryption and decryption because the processing is performed on a specialized processor dedicated to that
function, eliminating the CPU cycles needed to execute the software algorithms on your processor’s standard CPUs.

VM:Backup displays which of its encryption algorithms have hardware assist by using the QUERY ENCRYPT ALL
command. Depending on the nature of the data being backed up, you may be able to speed up processing by packing
data whenever you use encryption. Data packing results in less data to encrypt. For more information, see QUERY
ENCRYPT ALL Command.

Encrypting Data

To specify data encryption for a backup job, the VM:Backup system administrator must provide a security key in the
exception file associated with the backup job template file.

Each encryption algorithm has unique security key requirements. You can use the same security key to encrypt multiple
backup jobs. 

The exception file is the only place where the security key is recorded. If the security key is changed after the backup has
run, you must record the original key so that the data can be decrypted and restored.

NOTE

 For information on how to specify the security key in the exception file, see: 

•  Backup job exception file OPTIONS record 
•  Specifying Special Processing Options 

Decrypting Data

When you restore encrypted data, you must use the same algorithm and the security key to decrypt the data that you
used to encrypt it. VM:Backup maintains the information needed to identify the algorithm required to decrypt the data and
to detect when a user provides the wrong security key for decryption.

Backing Up Efficiently
Many factors affect the amount of time it takes to back up data and the number of tapes or amount of disk space used.
The VM:Backup system administrator can control some factors discussed below; others are performance features
provided by VM:Backup.

Preventing Unwanted Physical Backups

If a backup job template file specifies a logical backup format (the default option), VM:Backup determines whether it
should perform a CMS or physical backup of each minidisk in the job.

If all minidisks to be backed up are assumed to be CMS minidisks, specify CMS as the backup format. Then, if
VM:Backup encounters any non-CMS minidisks (such as unformatted minidisks), it indicates in the job report that
an invalid minidisk was encountered and not backed up. If a logical backup is specified as the format for the backup,
VM:Backup performs a physical backup of any non-CMS minidisk it encounters.

Specifying CMS also prevents VM:Backup from backing up full pack minidisks accidentally when they were not specifically
excluded in an exclusion file.
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Using Multiple Tape Streams

You can significantly reduce the amount of time required to run a backup by using multiple tape streams. Tape streams
divide the domains to be backed up between two or more drives. The VM:Backup system administrator specifies the
number of tape streams a particular job is to use in the backup job template. The operator can override this number when
using the SUBMIT command. VM:Backup determines which domains to back up to each tape stream, and writes the data
to each stream independently and concurrently.

Reducing Tape Remounts

You can cut down on the time it takes backup jobs to complete by specifying that VM:Backup not remount tapes the
currently running backup job has already written to. For information about this feature, see Tape Remounts.

Reducing DASD Access Contention

VM:Backup minimizes DASD access contention between tape streams by grouping the minidisks from a particular
physical disk volume on a single tape stream.

To avoid excessively long backup jobs, VM:Backup reassigns minidisks from an active tape stream to another that has
already completed its work.

Backing Up SFS File Spaces

For performance purposes, VM:Backup reads data directly from the user storage group minidisks without using CSL calls.
This allows VM:Backup to read the data without funneling it through the SFS server.

Setting Up a Secure, Efficient Backup Schedule

VM:Backup system administrators and operators submit backup jobs as scheduled or as needed. The backup data
protection required by your data center determines the interval between backups. Your restore needs determine the
backup schedule best suited for your site.

If a week-old copy is adequate for a file, weekly backups may suffice. The most common schedule is to run a full backup
once a week, an incremental backup daily, and a backup of VM:Backup daily. A full backup each month with a longer tape
retention period may serve for long-term backups. If you use a scheduler system (for example, VM:Schedule ), you can
schedule jobs to run at preset times or you can use the VMBCYC task to break out your backup schedule over a full week.
For information about VMBCYC, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Automated Implementation and Control Guide.

One reason to run frequent full backups is to avoid problems that can arise from maintaining long catalog chains. For
example, if you need to restore a full minidisk and you have not run a full backup for several months, you may have to
mount several months worth of backup tapes before the most recent version of that minidisk can be restored. To ensure
that your restore needs are met efficiently, you should run a full backup at least once a month.

Backup Job Termination
This section describes the actions performed when a backup job completes normally and when a backup job terminates
abnormally because it was canceled.

Normal Job Termination

When a backup runs to normal completion, VM:Backup:

1. Detaches all minidisks, tape drives, virtual printers, and virtual punches used in the job
2. If catalogs were created, updates the catalog index files, then closes them
3. Updates the resource pools with current tape information
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4. If a keyword data report was created, closes the report
5. Sends the local console and the job's system log two messages:

– Message 076I, which indicates the maximum amount of virtual storage VM:Backup used to run the job
– Message 077I, which indicates the maximum amount of virtual storage used by the job and any other activities in

the VM:Backup service virtual machine during the execution of the job
6. Returns reports to the submitting user ID (if the job was an end user or special SFS or BFS restore request), or to the

user ID specified under Report Guidelines or on the REPORT record in the job template
7. If the job so specifies, issues the JOBEND command
8. If the job so specifies, erases the backup job template, exception, and exclusion files

Abnormal Job Termination

When an abnormal job termination occurs, VM:Backup:

1. Detaches all minidisks, tape drives, virtual printers, and virtual punches used in the job
2. Erases any new catalog entries from the catalog minidisk
3. Erases checkpoint data for the job from the restart recovery minidisk (CHECKDISK)
4. If a keyword data report was created, erases the report and creates a new report indicating that the job was canceled
5. Sends a message to the operator explaining why the job terminated abnormally
6. Returns reports to the submitting user ID (if the job was an end user or special SFS or BFS restore request), or to the

user ID specified under Report Guidelines or on the REPORT record in the job template
7. If the job so specifies, issues the JOBEND command
8. If the job so specifies, erases the backup job template, exception, and exclusion files

The tapes used in the job remain available for use by other backup jobs even though the expiration dates in the tape
labels may have been changed and no longer match the dates in the pool.

If you use VM:Tape, a rollback order is sent to VM:Tape for each tape volume that was used in the job. This resets the
VM:Tape TMC entry for the volumes back to their state before the job started.

Job Rollback

When a backup job rollback occurs, the VM:Backup restart recovery facility is used to restart the job close to the point
where processing stopped.

If the rollback is caused by a tape I/O error, the backup job is automatically restarted. If the rollback is due to a procedural
error, the backup job is automatically placed on hold. When the problem is corrected, you can use the RELEASE
command to restart the job.

Restoring Data
This section describes how VM:Backup restores data.

For information about creating restore job template, exception, and exclusion files through TPI, see the Template
Programming Interface. For detailed information about the steps involved in creating these files through system
administrator screens and submitting a request to restore data for an end user, see  Administrators. For a description of
how to use end user screens to restore data, see  Users.

Queueing and Running Restore Jobs
All restore jobs are queued for processing as they are received. VM:Backup queues job template file restore jobs, special
SFS and BFS restore jobs, and VM:Archiver restores jobs for immediate processing when they are submitted. You
can have VM:Backup queue end user requests for immediate processing when they are submitted, or you can have
VM:Backup put them on hold to be released by VM:Backup operators during periods of low data center activity. For
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information about holding restore requests, see RESTHOLD Record or When to Process End-User Restore Requests in
Administrators.

VM:Backup can process up to 15 jobs concurrently; by default, two of these jobs are restore jobs. You can increase
the number of restore jobs VM:Backup processes at one time either by editing the MULT configuration file record in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file or using the Define Job Processing Options screen. For instructions on how to set the number
of jobs that can run concurrently, see MULT Record or Number of Jobs that Can Run Concurrently in Administrators.

TPI Restore Types
VM:Backup offers three types of restore jobs through the Template Programming Interface (TPI): CATSEARCH,
VOLSEARCH, and VOLSER. This section describes each type of job.

CATSEARCH Restore Jobs
CATSEARCH restore jobs let you restore data when a catalog is available. VM:Backup searches backup catalogs for
information about backed-up data to restore. VM:Backup uses the catalogs to determine the following information:

• What data was backed up and when
• Which tapes contain the backed-up data
• The location of the data on those tapes

CATSEARCH jobs specify a time period. The default time period is 01/01/1942 00:00 (start date and time) through the
current date and time (end date and time). You can specify a different time period.

For domain restores, VM:Backup uses the time period to determine which version of the domain to restore. If the version
selected is from an incremental backup, VM:Backup uses all previous incremental backups and the full backup on which
they are based to perform the restore, even if these backups were performed before the start date of the time period. In
other words, for domain restores, the start date of the time period does not act as a cutoff date specifying which backups
the job can use. VM:Backup will go back as far as the full backup even if it was performed before the start date of the time
period.

For example, suppose you want to restore a file space as it existed on 10/08/04. You specified a range of 10/07/04 00:00
to 10/08/04 23:59. This range includes two incremental backups, but not the full backup, which was taken on 10/06/04. To
restore the file space, VM:Backup will go back to the full, even though it exists outside the range.

NOTE
TPI domain restores search for domains, not individual files. If you submit a domain restore with an exception
file that specifies particular files to be restored, and those files are not present in the domain that the job found,
VM:Backup does not extend the search to look for those files, and the files are not restored.

Because of the way VM:Backup stores file pool information in the catalogs, specify a start date when restoring:

• A file pool
• A user storage group
• Multiple file spaces or file pools by using pattern matching in a TPI job

The start date will prevent VM:Backup from restoring more data than you intended. For example, suppose you want to
restore a file pool. Two weeks ago (12/01/04) you deleted many file spaces from it and you do not want VM:Backup to
restore them. To make sure VM:Backup does not restore the deleted file spaces, specify a start date that is later than
12/01/04, but early enough to contain the data you want to restore. If you do not specify a start date, VM:Backup uses the
default start date (01/01/1942) and continues searching for and restoring file spaces back to that date.

After VM:Backup has determined which tapes to mount, it mounts the tapes and performs the restore. The order in
which VM:Backup mounts the tapes depends on which of the CLEAR, NEWFILE, or REPLACE options is in effect. With
NEWFILE, VM:Backup works from the most recent tape back to the full backup. With CLEAR and REPLACE, VM:Backup
works from the oldest tape forward to the most recent.
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When a catalog contains file-level detail, VM:Backup knows where to find the data on the tapes and can restore it quickly.
When a catalog does not contain file-level information, either because it was created with domain-level detail or because it
was condensed, VM:Backup mounts backup tapes and searches them for the data. VM:Backup restores the data when it
finds it on the tapes; the operator need mount the tapes only once.

End user restores of BFS files are always VOLSER jobs. Restores of SFS and BFS data through the Submit Special SFS/
BFS Restores screen are always CATSEARCH restore jobs. (If catalogs are not available, you can restore SFS and BFS
data through VOLSEARCH restore job template files created using TPI.)

When a CATSEARCH restore job starts, VM:Backup:

1. Verifies that the job submitter is authorized to submit the job
2. Scans the online CP directory and file pools to build the source and target domain lists for the restore job
3. If restoring file pool data, verifies that the target file pools are available and that VM:Backup is a file pool administrator
4. Searches the catalogs to determine which tapes contain the data to restore until it finds a full backup or hits the cutoff

date specified on the CUTOFF record in a TPI restore job.
5. If restoring file pool data, deletes and enrolls file spaces based on restore job specifications
6. If restoring SFS data, acquires an exclusive lock on any file space or directory to which data is being restored
7. Issues tape mount requests for the backup tapes that contain the data to restore, starting with the most recent backup

created within the specified time period if NEWFILE option is in effect, or the oldest backup created within the specified
time period if the CLEAR or REPLACE option is in effect

8. Restores the data to the target domains specified in the job
For SFS or BFS file space restores that so specify, VM:Backup erases the existing directory structure. For all SFS data
restores, VM:Backup restores the directory structure, base files, and authorizations as they existed at the time of the
backup. For all BFS data restores, VM:Backup restores the directory structures, files, ownership, and permissions as
they existed at the time of the backup.

9. Continues mounting tapes and restoring data as described in the two previous steps until all data has been restored or
it hits the cutoff date specified on the CUTOFF record in the TPI job

10. Restores SFS alias files specified in the restore job, if any, and relinquishes any locks on file spaces or directories
obtained; for end user restore requests, also detaches the CMS minidisks

11. Issues a message to all users who received a request to detach a minidisk, indicating that the target minidisks are
available for use

VOLSEARCH Restore Jobs
VOLSEARCH jobs let you restore data when the tapes that contain the backup data are available, but catalogs are not
available, either because they were not created during the backup job or because they were discarded.

In a VOLSEARCH restore job, VM:Backup mounts a tape that you specify as the starting input volume. If the tape was not
created within the specified time period, the job ends. If the tape was created within the time period, the job continues. If
the specified tape is from an incremental backup, VM:Backup uses all previous incremental backups and the full backup
on which they are based to perform the restore. VM:Backup uses these backups even if they were performed before the
start date of the time period. In other words, the start date of the time period does not act as a cutoff date specifying which
backups the job can use. VM:Backup will go back as far as the full backup even if it was performed before the start date of
the time period. VM:Backup restores the requested data from the most recent backup within the time period.

The operator might need to mount one tape from each backup job twice (once to obtain information about proper tape
sequence and again in the proper sequence to restore the data), but the other tapes in the tape sets need only be
mounted once.

The order in which VM:Backup mounts the tapes depends on which of the CLEAR, NEWFILE, or REPLACE options is in
effect. With NEWFILE, VM:Backup works from the most recent tape back to the full backup. With CLEAR and REPLACE,
VM:Backup works from the oldest tape forward to the most recent.

Only system administrators can submit VOLSEARCH restore jobs.
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When a VOLSEARCH restore job starts, VM:Backup performs these tasks:

1. Verifies that the job submitter is authorized to submit the job
2. Scans the online CP directory and file pools to build the source and target domain lists for the restore job
3. If restoring file pool data, verifies that the target file pools are available and that VM:Backup is a file pool administrator
4. Issues a tape mount request for the tape specified in the job template file
5. When the tape is mounted, reads the tape labels to:

a. Verify that the backup was created within the specified time period
b. Locate all the other tapes that were the first tapes of any other streams in that backup job
c. Find the volser of a tape from an earlier backup (full or incremental) on which this backup was based

6. For each tape found that indicates an earlier backup, mounts the tape, and reads the tape labels
7. Continues mounting tapes as described in the two previous steps for each tape found until it finds a full backup or hits

the cutoff date specified on the CUTOFF record in the TPI job.
8. Enrolls users based on restore job specifications
9. Acquires an exclusive lock on any user storage group, file space, or directory to which data is being restored
10. If the NEWFILE option is specified, VM:Backup mounts the first tape of the first stream from the most recent backup

with the specified time period and begins searching for the data to restore. If the CLEAR or REPLACE option is
specified, VM:Backup mounts the first tape of the first stream from the oldest backup and begins searching for the data
to restore.
Note: If only one tape is required for the job, VM:Backup detaches the tape after the scan phase and asks that it be
mounted again to load data to disk

11. Restores the data to the target domains specified in the restore job as it encounters the data on the tapes
For SFS and BFS file space restores, VM:Backup erases the existing directory structure. For all SFS data restores,
VM:Backup enrolls any file space being restored if it does not already exist in the target file pool and restores the
directory structure, base files, and authorizations as they existed at the time of the backup as specified by the job. For
all BFS data restores, VM:Backup enrolls any file space being restored if it does not already exist in the target file pool
and restores the directory structures, files, ownership, and permissions as they existed at the time of the backup.

12. Continues to mount tapes from the same backup until it has mounted all of the tapes and restored the data
13. Asks for the first tape of the next backup job to be mounted; continues to mount tapes and restore data as described

above until it has scanned all of the tapes and restored the data
14. Restores SFS alias files specified in the restore job, if any; deletes file spaces based on the restore job specifications;

and relinquishes any user storage group, file space, or directory locks obtained
15. Issues a message to all users who received a request to detach a minidisk, indicating that the target minidisks are now

available for use

VOLSER Restore Jobs
You can use VOLSER restore jobs when you know the volser of the tape on which a minidisk or file space that contains
data to restore begins. In VOLSER restore jobs, VM:Backup does not search catalogs or scan the CP online directory or
SFS file pools; it mounts only specified tapes (unless the requested data spans tapes) and searches for specified data on
those tapes. VOLSER restore jobs can restore data to targets other than the source.

Only system administrators and authorized clients, such as VM:Archiver, can submit VOLSER restore jobs.

When a VOLSER restore job starts, VM:Backup performs these tasks:

1. Verifies that the job submitter is authorized to submit the job
2. Builds the source and target domain lists for the restore job using the data specified in the associated job template and

exception files
3. If restoring file pool data, verifies that the target file pools are available and that VM:Backup is a file pool administrator.

For SFS data, VM:Backup acquires an exclusive lock on any file space or directory to which data is being restored.
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4. Sorts tapes specified in the exception file by volser, then by data set to ensure that they are mounted in the correct
order

5. Mounts the first tape and scans for all domains that the job indicates start on that tape
6. When a domain is found, restores it to the targets specified in the job; if the domain spans tapes, VM:Backup mounts

the next tape indicated in the tape trailer labels or in the VM:Tape TMC
For file space restores that so specify, VM:Backup erases the existing directory structure. For all SFS data restores,
VM:Backup enrolls any file space being restored if it does not already exist in the target file pool and restores the
directory structure, base files, and authorizations as they existed at the time of the backup. For all BFS data restores,
VM:Backup restores the directory structures, files, ownership, and permissions.

7. Continues mounting tapes in order and restoring data as described in the previous two steps until it has restored all of
the source domains specified in the restore job
Note: If a selected domain is not found on a specified tape, processing ends for that domain and VM:Backup
processes the next domain specified in the job.

8. Restores SFS alias files specified in the restore job, if any, and relinquishes any locks obtained on any file spaces or
directories

9. Issues a message to all users who received a request to detach a minidisk, indicating that the target minidisks are now
available for use

Processing Considerations
If catalogs are not used for a restore job, VM:Backup might reformat a minidisk more than once. This will occur, for
example, if the blocksize of the minidisk changed since a full backup was taken. VM:Backup reformats the minidisk each
time the blocksize changes. When the restore job is complete, the minidisk looks as it did when the last backup was
taken.

If catalogs are used for a restore job, VM:Backup formats a minidisk only once. For a specific file space, VM:Backup uses
the most recent information available to enroll the file space.

If VM:Backup must enroll a file space, the file space might not look the same as it did when the last incremental backup
was taken. This will occur, for example, if the threshold value changed between incremental backups. The threshold
value is the minimum percent full value for a file space at which a user receives a warning message. A change in the
threshold value does not force a full backup of the file space. Therefore, the file space contents, the directory structure,
authorizations, permissions, ownerships, and files appear as they did at the time of the last backup, but the threshold
value appears as it did when the full backup was taken.

If you are restoring files to a user's virtual reader, VM:Backup may restore multiple versions of the files if the job restarts
after being interrupted during processing.

 VOLSEARCH restore jobs cannot specify a virtual reader as the restore target.

When restoring data to an alternate DASD volume, VM:Backup uses the CP ATTACH command to attach the real device
to itself instead of linking to the alternate volume. Therefore, do not attach this target volume to the system or any user ID
when you begin the restore. For more information, see Restoring to an Alternate DASD Volume.

TPI domain restores are designed to restore domains, not individual files. Once the job finds the requested domain, it
stops searching. If you specify individual files in an exception file and those files are not present in the domain that the job
found, VM:Backup does not extend the search to look for those files, and the files are not restored. To submit restore jobs
that search for specific files, use the end user restore screens, or the line-mode RESTORE or XRESTORE commands.

Processing for Restore Jobs Submitted by an Authorized Client
This section explains how an authorized client, such as VM:Archiver, works with VM:Backup to restore data.

1. The authorized client builds a restore job template file and an exception file in TPI format that specify data to restore
from tape.
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2. The client issues the VM:Backup IMPORT command to copy the job template and exception files to the VM:Backup
191 minidisk, and to convert them to job template and exception files in VM:Backup internal format.

3. When the template and exception files have been successfully imported, the client issues the VM:Backup SUBMIT
command to submit the job for processing.
Note: VM:Backup does not check authorizations when it receives a job from an authorized client. It is the client's
responsibility to perform this function for both the data being restored and the target to which the data is being
restored.

4. VM:Backup processes the job as described in VOLSER Restore Jobs, restores the data directly to the target users,
and creates the keyword data report for the job.

5. When the job completes, VM:Backup issues the JOBEND command to tell the client that the job completed if the job
template contained the JOBOPTIONS JOBEND NOTIFY record.

6. If the job template contained the JOBOPTIONS ONETIME YES record, VM:Backup erases the job template and
exception files for the job from its 191 minidisk.

7. The client issues the VM:Backup GETRPT command to obtain the job's keyword data report.
8. VM:Backup copies the keyword data report to the specified minidisk or directory and, if the transfer completes

successfully, erases the keyword data report from its report minidisk. If the transfer does not complete successfully, the
report remains on the report minidisk.

If a VM:Backup operator cancels a job before or during processing, VM:Backup logs this information in the keyword data
report. If requested, VM:Backup then issues the JOBEND command to tell the client that the job ended.

Incremental-Only Restores (TPI Only)
You can use VM:Backup to perform incremental-only restores of minidisks. Data centers use these restores to expedite
restore processing in the event of a site disaster. In a disaster recovery situation, you can restore the basic system from
physical full-pack backups (including those performed using other products such as IBM's DDR), then restore the changes
to your CMS minidisks from the VM:Backup incremental CMS backups. To perform an incremental-only restore, you must
use TPI to build a job that contains the CUTOFF record.

For additional information about TPI, see  Template Programming Interface .

Default Time Periods
Both CATSEARCH and VOLSEARCH jobs specify a time period.

For CATSEARCH jobs, VM:Backup searches catalogs created in the specified time period. For details on how
CATSEARCH jobs handle time periods, see CATSEARCH Restore Jobs.

For VOLSEARCH jobs, VM:Backup uses the time period to verify that the tape you specified as the starting input volume
is the correct tape. For details on how VOLSEARCH jobs handle time periods, see VOLSEARCH Restore Jobs.

The following sections describe the default time periods for requests submitted through the Perform Users Functions
screens, the Submit Special SFS/BFS Restores screens, and job template files, and explain how to change the defaults.

Restore Period for Novice Users

The Novice User Main Menu offers two options for restoring data using time periods. The first option displays a default
date that is n days back from the current day; the user can restore only those files that were backed up during this time
period. The n from which the default date is calculated is specified on the LISTPD configuration file record; the time period
calculated from this record should always include the date of the last full backup. The user can change the default date to
expand or limit the time period.

The second option displays the Select Files by Date Range or Filename screen with the start and end dates of a default
time period; the user can restore only those files that were backed up during this time period. Again, the default time
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period is n days back from the current day, where n is the number specified on the LISTPD record. Users can accept the
default time period, or they can specify a different time period by typing new dates over the defaults.

For more information, see LISTPD Record.

Restore Period for Expert Users

The Expert User Main Menu offers two options for restoring data using time periods. The first option lets the end user
restore minidisks or SFS directories and system administrators restore BFS directories backed up during a time period
that is n days back from the current day, where n is the number specified on the LISTPD record. The user cannot change
this date. The second option is the same as the second option described for novice users, above.

For more information, see LISTPD Record and the Users documentation.

Restore Time Period on "Submit Special SFS/BFS Restore" Screens

The Submit Special SFS/BFS Restores screen displays a search range. This range limits the catalogs VM:Backup
searches when looking for data to restore. By default, VM:Backup uses 01/01/1942 for the start date and today's date
for the end date. VM:Backup restores the most recent version of the data backed up in that search range. To restore an
earlier version of the data, change the end date to an earlier date.

Because of the way VM:Backup stores file pool information in the catalog, specify a start date when restoring file pools
and user storage groups. The start date will prevent VM:Backup from restoring more domains than you intended. For
example, suppose you want to restore a file pool. Two weeks ago (12/01/04) you deleted many file spaces from it and you
do not want VM:Backup to restore them. To make sure VM:Backup does not restore the deleted file spaces, specify an
OLDDATE that is later than 12/01/04 but early enough to contain the data you want to restore. If you do not specify a start
date, VM:Backup uses the default start date (01/01/1942) and continues searching for and restoring file spaces back to
that date.

Restore Time Period in Job Template Files

In CATSEARCH and VOLSEARCH job template files, the default time period is 01/01/1942 00:00:00 to 12/31/2041
23:59:59. In TPI job template files, you can override the default time period by specifying different start and end dates in
the SEARCH record.

NOTE

 More information: 

•  SEARCH Record (Restore Job Template Files)
•  Specifying the Search Time Period 

Linking Minidisks During Restore Jobs
During a TPI restore job submitted by a restore job template file, VM:Backup links each target minidisk when it is ready to
restore data to the minidisk, and detaches it when the data is restored. Because VM:Backup processes backup instances
one at a time, each minidisk may be linked and detached several times during a restore job. During an end user restore,
VM:Backup links once to the target minidisk, restores all instances, and then detaches the minidisk.

An option in the restore job template file allows you to determine whether you want VM:Backup to wait for users linked
to a target minidisk to detach their minidisks. For information, see OPTIONS Record - Backup Job Template in Template
Programming Interface.

Waiting for Linked Users to Detach

You can specify that VM:Backup should wait when it encounters a target minidisk to which VM:Backup cannot obtain write
access (that is, a write or mult link) because users are linked to the minidisk. In this situation, VM:Backup sends detach
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messages to linked users, issues message 797I to the local console and tape operator, and stops restore processing for
this job until one of the following occurs:

• All linked users detach the minidisk
• A user cancels the detach request, which tells VM:Backup to not restore the minidisk
• The wait time specified on the USERWAIT configuration file record expires

Not Waiting for Linked Users to Detach

If you indicate that VM:Backup should not wait for linked users to detach minidisks when it cannot obtain a link,
VM:Backup skips restoring that particular backup of that minidisk and records this information in the summary section of
the restore job detail report and in the keyword data report if the job creates one.

For example, you have both a full and an incremental CMS backup of a minidisk. You submit a restore job to restore the
minidisk with data from both backup jobs. If VM:Backup tries to link to the target minidisk to restore the full backup data
and cannot obtain write access, VM:Backup records a message in the restore job summary report, and the keyword data
report if the job creates one, indicating this. Processing does not stop for this minidisk; VM:Backup tries to link to this
minidisk again to restore data from the incremental backup. If VM:Backup obtains write access on this attempt, it restores
data from the incremental backup.

NOTE
In this situation, VM:Backup was unable to restore requested data from the full backup, but was successful in
restoring data from the incremental backup. Therefore, the restored version of the minidisk may be different from
what was requested.

If VM:Backup does not obtain write access on this attempt, it records a second error message in the summary section of
the restore job detail report and considers processing complete.

Restore Job Error Handling
During a job template file restore, VM:Backup detaches minidisks between restores of different backup jobs. If a minidisk
changes between restores of backup jobs, and VM:Backup detects that the minidisk changed, VM:Backup continues
restoring to that minidisk. VM:Backup records an error message in the restore job detail report, and in the keyword data
report if the job creates one, that indicates that the minidisk changed between restore attempts.

During an SFS restore job, if VM:Backup cannot acquire an exclusive lock on the specified target, the restore fails.

Restore errors are indicated in the job report that is returned to the requesting user ID (if the job is an end user restore
request or administrator SFS or BFS request) or to the user ID specified under Report Guidelines or on the REPORT
record in the job template.

Restoring CMS Files and Minidisks
This section explains the following:

• Entities VM:Backup system administrators, users, and authorized clients can restore, targets to which they can restore
each type of entity, and the methods they can use

• Options for restoring minidisks
• Restore considerations

For information about restoring SFS or BFS data, see Restoring SFS and BFS Data.
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Entities to Restore, Restore Targets, and Methods

The types of restore jobs a given user can submit are determined by the user's VM:Backup authorization and expertise
level (novice or expert).

 Authorization  Method  Entity to Restore  Possible Targets 

TPI files DASD volume
Minidisk
File

Source or alternate DASD
volume
Any minidisk or directory
Any virtual reader, minidisk, or
directory

Restore Template screens DASD volume
Minidisk
File

Source or alternate DASD
volume
Any minidisk
Any virtual reader or minidisk

RESTORE command Minidisk
File

Any minidisk or directory
Any virtual reader, minidisk, or
directory

System administrator

XRESTORE command File Any minidisk or directory
Any virtual reader, minidisk, or
directory

End User Restore screens File User's own virtual readerNovice user

XRESTORE command File User's own minidisk or directory
 
User's own virtual reader

End User Restore screens or
RESTORE command

Minidisk
File

User's own minidisk or directory
Any virtual reader, minidisk, or
directory

Expert user

XRESTORE command File User's own minidisk or directory
User's own virtual reader

Authorized clients TPI files Minidisk
File

Any minidisk
Any virtual reader, minidisk, or
directory

Options for Restoring to Minidisks

Requests to restore CMS-formatted data directly to a minidisk must specify whether VM:Backup should format the
minidisk. When VM:Backup formats a minidisk, it erases all currently existing files and restores the minidisk to the same
blocksize it had when it was backed up. When the data is restored, the minidisk appears exactly as it did when the backup
was taken.

If you choose to format the minidisk, you can specify either of the formatting options listed below through the Work with
Restore Template screens or the OPTIONS record for restore jobs in TPI job template or exception files. The options are
listed as you would specify them on the OPTIONS records.

FORMAT
If there is data to restore, VM:Backup performs the equivalent of the CMS FORMAT command to format the
minidisk before restoring data to it. If there is no data to restore, VM:Backup does not format the target minidisk.
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FMTALWAYS
VM:Backup always performs the equivalent of the CMS FORMAT command to format the minidisk before
restoring data to it. VM:Backup formats the minidisk whether there are any files to restore or not.

If you choose not to format the minidisk, you must specify one of the options listed below to indicate how you want
VM:Backup to restore the data. Again, you can specify these options through the Work with Restore Template screens
or the OPTIONS record in TPI job template or exception files. The options are listed as you would specify them on the
OPTIONS records.

ERASE
VM:Backup restores all files from the backed-up minidisk. If a file exists that has the same name as a file to
restore, VM:Backup deletes the existing file before restoring the backed-up version. If the restore does not
complete successfully, both the current file and the version being restored may be lost.

REPLACE
VM:Backup restores all files from the backed-up minidisk. If a file exists that has the same name as a file to
restore, the job writes the file to a work file, erases the existing file from the minidisk, and renames the work file to
the original filename. If the restore does not complete successfully, the existing file is left intact and the work file is
erased.
Replacing files before the existing versions are erased provides an extra element of security against losing data in
the event of a VM or VM:Backup system failure. However, it also means that there must be adequate free space
on the minidisk to create a copy of each file before the existing version is erased.

NEWFILE
VM:Backup restores only those files that do not already exist on the minidisk.

Options for Linking to the Target Minidisk

Requests to restore CMS-formatted data directly to disk must also specify the type of link you want VM:Backup to obtain
to the minidisk to which it is restoring data. You can specify either of the link options listed below through the Work with
Restore Template screens or the OPTIONS record in TPI job template files. The options are listed as you would specify
them on the OPTIONS record.

WRITE
VM:Backup obtains a write link to a target minidisk only if no other user ID is linked to the disk in either read-only
or write-access mode. If another user ID is linked, VM:Backup does not establish a link. VM:Backup requires write
access to restore data to a minidisk.

MULT
VM:Backup obtains a write link to a minidisk unless another user ID already has write access, even if other user
IDs have read access.

You can also modify the link mode using the Restore Link (VMBEXIT4) user exit. For more information, see Restore Link
(VMBEXIT4) User Exit.

Restore Considerations

VM:Backup does not group source and target pairs or check for duplicate source and target pairs in restore jobs. If you
submit a restore job where the same source and target pair is specified twice or you submit the same restore request
twice, VM:Backup restores that data twice.

When you enter the RESTORE command from a display terminal, the data you can restore is determined by your
VM:Backup authorization and, for some command options, your expertise level. For information about using the
RESTORE command from a full-screen terminal, see RESTORE Command.

Through restore job template files, VM:Backup system administrators can restore files for more than one user ID at a time.

Through restore job template files, system administrators can restore a group of minidisks or entire DASD volumes to
several minidisks at the same time.
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TPI domain restores are designed to restore domains, not individual files. Once the job finds the requested domain, it
stops searching. If you specify individual files in an exception file and those files are not present in the domain that the job
found, VM:Backup does not extend the search to look for those files, and the files are not restored. To submit restore jobs
that search for specific files, use the end user restore screens, or the line-mode RESTORE or XRESTORE commands.

Restoring SFS and BFS Data
This section explains the following:

• Targets to which VM:Backup system administrators and expert users can restore each type of SFS or BFS entity, and
the methods they can use

• Options for handling existing data in target entities
• Special considerations for restoring different entities
• SFS authorizations and BFS permissions
• Considerations for restoring SFS aliases

For information about restoring CMS data, see Restoring CMS Files and Minidisks.

 Contents 

  

Restore Targets and Methods

The following table provides information on restoring VOLSER restore jobs through TPI files.

Method Entity to Restore Possible Targets 
One file space Any file space
Multiple file spaces in any user storage
group or file pool

Same file spaces (CATSEARCH and
VOLSEARCH); any file spaces (VOLSER)

One SFS directory Same directory (CATSEARCH and
VOLSEARCH); any SFS directory or
minidisk (VOLSER)

Multiple SFS directories Same directories (CATSEARCH and
VOLSEARCH); any SFS directories or
minidisks (VOLSER)

One SFS file Any virtual reader (CATSEARCH); any
file in same SFS directory (CATSEARCH
and VOLSEARCH); any SFS file in any
SFS directory, minidisk, or virtual reader
(VOLSER)

Multiple SFS files Any virtual reader (CATSEARCH); any file
in same SFS directories (CATSEARCH
and VOLSEARCH); any file in any SFS
directories, minidisks, or virtual readers
(VOLSER)

One BFS directory Same BFS directory (CATSEARCH
and VOLSEARCH); any BFS directory
(VOLSER)

TPI files

Multiple BFS directories Same BFS directories (CATSEARCH
and VOLSEARCH); any BFS directories
(VOLSER)
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One BFS file Any file in same BFS directory
(CATSEARCH and VOLSEARCH); any file
in any BFS directory (VOLSER)

Multiple BFS files Any file in same BFS directories
(CATSEARCH and VOLSEARCH); any file
in any BFS directories (VOLSER)

One SFS file space Any SFS file space
One BFS file space Any BFS file space
One user storage group Any user storage group in any file pool
Multiple user storage groups Same user storage group in any file pool

Submit Special SFS/BFS Restore screens

One file pool Any file pool
One SFS file space Any SFS file spaceRSPACE command
One BFS file space Any BFS file space

RGROUP command One user storage group Any user storage group in any file pool
Multiple user storage groups Same user storage group in any file poolRPOOL command
One file pool Any file pool
Multiple CMS files Any SFS directory, minidisk, or virtual

reader
XRESTORE command

Multiple SFS files Any SFS directory, minidisk, or virtual
reader

One SFS file Any SFS directory, minidisk, or virtual
reader

Multiple SFS files Any SFS directory, minidisk, or virtual
reader

One BFS file Any BFS directory
Multiple BFS files Any BFS directory
One SFS directory Any SFS directory or minidisk

Perform User Functions screens

One BFS directory Any BFS directory

The following table shows the target and method information for VM:Backup expert users. Novice users cannot use the
screens to restore SFS or BFS data. The types of restore requests that a particular user can submit are determined by the
user's VM:Backup authorization and, with the exception of the XRESTORE command, their expertise level. Novice users
can use the XRESTORE command to restore SFS data.

 Expert User Restorable SFS and BFS Entities and Their Restore Targets: 

 Method  Entity to Restore  Possible Targets 
One SFS directory Any SFS directory in own file space or any

of own minidisks
One SFS file Own SFS directory or minidisk or any virtual

reader
Multiple SFS files Own directory or minidisk or any virtual

reader
One BFS file Any BFS directory to which the user has

POSIX write access

Perform User Functions screens

Multiple BFS files Any BFS directory to which the user has
POSIX write access
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XRESTORE Command Multiple SFS files Own directory or minidisk or own virtual
reader

Handling Existing Data in Target SFS Directories

Requests to restore SFS data must specify how VM:Backup should handle existing data in the target entity. You can
specify any of the options listed below through the Perform User Functions screens or the OPTIONS records in TPI job
template and exception files. The options are listed as you would specify them on the OPTIONS records.

CLEAR
For jobs restoring file spaces, VM:Backup erases all files and directories in the file space.
For jobs restoring directories, VM:Backup erases all files in the selected directory and deletes authorizations to
the selected directory.

REPLACE
For jobs restoring files to a directory or restoring an entire directory, VM:Backup replaces an existing file of the
same name with the file being restored.

NEWFILE
For jobs restoring files to a directory or restoring an entire directory, VM:Backup restores only those files that do
not already exist in the directory.

Handling Existing Data in Target BFS Directories

Restore processing for BFS files is the same whether restoring files, directories, or file spaces. Which data is restored
depends on how the data is linked, the scope of the restore, the restore option specified, and existing data in the restore
target.

The following sections explain how these factors affect BFS restores.

3top

 BFS Files–Data and Links 

A BFS file in its simplest form consists of a link and data; however, a file can have multiple links as follows:
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Multiple links allow users to refer to the same file by different names. In the following example, the same file can be
referred to as Name1, Name2, or Name3.

 Scope 

VM:Backup restores only those links that are within the scope of the restore.

The scope of the restore is the data that has been requested to be restored. For example, if you request that Name1 and
Name2 be restored, Name1 and Name2 are within the scope of the restore; Name3 is not.

 Restore Options and Existing Target Data 

As with SFS data, requests to restore BFS data must specify how VM:Backup should handle existing data in the target
entity.

You can specify any of the options listed below through the Perform User Functions screens or the OPTIONS records in
TPI job template and exception files. The options are listed as you would specify them on the OPTIONS records.

CLEAR
For jobs restoring file spaces, VM:Backup erases all files and directories in the file space. When restoring file
spaces, you must use the CLEAR option. For jobs restoring directories, VM:Backup erases all files in the selected
directory.
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NEWFILE
For jobs restoring files to a directory or restoring an entire directory, VM:Backup restores only those files that do
not already exist in the directory.

REPLACE
For jobs restoring files to a directory or restoring an entire directory, VM:Backup replaces an existing file of the
same name with the file being restored. VM:Backup unlinks the existing link and replaces it with the backed up
link.

 Restore Scenarios 

The table below shows the interaction between the scope of the restore, existing data in the target, and the restore option
specified.

In the table, A, B, and C represent file names.

Upper case letters represent the version of the data in the backup. Lower case letters represent the version of the data
existing in the restore target before the restore is performed.
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Restore Considerations

This section explains considerations you should keep in mind when you restore file pools, user storage groups, file
spaces, directories, and files.

VM:Backup does not group source and target pairs or check for duplicate source and target pairs in restore jobs. If you
submit a restore job where the same source and target pair is specified twice or you submit the same restore request
twice, VM:Backup restores that data twice.

SFS Files
You can restore SFS base files to a directory, a minidisk, or a virtual reader. You can restore SFS aliases and
authorizations to directories only. Using restore job template files, VM:Backup system administrators can restore
files for more than one user ID at a time.
When VM:Backup restores an SFS base file, the date of last reference is set to the current date.

BFS Files
You can restore BFS files to a BFS directory only.

File Spaces
When you restore a single file space through the Submit Special SFS/BFS Restores screens or the RSPACE
command, the file space must already exist in the target file pool. When you restore multiple file spaces through
the RGROUP or RPOOL command, you can specify either of the options listed below on those commands:
ALL

VM:Backup restores all file spaces regardless of whether they already exist in the target file pool or user
storage group.

SKIP
VM:Backup restores only those file spaces that exist in the backup version and not the target file pool or
user storage group.
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SFS Directories
When restoring an entire SFS directory to an SFS directory that does not already exist, VM:Backup creates the
directory and any required parent directories in the target file space.
When a system administrator uses the Perform User Functions screen to restore a directory and all subdirectories
under that directory, the administrator must submit a restore request for each directory.
When VM:Backup backs up a DIRCONTROL directory, it does not include information about whether that
directory is eligible to be assigned to a data space. When the directory is restored, any such eligibility is lost. To
reinstate this eligibility to a restored DIRCONTROL directory, use the CMS DATASPACE ASSIGN command.
For general information about using data spaces with SFS and for specific information about the DATASPACE
command, see IBM's z/VM CMS File Pool Planning, Administration, and Operation manual.

BFS Directories
For file and directory restores, the target directory must exist.

User Storage Groups
When you restore a user storage group, the user storage group must be defined in SFS and the minidisks that
make up the storage group must be reserved and formatted. However, the minidisks can differ in number, size,
and device type from those that originally contained the data. The file spaces do not need to be enrolled.

SFS Authorizations During Restores

System administrators and users can specify whether they want to restore authorizations when they submit a request to
restore SFS files or directories. If you specify the REPLACE option on a restore job, VM:Backup restores authorizations
as follows:

• If an authorization exists in the backup version that does not exist for the target file or directory, VM:Backup grants the
authorization.

• If an authorization exists for the target file or directory that does not exist in the backup, VM:Backup revokes the
authorization.

• If an authorization exists in both the target and backup versions, VM:Backup leaves the target authorization
unchanged.

Existing authorizations are not affected when the NEWFILE option is specified; missing authorizations are created.

NOTE
If you are using an SFS External Security Manager (ESM), the authorizations that VM:Backup restores have no
effect. Follow the instructions from your ESM vendor to restore authorizations.

BFS Permissions, UIDs, and GIDs During Restores

This section discusses the permissions required to restore to a particular target and the permissions the restored data will
have.

Permissions Required for Restore Targets 

In general, a system administrator can restore anything anywhere. General users can only restore files to existing
directories for which they have the proper authorizations. The specifics follow:

• A system administrator can restore files and directories to any existing directories.
• A system administrator using the restore screens to restore files on behalf of another user will see only those files the

user is allowed to restore; however, the administrator can restore the files to any existing directory.
• A general user can restore files to a directory provided the directory already exists and the user has write permission to

the directory and search permission to the parent directories.
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NOTE
VM:Backup checks to ensure a general user has write permission to the target directory and search
permission to each of its parent directories both at the time the user submits the request and when the job is
running.

Permissions Assigned During Directory and File Restores 

System administrators can specify which permissions the restored data is to have. If you request to have VM:Backup
clear the target directory, VM:Backup uses the ownerships and permissions that exist in the backup. If you do not request
to have the target directory cleared, VM:Backup leaves the ownerships and permissions present in the target directory
unchanged.

Considerations for Restoring SFS Aliases

VM:Backup restores all base files before it restores any alias files. This restore order ensures that the base files are
in place before the aliases are created. When a base file is restored to an alternate file space, the files restored are
considered "copies" of the base file. If an alias was present in the original base file, it is not restored to the alternate file
space unless the owner of the base file gave the alternate file space alias authorization to that file. If the original file space
had a base file that had given another file space alias authority, the base file would be restored to the alternate filespace,
but the alias authorization would not exist between the alternate and other file space.

The alias is not created if the base file no longer exists, or if the authorization to the base file was revoked before the
restore. Aliases are created only if authorizations exist for the alternate file space over the base files in the original file
space before the restore is completed. The restore job detail listing contains an entry for any aliases that are not restored.

Depending on the order in which user storage groups are restored and on whether there are any aliases that cross user
storage group boundaries, you may experience inconsistent results when you restore an entire file pool through separate
jobs submitted on a storage group by storage group basis. Therefore, if several user storage groups need to be restored
for a particular file pool, you should perform a file pool restore that specifies the user storage groups you want to restore.

Restoring From CMSALLOC Backups
Minidisks backed up in CMSALLOC format must be restored in their entirety and must be restored to disk. Minidisks
restored from a CMSALLOC backup are always formatted before any data is restored. Each CMS block backed up from
the original minidisk is restored to the same location on the target minidisk.

To a limited extent, this means that CMSALLOC backups are device-dependent; for example, you cannot restore a
minidisk backed up in CMSALLOC format from a CKD DASD to a minidisk on a different type of CKD DASD. However, all
FBA devices are interchangeable; a minidisk backed up in CMSALLOC format from a CKD DASD can always be restored
to an FBA device because the appropriately-sized minidisk can always be constructed out of 512-byte blocks.

The minidisk to which you restore (the target minidisk) must contain the same number of CMS blocks as the backed-up
minidisk (the source minidisk) when formatted at the same blocksize.

VM:Backup determines whether there are enough CMS blocks on the target minidisk before restoring the data. If there are
not enough CMS blocks, VM:Backup enters a message in the job output listing and does not change the target minidisk.

On the VM:Backup file selection screens, the descriptor ** CMS Alloc ** appears instead of a filename and filetype when
you are restoring from a CMSALLOC backup. You can neither select nor view the individual files. Although the backup
data contains all the files on the minidisk, the data is backed up and cataloged as CMS blocks, rather than as CMS files.
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Restoring From Physical Backups
Non-CMS minidisks are always backed up in physical format. CMS minidisks can also be backed up in physical format.
VM:Backup treats reserved minidisks like non-CMS minidisks and backs them up in physical format. You can restore part
of a minidisk backed up in physical format, or you can restore the entire minidisk.

The VM:Backup file selection screens identify minidisks backed up in physical format with the descriptor ** Non-CMS **.

Restoring Part of the Minidisk

To restore only part of the minidisk, you must specify cylinder and track ranges for CKD DASD and block ranges for FBA
DASD. You can only restore tracks and blocks to the same locations from which they were backed up.

NOTE
You cannot use the line-mode RESTORE command to restore portions of minidisks backed up in physical
format.

Restoring To a Minidisk

You can only restore data from a physical backup of a CKD DASD to a minidisk on the same device type and class. For
example, you cannot restore data backed up physically from a 3380 to a 3375 or a 3390; you must restore data backed up
physically from a 3380 to a 3380. You can restore data from an FBA device to any other FBA device. You cannot restore
data backed up physically to a virtual reader or directory.

If the target minidisk is smaller than the original minidisk, VM:Backup restores only a portion of the data; the minidisk may
be left in an invalid state. If the target minidisk is larger than the original source minidisk, the target minidisk assumes the
size of the smaller source minidisk.

Restoring From Recomputed Backups
From a recomputed minidisk, you can restore files, the recomputed area, or the entire minidisk.

When you restore data from a recomputed minidisk, the VM:Backup file selection screen displays one entry for the
recomputed area with the descriptor
** Recomped ** along with separate entries for each file backed up from the CMS area of the minidisk.

Restoring Only the Files

You can restore files from a recomputed minidisk the same way you restore from other CMS minidisks; you must select
files from the file selection screens or specify the filenames on the RESTORE or XRESTORE commands.

Restoring the Recomputed Area

To restore just the recomputed area, you must select the ** Recomped ** descriptor on the file selection screen and
restore to a minidisk. Because the recomputed area is physically backed up, the restore of this portion is device-
dependent. The target must be a recomputed minidisk; the recomputed target area must be at least the same size as the
source area.

To restore the recomputed area from a minidisk backed up without file-level detail, or to restore the recomputed area using
the RESTORE command, specify the special file name *RECOMP *DATA* to identify the recomputed area to VM:Backup.

Restoring the Entire Minidisk

VM:Backup restores the recomputed portion of a backed-up minidisk to the same location from which it was backed up;
therefore, the minidisk to which the data is restored must be of the same device type and class as the source minidisk.
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If the target minidisk contains a recomputed area, VM:Backup restores both the files and the recomputed area to their
respective locations on the minidisk. The target must be a recomputed minidisk; the recomputed area must be at least the
same size as the source area.

Restoring Encrypted Data
To restore encrypted data, you must specify the security key that was used to encrypt the data when it was backed up. If
you do not specify the correct security key, VM:Backup cannot create the request. For a description of how VM:Backup
encrypts data for a backup, see Using Encryption for Data Security.

You can use the function screens to restore encrypted data. The VM:Backup file selection screen displays the **
Encrypted ** descriptor for minidisks and directories that were encrypted during the backup, regardless of whether the
data was backed up in CMS, SFS, or physical format. When you select ** Encrypted **, VM:Backup asks you to specify
the security key used to encrypt the data. If you enter the correct security key, VM:Backup displays a second screen; the
information and selections displayed on this screen depend on whether the backup was logical or physical.

If you use a restore job template file to restore from an encrypted backup, the associated exception file must specify the
security key on the SECURITY parameter of an OPTIONS record. For information, see the OPTIONS record for restore
jobs in Template Programming Interface.

Restoring Entire DASD Volumes
This section explains how to restore an entire DASD volume.

WARNING
If you restore a full DASD volume that contains SFS minidisks, you may damage the integrity of the SFS system.
Because VM:Backup cannot determine whether a particular user ID or minidisk is part of an SFS storage group,
it is your responsibility to ensure that the data being restored does not contain any portion of an SFS minidisk.
You should create an exclusion file to exclude file pool server minidisks (control, work, log, and user storage
group minidisks) from the restore job.

Define the Restore Job Template File

Define a restore job template file to restore a full pack. FULLPACK TEMPDIST, located on the VM:Backup 192 minidisk,
is a sample restore job template file that restores an entire pack. This file was included on the distribution tape. To use
FULLPACK TEMPDIST, copy the file to the VM:Backup A-disk, rename it FULLPACK TEMPLATE, access it through the
Work with Restore Template screen, and make the following entries:

• Work with Restore Template screen 1:
a. Modify the comment in the Descriptive Comment field to suit your restore job.
b. Accept the default time period in the To Limit Restore, Specify Search Range field or edit the time period to include

the backups from which you want VM:Backup to restore.
• Work with Restore Template screen 2:

a. Under If Restoring Data to Original Minidisk, select No for Wait for Users to Detach Disks.
b. If you want to format the minidisks on the volume, select the option you want under If Formatting. If you select the

Format Only if Files to Restore option or if you do not want to format all the minidisks on the volume, select the
option you want under If Not Formatting.

• Work with Restore Template screen 3:
– For source DASD volumes, enter the DASD volsers under Select Guidelines; the sample shows VMPK01.

When you have finished making these entries, restore the data using either of the following two methods. The second
method is less disruptive for users whose minidisks are being restored.
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Restore the Data: Method 1

1. Enter the MDSKLIST command to obtain a file that contains the list of minidisks on the specified volume.
2. Update the online directory to reflect the new location of the minidisks. You only need to do this when the new location

is a volume with a different label.
3. Submit the restore job template file by entering the SUBMIT command with the MDSKLIST option.

Note: If you are not restoring an entire DASD volume, edit the MDSKLIST file to specify the minidisks to restore. Use
an exception file to include or exclude specific files from the restore.

Restore the Data: Method 2

1. Enter the MDSKLIST command to obtain a file that contains the list of minidisks on the specified volume.
2. Update the online directory to reflect the new DASD volume to which the minidisks will be moved. Assign temporary

minidisks to this new volume that correspond to the physical location of the minidisks on the pack being restored.
For example, these are the current directory entries:

USER JOE ******** 3M 4M G 64 

MDISK 191 3380 10 101 VMPK33 MR ******** 

USER FRED ******** 3M 16M BEG 64 

MDISK 191 3380 201 50 VMPK33 MR ******** 

MDISK 192 3380 251 70 VMPK33 MR ********

To move all user minidisks from volume VMPK33 to VMPK99, change these directory entries to the following:

USER VMBTEMP ******** 3M 4M G 64 

MDISK 100 3380 10 101 VMPK99 MR ******** 

MDISK 101 3380 201 50 VMPK99 MR ******** 

MDISK 102 3380 251 70 VMPK99 MR ********

3. Modify the MDSKLIST file adding the temporary target minidisks:

JOE 191 VMBTEMP 100 

FRED 191 VMBTEMP 102 

FRED 192 VMBTEMP 103

4. Submit the restore job template file by entering the SUBMIT command with the MDSKLIST option.
5. After the restore is completed, remove the temporary directory entries.

Making Restored Minidisks Available to Users

You can make the newly restored minidisks available to the users in one of two ways:

• By using the format/allocate program to change the label on the restored volume to that of the original volume. In the
example in Method 2, this means changing VMPK99 to VMPK33. Detach the original volume, VMPK33; detach the
new volume, VMPK99; then reattach this new volume as VMPK33.

• By updating the CP directory to reflect the location of the restored minidisks on the new volume by changing each
MDISK statement that specifies the original volume, VMPK33, to specify the new volume, VMPK99.
For example, these are the current directory entries:

USER JOE ******** 3M 4M G 64 

MDISK 191 3380 10 101 VMPK33 MR ********

USER FRED ******** 3M 16M BEG 64 

MDISK 191 3380 201 50 VMPK33 MR ******** 

MDISK 192 3380 251 70 VMPK33 MR ********
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To complete the task, change these directory entries to the following:

USER JOE ******** 3M 4M G 64 

MDISK 191 3380 10 101 VMPK99 MR ********

USER FRED ******** 3M 16M BEG 64 

MDISK 191 3380 201 50 VMPK99 MR ******** 

MDISK 192 3380 251 70 VMPK99 MR ********

Restoring to an Alternate DASD Volume
Define a restore job template file to restore to a DASD volume other than its original source volume. ALTVOL TEMPDIST,
located on the VM:Backup 192 minidisk, is a sample restore job template file that restores to alternate DASD volumes.
This file is included on the distribution tape. To use ALTVOL TEMPDIST, copy the file to the VM:Backup A-disk, rename it
ALTVOL TEMPLATE, access it through the Work with Restore Template screen, and make the following entries:

• Work with Restore Template screen 1:
– Modify the comment in the Descriptive Comment field to suit your restore job.
– Accept the default time period in the To Limit Restore, Specify Search Range field or edit the time period to include

the backups from which you want VM:Backup to restore.
• Work with Restore Template screen 2:

– Select Alternate Volume in the Restore Data to section.
– Select the Format Even if No Files to Restore option in the If Formatting section.

• Work with Restore Template screen 3:
– Under Select Guidelines Source/Target DASD Volumes for Alternate Volume Restore, enter the source volume, the

target volume, and the real address of the target volume.
Note: When restoring to an alternate volume, VM:Backup cannot restore to a minidisk that is defined with the END
keyword in the CP directory because VM:Backup cannot determine the current size of the minidisk. VM:Backup
skips the minidisk.

– Work with Restore Template screen 4:
– If you are not restoring an entire DASD volume, use this screen to specify the minidisks to restore.

When you have finished making these entries, submit the restore job template file using the SUBMIT command.

NOTE
VM:Backup uses the CP ATTACH command to attach the alternate volume to the VM:Backup service virtual
machine. When you submit the restore job, make sure the target volume is online and not attached to the
system or any user ID (including VM:Backup).

Making Restored Minidisks Available to Users

Make the newly restored minidisk available to the users in one of three ways:

• If you restored cylinder 0 in your restore job, detach the original volume and reattach the alternate volume as the
original volume.

• If you did not restore cylinder 0 in your restore job, use the format/allocate program to change the label on the alternate
volume to that of the original volume. Detach the original volume, detach the alternate volume, then reattach the
alternate volume as the original volume.

• If you do not restore cylinder 0 in your restore job, update the CP directory to reflect the location of the restored
minidisks on the alternate volume by changing the MDISK statements that specify the original volume.
For example, these are the current directory entries:

USER JOE ******** 3M 4M G 64

MDISK 191 3380 10 101 VMPK33 MR ********
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USER FRED ******** 3M 16M BEG 64

MDISK 191 3380 201 50 VMPK33 MR ********

MDISK 192 3380 251 70 VMPK33 MR ********

If volume VMPK33 was restored to alternate volume VMPK99, change these directory entries to the following:

USER JOE ******** 3M 4M G 64

MDISK 191 3380 10 101 VMPK99 MR ********

USER FRED ******** 3M 16M BEG 64

MDISK 191 3380 201 50 VMPK99 MR ********

MDISK 192 3380 251 70 VMPK99 MR ********

Restoring Efficiently
Many factors affect the amount of time a restore takes and the number of tapes or amount of disk space used. VM:Backup
system administrators can control some factors discussed below; others are performance features provided by
VM:Backup.

 Contents 

  

Holding End User Restore Requests

The VM:Backup system administrator can control when VM:Backup processes end user restore requests. VM:Backup can
process requests as they are received or can hold them to be run later. An advantage to holding restore requests is that
VM:Backup operators can release them for execution during periods of low data center activity, or hold them until tape
drives are available to mount the required tapes.

The VM:Backup system administrator can dynamically update the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to specify whether requests
are to be held or processed immediately. For additional information about holding restore requests, see RESTHOLD
Record or When to Process End-User Restore Requests in Administrators.

Reducing Number of Tape Mounts

To reduce the number of tape mounts required to complete a restore job, VM:Backup restores all of the data included in
the job from each tape before advancing to the next tape from which data is to be restored. For example, when restoring
an SFS file pool, VM:Backup restores from a tape any data on the tape belonging to any file space included in the restore
before continuing to the next tape in the sequence.

You can reduce the number of tape mounts required to fulfill a restore request still further by including all of the files
backed up from one minidisk or directory in the same restore request. When selecting files listed on a restore selection
screen, make sure you select all the files that need to be restored before pressing PF9 (Submit) to submit the request to
VM:Backup for processing.

Using VM:Backup in Restore-Only Mode

You can increase the restore capability of VM:Backup by setting up additional VM:Backup service virtual machines to
process only restore requests. This allows you to start more restore jobs and restore data more quickly. The additional
machines access the catalog minidisk with a read-only link, allowing multiple VM:Backup service virtual machines to share
the catalog minidisk and process restore jobs. For more information, see Starting, Ending, and Restarting VM:Backup.

Updating Restore-Only Machines After Catalog Information Is Updated

Only one VM:Backup service virtual machine can have read/write access to the catalog minidisk. Use this service virtual
machine to run backups and the automatic catalog condense/discard process. When you run one of these processes,
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VM:Backup updates the catalog minidisk. After you execute a command that updates the VM:Backup catalogs, you must
update your restore-only mode VM:Backup service virtual machines to allow them access to updated catalog information.
Unpredictable results may occur if your restore-only machines do not have access to the updated catalog information.

To gain access to updated information on the catalog disk, simply restart the VM:Backup server.

Using Restore-Only Machines for Disaster Recovery

This feature may be most useful during disaster recovery, when large amounts of data need to be restored in as little
time as possible. If a backup job is submitted while VM:Backup is running in restore-only mode, a message is sent to the
submitting user ID stating that the job cannot be run.

Limiting the Time Period for Catalog Searches

The time period specified in restore requests determines which catalogs VM:Backup searches for information about data
to restore. The longer the time period, the more catalogs VM:Backup has to search.

In CATSEARCH restore job template files, the default time period for data to restore is 01/01/1942 00:00:00 to 12/31/2041
23:59:59. System administrators can reduce the amount of time VM:Backup spends searching catalogs by specifying a
shorter time period on the SEARCH record through TPI or on the screens.

The LISTPD record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file specifies the default restore selection period for all users. The
VM:Backup system administrator can dynamically update this record to specify a short default restore selection period,
limiting VM:Backup to searching only the more recent catalogs; however, be sure the time period calculated from the
LISTPD record always includes the last full backup. If users override the default restore selection period, they can help
reduce the amount of time VM:Backup spends searching catalogs by specifying a limited time period in restore requests.

NOTE

 More information about specifying search time periods in restore job template files: 

•  SEARCH Record (Restore Job Template Files)
•  Creating or Updating Restore Job Template Files 

 More information about specifying search time periods for end-user restore requests: 

•  Default Restore Time Period 
•  LISTPD Record.

Restore Job Termination
This section describes the actions VM:Backup performs when a restore job completes normally and when a restore job
terminates abnormally because a user or operator canceled it.

Normal Job Termination

When a restore job runs to normal completion, VM:Backup:

1. Closes the catalogs if catalogs were used
2. Detaches all minidisks, tape drives, virtual printers, and virtual punches used in the job
3. Creates SFS aliases if necessary
4. Deletes file spaces if necessary for VOLSEARCH restores
5. Relinquishes locks to objects in the file pool
6. Closes the report if a keyword data report was used
7. Sends the local console and the job's system log two messages:
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Message 076I,
which indicates the maximum amount of virtual storage VM:Backup used to run the job

Message 077I,
which indicates the maximum amount of virtual storage used by the job and any other activities in the VM:Backup
service virtual machine during the execution of the job

8. Returns reports to the submitting user ID (if the job was an end user or special SFS/BFS restore request), or to the
user ID specified under Report Guidelines or on the REPORT record in the job template file

9. Issues the JOBEND command if the job so specifies
10. Erases the restore job template, exception, and exclusion files if the job so specifies

Abnormal Job Termination

When an abnormal job termination occurs, VM:Backup:

1. Closes the catalogs if catalogs were used
2. Detaches all minidisks, tape drives, virtual printers, and virtual punches used in the job
3. Relinquishes locks to objects in the file pool
4. Closes the report if a keyword data report was used
5. Sends a message to the operator explaining why the job terminated abnormally
6. Returns reports to the submitting user ID (if the job was an end user or special SFS/BFS restore request), or to the

user ID specified under Report Guidelines or on the REPORT record in the job template file
7. Issues the JOBEND command if the job so specifies
8. Erases the restore job template, exception, and exclusion files if the job so specifies

Job Rollback

When a restore job rollback occurs, VM:Backup uses the restart recovery facility to allow the job to be restarted close to
the point where processing stopped.

If the rollback is caused by a tape I/O error, VM:Backup automatically restarts the restore job. If the rollback is due to a
procedural error, VM:Backup automatically places the restore job on hold. When the problem is corrected, you can use
the RELEASE command  to restart the job.

Merge/Purge/Copy (MPC) Jobs
Merge/purge/copy (MPC) jobs specify that VM:Backup is to copy specified domains, CMS files, SFS files, and BFS files
from input tapes to output tapes. Only authorized clients, such as VM:Archiver, can submit MPC jobs. The VM:Backup
system administrator cannot submit MPC jobs for VM:Backup backup tapes. MPC jobs can be created only using TPI.

Processing of MPC Jobs

When an MPC job starts, VM:Backup:

1. Verifies that the submitting user ID is an authorized client.
2. Scans the MPC job definition to make sure it is a valid TEMPLATE file and that the resource pools specified in the job

template file are defined in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file and are available.
3. Mounts the first input tape and starts reading the data on the tape.
4. Determines what data that was read from the input tape is to be copied and to which output tape group that data is to

be written.
5. Mounts the first output tape for each of the output tape groups.
6. Writes the data to copy to the output tape in the appropriate output tape group.
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7. Continues reading data from input tapes, determining what data to copy, and writing data to the appropriate output
tape group.

Error Processing

If VM:Backup encounters an error processing the input tapes, the job is placed on hold. An example of an error is when
VM:Backup cannot locate a domain on the input tape that it is to copy.

Processing by an Authorized Client

This section explains how an authorized client works with VM:Backup to submit an MPC job.

1. The authorized client builds an MPC job template file in TPI format to specify the data to be processed.
2. The client issues the VM:Backup IMPORT command to copy the job template file to the VMBACKUP 191 minidisk to

convert it to VM:Backup internal format.
3. When the template file is successfully imported, the client issues the VM:Backup SUBMIT command to submit the

MPC job.
4. VM:Backup processes the job as described in Processing of MPC Jobs.
5. When the job completes, if the job template file contained the JOBOPTIONS JOBEND NOTIFY record, VM:Backup

issues the JOBEND command to tell the client that the job completed.
6. If the job template contained the JOBOPTIONS ONETIME YES record, VM:Backup erases the job template file for the

completed job from its 191 minidisk.
7. The client issues the VM:Backup GETRPT command to obtain the keyword data report for the job.
8. VM:Backup copies the keyword data report to the specified minidisk or directory and, if the transfer completes

successfully, erases the keyword data report from its report minidisk. If the transfer does not complete successfully, the
report remains on the report minidisk.

If a job is canceled by a VM:Backup operator before or during processing, VM:Backup logs this information in the keyword
data report. If requested, VM:Backup then issues the JOBEND command to tell the client that the job ended.

Tape Reinitialization Jobs (REINIT)
Tape reinitialization jobs reinitialize and expire input tapes that have been processed by MPC jobs. Only authorized
clients, such as VM:Archiver, can submit REINIT jobs. If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, you can run the VM:Tape
SCRATCH command after REINIT job processing is finished to scratch the expired tapes.

Processing REINIT Jobs

When a REINIT job starts, VM:Backup verifies that the submitting user ID is an authorized client. After verifying the user
ID, VM:Backup takes the following actions for each tape, in this order:

1. Requests the tape be mounted if the TPI record, JOBOPTIONS TAPEMOUNT YES, is specified in the job template
file. After the tape is mounted, VM:Backup rewrites the tape labels.

2. Expires the tapes by changing the retention period in the VM:Tape TMC or the VM:Backup resource pool to zero.

Error Processing

If the job specifies that tapes be mounted to rewrite the tape labels and VM:Backup encounters errors rewriting a tape
label, VM:Backup expires the tape and continues processing the next tape specified in the job.

If an error occurs updating the VM:Backup resource pool information or VM:Tape TMC information to expire a tape,
VM:Backup does not expire the tape. If the job specifies that tapes be mounted to rewrite tape labels, the tape labels may
be rewritten for the tape. Processing continues with the next tape specified in the job.
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Processing of REINIT Jobs by an Authorized Client

This section explains how an authorized client works with VM:Backup to reinitialize tapes.

1. The authorized client builds a REINIT job template file in TPI format to specify the tapes to be reinitialized.
2. The client issues the VM:Backup IMPORT command to copy the job template file to the VMBACKUP 191 minidisk to

convert it to VM:Backup internal format.
3. When the template file is successfully imported, the client issues the VM:Backup SUBMIT command to submit the

REINIT job.
4. VM:Backup processes the job as described in Processing REINIT Jobs.
5. When the job completes, if the job template file contained the JOBOPTIONS JOBEND NOTIFY record, VM:Backup

issues the JOBEND command to tell the client that the job completed.
6. If the job template contained the JOBOPTIONS ONETIME YES record, VM:Backup erases the job template file for the

completed job from its 191 minidisk.
7. The client issues the VM:Backup GETRPT command to obtain the keyword data report for the job.
8. VM:Backup copies the keyword data report to the specified minidisk or directory and, if the transfer completes

successfully, erases the keyword data report from its report minidisk. If the transfer does not complete successfully, the
report remains on the report minidisk.

If a job is canceled by a VM:Backup operator before or during processing, VM:Backup logs this information in the keyword
data report. If requested, VM:Backup then issues the JOBEND command to tell the client that the job ended.

Recovering From DASD Failures
This section explains how to recover from failures of single DASD packs, SFS user storage group minidisks, and SFS
control storage group minidisks.

Single DASD Pack

If an entire DASD volume fails, you can restore the volume to the original volume or to an alternate DASD volume.

SFS User Storage Group Minidisk

If a minidisk that is part of an SFS user storage group that does not contain program files or control data fails, you can use
the Submit Special SFS Restores screens, the RGROUP command, or a job template file created through TPI to restore
the entire user storage group must be available during this restore.

If a minidisk that is part of an SFS user storage group that does contain program files or control data fails, you must
restore the file spaces that contain those files or data, then start, then use a job template file created through TPI to
restore the rest of the storage group.

SFS Control Storage Group Minidisk

If the media failure occurs for SFS control information, and IBM recovery facilities cannot make the file pool functional,
you must rebuild the entire file pool. After following the IBM installation procedures to regenerate the Shared File System,
you can use the Submit Special SFS/BFS Restores function screens, the RPOOL command, or a job template file created
through TPI to restore the file pool.

NOTE

• See also RGROUP Command and RPOOL Command.
• For information about using the Submit Special SFS/BFS Restores function screens, see Starting Special

SFS and BFS Restores in Administrators.
• For information about creating restore job template files through TPI, see the  Template Programming

Interface .
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System Programmer Commands
This section explains VM:Backup commands that are available to system programmers. The Summary of Commands lists
each command, its authorization level, and its use. The pages that follow describe the commands in detail.

NOTE
When more than one authorization level is specified, a subset of the command functionality requires the higher
level.

 Command  Required Authorization Level  Use 
 CANCEL Command User Cancels a specific job or all user restore

requests
 CHECK Command SysAdmin Checks the catalog file structure for errors
 CMS Command SysAdmin Issues a CMS or CP command on the

VM:Backup service virtual machine
 CONDENSE Command SysAdmin Converts a file-level catalog to minidisk/file

space-level detail
 DASDTAPE Command SysAdmin • Displays DASDTape resource pool and

superpool tape allocation and usage
• Checks the status of mounted

DASDtapes
• Expires DASDtapes.

 DISCARD Command SysAdmin Erases a catalog
 END Command Operator Terminates VM:Backup processing
 EXPORT Command SysAdmin Converts a job template file on the

VM:Backup machine to a TPI file and
copies it to the requester's A-disk

 GETRPT Command SysAdmin Copies a keyword data report to the
requesting user ID's minidisk

 HOLD Command Operator Interrupts execution of a job either before it
begins or during processing

 IMPORT Command SysAdmin • Copies a TPI file on the requesting user
ID's A-disk to the VM:Backup service
virtual machine

• Converts the file's contents to
VM:Backup's internal format

 MDSKLIST Command SysAdmin Used only for data migration, lists the
minidisks defined on a DASD volume

ORDER Command Operator Moves a job to the front of the waiting job
queue

 QUERY Command User, SysAdmin Displays one of the following:
• Outstanding messages

from VM:Backup 
• Status information about active and

pending jobs
• Default and available types of

encryption used to back up data
• The maximum virtual storage used

and the total virtual storage available
to VM:Backup.
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 RELEASE Command Operator • Restarts held jobs
• Releases user-submitted restore

requests to VM:Backup

 REPLY command None Responds to VM:Backup requests
 RESTORE command User, SysAdmin Restores backed-up data
 RESUME command Operator Restarts suspended VM:Backup job

processing
 RGROUP command SysAdmin Restores or moves a single user storage

group
 RPOOL command SysAdmin Restores or moves a file pool or user

storage groups in a file pool
 RSPACE command SysAdmin Restores or moves a single file space
 SUBMIT command Operator Submits a job template file-defined job
 SUSPEND command Operator Temporarily stops VM:Backup job

processing
 UPDATE command SysAdmin Revises the date on which VM:Backup

automatically condenses or discards a
catalog

 XRESTORE Command User, SysAdmin Restores deleted file spaces and backed-
up data from minidisks and SFS directories

CANCEL Command (System Programmers)
 Authorization: USER  

Use the Cancel command to end VM:Backup jobs.

Users can cancel their own restore requests if processing has not begun.

Operators can cancel a job at any time, whether it is running or waiting to execute. If an inactive job is canceled, it is
dropped from the queue. If an active job is canceled, the job terminates abnormally.

To view the status of a job, use the QUERY REQUESTS command.

This command has the following format:

CANcel {ALL | jobid}

Definitions
ALL

Cancels all of the requesting user's pending restore requests.
jobid

Specifies the job identification number, which is assigned when the job is submitted, of a single job to cancel. You
do not have to specify the leading zeros. To view the job ID of a job, use the QUERY REQUESTS command.

Examples
To cancel a pending restore request (jobid 00000010), enter:
vmbackup cancel 10

CHECK Command (System Programmers)
Authorization: SYSADMIN
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Use the CHECK command to examine the structure of VM:Backup catalog files and produce a report on any problems
found.

You cannot enter CHECK while any of the following are executing:

• Backup, restore, or catalog job
• Catalog command (for example, CHECK, DISCARD, or UPDATE)

The level of detail available in the catalog report is hierarchically organized, with DOMAINS providing the greatest amount
of information and STATS providing the least. Except for STATS, which is provided only if it is requested explicitly, a high-
level report includes the information provided at lower levels.

Catalog files are stored on the catalog disk. The files are at the virtual address that is specified on the CATDISK
configuration file record on the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

This command has the following format:

CHEck [(["Option A"] ["Option B"] ["Option C"]] 

 

Option A:

CATalog [dumpjob | *]

 

Option B:

DETAIL | DOMAIns | ERRors | STATs | SUMmary

 

Option C:

DISK | PRInter | TERMinal

Definitions
CATalog [dumpjob | *]

Checks the structure of the specified catalog or catalogs. dumpjob is the filename of a single catalog DUMPJOB
file to be checked. If you specify an asterisk, the entire catalog disk is checked.

DETAIL | DOMAIns | ERRors | STATs | SUMmary
Specifies the type of information you want VM:Backup to report about the catalog.
DETAIL checks the file structure of the specified catalog by examining and reporting on the catalog data files. The
report does not list the minidisks or file spaces backed up in a particular catalog.
DOMAIN checks the file structure of the specified catalog and provides information about which minidisks and
file spaces were backed up, the starting tape volser to which data was backed up, the type of backup performed
(full or incremental), and the level of detail included in the catalog (file or domain). This option provides the most
complete report.
ERROR checks the file structure of the specified catalog and displays a report on only those files in error. The
report indicates the total number of errors found. If none of the files contain errors, no report is produced and the
command exits with a return code of 0.
STATS checks the file structure for the entire catalog disk and displays statistical messages indicating the number
and type of catalog data files found (DUMPJOB, DETAIL, and FILEnnnn). It also shows the total number of errors
found, if any.
Note: If you specify the STATS option with the CATALOG dumpjob option, VM:Backup disregards the dumpjob
value and displays the messages for the entire catalog disk.
SUMMARY checks the high-level file structure of the specified catalog by examining and reporting on only the
DUMPJOB files and their relationship to each other.

DISK | PRInter | TERMinal
Specifies the destination of the report. You can specify only one output option.
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DISK writes the report to the CATCHECK OUTPUT file on the A-disk of the requesting user ID. If this file already
exists, it is replaced by the new report. You cannot use this option with SMSG or issue it from the VM:Backup
console.
PRINTER sends the report to the virtual printer. PRINTER can also be issued by a VM:Backup system
administrator on the Manage Existing Catalogs screen to produce a domain-level detail report on selected
catalogs. You cannot use this option with SMSG or issue it from the VM:Backup console.
TERMINAL displays the report on the virtual console.

Example
To check the file structure for the catalog disk using the STATS option, enter the following command:

vmbackup check (catalog * stats

VM:Backup issues a response similar to the following:

FILETYPE      COUNT

DUMPJOB       30

DETAIL        114

FILENNNN      222

--------      ---

TOTAL         366

VMBMAP0890I 0 ERRORS WERE FOUND ON CATALOG MINIDISK 01B0.

CMS Command
Authorization: SYSADMIN

Use the CMS command to run a CMS or CP command or an EXEC on the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

VM:Backup returns to its environment immediately after the CMS or CP command or the EXEC completes.

NOTE
Normally, you never need to enter the CMS command. However, you can use it to spool the console when trying
to resolve a problem.

WARNING
VM:Backup stops processing while the CMS command runs. If you need to run this command, first consider how
long processing will take.

This command has the following format:

CMS {command | CP command | EXEC name}

Definitions
command

Specifies the CMS subset command or CP command to run.
name

Specifies the EXEC to run.

Issuing Commands from the VMBACKUP Console

To print the VMBACKUP CONFIG file using the CMS command, enter:
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cms print vmbackup config

VM:Backup executes the CMS command and displays the following messages:

10:18:28    VMBACKUP 00 VMBCMD0010I ENTER: CMS PRINT VMBACKUP CONFIG.   

10:18:28    VMBACKUP 03 VMBCMD0011I BEGINNING COMMAND: CMS PRINT VMBACKUP CONFIG.   

PRT FILE 3707 FOR VMBACKUP COPY 001 NOHOLD

10:18:18    VMBACKUP 03 VMBCMD0012I ENDING COMMAND CMS WITH COMPLETION CODE 0.  

Issuing Commands from User IDs Other Than VMBACKUP

To spool the VM:Backup console to user ID OPERATOR from the operator's console, enter:

vmbackup cms cp spool console start to operator

VM:Backup executes the CP command and displays the following messages on the VM:Backup console:

10:23:58  OPERATOR 08 VMBCMD0011I BEGINNING COMMAND: CMS CP SPOOL CONSOLE START TO OPERATOR

10:23:58  OPERATOR 08 VMBCMD0012I ENDING COMMAND CMS WITH COMPLETION CODE 0.

CONDENSE Command
Authorization: SYSADMIN 

To convert a file-level detail catalog to a domain-level detail catalog, use the CONDENSE command. This command
removes all file, track, and block information from the catalog.

When you condense a catalog, the CONDENSE command also condenses any dependent catalogs that an incremental
backup creates. CONDENSE converts these dependent catalogs regardless of their own defined auto-condense dates.
For example, a catalog with an auto-condense period of 30 days that is based on a catalog with an auto-condense period
of 15 days is converted to domain-level detail when the base catalog is condensed.

You cannot enter CONDENSE while another catalog job or command (for example, CHECK, DISCARD, or UPDATE) is
executing.

This command has the following format:

CONdense dumpjob

Definitions
dumpjob

Condenses a single catalog and any catalogs that are based on it, where dumpjob is the filename
of the catalog's DUMPJOB file.#dita_xconref-CONREF:<div conref="../../vmb/topics/vmbu-atom-
dumpjob-filename-format-2151612.dita#concept.dita_745a59b3cfa85215dec8b0a502ff42be0f7caf2d/
bodyContent2"/>#dita_xconref-REPL-BEGIN:conref=../../vmb/topics/vmbu-atom-dumpjob-filename-
format-2151612.dita#concept.dita_745a59b3cfa85215dec8b0a502ff42be0f7caf2d/bodyContent3
vmb
(The filename is the number that this product assigns when the catalog is created.) Enter one to eight digits for
dumpjob.
#dita_xconref-REPL-END:conref=../../vmb/topics/vmbu-atom-dumpjob-filename-
format-2151612.dita#concept.dita_745a59b3cfa85215dec8b0a502ff42be0f7caf2d/bodyContent5
To see the filename, use the CHECK command.
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Screen Advantages

Using the Condense Catalogs system administrator screen instead of the CONDENSE command has the following
advantages:

• You do not have to use the CHECK command to see a specific catalog's DUMPJOB number.
• VM:Backup displays all associated catalogs that will be condensed before the condense process actually occurs.

NOTE
For more information about this screen, see Managing Existing Catalogs in Administrators.

DASDTAPE Command
 Authorization: SYSADMIN 

To examine the contents of resource pools and superpools and produce a report on tape allocation and pool usage, use
the DASDTAPE QUERY or LIST command. To check the status of mounted DASDtapes, use the DASDTAPE STATUS
command. To change the expiration date of a DASDtape to the current date, use the DASDTAPE EXPIRE command.

NOTE
 For more information about using DASDtapes, see About DASDtapes.

Syntax

This command has the following format:

DAsdtape {"Parms"} [("Options"...[)]] 

Parms:

Expire volser

List name

Query name

Status

Options:

ALL

IN days

NOHeader

DISK [APPEND] | PRINTer | TERMinal | STACK [FIFO | LIFO]

Definitions
Expire volser

Indicates the DASDtape to be expired. In the resource pool of which volser is a member, this command changes
the expiration date to the current date. The expiration date on the tape label of DASDtape volser is not changed.
volser

Specifies the volser of the DASDtape to be expired.
Note: DASDTAPE EXPIRE does not support options.

List name
Reports on existing TAPE files.
name

Specifies the name of the DASDtape resource pool or superpool to be listed.
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Query name
Reports on tape disk usage.
name

Specifies the name of the DASDtape resource pool or superpool to be queried.
Status

Reports on mounted TAPE files.
ALL

Queries all DASDtape resource pools individually that belong to superpool name. If this option is not specified,
the entire superpool is displayed as a single line. If the name specified is a DASDtape resource pool and not a
superpool, this option is ignored.
Note: ALL can be specified only by the DASDTAPE QUERY command.

IN days
Specifies the effective date in days from the current date. The default value of days is 0, making the effective date
the same as the current date.
Note: A DASDtape is considered expired if its expiration date is earlier or the same as the effective date. IN can
only be specified with DASDTAPE QUERY and LIST.

NOHeader
Specifies that the header be suppressed in the displayed output.

DISK [APPEND] | PRINTer | TERMinal | STACK [FIFO | LIFO]
Specifies the destination of the report. You can specify only one output option.
DISK writes the report to the DASDTAPE OUTPUT file on the A-disk of the requesting user ID. If this file already
exists, it is replaced by the new report file unless the APPEND option is specified, in which case, the report will be
appended to the existing file. You cannot use this option with SMSG or issue it from the VM:Backup console.
PRINTER sends the report to the virtual printer. You cannot use this option with SMSG or issue it from the
VM:Backup console.
TERMINAL displays the report on the virtual console.
STACK writes the report to the CMS program stack of the issuing user. By default, the output is stacked FIFO.
You cannot use this option with SMSG or issue it from the VM:Backup console.

DASDTAPE LIST Report

The following list describes the information included in the report produced by the DASDTAPE LIST command:

Volser
Filename of the existing DASDtape (TAPE) file

Tapepool
DASDtape resource pool (TAPEPOOL) that the DASDtape is defined in

Job-Date/Time
Job start date and time

Exp-Date
Expiration date of the DASDtape

Days
Number of days until the volume expires. If 0, the volume is expired

Blocks
Number of disk blocks in use by the DASDtape

Job Name
Creating job (template) name
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Dumpjob
Creating dumpjob number

Owner
Volume owner if used by an authorized client. For example, VM:Archiver

DASDTAPE QUERY Report

The following list describes the information included in the report produced by the DASDTAPE QUERY command:

Label
One of the following:

• Label of the DASDtape resource pool minidisk (or TAPEDISK) if a DASDtape resource pool is being queried
• ‘-‘ if a superpool is being queried

Vdev
One of the following:

• Virtual device number of the DASDtape resource pool minidisk (or TAPEDISK) if a DASDtape resource pool is
being queried

• ‘SUP’ if a superpool is being queried

Tapes
Number of volsers defined to a DASDtape resource pool (TAPEDISK) or superpool

Alloc
Number of DASDtape tapes that exist on the DASDtape resource pool minidisk or superpool minidisks. This is the
same as the number of TAPE files that exist on the TAPEDISK(s).

Tot Blks
Total number of formatted blocks on the DASDtape resource pool minidisk(s). This is the same as the total
number of formatted blocks on the TAPEDISK(s).

Used Blks
Number of blocks in use on the DASDtape resource pool minidisk(s). This is the same as the number of blocks in
use on the TAPEDISK(s).

Expired
Number of DASDtape tapes that are expired on the DASDtape resource pool minidisk(s). This is the same as the
number of TAPE files that are expired on the TAPEDISK(s).

Exp Blks
Number of blocks occupied by expired DASDtape tapes on the DASDtape resource pool minidisk(s). This is the
same as the number of blocks occupied by expired TAPE files on TAPEDISK(s).

Available - (%)
Number of blocks and the percentage of space available on the DASDtape resource pool minidisk(s). This is the
same as the number of blocks and the percentage of space available on the TAPEDISK(s).

DASDTAPE STATUS Report

The following list describes the information included in the report produced by the DASDTAPE STATUS command:

Volser
Filename of the existing DASDtape (TAPE) file

Tapepool
DASDtape resource pool (TAPEPOOL) that the DASDtape is defined in
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Blocks
Number of disk blocks in use by the DASDtape

Stat
Mounted R/O or R/W

Job Name
Creating job name (template name). This field is omitted when Stat is R/O

Examples

• To list allocated DASDtapes for a DASDtape resource pool named tpool2, enter the following command:
vmbackup dasdtape list tpool2

 VM:Backup issues a response similar to the following example:
Volser Tapepool Job-Date/Time  Exp-Date  Days  Blocks Job Name Dumpjob  Owner  

112001 TPOOL2   03/06/14 16:54 04/05/14    26    1886 BKP4     0000000         

112002 TPOOL2   03/06/14 16:54 04/05/14    26    1880 BKP4     0000000         

112003 TPOOL2   03/06/14 16:54 04/05/14    26    1883 BKP4     0000000         

112004 TPOOL2   03/06/14 16:54 04/05/14    26     477 BKP4     0000000         

• To query pool usage for a DASDtape resource pool, enter the following command:
vmbackup dasdtape query pool1

 VM:Backup issues a response similar to the following:
Label  Vdev Tapes Alloc   Tot Blks  Used Blks  Expired   Exp Blks  Available-(%)

DTP001 0101    20    16     600660     600605        2      77527      77582-13 

There are twenty tapes defined to DASDtape resource pool pool1, of which sixteen are allocated and two
are expired. Of the total blocks defined to the resource pool, 13% is available for use.

• To query pool usage for a superpool, enter the following command:
vmbackup dasdtape query suppool1

 VM:Backup issues a response similar to the following:
Label  Vdev Tapes Alloc   Tot Blks  Used Blks  Expired   Exp Blks  Available-(%)

-      SUP    350   299   12600660   12578320       20    1177527    1199867-10

There are 350 tapes defined to the collection of DASDtape resource pools defined to the
superpool suppool1, of which 299 are allocated and 20 are expired. Of the total blocks defined to the
superpool, 10% is available for use.

• To query pool usage for a superpool with each individual resource pool minidisk being displayed, enter the
following command:
vmbackup dasdtape query suppool1 (all

 VM:Backup issues a response similar to the following:
Label  Vdev Tapes Alloc   Tot Blks  Used Blks  Expired   Exp Blks  Available-(%)

DTP001 0111    50     5      54000      30728        3      18375      23275-44 

DTP002 0112    20     0       9000          6        0          0       8994-100

DTP003 0113    20     3       9000       6155        0          0       2845-32 

There are three resource pools defined to the superpool super1.
• To query the status of mounted DASDtapes enter the following command:

vmbackup dasdtape status

 VM:Backup issues a response similar to the following:
Volser  Tapepool  Blocks  Stat  Job Name

112008  TPOOL2       344  R/W   BKP1

111006  TPOOL1       370  R/O

112009  TPOOL2       129  R/W   BKP1    

• To change the expiration date of DASDtape 112010 to the current date, enter the following command:
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vmbackup dasdtape expire 112010

 VM:Backup issues a response similar to the following:
VMBDAT2020I DASDtape 112010 expiration date changed to today, 07/21/14.

Ready;

DISCARD Command
 Authorization: SYSADMIN 

To erase catalogs from the catalog minidisk, use the DISCARD command. DISCARD also removes any references to the
erased files from the catalog index files.

When you discard a catalog, the DISCARD command also discards any dependent catalogs that an incremental backup
creates. DISCARD erases these dependent catalogs regardless of their own defined auto-discard dates. For example,
a catalog with an auto-discard period of 45 days that is based on a catalog with an auto-discard period of 30 days is
discarded when the base catalog is discarded.

You cannot enter DISCARD while another catalog job or command (for example, CHECK, CONDENSE, or UPDATE) is
executing.

This command has the following format:

DIScard dumpjob

Definitions
dumpjob

Discards a single catalog and any catalogs based on it, where dumpjob is the filename of the catalog's DUMPJOB
file. (The filename is the number that this product assigns when the catalog is created.) Enter one to eight digits
for dumpjob.
To see the DUMPJOB filename, use the CHECK command.

DISCARD Screen Advantages

Using the Discard Catalogs system administrator screen to discard catalogs has the following advantages to using the
DISCARD command:

• You do not have to use the CHECK command to see a specific catalog DUMPJOB number.
•  VM:Backup displays all associated catalogs that will be discarded before the discard process actually occurs.

NOTE
For more information about this screen, see Discarding Catalogs in Administrators. 

END Command (System Programmers)
 Authorization: OPERATOR 

To terminate processing, use the END command. END can run either after all active commands are complete or
immediately, with the FORCE option.

After you enter the END command, users cannot invoke VM:Backup. If VM:Backup issues a message (for example, to
request a tape mount) while completing a currently running job, the operator can respond to the request, but cannot enter
new commands.

When VM:Backup ends, you cannot submit new jobs until the system is restarted. To see a list of active and pending jobs
before ending VM:Backup, use the QUERY REQUESTS command.

The END command has the following format:
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END [(FORCE]

Definitions
FORCE

Optionally terminates VM:Backup without waiting for active processing to complete. All currently running jobs and
commands stop executing immediately. The following list indicates how upon restarting VM:Backup handles jobs
that the END (FORCE  command interrupted.
AUTOCAT job

Last completed catalog
Backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT job, restart recovery not enabled

Beginning
Backup job, restart recovery enabled

Last completed domain on last completed tape for each tape stream
Restore job, restart recovery enabled

Last completed domain; restarts restores of incompletely restored domains from beginning of domain
MPC job, restart recovery enabled

Last domain from input tape that was successfully copied to output tapes
REINIT job, restart recovery enabled

Last reinitialized tape

When restarted, all jobs appear as though they were never interrupted, with one exception. If VM:Backup restarts a
backup, restore, or MPC job using restart recovery, file-level detail information for domains processed before the point
where the job restarted is missing from all reports except the keyword data report.

For more information about the restart recovery process, see Starting, Ending, and Restarting VM:Backup.

EXPORT Command
 Authorization: SYSADMIN 

To convert a job template, exception, or exclusion file from the VM:Backup internal format to TPI format, use the EXPORT
command. EXPORT also copies the converted file from the VM:Backup A-disk to the requesting user ID A-disk.

If you enter the EXPORT command from the console, VM:Backup places the exported file on its 191 minidisk. You cannot
issue the EXPORT command using CP SMSG.

If the specified file exists on the requesting user ID A-disk, use the REPLACE option or the command fails.  

This command has the following format:

EXPORT filename filetype [("Options"...[)]] 

Options:

DISK

NOTERM

REPlace

TEST

Definitions
filename filetype

Specifies the filename and filetype of the job template file, exception file, or exclusion file. The filename
must be a valid CMS filename. The filetypes are as follows:#dita_xconref-CONREF:<div conref="../../vmb/
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topics/vmbu-atom-file-types-2147600.dita#concept.dita_b944bac88668310ea1efd0e16201b8ea0f7a5ffd/
bodyContent1"/>#dita_xconref-REPL-BEGIN:conref=../../vmb/topics/vmbu-atom-file-
types-2147600.dita#concept.dita_b944bac88668310ea1efd0e16201b8ea0f7a5ffd/bodyContent2
vmb
TEMPLATE

Job template
XCEPT

Exception
XCLUDE

Exclusion
#dita_xconref-REPL-END:conref=../../vmb/topics/vmbu-atom-file-
types-2147600.dita#concept.dita_b944bac88668310ea1efd0e16201b8ea0f7a5ffd/bodyContent4
When VM:Backup converts the files to the TPI format, it changes the filetypes to $TEMPLAT, $XCEPT, or
$XCLUDE.

DISK
VM:Backup writes diagnostic messages describing syntax errors in the input file. By default, VM:Backup writes
diagnostic messages to the terminal only. DISK specifies that these messages are written to a file with the same
filename as the file that is listed on the command. The filetype of the file is VMBMEMO. VM:Backup creates this
file on the requesting user ID A-disk.

NOTERM
Specifies that VM:Backup does not write to the terminal diagnostic messages describing syntax errors in the input
file.

REPlace
On the requesting user ID A-disk, if a file already exists with the same filename and filetype as the one that
EXPORT creates, REPlace replaces the existing file with the new file. If such a file exists and you do not specify
this option, the export fails.

TEST
Specifies that VM:Backup tests the input file for correctness, but does not create an output file on the requesting
user ID A-disk.

Examples
You want to convert a job template file named WEEKLY TEMPLATE, that is on the VM:Backup A-disk, to TPI
format. A file named WEEKLY $TEMPLAT already exists on your A-disk. You want VM:Backup to replace this
file with the newly converted file. Enter the following command:
vmbackup export weekly template (replace

GETRPT Command
Authorization: SYSADMIN

Use the GETRPT command to copy a keyword data report to the requesting user ID minidisk or directory.

Only the owner of a job template file can issue the GETRPT command for that job template file. If the owner is
VMBACKUP, any VM:Backup system administrator can issue the GETRPT command. If the owner is an authorized client,
such as VM:Archiver, only that user ID can issue the GETRPT command. You cannot issue the GETRPT command from
the console; if you do so, you receive an error message.

After VM:Backup successfully copies a keyword data report to the requesting user ID minidisk or directory, VM:Backup
erases the report from its report minidisk.
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WARNING
If a report with the same filename and filetype already exists on the specified target minidisk or directory,
VM:Backup erases the existing file before copying the new file to the minidisk or directory.

This command has the following format:

GETRPT jobname [filemode]

Definitions
jobname

Specifies the name of the job template file that is used to create the keyword data report.
filemode

Specifies the filemode of the read/write minidisk or directory to which VM:Backup copies the keyword data report.
The default is A.

Examples
To copy the STATUS job template file keyword data report to your A-disk, enter the following command:

vmbackup getrpt status a

HOLD Command (System Programmers)
 Authorization: OPERATOR 

To interrupt or temporarily halt the execution of a specified job, use the HOLD command. You can place a job on hold at
any time before or during processing except when a job is compiling. Jobs placed on hold with the HOLD command are
left in the job queue with a status of on hold. (Use the QUERY REQUESTS command to view the status of a job.)

This command has the following format:

Hold jobid

Definitions
jobid

Specifies the job identification number, assigned by VM:Backup when the job is submitted, of the job to put on
hold. You do not have to specify the leading zeros. To view a job ID, use the QUERY REQUESTS command.

Description

If you put a job on hold before it begins processing, VM:Backup starts the job from the beginning when you release it. If
you put a job on hold during processing, the point at which VM:Backup restarts the job depends on the type of job and
other conditions. The following list indicates how VM:Backup handles interrupted jobs when you release them.

AUTOCAT job
Last completed catalog

Backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT job, restart recovery not enabled
Beginning

Backup job, restart recovery enabled
Last completed domain on last completed tape for each tape stream

Restore job, restart recovery enabled
Last completed domain; restarts restores of incompletely restored domains from beginning of domain
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MPC job, restart recovery enabled
Last domain from input tape that was successfully copied to output tapes

REINIT job, restart recovery enabled
Last reinitialized tape

There are two special cases for backup jobs:

• If you put an incremental backup job on hold, and while it is on hold the catalog on which the job is based is
discarded, VM:Backup restarts the job from the beginning. However, VM:Backup performs a full backup instead of an
incremental backup.

• If you put on hold an incremental backup job specifying file-level detail change detection, and while it is on
hold the catalog on which the job is based is condensed, VM:Backup restarts the job from the beginning.
However, VM:Backup performs a full backup instead of an incremental backup.

When restarted, all jobs appear as though they were never interrupted, with one exception. If VM:Backup restarts a
backup, restore, or MPC job using restart recovery, file-level detail information for domains processed before the point
where the job restarted is missing from all reports except the keyword data report.

NOTE

 More information: 

• For more information about the restart recovery process, see Starting, Ending, and Restarting VM:Backup.
• For more information about releasing held jobs, see RELEASE Command.

Example
To place backup job 00000024 on hold, enter:
vmbackup hold 24

IMPORT Command
Authorization: SYSADMIN

Use the IMPORT command to convert job template, exception, and exclusion files from TPI format to the VM:Backup
internal format. IMPORT also copies the converted files from the requesting user ID A-disk to the VM:Backup A-disk.

This command has the following format:

IMPORT fileids... [("Options"...[)]] 

 

Options:

DISK

NOTERM

REPlace

TEST

Definitions
fileids...

Specifies the filenames and filetypes of a job template file, an exception file, an exclusion file, or a combination of
these files, all in TPI format. The filenames must be valid CMS filenames. The filetypes are as follows:
$TEMPLAT

Job template
$XCEPT

Exception
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$XCLUDE
Exclusion

When VM:Backup converts the files to the VM:Backup internal format, it changes the filetypes to TEMPLATE,
XCEPT, or XCLUDE.

DISK
VM:Backup writes diagnostic messages describing syntax errors in the input file. By default, VM:Backup writes
diagnostic messages to the terminal only. DISK specifies that these messages are written to a file with the same
filename as the file listed on the command. The filetype of the file is VMBMEMOn, where n is the position (1, 2, or
3) in which the TPI file appeared on the command line. VM:Backup creates one memo file for each specified file
on the A-disk of the requesting user ID.

NOTERM
Specifies that VM:Backup does not write to the terminal diagnostic messages describing syntax errors in the input
files.

REPlace
If this import creates a file with the same filename and filetype as one that already exists on the VM:Backup A-
disk, REPlace overwrites the existing file with the new file. If such a file exists and you did not specify this option,
the import fails.

TEST
Specifies that VM:Backup tests all input files for correctness, but does not create any output files on the
VM:Backup A-disk.

Description

On a single IMPORT command, you can specify one file, two files of two different types, or three files (one of each type).
For example, you can specify a job template file and an exception file. You cannot specify two or more files of the same
type on a single command. For example, you cannot specify two job template files. You can specify the files in any order.

NOTE
The IMPORT command does not verify that the files are associated with each other. It imports them as
independent files.

If you specify more than one file on the command line, all of the files must import successfully or none of them will import.
Messages indicate whether the import of each file was successful. Another message indicates whether the IMPORT
command completed successfully.

If any of the specified files already exist on the VM:Backup A-disk, you must use the REPLACE option, or the command
fails.

If you enter the IMPORT command from the console, the specified files must be on the VM:Backup A-disk. You cannot
issue the IMPORT command using CP SMSG.

Examples

• The job template file WEEKLY TEMPLATE exists on the VM:Backup A-disk. You want to convert the TPI
job template file WEEKLY $TEMPLAT to the VM:Backup internal format and replace the existing file on the
A-disk. Enter the following command:

vmbackup import weekly $templat (replace

• You want to convert the TPI job template file FULLA $TEMPLAT and the TPI exception file FULLA $XCEPT
to the VM:Backup internal format and write diagnostic messages to your A-disk. Enter the following
command:

vmbackup import fulla $templat fulla $xcept (disk
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MDSKLIST Command
Authorization: SYSADMIN

Use the MDSKLIST command to scan the CP directory and create a list of minidisks defined on a specified DASD volume.

You can use this list as input to a restore job by specifying it on the MDSKLIST option on the SUBMIT command. The
restore job restores the listed minidisks and ignores the input guidelines specified in the restore job template file.

This command has the following format:

MDSKLIST volser | *

Definitions

• volser  | *
Specifies which minidisks to include in the list. Indicate the name of a specific volser of a DASD volume, volser, to
create a list of only minidisks on that volume. Specify an asterisk to create a list of all minidisks defined on all DASD
volumes reference in the CP directory.

Description

The MDSKLIST command writes the minidisk information to a CMS file called VMBACKUP MDSKLIST on the A-disk of
the requesting user ID. If a VMBACKUP MDSKLIST file already exists when you run this command, the new file replaces
it. You can rename an existing VMBACKUP MDSKLIST file to any valid CMS filename or filetype.

You can edit a file produced by the MDSKLIST command to control which minidisks the job restores or to supply target
minidisks if they differ from the source. You cannot access this file from the VM:Backup console or with CP SMSG. You
cannot use pattern-matching characters in the MDISKLIST file.

Examples
To generate a list of all of minidisks currently defined on DASD volume VMPK02, enter the following
command:

vmbackup mdsklist vmpk02

ORDER Command (System Programmers)
Authorization: OPERATOR

Use the ORDER command to move one or more jobs to the front of the waiting job queue so VM:Backup executes them
sooner.

You can order any job, as long as it is queued but not already running. You cannot order jobs that are being compiled or
have begun execution.

Jobs that are not on hold run in the order in which QUERY REQUESTS lists them or as they appear on the Manage
System Activity screen.

This command has the following format:

ORDer jobids...
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Definitions
jobids...

Specifies the job identification numbers, assigned by VM:Backup when the jobs are submitted, of the jobs to move
to the front of the queue. You can specify more than one job, but you cannot specify the same job more than once
in a list. You need not specify the leading zeros.
To view the jobids for specific jobs, use the QUERY REQUESTS command or view them from the Manage
System Activity screen. If you specify an invalid jobid, the ORDER command does not complete and no jobs are
reordered.

Examples
Jobs 10, 11, and 12 are in the waiting job queue, in that order. To reverse the order of these jobs, enter this
command:

vmbackup order 12 11 10

QUERY Command (System Programmers)
 Authorization: USER, SYSADMIN 

To display outstanding messages from VM:Backup or status information about active and pending jobs, use the QUERY
command.

This command has the following format:

Query {"Parms"}

Parms:

  ENCrypt[ALL]

| MSG [(STACK] 

| EDRsup [(STACK]

| OWNer filename filetype [(STACK]

| REQuests [(CONTents | STACK]

| STOrage [(STACK]

| BACkups [(STACK]

Definitions
ENCrypt [ALL]

Lists the default encryption algorithm name that VM:Backup uses if a security algorithm name is not specified,
but a security key is specified in the exception file. ALL lists the names of all the available security algorithms
this release of VM:Backup supports. ALL also indicates whether the processor on which VM:Backup is running
provides hardware assistance for the algorithm.

MSG [(STACK]
Displays all outstanding messages. Each message is identified by a reply identification number and the time the
request was issued. You can use the reply identification number to respond to VM:Backup.
If a user is asked to detach a minidisk, the user can detach the minidisk, log off, or use the CANCEL command to
cancel the job. If a VM:Backup operator has outstanding messages, the operator can use the REPLY command to
respond to the request, or use the CANCEL command to cancel the job.
The STACK option specifies that VM:Backup is to place the response from the QUERY command in the
requesting user ID program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order. If you use the STACK option, check for a
nonzero return code; this code indicates that there are no outstanding messages or requests.

EDRsup [(STACK]
Displays whether Enhanced Device Recognition Support is enabled.
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The STACK option specifies that VM:Backup is to place the response from the QUERY command in the
requesting user ID program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order. If you use the STACK option, check for a
nonzero return code; this code indicates that there are no outstanding messages or requests.

OWNer filename filetype [(STACK]
Displays the user ID that created the template, exception, or exclusion file identified by filename filetype. You
cannot use pattern matching to specify filename or filetype. Valid filetypes are:
TEMPLATE

Job template
XCEPT

Exception
XCLUDE

Exclusion
The STACK option specifies that VM:Backup is to place the response from the QUERY command in the
requesting user ID program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order. If you use the STACK option, check for a
nonzero return code; this code indicates that there are no outstanding messages or requests.
You must have SysAdmin authorization to specify OWNER. If a VM:Backup system administrator creates a
template, exception, or exclusion file, the owner is VMBACKUP. If VM:Archiver creates a template, or exception
file, the owner is the user ID of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

REQuests [(CONTents | STACK]
Displays information about active and pending jobs, as follows:

• Job name
• Job status (on hold, released, restarted, running, waiting, or ended)
• Job type (backup, restore, MPC, REINIT, or AUTOCAT)
• Time the job was started
• Number of domains processed so far
• Job origin (or submitting user ID)
• Jobid
• Certain processing options specified for the job (e for exclusive, p for priority, b for backup of VM:Backup)

VM:Backup operators can view the status of all jobs submitted to VM:Backup; users can only view information
concerning their own restore requests.
Use the CONTENTS option to specify that VM:Backup is to list backup job content or restore job sources and
targets. For backup jobs, VM:Backup lists a maximum of 10 file spaces or minidisks contained in the backup; for
restore jobs, VM:Backup lists a maximum of 10 paired sources and targets. This option allows you to distinguish
between multiple end-user restore jobs listed on the display.
The STACK option specifies that VM:Backup is to place the response from the QUERY command in the
requesting user ID program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order. If you use the STACK option, check for a
nonzero return code; this code indicates that there are no outstanding messages or requests.

STOrage [(STACK]
Displays message 075I, which includes the amount of virtual storage available to VM:Backup and the maximum
amount of virtual storage that was used since VM:Backup was started. The STACK option specifies that
VM:Backup is to place the response from the QUERY command in the requesting user ID program stack in first-
in, first-out (FIFO) order.

BACkups [(STACK]
Displays the status of all the backup jobs that are running. Each job’s output begins with a line displaying the
following:
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• Job ID
• Job name
• Number of streams that are active
• Number of tape copies being created
• Elapsed time for the job.

This introductory line is followed by a pair of lines for each initialized stream. These line pairs describe the state of
each initialized stream as follows:

• First line of pair describing stream:
– The domain currently being backed up
– Elapsed processing time for that domain
– Accumulated number of tape blocks written by the stream

• Second line of pair describing stream:
– Any tape mount elapsed time
– Any Linker state information, if the Linker is waiting for a quiesce or a link to be performed. The linker state

information includes the state (Linking or Quiescing), the target user ID and minidisk address and the
elapsed time since the Linker has entered that state.

The STACK option specifies that VM:Backup is to place the response from the QUERY command in the
requesting user ID program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order. If you use the STACK option, check for a
nonzero return code; this code indicates that there are no outstanding messages or requests.

Examples

• As an end user, enter the following to query VM:Backup to see if any messages were sent to your user ID:
vmbackup query msg

VM:Backup displays:
REPLYID MESSAGE 

      1 DETACH 0291 WITHIN 5 MINUTES.   

        VALID REPLIES: OK, CANCEL   

To reply to this message, you must type REPLY followed by the reply identification number, and either OK
or CANCEL. To cancel the detach request in this example, enter:
vmbackup reply 1 cancel

VM:Backup displays the following:
REPLY 1 CANCEL HAS BEEN ACCEPTED.

13:56 VMBLNK0117I REQUEST 1 HAS BEEN CANCELED.

• As an operator, enter the following to display the status of each job submitted to VM:Backup:
vmbackup query requests

VM:Backup displays:
JOB NAME STATUS   JOB TYPE STARTED  PROCESSED ORIGIN  JOBID    OPTIONS

RESTORE  RUNNING  RESTORE  13:55:53 0 OF 1    MARY2   00000002 .e......

RESTORE  ON HOLD  RESTORE                     MARY2   00000004 p.......

RESTORE  ON HOLD  RESTORE                     ALEX1   00000005 ........

DAILY    WAITING  BACKUP                      OPER    00000007 pe......

• To obtain the owner of the job template file WEEKLY TEMPLATE, enter the following:
vmbackup query owner weekly template

VM:Backup responds:
THE OWNER OF WEEKLY TEMPLATE IS VMBACKUP.

• To display message 075I, enter:
vmbackup query storage
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 VM:Backup responds:
VMBSYS0075I Maximum virtual storage used since VM:Backup was started was 2.1M out of 1.0G bytes.

• To display the progress being made by the currently running backup jobs, enter:
vmbackup query backups

If two backup jobs are currently running, job name BKP3 and job name BKP6, VM:Backup displays the
following report:
Job ID 00000001, Job Name BKP3, Active streams 2, Copies 1, Elapsed 00:18:50

01: File Space SFSVM200:GUIRI01, Elapsed 00:18:50, Tape blocks 615

01: Tape mount elapsed N/A

02: Minidisk VMSERVP 0305, Elapsed 00:18:50, Tape blocks 702

02: Tape mount elapsed N/A

Job ID 00000005, Job Name BKP6, Active streams 2, Copies 1, Elapsed 00:01:33

01: Minidisk DON 0191, Elapsed 00:00:10, Tape blocks 0

01: Tape mount elapsed N/A, Linking DON 0111, Elapsed 00:00:10

02: Minidisk VINDO01 0191, Elapsed 00:00:09, Tape blocks 0

02: Tape mount elapsed N/A

RELEASE Command (System Programmers)
 Authorization: OPERATOR 

Use the RELEASE command to submit held jobs to VM:Backup for processing.

NOTE
 For information about how VM:Backup processes jobs that have been put on hold and then released,
see HOLD Command.

This command has the following format:

RELease jobid

Definitions
jobid

Specifies the job identification number, assigned by VM:Backup, of a held job to be released to VM:Backup for
processing. You do not have to specify leading zeros. To view a job ID, use the QUERY REQUESTS command.

Examples
To release restore job 00000024 from hold status, enter the following command:
vmbackup release 24

REPLY command (System Programmers)
Authorization: NONE

To allow VM:Backup operators and users to respond to messages or requests from VM:Backup, use the REPLY
command.

This command has the following format:

REPly replyid {"Parms"}

 

Parms:
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  CANCEL 

| FINISH 

| HOLD 

| OK 

| REJECT 

| RETRY 

| WAIT 

| volser

Definitions
replyid

Specifies the reply identification number, assigned by VM:Backup and displayed along with the message text
when the QUERY MSG command is entered, of the request to which you are replying.

CANCEL
Tells VM:Backup to cancel a request because it cannot be fulfilled. If the request was to have a minidisk detached,
VM:Backup skips the minidisk and the job continues. If the request was for a DASD volume, the job continues, but
VM:Backup does not process the minidisks on the requested DASD volume.

FINISH
Tells VM:Backup to end a backup or MPC job which has completed but for which checkpoint files still exist on
the VM:Tape service virtual machine. (The checkpoint files still exist because VM:Tape has become unavailable.)
When you use this option, the job ends normally and VM:Backup erases its own checkpoint files, but the
checkpoint files for the job remain on the VM:Tape service virtual machine. If you do not enter FINISH in this
situation, VM:Backup waits until VM:Tape becomes available. Until then, the job status remains running.

HOLD
Tells VM:Backup to place on hold the job that is making the request.

OK
Indicates that a request (for example, to mount a tape) has been fulfilled, or that VM:Backup can do what it
requested (for example, override a tape expiration date). OK tells VM:Backup to continue processing immediately.

REJECT
Indicates that a request cannot be fulfilled or that VM:Backup cannot do what it requested. VM:Backup does the
following based on the purpose of the tape mount:
Backup or MPC (output tapes)

If a tape mount is rejected, reissues the request, specifying an alternate tape. Tape operator might be
asked to remount the preceding tape so that VM:Backup can update the trailer label information with the
correct volser.

Restore or MPC (input tapes)
If a tape copy is not available, puts the job on hold.

REINIT
Does not reinitialize the tape or expire the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape TMC;
continues with the next tape specified in the job.

RETRY
Indicates that a problem with the security system service virtual machine using the Surrogate facility has been
corrected, and that VM:Backup should try the surrogate request again. Refer to the WAIT response for more
information about responding to messages related to the Surrogate facility.

WAIT
Causes VM:Backup to ignore the configured maximum wait interval for the type of request. Instead, VM:Backup
waits indefinitely for the request to be fulfilled. Use this response when the request cannot be fulfilled immediately
or because the security system service virtual machine is not available. VM:Backup continues to send reminder
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messages until the operator or user responds with another command. Refer to the OK and REJECT parameters
for information about responding to mount requests. Refer to the RETRY response for more information about
responding to messages related to the Surrogate facility.

volser
Indicates the volser of an available tape that can be used to satisfy the request. The specified volser must be
one that can be used with the indicated resource pool (that is, it must be of the same medium and density) or a
scratch tape. To make sure that the correct tape is mounted, VM:Backup asks the tape operator to specify the
volser twice.

Examples

• To respond OK to the VM:Backup request (with reply ID 1) to override the tape expiration date, enter the
following command:

vmbackup reply 1 ok

• To tell VM:Backup to temporarily suspend a job that issued a tape mount request (with reply ID 2) until you
can locate the requested tape, enter the following command:

vmbackup reply 2 wait

RESTORE command
Authorization: USER, SYSADMIN

To select files to restore and to submit requests to VM:Backup for processing, use the RESTORE command. When you
use the RESTORE command from a full-screen terminal, you bypass some or all of the VM:Backup screens.

This command has the following format:

RESTORE [filename [filetype]]  [(["Selection Options"...]

         ["Display Options"] ["Destination Options"]] 

 

Selection Options:

FOR userid [vaddr] 

FROM begindate TO enddate 

ALL | LATEST

 

Display Options:

  DISK [APpend] 

| PRInter 

| TERMinal

 

Destination Options:

QUIET TOUSER userid [TORDR | TODISK vaddr]
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Definitions
filename [filetype]

Specifies the filename and, optionally, the filetype of the file you want to restore, or you can use pattern matching
to restore all files with similar filenames, filetypes, or both so that VM:Backup can create a restore selection list.
The default is all filenames and all filetypes.

FOR userid [vaddr]
Tells VM:Backup which minidisk you want to restore. You can specify any user ID for userid. To specify your
user ID, type either your user ID or an asterisk. Specify the virtual address of the minidisk you want to restore for
vaddr. To search all the minidisks owned by a user ID, specify the user ID and type * for vaddr. You cannot specify
a directory name. By default, VM:Backup searches your user ID and the virtual address 191.

FROM begindate TO enddate
Tells VM:Backup to search for files backed up during the specified time period. You can type the date in either
mm/dd/yy or yyddd format. The default for FROM date is the default time period (specified on the LISTPD
configuration file record) subtracted from the current date. The default for TO date is the date of the most current
backup.

ALL | LATEST
Determines which versions of files VM:Backup includes in the restore selection list. ALL displays every version of
every file backed up within the specified time period. LATEST includes only the most recent version of each file
backed up within the specified time period.

DISK [APpend] | PRInter | TERMinal
Tells VM:Backup where to send the restore selection list.
DISK creates a file containing the restore selection list on your A-disk. The file is named RESTORE OUTPUT. If
this file already exists on your A-disk and you specify the APPEND option, VM:Backup adds the new list to the
existing list in the file. If this file exists on your A-disk and you do not specify APPEND, VM:Backup replaces the
existing file with the new one.
PRINTER sends a file containing the restore selection list to your virtual printer.
TERMINAL sends the list to your terminal.

QUIET TOUSER userid [TORDR | TODISK vaddr]
Tells VM:Backup to restore files directly to a virtual reader or minidisk without displaying the restore selection list.
You cannot use the QUIET option if the catalog with the information about the files meeting the selection criteria
does not contain file-level detail. When restoring data using domain-level detail catalogs, you must provide the
filenames of the files to be restored.
userid

Specifies the user ID that receives the restored data. Type an asterisk or your own user ID to send it to
yourself, or type another user ID if appropriate.

TORDR | TODISK vaddr
TORDR tells VM:Backup to restore backed-up data to the virtual reader of the user identified by
TOUSER. TODISK specifies the virtual address of the minidisk to which to restore the data. The minidisk
must belong to the user ID identified by TOUSER. For vaddr, you must type a specific virtual address; you
cannot use pattern matching.

Description

This command offers selection, display, and destination options. Selection options specify the criteria VM:Backup is to
use to create a list of files to restore (the restore selection list). Display options tell VM:Backup where to send the restore
selection list (your terminal, a printer, or your A-disk). Destination options tell VM:Backup where to restore the files.

Follow these guidelines when using these options:
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• You can specify RESTORE command options in any order.
• If you do not specify selection options, VM:Backup displays the latest version of files backed up from your 191 minidisk

within the default time period. The default time period is calculated based on the LISTPD configuration file record.
Refer to LISTPD Record for information about the default time period.

• If your restore request will exceed the number of files VM:Backup can display as specified on the MAXFILES
configuration file record, VM:Backup will not process the request. Use the selection options to limit your request.

• You cannot specify both display and destination options on the same command.
• When you use destination options:

– You can restore data backed up from any user's minidisks to any user's virtual reader, minidisks, or directories.
– VM:Backup restores the specified files without displaying the restore selection list.
– You can use the RESTORE command with CP SMSG.

You cannot use destination options to restore data to an SFS or BFS directory. If you want to restore files to an SFS
directory, you must display the restore selection list on the file selection screen on your terminal and select files to
restore from that screen.

• If you specify neither display nor destination options, VM:Backup displays the restore selection list if you are using a
line-mode terminal, or the restore selection screen if you are using a full-screen terminal.

If VM:Backup sends message 0824I because it could not locate files that meet the selection criteria, enter the RESTORE
command without destination options.

This page describes using the RESTORE command from a full-screen terminal. You can also use the RESTORE
command from a line-mode terminal. In either case, VM:Backup distinguishes between system administrator and user
authorization levels. For end users, VM:Backup does not distinguish between expertise levels for this command; all users
are considered experts.

Examples

• To display the most recent version of all files with a filetype of SCRIPT backed up from user ID ALICE's
199 minidisk between November 19, 1997, and November 22, 1997, on the file selection screen enter the
following command:

vmbackup restore * script (from 11/19/97 to 11/22/97 for alice 199

• To send a file to your virtual printer containing information about all versions of files backed up from your
191 minidisk that have a filetype of SCRIPT, enter the following command:

vmbackup restore * script (printer all

• To restore the most recent version of the file ALL NOTEBOOK backed up from user ID JOHN's 191
minidisk to user ID MARY's virtual reader, enter the following command:

vmbackup restore all notebook (for john 191 touser mary quiet tordr

RESUME command (System Programmers)
Authorization: OPERATOR

Use the RESUME command to restart VM:Backup job processing after it has been suspended.

You can use this command only if you used the SUSPEND command to halt VM:Backup job processing temporarily, or
if you selected the option to suspend processing temporarily from the End, Suspend, or Resume Processing operator
screen.

Any user ID with Operator authorization can restart suspended VM:Backup job processing by entering the RESUME
command; this action is not limited to the user ID that originally suspended VM:Backup.

This command has the following format:
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RESUME

RGROUP command
Authorization: SYSADMIN 

To restore a single user storage group, use the RGROUP command. You can restore the user storage group to any user
storage group in any file pool.

This command has the following format:

RGroup "Parms"... [("Options"...[)]] 

Parms:

FROMPOol frompool 

FROMGRoup fromgroup

[TOPOol topool] 

[TOGRoup togroup]

Options:

ALL | SKIP

DAte date

TIme time

OLDDate olddate

OLDTime oldtime

Definitions
FROMPOol frompool

Specifies the filepool ID of the file pool that contains the data to restore. Specify the Advanced Program-to-
Program Communications (APPC)/VM resource name for frompool, not the user ID of the file pool service virtual
machine.

FROMGRoup fromgroup
Specifies the user storage group number (2 through 32767) of the user storage group to restore.

TOPOol topool
Specifies the filepool ID of the file pool to which to restore the group. If you do not specify topool, VM:Backup
restores to frompool. You must specify the Advanced Program-to-Program Communications (APPC)/VM resource
name for topool, not the user ID of the file pool service virtual machine.

TOGRoup togroup
Specifies the user storage group number (2 through 32767) of the user storage group to which to restore the data.
If you do not specify togroup, VM:Backup restores to fromgroup.

ALL | SKIP
Specifies how VM:Backup is to restore the file spaces in the user storage group.
ALL restores all file spaces from the backup user storage group, regardless of whether they already exist in the
target user storage group. When the restore completes, the target user storage group appears exactly like the
backup user storage group. Restore processing is as follows:
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• If a file space exists in the backup user storage group but not in the target user storage group, VM:Backup
enrolls the file space in the target user storage group using the backup enrollment information.

• If a file space exists in the target user storage group but not in the backup user storage group, VM:Backup
leaves the file space in the target user storage group untouched.

• If a file space exists in the both the target and backup user storage groups, VM:Backup replaces the file space
in the target user storage group with the file space from the backup user storage group but does not modify the
enrollment information.Note: If you want to remove file spaces that exist in the target but not in the back up,
that is, you want the restored user storage group to look just like the backed-up version, you must manually
clear the storage group before running the restore.

SKIP restores only file spaces that exist in the backup user storage group but not in the target user storage group.
Restore processing is as follows:

• If a file space exists in the backup user storage group but not in the target user storage group, VM:Backup
enrolls the file space in the target user storage group using the backup enrollment information.

• If a file space exists in the target user storage group but not in the backup user storage group, VM:Backup
leaves the file space in the target user storage group untouched.

• If a file space exists in both the target and backup user storage group, VM:Backup leaves the file space in the
target user storage group untouched.

DAte date
Specifies the latest (most recent) date from which you want to restore the storage group. Type the date in mm/dd/
yy format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses the current date.

TIme time
Specifies the latest (most recent) time on date from which you want to restore the user storage group. Type the
time in 24-hour, hh:mm format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses the current time.

OLDDAte olddate
Specifies the oldest (earliest) date from which you want to restore the storage group. Type the date in mm/dd/
yy format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses January 1, 1942.

OLDTIme oldtime
Specifies the oldest (earliest) time on olddate from which you want to restore the storage group. Type the time in
24-hour, hh:mm format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses 23:59.

Requirements

Before you can restore data using this command, the following requirements must be met:

• VM:Backup must be an enrolled administrator for the file pool that contains the target user storage group.
• The file pool must be available.
• The target user storage group must be defined in the target file pool.
• The minidisks that make up the user storage group being restored must be formatted and reserved. However, the

minidisks can differ in number, size, and device type from those that originally contained the data. The user IDs owning
the source file spaces need not be enrolled in the target user storage group.

VM:Backup might require more virtual storage when it restores large file spaces. For more information about virtual
storage requirements, see  Virtual Storage.

If you need to restore multiple user storage groups, use the RPOOL command.

For more information about restoring user storage groups, refer to Restoring SFS and BFS Data.

Time Periods

VM:Backup always restores the most recently backed up version of data in the requested time period.
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Set a start date using the OLDDATE option when restoring a user storage group. OLDDATE is necessary because of the
way VM:Backup stores information about file pools in the catalogs. The start date prevents VM:Backup from restoring
more data than you intended. For example, suppose you want to restore a user storage group. Two weeks ago (12/01/97),
you deleted many file spaces and you do not want VM:Backup to restore them. Therefore, you specify an OLDDATE that
is later than 12/01/97 but early enough to contain the data you want to restore. Setting an OLDDATE that is later than
12/01/97 ensures that VM:Backup does not restore file spaces that were deleted before this date. If you do not specify an
OLDDATE, VM:Backup uses the default start date (01/01/1942). VM:Backup searches for and restores file spaces back to
that date.

NOTE
If within the defined time period, the most recent version of a file space is from an incremental backup,
RGROUP ignores OLDDATE. Instead, RGROUP uses all incremental backups and the full backup on which the
selected backup is based, even if their dates are before the search time period.

Examples

• You want to restore user storage group 2 from the file pool SFS to itself as it existed on November 22,
2013. You do not want to restore any file spaces that were erased from the user storage group before
November 1, 2013. Enter the following command:
vmbackup rgroup frompool sfs fromgroup 2 (date 11/22/13 olddate 11/01/13

• You want to restore user storage group 5 of file pool TEST to user storage group 8 of file pool PROD. You
do not want to restore any file spaces that were erased from the user storage group before September 1,
2013. Enter the following command:
vmbackup rgroup frompool test fromgroup 5 topool prod togroup 8 (olddate 9/01/13

RPOOL command
Authorization: SYSADMIN

Use the RPOOL command to restore either an entire file pool or at least one user storage group, or to move one or more
user storage groups from one file pool to another.

VM:Backup restores all enrollment data, directory structures, files, authorizations, and aliases, but it does not restore the
physical structure of the file pool itself. For example, VM:Backup does not restore the FILESERV startup parameters or
the log minidisks.

This command has the following format:

RPool FROM frompool [TO topool] [("Options"...[)]] 

 

Options:

ALL | SKIP

GROUP numbers...

DAte date

TIme time

OLDDAte olddate

OLDTIme oldtime

PUBLIC | NOPUBLIC
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Definitions
FROM frompool [TO topool]

Specifies the filepoolid of the file pool that contains the data to restore (frompool) and, optionally, of the file pool
to which to restore the data (topool). If you do not specify topool, VM:Backup restores to frompool. Specify the
APPC/VM resource name for the filepoolid, not the user ID of the file pool service virtual machine.

ALL | SKIP
Specifies how VM:Backup is to restore the file spaces in the file pool.
ALL restores all file spaces from the backup, regardless of whether they already exist in the target file pool. When
the restore completes, the target file pool appears exactly like the backup. ALL is the default. Restore processing
is as follows:

• If a file space exists in the backup but not in the target file pool, VM:Backup enrolls the file space in the target
file pool using the backup enrollment information.

• If a file space exists in the target file pool but not in the backup, VM:Backup leaves the file space in the target
file pool untouched.

• If a file space exists in both the target file pool and the backup, VM:Backup replaces the file space in the target
file pool but does not modify the enrollment information.Note: If you want to remove file spaces that exist in the
target but not in the backup, that is, you want the restored user storage groups or file pool to look just like the
backed-up version, you must manually clear the user storage groups or file pool before running the restore.

SKIP restores only file spaces that exist in the backup but not in the target file pool. Restore processing is as
follows:

• – If a file space exists in the backup but not in the target file pool, VM:Backup enrolls the file space using the backup
enrollment information.

– If a file space exists in the target file pool but not in the backup, VM:Backup leaves the file space in the target file
pool untouched.

– If a file space exists in both the target file pool and the backup, VM:Backup leaves the file space in the target file
pool untouched.

• GROUP numbers...
Specifies the user storage group numbers (2 through 32767) of the groups to restore. To restore more than one group,
separate each unique number by at least one blank.

• DAte date
Specifies the latest (most recent) date from which you want to restore the file pool or user storage groups. Type the
date in mm/dd/yy format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses the current date.

• TIme time
Specifies the latest (most recent) time on date from which you want to restore the file pool or user storage groups.
Type the time in 24-hour, hh:mm format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses the current time.

• OLDDAte olddate
Specifies the oldest (earliest) date from which you want to restore the file pool or user storage groups. Type the date in
mm/dd/yy format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses January 1, 1942.

• OLDTIme oldtime
Specifies the oldest (earliest) time on olddate from which you want to restore the file pool or user storage groups. Type
the time in 24-hour, hh:mm format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses 23:59.

• PUBLIC | NOPUBLIC
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to issue the ENROLL PUBLIC command for the file pool. If you specify NOPUBLIC
(default), VM:Backup will not issue the command, and only users enrolled in the file pool will be able to access these
files and directories.
If you specify PUBLIC, VM:Backup issues the command. Issuing the ENROLL PUBLIC command is one of two actions
that are required to enable users not enrolled in a particular file pool to access files and directories of users who are
enrolled in that file pool. The other required action is for the users who are enrolled in the file pool to grant access to
their files and directories to either PUBLIC or the users who are not enrolled in the file pool.
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Note: Refer to the IBM z/VM CMS File Pool Planning, Administration, and Operation publication for detailed
information about the ENROLL PUBLIC command.

Requirements

Before you can restore data using this command, the following requirements must be met:

• VM:Backup must be an enrolled administrator for the target file pool
• The file pool must be available
• The target user storage groups must be defined in the target file pool
• The minidisks that make up the user storage groups being restored must be formatted and reserved. However, the

minidisks can differ in number, size, and device type from those that originally contained the data. The user IDs owning
the source file spaces need not be enrolled in the target user storage group.

VM:Backup might require more virtual storage when it restores large file spaces. For more information about virtual
storage requirements, see  Virtual Storage.

For more information about restoring user storage groups, refer to Restoring SFS and BFS Data.

Examples

• You want to restore the latest version of the file pool SFS. You do not want to restore any file spaces that
were erased from the file pool before 12/01/2013. Enter the following command:

vmbackup rpool from sfs (olddate 12/01/13

• You want to restore user storage groups 2 and 3 from file pool TEST to file pool PROD as of 3 p.m. on
November 22, 2013. You do not want to restore any file spaces that were erased from the user storage
groups before 9/01/13. Enter the following command:

vmbackup rpool from test to prod (group 2 3 date 11/22/13 time 15:00 olddate 9/01/13

• You want to restore all but user storage groups 2, 4, and 6 from the file pool TEST, which contains 10 user
storage groups, and not restore file spaces belonging to users already enrolled in the current pool. You do
not want to restore any file spaces that were erased from the user storage groups before 8/15/2013. Enter
the following command:

vmbackup rpool from test (group 3 5 7 8 9 10 11 skip olddate 8/15/13

RSPACE command
Authorization: SYSADMIN

Use the RSPACE command to restore an entire file space or to move a file space from one file pool to another.

This command has the following format:

RSpace FROM fromspace [TO tospace] [("Options"...[)]] 

 

Options:

DAte date

TIme time

OLDDate olddate
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OLDTime oldtime

Definitions
FROM fromspace [TO tospace]

Specifies the complete name (filepoolid:userid) of the file space to restore (fromspace) and, optionally, of the
(existing) file space to which to restore the file space (tospace). If you do not specify tospace, VM:Backup restores
to fromspace. You must specify the APPC/VM resource name for the file pool ID, not the user ID of the file pool
service virtual machine.

DAte date
Specifies the latest (most recent) date from which you want to restore the file space. Type the date in mm/dd/yy
format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses the current date.

TIme time
Specifies the latest (most recent) time on date from which you want to restore the file space. Type the time in 24-
hour, hh:mm format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses the current time.

OLDDAte olddate
Specifies the oldest (earliest) date from which you want to restore the file space. Type the date in mm/dd/yy
format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses January 1, 1942.

OLDTIme oldtime
Specifies the oldest (earliest) time on olddate from which you want to restore the file space. Type the time in 24-
hour, hh:mm format. If omitted, VM:Backup uses 23:59.

Requirements

Before you can restore data using this command, the following requirements must be met:

• VM:Backup must be an enrolled administrator for the file pool to which the specified file space is being restored
• The file pool must be available
• The target file space must be defined in the target file pool

VM:Backup might require more virtual storage when it restores large file spaces. For more information about virtual
storage requirements, see  Virtual Storage.

For more information about restoring user storage groups, refer to Restoring SFS and BFS Data.

To restore subdirectories within a file space, select the Perform user functions option from the System Administrator
Main Menu or create a restore job using TPI.

Time Periods

VM:Backup always restores the most recently backed up version of data within the requested time period.

NOTE
If the most recent version of a file space found within the given time period is from an incremental backup,
VM:Backup will use all incremental backups and the full backup on which the selected backup is based to
accomplish the restore even if their dates are before the search time period.

Examples

• To restore the latest version of file space SFS1:ABC to itself, enter the following command:

vmbackup rspace from sfs1:abc 

• To restore file space SFS1:ABC to the file space SFS2:ABC (if the target file space does not already exist,
the user must first create it), enter the following command:
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vmbackup rspace from sfs1:abc to sfs2:abc

SUBMIT command (System Programmers)
Authorization: OPERATOR

Use the SUBMIT command to submit jobs defined in job template files to VM:Backup for processing.

You might need to increase the virtual storage size for VM:Backup if you are submitting large jobs or jobs that have a
large number of streams. For more information about virtual storage requirements, see  Virtual Storage.

The default values for all options except MDSKLIST are the values specified on corresponding JOBOPTIONS record
parameters in the job template file. Specify SUBMIT command options only if you want to override the values in the job
template file.

This command has the following format:

Submit jobname [("Options"...[)]] 

 

Options:

EXClusive [Yes | No]

Hold [Yes | No]

JOBend [NOTify | QUIet]

ONEtime [Yes | No]

PRIority [Yes | No]

REDuce [REMounts |TAPeuse]

Streams number

TAPemount [Yes | No]

MDSKlist [filename [filetype]] 

Definitions
jobname

Specifies the filename of the job template file for the job to submit.
EXClusive [Yes| No]

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to prevent other jobs from running while this job runs. VM:Backup will not start an
exclusive job until all running jobs have completed and will not allow other jobs to start until the exclusive job has
completed. Specifying EXCLUSIVE is the same as specifying EXCLUSIVE YES.
Jobs that back up VM:Backup are always exclusive and ignore this option.

Hold [Yes| No]
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to place the job in the job queue in on hold status. Specifying HOLD is the same
as specifying HOLD YES.
To run a held job, the operator or system administrator must release it using the Manage System Activity operator
screen or the RELEASE command.

JOBend [NOTify | QUIet]
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to issue the JOBEND command to the submitting user ID to inform it that the job
completed or was canceled. NOTIFY tells VM:Backup to notify the submitting user ID. QUIET tells VM:Backup not
to notify the submitting user ID.
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ONEtime [Yes | No]
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to erase the job template file and any associated exception and exclusion files
from the VM:Backup 191 minidisk when the job either runs successfully or is canceled. Specifying ONETIME is
the same as specifying ONETIME YES.

PRIority [Yes| No]
Specifies whether to submit the job at the top of the job queue, after any existing priority jobs. VM:Backup runs
priority jobs before any other job in the queue. The only way another job can run ahead of a priority job is if the
jobs are reordered using the ORDER command. Specifying PRIORITY is the same as specifying PRIORITY YES.

REDuce [REMounts | TAPeuse]
For backup jobs, indicates whether VM:Backup is to remount tapes already written to.
REMOUNTS prevents VM:Backup from remounting tapes in most situations, which can make backup jobs run
more quickly. If your data center uses automatic cartridge loaders (ACLs), you might want to specify REMOUNTS.
Depending on the control setting for your ACL, it might not be able to remount a tape that has already been
mounted in the currently running job. This is true if the control setting on the ACL is set to AUTOMATIC. This
might also be true if the control setting is set to SYSTEM and the software you use to mount tapes cannot handle
this situation.
TAPEUSE allows VM:Backup to remount tapes that have already been written to in the currently running backup
job, minimizing the number of tapes needed for the job.
Refer to Tape Remounts for more information about tape remounts.

Streams number
For backup jobs, specifies the number of output streams the job is to use. Specify an integer from 1 through 15.
You might need to increase VM:Backup virtual storage if the number of output streams is large. For more
information about virtual storage requirements, see Virtual Storage of chapter Customizing VM:Backup.

TAPemount [Yes | No]
For REINIT jobs, specifies whether VM:Backup is to mount tapes during the job. YES tells VM:Backup to mount
the tapes specified in the job and rewrite the tape labels. NO tells VM:Backup to not mount the tapes specified
in the job; the tape labels are not rewritten. Whether YES or NO is specified, VM:Backup updates either the
resource pool information or the VM:Tape TMC (if the tape is from a VM:Tape pool) to indicate that the tape is
expired and available for use. Specifying TAPEMOUNT is the same as specifying TAPEMOUNT YES.

MDSKlist [filename [filetype]]
For restore jobs, specifies that VM:Backup is to ignore the input guidelines specified in the restore job template
file and instead restore only those minidisks listed in the filename filetype file.
You can specify a file coded manually or a file generated by the MDSKLIST command. The file you specify must
reside on the A-disk of the user ID submitting the restore job template. The default is VMBACKUP MDSKLIST,
which is the default name of the file generated by the MDSKLIST command.
Caution! If you use this option, specify it last.

Using Screens to Submit Jobs

You can also submit backup jobs by selecting from a list of backup job template files on the Submit System Backups
screen. To display this screen, select the Perform operator functions option from the System Administrator Main Menu,
then select the Submit system backups option from the Perform Operator Function screen.

Examples

• To submit the job defined by job template file AUTOCAT to run by itself as soon as possible, regardless of
other jobs waiting in the job queue, enter the following command:

vmbackup submit autocat (exclusive priority

• To submit a system backup defined by a job template file named MONTHLY, enter the following command:
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vmbackup submit monthly

• To submit a system backup defined by a job template file named WEEKLY, place the job in the queue, and
place the job on hold, enter the following command:

vmbackup submit weekly (hold

• To submit a restore job defined by a job template file named WEEKLY, place the job on hold, and tell
VM:Backup to restore only those minidisks listed in the VMBACKUP MDSKLIST file, enter the following
command:

vmbackup submit weekly (hold mdsklist

• To submit a system backup defined by a job template file named MONTHLY and specify that it should use
two streams instead of one, enter the following command:

vmbackup submit monthly (streams 2

SUSPEND command (System Programmers)
 Authorization: OPERATOR 

Use the SUSPEND command to temporarily halt VM:Backup job processing.

When processing is suspended, VM:Backup allows all currently running jobs to complete and prevents other jobs from
starting. Only job processing stops; commands can still execute. For example, when VM:Backup job processing is
suspended, system administrators can update resource pools.

 Note: For instructions on resuming VM:Backup job processing, see RESUME command (System Programmers).

This command has the following format:

SUSPEND

UPDATE command
 Authorization: SYSADMIN 

To modify the date a catalog is scheduled to be condensed or discarded, use the UPDATE command.

When you extend a catalog's retention period, you should also extend the retention period for the tapes used in the
backup to prevent these tapes from being reused.

You cannot enter UPDATE while another catalog job or command (for example, CHECK, CONDENSE, or DISCARD) is
executing.

NOTE
You can also revise the date on which a catalog is scheduled to be automatically condensed or discarded on
the Manage Existing Catalog system administrator screen. For more information, see Updating Tape Expiration
Dates in Administrators.

The UPDATE command has the following format:

UPDATE dumpjob ("Options"...[)]

Options:

AUTOCond date

AUTODisc date
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NOTE
If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, use the VMTAPE CATALOG command to change the expiration
date of the tapes that are associated with the catalog. Use the same expiration date that is specified by the
AUTODISC option. This change prevents other users from writing over the tapes. If VM:Backup is not interfaced
with VM:Tape, VM:Backup uses a tape only when the expiration date of the tape has passed and the tape is not
a member of the only tape set that is associated with the unexpired catalog.

Definitions
dumpjob

Specifies the filename of a single catalog DUMPJOB file.#dita_xconref-CONREF:<div conref="../../vmb/topics/
vmbu-atom-dumpjob-filename-format-2151612.dita#concept.dita_745a59b3cfa85215dec8b0a502ff42be0f7caf2d/
bodyContent1"/>#dita_xconref-REPL-BEGIN:conref=../../vmb/topics/vmbu-atom-dumpjob-filename-
format-2151612.dita#concept.dita_745a59b3cfa85215dec8b0a502ff42be0f7caf2d/bodyContent2
vmb
(The filename is the number that this product assigns when the catalog is created.) Enter one to eight digits for
dumpjob.
#dita_xconref-REPL-END:conref=../../vmb/topics/vmbu-atom-dumpjob-filename-
format-2151612.dita#concept.dita_745a59b3cfa85215dec8b0a502ff42be0f7caf2d/bodyContent4
Updating the automatic condense or discard date of a catalog has no effect on any other DUMPJOB files that are
based on the specified catalog DUMPJOB file. The DUMPJOB filename is a number that VM:Backup assigns
when the catalog is created. To see a DUMPJOB filename, use the  CHECK command.

AUTOCond date
Specifies the new automatic condense date. Use either the yyddd or mm/dd/yy format for date. Specify the
AUTOCOND option only once on a command line. You can enter both the AUTOCOND and AUTODISC options
on the same command line.

AUTODisc date
Specifies the new automatic discard date. Use either the yyddd or mm/dd/yy format for date. Specify the
AUTODISC option only once on a command line. You can enter both the AUTOCOND and AUTODISC options on
the same command line.

Examples

•  To keep the file-level detail information for a catalog with dumpjob 00002477 until November 30, 2019,
enter:
vmbackup update 00002477 (autocond 11/30/19

•  To prevent the catalog with dumpjob 00002090 from being automatically discarded until January 1, 2020,
enter:
vmbackup update 00002090 (autodisc 20001

XRESTORE Command (System Programmers)
Authorization: USER, SYSADMIN

Use the XRESTORE command to select files you want to restore from minidisks or directories, and to select deleted file
spaces you want to restore. These requests are submitted automatically unless the REPORT option is specified.

This command has the following format:

XRESTORE [filename [filetype]]  [("Options"[)]] 

 

Options:
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"Selection Options"...

  TO {MDISK userid [vaddr] | DIR fqdn | RDR [userid]}

| REPORT [TERM | PRINT | DISK]

  TEST

 

Selection Options:

 

FOR {USER userid [vaddr|*] | DIR fqdn | FSPACE filepool filespace}

START begindate [begintime]

END enddate [endtime]

ALL | LATEST

Definitions
filename [ filetype ]

Specifies the filename and the filetype of the files you want to restore. You may specify these values with CMS
wildcard characters (* and %). The default is all filenames and filetypes.

FOR {USER userid [vaddr | *] | DIR fqdn | FSPACE filepool filespace}
Allows you to specify files to be restored that were backed up from a specific user’s minidisk or from an SFS
directory.
USER userid [vaddr | *]

Indicates that files are restored from either a specific minidisk or from all domains owned by the user ID.
userid

The user ID whose files are to be restored. You may only specify your own user ID unless you are
authorized to restore for other user IDs.

vaddr |*
The minidisk address to be restored. 191 is the default. If an * is specified it indicates all domains,
minidisks, and SFS directories.

DIR fqdn
The fully qualified directory to be restored. You can only specify your own directories if you are not
authorized to restore for other user IDs.

FSPACE filepool filespace
The file pool and file space to be restored. The file space must not exist. VM:Backup creates it and enrolls
it using the backed-up enrollment information. You must have system administrator authority to use this
option.
Note: This option cannot be used with the filename or filetype parameters, or the TO, REPORT, or ALL
options.

START begindate [begintime]
Specifies the beginning backup date and optional time at which to start searching the catalog for files to restore.
Catalogs prior to this date and time will not be searched. Enter the date in Gregorian format (mm/dd/yy). The
default begintime is 00:00:00.

END enddate [endtime]
Specifies the ending backup date and optional time to end searching of the catalog for files to restore. Catalogs
for backups that are past this date and time will not be searched. Enter the date in Gregorian format (mm/dd/yy).
The default endtime is 23:59:59.

ALL | LATEST
ALL indicates that all files that match the file specification and fall within the date range will be restored. LATEST
is the default. LATEST specifies that only the latest version of a file will be restored.
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TO {MDISK userid [vaddr] | DIR fqdn | RDR}
Indicates that files are to be restored directly to the indicated user’s minidisk, directory, or reader.
MDISK userid [vaddr]

Indicates that files are restored to a specific minidisk.
userid

Specifies the target user ID that receives the restored data.
vaddr

Specifies the target virtual address of the minidisk that receives the restored data. 191 is the default.
DIR fqdn

Specifies the target SFS fully qualified directory name that receives the restored data. If the directory
does not exist, VM:Backup will create it. You can only specify your own user ID if you are not authorized
to restore for other user IDs.

RDR [userid]
Specifies the target user ID that receives the restored data in its reader. You may only specify your own
user ID unless you are authorized to restore for other user IDs.

REPORT [TERM | PRINT | DISK]
Indicates that a report of the files is to be created if files are found that meet the selection criteria.
TERM

Sends the list to your terminal.
PRINT

Sends the report of files found to the printer.
DISK

Writes the report of files found file to XRESTORE REPORT.
TEST

Indicates that TPI job template and exception files are to be created and written to your A-disk or directory if files
are found that meet the selection criteria. The TPI files match the restore job that is created and submitted if the
TEST option is not specified. The TEST option cannot be specified with the REPORT option.

Capabilities and Limitations

You can use the XRESTORE command to specify files that are backed up from minidisks and SFS directories.

You can use the XRESTORE command to restore files only from a catalog with file-level detail.

You can use the XRESTORE command to restore a deleted file space from a catalog with either file-level or domain-level
detail.

You cannot use the XRESTORE command to restore from an encrypted backup.

The XRESTORE command lets you:

• Specify the criteria that VM:Backup uses to select the files that it restores.
• Tell VM:Backup where to restore your files.
• Tell VM:Backup where to send the restore selection list; for example, your terminal, a printer, or your A-disk.
• Restore a deleted file space.

Consider the following information when you use XRESTORE command options:

• You can specify XRESTORE command options in any order.
• You can use the XRESTORE command with CP SMSG.
• You can restore data to an SFS directory. If you want to restore files to a BFS directory, use full-screen menus.
• You must be a system administrator to restore a deleted file space.
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Examples

• To restore the most recent version of every file that is backed up from your 191 minidisk to your reader,
accept the defaults by entering:

vmbackup xrestore

• To create an XRESTORE REPORT file on your A-disk of all versions of all files with a filetype of EXEC
backed up from the SFS1:DAVID.TEMP directory, enter:

vmbackup xrestore * exec (for dir sfs1:david.temp all report disk

• To restore the most recent version of the file PROFILE EXEC that is backed up within the date range April
1, 2014 through April 12, 2014 to user ID SAMUEL's 191 minidisk, enter:

vmbackup xrestore profile exec (to mdisk samuel 191 start 4/1/14 end 4/12/14

• To restore the most recent version of every file that is backed up from user ID DAVID's 195 minidisk and to
restore them to the SFS1:DAVID.195.BACKUP directory, enter:

vmbackup xrestore (for user david 195 to dir sfs1:david.195.backup

• To restore all versions of the file TEST FILE that are backed up from your 191 minidisk to your reader,
enter:

vmbackup xrestore test file (for user david all

• To restore all versions of every file that is backed up from the SFS1:DAVID directory to the
SFS1:DAVID.BACKUP.43114 directory without creating a report, enter:

vmbackup xrestore * * (for dir sfs1:david to dir sfs1:david.backup.43114 all

• To restore file space DAVID that no longer exists in file pool SFS1, and enroll it using the backed-up
enrollment information, enter:

vmbackup xrestore (for fspace sfs1 david

Configuration File Records
This chapter explains records in the VM:Backup configuration file, VMBACKUP CONFIG, that are located on the 191
minidisk.

You can manually change any record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. To do so, you must first bring down the VM:Backup
system. You can then use an editor such as XEDIT to edit the VMBACKUP CONFIG records. After you finish editing the
records, you must reinitialize VM:Backup to have your changes take effect.

When editing the records, keep the following in mind:

• VMBACKUP CONFIG records consist of a record name, followed by one or more keywords or options, each separated
by at least one blank.

• The records are variable-length; each record can be no longer than 255 characters.
• VM:Backup ignores records with an asterisk as the first character; you can use these lines for comments.
• VM:Backup ignores blank lines.

You can also use system administrator screens to change certain configuration options. When you change configuration
options through the function screens, VM:Backup dynamically updates the appropriate configuration file records and
the changes take effect immediately; you do not have to reinitialize VM:Backup. In this chapter, the description of each
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record you can reconfigure interactively includes a paragraph on what screen to edit and the screen path. If interactive
reconfiguration is not available, this is also noted.

Summary of VM:Backup Configuration File Records

The following table lists each configuration record and briefly describes its use. The pages that follow describe the records
in detail.

The configuration file records are listed as follows:

Record Description

* Record Allows you to add comments to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

AUTHORIZ Record Assigns authorizations to user IDs

AUTOCAT Record Determines if and when VM:Backup should automatically run
an AUTOCAT job each day, and specifies the name of the job
template file for the job

CATDISK Record Identifies the virtual address of the minidisk that stores the
VM:Backup catalog files

CHECKDISK Record Specifies the minidisk used to store checkpoint data during job
processing

DISKOPER Record Specifies the user IDs to which to send disk mount requests

DISKWAIT Record Specifies how long VM:Backup is to wait for the disk operator to
mount a disk that VM:Backup has requested

DUMP Record Specifies where to route a dump if VM:Backup terminates
abnormally

EXPLEVEL Record Specifies the default expertise level for all users whose levels are
not set in the VMBACKUP EXPLEVEL file

FILEPOOL Record Identifies the SFS file pools from which VM:Backup can back up
data and to which VM:Backup can restore data

LISTPD Record Defines the default time period for end-user restore requests; the
time period determines which data is displayed to the user

MAXFILES Record Specifies the maximum number of files a user can display on
restore screens at one time

MSGCASE Record Specifies, on a system-wide basis, whether VM:Backup should
display messages in all uppercase letters or in both uppercase
and lowercase letters

MULT Record Specifies the number of different jobs VM:Backup can run
concurrently

POOLDISK Record Specifies the virtual address of the CMS minidisk that stores the
resource pool files

PRODUCT Record Identifies other service virtual machines running Mainframe
VM Product Manager components, and activates the interface
between VM:Backup and these service virtual machines

PULLUSER Record Indicates which user ID is to receive a note containing the tape
pull list file for restore requests
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REPORTDISK Record Identifies the virtual address of the report minidisk that stores
keyword data reports until they are requested by the GETRPT
command

RESERVE Record Specifies whether VM:Backup should reserve tape drives for a
backup and MPC jobs when interfaced with VM:Tape

RESID Record Specifies the APPC/VM resource identification for the VM:Backup
service virtual machine.

RESTAUTH Record Set an initial response of YES or NO on end user restore screens
that ask if SFS authorizations should be restored along with
requested files.

RESTHOLD Record Indicates whether VM:Backup should process end-user restore
requests immediately or hold them until released by a VM:Backup
operator through either an operator function screen or with the
RELEASE command

RPTCASE Record Specifies, on a systemwide basis, whether VM:Backup prints
the system logs for the Backup and Restore Job Detail Reports
and the Backup Job Minidisk and File Space Error Reports (error
note reports) in all uppercase letters or in both uppercase and
lowercase letters

SCRCASE Record Specifies, on a systemwide basis, whether VM:Backup displays
all screens in all uppercase letters or in both uppercase and
lowercase letters

SUPERPOOL Record Defines a collection of DASDtape resource pools

SURROGAT Record Specifies whether VM:Backup should attempt to use the Surrogate
facility

SYSDISK Record Specifies a system minidisk on which to store VM:Backup jobs
until they are processed

SYSOPER Record Specifies the user IDs to receive informational and error
messages about VM:Backup processing

TAPECHAIN Record Specifies whether VM:Backup is to write tape chaining information
in the trailer labels of tapes it uses in backup and MPC jobs

TAPEDISK Record Identifies a minidisk to which VM:Backup can write DASDtape
data

TAPEDISP Record Specifies how VM:Backup should handle releasing tape drives
that have been attached to the VM:Backup service virtual machine

TAPEOPER Record Specifies the user IDs to receive tape mount requests and other
tape-related messages

TAPEPOOL Record Defines a resource pool to VM:Backup and specifies the action
VM:Backup should take when the resource pool is exhausted

TAPEPROT Record Specifies the tape data set security code for sites that allow an OS
system to reuse expired VM:Backup tapes

TAPEWAIT Record Specifies how long VM:Backup is to wait for the tape operator to
respond to a tape-related request (for example, to mount a tape
volume or override the expiration date on a tape)
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TAPEXPDT Record For a VM:Backup backup or MPC job, indicates that VM:Backup
should ask the tape operator for permission to overwrite an
unexpired tape that was mounted for the backup or MPC job
For backup jobs submitted by authorized clients that contain more
than one data set, indicates that VM:Backup is to ask the tape
operator for permission to overwrite an existing data set on the
mounted tape

USERWAIT Record Specifies how long VM:Backup is to wait for users to detach a
minidisk to which VM:Backup cannot link during a restore, or how
long VM:Backup waits for a minidisk or file space to be quiesced
for a backup

* Record
Use the * record to enter a comment in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

*  [text]

Definitions
text

Can include up to 255 characters of comment text. You can use uppercase and lowercase letters.

Description

You can include as many * records as you want in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure * records through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

AUTHORIZ Record
Use the AUTHORIZ record to assign the authorizations to user IDs.

AUTHORIZ  {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  SYSADMIN userids... 

| OPERATOR userids... 

| USER userids...

Authorizations are hierarchically organized; system administrator authorization grants the most privileges and user
authorization the least. All user IDs granted a higher authorization level can perform lower level functions. For example, a
VM:Backup operator automatically has user privileges.
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Definitions
SysAdmin userids...

Permits the user IDs to perform system administrator functions, such as configuring VM:Backup, managing tapes
and catalogs, creating backup and restore job templates, and starting special SFS and BFS restore jobs. Enter an
asterisk for userid to grant all user IDs system administrator authority.

Operator userids...
Permits the user IDs to perform operator functions, such as managing system activity, starting system backups
and restores, and ending or suspending VM:Backup job processing. Enter an asterisk for userid to grant all user
IDs Operator authority.

User userids...
Permits the user IDs to perform end-user functions, such as restoring files, minidisks, and SFS directories, and
responding to VM:Backup messages. Enter an asterisk for userid to grant all user IDs User authority.

Description

You can specify any number of AUTHORIZ records. By default, the VM:Backup service virtual machine has system
administrator authorization.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the AUTHORIZ record on the Manage Authorizations system administrator screen. The screen
path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Authorizations

AUTOCAT Record
Use the AUTOCAT record to specify if and at what time VM:Backup runs an AUTOCAT job each day. The record also
specifies the name of the job template for the job.

AUTOCAT [ON [jobname] | hh:mm [jobname] | OFF]

Definitions
ON [jobname]

Specifies that VM:Backup is to automatically submit the AUTOCAT job based on AUTOCAT job template file
jobname each night at midnight. The default for jobname is AUTOCAT.
If AUTOCAT job template file jobname does not exist at midnight, VM:Backup creates it from the sample job
template file AUTOCAT TEMPDIST, then submits the job.

hh:mm [jobname]
Specifies that VM:Backup is to automatically submit the AUTOCAT job based on AUTOCAT job template file
jobname each day or night at hh:mm. Using 24-hour format, type all four digits of hh:mm. Use leading zeros if
necessary. Specify midnight as either 00:00 or 24:00. The default for jobname is AUTOCAT.
If AUTOCAT job template file jobname does not exist at hh:mm, VM:Backup creates it from the sample job
template file AUTOCAT TEMPDIST, then submits the job.

OFF
Specifies that VM:Backup is not to run any AUTOCAT job automatically. Setting AUTOCAT OFF does not prevent
you from running AUTOCAT jobs manually.
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Description

An AUTOCAT job searches the catalog minidisk for catalogs whose auto-condense or auto-discard dates have passed
and condenses or discards those catalogs. The AUTOCAT job also automatically condenses or discards any catalogs
created by incremental backups that are based on catalogs the job has condensed or discarded.

An AUTOCAT job enters the job queue like any other job. Currently running jobs are allowed to complete, and jobs that
entered the job queue before the AUTOCAT job are allowed to run. An AUTOCAT job can begin while other jobs are
running if those jobs do not use catalogs, and other jobs can run while an AUTOCAT job is running if those jobs do not
use catalogs.

You can manage an AUTOCAT job the same way you manage any other job. You can change its position in the job queue
using the ORDER command. You can make it a priority job or an exclusive job using the PRIORITY or EXCLUSIVE
option on the SUBMIT command or the JOBOPTIONS TPI record. You can place it on hold and later release it using the
HOLD and RELEASE commands, or you can cancel it using the CANCEL command. You can display status and other
information about it using the QUERY REQUESTS command.

If VM:Backup is not running at the time the AUTOCAT job is configured to run, at VM:Backup initialization the AUTOCAT
job will not be queued and will not run until the next scheduled time.

You can use the SUBMIT command to manually submit an AUTOCAT job, regardless of how or if the AUTOCAT record is
specified.

AUTOCAT jobs do not generate any reports. To locate errors or review activity completed, see the VM:Backup console.

You can include only one AUTOCAT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is AUTOCAT ON AUTOCAT.

If the AUTOCAT record specifies AUTOCAT ON or AUTOCAT hh:mm but the indicated job template file does not exist at
the specified time, VM:Backup creates an AUTOCAT job template file when the job is automatically submitted. VM:Backup
creates the template by copying the sample job template file AUTOCAT TEMPDIST that is provided on your distribution
tape to the VM:Backup A-disk and renaming it jobname TEMPLATE, where jobname is the name indicated on the
AUTOCAT record. The template uses the default parameters for jobs, including EXCLUSIVE NO and PRIORITY NO.
For information about the defaults, see JOBOPTIONS Record for restore job template files in Template Programming
Interface.

If you use the Manage Job Template screen to rename the job template file specified on the AUTOCAT record while
VM:Backup is running, VM:Backup updates the AUTOCAT record to reflect the new name. If you use that screen to
discard the AUTOCAT job template file while VM:Backup is running, VM:Backup changes the AUTOCAT record to
AUTOCAT OFF.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the AUTOCAT record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

Examples

• To submit the job defined by job template file AUTOCAT at midnight, specify one of the following records in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file:

AUTOCAT

AUTOCAT ON

AUTOCAT 00:00

AUTOCAT 24:00

• To submit the job defined by job template file AUTOCAT at 3 p.m., specify the following record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file:

AUTOCAT 15:00

• To submit the job defined by job template file CATDEL at 3 a.m., specify the following record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file:
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AUTOCAT 03:00 CATDEL

CATDISK Record
Use the CATDISK record to identify the virtual address of the minidisk that is to store the VM:Backup catalog files.

CATDISK vaddr [nn[%]] 

The catalog minidisk can be a CMS minidisk that is formatted in 1K-, 2K-, or 4K-byte blocks. We recommend that the
catalog disk is formatted in 4096-byte blocks. To use the VMBMCOPY utility, the catalog disk must be formatted in 4096-
byte blocks.

There can be only one catalog minidisk, and you cannot use it for any other purpose.

Definitions
vaddr

Specifies the virtual address of the catalog minidisk. Valid addresses are 100 to 1EF.
nn [%]

Specifies the threshold at which VM:Backup is to begin issuing warning messages indicating the amount of
minidisk space used. Valid percentages are 1 through 99.

Description

You can include only one CATDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is CATDISK 1B0 80%.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the CATDISK record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

CHECKDISK Record
Use the CHECKDISK record to identify the virtual address of the minidisk that is to store checkpoint data during job
processing. The VM:Backup restart recovery facility uses checkpoint data to restart jobs that were interrupted by abnormal
system termination or that were placed on hold during processing and then released.

CHECKDISK vaddr [nn[%]] 

The restart recovery minidisk must be a CMS reserved minidisk formatted at 4K-byte blocks. There can be only one
restart recovery minidisk, and you cannot use it for any other purpose.

Definitions
vaddr

Specifies the virtual address of the checkpoint minidisk. Valid addresses are 100 to 1EF.
nn [%]

Specifies the threshold at which VM:Backup is to begin issuing warning messages indicating the amount of
minidisk space used. Valid percentages are 1 through 99.

Description

You can include only one CHECKDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is CHECKDISK 1D1 80%.
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Preparing the Minidisk

To prepare the minidisk at virtual address 1D1, enter the following CMS commands:

format 1d1 k (blksize 4K

reserve check point k

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the CHECKDISK record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

DISKOPER Record
Use the DISKOPER record to specify the user IDs that are to receive disk mount requests.

DISKOPER userids...

WARNING
All user IDs specified to receive disk mount requests (that is, disk operators) will receive all such requests from
VM:Backup, and any disk operator can respond. If an operator does not respond before the allowed wait time
elapses, VM:Backup does not process the minidisks on the requested DASD volume.

Definitions
userids...

The user IDs that are to receive disk mount requests. Specify at least one user ID to respond to requests. You
cannot use pattern matching.

Description

You can specify any number of DISKOPER records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If you omit this record, the default is
DISKOPER OP. OP ensures that the VM system operator receives these messages, regardless of the actual user ID (it
may or may not be OPERATOR).

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the DISKOPER record on the Manage Authorizations screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Authorizations

DISKWAIT Record
Use the DISKWAIT record to specify how long VM:Backup is to wait for a disk operator to mount a DASD volume
VM:Backup has requested. You can also specify in this record that VM:Backup is to send reminder messages at regular
intervals during the wait period.

DISKWAIT wait [reminder]

WARNING
If the wait time expires before the disk operator mounts the volume, VM:Backup skips all minidisks on that
volume. In the job detail report, VM:Backup lists skipped minidisks and indicates why each was skipped.
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Definitions
wait

Specifies the number of minutes VM:Backup is to wait for the disk operator to mount a DASD volume after the
request is made. The wait time must be a one-to four-digit integer between 0 and 9999. If you specify 0 for the
wait time, VM:Backup issues no messages to the operator and skips all minidisks on the DASD volume.

reminder
Specifies the number of minutes VM:Backup is to wait between issuing reminder messages to the disk operator to
mount the DASD volume. This value is optional; however, if you specify a reminder interval, you must also specify
a wait time. The reminder time must be a one-to four-digit integer between 1 and 9999 that is less than or equal to
the wait time. If the wait time is 0, VM:Backup automatically sets the reminder time to 0.

Description

You can include only one DISKWAIT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is DISKWAIT 15 5.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the DISKWAIT record on the Define Wait Time Options screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Define Wait Time Options

DUMP Record
Use the DUMP record to specify where to route a dump if VM:Backup terminates abnormally.

DUMP [userid]

When an abnormal system termination (abend) occurs, VM:Backup uses the CP VMDUMP command to perform the
abend dump.

Definitions
userid

Specifies the user ID to which the VMDUMP file is to be routed.

Description

You can include only one DUMP record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG record. The default is DUMP SYSTEM, which routes
the dump to the virtual reader of the user ID specified when the CP nucleus is generated.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the DUMP record on the Define Job Processing Options screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Define Job Processing Options

EXPLEVEL Record
Use the EXPLEVEL record to set a default expertise level (novice or expert) for all VM:Backup users.
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EXPLEVEL {NOVICE | EXPERT}

An individual user can override this default for his or her own expertise level by specifying a different level through the Set
your VM:Backup expertise level option on the end user main menus. VM:Backup stores expertise levels for individual
users in the VMBACKUP EXPLEVEL file, which VM:Backup creates on the VM:Backup 191 minidisk the first time a user
changes expertise level. As system administrator, you can specify expertise levels other than the default for individual
users as well by editing the VMBACKUP EXPLEVEL file.

WARNING
Users can restore SFS and BFS data only if their expertise level is set to EXPERT.

Definitions
NOVICE | EXPERT

Specifies the default expertise level for all users. NOVICE sets the default to the novice level. EXPERT sets the
default to the expert level.

Description

You can include only one EXPLEVEL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If you omit this record, the default is
EXPLEVEL NOVICE.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the EXPLEVEL record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

FILEPOOL Record
Use the FILEPOOL record to identify the SFS file pools from and to which VM:Backup can back up and restore data.

FILEPOOL pools...

You must identify all file pools to VM:Backup before you can include them in backup or restore jobs. If VM:Backup is
interfaced with VM:Archiver, you must identify all file pools from or to which VM:Archiver users can archive or recall data.

Definitions
pools...

Specifies the names of the SFS file pools VM:Backup can back up and restore. You can specify any number of file
pool names in each FILEPOOL record.

Description

You can include any number of FILEPOOL records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If you omit this record, no file pools
are defined to VM:Backup.

Interactive Reconfiguration 

You can dynamically edit the FILEPOOL record on the Identify SFS File Pools screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Identify SFS File Pools

LISTPD Record
Use the LISTPD record to specify the value VM:Backup is to use to calculate a default time period for end-user restores.
The value is the number of days back from the day on which the request was submitted. VM:Backup uses the time period
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when displaying files, minidisks, and directories to be restored. For example, if the LISTPD value on your system is 7 and
on 8/25 an end user submits a request to restore a file without specifying a date range, VM:Backup displays only data
backed up from 8/18 through 8/25.

LISTPD days

Definitions
days

Specifies the number of days in the default time period for end user restore requests. This number must be
between 1 and 5000. If you specify an asterisk instead of an actual number of days, VM:Backup searches from
the most recent catalog back through the earliest.

Description

The LISTPD record controls which versions of files and domains a user can select for restore. For file restores,
VM:Backup displays and restores only those files that were backed up within the specified time period. For domain
restores, if the selected domain exists on an incremental backup, VM:Backup will use all incrementals and the full backup
on which they are based to perform the restore, even if their dates are before the time period.

WARNING
Make sure that the value in the LISTPD record results in a default time period that includes the entire backup
cycle, including the last full backup. For files restores, VM:Backup restores only those files that were backed up
within the specified time period.

VM:Backup cannot display files in response to a restore request if the number of files available to restore exceeds the
value in the MAXFILES configuration record. To reduce the possibility of reaching this limit, specify a short LISTPD period.

You can include only one LISTPD record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is LISTPD 14.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the LISTPD record through the VM:Backup full-screen interface. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Define Job Processing Options

MAXFILES Record
Use the MAXFILES record to specify the maximum number of files a user can list on restore screens at one time.

MAXFILES number

Definitions
number

Specifies the maximum number of backed-up files a user can list on restore screens at one time. This value must
be a whole number from 256 through 16384.

Description

You can include only one MAXFILES record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is MAXFILES 1024.

Interactive Reconfiguration
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You cannot interactively reconfigure the MAXFILES record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

Example

To specify that any user can display a maximum of 2048 backed-up files at one time on restore screens, enter the
following record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file:

MAXFILES 2048

MSGCASE Record
Use the MSGCASE record to specify, on a systemwide basis, whether VM:Backup should display messages in both
uppercase and lowercase letters or in all uppercase letters.

MSGCASE [Mixed | Upper]

The MSGCASE record does not apply to VM:Backup utilities.

Definitions
Mixed | Upper

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to display messages in both uppercase and lowercase letters (MIXED) or all
uppercase letters.

Description

You can include only one MSGCASE record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is MSGCASE MIXED.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfiguration the MSGCASE record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

MULT Record
Use the MULT record to specify the total number of jobs and the maximum number of each type of job VM:Backup can
run concurrently.

MULT "Parms"

 

Parms:

JOBS total

BACKUPS maxnumber

MPC maxnumber

REINIT maxnumber

RESTORES maxnumber

TRESTORE maxnumber

URESTORE maxnumber
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Only one AUTOCAT job can run at a time. However, AUTOCAT jobs do count toward the total number of jobs that can run
at one time.

When an exclusive job is running, no other jobs can run, no matter how the MULT record is configured. A job is exclusive
when it is submitted with the EXCLUSIVE option on the SUBMIT command or the JOBOPTIONS TPI record.

Definitions
JOBS total

Specifies the total number of jobs VM:Backup can process at the same time. Enter a whole number from 0
through 15 for total. The default is 4.

BACKUPS maxnumber
Specifies the maximum number of backup jobs VM:Backup can run at the same time. Enter 0, 1, or 2 for
maxnumber; this number cannot exceed JOBS total. The default is 2.

MPC maxnumber
Specifies the number of MPC jobs VM:Backup can run at the same time. Enter 0, 1, or 2 for maxnumber; this
number cannot exceed JOBS total. The default is 2.

REINIT maxnumber
Specifies the number of REINIT jobs VM:Backup can run at the same time. Enter 0 or 1 for maxnumber; this
number cannot exceed JOBS total. The default is 1.

RESTORES maxnumber
Specifies the maximum number of both template and end-user restore jobs VM:Backup can run concurrently.
Enter an integer from 0 through 15 for maxnumber; this number cannot exceed JOBS total. The default is 2.

TRESTORE maxnumber
Specifies the number of template restore jobs VM:Backup can run at the same time. Enter an integer from 0
through 15 for maxnumber; this number cannot exceed RESTORES maxnumber. The default is 2.

URESTORE maxnumber
Specifies the number of end-user restore jobs VM:Backup can run at the same time. Enter an integer from 0
through 15 for maxnumber; this number cannot exceed RESTORES maxnumber. The default is 2.

Description

You can include only one MULT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. You can specify any or all of the parameters
in any order. The default is MULT JOBS 4 BACKUPS 2 RESTORES 2 TRESTORE 2 URESTORE 2 MPC 2 REINIT 1.
AUTOCAT 1 is assumed.

If you increase the maximum allowed number of backup and restore jobs from the default settings, we suggest you also
increase virtual storage from the default setting. For more information about virtual storage requirements, see  Virtual
Storage.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the MULT record on the Define Job Processing Options screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Define Job Processing Options

Example

To configure VM:Backup to run two backup jobs, seven restore jobs (up to five job template or seven end user restore
jobs), two MPC jobs, one REINIT job, and one AUTOCAT job, specify the following record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file:
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MULT JOBS 13 BACKUPS 2 RESTORES 7 TRESTORE 5 URESTORE 7 MPC 2 REINIT 1

POOLDISK Record
Use the POOLDISK record to identify the virtual address (vaddr) of the minidisk that is to store resource pool files.

POOLDISK vaddr

The resource pool minidisk must be a CMS minidisk formatted in 1K-, 2K-, or 4K-byte blocks. The amount of space
required depends on the number of resource pools defined and the number of tapes defined in each pool. Each resource
pool, which is stored as a CMS file with the filetype TAPEPOOL, contains one 80-byte record for each tape that belongs to
the pool. There can be only one resource pool minidisk, and you cannot use it for any other purpose.

Definitions

• vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of the resource pool minidisk. Valid addresses are 100 to 1EF.

Description

You can include only one POOLDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is POOLDISK 1C0.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the POOLDISK record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

PRODUCT Record
Use the PRODUCT record to identify service virtual machines running other Broadcom products, and to activate the
interface between VM:Backup and these service virtual machines.

PRODUCT {productid userid [MASTER] | [VMSISERV userid]}

Currently only VM:Archiver and VM:Tape can interface with VM:Backup directly through programmatic interfaces. Your
site may be able to achieve more flexible processing by using VM:Backup with other Broadcom components, such as
VM:Schedule and VM:Account. Because a direct interface for these Broadcom components does not exist, you do not
need to define a PRODUCT record for them.

Definitions

• productid userid  [MASTER]
Identifies a Broadcom product (productid) whose interface you are activating, and the userid of a service virtual
machine running that product.
If you have identified more than one service virtual machine for VM:Tape, you must specify MASTER on the record for
one of those service virtual machines.

• VMSISERV userid
Specifies the VMANAGER userid  that performs product maintenance.

Description

You can include multiple PRODUCT records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file for each Broadcom product. If you include
more than one PRODUCT record for VM:Tape, you must designate one service virtual machine as the master to which
VM:Backup is to issue requests; VM:Backup will not issue requests to the other service virtual machines identified for
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that product. You do not need to designate a master if you include multiple PRODUCT records for VM:Archiver because
VM:Archiver initiates all interactions with VM:Backup.

No PRODUCT records are defined by default.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the PRODUCT record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

Examples

• To identify two service virtual machines for VM:Tape and one service virtual machine for VM:Archiver, designate the
MASTER user ID for VM:Tape, and activate the interfaces between these products and VM:Backup, enter the following
configuration records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file:

PRODUCT VMARCHIVE vmarchive

PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtape MASTER

PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtape2

• To identify two service virtual machines for VM:Archiver, one service virtual machine for VM:Tape, and activate the
interfaces between these products and VM:Backup, enter the following configuration records in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file:

PRODUCT VMARCHIVE vmarch

PRODUCT VMARCHIVE vmarch2

PRODUCT VMTAPE vmtape

PULLUSER Record
Use the PULLUSER record to specify the user ID that is to receive a note containing the tape pull list file for CATSEARCH
and VOLSER restore jobs, MPC jobs, and REINIT jobs that are being processed.

PULLUSER userid

A tape pull list file lists the tapes required to fulfill a given request.

Definitions
userid

Identifies the user ID to receive the tape pull list files. VM:Backup sends the tape pull list files to the virtual reader
of the specified user ID. If you type an asterisk instead of a user ID, VM:Backup sends the tape pull list file to the
submitting user ID. You cannot use pattern matching.

Description

You can include only one PULLUSER record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. By default, VM:Backup does not send the
tape pull list files to any user ID.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the PULLUSER record on the Define Job Processing Options screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
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3. Define Job Processing Options

REPORTDISK Record
Use the REPORTDISK record to identify the virtual address of the minidisk that is to store the VM:Backup keyword data
reports.

REPORTDISK vaddr [nn[%]] 

The keyword data report minidisk must be a CMS minidisk formatted in 1K-, 2K-, or 4K-byte blocks. There can be only
one keyword data report minidisk, and you cannot use it for any other purpose.

Definitions
vaddr

Specifies the virtual address of the keyword data report minidisk. Valid addresses are 100 to 1EF.
nn [%]

Specifies the threshold at which VM:Backup is to begin issuing warning messages indicating the amount of
minidisk space used. Valid percentages are 1 through 99.

Description

This record is not required for VM:Backup operation; however, it is required if you included a PRODUCT VMARCHIVE
record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, or if you use the keyword data report facility for backup and restore jobs. You can
include only one REPORTDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is REPORTDISK 1E1 80%.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the REPORTDISK record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

RESERVE Record
Use the RESERVE record to specify whether VM:Backup should reserve tape drives when interfaced with VM:Tape and
whether the drives should be reserved for all mounts or only write mounts.

RESERVE [ON | OFF | WRITE]

If you specify that VM:Backup should not reserve tape drives, VM:Backup still requires that a specified number of drives
be available to start the job. After the job starts, you can temporarily use a drive for another purpose because VM:Tape
has not saved the drives for VM:Backup.

WARNING
If you are using the VM:Backup interface to VM:Tape in an automated cartridge system (ACS) environment,
you should specify RESERVE OFF. This prevents VM:Backup from issuing a RESERVE in any environment,
whether the ACS is being used or not.

Definitions
ON

Specifies VM:Backup is to reserve tape drives for read and write mounts.
OFF

Specifies VM:Backup is not to reserve tape drives.
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WRITE
Specifies VM:Backup is to reserve tape drives for write mounts only.

Description

You can include only one RESERVE record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is RESERVE ON.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the RESERVE record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

RESID Record
Use the RESID record to specify the APPC/VM resource identification for the VM:Backup service virtual machine. This
record is required if you want to restore BFS data through the end user screens.

RESID resid

Definitions
resid

Specifies the 1-8 character resource identification for the VM:Backup service virtual machine. The resource
identification must be unique within the VM collection and different from any other virtual machine user ID. The
resource identification must not be the same as the VM:Backup service virtual machine user ID.

Identifying the Resource

The VM:Backup service virtual machine must be authorized to identify the APPC/VM resource. An IUCV *IDENT directory
statement in the service virtual machine directory entry provides this authorization. The form of the statement depends on
whether VM:Backup is in an SSI environment.

• Non-SSI: Local authorization
• SSI: Global authorization

In a non-SSI environment, limit the server to being used from only the local system. To define a RESID to be visible only
on the local system, the following statement must be in the directory entry for the VM:Backup service virtual machine:

IUCV *IDENT resid LOCAL

In an SSI environment, VM:Backup needs to be useable from all members of the complex.  To define a RESID to be
visible on all members of an SSI complex, the following statement must be in the directory entry for the VM:Backup
service virtual machine:

IUCV *IDENT resid GLOBAL

Restart VM:Backup after you change the directory entry.

RESTAUTH Record
Use the RESTAUTH record to set an initial response of YES or NO on end user restore screens that ask if SFS
authorizations should be restored along with requested files.

RESTAUTH [YES | NO]
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Definitions
YES | NO

Indicates the initial setting on end user screen prompts that ask if SFS authorizations should be restored.

• Acceptable values for YES are Y, YE, and YES.
• Acceptable values for NO are N and NO.

Description

When an External Security Manager is installed internal SFS authorizations have no function and should not be restored
as they will simply increase SFS overhead. This record allows an administrator to set the initial prompt field to an
appropriate value.

You can include only one RESTAUTH record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If you omit this record the initial setting of
this screen prompt will be YES.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the RESTAUTH record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

RESTHOLD Record
When VM:Backup receives end-user restore requests, it normally processes them immediately. Use the RESTHOLD
record to have VM:Backup put the requests on hold.

RESTHOLD

A VM:Backup operator can release these requests, through either an operator function screen or with the RELEASE
command, when convenient (for example, during periods of low data center activity).

WARNING
Restore jobs started as special SFS or BFS restore jobs or received from an authorized client are always
queued for immediate processing, regardless of the presence of RESTHOLD in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

Description

You need to specify the RESTHOLD record only once in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the RESTHOLD record on the Define Job Processing Options screen.

The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Define Job Processing Options

RPTCASE Record
Use the RPTCASE record to specify, on a systemwide basis, whether VM:Backup should print the system logs for the job
detail reports and the Backup Job Domain Error Reports (error note reports) in both uppercase and lowercase letters or in
all uppercase letters.

RPTCASE [Mixed | Upper]
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The RPTCASE record does not apply to VM:Backup utilities or keyword data reports.

Definitions
Mixed | Upper

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to print the system logs for VM:Backup detail reports and the error note reports in
both uppercase and lowercase letters (MIXED) or in all uppercase letters.

Description

You can include only one RPTCASE record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is RPTCASE MIXED.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the RPTCASE record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

SCRCASE Record
Use the SCRCASE record to specify, on a systemwide basis, whether VM:Backup should display all VM:Backup screens
in both uppercase and lowercase letters or in all uppercase letters.

SCRCASE [Mixed | Upper]

WARNING
Filenames and filetypes on end user restore selection screens are always displayed in mixed case letters, even
if this record specifies all uppercase letters.

Definitions
Mixed | Upper

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to display information about screens in both uppercase and lowercase letters
(MIXED) or in all uppercase letters.

Description

You can include only one SCRCASE record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is SCRCASE MIXED.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the SCRCASE record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

SUPERPOOL Record
To define a collection of DASDtape resource pools, use the SUPERPOOL record.

SUPERPOOL poolname resourcepoollist

If a resource pool has one of the following problems during a backup or MPC job, VM:Backup uses the next resource pool
that is defined in the superpool:

• A DASDtape minidisk that is part of a referenced superpool runs out of space.
• The last tape in a resource pool is used.

A single resource pool cannot belong to more than one superpool. The resource pools can still be used on their own,
independent of the superpools to which they belong.
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Definitions
poolname

Specifies a site-defined, superpool name that can have up to eight characters.
resourcepoollist

Specifies the names of the DASDtape resource pools (as defined on TAPEPOOL records and that have tapes
defined) that belong to the superpool.

Description

The following rules apply to SUPERPOOL records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file:

• Include any number of SUPERPOOL records.
• Specify at least one DASDtape resource pool for each superpool.
• SUPERPOOL records must follow TAPEPOOL records.
• No SUPERPOOL records are defined by default.
• Multiple SUPERPOOL records can have the same poolname.

Having multiple SUPERPOOL records with the same poolname allows you to have more DASDtape resource pools
than fit on one record. VM:Backup uses the next record as a continuation from the prior SUPERPOOL with the same
poolname.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the SUPERPOOL record on the Manage Resource Pools screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Resource Pools

Example

SUPERPOOL LARGE POOL1 POOL2 POOL3

SUPERPOOL LARGE POOL4 POOL5 POOL6

SURROGAT Record
Use the SURROGAT record to specify whether VM:Backup is to use the Surrogate facility.

SURROGAT {ON | OFF}

The Surrogate facility causes VM:Backup to use the security privileges of the user ID submitting the job instead of the
VM:Backup security privileges. This facility supports the DIAGNOSE X'D4' interface to various security system products.

Definitions
ON

Specifies that VM:Backup is to try to use the Surrogate facility during initialization. If the facility is not usable,
VM:Backup notifies the system operator and does not initialize.

OFF
Specifies that VM:Backup is to ignore the Surrogate facility during initialization, regardless of whether it is installed
on your VM system.
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Description

You can include only one SURROGAT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If you omit this record, VM:Backup checks
whether the Surrogate facility is available during initialization. If the facility is available, VM:Backup uses it. If the facility is
not available, VM:Backup initializes without it.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the SURROGAT record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

SYSDISK Record
When a VM:Backup job is submitted, VM:Backup compiles the job template file and writes it as a CMS file with the filetype
COMPJOB to the system file minidisk.

The system file minidisk must be a CMS minidisk formatted in 1K, 2K, or 4K-byte blocks. There can be only one system
file minidisk, and you cannot use it for any other purpose.

You can include only one SYSDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is SYSDISK 1E0.

SYSDISK vaddr

Definitions
vaddr

Specifies the virtual address of the system file minidisk. Valid addresses are 100 to 1EF.

Description

Use the SYSDISK record to identify the virtual address of the system file minidisk that is to store VM:Backup jobs until
they are processed.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the SYSDISK record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

SYSOPER Record
Use the SYSOPER record to specify the user IDs that are to receive informational and error messages about VM:Backup
processing.

SYSOPER userids...

WARNING
All user IDs specified to receive informational and error messages (that is, system operators) will receive all
such messages issued by VM:Backup, and any system operator can respond.

Definitions
userids...

Specifies the user IDs that are to receive informational and error messages about VM:Backup processing. You
should specify at least one user ID to respond to requests. You cannot use pattern matching.
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Description

You can include any number of SYSOPER records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is SYSOPER OP. OP
ensures that the VM system operator receives the messages, regardless of the actual user ID (it may or may not be
OPERATOR).

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the SYSOPER record on the Manage Authorizations screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Authorizations

TAPECHAIN Record
Use the TAPECHAIN record to specify whether VM:Backup is to write tape chaining information in the trailer labels of
tapes it uses in backup and MPC jobs. For more information, see Tape Chaining.

TAPECHAIN [YES | NO]

If you disable tape chaining in tape labels, only physical tapes are affected; DASDtapes are not.

WARNING
VM:Backup must be interfaced with VM:Tape to specify TAPECHAIN NO. If tape chaining information is not
found in the trailer labels of tapes, VM:Backup uses tape chaining information in the VM:Tape TMC. If VM:Tape
is not available, restore and MPC jobs can have unpredictable results.

Definitions
YES | NO

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to write tape chaining information in tape labels.

Description

You can include only one TAPECHAIN record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is TAPECHAIN YES.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the TAPECHAIN record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

TAPEDISK Record
Use the TAPEDISK record to identify the virtual address of a minidisk to which VM:Backup can write DASDtape data.

TAPEDISK vaddr label

VM:Backup can use more than one DASDtape minidisk during job execution. All tapes defined to the resource pool
are created on the associated DASDtape minidisk as they are used in backup and MPC jobs. Each DASDtape, which
contains a DASD image of a VM:Backup physical tape, is stored as a CMS file with a filename that corresponds to the
volser of the tape and a filetype of TAPE.

All DASDtape minidisks must be CMS minidisks formatted in 4K-byte blocks. You cannot use DASDtape minidisks for any
other purpose.
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Definitions
vaddr

Specifies the virtual address of a DASDtape minidisk. Addresses must be in the range 0100-01EF or 1000-1FFF.
label

Specifies the minidisk label of the CMS-formatted DASDtape minidisk on which the data is located or to which
the data is to be written. The minidisk label is used by VM:Backup to verify the minidisk at the specified virtual
address; therefore, the label cannot be blank.

Description

Each TAPEDISK record must be followed by a corresponding TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file; the
TAPEPOOL records must specify MEDIA DASD. No DASDtape minidisks are defined by default.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You cannot interactively reconfigure the TAPEDISK record through VM:Backup system administrator screens.

TAPEDISP Record
Use the TAPEDISP record to specify when VM:Backup should detach tape drives-after each tape is unloaded during job
processing or at the completion of the job.

TAPEDISP [DETACH | UNLOAD]

WARNING
Setting this record so that tape drives are detached at job completion relieves the operator from having to
reattach a tape drive when a VM:Backup job requires multiple tapes on the same virtual device.

Definitions
DETACH | UNLOAD

Specifies how VM:Backup should proceed when it finishes processing each tape. DETACH indicates that
VM:Backup should unload the tape and detach the drive. UNLOAD indicates that VM:Backup should unload the
tape but not detach the drive until the job completes.

Description

You can specify only one TAPEDISP record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is TAPEDISP DETACH.

If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, this record is ignored. If you use the tape mount user exit (VMBEXIT1), you
should specify TAPEDISP DETACH. If you use VM:Tape with the tape mount user exit (VMBEXIT1), you must specify
TAPEDISP DETACH.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the TAPEDISP record on the Define Tape Handling Options screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Define Tape Handling Options

TAPEOPER Record
Use the TAPEOPER record to identify the user IDs that are to receive tape mount requests and other tape-related
messages (for example, requests for permission to override tape expiration dates).
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TAPEOPER userids...

WARNING
All user IDs specified to receive tape-related messages (that is, tape operators) will receive all such messages
from VM:Backup, and any tape operator can respond. If no operator responds before the allowed wait time
elapses, VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Definitions
userids...

Specifies the user IDs that are to receive tape mount requests and other tape-related messages. You should
specify at least one user ID to respond to requests. You cannot use pattern matching.

Description

You can include any number of TAPEOPER records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is TAPEOPER OP. OP
ensures that the VM system operator receives these messages, regardless of the actual user ID (it may or may not be
OPERATOR).

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the TAPEOPER record on the Manage Authorizations screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Authorizations

TAPEPOOL Record
The TAPEPOOL record defines a resource pool in VM:Backup. TAPEPOOL also specifies the action that VM:Backup
takes when the resource pool is exhausted.

TAPEPOOL pool "ParmA" | "ParmB" ["ParmC"]

 

ParmA:

MEDIA DASD vaddr [size] [DENSITY density]

 

ParmB:

MEDIA media [DENSITY density]

 

ParmC:

ASKOPER | ASKADD | HOLD | SCRATCH

Definitions
pool

Specifies a site-defined resource pool name. If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape and the pool is not a
DASDtape pool, use a maximum of 16 characters for the pool name. Otherwise, enter a maximum of eight
characters for the pool name.

MEDIA DASD vaddr [size] [DENSITY density]
MEDIA DASD

Indicates a DASDtape resource pool definition.
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vaddr
Indicates the address of the associated TAPEDISK minidisk where the simulated TAPE files are stored.

size
Specifies the simulated tape length in inches. The value can be any integer from 300 to 3600. The default
is 2400.

DENSITY density
Specifies the simulated density of the TAPE files. Valid DASDtape values for density are 800, 1600, 6250,
and 38k. The default density is 1600.

MEDIA media [DENSITY density]
MEDIA media

Indicates a non-DASDtape resource pool containing tapes of the indicated media type.
DENSITY density

Specifies the density of the indicated media.
For more information about media types and density names, see the table for your drive under Tape Drives,
Media, Density Names, and TMC Values. Use the column "Density Name" to check for the correct density
parameter. Ensure that the correct media type and density name correspond with EDRSUP ON or OFF.

ASKOPER | ASKADD | HOLD | SCRATCH
Specifies the action VM:Backup takes when the resource pool is exhausted.
ASKOPER tells VM:Backup to ask the tape operator to specify the volser of the next tape to use in the job. The
operator must specify the new volser twice before VM:Backup accepts the volser as a scratch tape. The volser is
not added to the resource pool file when it is used. ASKOPER is the default for all media types except for media
type DASD.
ASKADD is identical to ASKOPER except that the volser is added to the resource pool file when it is used. Tapes
that are obtained from the tape operator are added to the resource pool file. The tapes are added regardless of
whether they are used. For example, a tape is added even if it is completely backspaced because of an error that
occurred while backing up a minidisk. ASKADD is valid for all media types.
If the interface to VM:Tape is enabled, ASKOPER and ASKADD are ignored. In this case, when a VM:Tape
resource pool runs out of tapes, the job is suspended. More tapes must be added through VM:Tape facilities.
HOLD tells VM:Backup to suspend the job. HOLD is the default for media type DASD.
SCRATCH tells VM:Tape to obtain tapes for use in VM:Backup backup and MPC jobs from general scratch tapes
that are found in the VM:Tape TMC. SCRATCH is applicable only when the VM:Tape interface is enabled.

Description

To use resource pools, define the CMS minidisk where VM:Backup stores resource pools. Define the minidisk by including
a POOLDISK configuration record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file (see POOLDISK Record).

To use a resource pool that contains DASDtapes, define the CMS minidisk where VM:Backup writes data for the
DASDtapes. To define the minidisk, use the TAPEDISK configuration record (see TAPEDISK Record).

To use a superpool, include a SUPERPOOL configuration file record (see SUPERPOOL Record). If a DASDtape pool is
included in a superpool, define at least one tape to this DASDtape pool. For more information, see "Managing Resource
Pools" in the Administrators.

NOTE
If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, define in VM:Tape the resource pools that VM:Backup and MPC jobs
use. For more information, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Product Interface Guide.

You can specify multiple TAPEPOOL records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. Each TAPEPOOL record must define
a unique resource pool. If you define a resource pool but you do not specify parameters or options, the default is
TAPEPOOL pool MEDIA REEL DENSITY 1600 ASKOPER.

Interactive Reconfiguration
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You can dynamically edit the TAPEPOOL record on the Manage Resource Pools screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Resource Pools

Examples

• To specify a resource pool with a filename of DAILY, and cause VM:Backup to hold the job if there are no
more available tapes in the pool, enter:

TAPEPOOL DAILY MEDIA REEL HOLD

• The tapes in a resource pool with the filename DAILY that uses 1200-foot DASD tapes reside on the
VM:Backup 196 minidisk. If new tapes are needed, they are added to the DAILY TAPEPOOL. To specify
this resource pool, enter:

TAPEPOOL DAILY MEDIA DASD 196 1200 DENSITY 1600 ASKADD

• To specify a resource pool that VM:Tape manages and that uses cartridges from general scratch tapes in
the TMC, enter:

TAPEPOOL VMBCART MEDIA CART DENSITY 38K SCRATCH

• Using EDRSUP with an STK9840 in 3590 emulation mode, specify the following resource pool by entering:

TAPEPOOL STKVMB MEDIA STK1 DENSITY 1R35

TAPEPROT Record
If your site allows expired VM:Backup tapes to be reused by an OS system, use the TAPEPROT record to specify the tape
data set security code to use.

If the Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) or an equivalent security system is installed on the OS system and the
volume is identified to that security system, the setting of the tape data set security byte is ignored.

WARNING
When VM:Backup uses a tape, the setting of the security byte is also ignored. Tapes used by VM:Backup are
protected by expiration date and owner.

TAPEPROT {PASSWORD | NOPSWD | NOPWREAD}

Definitions
PASSWORD

Indicates that VM:Backup tape data sets are password protected against all access. This is the default setting.
NOPSWD

Indicates that VM:Backup tape data sets are not password protected against read or write access.
NOPWREAD

Indicates that VM:Backup tape data sets are password protected against write (update) access. Read requests
are allowed without a password.

Description

You can include only one TAPEPROT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is TAPEPROT PASSWORD.

Interactive Reconfiguration
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You can dynamically edit the TAPEPROT record on the Define Tape Handling Options screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Define Tape Handling Options

TAPEWAIT Record
When VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape, use the TAPEWAIT record to specify how long VM:Backup is to wait for
the tape operator to respond to a tape-related request (for example, to mount a tape or override the expiration date on a
tape). You can also specify in this record that VM:Backup is to issue reminder messages at regular intervals during the
wait period.

TAPEWAIT wait [reminder]

If the wait time expires before the tape operator responds, VM:Backup puts the job on hold.

When VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape, the wait time defined in the VMTAPE CONFIG file controls how long the
VM:Backup waits for a response from an operator.

Definitions
wait

Specifies the number of minutes VM:Backup is to wait for the tape operator to reply after a request is made. This
wait time must be a one-to four-digit integer between 1 and 9999.

reminder
Specifies the number of minutes VM:Backup is to wait between issuing reminder messages to the tape operator
to respond to the message. This value is optional; however, if you specify a reminder interval, you must also
specify a wait time. The reminder time must also be a one-to four-digit integer between 1 and 9999 that is less
than or equal to the wait time.

Description

You can include only one TAPEWAIT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is TAPEWAIT 120 5.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the TAPEWAIT record on the Define Wait Time Options screen. Any dynamic changes made to
the TAPEWAIT record do not affect jobs that are currently running. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Define Wait Time Options

TAPEXPDT Record
Use the TAPEXPDT record to do one of two things:

• For VM:Backup backup jobs, to indicate that VM:Backup is to ask the tape operator for permission to overwrite
unexpired tapes that are mounted for the backup job.

• For backup and MPC jobs submitted by authorized clients that contain more than one data set, to indicate that
VM:Backup is to ask the tape operator for permission to overwrite an existing data set on the mounted tape.

TAPEXPDT
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Description

You can include only one TAPEXPDT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If you omit this record, the following occurs:

• For VM:Backup backup jobs, VM:Backup does not ask for permission to overwrite unexpired tapes. Instead,
VM:Backup rejects the tape, selects another tape to use in the job, and asks the tape operator to mount the new tape.

• For backup and MPC jobs submitted by authorized clients that contain more than one data set, VM:Backup rejects the
tape, selects another tape to use in the job, and asks the tape operator to mount the new tape.

Interactive Reconfiguration

You can dynamically edit the TAPEXPDT record on the Define Tape Handling Options screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Define Tape Handling Options

USERWAIT Record
Use the USERWAIT record to specify how long VM:Backup is to wait for users to:

• Detach a minidisk to which VM:Backup is trying to restore data
• Quiesce a minidisk or file space during a backup

USERWAIT wait [reminder]

You can also specify in this record that VM:Backup is to issue reminder messages at regular intervals during the wait
period.

For restores, if the wait time expires before all linked users detach the minidisk, VM:Backup skips that minidisk. In the job
detail report, VM:Backup lists skipped minidisks and indicates why each was skipped.

For backups, if the wait time expires and the user:

• Received the request to quiesce but ignored it, VM:Backup skips the minidisk or file space. In the job detail report,
VM:Backup lists skipped minidisks and file spaces and indicates why each was skipped.

• Did not receive the request to quiesce, VM:Backup assumes the minidisk or file space has been quiesced and backs it
up.

Definitions
wait

Specifies the number of minutes VM:Backup is to wait for linked users to respond after a request is made. The
wait time must be a one-to four-digit integer between 1 and 9999.

reminder
Specifies the number of minutes VM:Backup is to wait between issuing reminder messages to linked users to
either detach the minidisk or quiesce the minidisk or file space. This value is optional. However, if you specify
a reminder interval, you must also specify a wait time. The reminder time must be a one-to four-digit integer
between 1 and 9999 that is less than or equal to the wait time.

Description

You can include only one USERWAIT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The default is USERWAIT 5 2.

Interactive Reconfiguration
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You can dynamically edit the USERWAIT record on the Define Wait Time Options screen. The screen path is:

1. System Administrator Main Menu
2. Manage Configuration Options
3. Define Wait Time Options

Utilities
This chapter explains VM:Backup utilities. The following list shows each utility and its use. The pages that follow describe
the utilities in detail.

Summary of VM:Backup Utilities

Utility Description
VMBCPY Utility Corrects invalid CMS files that may cause VM:Backup to perform

a physical rather than a logical backup of a CMS minidisk
VMBMCOPY Utility Copies existing backup media to other types of media while

producing new catalog data files that describe the media contents.
VMBRITS Utility Restores data from incomplete tape sets and restores some or all

of the VM:Backup system minidisks; data must have been backed
up in CMS format to physical tapes created without encryption

VMBSCAN Utility Scans data backed up on physical tapes created without
encryption and produces a report on the CMS files, minidisks, file
spaces, and directories backed up to these tapes

VMBTCPY Utility Provides an easy way to make complete copies of VM:Backup
tapes to send to Broadcom for diagnostic purposes

VMBCPY Utility
Use the VMBCPY utility to correct invalid CMS files that may cause VM:Backup to perform a physical rather than a logical
backup of a CMS minidisk.

VMBCPY can correct errors caused by assembler programs that use the full-block write facility of CMS EDF (extended
disk format) and errors in CMS RDBUF and WRBUF macro routines, but it usually cannot correct multiple write errors,
such as those resulting from multiple write access to the same CMS minidisk.

VMBCPY always copies the input file to an output utility work file named VMBCPY CMSUT1. If VMBCPY CMSUT1 exists
when VMBCPY is invoked, this file is erased. When the utility successfully completes, the original output file is erased and
VMBCPY CMSUT1 is renamed to the name of the original output file.

You can use the CMS COPYFILE command to achieve the same purpose as VMBCPY, but COPYFILE may not preserve
CMS sparse files correctly.

NOTE
Do not use VMBCPY to copy Extended Control Program Support (ECPS) files or other nonstandard CMS files
created by other software products.

This utility has the following format:

VMBCPY "Parms" [("Options"]

 

Parms:
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filename1 filetype1 filemode1 [filename2 filetype2 filemode2]

 

Options:

[Balr | Svc]

[NEWFile | Replace]

[Olddate | NEWDate]

[Type | NOType]

Definitions
filename1 filetype1 filemode1

Specifies the input file. An asterisk cannot be specified in the filename (filename1) or filetype (filetype1) fields
but can be specified as the filemode (filemode1). If filemode1 is specified as *, the first file found on an accessed
minidisk in the CMS minidisk search order with the matching filename and filetype is used.

filename2 filetype2 filemode2
Specifies the output file to create. An equal sign can be specified in one or more of the file identifier fields to
indicate that it is the same as the corresponding identifier in filename1 filetype1 filemode1. If filename2 filetype2
filemode2 is omitted, it defaults to = = =, indicating that filename1 filetype1 filemode1 is to be copied to itself.

Balr | Svc
Indicates the instruction VMBCPY is to use to call the CMS DASD I/O routines.
BALR causes VMBCPY to call the routines with the Branch and Link Register (BALR) instruction instead of the
Supervisor Call (SVC) instruction, thus greatly improving VMBCPY performance. If you have modified CMS,
BALR may not work because VMBCPY obtains the address of the I/O routines from CMS NUCON.
SVC causes VMBCPY to call the CMS DASD I/O routines with the SVC instruction instead of the BALR
instruction. The SVC option reduces the performance gains of VMBCPY over COPYFILE, but may be necessary if
you have a modified CMS system.

NEWFile | Replace
Indicates how to proceed when a file with the same fileid as the output file already exists.
NEWFILE specifies that an error message is to be displayed and the VMBCPY command is to end. To prevent
existing files from being inadvertently destroyed, NEWFILE is the default when two fileids are specified.
REPLACE specifies that the output file is to replace the existing file. REPLACE is the default option when only
one fileid is entered or when the output fileid is specified as = = =.

Olddate | NEWDate
Indicates the date and time to use as the creation date and time of the output file. OLDDATE uses the date and
time of the input file. NEWDATE uses the current system date and time.

Type | NOType
Indicates whether to display (TYPE) or suppress display (NOTYPE) of the names of the input and output files at
the terminal.

Comparing VMBCPY to COPYFILE

VMBCPY error messages and return codes are compatible with COPYFILE.

Unlike COPYFILE, the default VMBCPY option is OLDDATE. This allows the following instructions to be used to clean an
entire minidisk:

listfile (exec

cms vmbcpy

If a disk-full situation occurs while VMBCPY is executing the above procedure, a recoverable write error results. The file
that caused the disk-full situation is bypassed, and VMBCPY attempts to copy the remaining files.
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Unlike COPYFILE, VMBCPY does not allow asterisks to be specified in the input filename and filetype. This restriction can
be circumvented by using CMS EXECs in combination with VMBCPY.

VMBMCOPY Utility
To copy VM:Backup tapes to new media and create associated catalog data files, use the VMBMCOPY utility.

The functions available through this utility are run on user IDs that are created for the use of this utility. These user IDs are
referred to as VMBMCOPY user IDs.

With regard to this discussion, the term A-disk refers to a CMS minidisk or SFS directory that a VMBMCOPY user ID
accesses as filemode A.

The VMBMCOPY utility has the following syntax:

VMBMCOPY {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  COPYCAT dumpjob filemode 

| DUMPJOB dumpjob 

| LISTCAT dumpjob

| RESERVE count

| SCRATCH dumpjob

| SWAPCAT dumpjob

| TAPESET volser

| TEST

Definitions
COPYCAT dumpjob filemode

Specifies that the new catalog that DUMPJOB produces is copied to a test VM:Backup catalog disk. COPYCAT
lets you test the validity of the new catalog and tapes without disrupting the old catalog and tapes that the
production server still uses.
dumpjob

Specifies the filename of the DUMPJOB file that the process copies from the VMBMCOPY A-disk
to the test catalog disk.#dita_xconref-CONREF:<div conref="../../vmb/topics/vmbu-atom-dumpjob-
filename-format-2151612.dita#concept.dita_745a59b3cfa85215dec8b0a502ff42be0f7caf2d/
bodyContent1"/>#dita_xconref-REPL-BEGIN:conref=../../vmb/topics/vmbu-atom-dumpjob-filename-
format-2151612.dita#concept.dita_745a59b3cfa85215dec8b0a502ff42be0f7caf2d/bodyContent2
vmb
(The filename is the number that this product assigns when the catalog is created.) Enter one to eight
digits for dumpjob.
#dita_xconref-REPL-END:conref=../../vmb/topics/vmbu-atom-dumpjob-filename-
format-2151612.dita#concept.dita_745a59b3cfa85215dec8b0a502ff42be0f7caf2d/bodyContent3

filemode
Specifies the filemode of the test catalog disk. The VMBMCOPY user ID must link to the catalog disk in
read-write mode.
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DUMPJOB dumpjob
Requests a catalog-based media copy. During this process, the production catalog disk is accessed in read-only
mode and new catalog data files are written to the VMBMCOPY A-disk. The copy process causes the original
DUMPJOB file to be updated on the VMBMCOPY A-disk. New FILE0001 files are written to the A-disk, one for
each output tape that is used.
The copy process also writes one DETAIL file for each set of copies that the process creates.
dumpjob

Specifies the filename of the DUMPJOB file that the process copies from the production catalog disk
to the VMBMCOPY A-disk. (The filename is the number that this product assigns when the catalog is
created.) Enter one to eight digits for dumpjob.

LISTCAT dumpjob
Specifies that a list of associated catalog data files on the production VM:Backup catalog disk is displayed on
the console. LISTCAT is useful while you are planning to copy backup media. LISTCAT helps to determine the
following information:

• The number of tapes to be read
• How much disk space is required to hold the new catalog files
• How many tapes of the new media are required to hold the backup data

LISTCAT displays the FILE0001 and DETAIL files that are associated with a DUMPJOB. One DETAIL file exists
for every set of tape copies. One FILE0001 file exists for each tape that the backup uses. The filename of a
FILE0001 file is the volser of a tape.
The production catalog disk is accessed read-only for this function.
dumpjob

Specifies the filename of the DUMPJOB file that you plan to copy from the production catalog disk to the
VMBMCOPY A-disk. (The filename is the number that this product assigns when the catalog is created.)
Enter one to eight digits for dumpjob.

RESERVE count
Reserves a range of DETAIL file filenames on the production VM:Backup catalog disk for use during DUMPJOB
processing. Reserving a range of filenames eliminates potential DETAIL filename collisions and enables
production backup jobs to run while this utility copies old media. For more information, see DETAIL Files.
The reserved filename range for each VMBMCOPY user ID is stored in the VMBMCOPY RESERVED file on the
catalog disk. Also, a new file with a filetype of $DETAIL is written on the catalog disk. The $DETAIL file creates
the upper value of the reserved range. (The filenames of DETAIL files are 8-digit integer values that are unique
on the production catalog disk.) The $DETAIL file forces new DETAIL filenames that are created during backup
processing to be numerically higher than the reserved range.
The production catalog disk must be write-linkable. Therefore, log off the VM:Backup server before issuing the
RESERVE function.
Note: A VM:Backup cold start erases the $DETAIL file. Do not perform a cold start until after you create a new
catalog by running a backup job.
count

Specifies the number of filenames that are reserved for DETAIL files that are created during DUMPJOB
processing.

SCRATCH dumpjob
Erases the catalog data files that are associated with one catalog residing on the VMBMCOPY A-disk. Typically,
these catalog files refer to the old media. SCRATCH also resets the associated tape retention period to zero so
VM:Tape scratches the tapes.
dumpjob

Specifies the filename of the DUMPJOB catalog file to scratch. The relevant catalog files have the
following characteristics:
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• They were previously on the production VM:Backup catalog disk.
• They were specified as input to DUMPJOB and SWAPCAT processing.
• They are ready to be deleted permanently and the associated tapes ready to be scratched.

Enter one to eight digits for dumpjob.
SWAPCAT dumpjob

Exchanges the new catalog files with the old catalog files. The new catalog files are on the VMBMCOPY A-
disk. The old catalog files are on the production VM:Backup catalog disk. The new catalog files are copied to the
production catalog disk and erased from the VMBMCOPY A-disk. The old catalog data files are copied from the
production catalog disk to the A-disk and are erased from the catalog disk. The production VM:Backup server
must be logged off and the catalog disk must be linkable read-write.
A catalog swap can be reversed by issuing another SWAPCAT.Note: Do not erase the old catalog files from
the A-disk. SCRATCH processing uses the old catalog files to reset the retention period of each tape that is
associated with the old catalog.
dumpjob

Specifies the filename of the DUMPJOB catalog file to swap. This file is on both the VMBMCOPY A-disk
and the production catalog disk. (The filename is the number that this product assigns when the catalog is
created.) Enter one to eight digits for dumpjob.

TAPESET volser
Copies to new media a set of tapes that is not associated with a VM:Backup catalog. This copy procedure
does not produce any output catalog files. Use this procedure only with tapes that are not associated with a
VM:Backup catalog. To scratch the old tapes, reset the retention period of the old tapes manually using the
VM:Tape CATALOG command.
volser

Specifies the volser in the set of tapes that you want to copy to new media. The tapes must not be
associated with a catalog. The volser must be the first tape of any stream in the set of tapes to be copied.

TEST
Verifies the records in the VMBMCOPY CONFIG file for accurate syntax. TEST also verifies the configuration
settings that are displayed on the console. TEST does not verify the VMBMCOPY CONFIG file contents against
what is in VM:Tape.

Set Up and Run the VMBMCOPY Utility
To set up and run the VMBMCOPY utility, follow these steps:

1. Create one or more VMBMCOPY user IDs. These IDs perform the VMBMCOPY utility processing. For more
information, see Set Up VMBMCOPY User IDs.

2. Provide each VMBMCOPY user ID appropriate access to VM:Tape.
3. Ensure that these VMBMCOPY user IDs are able to link the production VM:Backup catalog disk read-write. For more

information, see Set Up VMBMCOPY User IDs.
4. Set up a VMBMCOPY CONFIG file for each VMBMCOPY user ID.
5. Verify the correctness of the CONFIG file records by using the VMBMCOPY TEST command.
6. Reserve a range of DETAIL filenames for use by each VMBMCOPY user ID when writing new catalog files. Use the

VMBMCOPY RESERVE command. For more information, see Reserving DETAIL File Numbers.
7. After determining which VM:Backup catalogs must be copied, use the VMBMCOPY LISTCAT command on each

catalog. This command lists the catalog data files. To determine A-disk space and new media tape requirements, use
the catalog data file information. For more information, see Determine A-Disk Size and Number of Tapes.

8. Ensure that the VMBMCOPY user ID A-disk is large enough to accommodate the new catalog that results from the
copy process. Enlarge the A-disk if necessary. For more information, see Determine A-Disk Size and Number of
Tapes.
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9. To copy the tape media and catalog data files that are associated with a catalog, run the VMBMCOPY DUMPJOB
command. For an example, see Copying a DUMPJOB File.

10. To test the new media and catalog that the VMBMCOPY DUMPJOB execution produces, configure a new test
VM:Backup server. Copy the new catalog data files from the VMBMCOPY user ID A-disk to the test server catalog disk
by using the VMBMCOPY COPYCAT command.

11. Validate the copied media and catalogs by running restores
that use the test VM:Backup server.

12. Shut down and log off the production VM:Backup server when you are satisfied with testing. Swap the new catalog
files residing on the VMBMCOPY user ID A-disk with the old files on the production VM:Backup catalog disk. To
perform this swap, use the VMBMCOPY SWAPCAT command.

13. When ready to dispose permanently of the old media and catalogs, use the VMBMCOPY SCRATCH command. This
command erases the catalog data files from the A-disk and resets the retention period for the old media.

NOTE

• This utility copies only datasets that VM:Backup produces. This product adds its own unique user labels to
datasets. Therefore, you cannot use the utility to copy a standard label multivolume dataset that VM:Backup
did not write.

• This utility functions only with tapes that VM:Backup creates and VM:Tape manages. This utility does not
function with tape volumes that VM:Backup manages.

• Volsers of old and new media must be unique because VM:Tape must manage the tapes.
• The production and test VM:Backup catalog disks must be CMS minidisks that are formatted in 4-Kbyte

blocks. If either catalog disk is formatted in 1-K or 2-Kbyte blocks, convert to a catalog disk formatted in 4-
Kbyte blocks. Contact Technical Support for assistance.

• This utility processes only backups that have no dependent backups. This utility cannot process incremental
backups that VM:Backup bases on other cataloged backups.

• This utility cannot process encrypted backups.
• This utility does not copy VM:Archiver tapes. To copy VM:Archiver tapes, use the VM:Archiver Merge/Purge/

Copy (MPC) process. For more information on MPC, see the  VM:Archiver  System Administrator Guide.
• When mounting input tapes, the VMBMCOPY utility asks for only a single volume at a time to mount. This

behavior differs from the special VM:Backup interface to VM:Tape, which mounts any of a specified set of
copy volumes. (Several copy volumes usually exist which can satisfy the mount.) Instead of this special
interface, the VMBMCOPY utility issues VM:Tape MOUNT commands, which can specify only single
volumes.
However, if the mount is canceled and other copies are known to exist, the VMBMCOPY utility requests
one of the copies to be mounted. This procedure continues until one of the input tape copies is mounted
successfully.

• Remember the following points when deciding whether to run VMBMCOPY connected to the user ID:
– If VMBMCOPY cannot mount the required tapes, VMBMCOPY prompts you to decide whether to continue

trying to mount the tapes or to cancel copying. If the VMBMCOPY user ID is disconnected, this prompt
causes CP to FORCE the user ID in 15 minutes.

– VMBMCOPY displays one line to the console for every domain that the utility copies. If the number of
domains is great, the console can fill up quickly. To prevent the console from filling up, run VMBMCOPY
with TERMINAL MORE 0 0 specified.

• For more information about DUMPJOB and DETAIL files, see Catalog File Structure.

VMBMCOPY Configuration File
The VMBMCOPY CONFIG file controls how VMBMCOPY works. Create this configuration file before you issue the
VMBMCOPY command.
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Create a VMBMCOPY CONFIG file on the A-disk for each user ID that is created to run the VMBMCOPY utility. Do not
change the configuration after you have started processing a catalog with the utility.

When editing the records, remember the following points:

• VMBMCOPY CONFIG records consist of a record name, followed by one or more parameters, each separated by at
least one blank.

• All CONFIG file parameters are case insensitive.
• The records are variable-length with no specific maximum record length.
• VMBMCOPY ignores records with an asterisk in column one. Such lines are considered comments.
• VMBMCOPY ignores blank lines.

Contents

Sample VMBMCOPY Configuration File

The following display shows a sample VMBMCOPY CONFIG file. This configuration uses the standard VM:Backup and
VM:Tape user IDs. The configuration specifies that VMBMCOPY creates two copies of all output tapes.

* This is a sample VMBMCOPY CONFIG file used for copying                        

* CA VM:Backup backups  to two copies of new media output                       

* tapes.            

                                                            

COPIES 2                                                                        

* The keyword 'vmbmcopy' in the dsname identifies these                         

* tapes as being copied from other media.                                       

DSNAME 1 VMBMCOPY.VMBACKUP.PRIMARY                                              

DSNAME 2 VMBMCOPY.VMBACKUP.COPY  

                                               

* Different media and densities are used for both copies.                       

* The IBM media is mounted from the general scratch pool                        

* while the STK media comes from a defined scratch pool                         

* named OFFSITE. 

                                                               

RESOURCE 1 GENERALSCRATCHTAPE XPT XPTC                                          

RESOURCE 2 OFFSITE STK1R 1R35                                                   

* The primary copy is kept for 1000 days while the other                        

* copy is kept until 2015.                                                      

RETAIN 1 RETPD 1000                                                             

RETAIN 2 EXPDT 2015/001

VMBACKUP Record

The VMBACKUP record identifies the user ID of the VM:Backup server whose tape sets you plan to copy. If no record is
specified, VMBACKUP is the default. Only one VMBACKUP record can be specified.

VMBACKUP serverid

Definitions

serverid
Specifies the name of the VM:Backup server whose tape sets you plan to copy.
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VMTAPE Record

The VMTAPE record identifies the user ID of the VM:Tape server that manages the tapes that belong to the VM:Backup
server. If no record is specified, then VMTAPE is the default. Only one VMTAPE record can be specified.

VMTAPE serverid

Definitions

serverid
Specifies the name of the VM:Tape server that manages the tape sets to be copied. The serverid also provides
the scratch tapes for output in the DUMPJOB function.

CATMDISK Record

The CATMDISK record identifies the virtual address of the VM:Backup catalog minidisk. If no record is specified, 1B0 is
the default. Only one CATDISK record may be specified.

CATMDISK vaddr

Definitions

vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of the VM:Backup catalog minidisk.

COPIES Record

The COPIES record specifies the number of output tape copies that the DUMPJOB or TAPESET function creates
(maximum 5). The COPIES record is required. Specify only one COPIES record.

COPIES count

NOTE
The output tape count in this record determines the number of DSNAME, RESOURCE, and RETAIN records
that must be specified. If a stream has more than one output tape, the stream requires one more available drive
per media type. Normal VM:Backup processing requires that the volser of the next tape is written in the trailer
label of the current tape.

Definitions

count
Specifies the number of output tape copies. This value ranges from 1 to 5.

DSNAME Record

The DSNAME record specifies the dataset name for each copy of output tapes. The dataset name is written to the tape
labels and the FILE0001 catalog files. Specify one DSNAME record for each output tape copy. The maximum number of
copies is five. DSNAME is a required record.

DSNAME copy dsname

Definitions

copy
Specifies which tape of a set of output tape copies this record pertains to. The number of copies in the output tape
set is determined in the COPIES record of that set. This value ranges from 1 to 5.
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dsname
Specifies a data set name. VMBMCOPY uses the specified dsname when mounting output scratch tapes.
VM:Backup imposes no restrictions on data set names, nor does this product check them in any way.
Recommended practice is to assign a dsname that indicates that the tapes were copied. Data set names have a
maximum length of 44 characters and are restricted to alphanumeric characters and the symbols #, @, and $. If
other characters or embedded blanks are used, the dsname must be enclosed within apostrophes or quotes. A
dsname longer than 44 characters is truncated.

RESOURCE Record

This record specifies the POOL, DEN, and media options that the MOUNT command sends to VM:Tape. VMBMCOPY
does not validate the parameters. Specify one to five records; one for each copy of output tape sets indicated by the copy
parameter. RESOURCE is a required record.

NOTE
For more information, see the  VM:Tape for z/VM Administrators section.

RESOURCE copy poolname media density

Definitions
copy

Specifies which tape of a set of output tape copies this record pertains to. The number of copies in the output tape
set is determined in the COPIES record of that set. This value ranges from 1 to 5.

poolname
Specifies the name of the tape pool from which to select scratch tapes. The tape pool is defined on VM:Tape. If
your VM:Tape does not use pools, specify GENERALSCRATCHTAPE as the poolname. This poolname tells the
product to mount scratch tapes from the general scratch pool. The poolname has 1-16 characters.

media
Specifies the type of media that the DUMPJOB function requests from VM:Tape.
Note: For information on media, see the  VM:Tape for z/VM Administrators, Chapter 8, VMTAPE CONFIG File
Reference, DEFMEDIA and DEFDENS records.

density
Specifies the density that the DUMPJOB function requests from VM:Tape. For information on density, see the 
VM:Tape for z/VM Administrators, Chapter 8, VMTAPE CONFIG File Reference, DEFDEN record.

RETAIN Record

This record specifies the expiration date option that the MOUNT command sends to VM:Tape. Specify one to five records;
one for each copy of output tape sets indicated by the copy parameter. RETAIN is a required record.

RETAIN copy {EXPDT julian | RETPD days}

Definitions
copy

Specifies which tape of a set of output tape copies this record pertains to. The number of copies in the output tape
set is determined in the COPIES record of that set. This value ranges from 1 to 5.

EXPDT julian | RETPD days
Specify one expression of expiration date. Specify either EXPDT and a specific julian date in VM:Tape format
(yyyy/ddd) or RETPD and the number of days from the current date. Either EXPDT or RETPD is required.
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How to Prepare to Use VMBMCOPY
Before you use VMBMCOPY, complete the following procedures:

Set Up VMBMCOPY User IDs

VMBMCOPY requires specially authorized user IDs.

Creating user IDs is a one-time procedure. Create the user IDs before the first time you use VMBMCOPY.

Copying multiple backup tape sets can potentially take a long time. To get the job done more quickly, you can do multiple
copies in parallel. Create several user IDs for this purpose.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate a CMS user ID using your preferred method.
– Give the user ID a default amount of virtual storage of at least 64M. Start with the small size of the A-disk (5-10

cylinders). Later, when you determine how much space you require, make the A-disk bigger.
– The VMBMCOPY program material resides on the VM:Backup runtime disk. Give the new user ID a read- only

directory LINK to the runtime disk.
2. Update the PROFILE EXEC.

– Start console spooling. VMBMCOPY does not write any report files. The console is the only place where messages
are displayed.

– Add an ACCESS command for the VM:Backup server runtime disk where the VMBMCOPY code resides.
3. Define Authorizations.

– Provide the user ID with the authority to perform an MR LINK to the catalog disk for the functions that require a
read-write link. The VMBMCOPY utility will link the production VM:Backup catalog disk as virtual address 11B0 and
access it as filemode C.

– Ensure that the user ID has SAVEFOR and ANYTAPE authorization in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
– Confirm that the VM:Tape command MODULE (usually named VMTAPE) is available to the user ID.

4. Create the VMBMCOPY CONFIG file. Place the file on the A-disk of each user ID running VMBMCOPY. Refer to the
VMBMCOPY Configuration File Reference for specific information about the records in this file. To verify syntax and
display the configuration settings, issue the VMBMCOPY TEST command.

Plan the Cataloged Tape Backup

Before you begin copying backup tapes, determine which DUMPJOBs to copy. To determine the DUMPJOBs to copy, use
one of the following approaches:

• Examine the Backup Date/Time displayed on the product Manage Existing Catalogs screen.
• Examine the volsers of the individual DUMPJOBs. Make a list of the full backup DUMPJOBs that you want to copy.

NOTE
VMBMCOPY cannot copy DUMPJOBs that are based on another DUMPJOB ("incremental" DUMPJOBs).
Neither can VMBMCOPY copy a base DUMPJOB that has dependent incremental dumps.

Determine A-Disk Size and Number of Tapes

Before you copy a catalog, determine the following media requirements:

• The minimum size of the A-disk
• The number of tapes that are read when VMBMCOPY makes a copy.
• The number of tapes that VMBMCOPY requires to store the new copy.

Obtain this information by analyzing the output of VMBMCOPY LISTCAT. For example, the following is the LISTCAT
command and output for DUMPFILE 209:
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vmbmcopy listcat 209

 

DMSACP723I C (11B0) R/O 

CA VM:Backup Media Copy Utility, Function Level 1

 

FILENAME FILETYPE FM FORMAT LRECL RECS BLOCKS    DATE       TIME

00000209 DUMPJOB  C1 F       4096    1      1  2011-10-YY  12:52:38

00002022 DETAIL   C1 F       4096    1      1  2011-10-YY  12:52:38

VW4804   FILE0001 C1 F       4096    1      1  2011-10-YY  12:52:38

 

DASD 11B0 DETACHED

Ready;

Follow these steps:

1. Run the VMBMCOPY LISTCAT function.
2. Determine the minimum size of the A-disk. The A-disk must have enough space to hold two copies of the largest

catalog that you plan to copy. Add up the number of 4096-byte blocks that each of the listed old catalog data files
uses.

3. Determine the number of tapes that VMBMCOPY reads when it makes the copy. The number of tapes that are read
in a given copy corresponds to the number of DETAIL files that are listed. The volsers of the listed tapes are the
filenames of the listed FILE0001 files. These volsers include the copies that were made. Only one DETAIL file is
created for all the copies.

4. Estimate the number of tapes that VMBMCOPY requires to hold the copied data. Follow these steps:
a. Multiply the number of DETAIL files by the maximum capacity of the old media.
b. Divide that size by the capacity of the new media. The result is the number of DETAIL files that the copy creates.
c. Multiply the number of DETAIL files by the number of copies you plan to make.

You now have the total number of tapes that VMBMCOPY uses to copy the old media.

Reserve DETAIL File Numbers

VMBMCOPY requires that each user ID who is running VMBMCOPY reserves a range of DETAIL filenames for the
exclusive use of the user ID. Reserve the file numbers before you copy any cataloged tapes. To reserve file numbers, run
the VMBMCOPY RESERVE command. Reserve a large range of file numbers because these numbers do not consume
any space on the catalog disk.

The VMBMCOPY RESERVE command must obtain a read-write link to the VM:Backup server catalog disk. Log off the
server before issuing this command.

Each user ID running VMBMCOPY must reserve its own range of DETAIL filenames.

Set Up a VM:Backup Test Restore Server

To test the newly copied catalogs and tapes before swapping them onto the production VM:Backup catalog disk, deploy
a new VM:Backup test server. This test server must have its own catalog disk. The VMBMCOPY COPYCAT command
copies the new catalog files to the test server for testing. This catalog disk initially must be empty. The number of test
catalogs you want to test at the same time determines the size of the catalog disk.

Copying a DUMPJOB File
This example shows you the steps to follow when copying the first set of tapes and catalogs to new media. This example
assumes you have already identified a catalog from a full backup that you want to copy. This catalog has no incremental
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backups that are based on it. You also created and configured a suitable user ID for running the VMBMCOPY utility. This
user ID has reserved an appropriate number of DETAIL filenames.

Follow these steps:

Prepare to Copy the DUMPJOB File

Before you invoke the VMBMCOPY DUMPJOB command, ensure the following points:

• Enough tape drives are available for VMBMCOPY. The utility cannot reserve drives like VM:Backup does.
• Verify the syntax and settings of the VMBMCOPY CONFIG file.

Follow these steps:

1. Calculate the number of required tape drives. To mount the old media that VMBMCOPY reads, you need one tape
drive. To calculate the number of required output drives, take the number of copies you plan to create. Then add one
drive for each output media type. You need the extra drive to chain tapes of the same media type together properly.

2. To verify the syntax and settings of the VMBMCOPY CONFIG file, run the TEST command. You see messages similar
to the following one:

vmbmcopy test

 

CA VM:Backup Media Copy Utility, Function Level 1

VM:Backup server: VMBACKUP 

  Catalog minidisk: 1B0

   VM:Tape server: VMTAPE

     Output copies: COPIES 1 

        Dsnames...

           Copy 1: VMBACKUP.PRIMARY.COPY.TO.NEW.MEDIA 

      Resources...

           Copy 1: HPT DEN EHPTB 

   Retain until...

           Copy 1: 2041/297 

Ready;

Issue the VMBMCOPY DUMPJOB Command

When you are ready to copy, issue the VMBMCOPY DUMPJOB command. Specify the catalog DUMPJOB filename, such
as 00000029. The copy process begins by mounting the required tape. You see messages similar to the following one:

vmbmcopy dumpjob 29

 

DMSACP723I C (11B0) R/O 

There are 1000 reserved filenames left

CA VM:Backup Media Copy Utility, Function Level 1

Copying media from 00000029 DUMPJOB 

CA VM:Tape (TM) Version 02.0 

 

Mounting input volume CA4851 on 181 

Tape 0181 attached R/O

VMTMNT0073I Volume 'CA4851' ready on 0181 (07A2) R/O SL. 

VMTMNT1112I Ending command MOUNT with completion code 0. 

Mounting output scratch volume on: 182

Tape 0182 attached
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VMTMNT0073I Volume 'CA4882' ready on 0182 (07A3) R/W SL. 

VMTMNT1112I Ending command MOUNT with completion code 0. 

 

Reading 00000307 DETAIL C catalog file

Copying file space: SFSVM200:ACCOUNT 

Copying file space: SFSVM200:AICDOC 

Copying file space: SFSVM200:ALPHABET

Copying minidisk: AVEMARIA 0010

TAPE 0181 DETACHED

Mounting input volume CA4853 on 181 

Tape 0181 attached R/O

VMTMNT0073I Volume 'CA4853' ready on 0181 (07A4) R/O SL. 

 

VMTMNT1112I Ending command MOUNT with completion code 0. 

Reading 00000308 DETAIL C catalog file

Copying minidisk: BTEAM 0112

Copying minidisk: BTEAM 038B

<snip>

All DUMPJOB 29 tapes were successfully copied

TAPE 0181 DETACHED

TAPE 0182 DETACHED

DASD 11B0 DETACHED

Ready;

NOTE
Do not manually rename any of the catalog data files that are produced in this step.

Perform Test Restores

After you copy media, perform test restores using a test VM:Backup server. These test restores verify that your procedure
is correct. To move the DUMPJOB output catalog files to the test server catalog disk, use the VMBMCOPY COPYCAT
function.

NOTE
Do not use your production VM:Backup user ID for this testing.

To prepare to test the new media and catalog data files, follow these steps::

1. Ensure that the test server is logged off.
2. Link and access the test VM:Backup server catalog disk (usually 01B0) read-write. In this example, the disk is

accessed as a Z-disk.
3. Issue the VMBMCOPY COPYCAT command. This command copies the catalog files to the accessed catalog disk. You

see messages similar to the following ones:

vmbmcopy copycat 29 z

 

CA VM:Backup Media Copy Utility, Function Level 1

DMSCPY721I Copy 00000029DUMPJOB A1 to 00000000DUMPJOB Z1 (new file)

 

DMSCPY721I Copy 00010008 DETAIL A1 to 00010008 DETAIL Z1 (new file)

DMSCPY721I Copy CA4852 FILE0001 A1 to CA4852 FILE0001 Z1 (new file)

DMSCPY721I Copy 00010009 DETAIL A1 to 00010009 DETAIL Z1 (new file)

 

DMSCPY721I Copy CA4853 FILE0001 A1 to CA4853 FILE0001 Z1 (new file) 

All files were successfully copied
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All INDEX files were erased

Ready;

You can now bring up the test server and begin testing the new media and catalog data files.

When you are satisfied with your test restores, put the new catalog files on your production VM:Backup server catalog
disk.

Put New Catalog Files on the Production Server

When you are ready to put the new catalog files on the production server, use the VMBMCOPY SWAPCAT command.
VMBMCOPY SWAPCAT links the production server catalog disk. The command also swaps the new catalog files on the
VMBMCOPY user ID A-disk with the old catalog files on the catalog disk. VMBMCOPY swaps the files for the following
reasons:

• If a problem occurs, the old catalog files can easily be swapped back again.
• The old catalog files are used later to reset the retention period of the old media.

Before you use SWAPCAT, be sure to back up the VMBMCOPY user ID A-disk and the production catalog disk. To back
up these disks, VMBMCOPY requires two separate backup jobs. A backup of VM:Backup minidisks cannot include any
other user data. A special VM:Backup backup job template with a default name of VMBACKUP exists to backup only the
user ID running VM:Backup.

To swap the catalog files, log off the production VM:Backup server and issue the VMBMCOPY SWAPCAT command. You
see messages similar to the following ones:

vmbmcopy swapcat 29

 

CA VM:Backup Media Copy Utility, Function Level 1

File 00000029 DUMPJOB A1 renamed to 00000029 $DUMPJOB A1 

 

DMSCPY721I Copy 00000029 DUMPJOB C1 to 00000029 

File 00000029 DUMPJOB C was erased

DMSCPY721I Copy 00000304 DETAIL C1 to 00000304 DETAIL A1 (new file) 

File 00000304 DETAIL C was erased

DMSCPY721I Copy CA4851 FILE0001 C1 to CA4851 FILE0001 A1 (new file) 

File CA4851 FILE0001 C was erased

DMSCPY721I Copy 00000029 $DUMPJOB A1 to 00000029 DUMPJOB C1 (new file)

 

DMSCPY721I Copy 00010008 DETAIL A1 to 00010008 DETAIL C1 (new file) 

DMSCPY721I Copy CA4882 FILE0001 A1 to CA4882 FILE0001 C1 (new file) 

DMSCPY721I Copy 00010009 DETAIL A1 to 00010009 DETAIL C1 (new file) 

DMSCPY721I Copy CA4883 FILE0001 A1 to CA4883 FILE0001 C1 (new file) 

 

DASD 11B0 DETACHED

The new 00000029 catalog is now on the catalog disk 

The old 00000029 catalog is now on your A-disk

Ready;

Scratch the Old Media

After you run VM:Backup for a while with the swapped catalogs, you are ready to commit to the new catalogs and
tape media. To free up the A-disk space that the old catalog files occupy, scratch the old media. Use the VMBMCOPY
SCRATCH command. This command resets the retention period of the old media tapes that are associated with the
catalog. Then the command erases the catalog files. You see messages similar to the following one:
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vmbmcopy scratch 29

 

CA VM:Tape (TM) Version 02.0 

CA VM:Backup Media Copy Utility, Function Level 1

File 00000029 DUMPJOB A was erased

File 00000304 DETAIL A was erased

File CA4851 FILE0001 A was erased

Tape CA4851 retention period was reset

All files were successfully erased

Ready;

Performance Notes
VMBMCOPY DUMPJOB and TAPESET copy jobs are much slower than when VM:Backup produces the original backups.
This slowness is due to the following reasons:

• Disk I/O is usually faster than tape I/O. Although this generalization applies more to older technology, it is still true
today in some situations. A backup job is at least partly disk I/O and so always runs faster than a tape-to-tape copy.

• VMBMCOPY uses CMS tape I/O facilities, which do diagnose I/O. Diagnose I/O is low on overhead but is inherently
single-threaded. In other words, when a tape read or write is invoked through a diagnose instruction, the instruction
does not complete until the I/O completes. In contrast, VM:Backup performs its own I/O and is able to utilize fully the
tape hardware by driving multiple reads and writes simultaneously.

• A VM:Backup backup job can be broken into as many as 15 separate streams, which run independently. Using multiple
streams improves the utilization of the hardware even further. VMBMCOPY processes input streams serially, producing
what is in effect a single output stream. Serial streaming improves the resulting tape utilization but adds greatly to the
elapsed time necessary to copy all the tapes.

All of these reasons result in lengthy copy operations. This time cost is the primary reason that we recommend that you
use multiple VMBMCOPY user IDs to copy backup tapes.

VMBRITS Utility
Use the Restore Incomplete Tape Sets (VMBRITS) utility to restore data from incomplete tape sets and to restore some
or all of the VM:Backup system minidisks. For example, if a few tapes in your backup job are damaged or you no longer
have a catalog that was associated with that backup job, you only need the specific tapes that contain the files you want
to restore instead of the complete tape set. Data must have been backed up in CMS format from physical tapes created
without encryption.

You can also use this utility to restore some or all of the VM:Backup system minidisks if a failure in one of these minidisks
occurs. For example, during a disaster recovery, you can use VMBRITS to restore each of the VM:Backup minidisks
directly from the backup tapes once the primary components of the system have been restored using HiDRO.

You cannot use VMBRITS to restore VM:Backup system minidisks that were backed up physically. Also, you cannot use
VMBRITS to restore SFS data from tape to disk; this includes SFS data that VM:Backup backs up for VM:Archiver. When
you have restored the VM:Backup system, use VM:Backup to restore SFS files from the backup tapes.

Contents

Procedure

1. Enter vmbrits.
2. VMBRITS asks you to specify:

a. User ID and virtual address of the minidisk you want to restore
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b. Virtual address of a target minidisk to which you want to restore
c. MATCHTAG  tag option

You must have read/write access to the minidisk. VMBRITS copies the minidisk block by block; therefore, the
target minidisk must have the same blocksize as the original minidisk. You cannot use VMBRITS to restore to a
virtual reader.
The MATCHTAG option tells VMBRITS to search for a domain on the tape that has the tag, tag, associated with
it. VMBRITS will only restore from a domain if tag matches exactly. If you do not specify the MATCHTAG option,
VMBRITS searches for a domain on the tape that does not have a tag associated with it.
Note: Only an authorized client, such as VM:Archiver, can request that VM:Backup associate a tag with a domain.

3. VMBRITS asks you to enter the names of the files you want to restore:
a. Type specific filenames and filetypes or use pattern matching to restore files with similar names. You can specify

more than one filename and filetype on the same command line.
b. To restore the entire minidisk, enter * *. After specifying everything you want to restore from that user ID and

minidisk, press ENTER without typing anything on the command line.
4. VMBRITS asks you to type the user ID and virtual address of the next minidisk to restore, the virtual address of a

target minidisk, and any options (MATCHTAG  tag). To restore additional data, type the requested information. If there
is nothing else to restore, press ENTER.

5. When you press ENTER after specifying the final minidisk, VMBRITS asks you to mount the tape containing the data
to restore. Mount the tape on the tape drive defined at virtual address 181 and press ENTER again. VMBRITS starts
scanning the tape for all of the requested data.

If VMBRITS locates one of the specified minidisks, it restores the files accordingly. No messages are issued if a minidisk
is not located; you must check the job report to see which minidisks and files were located and restored.

Report Contents

VMBRITS writes a report to a CMS file on the requesting user ID's A-disk that lists the minidisks and files restored. (This
information is also sent to your console.) The report filename is the volser of the tape that was mounted; the filetype is
always REPORTR. If a REPORTR file for a given tape already exists, the new report replaces it.

Report Heading

The report heading specifies the volser, data set name, volume sequence number, data set number, tape creation
date, tape expiration date, and the volsers of any copies of this tape. If the tape is part of a VM:Backup tape stream or
VM:Archiver tape set, the volser of the previous tape in the series is provided.

Report Body

The body of the report lists the user IDs and virtual addresses of the minidisks that were restored. For tapes created
during incremental backups, the volser of the base backup tape is also listed.

If you did not restore entire minidisks, each minidisk virtual address in the report is followed by the filename, filetype,
logical record length, record count, and creation date and time of every file restored from that minidisk.

If the tape is part of a VM:Backup tape stream or VM:Archiver tape set, the volser and data set name of the next tape in
the series is provided at the end of the report.

If the A-disk becomes full while writing the report, VMBRITS will continue to restore but will not write any additional
information to the report.
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Considerations for Using VMBRITS

• You cannot use VMBRITS to restore data that was backed up in physical or CMSALLOC format. If VMBRITS finds a
minidisk on the tape in one of these formats, the utility issues an error message and moves on to the next minidisk.

• You cannot use VMBRITS to restore SFS data. This includes SFS data that VM:Backup backs up for VM:Archiver.
• VMBRITS requires the READLREC MODULE file. This file is located on the VM:Backup 192 minidisk and is loaded

during installation with the VMBRITS code.
• VMBRITS does not restore from tapes that were created with encryption. If any of the data on a tape is encrypted,

VMBRITS stops processing when it encounters the encrypted minidisk.
• If a file being restored by VMBRITS already exists on the minidisk to which it is being restored, VMBRITS does not

overwrite the existing file. VMBRITS issues an error message and moves on to the next file.
• If the tape that VMBRITS is searching contains multiple data sets, VMBRITS searches all data sets on the tape for

the specified minidisks. Also, if the tape that VMBRITS is searching belongs to a VM:Backup tape stream or to a
VM:Archiver tape set containing multiple tapes, the utility indicates the volser of the next tape in the tape stream or
tape set (if tape chaining was enabled for that backup or MPC job). VMBRITS correctly scans a data set that spans
two or more tapes if the tapes are mounted in sequence. VMBRITS stops searching when it finds the first occurrence
of the specified minidisk with user records if specified, or when it finds the end-of-tape marker when searching for the
next data set on the tape.

• If a target minidisk becomes full while VMBRITS is restoring data to it, VMBRITS stops restoring data to this minidisk,
issues an error message, and proceeds to the next minidisk to be restored. The full target minidisk is only partially
restored. After either clearing some space on this minidisk or specifying a different target minidisk, run VMBRITS for
the source minidisk again.

• If VMBRITS encounters a partial backup of a minidisk (as indicated by a CAN1 record on the tape), VMBRITS issues
this message:

0018I   CANCELLATION RECORD FOUND FOR   userid vaddr; THIS IS

           NOT THE VALID BACKUP COPY OF THIS MINIDISK.  

If you are restoring from a CMS format backup and VMBRITS encounters a CAN1 record, the minidisk being restored
may be left in an unfinished state.

VMBSCAN Utility
Use the VMBSCAN utility to scan data backed up on physical tapes created without encryption and produce a report on
the files, minidisks, file spaces, directories, and abstract domains backed up to a particular tape.

Only domain-level information is provided for minidisks backed up in CMSALLOC or physical format.

Contents

Procedure

Follow these steps:

1. Mount the tape that needs to be scanned on a tape drive defined at virtual address 181.
2. Enter vmbscan.
3. VMBSCAN asks you to specify whether the report should contain file- or domain-level detail:

a. Type f to list the files backed up from each domain as well as the domains themselves.
b. Type d to list only the domains backed up to that tape. A request for domain-level detail takes much less time to

process because VMBSCAN does not have to identify the individual filenames.
4. When the tape is ready, press ENTER to start VMBSCAN. If you decide not to run the utility, enter end.
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Contents of VMBSCAN Utility Reports

The output from VMBSCAN is written to a CMS file on the requesting user ID's A-disk. The filename is the volser of the
tape that was scanned; the filetype is always REPORT. If a REPORT file for a given tape already exists, it is replaced by
the results of the new scan.

The report heading is displayed at the console as well as in the report. It identifies the volser, data set name, volume
sequence number, data set sequence number, tape creation date, tape expiration date, and the volsers of any copies
of this tape. If the tape is part of a VM:Backup tape stream or VM:Archiver tape set, the report provides the volser of the
previous tape in the series.

The report lists the following information for each type of domain:

Minidisk
User ID, virtual address and blocksize of the minidisk and the tag associated with the minidisk if there is one

File space
Name of the file space and the tag associated with the file space if there is one

SFS Directory
Fully-qualified directory name of the directory and the tag associated with the directory if there is one

Abstract domain
Name and owner of the abstract domain and the tag associated with the abstract domain if there is one

For all domains the report indicates whether the backup was full or incremental. If it was incremental, the report lists the
volser of the base backup tape.

If you requested file-level detail in the report, it also lists the following:

For CMS and SFS files
Filename, filetype, logical record length, record count, and creation date and time of every file on the tape for each
domain

For BFS files
File size, creation date and time, and file component name for every file on the tape for each domain. If the file is
a regular BFS file, the Type/Size field shows the file size. If the file is another object type, the field shows a letter
representing that object type. Possible object types are: E (external link), L ( symbolic link), P (named pipe), C
(character special file). Character special files and external links can have a secondary code. See Backup Job
Detail Report for more information about these codes.

If the tape is part of a VM:Backup tape stream or a VM:Archiver tape set, the volser of the next tape in the series is
provided at the end of the report.

If the A-disk becomes full while writing the report, VMBSCAN ends.

Considerations for Using VMBSCAN

• VMBSCAN can only show domain-level information for minidisks backed up in CMSALLOC or physical format.
• VMBSCAN does not scan tapes that were created with encryption. If any of the data on a tape is encrypted,

VMBSCAN processing stops.
• If the tape that VMBSCAN is scanning contains multiple data sets, the report contains information for all data sets on

the tape. Also, if the tape that VMBSCAN is scanning belongs to a VM:Backup tape stream or to a VM:Archiver tape
set containing multiple tapes, the utility will indicate the volser of the next tape in the tape stream or tape set. A data
set that spans two or more tapes will be correctly scanned if the tapes are mounted in sequence. VMBSCAN stops
scanning when the end-of-tape marker is found when searching for the next data set on the tape.

• VMBSCAN always provides domain-level detail for non-encrypted, empty minidisks, even if you specify file-level detail.
• If VMBSCAN encounters a partial backup of a minidisk (as indicated by a CAN1 record on the tape), VMBSCAN issues

this message and continues processing:
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0018I   CANCELLATION RECORD FOUND FOR   userid vaddr; THIS IS

        NOT THE VALID BACKUP COPY OF THIS MINIDISK. 

VMBTCPY Utility
Use the VMBTCPY utility to make complete copies of VM:Backup tapes to send to Broadcom for diagnostic purposes.
Broadcom may request a copy of a production tape when troubleshooting a problem.

VMBTCPY copies and preserves the following input tapes:

• High performance cartridge, enhanced capability cartridge, cartridge, and reel VM:Backup tape media
• VM:Backup tapes created using the IDRC or data compaction feature
• Tapes created by VM:Backup for VM:Archiver r2.0 or later
• Tapes written by VM:Archiver r1.0 or any release of VM:Archiver Merge/Purge utility

If VMBTCPY encounters a null data set created by the VM:Archiver Merge/Purge utility, VMBTCPY tolerates the null data
set and preserves it in the copy.

The VMBTCPY-created copy has the same volser number as the original tape. VMBTCPY copies one physical tape to
one physical tape, regardless of what other tapes may be chained to the tape being copied.

Common CMS routines, such as MOVEFILE, can copy VM:Backup tapes. However, the resulting copies may be
incomplete because VM:Backup writes data at record lengths up to 64K and CMS routines only support tape structures
with record lengths up to 32K. Using VMBTCPY ensures the integrity of VM:Backup tape copies.

This utility has the following format:

VMBTCPY {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ?

| svaddr [(DUPSCAN] 

| svaddr tvaddr [("Options")]

 

Options:

[DISK]

[DUPFIX]

[TEST]

[NOVal]

[FIX]

Definitions
?

Displays help information.
svaddr

Identifies the virtual address of the source tape drive. This must be different from the virtual address of the target
tape drive (tvaddr).

tvaddr
Identifies the virtual address of the target tape drive. This must be different from the virtual address of the source
tape drive (svaddr).
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DISK
Writes output messages to VMBTCPY REPORT, a CMS file on the requesting user's A-disk. If you select the
DISK option, output messages also go to the terminal. If the output file VMBTCPY REPORT already exists when
you specify the DISK option, the original file will be erased and a new output file will be created. Output messages
always go to the terminal regardless of whether the DISK option is selected. User responses to VMBTCPY
requests are not included in the VMBTCPY REPORT file.

DUPFIX
Specifies that duplicate records that are found on the input tape during the copy process are to be deleted.

DUPSCAN
Specifies that the input tape is to be scanned for duplicate or missing records and report on any duplicate or
missing records. The tape is not copied.

TEST
Verifies that:

• Two tape drives are valid and attached
• Tapes are ready
• Parameters and options are correct
• Source tape header labels are valid

VMBTCPY does not actually copy any tapes with the TEST option. Because no copying is performed when the
TEST option is specified, source tape format problems cannot be detected.

NOVAL
Prevents VMBTCPY from ending prematurely if the source tape contains either an invalid VM:Backup header
label or an invalid tape format. VMBTCPY will issue error messages, but copying continues. Use this option only
when copying a VM:Backup tape that you know has either an invalid header label or an invalid tape format.

FIX
Specifies that if there are two VOL1 labels written on a source tape, VMBTCPY will only write one VOL1 label (the
second one) to the target tape.

Devices and Tapes

Before invoking VMBTCPY, make sure that:

• The source and target tape drives are attached at the virtual addresses specified
• Both the source and target tapes are mounted and ready

VMBTCPY does not validate the accuracy of the individual VM:Backup records on the source tape during the copy
procedure. However, invalid formats, such as missing header or trailer labels, are flagged as errors. VMBTCPY makes no
attempt to correct the problems.

The target tape drive must support the density of the source tape.

If the target tape is shorter than the VM:Backup source tape being copied, VMBTCPY issues message 062E and ends.
You must locate and ready a target tape that is at least as long as the source tape, then start VMBTCPY again.

NOTE
You can use VMBTCPY to make copies of VM:Backup tapes for your own purposes. However, this procedure is
not a replacement for having VM:Backup make tape copies in a backup or MPC job. The tape copy created with
VMBTCPY has the same volser as the original; this will cause problems in most tape libraries.

User Exits
VM:Backup supports five user exits. A template for each, written in REXX, is included in the SERVLINK file and is
deployed to the sample code minidisk during installation.
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All user exits must be coded in REXX, respecting the parameter and calling conventions of the REXX interface. They can,
however, call ASSEMBLER modules. For complete information about formatting calls to and from a REXX program, see
the IBM z/VM REXX/VM Reference.

Unlike other Mainframe VM Product Manager products, VM:Backup does not use a USEREXIT record to identify user
exits. Instead, place the user exits on the VMBACKUP 191 minidisk, where they will always be available to VM:Backup.
User exits must have the filename VMBEXIT1, VMBEXIT2, VMBEXIT3, VMBEXIT4, or VMBEXIT5; the filetype must be
EXEC.

NOTE
 The exits do not operate asynchronously and cannot be defined as user area programs. This means that
VM:Backup stops all other work while in a user exit. User exits cannot be located at storage address X'20000'.

Always be sure to carefully test a user exit before putting it into production on your system. Because user exits can be
called repeatedly, you might want to EXECLOAD them once at initialization to improve performance. For each user
exit you want to EXECLOAD, enter an EXECLOAD command that specifies the user exit's file name in the VM:Backup
PROFILE EXEC, as follows:

EXECLOAD filename EXEC

The user exits can use IUCV to transfer communications between users and service virtual machines. The CMS IUCV
facility is the recommended means of communication because it does not interfere with VM:Backup communications. The
user exits can also issue CP SMSG messages, but they cannot receive them.

The following list describes each user exit and its use. The user exits are listed by their real names followed by their
descriptive names.

•  Tape Mount (VMBEXIT1)
Sends customized tape mount requests to a tape operator or tape management system

•  Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit
Sends customized minidisk or file space quiesce requests to users or other service virtual machines; can also send
customized messages to resume minidisk or file space activity when VM:Backup has finished backing it up

•  Restore Authorization (VMBEXIT3) User Exit
Grants or denies users the ability to restore data; can also limit the time period from which users can select data to
restore
With this user exit, you can allow or deny all or specific users the ability to restore their own data as well as data
backed up for other users without having to grant them VM:Backup system administrator authorization

•  Restore Link (VMBEXIT4) User Exit
Changes the link mode on the CP LINK command issued when restoring data to minidisks; can also send messages to
users and other service virtual machines to detach the target minidisk or perform other quiescing or setup processing
required to prepare the target minidisk for the restore

•  Tape Allocation (VMBEXIT5) User Exit
Determines which tape VM:Backup should use next when VM:Backup is not interfaced with VM:Tape.

Tape Mount (VMBEXIT1)
Use the tape mount user exit, VMBEXIT1, to send customized VM:Backup tape mount requests to a tape operator or tape
management system.

VM:Backup automatically checks whether a VMBEXIT1 EXEC exists. If it does, VM:Backup directs all tape mount
requests, including those from jobs submitted by authorized clients, to the user exit. Even if VM:Backup is interfaced with
VM:Tape, VM:Backup directs all tape mount requests to VMBEXIT1.

Only one tape mount exit can exist. Because all jobs specifying tape mounting will call this user exit, make sure
VMBEXIT1 is coded to include cases for all tape mounts.
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Calling Arguments

VM:Backup passes three arguments to VMBEXIT1. The first provides tape information about drive allocation and tape
owner, the second lists the volsers of the tapes to be mounted, and the third provides the tape data set name.

Argument 1:

vaddr numvol medium densityname mode expdt retpd owner

Argument 2:

vol1 <vol2 <vol3 <vol4 <vol5>>>>

Argument 3:

dataset

Definitions
vaddr

Specifies the virtual address of the drive used to attach the tape.
numvol

Specifies the number of tapes identified in the second argument. Backups can specify only one tape. Restores
can specify a maximum of five to make up to four copies (plus the primary) available.

medium densityname
Specifies the media type and density of the tape. For more information about media types and density names, see
Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values.

mode
Specifies whether VM:Backup should attach the tape in read/write or read-only mode. Tapes for backups, MPC,
and REINIT jobs must be attached read/write, and tapes for restores must be attached read-only.

expdt
Specifies the tape expiration date in yyyy/ddd format for backup tapes and output tapes used in MPC jobs. If
the tape expiration date is PERM, indicating that the tape should not expire in the tape management system,
VM:Backup passes PERM for this parameter.

retpd
Specifies the number of days VM:Backup should retain the tape before expiring it for backup jobs and output
tape used in MPC jobs. If the tape expiration date is PERM, indicating that the tape should not expire in the tape
management system, VM:Backup passes PERM for this parameter.

owner
Specifies the user ID that will own the tape in the tape management system. Owner is specified only for backup
and MPC jobs.

vol1 <vol2 <vol3 <vol4 <vol5>>>>
Specifies the tapes being mounted. When more than one volser is specified for a restore, all have the same
medium and density.

dataset
Specifies the data set name written to the tape during the backup or MPC job. The data set name is usually based
on the tape copy number, such as VMBACKUP.PRIMARY or VMBACKUP.COPY1. This argument, which is only
meaningful for backup tapes and MPC output tapes, contains blanks when the user exit is used for tapes for
restores, MPC input tapes, and tapes used for REINIT jobs.
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Return Codes

The user exit must pass back a return code in fullword format (a four-byte hexadecimal value) or in whole number format.
From REXX, this can be done with the following:

Fullword format
return d2c(rcode,4)

Whole number format
return code

Nonzero return codes indicate that the mount has failed, while a return code of zero indicates that the tape mount process
completed successfully.

Wait Time Considerations

When control is returned from the user exit, VM:Backup checks every seven seconds to see whether the requested
device has been attached. When the drive is attached, VM:Backup assumes the tape has been mounted. If the tape is not
mounted, VMBEXIT1 is called again; this may result in a loop condition. VM:Backup immediately starts reading the tape
labels to continue the job.

If the wait time specified for tape operators in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file expires before the drive is attached, the
VMBEXIT1 mount request fails and the job is put on hold. The VM:Backup system administrator can interactively set the
TAPEWAIT limit by using the Manage Configuration Options screen.

Detaching Tape Drives

If you require the tape drive to be detached before calling the user exit, make sure the VMBACKUP CONFIG file
specifies that VM:Backup is to unload tapes and detach the tape drive as it processes each tape used in the job. The
VM:Backup system administrator can interactively set the DETACH option of the TAPEDISP record by using the Manage
Configuration Options screen.

Using Tape Copies

As a performance consideration, VMBEXIT1 should not be used with more than one tape copy because only one tape
mount request can be processed at a time. VMBEXIT1 is called sequentially for each mount to prevent overlap in the
mounting of tapes. Using tape copies greatly increases processing time.

Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit
You can use the quiesce user exit, VMBEXIT2, to send customized minidisk or file space quiesce requests to users or
other service virtual machines. You can also use this user exit to send customized messages to resume minidisk or file
space activity when VM:Backup has finished backing up the minidisk or file space.

Quiescing a minidisk or file space ensures that all read/write activity on that minidisk or file space is suspended before
VM:Backup attempts to back it up. You indicate that VM:Backup should quiesce a minidisk or file space in the exception
file associated with a backup job template file.

VM:Backup automatically checks whether VMBEXIT2 EXEC exists. If it does, VM:Backup directs all quiesce requests,
including those from jobs submitted by authorized clients, such as VM:Archiver, to the user exit. If it does not, VM:Backup
issues a CP SMSG userid QUIESCE command to request quiescing for each minidisk or file space targeted for quiescing
in the exception file. VMBEXIT2 must ignore requests to quiesce VM:Archiver DASD area minidisks; it must return those
requests to VM:Backup, which quiesces those minidisks using the CP SMSG QUIESCE command.

Only one quiesce user exit can exist. Because all backup jobs specifying that a minidisk or file space be quiesced call
this user exit, make sure that VMBEXIT2 is coded to include cases for all minidisks or file spaces that may need to be
quiesced.

VM:Backup passes a single argument string as follows:
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{QUIESCE | RESUME} {userid vaddr | filepoolid:userid}

Definitions
QUIESCE | RESUME

Indicates whether to quiesce or resume the minidisk or file space.
userid vaddr

Specifies the owner and virtual address of the minidisk being quiesced or resumed.
filepoolid:userid

Specifies the file pool and owning user ID of the file space being quiesced or resumed.

Return Codes

The user exit must pass back a return code in fullword format (a 4-byte hexadecimal value) or in whole number format.
From REXX, this can be done with the following:

Fullword format
return d2c(rcode,4)

Whole number format
return code

Return codes have the following meanings:

Code Meaning

0 Minidisk or file space is quiesced and VM:Backup can proceed
with the backup.

4 User exit ignored this minidisk or file space; VM:Backup will issue
SMSG to quiesce the minidisk or file space.

8 Minidisk or file space is not quiesced. VM:Backup will skip the
minidisk or file space and will not back it up.

Other Reserved for future use.

Restore Authorization (VMBEXIT3) User Exit
Use the restore authorizations user exit, VMBEXIT3, to grant or deny users the ability to restore data. With this user exit,
you can grant or deny all or specific users from restoring their own data as well as data backed up for other users, without
having to give them VM:Backup system administrator authorization. VMBEXIT3 can also limit the time period from which
users can select data to be restored.

Contents

Calling VMBEXIT3

VM:Backup calls the VMBEXIT3 user exit, specifying a keyword. VMBEXIT3 then returns information to VM:Backup
indicating whether authorization is granted or denied.

VMBEXIT3 parameters are described in their own sections.

The restore authorizations user exit recognizes two levels of VM:Backup authorization:
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• User, which includes the end user and the VM:Backup operator
• System administrator (SysAdmin), which includes authorized clients such as VM:Archiver

This user exit is called for every end user restore request, from both full-screen and line-mode terminals.

VM:Backup calls the user exit during RESTORE and XRESTORE command line processing and when restore requests
are issued from full-screen terminals. VMBEXIT3 is called for every keyword. For information about coding the user exit,
see  ComprehensiveExit.

VMBEXIT3 is never called when a VM:Backup system administrator submits a restore request. These restore requests
include those submitted using:

• Perform User Functions screen
• Special SFS Restore Function screen
• RESTORE command
• XRESTORE command
• Restore job template files, including those submitted by authorized clients

VMBEXIT3 is also not called to request authorization to allow end users to restore data to their own virtual readers.

Use VMBEXIT3 to allow users to restore:

• Data backed up for other users
• Data to another user's minidisks and/or directories

Use VMBEXIT3 to restrict users from restoring:

• Any data at all
• Data from their own minidisks, directories, or both
• Data to their own minidisks, directories, or both

VMBEXIT3 can also limit the time period from which users can select source files, minidisks, and directories for restores.

VM:Backup makes several calls to VMBEXIT3 to check authorizations when processing a restore request from an end
user. Up to four types of checks, in the following order, are performed:

1. FORUSER
2. FORDATE
3. FORDISK and/or FORDIR
4. TODISK or TODIR

The number of authorization checks is determined by the end user expertise level, which can be either novice or expert.

Return Conventions

For keywords FORUSER, FORDISK, FORDIR, TODISK, and TODIR, the user exit must pass back a return code in
fullword format (a four-byte hexadecimal value) or whole number format. This can be done from REXX with the following:

Fullword format
return d2c(rcode,4)

Whole number format
return code

Return codes have the following meanings:

Code Meaning
0 Authorization is granted to the user.
4 Authorization is denied.
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Other Coding error in the user exit.

FORDATE Keyword

When VM:Backup calls the user exit with the FORDATE keyword, VMBEXIT3 must pass back two dates in the format
used in the calling argument. This can be done from REXX with the following:

return fromdate todate

To change the time period, alter one or both of the dates. The start date (fromdate) must precede or be the same as the
end date (todate). The end date must precede or be the same as the current date.

Comprehensive Exit

When a restore authorizations user exit is implemented, it is called for all end-user restores. Therefore, VMBEXIT3
must be coded to handle all six keywords. This applies even if you do not want to use all of the authorization checks; for
example, you may only want to use the FORDATE check. The user exit must be coded to handle every keyword.

The following coding methods can be used in the user exit to ignore keyword authorization checks. When the user exit is
coded with one or more of these methods, VM:Backup restore processing appears as if the user exit does not exist.

• If you do not want to use the FORUSER, FORDISK, or FORDIR authorization checks:
– If the requesting user is the same as the source user (requester = suserid), grant authorization with a return code of

0.
– If the requesting user is not the same as the source user (requester 0 suserid), deny authorization with a return

code of 4.
• If you do not want to use the FORDATE authorization check, return the dates passed to the user exit.
• If you do not want to use the TODIR authorization checks for SFS directories or the TODISK authorization checks:

– If the requesting user is the same as the target user (requester = tuserid), grant authorization with a return code of
0.

– If the requesting user is not the same as the target user, (requester 0 tuserid), deny authorization with a return code
of 4.

VMBEXIT3 Authorization Checks for Novice Users

The following table outlines the authorization checks that VMBEXIT3 makes while processing restore requests initiated
by novice users. Table rows are listed in the order that VM:Backup processes the calling argument keywords. For each
keyword, a common question and answer is given regarding how the product processes the keyword.

Step Calling Argument Keyword Question Answer
1 FORUSER Can the requesting user restore

his own data?
A novice user can only restore
his own data; if authorization
is denied at this step, the
user cannot restore any data.
The restore request ends.
If authorization is granted,
VM:Backup calls the user exit
for the next authorization check.
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2 FORDATE What is the time period within
which backed up data can be
restored by the requesting user?

VMBEXIT3 checks if the user
is authorized to restore data
during the time period selected.
If the user is not authorized
to restore data for this time
period, the user exit must
correct these dates to reflect the
authorized dates. If the user exit
changes the dates selected by
the user, VM:Backup notifies
the user that the dates were
altered by VMBEXIT3, and
provides the new dates. The
user can either proceed using
the authorized dates or end the
restore request. If the user is
authorized for the time period
selected, the user exit does not
have to alter the dates.

 

After VMBEXIT3 grants authorization for the last keyword, FORDATE, VM:Backup processes the restore request in the
usual manner.

VMBEXIT3 Authorization Checks for Expert Users

The following table outlines the authorization checks that VMBEXIT3 makes while processing restore requests issued
from expert users and from users executing the RESTORE and XRESTORE commands. Table rows are listed in the order
that VM:Backup processes the calling argument keywords. For each keyword, a common question and answer is given
regarding how the product processes the keyword.

Step Calling Argument Keyword Question Answer
1 FORUSER Can the requesting user restore

for the source user?
The user exit can either grant or
deny expert users authorization
to restore for themselves or
other users. If VMBEXIT3
denies authorization at this
step and the RESTORE or
XRESTORE command was
entered, the restore request
ends; full-screen users can
select another user as the
source for the restore. If
authorization is granted,
VM:Backup calls the user exit
for the next authorization check.
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2 FORDATE What is the time period within
which backed up data can be
restored by the requesting user?

VMBEXIT3 is called to check
if the user is authorized to
restore data backed up for the
source user ID during the time
period selected. If the user is
not authorized to restore data
for this time period, the user
exit must correct these dates
to reflect the authorized dates.
If the user exit changes the
dates selected by the user,
VM:Backup notifies the user
that the dates were altered
by VMBEXIT3, and provides
the new dates. If the user is
authorized for the time period
selected, the user exit does not
have to alter the dates.
If the user entered the
RESTORE or XRESTORE
command, VM:Backup uses
the dates returned by the user
exit to continue processing the
request. From full-screen, the
user can either proceed using
the authorized dates or end the
restore request.

3 FORDISK and/or FORDIR Can the requesting user restore
data from either a source user
ID's minidisk or directory within
the authorized time period?

VMBEXIT3 is called for every
backed-up minidisk or directory
VM:Backup finds within the
authorized time period. If the
user is not authorized to restore
from a backed-up minidisk,
neither the minidisk nor any
files from the minidisk are
displayed for restore selection.
If authorization is granted,
either the minidisk or files from
the minidisk are displayed for
restore selection. If the user is
not authorized to restore from
a backed-up directory, neither
the directory nor files from
the directory are displayed for
restore selection. If authorization
is granted, either the directory
or files from the directory are
displayed for restore selection.
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4 TODISK or TODIR Can the requesting user restore
data to either the specified
target minidisk or directory?

VMBEXIT3 is called to check
if the user can restore the
selected source data to the
specified target minidisk or
directory. If the user entered
the RESTORE or XRESTORE
command and authorization
is denied, the restore request
ends. If the user selected the
destination for the restore from
a full screen and authorization
is denied, the user can either
select a different target for the
restore or end the request. This
check is not performed if the
target for the restore is a virtual
reader.

After VMBEXIT3 checks and grants authorization for the last keyword, either TODISK or TODIR, VM:Backup processes
the restore request in the usual manner.

Using VMBEXIT3 With VM:Batch

If the requesting user is a VM:Batch worker machine, requester will be the user ID of the VM:Batch worker machine,
not the user ID of the user who submitted the job running on that machine. Therefore, VM:Batch workers should not be
granted restore privileges.

Using VMBEXIT3 With VM:Secure

You can write the Restore Authorization user exit to use the VM:Secure CAN command to query VM:Secure rules. For
examples of how you can use this command, see the sample user exits provided on the sample code minidisk, which is
deployed during installation. Depending on how VM:Secure rules are implemented at your site, VM:Secure may return a
nonzero return code to the VM:Secure CAN query, even though VM:Secure rules allow the requester to link to the target
minidisk. VMBEXIT3 should be coded to handle these conditions.

FORUSER Authorization
The point at which VM:Backup calls the user exit with the FORUSER keyword is determined by whether the restore
request comes through RESTORE or XRESTORE command line processing or from a full-screen terminal. VM:Backup
also examines the user's expertise level, novice or expert, when a restore request comes from a full-screen terminal to
determine when to call the user exit. VM:Backup considers all users entering the RESTORE or XRESTORE command to
be expert users.

FORUSER Arguments

VM:Backup calls VMBEXIT3 FORUSER with the following arguments:

FORUSER requester suserid , bfsid

NOTE
The FORUSER, FORDIR, TODISK, and TODIR argument lists are passed as multiple argument strings; in
the calling argument above, the strings are shown separated by a comma. The second string of the FORDIR,
TODISK, and TODIR argument lists contains a variable number of items. For details on parsing multiple
argument strings, see the IBM z/VM REXX/VM Reference.
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The number of strings passed with the FORUSER or FORDIR argument lists depends on whether the user is
restoring CMS/SFS data or BFS data. If the user is restoring BFS data, an additional string that contains BFS-
specific information is passed.

requester
Identifies the user ID initiating the restore request.

suserid
Identifies the user ID of the source user for whom the requesting user wants to restore. When the requesting user
wants to restore his own data, requester is the same as suserid. When a novice user initiates a restore request,
requester is always the same as suserid.

bfsid
Identifies the source BFS file space (filepoolid:filespaceid) from which the user wants to select files to restore.

RESTORE and XRESTORE Commands

VM:Backup calls the user exit with the FORUSER keyword during RESTORE or XRESTORE command line processing.
If the user exit grants the requesting user authorization to restore for the source user, VM:Backup continues processing
the command. If authorization is not granted, VM:Backup ends the restore request and issues a message indicating
VMBEXIT3 denied authorization to restore for the source user. If the user exit returns an invalid return code, VM:Backup
ends the restore request and issues a message indicating a coding error in VMBEXIT3.

Novice User

VM:Backup calls the user exit with the FORUSER keyword before displaying the Novice User Main Menu to determine
whether novice users are authorized to restore for themselves.

If the user exit grants the requesting user authorization to restore for the source user, VM:Backup displays the appropriate
Novice User Main Menu. If authorization is not granted to the requesting user, VM:Backup displays the main menu and
issues a message indicating VMBEXIT3 denied authorization to restore for the source user. If the user exit returns an
invalid return code, VM:Backup displays the main menu and issues a message indicating a coding error in VMBEXIT3; the
user cannot restore.

Expert User

When a user selects one of the following options to restore CMS or SFS data, VM:Backup invokes VMBEXIT3 to
determine whether the requesting expert user is authorized to restore for the user ID displayed in the Restore CMS/SFS
files for user ID field:

• Option 1, Select minidisks or directories from which to restore
• Option 2, Select files to restore by date range or file name

When a user selects one of the following options to restore BFS data, VM:Backup invokes VMBEXIT3 to determine
whether the requesting expert user is authorized to restore for the user ID displayed in the Restore BFS files from file
space for user ID field:

• Option 3, Select directories from which to restore files
• Option 4, Select files to restore by date range or file name

If the user exit grants the requesting user FORUSER authorization to restore for the source user, VM:Backup invokes the
user exit with the FORDATE keyword. If authorization is not granted to the requesting user, VM:Backup issues a message
indicating VMBEXIT3 denied authorization to restore for the source user. If the user exit returns an invalid return code,
VM:Backup issues a message indicating a coding error in VMBEXIT3; the user cannot restore.
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FORDATE Authorization
VM:Backup calls the user exit with the FORDATE keyword to obtain the time period (fromdate and todate) to use when
searching the VM:Backup catalogs. It can then display the files, minidisks, or directories that fall within that time period for
restore selection by the user. VM:Backup calls VMBEXIT3 with this keyword only if FORUSER authorization is granted.

FORDATE Arguments

VM:Backup calls VMBEXIT3 FORDATE with the following arguments:

FORDATE requester suserid fromdate todate

requester
Identifies the user ID initiating the restore request.

suserid
Identifies the user ID of the source user for whom the requesting user wants to restore. When the requesting user
wants to restore his own data, requester is the same as suserid. When a novice user initiates a restore request,
requester is always the same as suserid.

fromdate, todate
Identifies the beginning and end dates, respectively, of the time period from which the user wants to select files,
minidisks, or directories to restore. The format for fromdate and todate is yyyymmdd; this is equivalent to the
REXX DATE(Sorted) format.

RESTORE and XRESTORE Commands

If the requesting user specifies either the FROM or TO option on the RESTORE command or either the START or END
option on the XRESTORE command, VM:Backup calls the user exit with the start and end dates that the user entered. If
the user does not specify one of those options, VM:Backup uses the default start or end date. The LISTPD configuration
record defines the default start date; the default end date is the current date.

If the user is authorized to restore data backed up during the time period selected, the user exit should return these dates.
If the user is not authorized for the dates selected, VMBEXIT3 must alter the start and/or end date and return the modified
dates. Make sure the dates specified in VMBEXIT3 include the last full backup or VM:Backup will not restore data from
that backup.

If the dates returned by VMBEXIT3 are valid, the restore request continues. If the dates are not valid, this indicates a
coding error in the user exit. VM:Backup issues a message explaining that the dates returned to VM:Backup are invalid
and ends the restore request.

Novice User

VM:Backup calls the user exit with the VM:Backup default start and end dates specifying the FORDATE keyword to
obtain the authorized time period (fromdate and todate respectively) before displaying the main menu on which fromdate
appears. If the user changes the fromdate on the Novice User Main Menu, VM:Backup calls VMBEXIT3 with the
FORDATE keyword again with the fromdate specified by the user and the default todate.

If the dates returned by VMBEXIT3 are valid, the restore request continues. If the dates are not valid, VM:Backup issues
a message explaining that the dates returned to VM:Backup are invalid. This indicates a coding error in the user exit; the
user cannot restore.

Expert User

VM:Backup calls the user exit with the FORDATE keyword to obtain the authorized time period (fromdate and todate)
before displaying the restore screen following the Expert User Main Menu. The restore screen displayed is determined by
the option the user selects from the main menu:
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• If the user selects Option 1, the Select Minidisks or Directories From Which to Restore screen appears.
• If the user selects Option 2, the Select Files by Date Range or Filename screen appears.
• If the user selects Option 3, the Select Directories From Which to Restore Files screen appears.
• If the user selects Option 4, the Select Files by Date Range or File Name screen appears.

If the user changes the dates on a screen, VM:Backup calls the user exit with the FORDATE keyword again to check the
user-selected dates. If the user is authorized to restore data backed up during the time period selected, the dates do not
have to be altered. If the user is not authorized for the dates selected, VMBEXIT3 must alter the start and/or end date.

If the dates returned by VMBEXIT3 are valid, the restore request continues. If the dates are not valid, VM:Backup issues
a message explaining that the dates returned to VM:Backup are invalid. This indicates a coding error in the user exit; the
user cannot restore.

FORDISK and FORDIR Authorizations
The user exit is called with the FORDISK keyword to check a user's authorization to restore from a particular minidisk.
The user exit is called with the FORDIR keyword to check a user's authorization to restore from a particular directory.
VM:Backup calls the user exit with the FORDISK or FORDIR keywords only if FORUSER and FORDATE authorization
are granted.

FORDISK and FORDIR Arguments

VM:Backup calls VMBEXIT3 FORDISK and FORDIR with the following arguments:

FORDISK requester suserid svaddr

FORDIR requester suserid sdir , suids...

NOTE
The FORUSER, FORDIR, TODISK, and TODIR argument lists are passed as multiple argument strings; in
the calling argument above, the strings are shown separated by a comma. The second string of the FORDIR,
TODISK, and TODIR argument lists contains a variable number of items. For details on parsing multiple
argument strings, see the IBM z/VM REXX/VM Reference.

The number of strings passed with the FORUSER or FORDIR argument lists depends on whether the user is
restoring CMS/SFS data or BFS data. If the user is restoring BFS data, an additional string that contains BFS-
specific information is passed.

requester
Identifies the user ID initiating the restore request.

suserid
Identifies the user ID of the source user for whom the requesting user wants to restore. When the requesting user
wants to restore his own data, requester is the same as suserid. When a novice user initiates a restore request,
requester is always the same as suserid.

svaddr
Identifies the virtual address of a minidisk owned by the source user (suserid) from which the requesting user is
attempting to restore.

sdir
Identifies the fully-qualified directory name of an SFS directory or the fully-qualified directory pathname of a BFS
directory owned by the source user (suserid) from which the requesting user is attempting to restore.
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Note: A pathname is considered fully qualified when /../VMBFS:filepoolid:filespaceid is specified at the start of a
pathname. Because the fully-qualified directory pathname can contain blank characters, VM:Backup encloses the
fully-qualified directory pathname in single quotes. VM:Backup doubles any single quotes in the pathname.

suids...
Identifies (in hex) the owning POSIX UIDs for the files backed up from the source directory (sdir). The call
includes one or more SUID arguments.

RESTORE and XRESTORE Commands

VM:Backup calls VMBEXIT3 with the FORDISK keyword before displaying the specified minidisk or files from the minidisk
to the user for restore selection. VMBEXIT3 is called for each minidisk backed up during the authorized time period.

If authorization is granted for a minidisk, VM:Backup displays the specified minidisk or files from the minidisk to the user
for restore selection. If authorization is denied, VM:Backup displays neither the minidisk nor the files from the minidisk.
If the user exit returns an invalid return code, VM:Backup ends the restore request and issues a message indicating a
coding error in VMBEXIT3.

Because files are not displayed to the user for restore selection when the QUIET option of the RESTORE command is
specified or if the XRESTORE command is issued, VM:Backup restores all files that the user is authorized to restore.

NOTE
Because directories cannot be restored when using the RESTORE command, the user exit is not called with the
FORDIR keyword when processing a RESTORE command.

Expert User

VM:Backup calls VMBEXIT3 with the FORDISK keyword before displaying the specified minidisk or files from the minidisk
to the user for restore selection. VMBEXIT3 is called for each minidisk backed up during the authorized time period.

VM:Backup calls VMBEXIT3 with the FORDIR keyword before displaying the specified directory or files from the directory
to the user for restore selection. VMBEXIT3 is called for each directory backed up during the authorized time period.

If authorization is granted for a minidisk or directory, VM:Backup displays the specified minidisk, directory, or files from
the minidisk or directory to the user for restore selection. If authorization is denied for a minidisk, VM:Backup displays
neither the minidisk nor any files from the minidisk. If authorization is denied for a directory, VM:Backup displays neither
the directory nor any files from the directory. If the user exit returns an invalid return code, VM:Backup ends the restore
request and issues a message indicating a coding error in VMBEXIT3.

TODISK and TODIR Authorization
VM:Backup calls the user exit with the TODISK or TODIR keyword only if at least one FORDISK or FORDIR authorization
was previously granted.

The user exit is called with the TODISK keyword if the requesting user specifies that data be restored to a minidisk.
VM:Backup passes the target user ID and virtual address of the target minidisk along with the source user ID and a list of
all source domains.

The user exit is called with the TODIR keyword if the requesting user specifies that data be restored to a directory.

• For a target SFS directory, VM:Backup passes the target user ID and the fully-qualified directory name along with the
source user ID and a list of all source domains.

• For a target BFS directory, VM:Backup passes the target user ID and full directory pathname along with the source
user ID and a list of all source domains.

Source domains are the minidisks and directories from which the requesting user has selected to restore data. The list of
source domains that is passed to the user exit will contain one of the following:
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• Virtual addresses of minidisks and/or the fully-qualified directory names or SFS directories
• Fully-qualified directory pathnames of BFS directories

A pathname is considered fully qualified when /../VMBFS:filepoolid:filespaceid is specified at the start of the pathname.

Contents

TODISK and TODIR Arguments

VM:Backup calls VMBEXIT3 TODISK and TODIR with the following arguments:

TODISK requester tuserid tvaddr , suserid sdomains...

TODIR requester tuserid tdir , suserid sdomains...

NOTE
The FORUSER, FORDIR, TODISK, and TODIR argument lists are passed as multiple argument strings; in
the calling argument above, the strings are shown separated by a comma. The second string of the FORDIR,
TODISK, and TODIR argument lists contains a variable number of items. For details on parsing multiple
argument strings, see the IBM z/VM REXX/VM Reference.

The number of strings passed with the FORUSER or FORDIR argument lists depends on whether the user is
restoring CMS/SFS data or BFS data. If the user is restoring BFS data, an additional string that contains BFS-
specific information is passed.

requester
Identifies the user ID initiating the restore request.

tuserid
Specifies one of the following to identify the target user ID:

• User ID owning the target minidisk or SFS directory
• Filespace ID portion of the target BFS fully-qualified directory pathname; a fully-qualified directory pathname of

a BFS directory starts with:

/../VMBFS:filepool:filespaceid

For a BFS directory, the target user ID (tuserid) is filespaceid.

tvaddr
Identifies the virtual address of the minidisk owned by the target user (tuserid) to which the requesting user is
attempting to restore data.

tdir
Identifies the fully-qualified directory name of an SFS directory or fully-qualified directory pathname of a BFS
directory owned by the target user (tuserid) to which the requesting user is attempting to restore data.
Note: A pathname is considered fully qualified when /../VMBFS:filepoolid:filespaceid is specified at the start of a
pathname. Because the fully-qualified directory pathname can contain blank characters, VM:Backup encloses the
fully-qualified directory pathname in single quotes. VM:Backup doubles any single quotes in the pathname.

suserid
Identifies the user ID of the source user for whom the requesting user wants to restore. When the requesting user
wants to restore his own data, requester is the same as suserid. When a novice user initiates a restore request,
requester is always the same as suserid.

sdomains...
Specifies one of the following to identify domains from which the requesting user has selected data to restore and
that are owned by the source user (suserid):
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• Virtual address of one or more minidisks and/or the fully-qualified directory name of one or more SFS
directories

• Fully-qualified directory pathname of one or more BFS directories

Note: A pathname is considered fully qualified when /../VMBFS:filepoolid:filespaceid is specified at the start of a
pathname. Because the fully-qualified directory pathname can contain blank characters, VM:Backup encloses the
fully-qualified directory pathname in single quotes. VM:Backup doubles any single quotes in the pathname.

RESTORE and XRESTORE Commands

If authorization is granted, VM:Backup continues processing the restore request. If the authorization is not granted,
VM:Backup ends the restore request and issues a message indicating VMBEXIT3 denied the authorization. If the user
exit returns an invalid return code, VM:Backup ends the restore request and issues a message indicating a coding error in
VMBEXIT3.

Expert User

If authorization is granted, VM:Backup continues processing the restore request. If the authorization is denied, VM:Backup
issues a message indicating the user exit denied the authorization. The user can either select a different target or end the
restore request. If the user exit returns an invalid return code, VM:Backup ends the restore request and issues a message
indicating a coding error in VMBEXIT3.

Restore Link (VMBEXIT4) User Exit
Use the restore link user exit, VMBEXIT4 to change the link mode on the CP LINK command issued when restoring data
to minidisks. You can also use VMBEXIT4 to send messages to users and other service virtual machines to detach the
target minidisk or perform other quiescing or setup processing required to prepare the target minidisk for the restore. This
is similar to the function performed by the quiesce user exit, VMBEXIT2, during backup jobs.

There are three primary reasons to use this user exit:

• To link mult/write (MW) to specific database minidisks that cannot be detached or taken down for restores.

WARNING
CMS and VM:Backup do not protect against loss of data on a minidisk when more than one user has write
access to the minidisk. When multiple users write to the same minidisk, data can be permanently lost. Use
the MW link mode with caution

• To select the link mode for all restores to particular minidisks and override the link mode selected by users through the
Specify Restore Options screen.
Users requesting a restore can select the link mode, either write or mult, to the target minidisk with the end-user
Specify Restore Options screen. This is done for each restore. For instructions on using this screen, see Users.

• To prepare the target minidisk for the restore. This can include any setup processing or quiescing of the minidisk
needed before the restore proceeds. VMBEXIT4 can also send customized messages to users or service virtual
machines to alert them to prepare for an upcoming restore.

VM:Backup automatically checks whether a VMBEXIT4 EXEC exists. If it does, VM:Backup passes control to VMBEXIT4
EXEC just before the link is established to the target minidisk specified in the restore job, including restore jobs submitted
by and authorized client, such as VM:Archiver. The user exit can then change the link mode of the CP LINK command
issued to link the minidisk to which the data will be restored.

Only one restore link user exit can exist. Because all restore jobs will call this user exit, make sure that VMBEXIT4 is
coded to include cases for all minidisks that may be target minidisks for a restore job.

For audit purposes, VM:Backup issues message 364I if VMBEXIT4 changes the link mode.
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Calling Arguments

The Restore Link user exit takes the following parameters:

userid uservaddr linkmode

Definitions
userid

Identifies the owner of the target minidisk for the restored data.
uservaddr

Identifies the virtual address of the target minidisk.
linkmode

Identifies the link mode VM:Backup uses to link to the target minidisk. This is the only parameter that the
VMBEXIT4 user exit can change.
VM:Backup recognizes these CP link modes: write (W), mult (M), write/read (WR), mult/read (MR), mult/write
(MW), exclusive (EW), stable write (SW), and stable mult (SM).
VM:Backup requires a write link to the target minidisk for a restore job. Therefore, VM:Backup treats a link mode
of WR as W, and MR as M.

Return Codes

If nothing is returned from VMBEXIT4, VM:Backup uses the original link mode. If the link mode is changed, the user
exit must pass back a character string with one or two characters specified: W, M, WR, MR, MW, EW, SW, or SM. For
example, to code the user exit to return a link mode of mult, the following can be done from REXX:

linkmode = 'M'

return linkmode

If the user exit returns an invalid link mode, VM:Backup skips the minidisk. Any link returned by the user exit containing
blanks is considered by VM:Backup to be an invalid link.

Tape Allocation (VMBEXIT5) User Exit
Use the tape allocation user exit, VMBEXIT5, to determine which tape VM:Backup should use next in a backup or MPC
job. The tape returned by the user exit must already be defined in the resource pool that was specified in the arguments
passed to VMBEXIT5.

VMBEXIT5 is not called when the VM:Tape interface is in use. VMBEXIT5 is also not called for the first tape when a job
submitted by specifies a starting volser.

A sample user exit, VMBEXIT5 XEXEC, is included on the distribution tape. You must rename the user exit to VMBEXIT5
EXEC for VM:Backup to use it. VM:Backup automatically checks whether a VMBEXIT5 EXEC exists. If it does,
VM:Backup lets it handle tape selection for all jobs, including those submitted by authorized clients such as VM:Archiver.

You can use this exit to dynamically define the order in which volsers are used in a backup or MPC job. Two sample
user exits, VMBEXIT1 YEXEC and VMBEXIT5 YEXEC, are provided to accommodate automatic cartridge loaders when
the VM:Tape interface is not active. These sample user exits are included in the SERVLINK file and are deployed to the
VM:Backup sample code minidisk during the installation.
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Calling Arguments for Backup Jobs

For a backup job, the arguments passed to VMBEXIT5 allow it to identify the type of tape requested, the job requesting
the allocation, and the stream and copy number within the job that the tape is for.

jobname poolname medium densityname copy stream owner

Calling Arguments for MPC Jobs

For an MPC job, the arguments passed to VMBEXIT5 allow it to identify the type of tape requested, the job requesting the
allocation, the group name, and copy number within the job that the tape is for.

jobname poolname medium densityname copy group owner

Definitions
jobname

Specifies the name of the template from which the requesting backup job was created.
poolname

Specifies the resource pool to use in allocating the tape. The tape returned by VMBEXIT5 must already be
defined in this resource pool.

medium densityname
Specifies the media type and density of the tape. For more information about media types and density names, see
Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values.

copy
Specifies the copy number (1-5) associated with the allocation request.

stream
Specifies the stream number (1-15) associated with the allocation request.

group
Specifies the group name associated with the allocation request

owner
Specifies the user ID that should own the volser returned. VM:Backup checks the specified owner with the owner
identified in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape TMC to ensure proper ownership before allowing the tape
to be used in a job.

Return Information

If no tape is returned from VMBEXIT5, VM:Backup uses normal selection criteria and the job continues normally. If a
tape is returned but is invalid or is not defined in the designated resource pool, VM:Backup issues an error message, and
places the requesting job on hold.

The following REXX code returns a volser of U00521 from the user exit:

volser = 'U00521'

return volser

Summary and Detail Reports
You can generate several other reports through VM:Backup commands, and you can have VM:Backup produce a
keyword data report through TPI.
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VM:Backup Logs
VM:Backup maintains printed output in logical segments called logs. VM:Backup automatically prints the reports described
in the following sections as a part of one of the four logs described on this page.

Primary Log

The primary log is the first log opened for a job when the job starts. It contains, at a minimum, the job detail report and the
summary sections.

Secondary Log

The secondary log, opened when VM:Backup has finished scanning the statements in the job template or restore request,
contains the VM:Backup system log.

Stream Log

The stream log for each tape stream, opened when processing is initiated for each tape stream, contains a Contents of
Stream report. Only listings for backup jobs contain stream logs.

Detail Log

The detail log, created only for jobs that specified file-level report detail in the job, contains a domain detail report. The log
is closed when the backup or restore of that domain is completed. Each tape stream for a backup job or output group for
an MPC job may have one detail log active at any one time. These detail logs are completely independent of any other
active detail logs.

If an error occurs during the job, and the job is not successful for a particular domain, VM:Backup discards the detail log
for that domain and records the reason for failure on a line in the appropriate summary report.

Logs for Multiple Output Listings

In an attempt to provide a single listing for a VM:Backup job, the output for each log is staged in virtual storage. When the
number of staged print pages for a log exceeds 20 pages, VM:Backup sends the log to its assigned virtual printer. Any
subsequent lines written to that log are sent when the amount of data to be printed fills two four-kilobyte buffers. If the log
is closed before the page limit is exceeded, the data in the closed log is appended to the primary log.

If multiple output listings are created, the fileid of the primary log is jobname VMBACKUP, where  jobname is the job
template name or the number VM:Backup assigns to an end-user or special administrative SFS restore request. Fileids for
other listings associated with the job are, for example, jobname VMB00001 and jobname VMB00002.

If a domain detail report is contained in a separate listing (jobname  VMBxxxxx), the page column for that domain in the
contents of stream report displays the filetype of the report containing the detail report. Similarly, if a Contents of Stream
report is contained in a separate listing, the entry for that stream in the Stream-Page column of the Summary of All Tape
Volumes report contains the same filetype.

Output from Accidental Job Termination

If a job terminates abnormally, VM:Backup writes an error message to the VM:Backup system log. The error message
identifies the problem that caused the job to end. If a job is running when VM:Backup terminates abnormally, restart
recovery will rebuild all of the output listing (except file-level information) for all of the domains. If part of the listing has
already been sent to the virtual printer (before the abend), that part may be printed also. For information about job and
system abends, see the Message Reference.
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Backup Job Detail Report
VM:Backup generates a job detail report for each backup job that is run. The filename of this report is the name of the job
template file used to create the job, and its filetype is VMBACKUP. The report contains several sections.

Contents

Domain Detail

This part of the report summarizes the minidisks, file spaces, directories, and abstract domains backed up. If the job
template file specified domain-level report detail, the report includes a summary line for each minidisk, file space,
directory, or abstract domain in the job. If the job template file specified file-level report detail, the report includes
additional information for the data backed up.

CMS and SFS Data

For each CMS minidisk, each directory in an SFS file space, and each abstract domain, the report includes the following
information for each file:

• Filename, filetype, and filemode; the filemode letter is always A, and the filemode number can be any number from 0 to
6

• File format
• Logical record length
• Number of records and blocks
• Date and time the file was last updated
• Attributes assigned to the file by VM:Backup by when the file was backed up; for example, if the file was a migrated

SFS file, VM:Backup assigns the attribute M to the file and lists this in the Attr column

BFS Data

For each directory in a BFS file space, the report includes the following information for each object:

• For regular files, this field shows the number of bytes in the file. For other BFS objects, this field shows a code that
indicates the object type. The code can be one of the following:

Code Object Type

C Character special file

E External link

L Symbolic link

P Named pipe

• Character special files and external links can have a secondary code.
For character special files the secondary code indicates the device number associated with the file. It can be one of the
following:

Secondary code Device number

3 /dev/tty

4 /dev/null

• For external links the secondary code indicates the type of external link associated with the file. It can be one of the
following:
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Secondary code Type of external link

1 CMSEXEC

2 CMSDATA

3 MOUNT

nnn CODE (where nnn is a user-defined code with a value of 100-200)

• Date and time the object was last updated
• Attributes assigned to the file by VM:Backup when the file was backed up; this field contains an M if the file was

migrated, or a hyphen if it was not
• Number of links to an object (applies to regular files only)
• Inode, which is the hexadecimal number that uniquely identifies the data portion of the object
• Name of the object

NOTE
For BFS file spaces, the detail section lists objects found in the file space to be backed up. This list is not a
list of objects that were backed up. To determine whether all listed objects were backed up, you must check
the Summary of All File Spaces report to determine whether VM:Backup encountered errors backing up these
objects.

Special Cases

If a file was deleted after it was backed up, and then an incremental backup was taken, VM:Backup displays not found by
the domain in the file format column.

If a backup job was put on hold for any reason, with the HOLD command or by a job rollback, and is subsequently
canceled, all report detail information is lost. Only the system log for the job is retained and printed. If a backup job was
put on hold for any reason, with the HOLD command or by a job rollback, and is subsequently released to complete
execution, only the report detail job information generated before the job being placed on hold is lost.

NOTE
You can change the report detail level for particular domains included in a backup job by using an exception file.
For more information, see REPORT Record - Backup Job Template Files or Managing Exception and Exclusion
Files in Administrators .

If a backup job is running when VM:Backup abends or if a backup job is placed on hold for any reason, restart recovery
rebuilds all of the output listing (except file-level information) for all domains when the job is restarted. If part of the listing
has already been sent to the virtual printer (before the abend or hold), that portion may also be printed.

Contents of Stream

This section lists the following information for each minidisk, file space, directory (in directory-level backups), or abstract
domain backed up on each tape stream in the job:

• User ID and virtual address of the minidisk, or name of the file space, directory, or abstract domain
• Link mode VM:Backup used to link to the minidisk (RR) and the link mode granted (R/O); dashes designate file

spaces, directories, or abstract domains
• For incremental backups, the date and time of the base backup
• Minidisk type and format
• Page number in the detail report that references the minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain (for those

backups specifying file-level detail only)
• Amount of data backed up, in bytes
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Each tape stream report contains one line for each minidisk, file space, directory or abstract domain. If a tape switch
occurs, the report also includes that information.

Summary of All Minidisks, File Spaces, Directories, or Abstract Domains

This portion of the report lists the minidisks, files spaces, directories, or abstract domains included in the job and
references the tape stream that contains the data. The report also provides a descriptive note for those minidisks, file
spaces, directories, or abstract domains that require special processing (such as reserved minidisks) or those that
encounter errors during processing (such as a failed CP link attempt). All messages whose numbers end with the severity
code E (for example, VMB754E) indicate that the minidisk was not backed up.

The following information is displayed for each minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain that was successfully
backed up:

• User ID and virtual address of the minidisk, or name of the file space, directory, or abstract domain
• Tape stream and line numbers; use these numbers to locate information about the minidisk, file space, directory, or

abstract domain in the Contents of Stream Report
• Type of backup requested, type of backup taken, and reason for the type of backup taken
• Notes indicating any special processing or recoverable errors that occurred

The following is displayed for each minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain specified in the job that VM:Backup
was not able to back up:

• User ID and virtual address of the minidisk, or name of the file space, directory, or abstract domain
• Type of backup requested, type of backup taken is None, and reason for the type of backup taken is Errors
• Status of Not Backed Up
• Information about why the minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain was not backed up

Summary of All File Pools

This portion of the report lists the file pools for which VM:Backup encountered errors when it scanned file pools before
backing up data. For example, a certain file pool might not have been available. VM:Backup indicates that it did not back
up these file pools by listing them in the report with a status of Not Backed Up.

Summary of All Tape Volumes

This section lists all tapes used during the backup and the streams to which they belong. The following information is
included:

• The number assigned to the tape stream by VM:Backup, the stream page number, and streamline number; use these
numbers to locate the data backed up from this tape in the contents of stream report

• Data set sequence number
• Tape volsers of primary tapes and copies of tapes

NOTE
The D or V preceding the volser indicates whether the tape is a DASDtape (D) or a physical tape volume (V)
from a VM:Backup resource pool.

System Log

This section displays information showing the progress of a job from start to finish. For example, the log shows all the
messages issued by VM:Backup during the backup and all responses received. If a job is placed on hold, an error
message indicating the reason for the hold is provided in the report. For an explanation of the messages in this report, see
System Messages.
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Backup Job Error Report
The backup job error report is a CMS NOTE from the VM:Backup service virtual machine. This error report contains a
message for each minidisk, file space, directory (for directory-level backups), or abstract domain that required special
processing during the backup. For example, the report would indicate that a special CMS minidisk (for example, a
reserved minidisk) was encountered and backed up in physical format.

NOTE
On some occasions this report may not include SFS file pools that were not backed up.

This report does not include information about exceptional processing requested by an exception file. For example, it does
not indicate whether encryption was used in the job. It also does not list the specific files, tracks, and blocks excluded from
the job.

The error report also contains messages for each file pool, user storage group, file space, minidisk, directory, or abstract
domain that encountered errors during the backup. For example, if a CMS minidisk error results in a physical backup of
that minidisk, this is noted in this report.

If special processing or errors occurred, the report contains the following information for each entity included in the job:

• Name of the backup job template file
• User ID and virtual address of the minidisk, or name of the file pool, user storage group, file space, directory, or

abstract domain
• Descriptive notes explaining the special processing performed or errors that occurred

If no special processing or errors occurred, a message indicates that all data was successfully processed. All message
numbers ending with the severity code E (for example, VMB0754E) indicate that the minidisk was not backed up.

Restore Job Detail Report
VM:Backup generates a restore job detail report for each restore job submitted using a restore job template file, the
restore function screens, or line-mode restore commands (RESTORE, RGROUP, RPOOL, RSPACE, and XRESTORE).
The filename of this report is either the name of the job template file used to create the job or RESTORE. The filetype is
always VMBACKUP. This report shows what data was restored, how it was processed, and where it was restored.

This section of the report lists the following for each domain restored:

• The creation date of the backup from which the domain was restored
• The name of the domain for which the backup was taken
• The domain to which the data was restored

Contents

Minidisk, Directory, File Space, or Abstract Domain Detail

This portion summarizes each minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain restored. If the job template file specified
domain-level report detail, the report includes a summary line for each minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain
included in the job. For SFS file spaces, the report shows whether the file space was enrolled or replaced. The summary
report indicates skipped and deleted file spaces.

If the job template file specified file-level report detail, or if the job was an end-user or administrative SFS restore request,
the report includes additional information.

CMS and SFS Data

For each minidisk, each SFS directory in an SFS file space, and each abstract domain listed in the report, the following
information is included for each file:
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• Filename, filetype, and filemode; the filemode letter is always A, and the filemode number can be any number from 0 to
6

• File format
• Logical record length of the file
• Number of records and blocks in the file
• Date and time the file was last updated
• If the file was restored to a minidisk, file space, or directory, information about whether the file was created, replaced,

erased, or recalled if data was recalled to a migrated file during the restore (for restores to virtual readers, the report
shows created)

• If the file was renamed when restored, the new name of the file
• If the file was given a new date and time when restored, the new date and time
• Attributes assigned to the file by VM:Backup when the file was backed up; for example, if the file was a migrated SFS

file, VM:Backup assigns the attribute M to the file and lists this in the Attr column

BFS Data

For each directory in a BFS file space, the report includes the following information for each object:

• For regular files, this field shows the number of bytes in the file. For other BFS objects, this field shows a code that
indicates the object type. The code can be one of the following:

Code Object Type

C Character special file

E External link

L Symbolic link

P Named pipe

• Character special files and external links can have a secondary code.
For character special files the secondary code indicates the device number associated with the file. It can be one of the
following:

Secondary code Device number

3 /dev/tty

4 /dev/null

• For external links the secondary code indicates the type of external link associated with the file. It can be one of the
following:

Secondary code Type of external link

1 CMSEXEC

2 CMSDATA

3 MOUNT

nnn CODE (where nnn is a user-defined code with a value of 100-200)

• Date and time the object was last updated
• Attributes assigned to the file by VM:Backup when the file was backed up; this field contains an M if the file was

migrated, or a hyphen if it was not
• Number of links to an object (applies to regular files only)
• Inode, which is the hexadecimal number that uniquely identifies the data portion of the object
• Name of the object
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• Whether the object was to be created, erased, or replaced; this field contains SCANNED if the job specified NEWFILE
and the file already existed

• If the object was renamed when restored, the new name of the object

NOTE
For BFS file spaces, the detail section lists objects to be restored. This list is not a list of objects that were
restored. To determine whether all listed objects were restored, you must check the Summary of All File Spaces
report to determine whether VM:Backup encountered errors restoring these objects.

Changing the Detail Level

You can change the report detail level for particular minidisks, file spaces, or directories included in a restore job by using
an exception file.

NOTE

More information:

• REPORT Record - Restore Job Exception Files
• Managing Exception and Exclusion Files

Contents of Stream

This portion lists the following information for each minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain restored:

• User ID and virtual address of the minidisk, or name of the file space, directory, or abstract domain
• Line number of the base backup
• Date and time of the base backup
• Minidisk type and format
• Amount of data read (or restored), in bytes
• Page number referencing the minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain in the detail report

Summary of all Minidisks, File Spaces, Directories, or Abstract Domains

This section of the report lists the file spaces, minidisks, directories, and abstract domains included in the restore job. The
report also provides a descriptive note for those file spaces, minidisks, directories, and abstract domains requiring special
processing (such as recomputed minidisks), or those encountering errors during processing.

The following is displayed for each minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain successfully restored:

• User ID and virtual address of the minidisk, name of the file space or directory, or virtual reader to which data was
restored

• User ID and minidisk virtual address (M), file space (F), directory (D), or abstract domain (A) from which data was
selected

• Line number in the contents of stream report that references this data
• Notes indicating any special processing or recoverable errors that may have occurred

The following information is displayed for the data that could not be restored:

• User ID and virtual address of the minidisk, or name of the file space or directory, or virtual reader selected as the
target for the restored data

• User ID and minidisk virtual address (M), file space (F), directory (D), or abstract domain (A) from which data was
selected

• Status of Not Restored
• Notes indicating why the minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain was not restored
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System Log

This section displays information about the progress of a job from start to finish. For example, the log shows all the
messages issued by VM:Backup during the restore and all responses received. If a job is placed on hold, an error
message indicating why the job is on hold is entered in the report. For an explanation of the messages in this report, see
the Message Reference .

Restore Job Tape Pull List Report
The restore job tape pull list report contains a list of the tapes (both primary and copies) that may be needed during a
restore job. The report is a CMS NOTE file from the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

User Requests

VM:Backup creates this report for all restore requests except VOLSEARCH restore jobs. The tape pull list can be used by
the tape operator to gather the tapes that may be needed when the restore is actually run.

Generating the Pull List

Whether or not VM:Backup generates this report depends on the following:

• The existence of the TPI REPORT record in the job template file to request a tape pull list be generated or to explicitly
request that the tape pull list not be generated.

• The PULLUSER record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to indicate the user ID to receive a tape pull list report.

For end-user restores and special SFS and BFS restores, if a PULLUSER configuration record exists, VM:Backup
generates this report and sends it to the virtual reader of the user ID specified on the configuration record.

For template restores, VM:Backup uses the information specified with the PULLUSER parameter of the job template file
REPORT record to determine whether to generate the tape pull list report and what user ID to send it to. The following
describes the action VM:Backup takes based on the parameter specified on the REPORT record:

PULLUSER NONE
Does not generate the tape pull list report.

PULLUSER userid
Generates the report and sends it to the specified user ID.

PULLUSER SYSTEM
Generates a tape pull list report only if the PULLUSER record is specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If there
is not a PULLUSER configuration file record, VM:Backup does not generate a pull list.

NOTE
For more information about the job template file REPORT record, see REPORT Record Restore Job Template
Files in Template Programming Interface. For more information about the PULLUSER configuration file record,
see PULLUSER Record.

MPC Job Detail Report
VM:Backup generates an MPC job detail report for each MPC job submitted. The filename of this report is the name of the
job template file used to create the job. The filetype is always VMBACKUP. This report shows what tapes were processed,
what data was copied, and to what tapes the data was copied.

Tape Guidelines

This portion summarizes from what resource pool VM:Backup selected output tapes.
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Lists of Volsers and Data Sets To Be Included

This portion lists the volsers of the input tapes and which data sets on each tape were to be processed by the MPC job.

Domain Detail

This part of the report summarizes the minidisks, directories, and abstract domains from which data was copied. For each
domain, either the user ID and virtual address of a minidisk or the name of a directory or abstract domain is listed along
with the tag that was associated with the domain on the input tape. VM:Backup also lists the tag it associated with the
domain on the output tape. VM:Backup identifies the name of the output tape group to which data from the domain was
copied, or UNNAMED if an output tape group was not specified. The report includes the following information about the
files copied for each minidisk, each directory, and each abstract domain:

• Filename, filetype, and filemode; the filemode letter is always A, and the filemode number can be any number from 0 to
6

• File format
• Logical record length
• Number of records and blocks
• Date and time the file was last updated

If an MPC job was put on hold for any reason, with the HOLD command or by a job rollback, and is subsequently
canceled, all report detail information is lost. Only the system log for the job is retained and printed. If an MPC job was
put on hold for any reason, with the HOLD command or by a job rollback, and is subsequently released to complete
execution, only the report detail job information generated before the job being placed on hold is lost.

If an MPC job is running when VM:Backup abends or if an MPC job is placed on hold for any reason, restart recovery
rebuilds all of the output listing (except file-level information) for all of the minidisks, directories, and abstract domains
when the job is restarted. If part of the listing has already been sent to the virtual printer (before the abend or hold), that
portion can also be printed.

System Log

This section displays information about the progress of a job from start to finish. For example, the log shows all the
messages issued by VM:Backup during the MPC job and all the responses received. If a job is placed on hold, an error
message indicating why the job is on hold is entered in the report. For an explanation of the messages in this report, see
the Messages.

MPC Job Tape Pull List Report
The MPC job tape pull list report contains a list of the tapes (both primary and copies) that may be needed during a job.
The report is a CMS NOTE file from the VM:Backup service virtual machine. The tape pull list can be used by the tape
operator to gather the tapes that may be needed when the MPC is actually run.

Whether or not VM:Backup generates this report depends on the following:

• The existence of the PULLUSER record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. This record indicates that tape pull list files
be generated by default and specifies the user ID to receive such files.

• The PULLUSER parameter on a REPORT record in a specific TPI job template file. For the jobs defined in this file, this
parameter overrides the PULLUSER record in the configuration file.

VM:Backup uses the information specified with the PULLUSER parameter of the job template file REPORT record to
determine whether to generate the tape pull list report and what user ID to send it to. The following describes the action
VM:Backup takes based on the parameter specified on the REPORT record:

PULLUSER NONE
Does not generate the tape pull list report.
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PULLUSER userid
Generates the report and sends it to the specified user ID.

PULLUSER SYSTEM
Generates a tape pull list report only if the PULLUSER record is specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If there
is not a PULLUSER configuration file record, VM:Backup does not generate a pull list.

NOTE
For more information about the job template file REPORT record, see REPORT Record (MPC Job Template
Files) in Template Programming Interface. For more information about the PULLUSER configuration file record,
see PULLUSER Record.

REINIT Job Detail Report
VM:Backup generates a REINIT job detail report for each REINIT job submitted. The filename of this report is the name of
the job template file used to create the job. The filetype is always VMBACKUP. This report shows what tapes were to be
reinitialized, which tapes were reinitialized, and the reason a tape was not reinitialized if an error occurred.

List of Volsers To Be Reinitialized

This portion of the report lists the volsers of the tapes the job was to reinitialize. If there was an error reinitializing a tape,
an error message is listed next to the volser in the Notes field. If a tape was reinitialized successfully, the Notes field is
left blank.

System Log

This section displays information about the progress of a job from start to finish. For example, the log shows all the
messages issued by VM:Backup during the REINIT job and all the responses received. If a job is placed on hold, an error
message indicating why is entered in the report. For an explanation of the messages in this report, see Messages.

REINIT Job Tape Pull List Report
The REINIT job tape pull list report contains a list of the tapes (both primary and copies) that are to be reinitialized during
a job. The report is a CMS NOTE file from the VM:Backup service virtual machine. The tape pull list can be used by the
tape operator to gather the tapes that are needed when the REINIT is actually run.

If the job template file does not contain an OPTIONS TAPEMOUNT record or if it contains the OPTIONS TAPEMOUNT
NO record, VM:Backup does not request that any tapes be mounted during the job.

Whether or not VM:Backup generates this report depends on the following:

• The existence of the PULLUSER record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. This record indicates that tape pull list files
be generated by default and specifies the user ID to receive such files.

• The PULLUSER parameter on a REPORT record in a specific TPI job template file. For the jobs defined in this file, this
parameter overrides the PULLUSER record in the configuration file.

VM:Backup uses the information specified with the PULLUSER parameter of the job template file REPORT record to
determine whether to generate the tape pull list report and what user ID to send it to. The following describes the action
VM:Backup takes based on the parameter specified on the REPORT record:

PULLUSER NONE
Does not generate the tape pull list report.

PULLUSER userid
Generates the report and sends it to the specified user ID.
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PULLUSER SYSTEM
Generates a tape pull list report only if the PULLUSER record is specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If there
is not a PULLUSER configuration file record, VM:Backup does not generate a pull list.

For more information about the job template file REPORT record, see REPORT record - REINIT Job Template
Files in Template Programming Interface. For more information about the PULLUSER configuration file record,
see PULLUSER Record.

Command Reports
You can generate several reports upon request by entering commands on the command line or on a screen.

 Contents 

  

Check Command

Use the CHECK command with the PRINTER option to generate a report that reflects the contents of the catalog minidisk.
VM:Backup sends the report to the issuing user's virtual printer. For more information about producing a catalog check
report, see CHECK Command.

Print Command

Use the PRINT command to produce reports from certain system administrator function screens (and one operator
screen). These reports are unnamed print files routed to the issuing user's virtual printer.

This page lists the names of the screens from which you can specify the PRINT command and describes the reports
produced.

Manage Job Templates 

When entered from this screen, PRINT produces a report that describes the job according to the definitions specified on
the job template file. If an exception file is specified, the report indicates the options that are specified in that exception file.
If an exclusion file is specified, the report will not show the minidisks, file spaces, or user IDs that were excluded. This is a
system administrator report.

 Manage Exception/Exclusion Files 

When entered from this screen, PRINT produces a report that describes the exceptions and exclusions defined in the
file. For exception files, the report indicates the special backup or restore processing specified for certain minidisks or file
spaces in the job and the filenames and filetypes, or the track range or block ranges to be included or excluded in the job.
For exclusion files, the report lists the DASD volumes, SFS file pools, file spaces, user IDs, account numbers, and ACI
security groups excluded from the job. This is a system administrator report.

 Manage Existing Catalogs 

When entered from this screen, PRINT checks the structure of the catalog and produces a report that shows which
minidisks and file spaces were backed up, which tapes are included in the catalog, and the number of errors found.
This report is similar to that produced by issuing the CHECK command with the DOMAINS option. This is a system
administrator report.
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 Manage Resource Pools 

When entered from this screen, PRINT produces a report containing the resource pool definition. This report lists the
general attributes of the resource pool and contains a list of the volsers defined to the pool, along with information about
the status of the tapes of the pool (for example, if they were used in a backup). This is a system administrator report.

 View Resource Pools 

When entered from this screen, PRINT produces a version of the Manage Resource Pools report for operators.

Test Command

The TEST command produces reports from the Manage Job Templates function screen. TEST sends a report to the
issuing user's virtual printer that identifies the data that would be backed up or restored if the job were actually run. The
TEST output shows the minidisks and file spaces included in the job and any exceptional processing referenced in the
exception file.

 

Report Routing
To produce reports, VM:Backup defines virtual printers and punches as it needs them and detaches them when it no
longer needs them. VM:Backup uses virtual addresses in the range 0E00 to 0FFF for virtual printers, and 0C00 to 0DFF
for virtual punches.

Notes:

• For more information about backup job report routing, see Specifying Report Guidelines in "Managing Backup Job
Templates" in Administrators.

• For more information about restore job report routing, see Specifying Restore Job Report Guidelines in Administrators.

Report Routing for Backup Jobs
By default, VM:Backup sends the backup job detail report and error report for a backup job to the virtual reader of the
user ID that created the job template file on the local system (destination node). You can specify a different user ID and
destination node through the Manage Backup Job Template screen by changing the defaults in the Route to option under
Report Guidelines, or through TPI by specifying the REPDEST, REPNODE, ERRDEST, and ERRNODE parameters on
the REPORT record. If the user ID specified to receive reports is invalid, VM:Backup routes the report to the virtual reader
of the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

VM:Backup can send the backup job detail report in a designated virtual printer spool class and can send the backup job
error report in a designated virtual punch spool class. The default printer spool class is the class of the first virtual printer
indicated in the response VM:Backup receives from the CP QUERY VIRTUAL UR command at system initialization.
Similarly, the default punch spool class is the class of the first virtual punch indicated in the response VM:Backup receives
from the CP QUERY VIRTUAL UR command at system initialization.

If a printer class or punch class is not defined, VM:Backup uses the default printer or punch class A, respectively. You
can override the default report or error class through the Manage Backup Job Template screen by specifying the desired
appropriate class in the class field under the Report Guidelines, or through TPI by specifying the ERRCLASS and
REPCLASS parameters on the REPORT record.

Report Routing for Restore Jobs
VM:Backup routes reports generated for restores differently, depending on how the job is submitted. If the job was
submitted through the Special SFS Restores screens or by an end user, VM:Backup routes the restore job reports to the
submitting user ID. If the job was submitted through restore job template files, VM:Backup by default sends the reports to
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the virtual reader of the user ID that created the job template file in the local system (destination node). You can specify a
different user ID and destination node through the Manage Restore Job Template screen by changing the defaults in the
Route to option under Report Guidelines, or through TPI by specifying the REPDEST and REPNODE parameters on the
REPORT record. If the user ID specified to receive reports is invalid, VM:Backup routes the report to the virtual reader of
the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

VM:Backup can send these reports in a designated virtual printer spool class. The default printer spool class is the class
of the first virtual printer indicated in the response VM:Backup receives from the CP QUERY VIRTUAL UR command at
system initialization. If a printer class is not defined, VM:Backup uses the default class A. You can override the default
report class through the Manage Restore Job Template screen by specifying the desired appropriate class in the class
field under Report Guidelines, or through TPI by specifying the REPCLASS parameter on the REPORT record. Data
restored to a virtual reader is always sent with spool class A, regardless of the class specified for the reports.

For end-user restores and special SFS restores, if a PULLUSER configuration record exists, VM:Backup generates the
restore job tape pull list report and sends it to the virtual reader of the user ID specified on the configuration record.

For template restores, VM:Backup uses the information specified with the PULLUSER parameter of the TPI REPORT
record to determine whether to generate the restore job tape pull list report and what user ID to send it to. If the
PULLUSER NONE parameter is specified on the TPI REPORT record, VM:Backup does not generate the tape pull list
report. If the PULLUSER userid parameter is specified, VM:Backup generates the report and sends it to the specified
user ID. If the PULLUSER parameter is not specified or if the PULLUSER SYSTEM parameter is specified, VM:Backup
generates a tape pull list report if the PULLUSER record is specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file; if there is not a
PULLUSER configuration file record, VM:Backup does not generate a pull list.

For more information about the TPI REPORT record, see the Template Programming Interface Guide. For more
information about this configuration record, see PULLUSER Record.

Report Routing for MPC and REINIT Jobs
By default, VM:Backup sends the MPC or REINIT job detail report to the virtual reader of the user ID that created the
MPC or REINIT job template file on the local system (destination node). An authorized client can have the reports routed
to a different user ID. The authorized client specifies this user ID through the TPI, on the REPDEST and REPNODE
parameters of the REPORT record in the job template file. If the user ID specified to receive the report is invalid,
VM:Backup routes the report to the virtual reader of the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

VM:Backup can send the report in a designated virtual printer spool class. The default printer spool class is the class of
the first virtual printer indicated in the response VM:Backup receives from the CP QUERY VIRTUAL UR command at
system initialization. If a printer class is not defined, VM:Backup uses the default class A. If the authorized client specified
the REPCLASS parameter on the REPORT record in the TPI job template file, VM:Backup sends the report in the class
specified by the authorized client.

VM:Backup uses the information specified with the PULLUSER parameter of the job template file REPORT record
to determine whether to generate the tape pull list report and what user ID to send it to. If the PULLUSER NONE
parameter is specified on the REPORT record, VM:Backup does not generate the tape pull list report. If the
PULLUSER userid parameter is specified, VM:Backup generates the report and sends it to the specified user ID. If the
PULLUSER parameter is not specified or if the PULLUSER SYSTEM parameter is specified, VM:Backup generates a
tape pull list report if the PULLUSER record is specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file; if no PULLUSER configuration
file record exists, VM:Backup does not generate a pull list.

NOTE
For more information about the REPORT record for MPC jobs or the REPORT record for REINIT jobs, see
the Template Programming Interface. For more information about the PULLUSER system configuration file
record, see PULLUSER Record.
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Working With Keyword Data Reports
Understand how to produce keyword data reports.

A keyword data report is a CMS file produced by a VM:Backup job that contains records describing the results of that job.
For example, a keyword data report for a backup job might include such information as volsers of tapes to which data
was backed up, backup format used, and errors encountered during processing. These reports are designed for use by
programs that process information about VM:Backup jobs.

VM:Backup maintains keyword data reports on the report minidisk (the VM:Backup 1E1 minidisk). A single keyword data
report can reside in multiple CMS files on the report minidisk. In such cases, VM:Backup combines the CMS files into one
report file when it transfers the report to the user.

WARNING
VM:Backup maintains report files and the pointers between them; never modify a report file manually.

Keyword data reports are preserved during restart recovery processing. However, during a cold VM:Backup system start,
any keyword data reports that reference jobs that were running before the system outage are erased, along with the
corresponding job data.

This page explains how to produce and obtain a keyword data report, and how to increase the size of the minidisk on
which keyword data reports are stored.

Producing and Obtaining Keyword Data Reports

To indicate that a job should produce a keyword data report, do one of the following:

• On the VM:Backup Work with a Backup Template template or Work With a Restore Template template screen, select
that you want VM:Backup to create a keyword data report for the job.

• In a job template file managed by TPI, include a REPORT KEYWORD YES record.

VM:Backup does not create a keyword data report for jobs that backup the VM:Backup service virtual machine even if a
keyword data report is requested. VM:Backup cannot write to the report minidisk at the same time it is trying to back up
the minidisk.

VM:Backup uses the detail level you select for the job detail report for the keyword data report. For example, when you
select file-level detail for the job detail report, the keyword data report will have file-level detail as well.

VM:Backup allows one report for each job template file for each owner in the system at any one time. If a VM:Backup
system administrator submits a job, the job owner is the generic name VMBACKUP. If VM:Archiver submits a job, the job
owner is the user ID of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

Keyword data reports reside on the report minidisk. The owner of a job can obtain the job's keyword data report through
the GETRPT command; VM:Backup moves the report to the minidisk or directory specified on the command.

NOTE
All VM:Archiver jobs specify REPORT KEYWORD YES.

Report Maintenance

If space becomes limited on the report minidisk, you can allocate a new, larger minidisk. Move the files from the old
minidisk to the new one. You can enlarge the report minidisk manually or you can use VM:Secure or VM:Director to
automate the process.

You can use either of two methods to enlarge the report minidisk manually. This first method is as follows:

1. Allocate and format a new, larger minidisk for the VM:Backup service virtual machine at a new virtual address.
2. Copy all of the files on the current report minidisk to the new minidisk. Do not  selectively copy report files to a new

minidisk. You can use the VMBCPY utility to copy the files.
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3. Discard the old report minidisk.
4. Change the virtual address of the new report minidisk to that of the old report minidisk.

The second method for increasing the report minidisk size manually is as follows:

1. Use the CMS TAPE DUMP command to dump all the files on the report minidisk to tape.
2. Allocate and format a larger minidisk.
3. Use the CMS TAPE LOAD command to load the files back to the new minidisk.

If you have VM:Secure (either with security or without security), enter either vmsecure manage vmbackup  and
select the Move a minidisk option on the Manager Selection Menu. This option lets you define a new minidisk of a
specified size and move all files from the existing minidisk to the new one. For more information about the VM:Secure or
VM:Director MANAGE command, see the VM:Secure/VM:Director Directory Manager Guide.

Backup Job Keyword Data Reports
This section discusses keyword data reports produced by backup jobs.

 Contents 

  

Structure of Backup Job Keyword Data Reports

The general structure of keyword data reports for backup jobs is outlined below. The report is organized by domain.

 Record  Function 
 JOB Record Provides information about the job that created the report
 DOMAIN Record Indicates the start of information about a domain the job created

on the backup tape
 FROM Record  Identifies a domain from which the job backed up data
 BACKUP Record Indicates the backup format requested for a domain in the backup

job template or exception file, the format the backup job actually
used to write the data to tape, and the reason the job used that
format

 OUTPUT VOLSER Record Indicates the volsers of tapes to which the job wrote data from the
domain

 OUTPUT TAPEPOOL Record Indicates the resource pools from which the job selected the tapes
specified on the OUTPUT VOLSER record

 OUTPUT DSSN Record Indicates the sequence number of a data set to which the job
wrote data from the domain

 DIRECTORY Record Identifies the name of an SFS directory in a file space from which
files were backed up; appears only if the REPORT record in the
job template or exception file specified file-level report detail

 BFSDIRECTORY Record Identifies the name of a BFS directory in a file space from which
files were backed up; appears only if the REPORT record in the
job template or exception file specified file-level report detail

 FILE Record Provides information about a CMS or SFS file the job backed
up; appears only if the REPORT record in the job template or
exception file specified file-level report detail

 BSFILE Record Backup Job Keyword Data Provides information about a BFS file the job backed up; appears
only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file
specified file-level report detail
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 ALIAS Record Provides information about an SFS alias file the job backed
up; appears only if the REPORT record in the job template or
exception file specified file-level report detail

 SUCCESS Record Indicates that the job successfully backed up the domain or file
 ERRORS Record Indicates an error that occurred during backup of the domain or

file
 ENDERRS Record Indicates the end of ERRORS records for the domain or file
 FAIL Record Indicates a reason backup of the domain or file failed
 ENDFAIL Record Indicates the end of FAIL records for the domain or file
  ENDDIRECTORY Record Indicates the end of information for the SFS directory; appears

only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file
specified file-level report detail

 ENDBFSDIRECTORY Record Indicates the end of information for the BFS directory; appears
only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file
specified file-level report detail

 ENDBFSNAMES Record Indicates the end of the names section of a BFS file space report
 ENDDOMAIN Record Indicates the end of information about the domain
 INODE Record Identifies the data portion of a BFS object that is being backed up;

this record is followed by a SUCCESS, ERRORS, or FAIL record
that indicates whether the data was successfully backed up

 CANCEL Record Indicates the reason the job was canceled; any records containing
information about domains that were written before the job was
canceled are erased

 CHECKSUM Record Contains a number that protects the report from manual
modification

 ENDREPORT Record Indicates the end of the report

Example Reports

The following examples show keyword data reports for a completed backup job and a canceled backup job.

Sample Keyword Data Report for a Completed Backup Job
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Sample Keyword Data Report for a Canceled Backup Job

  

Sample Keyword Data Report for BFS File Space Backup (Names Section)
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Sample Keyword Data Report for BFS File Space Backup (Data Section)

  

 

ALIAS Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The ALIAS record provides information for an SFS alias file the job backed up.

ALIAS aliasfn aliasft BASE basefn baseft

ALIAS records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file specified
file-level report detail. The order in which they appear reflects the order in which the alias files were backed up.

The ERRORS, FAIL, or SUCCESS records indicate the job processing outcome for an alias file if file-level detail was
specified.

Definitions
aliasfn aliasft

Indicates the filename and filetype of the alias.
BASE basefn baseft

Indicates the filename and filetype of the base file on which the alias was created.

BACKUP Record
The BACKUP record indicates the backup format that was requested for a domain on the OPTIONS BKPTYPE record in
the backup job template or exception file, the format the backup job actually used to write the data to tape, and the reason
the job used that format.

BACKUP REQUESTED format TAKEN format REASON {AS_REQUESTED | SWITCH | NON-CMS | RESERVED | RECOMP}

Definitions
REQUESTED format

Indicates the backup format requested in the job - ARCHIVE, CMS, CMSALLOC, LOGICAL, PHYSICAL, or SFS.
Note: Because SFS and BFS directories reside in SFS file spaces, VM:Backup uses the SFS backup type for
both SFS and BFS domains.
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TAKEN format
Indicates the format the job actually used to write the data to tape - CMS, CMS_PHYS, CMSALLOC,
CMSALLOC_PHYS, CKD, FBA, or SFS.
Note: Because SFS and BFS directories reside in SFS file spaces, VM:Backup uses the SFS backup type for
both SFS and BFS domains.

REASON {AS_REQUESTED | SWITCH | NON-CMS | RESERVED | RECOMP}
Indicates that the job used the requested format (AS_REQUESTED) or indicates why the job took a physical
backup. SWITCH means the job took a physical backup because it encountered a changing minidisk or errors
while attempting to take a CMS or CMSALLOC backup. NON-CMS means the job took a physical backup
because it determined that the minidisk was a non-CMS minidisk. RESERVED means the job took a physical
backup because it determined that the minidisk was a reserved minidisk. RECOMP means the job encountered a
recomputed area on the minidisk and took a physical backup of that area of the minidisk.

BFSDIRECTORY Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The BFSDIRECTORY record identifies a BFS directory in a file space from which files were backed up. VM:Backup uses
this record when there is a preceding DOMAIN FILESPACE record to identify specific directories within the file space.

BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpathname

BFSDIRECTORY records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file
specified file-level report detail. The order in which they appear reflects the order in which the directories were backed up.

A BFSDIRECTORY record is always eventually followed by an ENDBFSDIRECTORY record, which indicates the end of
information for the directory.

Definitions
filespace fulldirpathname

Indicates the file space and full directory path name of the directory.

BSFILE Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The BFSFILE record provides information for a BFS file the job backed up.

BFSFILE file objecttype "Parms"

 

Parms:

INODE inode 

BYTESIZE filesize 

LDATE mm/dd/yy 

LTIME hh:mm:ss 

CDATE mm/dd/yy 

CTIME hh:mm:ss 

DOLR mm/dd/yy 

SIZE nnnn [K | M | G | T | P | E] 

[MIGRATED]

BFSFILE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file
specified file-level report detail. The order in which they appear reflects the order in which the files were backed up.

The ERRORS, FAIL, or SUCCESS records indicate the job processing outcome for a file if file-level detail was specified.
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Definitions
file

Indicates the file name component of the BFS file the job backed up.
objecttype

Indicates the type of BFS object being backed up. The object type can be any of the following:
CHARSPECIALFILE

Character special file
FILE

BFS regular file
SYMBOLICLINK

Symbolic link
EXTERNALLINK

External link
NAMEDPIPE

Named pipe
INODE inode

Indicates the hexadecimal number that uniquely identifies the data portion of a file.
BYTESIZE filesize

Indicates the size of the file in bytes when it is backed up.
LDATE mm/dd/yy

Indicates the date the file was last updated.
LTIME hh:mm:ss

Indicates the time the file was last updated.
CDATE mm/dd/yy

Indicates the creation date of the BFS file.
CTIME hh:mm:ss

Indicates the creation time of the BFS file.
DOLR mm/dd/yy

Indicates the date of last reference for the BFS file.
SIZE nnnn [K | M | G | T | P | E]

Indicates the size, in bytes, kilobytes (K), megabytes (M), gigabytes (G), terabytes (T), petabytes (P), or exabytes
(E), of the file on tape.

[MIGRATED]
Indicates that the file the job backed up was a migrated file. This means that the job backed up only catalog
information for the file, not the migrated data.

CANCEL Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The CANCEL record means that the job was canceled by a VM:Backup operator or system administrator.

CANCEL message
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Definitions
message

Displays the complete VM:Backup message indicating that the job was canceled by a VM:Backup operator or
system administrator. The variable message includes the message number, severity code, and text.

CHECKSUM Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The CHECKSUM record contains a hexadecimal number calculated from the contents of the report file. The record
protects keyword data reports from manual modification.

CHECKSUM hexadecimal

VM:Backup calculates the CHECKSUM record value for a report when it creates the report. When the owner of a job
requests the report for that job, VM:Backup calculates the checksum value again. If the two checksum values are not the
same, VM:Backup does not send the report to the owner.

WARNING
Do not modify keyword data reports or CHECKSUM records.

Definitions
hexadecimal

Indicates the hexadecimal value for the report file.

DIRECTORY Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The DIRECTORY record identifies an SFS directory in a file space from which files were backed up. VM:Backup uses this
record when there is a preceding DOMAIN FILESPACE record to identify specific directories within the file space.

DIRECTORY fqdirname

DIRECTORY records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file
specified file-level report detail. The order in which they appear reflects the order in which the directories were backed up.

A DIRECTORY record is always eventually followed by an ENDDIRECTORY record, which indicates the end of
information for the directory.

Definitions
fqdirname

Indicates the fully-qualified directory name of the directory.

DOMAIN Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The DOMAIN record indicates the start of information for a domain the job created on the backup tape. In a report
produced by a backup job submitted by an authorized client, a DOMAIN record also indicates whether the job wrote a
user record for the domain to tape.

DOMAIN {"Parms"} [SETTAG tag]

 

Parms:

  ABSTRACT owner domainname 

| DIRECTORY fqdirname 

| FILESPACE filepoolid:userid 
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| MINIDISK userid vaddr

A DOMAIN record is always followed eventually by an ENDDOMAIN record, which indicates the end of information for the
domain.

Definitions
ABSTRACT owner domainname

Indicates the start of information about an abstract domain and lists the owner and name of the domain. An
abstract domain does not necessarily reflect an actual minidisk, directory, or file space. An abstract domain is
assigned an arbitrary name and contains a collection of files backed up from a single source directory.

DIRECTORY fqdirname
Indicates the start of information about an SFS directory the job created on the backup tape and provides the
fully-qualified name of the directory.
Note: Backup jobs cannot specify a BFS directory as a backup domain. Instead, BFS directories are backed up
in file space backups. As a result, there is no DOMAIN backup keyword data report record specifically for BFS
directories.

FILESPACE filepoolid:userid
Indicates the start of information about a file space the job created on the backup tape and provides the name of
the file pool and the user ID of the file space.

MINIDISK userid vaddr
Indicates the start of information about a minidisk the job created on the backup tape and provides the user ID
and virtual address of the minidisk.

SETTAG tag
Indicates the tag specified on the EXCEPT record in the backup exception file that the job associated with the
domain on the tape.

ENDBFSDIRECTORY Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The ENDBFSDIRECTORY record indicates the end of information for a BFS directory the job backed up.

ENDBFSDIRECTORY

ENDBFSDIRECTORY records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the job template or
exception file specified file-level report detail.

An ENDBFSDIRECTORY record is always preceded by a BFSDIRECTORY record, which indicates the start of
information for the directory.

ENDBFSNAMES Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The ENDBFSNAMES record indicates the end of the names section of a report on a BFS file space. The names section
lists the names of objects found in the BFS file space being backed up. This section is followed by the data portion, which
shows whether the data associated with those objects was successfully backed up.

ENDBFSNAMES

For the names and data sections of a report, see Backup Job Keyword Data Reports and Sample Keyword Data Report
for BFS File Space Backup (Data Section).

ENDDIRECTORY Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The ENDDIRECTORY record indicates the end of information for an SFS directory the job backed up.
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ENDDIRECTORY

An ENDDIRECTORY record is always preceded by a DIRECTORY record, which indicates the start of information for the
directory.

ENDDOMAIN Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The ENDDOMAIN record indicates the end of information for a domain the job backed up, and the size of the domain as
written to tape.

ENDDOMAIN {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ABSTRACT SIZE nnnn [K|M|G|T|P|E] EMPTY {YES|NO} 

| DIRECTORY SIZE nnnn [K|M|G|T|P|E] EMPTY {YES|NO} 

| FILESPACE SIZE nnnn [K|M|G|T|P|E] EMPTY {YES|NO} 

| MINIDISK SIZE nnnn [K|M|G|T|P|E] EMPTY {YES|NO}}

An ENDDOMAIN record is always preceded by a DOMAIN record, which indicates the start of information for the domain.

Definitions
ABSTRACT

Indicates the end of information for an abstract domain.
DIRECTORY

Indicates the end of information for an SFS directory the job backed up.
Note : Backup jobs cannot specify a BFS directory as a backup domain. Instead, BFS directories are backed up
in file space backups. As a result, there is no ENDDOMAIN backup keyword data report record specifically for
BFS directories.

FILESPACE
Indicates the end of information for a file space the job backed up.

MINIDISK
Indicates the end of information for a minidisk the job backed up.

SIZE nnnn [K | M | G | T | P | E]
Indicates the size, in bytes, kilobytes (K), megabytes (M), gigabytes (G), terabytes (T), petabytes (P), or
exabytes (E), of the domain on tape.

EMPTY {YES | NO}
Indicates whether there was any data residing in a domain to back up.
NO means the following for each type of domain:
Abstract domain

Files, file authorizations, aliases, or external objects existed in the abstract domain and were backed up.
SFS Directory

Files, file authorizations, aliases, or external objects existed in the directory and were backed up.
File space

Directories, directory authorizations, files, file authorizations, aliases, or external objects existed in the
directory and were backed up; EMPTY NO is always specified for a file space.

Minidisk
For a CMS or CMSALLOC backup, files existed on the minidisk and were backed up.
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For a physical backup, tracks and cylinders or blocks were backed up for the minidisk; EMPTY NO is
always specified for a physical backup of a minidisk.

YES means the following for each type of domain:
Abstract domain

No files, file authorizations, aliases, or external objects were found in the abstract domain.
SFS Directory

No files, file authorizations, aliases, or external objects were found in the directory.
File space

N/A
Minidisk

For a CMS or CMSALLOC backup, no files were found on the minidisk.

ENDERRS Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The ENDERRS record indicates the end of ERRORS records for a domain or file the job backed up.

ENDERRS

This record immediately follows the last ERRORS record for the domain or file.

ENDFAIL Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The ENDFAIL record indicates the end of FAIL records for a domain or file the job backed up.

ENDFAIL

This record immediately follows the last FAIL record for the domain or file.

ENDREPORT Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The ENDREPORT record indicates the end of the report.

ENDREPORT

The ENDREPORT record is always the last record in a keyword data report.

ERRORS Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The ERRORS record indicates an error that occurred while the job was backing up a domain or file.

ERRORS {DOMAIN | FILE | INODE} message

The keyword that follows the ERRORS record indicates the level at which the error occurred. ERRORS FILE and
ERRORS INODE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the backup job template or
exception file specified file-level report detail. If the REPORT record specified domain-level detail, only ERRORS DOMAIN
records will appear, even if the processing failure occurred at the file, track, or block level.

A domain or file may have more than one ERRORS record. For example, if VM:Backup was able to back up only two of
five files from a minidisk and file-level detail was specified in the REPORT record, the keyword data report will contain one
or more ERRORS FILE records for each of the files not backed up. An ENDERRS record indicates the end of errors for a
domain or file.
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Definitions
DOMAIN | FILE | INODE

Indicates the level at which the error occurred. DOMAIN means that an error occurred at the domain level. FILE
means that an error occurred at the file, track, or block level for a CMS or SFS file. INODE means the error
occurred when reading a BFS file.

message
Displays the complete VM:Backup message for the error, including message number, severity code, and text.

FAIL Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The FAIL record indicates that the job was not able to back up a domain or file.

FAIL {DOMAIN | FILE | INODE} message

The keyword that follows the FAIL record indicates the level at which the processing failure occurred. FAIL FILE and
FAIL INODE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the backup job template or exception
file specified file-level report detail. If the REPORT record specified domain-level detail, only FAIL DOMAIN records will
appear, even if the processing failure occurred at the file, track, or block level.

For example, if you asked VM:Backup to back up three files from a single minidisk but VM:Backup could not link to the
minidisk, the keyword data report will contain a FAIL DOMAIN record for that minidisk.

A domain or file may have more than one FAIL record. An ENDFAIL record indicates the end of FAIL records for a domain
or file.

Definitions
DOMAIN | FILE | INODE

Indicates the level at which the failure occurred. DOMAIN means that the backup failed at the domain level.
FILE means that the backup failed at the file, track, or block level for a CMS or SFS file. INODE means the error
occurred when reading a BFS file.

message
Indicates the complete VM:Backup message for the error, including message number, severity code, and text.

FILE Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The FILE record provides information for a CMS or SFS file the job backed up.

The format of the FILE record varies according to the type of backup job (CMS or SFS).

CMS backup jobs

FILE filename filetype filemode LRECL length .RECCNT number  

LDATE mm/dd/yy LTIME hh:mm:ss SIZE nnnn [K | M | G | T | P | E]

SFS backup jobs

FILE filename filetype filemode "Parms"

 

Parms:

LRECL length 

RECCNT number 

RECFM format 

LDATE mm/dd/yy 
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LTIME hh:mm:ss 

CDATE mm/dd/yy 

TIME hh:mm:ss 

DOLR mm/dd/yy 

SIZE nnnn [K | M | G | T | P | E] 

[MIGRATED]

FILE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file specified
file-level report detail. The order in which they appear reflects the order in which the files were backed up.

The ERRORS, FAIL, or SUCCESS records indicate the job processing outcome for a file if file-level detail was specified.

The BFSFILE record provides information for a BFS file. For a description of this record, see BSFILE Record.

Definitions
filename filetype filemode

Indicates the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file. The filemode letter is always A, and the filemode number
is the actual filemode number from the file.

CDATE mm/dd/yy
Indicates the creation date of the SFS file. If the job does not find the creation date of the file in the SFS catalog,
this field displays 00/00/00.

CTIME hh:mm:ss
Indicates the creation time of the SFS file. If the job does not find the creation time of the file in the SFS catalog,
this field displays 00:00:00.

DOLR mm/dd/yy
Indicates the date of last reference for the SFS file. If the job does not find the date of last reference for the file,
this field displays 00/00/00.

LDATE mm/dd/yy
Indicates the date the file was last updated.

LRECL length
Indicates the logical record length (LRECL) of the file. The format of length is nnnn.

LTIME hh:mm:ss
Indicates the time the file was last updated.

[MIGRATED]
Indicates that the file the job backed up was a migrated file. This means that the job backed up only catalog
information for the file, not the migrated data.

RECCNT number
Indicates the record count for the file. The format of number is nnnnn.

RECFM format
Indicates the record format for the file. The format is either F (fixed) or V (variable).

SIZE nnnn [K | M | G | T | P | E]
Indicates the size, in bytes, kilobytes (K), megabytes (M), gigabytes (G), terabytes (T), petabytes (P), or exabytes
(E), of the file on tape.

FROM Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The FROM record identifies a domain from which the job backed up data.

FROM DIRECTORY fqdirname
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The FROM record follows a DOMAIN record. The DOMAIN record indicates the name of the domain under which the
data was recorded on tape. If the DOMAIN record identifies an abstract domain, the keyword data report will list a domain
name on the FROM record that differs from the domain name on the DOMAIN record. If the DOMAIN name does not
identify an abstract domain, the keyword data report will list a domain name on the FROM record that is the same as the
domain name on the DOMAIN record.

Definitions
DIRECTORY fqdirname

Indicates that the domain was an SFS directory and provides the fully-qualified directory name of the directory.

INODE Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The INODE record indicates the data portion of the BFS object being backed up.

INODE inode SIZE size

This record is displayed in the data section of the report on a BFS file space being backed up. The INODE record is
followed by a SUCCESS, FAILURE, or ERRORS record that indicates whether the data was successfully backed up.

For the names and data sections of a report, see Example Reports, specifically the Sample Keyword Data Report for BFS
File Space Backup (Names Section) and the Sample Keyword Data Report for BFS File Space Backup (Data Section).

Definitions
inode

Indicates the hexadecimal number that uniquely identifies the data portion of a file
SIZE size

Indicates the size in bytes of the data on the tape

JOB Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The JOB record provides information about the job and is always the first record in a keyword data report.

JOB jobname "Parms"

 

Parms:

TYPE BACKUP 

DUMPJOB [number | NONE] 

OWNEDBY userid AT node 

DATE mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss 

OUTCOME {COMPLETED | CANCELED}

Definitions
jobname

Indicates the name of the job template file for the job.
TYPE BACKUP

Indicates that the job was a backup job.
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DUMPJOB [number | NONE]
Indicates whether the job created a catalog. If the job created a catalog, number is the dumpjob number of the
catalog. NONE means the job did not create a catalog.

OWNEDBY userid AT node
Indicates the owner of the keyword data report (VMBACKUP or the user ID that submitted the job) and the node
of the system from which the user submitted the job.

DATE mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss
Indicates the date and time the job started.

OUTCOME {COMPLETED | CANCELED}
Indicates the outcome of the job. COMPLETED means the job ran to completion. CANCELED means the job was
canceled; in this case the report also includes a CANCEL record.

OUTPUT DSSN Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The OUTPUT DSSN record indicates the data set sequence number (DSSN) of a data set to which the backup job wrote
data from a domain, and identifies the job stream that backed up the data.

OUTPUT DSSN dssnnumber  STREAM  streamnumber

One OUTPUT DSSN record follows each OUTPUT TAPEPOOL record. If the data spanned tapes, the report may include
more than one OUTPUT DSSN record that specifies the same DSSN.

Definitions
dssnnumber

Indicates the DSSN of the data set.
STREAM streamnumber

Indicates the number of the job stream.

OUTPUT TAPEPOOL Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
One OUTPUT TAPEPOOL record immediately follows each OUTPUT VOLSER record and indicates the resource pools
from which the job selected the tapes specified on that record.

OUTPUT TAPEPOOL pool1 pool2 pool3 pool4 pool5

The order in which the OUTPUT VOLSER record lists the tapes and the OUTPUT TAPEPOOL record lists the resource
pools correspond, as follows:

This tape: Was selected from this resource pool
primary pool1
copy1 pool2
copy2 pool3
copy3 pool4
copy4 pool5
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Definitions
pool1 pool2 pool3 pool4 pool5

Indicates the resource pools. The report lists the primary pool first, then the pools for up to four tape copies. Each
pool name is not prefaced by a keyword. Pool names can have 1 to 16 characters.

OUTPUT VOLSER Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
At least one OUTPUT VOLSER record exists for each domain listed in the report. If the data spanned tapes, the report
may include more than one OUTPUT VOLSER record. Each volser is not prefaced by a keyword. Each OUTPUT
VOLSER record is followed by an OUTPUT TAPEPOOL record.

OUTPUT VOLSER primary copy1 copy2 copy3 copy4

The order in which the OUTPUT VOLSER record lists the tapes and the OUTPUT TAPEPOOL record lists the resource
pools correspond, as follows:

This tape: Was selected from this resource pool
primary pool1
copy1 pool2
copy2 pool3
copy3 pool4
copy4 pool5

Definitions
primary copy1 copy2 copy3 copy4

Indicates the volsers of the tapes. The report lists the volser of the primary tape first, then the volsers of up to four
copies.

SUCCESS Record (Backup Job Keyword Data)
The SUCCESS record indicates that the job successfully backed up a domain or file.

SUCCESS {DOMAIN | FILE | INODE} message          

The keyword that follows the SUCCESS record indicates the type of entity the job backed up. SUCCESS FILE and
SUCCESS INODE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the backup job template
or exception file specified file-level report detail. If the REPORT record specified domain-level detail, only SUCCESS
DOMAIN records will appear.

Definitions
DOMAIN | FILE | INODE

Indicates the type of entity the job backed up successfully. DOMAIN means the job backed up a domain. FILE
means the job backed up a CMS or SFS file. INODE means the job backed up a BFS file.

Restore Job Keyword Data Reports
This section provides information about keyword data reports produced by restore jobs.

Contents
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Structure of Restore Job Keyword Data Reports

The general structure of keyword data reports for restore jobs is outlined in the following table. The report is organized by
domain.

 Record  Function 
JOB Record Provides information about the job that created the report
DOMAIN Record Indicates the start of information about a domain the job created

on the backup tape
TO Record Indicates the domain or virtual reader to which the job restored the

data
DIRECTORY Record Identifies the name of an SFS directory in a file space to which

files were restored
BFSDIRECTORY Record Identifies the name of a BFS directory in a file space to which files

were restored
FILE Record Provides information about a CMS or SFS file the job restored;

appears only if the REPORT record in the job template or
exception file specified file-level report detail

BFSFILE Record Provides information about a BFS file the job restored; appears
only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file
specified file-level report detail

ALIAS Record Provides information about an SFS alias file the job restored;
appears only if the REPORT record in the job template or
exception file specified file-level report detail

SUCCESS Record Indicates that the job successfully restored the domain or file
ERRORS Record Indicates one error that occurred during restore of the domain or

file
ENDERRS Record Indicates the end of ERRORS records for the domain or file
FAIL Record Indicates one reason restore of the domain or file failed
ENDFAIL Record Indicates the end of FAIL records for the domain or file
ENDDIRECTORY Record Indicates the end of information for the SFS directory
ENDBFSDIRECTORY Record Indicates the end of information for the BFS directory
ENDBFSNAMES Record Indicates the end of the names section of a BFS file space report.

The names section lists the names of objects found in the file
space

INODE Record Identifies the data portion of a BFS object that is being restored
CANCEL Record Appears somewhere after the JOB record if the job was canceled;

any records containing information about domains that were
written before the job was canceled are retained

ENDDOMAIN Record Indicates the end of information about the domain
CHECKSUM Record Contains a number that protects the report from manual

modification
ENDREPORT Record Indicates the end of the report

Example Reports

The following examples show keyword data reports for a completed restore job and a canceled restore job.
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 Sample Keyword Data Report for a Completed Restore Job 

  

 Sample Keyword Data Report for a Canceled Restore Job 
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 Sample Keyword Data Report for BFS File Space Restore (Names Section) 

  

 Sample Keyword Data Report for BFS File Space Restore (Data Section) 

  

ALIAS Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The ALIAS record provides information for an SFS alias file the job restored.

ALIAS aliasfn aliasft

ALIAS records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file specified
file-level report detail.

The ERRORS, FAIL, or SUCCESS records indicate the job processing outcome for an alias file if file-level detail was
specified.
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Definitions
aliasfn aliasft

Indicates the filename and filetype of the alias.

BFSDIRECTORY Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The BFSDIRECTORY record identifies a BFS directory in a file space to which files were restored. VM:Backup uses this
record when there is a preceding DOMAIN FILESPACE record to identify specific directories within the file space.

BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpathname

A BFSDIRECTORY record is always eventually followed by an ENDBFSDIRECTORY record, which indicates the end of
information for the directory.

Definitions
filespace fulldirpathname

Indicates the file space and full directory pathname of the BFS directory that is being restored.

BFSFILE Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The BFSFILE record provides information for a BFS file the job restored.

BFSFILE filenamecomponent objecttype INODE inode [MIGRATED]

BFSFILE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file
specified file-level report detail. The order in which they appear reflects the order in which the files were restored.

The ERRORS, FAIL, or SUCCESS records indicate the job processing outcome for a file if file-level detail was specified.

Definitions
filenamecomponent

Indicates the file that was restored.
objecttype

Indicates the type of BFS object being backed up. The object type can be any of the following:

• CHARSPECIALFILE
• FILE (BFS regular file)
• SYMBOLICLINK
• EXTERNALLINK
• NAMEDPIPE

INODE inode
Indicates the hexadecimal number that uniquely identifies the data portion of a file.

[MIGRATED]
Indicates the file that VM:Backup restored was in a migrated state.

CANCEL Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The CANCEL record means that the restore job was canceled by a VM:Backup operator or system administrator.

CANCEL message
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Definitions
message

Displays the complete VM:Backup message indicating that the job was canceled by a VM:Backup operator or
system administrator. Message includes the message number, severity code, and text.

CHECKSUM Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The CHECKSUM record contains a hexadecimal number calculated from the contents of the report file. The record
protects keyword data reports from manual modification.

CHECKSUM hexadecimal

VM:Backup calculates the CHECKSUM record value for a report when it creates the report. When the owner of a job
requests the report for that job, VM:Backup calculates the checksum value again. If the two checksum values are not the
same, VM:Backup does not send the report to the owner.

WARNING
Do not modify keyword data reports or CHECKSUM records.

Definitions
hexadecimal

Indicates the hexadecimal value for the report file.

DIRECTORY Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The DIRECTORY record identifies an SFS directory in a file space to which files were restored. VM:Backup uses this
record when there is a preceding DOMAIN FILESPACE record to identify specific directories within the file space.

DIRECTORY fqdirname

A DIRECTORY record is always eventually followed by an ENDDIRECTORY record, which indicates the end of
information for the directory.

Definitions
fqdirname

Indicates the fully-qualified directory name of the directory.

DOMAIN Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The DOMAIN record indicates the start of information for a domain on the backup tape from which the job restored data.

DOMAIN {"Parms"} [MATCHTAG tag]

 

Parms:

  ABSTRACT owner domainname 

| BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpath LEVEL number 

| DIRECTORY fqdirname LEVEL number 

| FILESPACE filepoolid:userid 

| MINIDISK userid vaddr
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A DOMAIN record is always eventually followed by an ENDDOMAIN record, which indicates the end of information for the
domain.

Definitions
ABSTRACT owner domainname

Indicates the start of information about an abstract domain on the backup tape from which the job restored data
and provides the owner and name of the domain.

BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpath
Indicates the start of information about a BFS directory on the backup tape from which the job restored data and
provides the file space and full directory path name of the directory.

DIRECTORY fqdirname
Indicates the start of information about an SFS directory on the backup tape from which the job restored data and
provides the fully-qualified name of the directory.

LEVEL number
Indicates the level of the directory in the directory structure.

[MATCHTAG tag]
Indicates that the backup version the job restored has the specified tag associated with it.

FILESPACE filepoolid:userid
Indicates the start of information about a file space on the backup tape from which the job restored data and
provides the name of the file pool and the user ID of the file space.

MINIDISK userid vaddr
Indicates the start of information about a minidisk on the backup tape from which the job restored data and
provides the user ID and virtual address of the minidisk.

ENDBFSDIRECTORY Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The ENDBFSDIRECTORY record indicates the end of information for a BFS directory the job restored.

ENDBFSDIRECTORY

An ENDBFSDIRECTORY record is always preceded by a  BFSDIRECTORY record, which indicates the start of
information for the directory.

ENDBFSNAMES Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The ENDBFSNAMES record indicates the end of the names section of a report on a BFS file space. This section lists the
names of objects found in the file space to be restored. The names section is followed by the data section, which shows
whether the data associated with those objects was successfully restored.

ENDBFSNAMES

For the names and data sections of a report, see Example Reports.

ENDDIRECTORY Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The ENDDIRECTORY record indicates the end of information for an SFS directory the job restored.

ENDDIRECTORY

An ENDDIRECTORY record is always preceded by a DIRECTORY record, which indicates the start of information for the
directory.
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ENDDOMAIN Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The ENDDOMAIN record indicates the end of information for a domain on the backup tape from which the job restored
data.

ENDDOMAIN {ABSTRACT | BFSDIRECTORY | DIRECTORY | FILESPACE | MINIDISK}

An ENDDOMAIN record is always preceded by a DOMAIN record, which indicates the start of information for the domain.

Definitions
ABSTRACT

Indicates the end of information for an abstract domain on the backup tape from which the job restored data.
BFSDIRECTORY

Indicates the end of information for a BFS directory on the backup tape from which the job restored data.
DIRECTORY

Indicates the end of information for an SFS directory on the backup tape from which the job restored data.
FILESPACE

Indicates the end of information for a file space on the backup tape from which the job restored data.
MINIDISK

Indicates the end of information for a minidisk on the backup tape from which the job restored data.

ENDERRS Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The ENDERRS record indicates the end of ERRORS records for a domain or file the job restored.

ENDERRS

This record immediately follows the last ERRORS record for the domain or file.

ENDFAIL Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The ENDFAIL record indicates the end of FAIL records for a domain or file the job processed.

ENDFAIL

This record immediately follows the last FAIL record for the domain or file.

ENDREPORT Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The ENDREPORT record indicates the end of the report.

ENDREPORT

The ENDREPORT record is always the last record in a keyword data report.

ERRORS Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The ERRORS record indicates an error that occurred while the job was restoring a domain or file.
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ERRORS {DOMAIN | FILE | INODE} message

The keyword that follows the ERRORS record indicates the level at which the error occurred. ERRORS FILE and
ERRORS INODE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the restore job template or
exception file specified file-level report detail. If the REPORT record specified domain-level detail, only ERRORS DOMAIN
records will appear, even if the processing failure occurred at the file, track, or block level.

A domain or file may have more than one ERRORS record. For example, if VM:Backup was able to restore only three of
seven files from a minidisk and file-level detail was specified in the REPORT record, the keyword data report will contain
one or more ERRORS FILE or ERRORS INODE records for each of the files not restored. An ENDERRS record indicates
the end of errors for a domain or file.

Definitions
DOMAIN | FILE | INODE

Indicates the level at which the error occurred. DOMAIN means that an error occurred at the domain level. FILE
means that an error occurred at the file, track, or block level for a CMS or SFS file. INODE means that an error
occurred when writing a BFS file.

message
Displays the complete VM:Backup message for the error, including message number, severity code, and text.

FAIL Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The FAIL record indicates that the job was not able to restore a domain or file.

FAIL {DOMAIN | FILE | INODE} message

The keyword that follows the FAIL record indicates the level at which the processing failure occurred. FAIL FILE or FAIL
INODE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the restore job template or exception file
specified file-level report detail. If the REPORT record specified domain-level detail, only FAIL DOMAIN records will
appear, even if the processing failure occurred at the file, track, or block level.

For example, if you asked VM:Backup to restore three files from a single minidisk, but VM:Backup could not link to the
minidisk, the keyword data report will contain a FAIL MDISK record for that minidisk.

A domain or file may have more than one FAIL record. An ENDFAIL record indicates the end of FAIL records for a domain
or file.

Definitions
DOMAIN | FILE | INODE

Indicates the level at which the failure occurred. DOMAIN means that the restore failed at the domain level. FILE
means that the restore failed at the file, track, or block level for a CMS or SFS file. INODE means that the restore
failed when writing a BFS file.

message
Indicates the complete VM:Backup message for the error, including message number, severity code, and text.

FILE Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The FILE record provides information for an SFS file the job restored.

FILE filename filetype filemode [MIGRATED] ACTION  {CREATED | ERASED | RECALLED | REPLACED | SCANNED}
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FILE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the job template or exception file specified
file-level report detail. The order in which they appear reflects the order in which the files were restored.

The ERRORS, FAIL, or SUCCESS records indicate the job processing outcome for a file if file-level detail was specified.

Definitions
filename filetype filemode

Indicates the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file. The filename and filetype listed for the file are those that
appeared on the backup tape. The filemode letter is always A, and the filemode number is the actual filemode
number from the file.

[MIGRATED]
Indicates the file that VM:Backup restored was a file in migrated state

ACTION {CREATED | ERASED | RECALLED | REPLACED | SCANNED}
Indicates how the job handled the file. CREATED means the file did not exist in the target domain or reader, so
the job created it. ERASED and REPLACED mean the file existed in the target domain, so the job either erased
the file before restoring it or replaced the file. RECALLED means the migrated file existed in the target domain,
so the job recalled the backed up migrated data to the file. SCANNED means the job found the file on the backup
tape and the file existed in the target domain, but an OPTIONS RESSFS or RESTYPE record for the job specified
the NEWFILE option, so the job did not restore the file.

INODE Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The INODE record indicates the data portion of the BFS object being restored.

INODE inode SIZE size ACTION {CREATED | ERASED | RECALLED | REPLACED | SCANNED}

This record is displayed in the data section of the report on a BFS file space being restored. The INODE record is followed
by a SUCCESS, FAILURE, or ERRORS record that indicates whether the data was successfully restored.

For the names and data sections of a report, see Example Reports.

Definitions
inode

Indicates the hexadecimal number that uniquely identifies the data portion of a file.
SIZE size

Indicates the size in bytes of the data on the tape.
ACTION {CREATED | ERASED | RECALLED | REPLACED | SCANNED}

Indicates how the job handled the file. CREATED means the file did not exist in the target domain, so the job
created it. ERASED and REPLACED mean the file existed in the target domain, so the job either erased the file
before restoring it or replaced the file. RECALLED means the migrated file existed in the target domain, so the job
recalled the backed up migrated data to the file. SCANNED means the job found the file on the backup tape and
the file existed in the target domain, but an OPTIONS RESSFS record for the job specified the NEWFILE option,
so the job did not restore the file.

JOB Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The JOB record provides information about the job.

JOB jobname TYPE RESTORE OWNEDBY userid AT node 

DATE mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss  OUTCOME {COMPLETED | CANCELED}
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The JOB record is always the first record in a keyword data report.

Definitions
jobname

Indicates the name of the job template file that generated the report.
TYPE RESTORE

Indicates that the job was a restore job.
OWNEDBY userid AT node

Indicates the owner of the keyword data report (VMBACKUP or the user ID that submitted the job) and the node
of the system from which the user submitted the job.

DATE mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss
Indicates the date and time the job started.

OUTCOME {COMPLETED | CANCELED}
Indicates the outcome of the job. COMPLETED means the job ran to completion. CANCELED means the job was
canceled; in this case the report also includes a CANCEL record.

SUCCESS Record (Restore Job Keyword Data)
The SUCCESS record indicates that the job successfully restored a domain or file.

SUCCESS {DOMAIN | FILE | INODE} messages

The keyword that follows the SUCCESS record indicates the type of entity that the job restored. SUCCESS FILE or
SUCCESS INODE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the restore job template or
exception file specified file-level report detail. If the REPORT record specified domain-level detail, only SUCCESS
DOMAIN records will appear.

Definitions
DOMAIN | FILE | INODE

Indicates the type of entity the job restored successfully. DOMAIN means the job restored a domain. FILE means
the job restored a CMS or SFS file. INODE means the job restored a BFS file.

messages
Displays the complete VM:Backup messages for the restore.

TO Record
The TO record indicates the domain or virtual reader to which the job restored data.

TO {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpathname 

| DIRECTORY fqdirname 

| FILESPACE filepoolid:userid 

| MINIDISK userid vaddr 

| READER userid
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The TO record follows a DOMAIN record that indicates the domain from which the job restored the data.

Definitions
BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpathname

Indicates that the job restored data to a BFS directory and provides the full directory pathname of the directory.
DIRECTORY fqdirname

Indicates that the job restored data to an SFS directory and provides the fully-qualified directory name of the
directory.

FILESPACE filepoolid:userid
Indicates that the job restored data to a file space and provides the name of the file pool and the user ID of the file
space.

MINIDISK userid vaddr
Indicates that the job restored data to a minidisk and provides the user ID and virtual address of the minidisk.

READER userid
Indicates that the job restored data to a virtual reader and provides the user ID of the reader.

MPC Job Keyword Data Reports
This section provides detailed descriptions of records that can appear in keyword data reports produced by MPC jobs,
listed in alphabetical order.

NOTE
MPC jobs can only be submitted by an authorized client.

The general structure of keyword data reports for MPC jobs is outlined in the following table. The report is organized by
domain.

 Record  Function 
 CANCEL Record Canceled by a VM:Backup operator or system administrator
 CHECKSUM Record Protects keyword data reports from manual modification
 DOMAIN record Indicates the start of information for a domain the job copied to

tape
 ENDDOMAIN Record Indicates the end of information for a domain the job processed

and the size of the domain as copied to tape
 ENDERRS Record Indicates the end of ERRORS records for a domain or file the job

processed
 ENDREPORT Record Indicates the end of the report
 ENDTAPESET Record Indicates the end of information for a tape set the job processed
 ERRORS Record Indicates an error that occurred while the job was processing a

domain or file
 FILE Record Provides information for a file the job processed
 GROUP Record Indicates the start of information about data that was copied to the

specified named output tape set
 INPUT DSSN Record Indicates the DSSN for a data set from which the job copied files
 JOB Record Provides information about the job
 OUTPUT DSSN Record Indicates the DSSN of a data set to which the job copied files and

identifies the job stream that copied the files
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 OUTPUT TAPEPOOL Record Indicates the resource pools from which the job selected the tapes
specified on that record

 OUTPUT VOLSER Record Indicates the volsers of primary and copy tapes to which the job
copied files from input minidisks or directories

 SUCCESS Record Indicates that the job successfully processed a domain or file
 TAPESET Record Indicates the start of information for a tape set the job processed

CANCEL Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The CANCEL record means that the job was canceled by a VM:Backup operator or system administrator.

CANCEL message

Definitions
message

Displays the complete VM:Backup message indicating that the job was canceled by a VM:Backup operator or
system administrator. Message includes the message number, severity code, and text.

CHECKSUM Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The CHECKSUM record contains a hexadecimal number calculated from the contents of the report file. The record
protects keyword data reports from manual modification.

CHECKSUM hexadecimal

VM:Backup calculates the value for the CHECKSUM record for a report when it creates the report. When the owner of a
job requests the report for that job, VM:Backup calculates the checksum value again. If the two checksum values are not
the same, VM:Backup does not send the report to the owner.

WARNING
Do not modify keyword data reports or CHECKSUM records.

Definitions
hexadecimal

Indicates the hexadecimal value for the report file.

DOMAIN Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The DOMAIN record indicates the start of information for a domain the job copied to tape.

DOMAIN {ABSTRACT owner domainname | DIRECTORY fqdirname | MINIDISK userid vaddr} [MATCHTAG tag | SETTAG tag]

A DOMAIN record is always eventually followed by an ENDDOMAIN record, which indicates the end of information for the
domain.

Definitions
ABSTRACT owner domainname

Indicates the start of information about an abstract domain and provides the owner and name of the domain.
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IRECTORY fqdirname
Indicates the start of information about a directory and provides the fully-qualified name of the directory.

[MATCHTAG tag]
Indicates that the backup version the job processed has the specified tag associated with it; VM:Backup located
the domain on the input tape that has tag associated with it and processed that backup version.

MINIDISK userid vaddr
Indicates the start of information about a minidisk and provides the user ID and virtual address of the minidisk.

[SETTAG tag]
Indicates the tag the job associated with the domain on the output tape.

ENDDOMAIN Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The ENDDOMAIN record indicates the end of information for a domain the job processed and the size of the domain as
copied to tape.

ENDDOMAIN {"Parms"}

Parms:

  ABSTRACT SIZE nnnn {K|M|G|T|P|E} EMPTY {YES|NO}

| DIRECTORY SIZE nnnn {K|M|G|T|P|E} EMPTY {YES|NO}

| MINIDISK  SIZE nnnn {K|M|G|T|P|E} EMPTY {YES|NO}

An ENDDOMAIN record is always preceded by a DOMAIN record, which indicates the start of information for the domain.

Definitions
ABSTRACT

Indicates the end of information for an abstract domain.
DIRECTORY

Indicates the end of information for the directory.
MINIDISK

Indicates the end of information for the minidisk.
SIZE nnnn {K | M | G | T | P | E}

Indicates the size, in bytes, kilobytes (K), megabytes (M), gigabytes (G), terabytes (T), petabytes (P), or
exabytes (E), of the domain on tape.

EMPTY {YES | NO}
Indicates whether there was any data residing in a domain to copy. NO means the following for each type of
domain:
Abstract

Files, file authorizations, aliases, or external objects existed in the abstract domain and were copied.
Directory

Files, file authorizations, aliases, or external objects existed in the directory and were copied.
File space

Directories, directory authorizations, files, file authorizations, aliases, or external objects existed in the
directory and were copied; EMPTY NO is always specified for a file space.

Minidisk
When copying a minidisk that was backed up in CMS or CMSALLOC format, files existed on the minidisk
and were copied.
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When copying a minidisk that was backed up in physical format, tracks and cylinders or blocks were
copied for the minidisk; EMPTY NO is always specified when a minidisk is backed up in physical
format. YES means the following for each type of domain:

Abstract domain
No files, file authorizations, aliases, or external objects were found in the abstract domain.

Directory
No files, file authorizations, aliases, or external objects were found in the directory.

File space
N/A

Minidisk
When copying a minidisk that was backed up in CMS or CMSALLOC format, no files were found on the
minidisk.

ENDERRS Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The ENDERRS record indicates the end of ERRORS records for a domain or file the job processed.

ENDERRS

This record immediately follows the last ERRORS record for the domain or file.

ENDREPORT Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The ENDREPORT record indicates the end of the report.

ENDREPORT

The ENDREPORT record is always the last record in a keyword data report.

ENDTAPESET Record
The ENDTAPESET record indicates the end of information for a tape set the job processed.

ENDTAPESET

A TAPESET record indicates the start of information for the tape set. All volsers listed between a TAPESET record and an
ENDTAPESET record belong to one tape set.

ERRORS Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The ERRORS record indicates an error that occurred while the job was processing a domain or file.

ERRORS {DOMAIN | FILE} message

The keyword that follows the ERRORS record indicates the level at which the error occurred. ERRORS FILE records
appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the MPC job template specified file-level report detail. If the
REPORT record specified domain-level detail, only ERRORS DOMAIN records will appear, even if the processing failure
occurred at the file, track, or block level.
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A domain or file may have more than one ERRORS record. For example, if VM:Backup was able to process only three of
seven files from a minidisk and file-level detail was specified in the REPORT record, the keyword data report will contain
one or more ERRORS FILE records for each of the files not copied. An ENDERRS record indicates the end of errors for a
domain or file.

Definitions
DOMAIN | FILE

Indicates the level at which the error occurred. DOMAIN means that an error occurred at the domain level. FILE
means that an error occurred at the file, track, or block level.

message
Displays the complete VM:Backup message for the error, including message number, severity code, and text.

FILE Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The FILE record provides information for a file the job processed.

FILE filename filetype filemode

FILE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the job template file specified file-level report
detail. The order in which they appear reflects the order in which the files were processed.

The SUCCESS record indicates the job processing outcome for a file if file-level detail was specified.

Definitions
filename filetype filemode

Indicates the filename, filetype, and filemode of the file. The filemode letter is always A, and the filemode number
is the actual filemode number from the file.

GROUP Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The GROUP record indicates the start of information about data that was copied to the specified named output tape set.

GROUP groupname

Definitions
groupname

The group name of the output tape set.
Note: If the MPC job template specified OUTPUT records that were not preceded by a GROUP record,
VM:Backup copies the data to an unnamed group. The keyword data report will have a GROUP UNNAMED
record to indicate data was copied to the unnamed output tape set.

INPUT DSSN Record
The INPUT DSSN record indicates the DSSN for a data set from which the job copied files.

INPUT DSSN number
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Definitions
number

Indicates the DSSN of the data set. The format of number is nnnn.

JOB Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The JOB record provides information about the job. It is always the first record in a keyword data report.

JOB jobname "Parms"

 

Parms:

TYPE MPC 

OWNEDBY userid AT node 

DATE mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss

OUTCOME {COMPLETED | CANCELED}

Definitions
jobname

Indicates the name of the job template file that generated the report.
TYPE MPC

Indicates that the job was an MPC job.
OWNEDBY userid AT node

Indicates the owner of the keyword data report (the user ID that submitted the job) and the node of the system
from which the user submitted the job.

DATE mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss
Indicates the date and time the job started.

OUTCOME {COMPLETED | CANCELED}
Indicates the outcome of the job. COMPLETED means the job ran to completion. CANCELED means the job was
canceled; in this case the report also includes a CANCEL record.

OUTPUT DSSN Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The OUTPUT DSSN record indicates the DSSN of a data set to which the job copied files and identifies the job stream
that copied the files.

OUTPUT DSSN dssnnumber STREAM streamnumber

One OUTPUT DSSN record follows each OUTPUT TAPEPOOL record. If the data spanned tapes, the report may include
more than one OUTPUT DSSN record that specifies the same DSSN.

Definitions
dssnnumber

Indicates the DSSN of the data set.
STREAM streamnumber

Indicates the number of the job stream.
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OUTPUT TAPEPOOL Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
One OUTPUT TAPEPOOL record immediately follows each OUTPUT VOLSER record and indicates the resource pools
from which the job selected the tapes specified on that record.

OUTPUT TAPEPOOL pool1 pool2 pool3 pool4 pool5

The order in which the OUTPUT VOLSER record lists the tapes and the OUTPUT TAPEPOOL record lists the resource
pools correspond, as follows:

This tape: Was selected from this resource pool:
primary pool1
copy1 pool2
copy2 pool3
copy3 pool4
copy4 pool5

Definitions
pool1 pool2 pool3 pool4 pool5

Indicates the resource pools. The reports lists the primary pool first, then the pools for up to four tape copies.
Each pool name is not prefaced by a keyword. Pool names can have 1 to 16 characters.

OUTPUT VOLSER Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The OUTPUT VOLSER record indicates the volsers of primary and copy tapes to which the job copied files from input
minidisks or directories.

OUTPUT VOLSER primary copy1 copy2 copy3 copy4

At least one OUTPUT VOLSER record exists for each domain listed in the report. If the data spanned tapes, the report
may include more than one OUTPUT VOLSER record. Each volser is not prefaced by a keyword. Each OUTPUT
VOLSER record is followed by an OUTPUT TAPEPOOL record. The order in which the OUTPUT VOLSER record lists the
tapes and the OUTPUT TAPEPOOL record lists the resource pools correspond, as follows:

This tape: Was selected from this resource pool:
primary pool1
copy1 pool2
copy2 pool3
copy3 pool4
copy4 pool5

Definitions
primary copy1 copy2 copy3 copy4

Indicates the volsers of the tapes. The report lists the volser of the primary tape first, then the volsers of up to four
copies.
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SUCCESS Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The SUCCESS record indicates that the job successfully processed a domain or file.

SUCCESS {DOMAIN | FILE}

The keyword that follows the SUCCESS record indicates the type of entity that the job processed successfully. SUCCESS
FILE records appear in a keyword data report only if the REPORT record in the MPC job template or exception file
specified file-level report detail. If the REPORT record specified domain-level detail, only SUCCESS DOMAIN records will
appear.

Definitions
DOMAIN | FILE

Indicates the type of entity the job processed successfully. DOMAIN means the job processed a domain. FILE
means the job processed a file.

TAPESET Record (MPC Job Keyword Data)
The TAPESET record indicates the start of information for a tape set the job processed.

TAPESET tapesetname

A TAPESET record is always eventually followed by an ENDTAPESET record, which indicates the end of information for
the tape set. All of the tapes listed between a TAPESET record and an ENDTAPESET record belong to one tape set.

Definitions
tapesetname

Indicates the name to the input tape set.

REINIT Job Keyword Reports
This section provides detailed descriptions of records that can appear in keyword data reports produced by REINIT jobs,
listed in alphabetical order.

NOTE
REINIT jobs can only be submitted by an authorized client.

 Record  Function 
CANCEL Record (REINIT Job Keyword Reports Indicates that job was canceled by a VM:Backup operator or

system administrator
CHECKSUM Record Protects keyword data reports from manual modification
ENDERRS Record Indicates the end of ERRORS records for a tape that was included

in the job
ENDFAIL Record Indicates the end of FAIL records for a tape included in the job
ENDREPORT Record Indicates the end of the report
ERRORS Record Describes an error that occurred while the job was reinitializing a

tape
FAIL Record Describes one reason that reinitialization of a tape failed
JOB Record Provides information about the job
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SUCCESS Record Indicates that the job successfully reinitialized a tape
 VOLSER Record Contains the volser of a tape that the job reinitialized

CANCEL Record (REINIT Job Keyword Reports)
The CANCEL record means that the job was canceled by a VM:Backup operator or system administrator.

CANCEL message

Definitions
message

Displays the complete VM:Backup message indicating that the job was canceled by a VM:Backup operator or
system administrator. Message includes the message number, severity code, and text.

CHECKSUM Record (REINIT Job Keyword Reports)
The CHECKSUM record contains a hexadecimal number calculated from the contents of the report file. The record
protects keyword data reports from manual modification.

VM:Backup calculates the CHECKSUM record value for a report when it creates the report. When the owner of a job
requests the report for that job, VM:Backup calculates the checksum value again. If the two checksum values are not the
same, VM:Backup does not send the report to the owner.

WARNING
Do not modify keyword data reports or CHECKSUM records.

CHECKSUM hexadecimal

Definitions
hexadecimal

Indicates the hexadecimal value for the report file.

ENDERRS Record (REINIT Job Keyword Reports)
The ENDERRS record indicates the end of ERRORS records for a tape included in the job.

This record immediately follows the last ERRORS record for the tape.

ENDERRS

ENDFAIL Record (REINIT Job Keyword Reports)
The ENDFAIL record indicates the end of FAIL records for a tape included in the job.

This record immediately follows the last FAIL record for the tape.

ENDFAIL
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ENDREPORT Record (REINIT Job Keyword Reports)
The ENDREPORT record indicates the end of the report.

The ENDREPORT record is always the last record in a keyword data report.

ENDREPORT

ERRORS Record (REINIT Job Keyword Reports)
The ERRORS record indicates an error that occurred while the job was reinitializing a tape.

A tape may have more than one ERRORS record. An ENDERRS record  indicates the end of errors for a tape.

ERRORS VOLSER message

Definitions
VOLSER

Indicates that an error occurred while the job was trying to reinitialize a tape.
message

Displays the complete VM:Backup message for the error, including message number, severity code, and text.

FAIL Record (REINIT Job Keyword Reports)
The FAIL record indicates that the job was not able to reinitialize a tape.

A tape may have more than one FAIL record. An ENDFAIL record  indicates the end of FAIL records for a tape.

FAIL VOLSER message

Definitions
VOLSER

Indicates that the job could not successfully complete reinitialization of a tape.
message

Indicates the complete VM:Backup message for the error, including message number, severity code, and text.

JOB Record (REINIT Job Keyword Reports)
The JOB record provides information about the job.

The JOB record is always the first record in a keyword data report.

JOB jobname "Parms"

Parms

TYPE REINIT

OWNEDBY userid AT node

DATE mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss

OUTCOME {COMPLETED | CANCELED}
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Definitions
jobname

Indicates the name of the job template file that generated the report.
TYPE REINIT

Indicates that the job was a REINIT job.
OWNEDBY userid AT node

Indicates the owner of the keyword data report (the user ID that submitted the job) and the node of the system
from which the user submitted the job.

DATE mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss
Indicates the date and time the job started.

OUTCOME {COMPLETED | CANCELED}
Indicates the outcome of the job. COMPLETED means the job ran to completion. CANCELED means the job was
canceled; in this case the report also includes a CANCEL record.

SUCCESS Record (REINIT Job Keyword Reports)
The SUCCESS record indicates that the job successfully reinitialized a tape.

SUCCESS VOLSER

Definitions
VOLSER

Indicates that the job successfully reinitialized a tape.

VOLSER Record
The VOLSER record indicates the volser of a tape the job reinitialized.

VOLSER volser

Definitions
volser

Indicates the volser of the reinitialized tape.

Backing Up Other VM Products
You can use VM:Backup to back up another VM product.

WARNING
If you back up the product while it is running, certain minidisks must be quiesced for backup processing.
Quiescing a minidisk ensures that it does not change while VM:Backup is writing its contents to tape.

VM:Account
 

Use VM:Backup to back up these VM:Account minidisks without quiescing them:
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• The 191 (LOCAL) minidisk, containing the PROFILE EXEC, the VMACCT CONFIG file, and locally modified files
• The 192 (RUNTIME) minidisk, containing program material
• The 1C0 (CONTROL) minidisk, containing customer lists, project lists, and cost tables

To back up the VM:Account 1B0 (COLLECT) minidisk, select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup exception file. When
the backup runs, VM:Backup looks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you choose to define this user
exit, code the exit to issue return code 4 to allow VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the 1B0 minidisk.
If the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Backup uses the CP SMSG facility to ask VM:Account to quiesce the 1B0
minidisk.

NOTE
For more information about VMBEXIT2, see Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit.

Requirement

Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMBACKUP VMBACKUP record in the VMACCT CONFIG file.

VM:Archiver
The VM:Account/VM:Archiver interface enables you to determine how much data is stored on VM:Archiver. This is useful
information if you are trying to encourage archive usage by charging less for archive storage than for storage on users'
minidisks.

You can control which archive storage types (ONLINE, STAGE, or TAPE) are accounted for in batch and exception
accounting. A charging strategy can be set and VM:Account reports can be used to determine the breakdown of
resources and costs attributed to each of the three storage types.

Restrictions and Requirements

None.

Implementation

1. Verify that there is an OPTION ACCT record in the VMARCH directory entry.
2. Log on to VMANAGER.
3. Enter the VM:Archiver CONFIG command to display the Manage Configuration Options screen.
4. Select option 6, Define accounting controls.
5. On the Define Accounting Controls screen, do the following:

a. Enter the user ID of the VM:Account service virtual machine.
b. Enter y in response to the question of VM:Archiver accounting for storage.
c. Enter x beside each storage type for which you want to account. You may charge for one, two, or all three types of

storage.
d. Specify the date on which you want accounting to begin. This can be a date in the future. However, the date cannot

be earlier than the default date displaying in the field.
e. Press PF9 to save your work.
f. Press PF3 until you return to CMS.

6. Log on to VMACCT.
7. Enter the END command to shut down VMACCT.
8. Make sure there is a PRODUCT VMARCHIVE VMARCH record in the VMACCT CONFIG file. This configuration file

record provides VM:Account with the user ID of the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. This record activates the
VM:Account side of the interface.

9. Enter the PROFILE command to restart VMACCT.
10. Enter the #CP DISCONN command to leave VMACCT running disconnected.
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11. Use the VM:Account full-screen UPDATE command to edit the ARCHIVE COSTABLE file. This file contains costing
information for VM:Archiver accounting records (datatype A9).

VM:Secure Backups
Understand how to backup VM:Secure with security and VM:Secure without security.

You cannot use VM:Backup to back up all VM:Secure minidisks. This section describes the special backup processing
that is required and lists the utilities that you must use in addition to VM:Backup.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to VM:Secure refer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

Use VM:Backup to back up the followingVM:Secure minidisks, without quiescing them:

• The 192 (RUNTIME) minidisk containing program material
• The 194 (COMMON) minidisk that the Worker Facility uses. The files on this minidisk are created every time

VM:Secure is initialized with the Worker Facility activated. Therefore, no special processing for the 194 minidisk is
required.

The 1B3 minidisk is an IPLDISK that CMS does not access. Specify a physical backup format for this minidisk in the
VM:Backup exception file that is used to back up VM:Secure.

Select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup exception file to back up these minidisks:

• The 191 (LOCAL) minidisk
• The 1B2 (HOLD) minidisk
• The 1B4 (RULE) minidisk (VM:Secure with security only)

When the backup is run, VM:Backup checks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you define this user exit,
code the exit to issue a return code of 4. This return code allows VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the
minidisks that are listed above. If the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Backup uses the CP SMSG facility to ask
VM:Secure to quiesce these minidisks.

NOTE
For more information about VMBEXIT2, see the Quiesce (VMBEXIT2) User Exit article in the VM:Backup
documentation.

To back up the 1B0 (DRCT) directory database minidisk, use the VM:Secure utilities VMXBKP01, VMXBKP02, and
VMXBKP03.

NOTE
For more information about using these utilities, see the Utility Reference section in the VM:Secure
documentation.

To back up the 1D0 (AUDT) audit database minidisk, use the AUDITEXT command. See the Reference section in the
VM:Secure™ for z/VM or VM:Director™ for z/VM documentation for information about using this command.

Requirement

Make sure that a PRODUCT VMBACKUP VMBACKUP record exists in the VM:Secure or VM:Director PRODUCT
CONFIG file.

VM:Spool
Select the QUIESCE option in the VM:Backup exception file to back up the VM:Spool 1B0 (DATABASE) and 1D0 (AUDT)
minidisks.
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When the backup runs, VM:Backup looks to see if the quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) exists. If you choose to define this
user exit, code the exit to issue return code 4 to allow VM:Backup to use the CP SMSG facility to quiesce the VM:Spool
minidisks listed above. If the VMBEXIT2 user exit does not exist, VM:Backup uses the CP SMSG facility to ask VM:Spool
to quiesce these minidisks.

Note: For more information about using the VMBEXIT2 quiesce user exit, see the VM:Backup System Programmer's
Reference Guide.

Requirement

Make sure there is a GRANT QUIESCE TO VMBACKUP record in the VMSPOOL CONFIG file.

VM:Tape
Use the VM:Tape VMTBKP utility to back up these VM:Tape minidisks:

• 1D0 minidisk, containing the AUDIT file
• 1B0 minidisk, containing the Tape Management Catalog (TMC) file

Let VM:Backup back up all VM:Tape minidisks with the NO QUIESCE option (the default) to ensure that the VM:Tape 191
and 192 minidisks are backed up.

Note: For more information about using the VMTBKP utility, see the the VM:Tape Administration Guide.

Using NOEDRSUP
This page contains the DENSITY name and MEDIA value settings necessary for NOEDRSUP mode.

VM:Backup Release 3.6 is the final version to support Generic Device Recognition (NOEDRSUP) as a startup option for
recognizing tape devices. We recommend that you migrate to an Enhanced Device Recognition (EDRSUP) environment.

NOTE
For the DENSITY name and MEDIA value settings necessary for Enhanced Device Recognition (EDRSUP)
mode, see Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values. The device information shows how
VM:Backup interprets devices and will assist in specifying the correct MEDIA name and DENSITY value on the
TAPEPOOL record.

Settings for NOEDRSUP

Use the following table to determine the type of media and density to use when running NOEDRSUP. The default density
for each media type is underlined.

Device Media Density Name TMC TRTCH TMC Density

3420 REEL 800, 1600, 6250   

3480 (4480, 3490) CART 38K, XF, E, EXF X'C0' X'E3'
X'E7'

3490E (4490, 9490,
9490EE)

CART 38K, XF, E, EXF X'E0' X'E3'
X'E7'

STK 9840, 9840B,
9840C, 9840D, 9940,
9940B, T10000A running
in 3490E emulation mode

ENH ENHXF, ENH X'E0' X'E3'
X'E7'
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IBM 3590, 3590E,
3590H, and 3592 running
in 3490E emulation mode

HPT HPTB, HPTC X'E8'
X'EA'

X'E8'

STK 9840, 9840B,
9840C, 9840D, 9940,
9940B, T10000A-
D, running in 3590
emulation mode

HPT HPTB, HPTC X'E8'
X'EA'

X'E8'

IBM 3590, 3592, 3592E,
and 3592EE running in
3590 emulation mode

HPT HPTB, HPTC X'E8'
X'EA'

X'E8'

Changing From NOEDRSUP to EDRSUP

For more information about converting from NOEDRSUP to EDRSUP, contact Technical Support to discuss any issues.
You may need to make changes to your VM:Backup and VM:Tape configurations when you enable EDRSUP support.
There is no automated facility to make these changes, so the required changes must be made manually.
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Template Programming Interface
This section describes the VM:Backup Template Programming Interface (TPI) and explains how to create and edit TPI job
template, exception, and exclusion files for VM:Backup jobs.

You can define templates for jobs and specify exceptions and exclusions to those jobs in CMS files using the TPI.
TPI offers a control language that lets you create and edit job template, exception, and exclusion files without using
VM:Backup screens.

When you define a job template or specify exceptions or exclusions using VM:Backup screens, VM:Backup translates
that information into an internal format and stores it in a file on the VM:Backup service virtual machine's A-disk. When
you create job template, exception, or exclusion files using TPI, those files are in TPI format. You must use the IMPORT
command to convert the files into the VM:Backup internal format before you can use them to submit a job.

Other Broadcom products are authorized clients that create job template files and exception files using TPI, then import
them into VM:Backup, and submit them as jobs. These clients create single-use TPI files; after the job has either run
successfully or been canceled by the VM:Backup operator, VM:Backup erases the files.

 Contents 

  

Audience

To use the Template Programming Interface (TPI), you must have the following knowledge:

• Familiarity with VM and CMS
• Knowledge of the conventions for naming CMS files, Byte File System (BFS) files, and Shared File System (SFS) and

BFS directories.

The TPI also requires familiarity with VM:Backup functions and an understanding of how you want VM:Backup to run
in your data center. If you are not familiar with these things, obtain assistance through training or from subject matter
experts.

Using Menus Instead of the TPI

You can perform many TPI tasks by using VM:Backup menus and screens. See Administrators for details of how to do the
following tasks:

• Use the VM:Backup full-screen facility for customizing VM:Backup 
• Define backup and restore jobs to satisfy the requirements of your data center

To determine what VM:Backup functions and features to use to satisfy the backup and restore requirements of your data
center, read the System Programmers Reference. 
Read Administrators for instructions on using VM:Backup screens. Unless otherwise noted, the screens mentioned in this
guide are system administrator screens.
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Creating TPI Files

The following table lists the types of jobs that can be created through TPI and the TPI files that can be created for each
job. It also indicates who can create each type of job.

 Type of Job  TPI Files  Who Can Create Job/Files 
Full backup Job template

Exception
Exclusion

VM:Backup system administrator,
authorized clients

Incremental backup Job template
Exception
Exclusion

VM:Backup system administrator

CATSEARCH restore Job template
Exception
Exclusion

VM:Backup system administrator

VOLSEARCH restore Job template
Exception
Exclusion

VM:Backup system administrator

VOLSER restore Job template
Exception Exclusion

VM:Backup system administrator,
authorized clients

MPC Job template Authorized clients
REINIT Job template Authorized clients
AUTOCAT Job template VM:Backup system administrator,

VM:Backup when no AUTOCAT template
exists

When you create a TPI file, the following requirements apply:

• Job template files must have the filetype $TEMPLAT, exception files the filetype $XCEPT, and exclusion files the
filetype $XCLUDE.

• All TPI file records must be in uppercase letters unless they are comment records or specify filenames or filetypes that
are in mixed case letters.

The remaining sections in this guide provide the structure of each type of file for each type of job, and discuss the records
used in TPI files in detail. You can use the file structure as a guide when constructing your own TPI files.

Editing TPI Files

You can use the VM:Backup screens to update a TPI file unless the file:

• Is for an AUTOCAT, VOLSER restore, REINIT, or MPC job, which you cannot produce through the screens
• Includes records, parameters, or options that are available through TPI but not through the screens; these records and

parameters are noted in the detailed record descriptions
• Includes records that specify more items (for example, file pools) than the screens can accommodate

If one or more of these conditions holds, you must convert your file back into TPI format, then work with it in that format.
Use the EXPORT command to convert the file and move it to your A-disk. After you edit the file, use the IMPORT
command to import it into VM:Backup again. For information about these commands, see the System Programmer
Reference.

Do not modify job template or exception files created by authorized clients. If VM:Backup determines that a job template
or exception file created by an authorized client has been changed, it will not import the file.
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Sample TPI Files

Broadcom provides a number of sample job template files on your distribution tape. The files are loaded to the product
minidisk (usually the 192 minidisk) during installation. The following list describes the filenames:

AUTOCAT
Automatic condense and discard of VM:Backup catalogs

VMBCAT
Restore of the VM:Backup catalog

VMBACKUP
Backup of VM:Backup

FULLPACK
Restore of an entire DASD volume

WEEKLY
Full backup to run once each week

DAILY
Incremental backup to run each day

ALTVOL
Restore to alternate DASD volumes

The filetype for each file is TEMPDIST. To work with one of the sample files, you must copy the file to the VM:Backup
A-disk, change the filetype to TEMPLATE, and follow the procedures appropriate for that type of file as described
under Editing TPI Files, above.

Enhanced Device Support

When running VM:Backup in a mixed tape device environment, Enhanced Device Recognition (EDR) support in
VM:Backup enables you to manage these devices by specifically identifying each one, and the media types it can use.
You can support not only different media types, but different recording formats within a media type. Additionally, the
media's format at any point depends on the tape device that last initialized the media.

For detailed information on EDRSUP, see the page Enhanced Device Recognition Support in the section Managing Tape
and DASD Resources in the System Programmer Reference.

Device and Media Settings

Several TPI records require you to specify the media type and density of tapes to use for input or output. For a list of
device, media, and density names, see Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values in the System Programmer
Reference.

NOTE
 Tapes written on 3590 devices must be read from 3590 devices; tapes written on 3490E devices must be read
from 3490E devices. A cartridge written with data compaction must be read from a device that supports data
compaction.

Backup Job Template Files
This section describes the structure of backup job template files created using TPI and shows example files. It then
describes in detail each record you can include in a TPI backup job template file. The records are listed in alphabetical
order. Unless stated otherwise, the records and parameters apply to both full and incremental backup jobs.

Contents
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Full Backup Job Template File Structure and Sample

The following table outlines the general structure of a full backup job template file. It lists the records in the order in which
you or an authorized client might use them in a file.

Record Information Specified Required Quantity Allowed
JOB Type of job set up in file Yes 1; first in file
COMMENT Comment No 1
* Additional comments No Multiple
CATALOG Catalog options No Multiple
JOBOPTIONS General job processing options No Multiple
OPTIONS Domain-level job processing

options
No Multiple

REPORT Report options No Multiple
EXCEPTIONS Name of exception file for job No 1
EXCLUSIONS Name of exclusion file for job No 1
OUTPUT Output tape to which to back up

data
Yes Multiple

INCLUDE DASD volumes, file pools, or
domains that contain data to
back up

Yes Multiple; at least 2

CREATE Owner and name of an abstract
domain to create on the backup
tape. Used by authorized clients
only.

No Multiple

CHECKSUM Number that protects file from
manual modification. Used by
authorized clients only.

No 1; last in file

Example Full Backup Job Template File

The following example shows a full backup job template file named WEEKLY $TEMPLAT. This file defines a full backup
of all file spaces in all file pools and the 191 minidisk belonging to user ID VMANAGER. A catalog will be created.
Exceptions and exclusions defined in associated WEEKLY $XCEPT and WEEKLY $XCLUDE files will be applied. The
data backed up will be written to a primary tape defined in resource pool WEEKLY and a tape copy defined in resource
pool WTWIN. Several options and report settings are defined that will apply to the backup job.

JOB BACKUP TYPE FULL

COMMENT Example full backup

CATALOG CREATE YES DISCARD 30 CONDENSE 15

* Define general job processing options

JOBOPTIONS PRIORITY YES

JOBOPTIONS REDUCE TAPEUSE

JOBOPTIONS JOBEND QUIET

JOBOPTIONS ONETIME NO

JOBOPTIONS STREAMS 1

 

* Define weekly domain-level backup options

OPTIONS CATDETAIL DOMAIN

OPTIONS BKPTYPE LOGICAL
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OPTIONS PACKDATA NO

OPTIONS CMSSWITCH YES CMSTRIES 3

OPTIONS DIRSCAN YES

 

* Define weekly backup report guidelines

REPORT REPDETAIL DOMAIN

REPORT REPDEST VMRMAINT

REPORT REPCLASS A

REPORT ERRDEST VMRMAINT

REPORT ERRCLASS A

REPORT KEYWORD YES

 

EXCEPTIONS WEEKLY

EXCLUSIONS WEEKLY

 

* Define weekly resource pools: 2 copies

OUTPUT 0 DSN VMBACKUP.PRIMARY

OUTPUT 0 POOL WEEKLY RETPD 30

OUTPUT 1 DSN VMBACKUP.COPY1

OUTPUT 1 POOL WTWIN RETPD 30

 

INCLUDE DASD *

INCLUDE FILEPOOL *

INCLUDE USERID VMANAGER 191

INCLUDE FILESPACE *:*

Incremental Backup Job Template File Structure and Sample

The following table outlines the structure of an incremental backup job template file. The table lists the records in the order
you might use them in a file.

Record Information Specified Required Quantity Allowed
JOB Type of job set up in file Yes 1; first in file
COMMENT Comment No 1
* 1 Additional comments No Multiple
BASE TEMPLATES Backup job template files upon

which to base incremental
backup

Yes 1

CATALOG Catalog options No Multiple
JOBOPTIONS General job processing options No Multiple
OPTIONS Domain-level job processing

options
No Multiple

REPORT Report options No Multiple
EXCEPTIONS Name of exception file for job No 1
EXCLUSIONS Name of exclusion file for job No 1
OUTPUT Output tape to which to back up

data
Yes Multiple

INCLUDE DASD volumes, file pools, or
domains that contain data to
back up

Yes Multiple; at least 2
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1 When a job is exported from VM:Backup, all * records appear in order after the COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT
record is specified, after the JOB record.

Example Incremental Backup Job Template File

The following example shows an incremental backup job template file named DAILY $TEMPLAT. This file defines an
incremental backup based on WEEKLY and DAILY templates of all file spaces in all file pools and the 191 minidisk
belonging to user ID VMANAGER. A catalog will be created. Exceptions and exclusions defined in associated WEEKLY
$XCEPT and WEEKLY $XCLUDE files will be applied. The data backed up will be written to a primary tape defined in
resource pool DAILY and a tape copy defined in resource pool DTWIN. Several job options and report settings are defined
that will apply to the backup job.

JOB BACKUP TYPE INCREMENTAL

COMMENT Example incremental backup

BASE TEMPLATES WEEKLY DAILY

CATALOG CREATE YES DISCARD 30 CONDENSE 15

*Define general job processing options

JOBOPTIONS REDUCE TAPEUSE

JOBOPTIONS ONETIME NO

JOBOPTIONS STREAMS 1

 

* Define daily domain-level backup options

OPTIONS CATDETAIL DOMAIN

OPTIONS BKPTYPE LOGICAL

OPTIONS PACKDATA NO

OPTIONS CMSSWITCH YES CMSTRIES 3

OPTIONS CMSCHANGE DATE PHYSCHANGE HASH

OPTIONS DIRSCAN YES

 

* Define daily backup report guidelines

REPORT REPDETAIL DOMAIN

REPORT REPDEST VMRMAINT

REPORT REPCLASS A

REPORT ERRDEST VMRMAINT

REPORT ERRCLASS A

REPORT KEYWORD YES

 

EXCEPTIONS WEEKLY

EXCLUSIONS WEEKLY

 

* Define daily resource pools: 2 copies

OUTPUT 0 DSN VMBACKUP.PRIMARY

OUTPUT 0 POOL DAILY RETPD 30

OUTPUT 1 DSN VMBACKUP.COPY1

OUTPUT 1 POOL DTWIN RETPD 30

 

INCLUDE DASD *

INCLUDE FILEPOOL *

INCLUDE USERID VMANAGER 191

INCLUDE FILESPACE *:*
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* Record (Backup Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the * record to add comments to job template files in addition to the comment specified on the COMMENT record.
When you manage job template files through the VM:Backup screens, VM:Backup displays the comment on the
COMMENT record on the screen; comments on * records are not displayed on the screen.

You can use * records with the COMMENT record or by themselves, and you can include as many as you need. You
can place * records anywhere in the file after the JOB record; however, when the file is exported, VM:Backup places all *
records in order after the COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT record exists, after the JOB record.

NOTE
The * record is available only through TPI. However, using it will not prevent you from managing the template
through the VM:Backup screens.

* [text]

Definitions
text

Can include up to 80 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You must type the asterisk in
column 1 of the record. You can use uppercase and lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text
case is preserved.

Example
You want to document when you began including the VMSYSU file pool in the weekly backup job. Include the
following * record in the backup job template file:

* Added INCLUDE VMSYSU file pool to weekly backup mm/dd/yy

BASE TEMPLATES Record
REQUIRED

In an incremental backup job template file, use the BASE TEMPLATES record to identify the full or incremental backup job
template files on which the job is to base the incremental backup.

A file can include multiple BASE TEMPLATES records.

BASE TEMPLATES templates

Definitions
templates...

Lists the names of the backup job template files on which to base the incremental backup. You can use pattern
matching.
Note: If you want to be able to work with a file through VM:Backup screens, do not list more than 12 names.

CATALOG Record (Backup Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the CATALOG record to indicate whether the job is to create a catalog and, if so, specify when to condense the
catalog and when to discard it.
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A file can include more than one CATALOG record, but the file can specify each parameter only once. If the file does not
include a CATALOG record, the job creates a catalog that is to be condensed after 15 days and discarded after 30 days.

Jobs that back up VM:Backup never create a catalog and therefore ignore this record.

CATALOG [“Parms”]...

 

Parms:

  CREATE {YES | NO}

| DISCARD days

| CONDENSE days

 

Definitions
CREATE [YES | NO]

Specifies whether to create a catalog.
Note: You must specify CATALOG CREATE NO if the file specifies one or more INCLUDE DIRECTORY records.

DISCARD days
Specifies the number of days VM:Backup is to retain the catalog before discarding it. Specify an integer from 0
through 5000 for days. The default is 30.

CONDENSE days
Specifies the number of days VM:Backup is to retain the file-level catalog before condensing it to domain-level.
Specify an integer from 0 through 5000 for days. The default is 15.

CHECKSUM Record (Backup Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

In a full backup job template file created by an authorized client, the CHECKSUM record contains a hexadecimal number
calculated from the contents of the file.

This record protects the file from manual modification. When VM:Backup imports a file created by a client, it computes its
own checksum value for the file. If that value does not match the value in this record, VM:Backup does not import the file.

WARNING
IMPORTANT Do not modify CHECKSUM records

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

CHECKSUM hexadecimal

COMMENT Record (Backup Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the COMMENT record to specify a comment in a file.

You can include only one COMMENT record in a file. When you want to specify more than one comment, use * records.
When managing the template using VM:Backup screens, the comment specified on the COMMENT record is displayed on
the screen; comments specified on * records are not displayed on the screen.
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COMMENT [text]

NOTE
For more information, see * Record .

Definitions
text

Can include up to 50 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You can use uppercase and
lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text case is preserved.

CREATE Record
OPTIONAL

Use the CREATE record to let an authorized client create an abstract domain on the backup tape. An abstract domain is
a domain that the client defines; the name of an abstract domain does not necessarily reflect an actual minidisk, directory,
or file space. The CREATE record tells VM:Backup to assign an arbitrary name to a collection of files backed up from a
single source directory. The client assigns a name that is more convenient for its purposes.

A file can include multiple CREATE records.

The client must specify an EXCEPT ABSTRACT and a FROM record in the exception file for each CREATE record to
describe from which directory VM:Backup should obtain data to include in the abstract domain.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

CREATE ABSTRACT owner domainname

Definitions
ABSTRACT

Indicates that the job is to create an abstract domain on the backup tape.
owner

Specifies the owner of the abstract domain the backup job is to create. Pattern matching is not supported.
domainname

Specifies the name of the abstract domain the backup job is to create; domainname can contain from 1-153 non-
blank characters. The characters * or % can be used, but they are not used as pattern-matching characters.

EXCEPTIONS Record (Backup Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the EXCEPTIONS record to identify the exception file associated with the job template file, if any. A file can include
only one EXCEPTIONS record.

EXCEPTIONS filename

Definitions
filename

Specifies the name of the exception file. It must be a valid CMS filename.
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EXCLUSIONS Record (Backup Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the EXCLUSIONS record to identify the exclusion file associated with the job template file, if any. A file can include
only one EXCLUSIONS record.

EXCLUSIONS filename

Definitions
filename

Specifies the name of the exclusion file. It must be a valid CMS filename.

INCLUDE Record (Backup Job Template Files)
REQUIRED

Use the INCLUDE record to specify DASD volumes, file pools, or domains (minidisks, file spaces, or directories) that
contain data to back up.

At least two INCLUDE records are required in a file. For jobs that back up minidisks, one record must specify the DASD
parameter and another must specify the USERID, ACCOUNT, or ACIGROUP parameter. For jobs that back up SFS
data, one record must specify the FILEPOOL parameter and one must specify either the FILESPACE or DIRECTORY
parameter. Each record can specify only one of these parameters.

INCLUDE {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  ACCOUNT acctnumber

| ACIGROUP group

| DASD volsers…

| DIRECTORY fqdirname

| FILEPOOL filepools…

| FILESPACE filepoolid:userid

| USERID userid vaddr

Definitions
ACCOUNT acctnumber

Specifies the number of an account whose minidisks the job is to back up. You can use pattern matching. Use *
for acctnumber to specify all account numbers.

ACIGROUP group
Specifies an access control interface (ACI) security group whose minidisks the job is to back up. You can use
pattern matching. Specify * for group to include all ACI groups.
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DASD volsers...
Lists the volsers of DASD volumes the job is to back up. You can use pattern matching. Specify * for volser to
include all DASD volumes.
Note: If you want to be able to work with a file through VM:Backup screens, do not list more than 12 volumes.

DIRECTORY fqdirname
Specifies the fully-qualified name of a directory the job is to back up. You cannot use pattern matching. You can
only specify INCLUDE DIRECTORY in a full backup job template file.
Note: You cannot use INCLUDE DIRECTORY and INCLUDE FILESPACE records in the same file.
You cannot use INCLUDE DIRECTORY and CATALOG CREATE YES in the same file.
The DIRECTORY parameter is available only through TPI. Using it will prevent you from managing the job
template file through VM:Backup screens.

FILEPOOL filepools...
Lists file pools the job is to back up. You can use pattern matching. Specify * for filepool to include every local
file pool identified to VM:Backup. VM:Backup cannot back up data in remote file pools, that is file pools that are
located on a different system from the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

FILESPACE filepoolid:userid
Specifies the name of a file space the job is to back up. You can use pattern matching. Specify * for filepoolid to
include all file spaces for the specified userids in all file pools listed on the INCLUDE FILEPOOL record. Specify *
for userid to include all file spaces for all userids in the specified file pool.
An INCLUDE FILESPACE *:* record tells the job to back up all file spaces for all file pools that are specified on
the INCLUDE FILEPOOL record.
Note: You cannot use INCLUDE FILESPACE and INCLUDE DIRECTORY records in the same file.

USERID userid vaddr
Specifies the user ID and virtual address of a minidisk the job is to back up. Specify * for userid to include the
minidisks of all user IDs with the specified virtual address. Specify * for vaddr to include all minidisks for the
specified user IDs. An INCLUDE USERID * * record tells the job to back up all minidisks for all user IDs.

JOB Record (Backup Job Template Files)
REQUIRED

Use the JOB record to identify the type of job that is set up in the file.

This record is required as the first record in the file. A file can include only one JOB record. If the JOB record is missing,
invalid, or not the first record in the file, VM:Backup does not import the file.

JOB BACKUP TYPE {FULL | INCREMENTAL}

Definitions
BACKUP TYPE {FULL | INCREMENTAL}

Specifies that the backup job is a full or incremental job.

JOBOPTIONS Record (Backup Job Template Files)
REQUIRED

Use the JOBOPTIONS record to specify job processing options for the job.

A file can include multiple JOBOPTIONS records. Each record can specify more than one parameter; however, a file can
include only one of each parameter.

You can override parameter values specified on this record when you submit the job.
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NOTE
Parameters on this record replace the STREAMS record and equivalent parameters on the OPTIONS record.
However, VM:Backup will continue to accept already imported job template files that include the STREAMS
record and the OPTIONS parameters.

JOBOPTIONS {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  EXCLUSIVE {YES | NO}

| HOLD {YES | NO}

| JOBEND {NOTIFY | QUIET}

| ONETIME {YES | NO}

| PRIORITY {YES | NO}

| REDUCE {REMOUNTS | TAPEUSE}

| STREAMS number

Definitions

EXCLUSIVE {YES |  NO}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to prevent other jobs from running while this job runs. VM:Backup will not start an
exclusive job until all running jobs have completed and will not allow other jobs to start until the exclusive job has
completed.
Jobs that back up VM:Backup are always exclusive and ignore this parameter.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using EXCLUSIVE YES will prevent you from managing the job
template file through the VM:Backup screens.

HOLD {YES | NO}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to place the job in the job queue in hold status. To run a held job, the operator or system
administrator must release it using the Manage System Activity operator screen or the RELEASE command.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using HOLD YES will prevent you from managing the job template file
through the VM:Backup screens

JOBEND {NOTIFY | QUIET}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to issue the JOBEND command to the submitting user ID to inform it that the job
completed or was canceled. NOTIFY tells VM:Backup to notify the submitting user ID. QUIET tells VM:Backup not to
notify the submitting user ID.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using JOBEND NOTIFY will prevent you from managing the job
template file through the VM:Backup screens.

ONETIME {YES | NO}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to erase the job template file and any associated exception and exclusion files from the
VM:Backup 191 minidisk when the job either runs successfully or is canceled.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using ONETIME YES will prevent you from managing the job
template file through the VM:Backup screens.

PRIORITY {YES | NO}

Specifies whether to submit the job at the top of the job queue, after any existing priority jobs. VM:Backup runs priority
jobs before any other job in the queue. The only way another job can run ahead of a priority job is when the jobs are
reordered using the ORDER command.
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Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using PRIORITY YES will prevent you from managing the job
template file through the VM:Backup screens.

REDUCE {REMOUNTS | TAPEUSE }

Indicates whether VM:Backup is to remount tapes already written to.
REMOUNTS prevents VM:Backup from remounting tapes in most situations, which can make backup jobs run more
quickly. If your data center uses automatic cartridge loaders (ACLs), you might want to specify REMOUNTS. Depending
on the control setting for your ACL, it might not be able to remount a tape that has already been mounted in the currently
running job. This is true if the control setting on the ACL is set to AUTOMATIC. This might also be true if the control setting
is set to SYSTEM and the software you use to mount tapes cannot handle this situation.
TAPEUSE allows VM:Backup to remount tapes that have already been written to in the currently running backup job,
minimizing the number of tapes needed for the job.
For more information about tape remounts, see the chapter Managing Tape and DASD Resources in the System
Programmer Reference.

STREAMS number

Specifies the number of output streams the job is to use. Specify an integer from 1 through 15. The default is 1.
You might need to increase the virtual storage size for VM:Backup if you are submitting jobs that have a large number of
streams. For more information about virtual storage requirements, see the chapter Customizing VM:Backup in the System
Programmer Reference.

OPTIONS Record (Backup Job Template)
OPTIONAL

Use OPTIONS records to specify processing options for the job to apply to the domains it backs up, unless an exception
file specifies different options for a particular domain.

A file can include multiple OPTIONS records. An OPTIONS record can specify more than one parameter; however, the
record can specify each parameter only once.

OPTIONS {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

 

  BKPFILE {STANDARD | EXPANDED}

| BKPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

| BKPTYPE {ARCHIVE | LOGICAL | CMS | PHYSICAL | CMSALLOC | SFS}

| CATDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

| CMSCHANGE {DATE | HASH}

| CMSSWITCH {YES | NO}

| CMSTRIES number

| DIRSCAN {YES | NO}

| PACKDATA {YES | NO}

| PHYSCHANGE {HASH | NONE}

| SFSTRIES number
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Definitions
BKPFILE {STANDARD | EXPANDED}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to store additional file information with the file. STANDARD indicates that
VM:Backup is not to store the additional file information; EXPANDED indicates that VM:Backup is to store the
additional file information on the tape.
Note: The BKPFILE parameter is only available through TPI. However, using BKPFILE STANDARD will not
prevent you from managing the job template file through VM:Backup screens.
The BKPFILE EXPANDED parameter can only be used by an authorized client.

BKPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}
For an incremental backup job, specifies whether the job is to back up the entire domain or just the portion that
has changed since the previous backup. DOMAIN specifies that VM:Backup perform a full backup of the domain if
it has changed since the last backup. FILE specifies that VM:Backup back up just those files that have changed.

BKPTYPE {ARCHIVE | LOGICAL | CMS | PHYSICAL | CMSALLOC | SFS}
Specifies the type of backup format the job is to use. For explanations of the backup formats, see the Systems
Programmer Reference .
Note:VM:Backup always exports the BKPTYPE SFS parameter as BKPTYPE LOGICAL. If an INCLUDE record
specifies SFS data, VM:Backup backs up the data in SFS format, regardless of backup format specifications
BKPTYPE SFS is available only through TPI; using this parameter will not prevent you from managing the job
template file through VM:Backup screens. BKPTYPE ARCHIVE is available only through TPI and can be used
only by an authorized client.
VM:Backup uses the SFS backup type for BFS data as well.

CATDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}
Specifies the level of detail the job is to include in the catalog it creates. DOMAIN specifies detail at the domain
level. FILE specifies detail at the file level.

CMSCHANGE {DATE | HASH}
Specifies change detection information for data backed up in CMS format. For a full backup, CMSCHANGE
specifies what to save in the catalog to use for comparison during an incremental backup to detect whether data
has changed. For an incremental backup, it specifies what values should be compared with the values stored in
the catalog to determine whether data has changed. For more information, see the change detection information
in the  Administrators .

CMSSWITCH {YES | NO}
Indicates how the job is to handle a CMS minidisk that is still changing after trying to back it up the number of
times specified by the CMSTRIES parameter. NO tells the job to skip the minidisk. YES tells the job to switch to a
physical backup of this minidisk.

CMSTRIES number
Specifies the number of times the job is to try to back up a CMS minidisk that changes during the backup. Specify
an integer from 1 through 9 for number. After number tries, the job either skips the minidisk or switches to a
physical backup of the minidisk, as specified by the CMSSWITCH parameter. The default is 3.

DIRSCAN {YES | NO}
Specifies whether the job is to scan the CP online directory and SFS file pools for domain information.
DIRSCAN NO does not mean that the job will never read the CP online directory or the SFS catalog. The job may
scan the directory for information that will enable VM:Backup to link to the minidisks and obtain information about
the domains to be backed up. The job may scan the SFS catalog for information that will enable VM:Backup to
link to storage group minidisks and obtain information about the domains to be backed up.
When a backup job template file specifies DIRSCAN NO:
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• The job considers the minidisk information indicated in the job template file and any associated exception file
valid and uses it.

• You must identify the file pool to VM:Backup on the FILEPOOL configuration file record, and VM:Backup must
be an administrator of that file pool.

• The INCLUDE records in the job template file must explicitly specify the domains the job is to back up; the
records cannot use pattern matching.

Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using the DIRSCAN NO parameter will prevent you from
managing the job template file through the VM:Backup screens.

PACKDATA {YES | NO}
Specifies whether the job is to pack data.

PHYSCHANGE {HASH | NONE}
Specifies change detection information for data backed up in physical format. For a full backup, PHYSCHANGE
specifies what to save in the catalog to use for comparison during an incremental backup to detect whether data
has changed. For an incremental backup, it specifies what values should be compared with the values stored in
the catalog to determine whether data has changed. For more information, see the change detection information
in the  Administrators .

SFSTRIES number
Specifies the maximum number of times the job is to check for changes in a file space during a backup. If after
number checks VM:Backup still detects changes, the job backs up the file space, but writes a message in the job
output report indicating that it could not obtain a consistent point-in-time view of the file space. Enter an integer
from 0 through 9. The default is 0, which means that VM:Backup does not perform a consistency check. This
default is suitable for most sites because SFS guarantees a consistent view of individual files. However, if you
run applications that require files to be maintained at the same commit level, that is, in sync with each other, have
VM:Backup perform one or more consistency checks, or quiesce the file space.
Note: This option has no effect on BFS file spaces. BFS files are update-in-place files; VM:Backup cannot detect
changes in these files. To ensure a consistent point-in-time view of a BFS file space, you must quiesce the file
space during backups.

OUTPUT Record (Backup Job Template Files)
REQUIRED

Use the OUTPUT record to specify information about an output tape to which the job is to write data.

At least one OUTPUT record that defines the primary output tape is required in a file. You can include as many OUTPUT
records as you need in a file, but you can specify each parameter only once for each tape copy. You can include more
than one parameter on an OUTPUT record; however, you can specify each parameter only once for each record.

OUTPUT number {“Keywords”}...

 

Keywords:

 

  DSN name

| DSSN number

| EXPDT PERM

| OWNEDBY userid

| POOL poolname
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| RETPD number

| VOLSER volser

Definitions
number

Indicates the copy number of the output tape. Specify primary or 0 for the primary copy, and 1, 2, 3, or 4 for the
other copies.

DSN name
Specifies the data set name the job is to write in the output volume label. The data set name can contain up to 44
characters, both alphanumeric (A-Z, 0-9) and special characters: period (.), at sign (@), pound sign (#), and dollar
sign ($). The default is VMBACKUP.PRIMARY for the primary copy, and VMBACKUP.COPYn for copies 1, 2, 3,
and 4, where n is the number of the copy.
Although you can specify up to 44 characters, to conform to OS standard tape label support, only the last 17
characters of the data set name are written to the tape label. If you use VM:Tape, the full data set name (up to 44
characters) will be cataloged in the VM:Tape TMC, but the tape label will still contain only the last 17 characters.

DSSN number
Specifies the data set sequence number (DSSN) of the data set to which the job is to write backup data. The
default is 1. You must specify 1 for number. Authorized clients can specify an integer from 1 through 9999 for
number.
Note: The DSSN parameter is available only through TPI. However, using it will not prevent you from managing
the job template file through the VM:Backup screens.

EXPDT PERM
Indicates that the output tape is a permanent tape. Only authorized clients can specify EXPDT PERM. Jobs
created by other users must use the RETPD parameter.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

OWNEDBY userid
Identifies the user ID that owns the output tape. Only authorized clients can specify the OWNEDBY option. If
OWNEDBY is not specified, the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine owns all tapes used by the job.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client

POOL poolname
Identifies the resource pool from which the job is to select the output tape. You can use 1-8 alphanumeric
characters for poolname. If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape and you are specifying a VM:Tape pool, you
can use up to 16 alphanumeric characters.

RETPD number
Specifies the number of days to retain the tapes created by the back up job. Specify an integer from 0 through
5000 for number. The default is 30.

VOLSER volser
Specifies the volser of the first output tape. Only authorized clients can specify the VOLSER option.

REPORT Record (Backup Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the REPORT record to specify information about the error and job detail reports VM:Backup will create for the job,
indicate whether VM:Backup is to create a keyword data report for the job, and specify how much detail to include in the
reports.

A file can include as many REPORT records as needed. Each record can include more than one parameter; however,
each record can specify each parameter only once.
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REPORT  {“Keywords”}...

 

Keywords:

  ERRCLASS class

| ERRDEST userid

| ERRNODE node

| KEYWORD {YES | NO}

| REPCLASS class

| REPDEST userid

| REPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

| REPNODE node

Definitions
ERRCLASS class

Specifies the spool class for backup job error reports. Specify a single alphanumeric character (A-Z, 0-9) for class.
The default is the class of the first virtual punch defined in the response that VM:Backup receives from the CP
QUERY VIRTUAL UR command at system initialization.

ERRDEST userid
Specifies the user ID to which VM:Backup is to send the error report. The default is the user ID that submitted the
job.

ERRNODE node
Specifies the node to which VM:Backup is to send the error report. The default is the local system.

KEYWORD {YES | NO}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to create a keyword data report for the job on the report minidisk.
VM:Backup does not create a keyword data report for jobs that backup the VM:Backup service virtual machine
even if a keyword data report is requested. VM:Backup cannot write to the report minidisk at the same time it is
trying to back up the minidisk.

REPCLASS class
Specifies the spool class for the backup job detail report. Specify a single alphanumeric character (A-Z, 0-9) for
class. The default is the class of the first virtual printer defined in the response that VM:Backup receives from the
CP QUERY VIRTUAL UR command at system initialization.

REPDEST userid
Identifies the user ID to which VM:Backup is to send the job detail report. The default is the user ID that submitted
the job.

REPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}
Determines the level of detail VM:Backup is to include in the job detail and keyword data reports. DOMAIN
specifies report detail at the minidisk, file space, or (if the backup is at the directory level) directory level. FILE
specifies report detail at the file, track, or block level.

REPNODE node
Specifies the node to which VM:Backup is to send the job detail report. The default is the local system.

Backup Job Exception Files
This section describes the structure of backup job exception files created using TPI and shows an example file. It then
explains each record TPI backup job exception files can include. The records are listed in alphabetical order. Unless
stated otherwise, the records and parameters apply to both full and incremental backup jobs.
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The following table outlines the structure of a backup job exception file. The table lists the records in the order you or an
authorized client might use them in a file.

Record Information Specified Required Quantity Allowed
COMMENT Comment No 1
* Additional comments No Multiple
EXCEPT Domains to process differently

than specified in job template
file

Yes Multiple;
at least 1

FROM Domain that contains the data
the backup job is to back up for
an abstract domain

No 1 required for each EXCEPT
ABSTRACT record

OPTIONS Processing options for domains
identified on EXCEPT record

No Multiple

REPORT Report options for domains
identified on EXCEPT record

No Multiple

INCLUDE Files or minidisk extents to back
up from domains identified on
EXCEPT record

No Multiple

EXCLUDE Files or minidisk extents to not
back up from domains identified
on EXCEPT record

No Multiple

USRRECORD User record to include with data
to back up

No Multiple

CHECKSUM Number that protects file from
manual modification

No 1; last in file

Example

The following example Backup Exception File shows an exception file for a backup job named WEEKLY $XCEPT. This file
defines the following exceptions:

• For all minidisks belonging to user ID SQL, quiesce them and back them up in physical format.
• For all minidisks belonging to user ID SECURE, do not backup any file having a file name of SMITH.
• For all user IDs, do not backup files that have a file type of NETLOG.
• For all file spaces in all file pools, do not backup files that have a file type of NETLOG.

EXCEPT USERID SQL * 

OPTIONS QUIESCE YES

OPTIONS BKPTYPE PHYSICAL

 

EXCEPT USERID SECURE * 

EXCLUDE FILE SMITH *

 

EXCEPT USERID * *

EXCLUDE FILE * NETLOG

 

EXCEPT FILESPACE *:*

EXCLUDE FILE * NETLOG
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CHECKSUM Record (Backup Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

In an exception file created by an authorized client, the CHECKSUM record contains a hexadecimal number calculated
from the contents of the file.

This record protects the file from manual modification. When VM:Backup imports a file created by a client, it computes its
own checksum value for the file. If that value does not match the value in this record, VM:Backup does not import the file.

This record appears at the end of any file created by a product.

WARNING
IMPORTANT! Do not modify CHECKSUM records.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

CHECKSUM hexadecimal

COMMENT Record (Backup Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the COMMENT record to enter a comment in a file.

You can include only one COMMENT record in a file. When you want to enter more than one comment, use * records.
Comments specified on the COMMENT record are displayed on the exception file management screens and on the
Review Restore Requests screen. Comments specified on * records are not displayed on these screens.

COMMENT [text]

NOTE
For more information, see * Record.

Definitions
text

Can include up to 50 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You can use uppercase and
lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text case is preserved.

EXCEPT Record (Backup Job Exception Files)
REQUIRED

Use the EXCEPT record to identify domains to process differently than specified in the backup job template file.
VM:Backup processes the domains as described in the exception file rather than as described in the job template file.

A file must include at least one EXCEPT record and can include more than one.

EXCEPT {“Parms”}... [SETTAG tag]

 

Parms:

  ABSTRACT owner domainname

| DIRECTORY fqdirname
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| FILESPACE filepoolid:userid

| USERID userid vaddr

| ACCOUNT acctnumber

| ACIGROUP group

 

Definitions
ABSTRACT owner domainname

Specifies the owner and name of an abstract domain the job is to back up. Use up to 153 non-blank characters for
domainname; you can use the characters * or %, but they will not be used as pattern-matching characters. The
abstract domain must be specified on a CREATE record in the job template file. This record must be followed by a
FROM record.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

ACCOUNT acctnumber
Specifies the number of an account whose minidisks the job is to process differently. You can use pattern
matching. Enter * for acctnumber to indicate all minidisks specified on INCLUDE records in the job template file
are to be processed differently.

ACIGROUP group
Specifies an ACI security group whose minidisks the job is to process differently. You can use pattern matching.
Enter * for group to indicate all minidisks specified on INCLUDE records in the job template file are to be
processed differently.

DIRECTORY fqdirname
Specifies the fully-qualified name of an SFS directory that contains files the job is to process differently. You
cannot use pattern matching.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using this parameter will prevent you from managing the
exception file through VM:Backup screens.

FILESPACE filepoolid:userid
Specifies a file space the job is to process differently. You can use pattern matching. To process file spaces for
a specified user ID for all file pools specified by INCLUDE FILEPOOL records in the job template file differently,
enter * for filepoolid. To process file spaces for all user IDs in a specified file pool differently, enter * for userid.

USERID userid vaddr
Specifies the user ID and virtual address of a minidisk the job is to process differently. You can use pattern
matching. Enter * for userid to indicate all minidisks specified on INCLUDE records in the job template file are to
be processed differently.

SETTAG tag
Specifies an arbitrary string to associate with the domain. The tag can be up to eight non-blank characters; the
characters * and % can be used, but they are not used as pattern-matching characters. If you specify more than
eight characters, VM:Backup truncates the tag to eight characters. Specify tag in subsequent restore and MPC
jobs to identify an instance of a domain in a data set on a tape.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

EXCLUDE Record (Backup Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL
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Use the EXCLUDE record to exclude certain parts of domains specified on the preceding EXCEPT record from the
backup. You can exclude:

• Count-key-data (CKD) cylinders and tracks
• Fixed-block-architecture (FBA) blocks
• CMS or SFS files

You cannot use this record to exclude BFS files from a backup.

A file can include multiple EXCLUDE records. Multiple EXCLUDE records that specify the same parameter can follow one
EXCEPT record, but not multiple EXCLUDE records that specify different parameters. EXCLUDE records that specify
extents for CKD or FBA can follow the EXCEPT record in any order.

Either EXCLUDE or INCLUDE records can follow one EXCEPT record, but not both.

EXCLUDE {“Parms”} 

 

Parms:

  CKD begcyl begtrk endcyl endtrk

| FBA begin end

| FILE filename filetype

Definitions
CKD begcyl begtrk endcyl endtrk

Specifies the numbers of the first and last cylinders and tracks of the minidisk extent that the job should not back
up. This parameter may follow an EXCEPT USERID, ACCOUNT, or ACIGROUP record.

FBA begin end
Specifies the numbers of the first and last blocks of the minidisk extent that the job should not back up. This
parameter can follow an EXCEPT USERID, ACCOUNT, or ACIGROUP record.

FILE filename filetype
Specifies CMS or SFS files that the job should not back up. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for filename to
exclude all files of the specified filetype from processing; enter * for filetype to exclude all files with the specified
filename from processing. This parameter can follow an EXCEPT USERID, ACCOUNT, ACIGROUP, FILESPACE,
or DIRECTORY record.

FROM Record (Backup Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the FROM record to specify an SFS directory that contains data the job is to back up for an abstract domain.

One FROM record must follow each EXCEPT ABSTRACT record in a file.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client

FROM DIRECTORY fqdirname
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Definitions
DIRECTORY fqdirname

Specifies the fully-qualified directory name of an SFS directory that contains files the job is to back up for an
abstract domain. You cannot use pattern matching.

INCLUDE Record (Backup Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use an INCLUDE record to indicate the exact parts of domains specified on the preceding EXCEPT record that the job is
to include in the backup. You can specify:

• Count-key-data (CKD) cylinders and tracks
• Fixed-block-architecture (FBA) blocks
• CMS or SFS files

You cannot use this record to include BFS files in a backup.

A file can include multiple INCLUDE records. Multiple INCLUDE records that specify the same parameter can follow one
EXCEPT record, but not multiple INCLUDE records that specify different parameters. INCLUDE records that specify
extents for CKD or FBA can follow the EXCEPT record in any order.

Either INCLUDE or EXCLUDE records can follow one EXCEPT record, but not both.

INCLUDE {“Parms”}

 

Parms:

  CKD begcyl begtrk endcyl endtrk

| FBA begin end

| FILE filename filetype [RENAME filename filetype]

Definitions
CKD begcyl begtrk endcyl endtrk

Specifies the numbers of the first and last cylinders and tracks of the minidisk extent the job is to back up.
If specified, an INCLUDE CKD record must follow an EXCEPT USERID, EXCEPT ACCOUNT, or EXCEPT
ACIGROUP record. Authorized clients can specify * * * * on this parameter.

FBA begin end
Specifies the numbers of the first and last blocks of the minidisk extent the job is to back up. If specified, an
INCLUDE FBA record must follow an EXCEPT USERID, EXCEPT ACCOUNT, or EXCEPT ACIGROUP record.
Authorized clients can specify * * * * on this parameter.

FILE filename filetype
Specifies CMS or SFS files the job is to back up. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for filename to include all
files of the specified filetype in the processing; enter * for filetype to include all files with the specified filename in
the processing. If specified, an INCLUDE FILE record must follow an EXCEPT record.

RENAME filename filetype
Specifies the name VM:Backup is to store on the tape as the name of the file. If you use the RENAME option,
you cannot use pattern matching for either FILE filenamefiletype or RENAME filename filetype. You can enter
= for filename or filetype to keep the existing filename or filetype. The RENAME parameter is only valid after an
EXCEPT ABSTRACT record.Note: The RENAME parameter is available only through TPI and can only be used
by authorized clients.
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OPTIONS Record (Backup Job Exception)
OPTIONAL

Use OPTIONS records to specify processing options the job is to apply to domains the exception file identifies.

A file can include multiple OPTIONS records. You can specify more than one parameter on an OPTIONS record; however,
you can use each parameter only once for each domain specified on an EXCEPT record in the file.

OPTIONS [“Keywords”]...

 

Keywords:

  BKPFILE {STANDARD | EXPANDED}

| BKPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

| BKPTYPE {ARCHIVE | LOGICAL | CMS | PHYSICAL | CMSALLOC | SFS}

| CATDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

| CMSCHANGE {DATE | HASH}

| CMSSWITCH {YES | NO}

| CMSTRIES number

| PACKDATA {YES | NO}

| PHYSCHANGE {HASH | NONE}

| QUIESCE {YES | NO}

| SECURITY {[AES | DES3 | DES | RC2]  hexwords... | NONE}

| SFSTRIES number

Definitions
BKPFILE {STANDARD | EXPANDED}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to store additional file information with the file. STANDARD indicates that
VM:Backup is not to store the additional file information; EXPANDED indicates that VM:Backup is to store the
additional file information on the tape.
Note: This parameter is only available through TPI. Using BKPFILE STANDARD will not prevent you from
managing the job template file through VM:Backup screens.
The BKPFILE EXPANDED parameter can only be used by an authorized client.

BKPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}
For an incremental backup job, specifies the level of detail the job is to back up-the entire domain or just the
portion that has changed since the previous backup. DOMAIN specifies detail at the domain level. FILE specifies
detail at the file level.

BKPTYPE {ARCHIVE | LOGICAL | CMS | PHYSICAL | CMSALLOC | SFS}
Specifies the type of backup format the job is to use. For explanations of the backup formats, see the System
Programmers Reference.
Note:VM:Backup always exports the BKPTYPE SFS parameter as BKPTYPE LOGICAL. If an EXCEPT record
specifies SFS data, VM:Backup performs an SFS backup of that data, regardless of backup format specifications
on corresponding OPTIONS records.
BKPTYPE SFS is available only through TPI; using this parameter will not prevent you from managing the
exception file using VM:Backup screens. BKPTYPE ARCHIVE is available only through TPI and can be used only
by an authorized client.
VM:Backup uses the SFS backup type for BFS data as well.

CATDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}
Specifies the level of detail the job is to include in a catalog. DOMAIN specifies detail at the domain level. FILE
specifies detail at the file level.
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CMSCHANGE {DATE | HASH}
Specifies change detection information for data backed up in CMS format. For a full backup, CMSCHANGE
specifies what to save in the catalog to use for comparison during an incremental backup to detect if data has
changed. For an incremental backup, it specifies what values should be compared with the values stored in the
catalog to determine whether data has changed. For more information, see the change detection information in
the Administrators.

CMSSWITCH {YES | NO}
Specifies how the job is to handle a CMS minidisk that is still changing after trying to back it up the number of
times specified by the CMSTRIES parameter. NO tells the job to skip the minidisk. YES tells the job to switch to a
physical backup of this minidisk.

CMSTRIES number
Specifies the number of times the job is to try to back up a CMS minidisk that changes during the backup. Enter
an integer from 1 through 9 for number. After number tries, the job either skips the minidisk or switches to a
physical backup of the minidisk, as specified by the CMSSWITCH parameter. The default is 3.

PACKDATA {YES | NO}
Specifies whether the job is to pack data.

PHYSCHANGE {HASH | NONE}
Specifies change detection information for data backed up in physical format. For a full backup, PHYSCHANGE
specifies what to save in the catalog to use for comparison during an incremental backup to detect if data has
changed. For an incremental backup, it specifies what values should be compared with the values stored in the
catalog to determine whether data has changed. See the change detection information in the Administrators.

QUIESCE {YES | NO}
Specifies whether the job is to quiesce the minidisk or file space.

SFSTRIES number
Specifies the maximum number of times the job is to check for changes in a file space during a backup. If after
number checks VM:Backup still detects changes, the job backs up the file space, but writes a message in the job
output report indicating that it could not obtain a consistent point-in-time view of the file space. Enter an integer
from 0 through 9. The default is 0, which means that VM:Backup does not perform a consistency check. This
default is suitable for most sites because SFS guarantees a consistent view of individual files. However, if you run
applications that require files to be maintained at the same commit level (synchronized), have VM:Backup perform
one or more consistency checks, or quiesce the file space.
Note: This option has no effect on BFS file spaces. BFS files are update-in-place files; VM:Backup cannot detect
changes in these files. To ensure a consistent point-in-time view of a BFS file space, you must quiesce the file
space during backups.

SECURITY {[AES | DES3 | DES | RC2] hexwords… | NONE}
Specifies the security algorithm and the security key as three to eight words of hexadecimal (depending on the
security algorithm) that will be used to encrypt or decrypt the data it is backing up.
Note: For backward compatibility, DES and RC2 do not need to be specified. However, we encourage you to
specify a security algorithm name, even if you chose to use DES or RC2. For more information, see Security
Algorithm Name and Key in Administrators.

* Record (Backup Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the * record to add comments to exception files in addition to the comment specified on the COMMENT record. When
you manage exception files through the VM:Backup screens, VM:Backup displays the comment on the COMMENT record
on the screen; comments on * records are not displayed on the screen.
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You can use * records with the COMMENT record or by themselves, and you can include as many as you need. You can
place * records anywhere in the file; however, when the file is exported, VM:Backup places all * records in order after the
COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT record exists, at the beginning of the file.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI. Using this record will not prevent you from managing the exception file
through the VM:Backup screens.

* [text]

Definitions
text

Can include up to 80 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You must enter the asterisk (*)
in column 1 of the record. You can use uppercase and lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text
case is preserved.

Example
You added an EXCEPT USERID SHERYL 0191 followed by an INCLUDE FILE * SCRIPT to your exception
file. You want to document in the exception file for the weekly backups that only files with the filetype SCRIPT
are to be backed up for user ID SHERYL. Include the following * record in the exception file:
* Back up only script files for user ID SHERYL in weekly backup

REPORT Record (Backup Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the REPORT record to specify the level of detail VM:Backup is to include in reports for domains the exception file
identifies.

You can include one for each EXCEPT record in the file.

REPORT REPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

Definitions
REPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

Determines the level of detail VM:Backup is to include in job detail and keyword data reports. DOMAIN specifies
report detail at the minidisk, file space, or (if the backup is at the directory level) directory level. FILE specifies
report detail at the file, track, or block level.

USRRECORD Record (Backup Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

In a backup job exception file created by an authorized client, use the USRRECORD record to specify data for the job to
include with the domain or file it is backing up.

To specify that VM:Backup include data with the domain it is backing up, the USRRECORD must follow the EXCEPT
record. To specify that VM:Backup include data with a file it is backing up, the USRRECORD must follow the INCLUDE
FILE record. An authorized client can specify the USRRECORD record after an EXCEPT record for both a domain and
after one or more INCLUDE FILE records for files from the same domain in a single job.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI and can only be used by authorized clients.
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USRRECORD {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  DATA data

| FSTADD vmbkeyword colname length

| FSTINFO vmbkeyword data

Definitions
DATA data

Specifies the data the job is to include with the domain or file it is backing up. This data is for use by the
authorized client only; VM:Backup does not use this information.

FSTADD vmbkeyword colname length
Tells the job to update the data specified with the DATA parameter with file information before writing the data to
tape.

FSTINFO vmbkeyword data
Supplies specific file information the job is to store with the file; VM:Backup uses this information during restore
processing to restore the file.

Backup Job Exclusion Files
This chapter describes the structure of backup job exclusion files created using TPI and shows an example file. It then
explains each record that TPI backup job exclusion files can include. The records are discussed in alphabetical order.
Unless stated otherwise, the records and parameters apply to both full and incremental backup jobs.

Backup Job Exclusion File Structure

The following table outlines the structure of a backup job exclusion file. The table lists the records in the order you might
use them in a file.

Record Information Specified Required Quantity Allowed

COMMENT Comment No 1

* 1 Additional comments No Multiple

EXCLUDE DASD volumes, file pools, and
domains to not back up

Yes Multiple; at least 2

1 When a job is exported from VM:Backup, all * records appear in order after the COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT
record is specified, at the beginning of the file.

Example
The following example shows an exclusion file named WEEKLY $XCLUDE. This file excludes DASD volumes
SYS001 and SYS002 and the file pool SFS from being backed up. It also excludes all minidisks that belong to
the user ID of TEST and the file space VMANAGER in file pool A.

COMMENT EXCLUDES FOR SYSTEM RESOURCES

EXCLUDE DASD SYS001 SYS002

EXCLUDE FILEPOOL SFS

EXCLUDE USERID TEST *
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EXCLUDE FILESPACE A:VMANAGER

COMMENT Record (Backup Job Exclusion Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the COMMENT record to enter a comment in a file.

You can include only one COMMENT record in a file. When you want to specify more than one comment, use * records.
When managing the exclusion file using VM:Backup screens, the comment specified on the COMMENT record is
displayed on the screen; comments specified on * records are not displayed on the screen.

COMMENT [text]

NOTE
For more information, see * Record.

Definitions
text

Can include up to 50 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You can use uppercase and
lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text case is preserved.

EXCLUDE Record (Backup Job Exclusion Files)
REQUIRED

Use the EXCLUDE record to specify DASD volumes, file pools, or domains the job should not back up.

At least two EXCLUDE records are required in a file. For jobs that back up minidisks, one record must specify the DASD
parameter and another must specify the USERID, ACCOUNT, or ACIGROUP parameter. For jobs that back up SFS or
BFS data, one record must specify the FILEPOOL parameter and one must specify the FILESPACE or DIRECTORY
parameter. Each record can specify only one of these parameters.

EXCLUDE {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  ACCOUNT account

| ACIGROUP group

| DASD volsers…

| DIRECTORY fqdirname

| FILEPOOL filepools…

| FILESPACE filepoolid:userid

| USERID userid vaddr
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Definitions
ACCOUNT account

Specifies the number of an account whose minidisks the job should not back up. You can use pattern matching.
Enter * for account to specify all account numbers.

ACIGROUP group
Specifies an ACI security group whose minidisks the job should not back up. You can use pattern matching. Enter
* for group to specify all ACI security groups.

DASD volsers...
Lists the volsers of volumes the job should not back up. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for volser to
specify all DASD volumes.
Note: If you want to be able to work with a file through VM:Backup screens, do not list more than 12 volumes.

DIRECTORY fqdirname
Specifies the fully-qualified name of an SFS directory the job should not back up. You cannot use pattern
matching.
Notes: EXCLUDE DIRECTORY records apply only to INCLUDE DIRECTORY records in job template files with
which the exclusion file is associated.
You cannot use EXCLUDE DIRECTORY and EXCLUDE FILESPACE records in the same file.
This parameter is only available through TPI. Using this parameter will prevent you from managing the exclusion
file through VM:Backup screens.

FILEPOOL filepools...
Lists file pools the job should not back up. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for filepool to specify every file
pool identified to VM:Backup.
Note: If you want to be able to work with a file through VM:Backup screens, do not list more than 12 file pools.

FILESPACE filepoolid:userid
Specifies the name of a file space the job should not back up. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for filepoolid
to specify all file spaces for the specified user IDs in all file pools listed on the corresponding INCLUDE record.
Enter * for userid to specify all file spaces for all user IDs in the specified file pool.
Note: EXCLUDE FILESPACE records apply only to INCLUDE FILESPACE records in job template files with
which the exclusion file is associated

USERID userid vaddr
Specifies a user ID and vaddr of a minidisk the job should not restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for
userid to specify the minidisks of all user IDs with the specified virtual address. Enter * for vaddr to specify all
minidisks for the specified user IDs.

* Record (Backup Job Exclusion Files)
Use the * record to add comments to exclusion files in addition to the comment specified on the COMMENT record. When
you manage exclusion files through the VM:Backup screens, VM:Backup displays the comment on the COMMENT record
on the screen; comments on * records are not displayed on the screen.

You can use * records with the COMMENT record or by themselves, and you can include as many as you need. You can
place * records anywhere in the file; however, when the file is exported, VM:Backup places all * records in order after the
COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT record exists, at the beginning of the file.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI. Using this record will not prevent you from managing the exclusion file
through the VM:Backup screens

* [text]
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Definitions
text

Can include up to 80 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You must enter the asterisk (*)
in column 1 of the record. You can use uppercase and lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text
case is preserved.

Example
You added an EXCLUDE USERID DAVE * record to your exclusion file. You want to document in the exclusion
file that data for the user ID of DAVE is not included in the backup. Add the following * record in the exclusion
file:
* Data for user ID DAVE is not backed up in WEEKLY backup.

Restore Job Template Files
This page describes the structure of restore job template files created using TPI, showing the logical order and role of
the records. Examples are provided. The rest of the section explains each record that TPI restore job template files can
include.

 Contents 

  

CATSEARCH Restore Job Template File

CATSEARCH restore jobs search the catalogs for data that meet the criteria that are specified in the job template,
exception, and exclusion files. For more information, see CATSEARCH Restore Jobs in the System Programmers
Reference.

The following table outlines the structure of a CATSEARCH restore job template file. The table lists the records in the
order you might use them in a file.

 Record  Information Specified  Required  Quantity Allowed 
 JOB Type of job set up in file Yes 1; first in file
 COMMENT Comment No 1
 CUTOFF Earliest date from which

to restore data (for use in
incremental-only restores)

No 1

 * Additional comments No Multiple
SEARCH Date range of catalogs to search

for data to restore
No Multiple

 JOBOPTIONS General job processing options No Multiple
 OPTIONS Domain-level job processing

options
No Multiple

 REPORT Report options No Multiple
 EXCEPTIONS Name of exception file for job No 1
 EXCLUSIONS Name of exclusion file for job No 1
 ALTERNATE Target volume to which to

restore DASD volume
No Multiple

 INCLUDE DASD volumes, file pools, or
domains that contain data to
restore

Yes Multiple; at least 2
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 Example 

The following example shows a CATSEARCH restore job template file named CATSRCH $TEMPLAT. This file defines a
restore job that will search the catalog to restore all DASD volumes, all file pools, all minidisks for all user IDs, and all file
spaces in all file pools. Exceptions are defined in the CATEXC01 $XCEPT file that will be applied during the restore.

JOB RESTORE TYPE CATSEARCH

SEARCH STARTDATE 12/1/2009

SEARCH STARTTIME 00:00:00

SEARCH ENDDATE 12/31/2009

SEARCH ENDTIME 23:59:59

* Define general job processing options

JOBOPTIONS HOLD YES

JOBOPTIONS JOBEND NOTIFY

* Define domain-level restore options

OPTIONS RESDATE OLDDATE

OPTIONS RESTYPE FORMAT

OPTIONS RESDEV SOURCE

OPTIONS RESSFS CLEAR

OPTIONS RESLINK MULT

OPTIONS RESAUTH YES

OPTIONS RESALIAS YES

OPTIONS RESEXTERN YES

OPTIONS RESFPOOL ALL

REPORT REPDETAIL FILE

REPORT REPDEST BEACH

REPORT REPCLASS A

EXCEPTIONS CATEXC01

INCLUDE DASD *

INCLUDE FILEPOOL *

INCLUDE USERID * *

INCLUDE FILESPACE *:*

VOLSEARCH Restore Job Template File

VOLSEARCH restore jobs search tape volumes for data that meet the criteria that are specified in the job template,
exception, and exclusion files. For more information, see VOLSEARCH Restore Jobs in the System Programmers
Reference.

The following table outlines the structure of a VOLSEARCH restore job template file. The table lists the records in the
order you might use them in a file.

 Record  Information Specified  Required  Quantity Allowed 
 JOB Type of job set up in file Yes 1; first in file
 COMMENT Comment No 1
 CUTOFF Earliest date to search for

data to restore (for use in
incremental-only restores)

No 1
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 * Additional comments No Multiple
 SEARCH  Date range of backups to search

for data to restore
No 1

 INPUT Input tape from which to restore
data

Yes Multiple

 JOBOPTIONS General job processing options No Multiple
 OPTIONS Domain-level job processing

options
No Multiple

 REPORT Report options No Multiple
 EXCEPTIONS Name of exception file for job No 1
 EXCLUSIONS Name of exclusion file for job No 1
 ALTERNATE Target volume to which to

restore DASD volume
No Multiple

 INCLUDE DASD volumes, file pools, or
domains that contain data to
restore

Yes Multiple; at least 2

 Example 

The following example shows a VOLSEARCH restore job template file named VOLSRCH $TEMPLAT. This file defines a
restore job that will search a tape volume to restore all minidisks for all user IDs on all DASD volumes, and all file spaces
in file pools SFS and SFS1 that are stored on tape volume VMB010. Exceptions are defined in the VOLXCEPT $XCEPT
file that will be applied during the restore.

JOB RESTORE TYPE VOLSEARCH

SEARCH STARTDATE 11/29/2009

SEARCH STARTTIME 00:00:00

SEARCH ENDDATE 12/31/2009

SEARCH ENDTIME 23:59:59

INPUT 0 VOLSER VMB010 DENSITY 38K MEDIA CART

* Define domain-level restore options

OPTIONS RESDATE OLDDATE

OPTIONS RESTYPE FORMAT

OPTIONS RESSFS CLEAR

OPTIONS RESDEV SOURCE

OPTIONS RESLINK MULT

OPTIONS RESHALT NO

OPTIONS RESAUTH YES

OPTIONS RESALIAS YES

OPTIONS RESEXTERN NO

OPTIONS RESFPOOL SKIP

REPORT REPDETAIL FILE

REPORT REPDEST JOHNDOE

REPORT REPCLASS CLASS A

EXCEPTIONS VOLXCEPT

INCLUDE DASD *

INCLUDE FILEPOOL SFS SFS1
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INCLUDE USERID * *

INCLUDE FILESPACE *:*

VOLSER Restore Job Template File

VOLSER restore jobs do not search the catalogs or tape volumes. To use a VOLSER restore job, you must know
the volser of the tape on which the data to be restored begins. For more information, see VOLSER Restore Jobs in
the System Programmers Reference.

The following table outlines the structure of a VOLSER restore job template file. The table lists the records in the order
you or an authorized client might use them in a file.

 Record  Information Specified  Required  Quantity Allowed 
 JOB Type of job set up in file Yes 1; first in file
 COMMENT Comment No 1
 *1 Additional comments No Multiple
 JOBOPTIONS General job processing options No Multiple
 OPTIONS Domain-level job processing

options
No Multiple

 REPORT Report options No Multiple
 EXCEPTIONS Name of exception file for job Yes 1
 EXCLUSIONS Name of exclusion file for job No 1
 INCLUDE DASD volumes, file pools, or

domains that contain data to
restore

Yes At least 2

 CHECKSUM Number that protects file from
manual modification2

No 1; last in file

1 When a job is exported from VM:Backup, all *records appear in order after the COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT
record is specified, at the beginning of the file

2 Used by authorized clients only.

 Example 

The following example shows a VOLSER restore job template file named VOLSER $TEMPLAT. This file defines a
restore job that restores four minidisks belonging to three user IDs and two SFS directories residing in different file pools.
Exceptions are defined in the VMAE0003 $XCEPT file that will be applied during the restore.

JOB RESTORE TYPE VOLSER

* Define general job processing options

JOBOPTIONS ONETIME YES

JOBOPTIONS JOBEND NOTIFY

* Define domain-level restore options 

OPTIONS DIRSCAN NO

OPTIONS RESLINK MULT

OPTIONS RESDEV EXCEPTION

REPORT REPDETAIL FILE

REPORT REPDEST VMARCH

REPORT REPCLASS A
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REPORT KEYWORD YES

EXCEPTIONS VMAE0003

INCLUDE DASD *

INCLUDE FILEPOOL *

INCLUDE USERID TEST1 191

INCLUDE USERID TEST2 200

INCLUDE USERID VMARCH 200

INCLUDE USERID VMARCH 210

INCLUDE DIRECTORY SFS:TEST1.FIRST.SECOND

INCLUDE DIRECTORY VMSYSU:TEST1.TEST.SCRIPTS

 

 

* Record (Restore Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the * record to add comments to job template files in addition to the comment specified on the COMMENT record.
When you manage job template files through the VM:Backup screens, VM:Backup displays the comment on the
COMMENT record on the screen; comments on * records are not displayed on the screen.

You can use * records with the COMMENT record or by themselves, and you can include as many as you need. You
can place * records anywhere in the file after the JOB record; however, when the file is exported, VM:Backup places all *
records in order after the COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT record exists, after the JOB. This record is available only
through TPI. However, using it will not prevent you from managing the template through the VM:Backup screens record.

NOTE
The record is available only through TPI. However, using it will not prevent you from managing the template
through the VM:Backup screens.

* [text]

Definitions
text

Can include up to 80 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You must enter the asterisk (*)
in column 1 of the record. You can use uppercase and lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text
case is preserved.

ALTERNATE Record (Backup Job Exclusion Files)
OPTIONAL

In a CATSEARCH or VOLSEARCH restore job template file, use the ALTERNATE record to identify a volume to which the
job is to restore a particular DASD volume.

If the job template file does not include an ALTERNATE record for a DASD volume, the job restores the volume to the
volume from which it was backed up.

A file can include multiple ALTERNATE records. If a file includes an ALTERNATE record, it must also include an
OPTIONS FORMAT or OPTIONS FMTALWYS record. A file cannot include an ALTERNATE record if it includes an
OPTION DIRSCAN NO record. A file for a VOLSER job cannot include this record.
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ALTERNATE svolser tvolser raddr

Definitions
svolser

Specifies the volser of the volume to restore (the source volume). You cannot use pattern matching.
tvolser

Specifies the volser of the volume (the target volume) to which to restore the source volume. You cannot use
pattern matching.

raddr
Specifies the real address of the target volume. Enter a 4-digit address. You cannot use pattern matching.

CHECKSUM Record (Restore Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

In a VOLSER restore job template file created by an authorized client, the CHECKSUM record contains a hexadecimal
number calculated from the contents of the file.

This record protects files from manual modification. When VM:Backup imports a file created by a client, it computes its
own checksum value for the file. If that value does not match the value in this record, VM:Backup does not import the file.

WARNING
IMPORTANT! Do not modify CHECKSUM records.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

CHECKSUM hexadecimal

COMMENT Record (Restore Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the COMMENT record to enter a comment in a file.

You can include only one COMMENT record in a file. When you want to specify more than one comment, use * records.
When managing the template using VM:Backup screens, the comment specified on the COMMENT record is displayed on
the screen; comments specified on * records are not displayed on the screen.

COMMENT [text]

NOTE
For more information, see * Record

Definitions
text

Can include up to 50 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You can use uppercase and
lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text case is preserved.

CUTOFF Record
OPTIONAL
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Use the CUTOFF record to have VM:Backup ignore backup instances that were created before a specified date.

You can use this record to perform incremental-only restores of minidisks. Incremental-only restores expedite restore
processing. Faster restore processing might be useful in the event of a site disaster, for example. You can restore the
basic system from physical full-pack backups (including those taken using other products, such as DDR by IBM or FDR),
then restore the changes to your CMS minidisks from VM:Backup incremental CMS backups. You perform incremental-
only restores by preventing VM:Backup from going back to a full backup to restore data.

You can use this record in both CATSEARCH and VOLSEARCH jobs.

NOTE
This record is not supported for SFS or BFS.

CUTOFF {FULL | mm/dd/yy [hh:mm:ss]}

Definitions
FULL | mm/dd/yy [hh:mm:ss]

Specifies how far back VM:Backup is to go when looking for data to restore. VM:Backup ignores any backup
instances created before this point. VM:Backup goes back to the last full backup if this record is not specified. If
you specify a date but no time, VM:Backup uses 00:00:00 (beginning of the specified day) for the time.

EXCEPTIONS Record (Restore Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the EXCEPTIONS record to identify the exception file associated with the job template file, if any. A file can include
only one EXCEPTIONS record.

EXCEPTIONS filename

Definitions
filename

Specifies the name of the exception file. It must be a valid CMS filename.

EXCLUSIONS Record (Restore Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the EXCLUSIONS record to identify the exclusion file associated with the job template file, if any. A file can include
only one EXCLUSIONS record.

EXCLUSIONS filename

Definitions
filename

Specifies the name of the exclusion file. It must be a valid CMS filename.

INCLUDE Record (Restore Job Template Files)
REQUIRED
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Use the INCLUDE record to specify DASD volumes, file pools, or domains that are to be restored.

A restore job template file requires at least two INCLUDE records, as follows:

If the job restores: One record must specify this parameter: Another record must specify this
parameter:

Minidisks DASD USERID, ACCOUNT, or ACIGROUP
SFS data FILEPOOL FILESPACE or DIRECTORY
BFS data FILEPOOL FILESPACE or BFSDIRECTORY
Abstract domains FILEPOOL ABSTRACT

Each record can specify only one parameter.

INCLUDE {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  ABSTRACT owner domainname

| ACCOUNT acctnumber

| ACIGROUP group

| BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpathname

| DASD volsers…

| DIRECTORY dirname

| FILEPOOL filepools…

| FILESPACE filepoolid:userid

| PUBLIC filepoolid

| USERID userid vaddr

Definitions
ABSTRACT owner domainname

Specifies the owner and name of an abstract domain the job is to restore. Use up to 153 non-blank characters for
domainname; you can use the characters * or %, but they will not be used as pattern-matching characters.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

ACCOUNT acctnumber
Specifies the number of an account whose minidisks the job is to restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter *
for acctnumber to specify all account numbers.

ACIGROUP group
Specifies an access control interface (ACI) security group whose minidisks the job is to restore. You can use
pattern matching. Enter * for group to specify all ACI groups.

BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpathname
Specifies the file space and full directory pathname of a BFS directory that is to be restored. You cannot use
pattern matching.
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Note: You cannot use INCLUDE BFSDIRECTORY and INCLUDE FILESPACE in the same file.
Note: You cannot use INCLUDE BFSDIRECTORY and INCLUDE PUBLIC in the same file.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using it will prevent you from managing the exception file
through VM:Backup screens.

DASD volsers...
Lists the volsers of volumes the job is to restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for volser to specify all
DASD volumes.
Note: If you want to be able to work with a file through VM:Backup screens, do not list more than 24 volumes.

DIRECTORY dirname
Specifies the fully-qualified name of an SFS directory the job is to restore. You cannot use pattern matching.
Note: You cannot use INCLUDE DIRECTORY and INCLUDE FILESPACE in the same file.
Note: You cannot use INCLUDE BFSDIRECTORY and INCLUDE PUBLIC in the same file.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using it will prevent you from managing the job template file
through the VM:Backup screens.

FILEPOOL filepools...
Lists file pools the job is to restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for filepool to specify every file pool
identified to VM:Backup.
Note: This parameter is only available through TPI. Using it will prevent you from managing the job template file
through the VM:Backup screens.

FILESPACE filepoolid:userid
Specifies the name of a file space the job is to restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for filepoolid to
specify all file spaces for the specified user IDs in all file pools listed on the INCLUDE FILEPOOL record. Enter *
for userid to specify all file spaces for all user IDs in the specified file pool.
An INCLUDE FILESPACE *:* record tells the job to restore all file spaces for all file pools that are specified on the
INCLUDE FILEPOOL record.
Note: You cannot use INCLUDE FILESPACE and INCLUDE DIRECTORY in the same file. With job type
VOLSER, pattern matching cannot be used.
Note: You cannot use INCLUDE FILESPACE and INCLUDE BFSDIRECTORY in the same file.
Note: This parameter is only available for restores through TPI. Using it will prevent you from managing the job
template file through the VM:Backup screens.

PUBLIC filepoolid
Specifies that VM:Backup is to issue the ENROLL PUBLIC command for the file pool. Issuing the ENROLL
PUBLIC command is one of two actions required to enable users not enrolled in a particular file pool to access
files and directories of users who are enrolled in that file pool. The other required action is for the users who are
enrolled in the file pool to grant access to their files and directories to either PUBLIC or the users who are not
enrolled in the file pool.
For detailed information on the ENROLL PUBLIC command, see the IBM SFS and CRR Planning, Administration,
and Operation publication.
Note: You cannot use INCLUDE PUBLIC and INCLUDE DIRECTORY in the same file.
Note: You cannot use INCLUDE PUBLIC and INCLUDE BFSDIRECTORY in the same file.

USERID userid vaddr
Specifies a user ID and virtual address of a minidisk the job is to restore. Enter * for userid to specify the minidisks
of all user IDs with the specified virtual address. Enter * for vaddr to specify all minidisks for the specified user
IDs. An INCLUDE USERID * * record tells the job to restore all minidisks for all user IDs.

INPUT Record
REQUIRED

In a VOLSEARCH restore job template file, use the INPUT record to specify the volser and copy number of a tape from
which to restore data. The volser should be one of the first volsers from one of the streams in the most recent backup that
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falls within the time period the job specifies. The record can also specify the data set sequence number (DSSN) of a data
set that contains data for the job to restore and the media and density of the tape.

If this record does not specify the density or media for a tape, VM:Backup determines the density and media to use.

At least one INPUT record that defines the primary input tape is required in a file. A file can include multiple INPUT
records, but you can specify each parameter only once for each tape copy. You can include more than one parameter on
an INPUT record; however, you can specify each parameter only once for each record.

INPUT number {“Parms”}

 

Parms: 

  DSSN number

| MEDIA type

| DENSITY densityname

| VOLSER volser

Definitions
number

Specifies the copy number for the input tape. You can enter primary or 0 for the primary copy, and 1, 2, 3, or 4 for
the other copies. The number does not have to match the copy number assigned during the backup job.

DSSN number
Specifies the DSSN of a data set on the input tape that contains data the job is to restore. The default is 1. You
must specify 1 for number. Authorized clients can enter an integer from 1 through 9999 for number.

MEDIA type
DENSITY densityname
Specifies the media type, recording density, or both for the input tape. For values, see the section Enhanced
Device Recognition Support in the chapter "Managing Tape and DASD Resources" in the System Programmer
Reference.
If MEDIA is specified but not DENSITY, the job uses the default density (underlined ) for the specified media type.
If DENSITY is specified but not MEDIA, the job uses the media type listed above for the specified density name.
If any density other than 38K, 6250, 1600, or 800 is specified for a DASDtape, the tape is actually written at a
density of 38K.

VOLSER volser
Specifies the volser of the input tape.

Example
You want to specify a 38K density cartridge named BACK04 as the first tape of a stream in the most recent
backup that falls within the time period specified in a VOLSEARCH restore job. Include the following INPUT
record in the VOLSEARCH restore job template file:

INPUT 0 VOLSER BACK04 MEDIA CART DENSITY 38K

JOB Record (Restore Job Template Files)
REQUIRED

Use the JOB record to identify the type of job set up in the file.
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This record is required as the first record in the file. A file can include it only once. If the JOB record is missing or invalid,
VM:Backup does not import the file.

JOB RESTORE TYPE {CATSEARCH | VOLSEARCH | VOLSER}

Definitions
TYPE {CATSEARCH | VOLSEARCH | VOLSER}

Specifies the type of restore job.
Note: You can only specify VOLSER for this parameter through TPI. Specifying VOLSER will prevent you from
managing the job template through the VM:Backup screens.

 

JOBOPTIONS Record (Restore Job Template Files)
REQUIRED

Use the JOBOPTIONS record to specify job processing options for the job.

A file can include multiple JOBOPTIONS records. Each record can specify more than one parameter; however, a file can
include only one of each parameter.

You can override parameter values specified on this record when you submit the job.

NOTE
Parameters on this record replace equivalent parameters on the OPTIONS record. However, VM:Backup will
continue to accept already imported job template files that include the OPTIONS parameters.

These parameters are available only through TPI. Using any one of them will prevent you from managing the job template
file through the VM:Backup screens.

JOBOPTIONS {"Parms"}...

 

Parms:

  EXCLUSIVE {YES | NO}

| HOLD {YES | NO}

| JOBEND {NOTIFY | QUIET}

| ONETIME {YES | NO}

| PRIORITY {YES | NO}

    

Definitions
EXCLUSIVE {YES | NO}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to prevent other jobs from running while this job runs. VM:Backup will not start an
exclusive job until all running jobs have completed and will not allow other jobs to start until the exclusive job has
completed.

HOLD {YES | NO}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to place the job in the job queue in hold status. To run a held job, the operator
or system administrator must release it using the Manage System Activity operator screen or the RELEASE
command.
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JOBEND {NOTIFY | QUIET}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to issue the JOBEND command to the submitting user ID to inform it that the job
completed or was canceled. NOTIFY tells VM:Backup to notify the submitting user ID. QUIET tells VM:Backup not
to notify the submitting user ID.

ONETIME {YES | NO}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to erase the job template file and any associated exception and exclusion files
from the VM:Backup 191 minidisk when the job either runs successfully or is canceled.

PRIORITY {YES | NO}
Specifies whether to submit the job at the top of the job queue, after any existing priority jobs. VM:Backup runs
priority jobs before any other job in the queue. The only way another job can run ahead of a priority job is when
the jobs are reordered using the ORDER command.

OPTIONS Record (Restore Job Template)
OPTIONAL

Use the OPTIONS record to specify processing options for the job to apply to the domains it restores, unless an exception
file specifies different options for a particular domain.

A file can include multiple OPTIONS records. Each record can specify more than one parameter; however, a file can
include only one of each parameter.

NOTE
The JOBEND and ONETIME parameters have been replaced by equivalent parameters on the JOBOPTIONS
record.

OPTIONS {“Options”}...

 

Options:

  BFSCHECK {userid | gname | NONE }

| DIRSCAN {YES | NO}

| RESALIAS {YES | NO}

| RESAUTH {YES | NO}

| RESDATE {OLDDATE | NEWDATE}

| RESDEV {SOURCE | EXCEPTION | RDR}

| RESEXTERN {YES | NO}

| RESFPOOL {ALL | SKIP}

| RESHALT {YES | NO}

| RESLINK {WRITE | MULT}

| RESSFS {CLEAR | REPLACE | NEWFILE | RECALL}

| RESTYPE {FORMAT | REPLACE | NEWFILE | ERASE | FMTALWAYS}

Definitions
BFSCHECK {userid | gname | NONE}

Specifies whether the job is to verify that the requester has the POSIX permissions required to restore files to
the target directory. The variable userid is a VM logon user ID. The variable gname is a POSIX group name. The
variable gname is case sensitive. To restore to a directory, the user must have write permission to the directory
and search permission to each of its parent directories. The permission can exist for the owner, group, or other.
If the user does not have the required permission, VM:Backup does not restore the files and the job continues.
VM:Backup writes message 0376E to the job output report indicating the files could not be restored.

DIRSCAN {YES | NO}
Specifies whether the job is to scan the CP online directory and SFS file pools for domain information.
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DIRSCAN NO does not mean that the job will never read the CP online directory; the job may scan the directory
for information that will enable VM:Backup to link to target minidisks. The job does not query the SFS file pool
to search for file space or directory information. This information is included in the job template file and any
associated exception file, and VM:Backup considers it valid.
Only VOLSER restore job template files can specify DIRSCAN NO. (CATSEARCH and VOLSEARCH restore job
templates must specify DIRSCAN YES.) When a VOLSER restore job template file specifies DIRSCAN NO:

• The job considers the minidisk information indicated in the job template file and any associated exception file
valid and uses it.

• You must identify the file pool information to VM:Backup on the FILEPOOL configuration file record, and
VM:Backup must be an administrator of that file pool.

• The INCLUDE records in the job template file must explicitly specify the domains the job is to restore; the
records cannot use pattern matching.

Notes: A file that specifies DIRSCAN NO cannot use ALTERNATE, INCLUDE ACCOUNT, or INCLUDE
ACIGROUP records. Those records require the job to scan the CP online directory for minidisk and volume
information.
This parameter is available only through TPI.
Using the DIRSCAN NO parameter will prevent you from managing the job template file through the VM:Backup
screens.

RESALIAS {YES | NO}
Specifies whether the job is to restore any SFS alias files that may have been backed up with an SFS directory.
The job restores alias files after restoring all data.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using the RESALIAS NO parameter will prevent you from
managing the job template file through the VM:Backup screens.

RESAUTH {YES | NO}
Specifies whether the job is to restore any authorizations that may have been backed up with an SFS file or
directory or any authorizations or permissions that may have been backed up with a BFS directory.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using the RESAUTH NO parameter will prevent you from
managing the job template file through the VM:Backup screens.

RESDATE {OLDDATE | NEWDATE}
Specifies whether the job is to restore a file and make the file date the date the file was last updated before the
system backup (OLDDATE) or the current date (NEWDATE). When restoring a data to a migrated file, VM:Backup
ignores the RESDATE NEWDATE parameter.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using the RESDATE NEWDATE parameter will prevent you
from managing the job template file through the VM:Backup screens.

RESDEV {SOURCE | EXCEPTION | RDR}
Specifies where the job is to restore data. The RESDEV option does not apply to BFS data.
SOURCE specifies that the job is to restore data to the same domain from which it was backed up. For VOLSER
restore jobs, the exception file can contain a RESTO record that can override where the job restores the data.
Notes: This option is available only through TPI.
RDR specifies that the job is to restore the data to the virtual reader of the user ID from which the data was
backed up. File-level catalogs must be available. You can use this option in a CATSEARCH restore job template
file. You cannot use this option in a VOLSEARCH job.

RESEXTERN {YES | NO}
Indicates whether the job is to restore any external objects that were backed up with an SFS directory. External
objects are SFS objects that exist outside SFS file pools.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using the RESEXTERN NO parameter will prevent you from
managing the job template file through the VM:Backup screens.

RESFPOOL {ALL | SKIP}
Specifies how the job is to handle existing file spaces in the file pool it is restoring.
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ALL indicates that the job is to restore all file spaces from the backed-up file pool, whether they already exist in
the target file pool or not. Restore processing is as follows:

• – If a file space exists in the backed-up file pool but not in the target, VM:Backup enrolls the file space in the target file
pool using the backup enrollment information.

– If a file space exists in the target file pool but not in the backed-up file pool, VM:Backup leaves the file space
untouched in the target file pool.

– If a file space exists in both the target and backed-up file pools, VM:Backup replaces the file space in the target file
pool with the file space from the backed-up file pool but does not modify the enrollment information.

Note: If you want to remove file spaces that exist in the target but not in the back up (that is, you want the restored file
pool to look just like the version in the backup), manually clear the file pool before running the restore.
SKIP specifies that the job is to restore only those file spaces that exist in the backed-up file pool but not in the target
file pool. Restore processing is as follows:
– If a file space exists in the backed-up file pool but not in the target, VM:Backup enrolls the file space in the target file

pool using the backed-up enrollment information.
– If a file space exists in the target file pool but not in the backed-up file pool, VM:Backup leaves the file space in the

target file pool untouched.
– If a file space exists in both the target and backed-up file pools, VM:Backup leaves the file space in the target file

pool untouched.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using the RESFPOOL SKIP parameter will prevent you from
managing the job template file through the VM:Backup screens.

RESHALT {YES | NO}
Indicates whether the job waits for users to detach a minidisk so it can get write access to the minidisk. NO
tells the job to skip restoring that backup of the minidisk and go on to the next minidisk; the job includes this
information in the restore job detail report. YES tells the job to send detach messages to users and stop until one
of the following occurs:

• All linked users detach the minidisk
• A user cancels the detach request, which tells the job not to restore the minidisk
• The wait time specified in the USERWAIT configuration file record expires

RESLINK {WRITE | MULT}
Specifies the type of link the job is to obtain to the minidisk to which it is restoring data.
WRITE tells the job to obtain a write link to a target minidisk only if no other user ID is linked to the disk in either
read-only or write-access mode. If another user ID is linked, VM:Backup does not establish a link. VM:Backup
requires write access to restore data to a minidisk.
MULT tells the job to obtain a write link to a minidisk unless another user ID already has write access, even if
other user IDs have read access.

RESSFS {CLEAR | REPLACE | NEWFILE | RECALL}
Specifies how the job is to restore SFS and BFS data.
The action of the CLEAR option depends on the restore target.

• SFS or BFS file space
Erases all files and directories in the file space

• SFS directory
Erases all files in the selected directory and deletes authorizations to the selected directory. Subdirectories are
not affected.

• BFS directory
Erases all files in the selected directory. Subdirectories are not affected.

CLEAR is the default and only valid option for file space restores.
REPLACE specifies that, if a file with the same name exists, the job is to replace it with the file being restored.
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NEWFILE tells the job to restore only those files that do not already exist in the directory. NEWFILE is the default
for file and directory restores.
Note: The actions of the REPLACE and NEWFILE options are the same for SFS data as they are for BFS data;
however, because BFS files can have multiple links, the results of the restore depend on how the data is linked in
the backup and in the target. For more information about how the REPLACE and NEWFILE options work for BFS
data, see Restoring SFS and BFS Data in the System Programmer Reference.
RECALL specifies that the job is to restore data to migrated files that exist in the directory; the data being restored
must be the data the file contained before it was migrated.
Note: The RESSFS parameter is available only through TPI. Using this parameter will prevent you from managing
the job template file through the VM:Backup screens. The RESSFS RECALL parameter can only be specified by
an authorized client.

RESTYPE {FORMAT | REPLACE | NEWFILE | ERASE | FMTALWAYS}
Indicates how the job is to restore CMS data.
FORMAT specifies the job is to format the target minidisk before restoring the data. If the job does not find any
data to restore, it does not format the target minidisk.
REPLACE specifies that VM:Backup is to replace files on the target minidisk that have the same name as ones
being restored. The job writes the data for a file to a work file, erases the existing file from the minidisk, and
renames the work file to the original filename. If the restore does not complete successfully, the existing file is left
intact and the work file is erased.
NEWFILE specifies the job is to restore only those files that do not already exist on the minidisk.
ERASE specifies that VM:Backup is to erase files on the target minidisk that have the same name as ones being
restored. The job deletes the existing file before restoring the backed-up version. If the ERASE option is specified
and the restore job does not complete successfully, both the existing file and the file being restored may be lost.
FMTALWAYS specifies that the job is to always format the minidisk, even when there is no data to restore.

REPORT Record (Restore Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the REPORT record to specify:

• Information about the job detail report
• Whether VM:Backup is to create a keyword data report
• Whether VM:Backup is to create a pull list
• How much detail to include in the reports

A file can include multiple REPORT records. Each record can specify more than one parameter; however, a file can
include only one of each parameter.

REPORT {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  KEYWORD {YES | NO}

| PULLUSER {userid | NONE | SYSTEM}

| REPCLASS class

| REPDEST userid

| REPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

| REPNODE node
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Definitions
KEYWORD {YES | NO}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to create a keyword data report for the job.
PULLUSER {userid | NONE | SYSTEM}

Specifies whether to create a pull list and where to send it, as follows:
userid

VM:Backup sends the pull list to userid regardless of what is specified on the PULLUSER configuration
file record.

NONE
VM:Backup does not create a pull list for the job even when a PULLUSER configuration record is
specified in the VM:Backup configuration file.

SYSTEM
VM:Backup uses configuration information to determine whether to create a pull list and where to send
it. If the PULLUSER configuration file record is specified, VM:Backup sends the pull list to the user ID
defined on this record. If the PULLUSER configuration file record is not specified VM:Backup does not
create a pull list.

REPCLASS class
Specifies the spool class for the job detail report. Enter a single alphanumeric character (A-Z, 0-9) for class. The
default is the class of the first virtual printer defined in the response that VM:Backup receives from the CP QUERY
 VIRTUAL UR command at system initialization.

REPDEST userid
Identifies the user ID to which VM:Backup is to send the job detail report. The default is the user ID that submitted
the job.

REPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}
Determines the level of detail that VM:Backup is to include in the job detail and keyword data reports. DOMAIN
specifies report detail at the minidisk, file space, or (if the backup is at the directory level) directory level. FILE
specifies report detail at the file, track, or block level.

REPNODE node
Specifies the node to which VM:Backup is to send the job detail report. The default is the local system.

SEARCH Record (Restore Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

In a CATSEARCH restore job, the SEARCH record specifies which catalogs the job is to search for information about
domains to restore. The job specifies a time period with beginning and ending dates and times. VM:Backup searches
catalogs created during this time period. When it finds the domain to restore, VM:Backup restores the version of the
domain that was backed up most recently within this time period. If the version of the domain selected is from an
incremental backup, VM:Backup uses all previous incremental backups and the full backup on which they are based to
perform the restore. VM:Backup uses these backups even if they were performed before the start date of the time period.

In a VOLSEARCH restore job, the SEARCH record specifies the time period in which the starting input volume was
created. If after mounting the tape VM:Backup determines the tape was not created within this time period, the job ends.
If the tape was created within the specified time period, the job continues. If the specified tape is from an incremental
backup, VM:Backup uses all previous incremental backups and the full backup on which they are based to perform the
restore. VM:Backup uses these backups even if they were performed before the start date of the time period.

If you want VM:Backup to perform an incremental-only restore of a minidisk, you must build a TPI job that includes a
CUTOFF record.
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A file can include multiple SEARCH records. Each record can specify more than one parameter; however, a file can
include only one of each parameter.

SEARCH {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  ENDDATE mm/dd/yyyy

| ENDTIME hh:mm:ss

| STARTDATE mm/dd/yyyy

| STARTTIME hh:mm:ss

Definitions
ENDDATE mm/dd/yyyy

Specifies the most recent day of the time period. The default is 12/31/2041.
ENDTIME hh:mm:ss

Specifies the latest time on the day specified in the ENDDATE parameter. The default is 23:59:59.
STARTDATE mm/dd/yyyy

Specifies the oldest day in the time period. The default is 01/01/1942.
STARTTIME hh:mm:ss

Specifies the earliest time on the day specified in the STARTDATE parameter. The default is 00:00:00.
Example
Full backups are run on Sunday, October 6, 2013. Daily incremental backups are run on each of the next four
days (October 7 through October 10). Using catalogs, you want to restore data from this backup cycle. Include
the following records in the CATSEARCH restore job template file:

SEARCH STARTDATE 10/06/2013

SEARCH STARTTIME 00:00:00

SEARCH ENDDATE 10/10/2013

SEARCH ENDTIME 23:59:59

Restore Job Exception Files
This chapter describes the structure of restore job exception files created using TPI and shows an example file. It
then explains each record TPI restore job exception files can include. The records are discussed in alphabetical order.
CATSEARCH and VOLSEARCH jobs use the same set of records in the same logical order. VOLSER jobs have a
different structure and a wider set of possible records. For more information, see Exception File for CATSEARCH and
VOLSEARCH Restore Jobs and Exception File for VOLSER Restore Jobs.

Exception Files for CATSEARCH and VOLSEARCH Restore Jobs
The following table outlines the structure of a CATSEARCH or VOLSEARCH restore job exception file. The table lists the
records in the order you might use them in a file.

Record Information Specified Required Quantity Allowed
COMMENT Comment No 1
* Additional comments No Multiple
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EXCEPT Domains to process differently
than specified in job template
file

Yes Multiple;
at least 1

OPTIONS Processing options for domains
identified on EXCEPT record

No Multiple

REPORT Report options for domains
identified on EXCEPT record

No 1 for each EXCEPT record

INCLUDE Files or minidisk extents to
restore from domains identified
on EXCEPT record

No Multiple

EXCLUDE Files or minidisk extents to not
restore from domains identified
on EXCEPT record

No Multiple

Example
The following example shows an exception file that can be used for a VOLSEARCH or a CATSEARCH restore
job. The file defines the following exceptions to the associated restore job:

• For minidisk 200 belonging to user ID TEST2, do not restore files with file type of SCRIPT.
• For minidisk 191 belonging to user ID TEST1, restore two files: TEST DATA1 renaming it to T DATA1, and

TEST DATA4.
• For minidisk 210 belonging to user ID JOHN, restore only files that do not exist on the minidisk and define

the date of the restored file the date the restore occurred.
• For file space TEST1 in file pool TEST1, do not restore any SFS authorizations.
• For all file spaces in file pool SFS, do not restore aliases and provide domain level detail in the restore

report.

EXCEPT USERID TEST2 200

EXCLUDE FILE * SCRIPT

 

EXCEPT USERID TEST1 191

INCLUDE FILE TEST DATA1 RENAME T DATA1

INCLUDE FILE TEST DATA4

 

EXCEPT USERID JOHN 210

OPTIONS RESTYPE NEWFILE

OPTIONS RESDATE NEWDATE

 

EXCEPT FILESPACE SFS:TEST1

OPTIONS RESAUTH NO

 

EXCEPT FILESPACE SFS:*

OPTIONS RESALIAS NO

REPORT REPDETAIL DOMAIN
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Exception Files for VOLSER Restore Jobs
The following table outlines the structure of a VOLSER restore job exception file. The table lists the records in the order
you or an authorized client might use them in a file.

Record Information Specified Required Quantity Allowed
COMMENT Comment No 1
*1 Additional comments No Multiple
EXCEPT Domains to process differently

than specified in job template
file

Yes Multiple; at least 1

BASEVOL Base tapes in primary and copy
tape sets to process 2

Yes, if no INPUT record 1 for each EXCEPT record

INPUT Tape from which to restore data Yes, if no BASEVOL record Multiple
OPTIONS Processing options for domains

identified on EXCEPT record
No Multiple

REPORT Report options for domains
identified on EXCEPT record

No 1 for each EXCEPT record

RESTO Target domain to which to
restore data; required after an
EXCEPT ABSTRACT record

No 1 for each EXCEPT record

INCLUDE Files or minidisk extents to
restore from domains identified
on EXCEPT record

No Multiple

EXCLUDE Files or minidisk extents to not
restore from domains identified
on EXCEPT record

No Multiple

USRRECORD2 Original file information
VM:Backup requires to restore
data
Used by authorized clients only.

No Multiple

CHECKSUM2 Number that protects file from
manual modification
Used by authorized clients only.

No 1; last in file

1 When a job is exported from VM:Backup, all *records appear in order after the COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT
record is specified, at the beginning of the file

2 Used by authorized clients only.

Example
The following example shows an exception file that can be used for a VOLSER restore job. The file defines
the following exceptions to the associated restore job:
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• For minidisk 200 belonging to user ID TEST2, restore all files to minidisk 100 belonging to the same user
ID, TEST2. Before the files are restored, the minidisk will be formatted. The files will be restored from either
primary tape volume VMB001 or twin volume VMB002.

• For minidisk 191 belonging to user ID TEST1, restore two files: TEST DATA1 renaming it to T DATA1, and
TEST DATA4. If the files exist on disk, replace them with the restored files. The files will be restored from
either primary tape volume VMB001 or twin tape volume VMB002.

• For minidisk 391 belonging to user ID TEST1, restore two files: TEST DATA1 renaming it to OLDTEST
DATA1, and TEST DATA4 renaming it to OLDTEST DATA4. Restore the files to the reader of user ID
TEST1. The files will be restored from primary tape volume VMB006.

• For directory TEST1.FIRST.SECOND in file pool SFS, restore three files back to the same file space,
renaming one of them. Do not restore SFS authorizations or aliases. Replace any existing files and use
a new date. Do not restore any SFS authorizations. The files will be restored from primary tape volume
VMB021 or twin volume VMB121.

• For directory TEST1.FIRST.SECOND in file pool SFS, restore one file to the reader of user ID TEST1. The
file will be restored from primary tape volume VMB021.

• For directory TEST1.SCRIPTS in file pool VMSYSU, restore all files to the minidisk 432 of user ID MARKE.
Restore with a new date and replace any existing files. The files will be restored from primary tape volume
VMB021 or twin volume VMB121.

EXCEPT USERID TEST2 200

INPUT 0 VOLSER VMB001

INPUT 1 VOLSER VMB002

RESTO DISK TEST2 100

OPTIONS RESDATE OLDDATE

OPTIONS RESTYPE FORMAT

INCLUDE FILE * *

 

EXCEPT USERID TEST1 191

INPUT 0 VOLSER VMB001

INPUT 1 VOLSER VMB002

OPTIONS RESTYPE REPLACE

OPTIONS RESDATE OLDDATE

INCLUDE CMSFILE TEST DATA1 RENAME T DATA1

INCLUDE CMSFILE TEST DATA4

 

EXCEPT USERID TEST1 391

INPUT 1 VOLSER VMB006

RESTO RDR TEST1

INCLUDE FILE TEST DATA1 RENAME OLDTEST DATA1

INCLUDE FILE TEST DATA4 RENAME OLDTEST DATA4

 

EXCEPT DIRECTORY SFS:TEST1.FIRST.SECOND

INPUT 0 VOLSER VMB021

INPUT 1 VOLSER VMB121

OPTIONS RESAUTH NO

OPTIONS RESALIAS NO

OPTIONS RESDATE NEWDATE

OPTIONS RESSFS REPLACE

INCLUDE FILE JUNK FILE1 RENAME REAL FILE1

INCLUDE FILE JUNK FILE4

INCLUDE FILE JUNK FILE5
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EXCEPT DIRECTORY SFS:TEST1.FIRST.SECOND

INPUT 0 VOLSER VMB021

RESTO RDR TEST1

OPTIONS RESAUTH NO

INCLUDE FILE JUNK FILE5

 

EXCEPT DIRECTORY VMSYSU:TEST1.SCRIPTS

INPUT 0 VOLSER VMB030

RESTO DISK MARKE 432

OPTIONS RESAUTH NO

OPTIONS RESALIAS NO

OPTIONS RESEXTERN NO

OPTIONS RESDATE NEWDATE

OPTIONS RESTYPE REPLACE

INCLUDE FILE * *

* Record (Restore Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the * record to add comments to exception files in addition to the comment specified on the COMMENT record. When
you manage exception files through the VM:Backup screens, VM:Backup displays the comment on the COMMENT record
on the screen; comments on * records are not displayed on the screen.

You can use * records with the COMMENT record or by themselves, and you can include as many as you need. You can
place * records anywhere in the file; however, when the file is exported, VM:Backup places all * records in order after the
COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT record exists, at the beginning of the file.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI. Using this record will not prevent you from managing the exception file
through the VM:Backup screens.

* [text]

Definitions
text

Can include up to 80 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You must enter the asterisk (*)
in column 1 of the record. You can use uppercase and lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text
case is preserved.

BASEVOL Record
OPTIONAL

In a VOLSER restore job exception file created by an authorized client, use the BASEVOL record to specify the volser of
the first (base) tape in a primary tape set the job is to restore, and optionally specify the volsers of the base tapes in up to
four copies of the tape set.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

BASEVOL primary

 [copies...]
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Definitions
primary [copies...]

Specifies the volser of the first tape in the primary tape set and the volsers of the first tapes in up to four copies of
the primary tape set.

CHECKSUM Record (Restore Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

In an exception file created by an authorized client, the CHECKSUM record contains a hexadecimal number calculated
from the contents of the file.

This record protects files from manual modification. When VM:Backup imports a file created by a client, it computes its
own checksum value for the file. If that value does not match the value in this record, VM:Backup does not import the file.

WARNING
IMPORTANT! Do not modify CHECKSUM records.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client

CHECKSUM hexadecimal

COMMENT Record (Restore Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the COMMENT record to enter a comment in a file.

You can include only one COMMENT record in a file. When you want to enter more than one comment, use * records.
When managing the exception file using VM:Backup screens, the comment specified on the COMMENT record is
displayed on the screen; comments specified on * records are not displayed on the screen.

COMMENT [text]

NOTE
For more information, see * Record.

Definitions
text

Can include up to 50 characters of comment text; VM:Backup truncates any additional text. You can use
uppercase and lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text case is preserved.

EXCEPT Record (Restore Job Exception Files)
REQUIRED

Use EXCEPT records to specify domains to process differently than specified in the restore job template file; VM:Backup
processes the domains as described in the exception file.

At least one EXCEPT record is required in an exception file. A file can include multiple EXCEPT records.

In an exception file for a VOLSER restore job, each EXCEPT record must match one INCLUDE record in the job template
file, and you can specify only one EXCEPT record for each INCLUDE record.
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EXCEPT {“Parms”}... [MATCHTAG tag]

 

Parms:

  ABSTRACT owner domainname

| DIRECTORY fqdirname

| FILESPACE filepoolid:userid

| USERID userid vaddr

| BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpathname

| ACCOUNT acctnumber

| ACIGROUP group

Definitions
ABSTRACT owner domainname

Specifies the owner and name of an abstract domain the job is to process differently. Use up to 153 non-blank
characters for domainname; you can use the characters * or %, but they will not be used as pattern-matching
characters. You must specify a RESTO record for each EXCEPT ABSTRACT record.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

ACCOUNT acctnumber
Specifies the number of an account whose minidisks the job is to process differently. You can use pattern
matching. Enter * for acctnumber to indicate all minidisks specified on INCLUDE records in the job template file
are to be processed differently.

ACIGROUP group
Specifies an ACI security group whose minidisks the job is to process differently. You can use pattern matching.
Enter * for group to indicate all minidisks specified on INCLUDE records in the job template file are to be
processed differently.

BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpathname
Specifies the file space and full directory pathname of a BFS directory the job is to process differently. You cannot
use pattern matching.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using this parameter will prevent you from managing the
exception file through VM:Backup screens

DIRECTORY fqdirname
Specifies the fully-qualified directory name of a directory that contains files the job is to process differently. You
cannot use pattern matching.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using this parameter will prevent you from managing the
exception file through VM:Backup screens.

FILESPACE filepoolid:userid
Specifies a file space the job is to process differently. You can use pattern matching. To process file spaces for
a specified user ID for all file pools specified by INCLUDE FILEPOOL records in the job template file differently,
enter * for filepoolid. To process file spaces for all user IDs in a specified file pool differently, enter * for userid.
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USERID userid vaddr
Specifies the user ID and virtual address of a minidisk the job is to process differently. You can use pattern
matching. Enter * for userid to indicate all minidisks specified on INCLUDE records in the job template file are to
be processed differently.

MATCHTAG tag
Specifies an arbitrary string used to identify a specific instance of a domain in a data set on a tape. The tag, tag,
can be up to eight non-blank characters; the characters * or % can be used, but they are not used as pattern-
matching characters. If a client specifies more than eight characters, VM:Backup truncates the tag to eight
characters.
To identify a specific domain, a client specifies the exact tag name that was specified with the SETTAG parameter
on the EXCEPT record in the exception file for the backup job or the COPY record in an MPC job template file.
If a client specifies the MATCHTAG parameter, VM:Backup searches for a domain that has tag associated with it.
If the domain is found, but does not have tag associated with it, VM:Backup does not restore the data. You cannot
use this parameter with the BFSDIRECTORY parameter.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

 

EXCLUDE Record (Restore Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the EXCLUDE record to exclude certain parts of domains specified on the preceding EXCEPT record from being
restored. You can exclude:

• Count-key-data (CKD) cylinders and tracks
• Fixed-block-architecture (FBA) blocks
• CMS or SFS files

You cannot use this record to exclude BFS files from a restore.

A file can include multiple EXCLUDE records. Multiple EXCLUDE records that specify the same parameter can follow one
EXCEPT record, but not multiple EXCLUDE records that specify different parameters. EXCLUDE records that specify
extents for CKD or FBA can follow the EXCEPT record in any order.

Either EXCLUDE or INCLUDE records can follow one EXCEPT record, but not both.

EXCLUDE {“Parms”}

 

Parms:

  CKD begcyl begtrk endcyl endtrk

| FBA begin end

| FILE filename filetype 

Definitions
CKD begcyl begtrk endcyl endtrk

Specifies the numbers of the first and last cylinders and tracks of the minidisk extent the job should not restore.
This parameter may follow an EXCEPT USERID, ACCOUNT, or ACIGROUP record.

FBA begin end
Specifies the numbers of the first and last blocks of the minidisk extent the job should not restore. This parameter
can follow an EXCEPT USERID, ACCOUNT, or ACIGROUP record.
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FILE filename filetype
Specifies a CMS or SFS file the job should not restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for filename
to exclude all files of the specified filetype from processing; enter * for filetype to exclude all files with the
specified filename from processing. This parameter can follow an EXCEPT USERID, ACCOUNT, ACIGROUP, or
DIRECTORY.

INCLUDE Record (Restore Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use an INCLUDE record to indicate the exact parts of domains specified on the preceding EXCEPT record that the job is
to include in the restore job. You can specify:

• Count-key-data (CKD) cylinders and tracks
• Fixed-block-architecture (FBA) blocks
• CMS, SFS, or BFS files

The INCLUDE record also enables you to rename files being restored.

A file can include multiple INCLUDE records. Multiple INCLUDE records that specify the same parameter can follow one
EXCEPT record, but not multiple INCLUDE records that specify different parameters. INCLUDE records that specify
extents for CKD or FBA can follow the EXCEPT record in any order.

Either INCLUDE or EXCLUDE records can follow one EXCEPT record, but not both.

INCLUDE {“Parms”} 

 

Parms:

  CKD begcyl begtrk endcyl endtrk

| FBA begin end

| FILE filename filetype [RENAME filename filetype]

| BFSFILE filenamecomponent [OWNER owner] [RENAME filename]

Definitions

NOTE
TPI domain restores search for domains, not individual files. If you submit a domain restore with an exception
file that specifies particular files to be restored, and those files are not present in the domain that the job found,
VM:Backup does not extend the search to look for those files, and the files are not restored.

CKD begcyl begtrk endcyl endtrk
Specifies the numbers of the first and last cylinders and tracks of the minidisk extent the restore job is to restore.
If specified, an INCLUDE CKD record must follow an EXCEPT USERID, EXCEPT ACCOUNT, or EXCEPT
ACIGROUP record. Only an authorized client can specify * * * * on this parameter.

FBA begin end
Specifies the numbers of the first and last blocks of the minidisk extent the job is to restore. If specified, an
INCLUDE FBA record must follow an EXCEPT USERID, EXCEPT ACCOUNT, or EXCEPT ACIGROUP record.
Only an authorized client can specify * * * * on this parameter.

FILE filename filetype [RENAME filename filetype]
Specifies a CMS or SFS file the job is to restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for filename to restore
all files of the specified filetype; enter * for filetype to restore all files with the specified filename. If specified, an
INCLUDE FILE record must follow an EXCEPT record.
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RENAME tells the job to rename the restored file to the specified filename and filetype. You cannot use pattern
matching, but you can enter = for filename or filetype to keep the existing filename or filetype.
Note: The RENAME parameter is available only through TPI. Using this parameter will not prevent you from
managing the exception file through the VM:Backup screens.

BFSFILE filenamecomponent [OWNER owner]  [RENAME filenamecomponent]
Specifies a BFS file the job is to restore. You can use pattern matching if you do not use the RENAME parameter.
OWNER lets you restrict the restore to files owned by the specified user. By default (*), the job restores files
owned by any user.
RENAME tells the job to rename the restored file to the specified name. You cannot use pattern matching.
Note: The BFSFILE parameter is available only through TPI. Using this parameter will prevent you from
managing the exception file through the VM:Backup screens

INPUT Record (Restore Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

In a VOLSER restore job exception file, use the INPUT record to specify the volser of a tape from which to restore data.
The record can also specify the data set sequence number (DSSN) of a data set that contains data to restore and the
media and density of the tape.

If this record does not specify the density or media for a tape, VM:Backup determines the density and media to use.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI. Using this record will prevent you from managing the exception file
through the VM:Backup screens.

This record is required in VOLSER restore jobs. An exception file must include one INPUT record that defines an input
tape. The file can include up to four more INPUT records-one for each of four possible copies of the input tape. You can
include more than one parameter on an INPUT record; however, you can specify each parameter only once for each tape
copy.

INPUT number [“Parms”]...

 

Parms:

  DSSN number

| MEDIA type

| DENSITY densityname

| VOLSER volser

Definitions
number

Indicates the copy number of the input tape. You can enter primary or 0 for the primary copy, and 1, 2, 3, or 4 for
the other copies. This number does not have to match the copy number assigned during the backup job.

DSSN number
Specifies the DSSN of a data set on the input tape that contains data for the job to restore. You can specify 1 for
number. Products can enter an integer from 1 through 9999 for number. The default is 1.

MEDIA
type
DENSITY densityname
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Specifies the media type, recording density, or both for the input tape. For values, see the section Enhanced
Device Recognition Support in the chapter "Managing Tape and DASD Resources" in the System Programmers
Reference.
Note: If MEDIA is specified but not DENSITY, the job uses the default density (underlined) for the specified media
type. If DENSITY is specified but not MEDIA, the job uses the media type for the specified density name.
If any density other than 38K, 6250, 1600, or 800 is specified for a DASDtape, the tape is actually written at a
density of 38K.

VOLSER volser
Specifies the volser of the input tape.

OPTIONS Record (Restore Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use OPTIONS records to specify processing options the job is to apply to domains the exception file identifies.

This record is optional. You can include as many as you need in an exception file. You can specify more than one
parameter on an OPTIONS record; however, you can use each parameter only once for each domain specified on an
EXCEPT record in the exception file.

OPTIONS {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  BFSCHECK {userid /gname | NONE}

| RESALIAS {YES | NO}

| RESAUTH {YES | NO}

| RESDATE {OLDDATE | NEWDATE}

| RESEXTERN {YES | NO}

| RESSFS {CLEAR | REPLACE | NEWFILE | RECALL}

| RESTYPE {FORMAT | REPLACE | NEWFILE | ERASE | FMTALWAYS}

| SECURITY {[AES | DES3 | DES | RC2]  hexwords… | NONE}

Definitions
BFSCHECK {userid / gname |  NONE}

Specifies whether the job is to verify that the requesting user (userid/gname) has the POSIX permissions required
to restore files to the specified target directory. The variable userid is a VM logon user ID. The variable gname is
a POSIX group name. The variable gname is case sensitive. To restore to a directory, the user must have write
permission to the directory and search permission to each of its parent directories. The permission can exist for
the owner, group, or other. If the user does not have the required permissions, VM:Backup does not restore the
files and the job continues. VM:Backup writes message 0376E to the job output report indicating the files could
not be restored.

RESALIAS {YES | NO}
Specifies whether the job is to restore any alias files that may have been backed up with an SFS directory. The
job restores alias files after it restores all data.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using the RESALIAS NO parameter will prevent you from
managing the exception file through the VM:Backup screens.

RESAUTH {YES | NO}
Specifies whether the job is to restore any authorizations that may have been backed up with an SFS file or
directory or any authorizations or permissions that may have been backed up with a BFS directory.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using the RESAUTH NO parameter will prevent you from
managing the exception file through the VM:Backup screens.
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RESDATE {OLDDATE | NEWDATE}
Specifies whether the job is to restore a file and make the file date the date the file was last updated before the
system backup (OLDDATE) or the current date (NEWDATE). When restoring a migrated file, VM:Backup ignores
the RESDATE NEWDATE parameter.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using the RESDATE NEWDATE parameter will prevent you
from managing the exception file through the VM:Backup screens.

RESEXTERN {YES | NO}
Indicates whether the job is to restore any external objects that were backed up with an SFS directory. External
objects are SFS objects that exist outside SFS file pools.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using the RESEXTERN NO parameter will prevent you from
managing the exception file through the VM:Backup screens

RESSFS {CLEAR | REPLACE | NEWFILE | RECALL}
Specifies how the job is to restore SFS and BFS data.
The action of the CLEAR option depends on the restore target.

• SFS or BFS file space
Erases all files and directories in the file space

• SFS directory
Erases all files in the selected directory and deletes authorizations to the selected directory. Subdirectories are
not affected.

• BFS directory
Erases all files in the selected directory. Subdirectories are not affected.

CLEAR is the only valid option for file space restores; it is the default for file space restores.
REPLACE specifies that, if a file with the same name exists, the job is to replace it with the file being restored.
NEWFILE tells the job to restore only those files that do not already exist in the directory. NEWFILE is the default
for file and directory restores.
Note: The actions of the REPLACE and NEWFILE options are basically the same for SFS data as they are for
BFS data; however, because BFS files can have multiple links, the results of the restore depend on how the data
is linked in the backup and in the target. See the Options for Handling Existing Data in Target Entities (BFS Data)
section in the Restoring Data chapter of the System Programmers Reference for more information about how the
REPLACE and NEWFILE options work for BFS data.
RECALL specifies that the job is to restore data to migrated files that exist in the directory; the data being restored
must be the data the file contained before it was migrated.
Note: The RESSFS parameter is available only through TPI. Using this parameter will prevent you from managing
the job template file through the VM:Backup screens. The RESSFS RECALL parameter can only be specified by
an authorized client.

RESTYPE {FORMAT | REPLACE | NEWFILE | ERASE | FMTALWAYS}
Indicates how the job is to restore CMS data.
FORMAT specifies the job is to format the target minidisk before restoring the data. If the job does not find any
data to restore, it does not format the target minidisk.
REPLACE specifies that VM:Backup is to replace files on the target minidisk that have the same name as ones
being restored. The job writes the data for a file to a work file, erases the existing file from the minidisk, and
renames the work file to the original filename. If the restore does not complete successfully, the existing file is left
intact and the work file is erased.
NEWFILE specifies the job to restore only those files that do not already exist on the minidisk.
ERASE specifies that VM:Backup is to erase files on the target minidisk that have the same name as ones being
restored. The job deletes the existing file before restoring the backed-up version. If the ERASE option is specified
and the restore job does not complete successfully, both the existing file and the file being restored may be lost.
FMTALWAYS tells the job to always format the minidisk, even when there is no data to restore.

SECURITY {[AES | DES3 | DES | RC2] hexwords… | NONE}
Specifies the security algorithm and security key to be be used to encrypt or decrypt the data it is backing up.
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Note: For backward compatibility, DES and RC2 do not need to be specified. However, we recommend that you
specify a security algorithm name, even if you chose to use DES or RC2. For more information, see the Security
Algorithm Name and Key information in Administrators.

REPORT Record (Restore Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the REPORT record to specify the level of detail VM:Backup is to include in reports for domains the exception file
identifies.
A file can include one REPORT record for each EXCEPT record in the file.

REPORT REPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

Definitions
REPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

Determines the level of detail VM:Backup is to include in the job detail and keyword data reports. DOMAIN
specifies report detail at the minidisk, file space, or (if the backup is at the directory level) directory level. FILE
specifies report detail at the file, track, or block level.

RESTO Record
OPTIONAL

In a VOLSER restore job exception file, use the RESTO record to specify a domain to which to restore data (a target
domain).

You must specify a RESTO record for every source domain whose data the job will restore to a target other than the
source.

This record is valid only in VOLSER jobs. VM:Backup ignores this record in CATSEARCH and VOLSEARCH jobs.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI. Using this record will prevent you from managing the exception file
through the VM:Backup screens.

A file can include one RESTO record for each EXCEPT record in the file. If the file does not include a RESTO record, the
job restores the data to the same location from which it was backed up (the source).

RESTO {"Options"}

 

Options:

  BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpathname

| DIRECTORY fqdirname

| DISK userid vaddr

| FILESPACE filepoolid:userid

| RDR userid
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Definitions
BFSDIRECTORY filespace fulldirpathname

Specifies the file space and full directory pathname of a BFS target directory. You cannot use pattern matching.
You can specify this parameter only if the file was backed up from a BFS directory.
Note: This parameter is available only through TPI. Using this parameter will prevent you from managing the
exception file through VM:Backup screens.

DIRECTORY fqdirname
Specifies the fully-qualified name of a target SFS directory. You cannot use pattern matching. You can specify this
parameter only if the source is a directory or a minidisk.

DISK userid vaddr
Specifies the user ID and virtual address of a target minidisk. You cannot use pattern matching. You can specify
this parameter only if the source is a minidisk or a directory.

FILESPACE filepoolid:userid
Specifies a target file space. You cannot use pattern matching. You can specify this parameter only if the source is
a file space.

RDR userid
Specifies the user ID of a target virtual reader. You cannot use pattern matching. You can specify this parameter
only if the source is a minidisk or a directory.

USRRECORD Record (Restore Job Exception Files)
OPTIONAL

In a restore job exception file created by an authorized client, each USRRECORD provides original file information
VM:Backup requires to restore the data.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI and can only be specified by an authorized client.

USRRECORD FSTINFO vmbkeyword data

Definitions
FSTINFO vmbkeyword data

Provides original file information for the job to use in restoring the backed up data.

Restore Job Exclusion Files
 

This page describes the structure of restore job exclusion files created using TPI and shows an example file. The
rest of the section explains each record that TPI restore job exclusion files can include. The records are listed in
alphabetical order. Unless stated otherwise, the records and parameters apply to all types of restore jobs (CATSEARCH,
VOLSEARCH, and VOLSER).

The following table outlines the structure of a restore job exclusion file. The table lists the records in the order you might
use them in a file.

Record Information Specified Required Quantity Allowed
COMMENT Comment No 1
* Additional comments No Multiple
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EXCLUDE DASD volumes, file pools, and
domains to not restore

Yes Multiple; at least 2

Example
The following example shows an exclusion file named WEEKLY $XCLUDE. This file excludes DASD volumes
SYS001 and SYS002 and the file pool SFS from being restored. It also excludes all minidisks that belong to
user ID TEST and all file spaces in file pool A.

COMMENT EXCLUDES FOR SYSTEM RESOURCES

EXCLUDE DASD SYS001 SYS002

EXCLUDE FILEPOOL SFS

EXCLUDE USERID TEST *

EXCLUDE FILESPACE A:*

COMMENT Record
OPTIONAL

Use the COMMENT record to enter a comment in a file.

You can include only one COMMENT record in a file. When you want to specify more than one comment, use * records.
When managing the exclusion file using VM:Backup screens, the comment specified on the COMMENT record is
displayed on the screen; comments specified on * records are not displayed on the screen.

COMMENT [text]

NOTE
For more information, see * Record.

Definitions
text

Can include up to 50 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You can use uppercase and
lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text case is preserved.

EXCLUDE Record (Restore Job Exclusion Files)
REQUIRED

Use the EXCLUDE record to specify DASD volumes, file pools, or domains the job should not restore.

At least two EXCLUDE records are required in an exclusion file. For jobs that restore minidisks, one record must specify
the DASD parameter and another must specify the USERID, ACCOUNT, or ACIGROUP parameter. For jobs that restore
SFS data, one record must specify the FILEPOOL parameter and one must specify the FILESPACE or DIRECTORY
parameter. Each record can specify only one of these parameters.

EXCLUDE {"Parms"}...

 

Options:

  ACCOUNT account

| ACIGROUP group

| DASD volsers...
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| DIRECTORY fqdirname

| FILEPOOL filepools...

| FILESPACE filepoolid:userid

| USERID userid vaddr

Definitions
ACCOUNT account

Specifies the number of an account whose minidisks the job should not restore. You can use pattern matching.
Enter * for account to specify all account numbers.

ACIGROUP group
Specifies an ACI security group whose minidisks the job should not restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter *
for group to specify all ACI security groups.

DASD volsers...
Lists the volsers of volumes the job should not restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for volser to specify
all DASD volumes.
Note: If you want to be able to work with a file through VM:Backup screens, do not list more than 24 volumes.

DIRECTORY fqdirname
Specifies the fully-qualified name of an SFS directory the job should not restore. You cannot use pattern matching.
Note: EXCLUDE DIRECTORY records apply only to INCLUDE DIRECTORY records in job template files with
which the exclusion file is associated.
Note: You cannot use EXCLUDE DIRECTORY and EXCLUDE FILESPACE records in the same file.
Note: The DIRECTORY parameter is available for restores only through TPI

FILEPOOL filepools...
Lists file pools the job should not restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for filepool to specify every file
pool identified to VM:Backup.
Note: If you want to be able to work with a file through VM:Backup screens, do not list more than 24 file pools.
Note: The FILEPOOL parameter is available for restores only through TPI.

FILESPACE filepoolid:userid
Specifies the name of a file space the job should not restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for filepoolid
to specify all file spaces for the specified user IDs in all file pools listed on the corresponding INCLUDE
FILEPOOL record. Enter * for userid to specify all file spaces for all user IDs in the specified file pool.
Note: EXCLUDE FILESPACE records apply only to INCLUDE FILESPACE records in job template files with which
the exclusion file is associated.
Note: The FILESPACE parameter is available for restores only through TPI.

USERID userid vaddr
Specifies a user ID and vaddr of a minidisk the job should not restore. You can use pattern matching. Enter * for
userid to specify the minidisks of all user IDs with the specified virtual address. Enter * for vaddr to specify all
minidisks for the specified user IDs.

* Record (Restore Job Exclusion Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the * record to add comments to exclusion files in addition to the comment specified on the COMMENT record. When
you manage job template files through the VM:Backup screens, VM:Backup displays the comment on the COMMENT
record on the screen; comments on * records are not displayed on the screen.
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You can use * records with the COMMENT record or by themselves, and you can include as many as you need. You can
place * records anywhere in the file; however, when the file is exported, VM:Backup places all * records in order after the
COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT record exists, at the beginning of the file.

NOTE
This record is available only through TPI. Using this record will not prevent you from managing the exclusion file
through the VM:Backup screens

* [text]

Definitions
text

Can include up to 80 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You must enter the asterisk (*)
in column 1 of the record. You can use uppercase and lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text
case is preserved.

Example
You added an EXCLUDE USERID DAVE 0193 record to your exclusion file. You want to document in the
exclusion file that data from DAVE 193 is not included in the restore job. Include the following * record in the
exclusion file:
* Do not restore data for minidisk DAVE 0193.

AUTOCAT Job Template Files
AUTOCAT jobs are daily jobs that condense or discard any tapes that have passed their auto-condense or auto-discard
dates. This page describes the structure of AUTOCAT job template files created using TPI. The rest of the section
explains each record that AUTOCAT job template files can include. The records are listed in alphabetical order. For more
information, see AUTOCAT Record in the System Programmers Reference.

NOTE
AUTOCAT jobs are only available through TPI.

The following table outlines the structure of an AUTOCAT job template file. The table lists the records in the order you
might use them in a file.

Record Information Specified Required Quantity Allowed
JOB Type of job set up in file Yes 1; first in file
COMMENT Comment No 1
* Additional comments No Multiple
JOBOPTIONS Job processing options No Multiple

Example
The following example shows an AUTOCAT job template file.

JOB AUTOCAT

COMMENT Delete and condense expired catalogs

JOBOPTIONS HOLD NO PRIORITY NO EXCLUSIVE NO

JOBOPTIONS JOBEND QUIET ONETIME NO
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* Record (AUTOCAT Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the * record to add comments to job template files in addition to the comment specified on the COMMENT record.
When you manage job template files through the VM:Backup screens, VM:Backup displays the comment on the
COMMENT record on the screen; comments on * records are not displayed on the screen.

You can use * records with the COMMENT record or by themselves, and you can include as many as you need. You
can place * records anywhere in the file after the JOB record; however, when the file is exported, VM:Backup places all *
records in order after the COMMENT record or, if no COMMENT record exists, after the JOB record.

* [text]

Definitions
text

Can include up to 80 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You must type the asterisk in
column 1 of the record. You can use uppercase and lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text
case is preserved.

COMMENT Record (AUTOCAT Job Template Files)
OPTIONAL

Use the COMMENT record to specify a comment in a file.

You can include only one COMMENT record in a file. When you want to specify more than one comment, use * records.
When managing the template using VM:Backup screens, the comment specified on the COMMENT record is displayed on
the screen; comments specified on * records are not displayed on the screen.

COMMENT [text]

NOTE
For more information, see * Record.

Definitions
text

Can include up to 50 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. You can use uppercase and
lowercase letters; when you import or export the file, text case is preserved.

JOB Record (AUTOCAT Job Template Files)
REQUIRED

Use the JOB record to identify the type of job that is set up in the file.

This record is required as the first record in the file. A file can include only one JOB record. If the JOB record is missing,
invalid, or not the first record in the file, VM:Backup does not import the file.

JOB AUTOCAT
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Definitions
AUTOCAT

Identifies the job as an AUTOCAT job.

JOBOPTIONS Record (AUTOCAT Job Template Files)
REQUIRED

Use the JOBOPTIONS record to specify job processing options for the job.

A file can include multiple JOBOPTIONS records. Each record can specify more than one parameter; however, a file can
include only one of each parameter.

You can override parameter values specified on this record when you submit the job.

JOBOPTIONS {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

EXCLUSIVE {YES | NO}

HOLD {YES | NO}

JOBEND {NOTIFY | QUIET}

ONETIME {YES | NO}

PRIORITY {YES | NO}

Definitions
EXCLUSIVE {YES | NO}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to prevent other jobs from running while this job runs. VM:Backup will not start an
exclusive job until all running jobs have completed and will not allow other jobs to start until the exclusive job has
completed.

HOLD {YES | NO}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to place the job in the job queue in hold status. To run a held job, the operator
or system administrator must release it using the Manage System Activity operator screen or the RELEASE
command.

JOBEND {NOTIFY | QUIET}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to issue the JOBEND command to the submitting user ID to inform it that the job
completed or was canceled. NOTIFY tells VM:Backup to notify the submitting user ID. QUIET tells VM:Backup not
to notify the submitting user ID.

ONETIME {YES | NO}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to erase the job template file and any associated exception and exclusion files
from the VM:Backup 191 minidisk when the job either runs successfully or is canceled.

PRIORITY {YES | NO}
Specifies whether to submit the job at the top of the job queue, after any existing priority jobs. VM:Backup runs
priority jobs before any other job in the queue. The only way another job can run ahead of a priority job is when
the jobs are reordered using the ORDER command.

MPC Job Template Files
This page describes the structure of merge/purge/copy (MPC) job template files created using TPI. The rest of the section
explains each record that MPC job template files can include. The records are listed in alphabetical order.
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NOTE
MPC jobs are only available through TPI and can only be submitted by an authorized client.

The following table outlines the structure of an MPC job template file. The table lists the records in the order an authorized
client might use them in a file.

 Record  Information Specified  Quantity Allowed 
 JOB Type of job set up in file 1
 COMMENT Comment 1
 * Additional comments Multiple
JOBOPTIONS General job processing options Multiple
REPORT Report options Multiple
GROUP Group name for an output tape set

specified on the OUTPUT records that
follow

Multiple

OUTPUT Output tape to which to copy files; if
preceded by a GROUP record, the output
tape belongs to the named group described
on the GROUP record

Multiple

TAPESET Marks the beginning of the named input
tape set

Multiple

COPY SFS directory, minidisk, or abstract domain
that contains files to copy

Multiple

USRRECORD User record to include with domain to copy Multiple; 1 for each domain
BASEVOL First tape of a tape set that contains data to

copy
Multiple

INPUT Input tape that contains data to copy Multiple
ROUTE Group name of the output tape set to which

the data specified on subsequent INCLUDE
records is to be sent; if INCLUDE records
are not preceded by a ROUTE record, the
data is written to the unnamed output group

Multiple

INCLUDE CMS or SFS file to copy Multiple
USRRECORD User record to include with file data to copy Multiple; 1 for each INCLUDE
CHECKSUM Number that protects the file from manual

modification
1; last in file

* Record (MPC Job Template File Structure)
The * record lets an authorized client add comments to job template files in addition to the comment specified on the
COMMENT record.

A client can use * records with the COMMENT record or by themselves. The records can be placed anywhere in the file
after the JOB record; however, when the file is exported, VM:Backup places all * records in order after the COMMENT
record or, if no COMMENT record exists, after the JOB record.

* [text]
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Definitions

text

Can include up to 80 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. Column 1 of the record must contain an
asterisk. Uppercase and lowercase letters are accepted; when the file is imported or exported, text case is preserved.

BASEVOL Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The BASEVOL record specifies the volser of the base (first) tape in a primary tape set and optionally to specify the volsers
of the base tape in up to four copies of the tape set. The tape set contains data the job is to copy to an output tape.

An authorized client can use both BASEVOL records and INPUT VOLSER records in a job to identify the input tapes for a
tape set. However, for a specific tape set, a client can specify either a BASEVOL record or INPUT VOLSER records, but
not both.

BASEVOL primary [copies...]

Definitions
primary [copies...]

Specifies the volser of the base tape in the primary tape set and can specify the volsers of the base tape in up to
four tape set copies.

CHECKSUM Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The CHECKSUM record contains a hexadecimal number calculated from the contents of the file.

This record protects the file from manual modification. When VM:Backup imports a file created by an authorized client, it
computes its own checksum value for the file. If that value does not match the value in this record, VM:Backup does not
import the file.

WARNING
IMPORTANT! Do not modify CHECKSUM records.

CHECKSUM hexadecimal

COMMENT Record (MPC Job Template Files)
An authorized client can use the COMMENT record to enter a comment in a file.

COMMENT [text]

Definitions
text

Can include up to 50 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. Uppercase and lowercase
letters are accepted; when the file is imported or exported, text case is preserved.

COPY Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The COPY record identifies an abstract domain, SFS directory, or minidisk that contains files the job is to copy to an
output tape: MATCHTAG tag1  SETTAG tag2.
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COPY {“Parms”} [MATCHTAG tag1] [SETTAG tag2]

Parms:

  ABSTRACT owner domainname

| DIRECTORY fqdirname

| USERID userid vaddr

Definitions
ABSTRACT owner domainname

Specifies the owner and name of an abstract domain that contains files the job is to copy. Pattern matching is not
supported.

DIRECTORY fqdirname
Specifies the fully-qualified name of a directory that contains files the job is to copy. Pattern matching is not
supported.

USERID userid vaddr
Specifies the user ID and virtual address of a minidisk that contains files the job is to copy. Pattern matching is not
supported

MATCHTAG tag1
Specifies an arbitrary string used to identity a specific instance of a domain in a data set on a tape. The tag,
tag1, can be up to eight non-blank characters; the characters * and % can be used, but they will not be used as
pattern-matching characters. If a client specifies more than eight characters, VM:Backup truncates the tag to eight
characters.
To identify a specific domain, a client specifies the exact tag that was specified with the SETTAG parameter on
the EXCEPT record in the exception file for a backup job or the COPY record in the MPC job template file.
If a client specifies the MATCHTAG parameter, VM:Backup searches for a domain that has tag1 associated with it.
If the domain is found, but does not have tag1 associated with it, VM:Backup does not copy the data.
If a client specifies the MATCHTAG parameter but does not specify the SETTAG parameter, VM:Backup
associates tag1 with the domain on the output tape.

SETTAG tag2
Specifies an arbitrary string to associate with the domain being copied. The tag, tag2, can be up to eight non-
blank characters; the characters * and % can be used, but they will not be used as pattern-matching characters.
If a client specifies more than eight characters, VM:Backup truncates the tag to eight characters. If there is a tag
already associated with the domain on the input tape, that tag is replaced with tag2 when VM:Backup copies the
domain to the output tape.

GROUP Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The GROUP record assigns a group name to an output tape set and associated tape set copies defined by the OUTPUT
records that follow.

A client must use more than one GROUP record to define multiple named output tape sets. The ROUTE record specifies
the output groups to which VM:Backup is to write data.

OUTPUT records that are not preceded by GROUP records are considered part of the unnamed output group.

GROUP groupname
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Definitions
groupname

Assigns a group name to the OUTPUT records that follow. The tape set group name, groupname, can include
a total of eight non-blank characters. The characters * and % can be used, but they will not be used as pattern-
matching characters.

INCLUDE Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The INCLUDE record identifies cylinders, blocks, or CMS or SFS files that the job is to copy to an output tape.

INCLUDE {“Parms”} 

 

Parms:

  CKD begcyl begtrk endcyl endtrk

| FBA begin end

| FILE filename filetype

Definitions
CKD begcyl begtrk endcyl endtrk

Specifies the numbers of the first and last cylinders and tracks of the minidisk extent the job is to copy. Only an
authorized client can specify * * * * on this parameter.

FBA begin end
Specifies the numbers of the first and last blocks of the minidisk extent the job is to copy. Only an authorized client
can specify * * * * on this parameter.

FILE filename filetype
Specifies a file the job is to copy. Pattern matching is not supported.

INPUT Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The INPUT record specifies the volser of a tape the job is to process. The record can also identify a data set that contains
files to copy, as well as the media and density of the tape.

If this record does not specify the density or media for a tape, VM:Backup determines the density and media to use.

INPUT number {"Parms"}...

Parms:

  DSSN number

| MEDIA  type

| DENSITY densityname

| VOLSER volser

NOTE

A client can use both BASEVOL records and INPUT VOLSER records in a job to identify the input tape volumes
for a tape set. However, for a specific tape set, a client can specify either a BASEVOL record or INPUT VOLSER
records, but not both.
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Definitions
number

Indicates the copy number of the input tape; primary or 0 indicate the primary copy, and 1, 2, 3, or 4 indicate the
other copies. The number does not have to match the copy number assigned during the backup job.

DSSN number
Specifies the DSSN of a data set on the input tape that contains files the job is to copy. The default is 1.

MEDIA
type
DENSITY densityname
Specifies the media type, recording density, or both for the input tape. For values, see Tape Drives, Media,
Density Names, and TMC Values in the Systems Programmers Reference.
If MEDIA is specified but not DENSITY, the job uses the default density (underlined) for the specified media type.
If DENSITY is specified but not MEDIA, the job uses the media type for the specified density name.
If density ENH, ENHXF, E, EXF, or XF is specified for a DASDtape, the tape is actually written at a density of 38K.

VOLSER volser
Specifies the volser of the input tape.

 

JOB Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The JOB record identifies the job set up in the file as an MPC job.

JOB MPC

JOBOPTIONS Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The JOBOPTIONS record specifies job processing options for the job.

A file can include multiple JOBOPTIONS records. Each record can specify more than one parameter; however, a file can
include only one of each parameter.

You can override parameter values specified on this record when you submit the job.

NOTE

This record replaces the OPTIONS record. However, VM:Backup will continue to accept already imported job
template files that include OPTIONS records.

JOBOPTIONS {"Parms"}...

Parms:

  EXCLUSIVE {YES | NO}

| HOLD {YES | NO}

| JOBEND {NOTIFY | QUIET}

| ONETIME {YES | NO}

| PRIORITY {YES | NO}
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Definitions
EXCLUSIVE {YES | NO}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to prevent other jobs from running while this job runs. VM:Backup will not start an
exclusive job until all running jobs have completed and will not allow other jobs to start until the exclusive job has
completed.

HOLD {YES | NO}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to place the job in the job queue in hold status. To run a held job, the operator
or system administrator must release it using the Manage System Activity operator screen or the RELEASE
command.

JOBEND {NOTIFY | QUIET}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to issue the JOBEND command to the submitting user ID to inform it that the job
completed or was canceled. NOTIFY tells VM:Backup to notify the submitting user ID. QUIET tells VM:Backup not
to notify the submitting user ID.

ONETIME {YES | NO}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to erase the job template file and any associated exception and exclusion files
from the VM:Backup 191 minidisk when the job either runs successfully or is canceled.

PRIORITY {YES | NO}
Specifies whether to submit the job at the top of the job queue, after any existing priority jobs. VM:Backup runs
priority jobs before any other job in the queue. The only way another job can run ahead of a priority job is when
the jobs are reordered using the ORDER command.

OUTPUT Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The OUTPUT record specifies information about an output tape to which the job is to copy files.

OUTPUT number {"Keywords"}...

Keywords:

  DSN name

| EXPDT PERM

| OWNEDBY userid

| POOL poolname

Definitions
number

Indicates the copy number of the output tape; primary or 0 indicate the primary copy, and 1, 2, 3, or 4 indicate the
other copies.

DSN name
Specifies the data set name the job is to write in the output volume label. The default is VMBACKUP.PRIMARY for
the primary copy, and VMBACKUP.COPYn for copies 1, 2, 3, and 4, where n is the number of the copy.

EXPDT PERM
Indicates that the output tape is a permanent tape.

OWNEDBY userid
Identifies the user ID that owns the output tape. If OWNEDBY is not specified, the user ID of the VM:Backup
service virtual machine owns all tapes.
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POOL poolname
Identifies the resource pool from which the job is to select the output tape. The poolname can include a maximum
of eight characters. If VM:Backup is interfaced with VM:Tape and you are specifying a VM:Tape pool, poolname
can include a maximum of 16 alphanumeric characters.

REPORT Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The REPORT record specifies:

• Information about the job detail report
• Whether VM:Backup is to create a keyword data report
• Whether VM:Backup is to create a pull list
• How much detail to include in the reports

REPORT {“Parms”}...

Parms:

  KEYWORD {YES | NO}

| PULLUSER {userid | NONE | SYSTEM}

| REPCLASS class

| REPDEST userid

| REPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}

| REPNODE node

Definitions
KEYWORD {YES | NO}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to create a keyword data report for the job.
PULLUSER {userid | NONE | SYSTEM}

Specifies whether to create a pull list and where to send it:
userid

VM:Backup sends the pull list to userid regardless of what is specified on the PULLUSER configuration
file record.

NONE
VM:Backup does not create a pull list for the job even when a PULLUSER configuration record is
specified in the VM:Backup configuration file.

SYSTEM
VM:Backup uses configuration information to determine whether to create a pull list and where to send
it. If the PULLUSER configuration file record is specified, VM:Backup sends the pull list to the user ID
defined on this record. If the PULLUSER configuration file record is not specified, VM:Backup does not
create a pull list.

REPCLASS class
Specifies the spool class for the MPC job detail report. The default is the class of the first virtual printer defined in
the response that VM:Backup receives from the CP QUERY VIRTUAL UR command at system initialization.

REPDEST userid
Identifies the user ID to which VM:Backup is to send the job detail report. The default is the user ID that submitted
the job.
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REPDETAIL {DOMAIN | FILE}
Determines the level of detail the job is to include in the job detail and keyword data reports. DOMAIN specifies
report detail at the minidisk, file space, or (if the backup is at the directory level) directory level. FILE specifies
report detail at the file, track, or block level.

REPNODE node
Specifies the node to which VM:Backup is to send the job detail report. The default is the local system.

ROUTE Record
The ROUTE record specifies the group name of the output tape set to which the MPC job is to send files specified on the
INCLUDE records that follow. You must define the group name on a preceding GROUP record.

The MPC job sends files identified on INCLUDE records that are not preceded by a ROUTE record to the unnamed output
group.

ROUTE groupname

Definitions
groupname

Specifies the group name of an output tape set. The tape set group name, groupname, can include a total of
eight non-blank characters. The characters * and % can be used, but they will not be used as pattern-matching
characters.

TAPESET Record (MPC Job Template Files)
The TAPESET record indicates the beginning of an input tape set.

TAPESET tapesetname

Definitions
tapesetname

Assigns a name to the input tape set. The tape set name, tapesetname, can be one through eight non-blank
characters; the characters * and % can be used, but they will not be used as pattern-matching characters.

USRRECORD Record
In an MPC job template file, the USRRECORD record specifies user data for the job to include with a domain or file it is
copying. If the domain or file currently has user data associated with it, VM:Backup replaces that information with the user
data specified on the MPC template USRRECORD record.

USRRECORD DATA data

Definitions
DATA data

Specifies the user data the job is to include with the domain or file it is copying.
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REINIT Job Template Files
This page describes the structure of tape reinitialization (REINIT) job template files that are created using TPI. The rest of
the section explains each record that REINIT job template files can include. The records are listed in alphabetical order.

NOTE
REINIT jobs are only available through TPI and can only be submitted by an authorized client.

The following table outlines the structure of a REINIT job template file. The table lists the records in the order an
authorized client might use them in a file.

Record Information Specified Quantity Allowed
JOB Type of job set up in file 1
COMMENT 50 character comment 1
* Additional comments Multiple
JOBOPTIONS General job processing options Multiple
REPORT Report options 1
REINIT Input tape to reinitialize Multiple
CHECKSUM Number that protects the file from manual

modification
1; last in file

 

 

* Record (REINIT Job Template Files)
An authorized client can use the * record to add comments to job template files in addition to the comment specified on
the COMMENT record.

A client can use * records with the COMMENT record or by themselves. The records can be placed anywhere in the file
after the JOB record; however, when the file is exported, VM:Backup places all * records in order after the COMMENT
record or, if no COMMENT record exists, after the JOB record.

* [text]

Definitions
text

Can include up to 80 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. Column 1 of the record must
contain an asterisk. Uppercase and lowercase letters are accepted; when the file is imported or exported, text
case is preserved.

CHECKSUM Record (REINIT Job Template Files)
The CHECKSUM record contains a hexadecimal number calculated from the contents of the file.

This record protects the file from manual modification. When VM:Backup imports a file created by an authorized client, it
computes its own checksum value for the file. If that value does not match the value in this record, VM:Backup does not
import the file.

WARNING
IMPORTANT! Do not modify CHECKSUM records.
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CHECKSUM hexadecimal

COMMENT Record (REINIT Job Template Files)
An authorized client can use the COMMENT record to enter a comment in a file.

COMMENT [text]

Definitions
text

Can include up to 50 characters of comment text; any additional text is truncated. Uppercase and lowercase
letters are accepted; when the file is imported or exported, text case is preserved.

JOB Record (REINIT Job Template Files)
The JOB record identifies the job that is set up in the file as a REINIT job.

JOB REINIT

JOBOPTIONS Record (REINIT Job Template Files)
Use the JOBOPTIONS record to specify job processing options for the job.

A file can include multiple JOBOPTIONS records. Each record can specify more than one parameter; however, a file can
include only one of each parameter.

You can override parameter values specified on this record when you submit the job.

NOTE
This record replaces the OPTIONS record. However, VM:Backup will continue to accept already imported job
template files that include OPTIONS records

JOBOPTIONS {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  EXCLUSIVE {YES | NO}

| HOLD {YES | NO}

| JOBEND {NOTIFY | QUIET}

| ONETIME {YES | NO}

| PRIORITY {YES | NO}

| TAPEMOUNT {YES | NO}

Definitions
EXCLUSIVE {YES | NO}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to prevent other jobs from running while this job runs. VM:Backup will not start an
exclusive job until all running jobs have completed and will not allow other jobs to start until the exclusive job has
completed.
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HOLD {YES | NO}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to place the job in the job queue in hold status. To run a held job, the operator
or system administrator must release it using the Manage System Activity operator screen or the RELEASE
command.

JOBEND {NOTIFY | QUIET}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to issue the JOBEND command to the submitting user ID to inform it that the job
completed or was canceled. NOTIFY tells VM:Backup to notify the submitting user ID. QUIET tells VM:Backup not
to notify the submitting user ID.

ONETIME {YES | NO}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to erase the job template file and any associated exception and exclusion files
from the VM:Backup 191 minidisk when the job either runs successfully or is canceled.

PRIORITY {YES | NO}
Specifies whether to submit the job at the top of the job queue, after any existing priority jobs. VM:Backup runs
priority jobs before any other job in the queue. The only way another job can run ahead of a priority job is when
the jobs are reordered using the ORDER command.

TAPEMOUNT {YES | NO}
Specifies whether VM:Backup is to mount tapes during the job. YES tells VM:Backup to mount the tapes specified
in the job and rewrite the tape labels. NO tells VM:Backup to not mount the tapes specified in the job; the tape
labels are not rewritten. Whether YES or NO is specified, VM:Backup updates either the resource pool information
or the VM:Tape TMC (if the tape is from a VM:Tape pool) to indicate that the tape is expired and available for use.

REINIT Record
The REINIT record specifies the volser of an input tape the job is to reinitialize.

REINIT {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  STATUS {AVAILABLE | UNAVAILABLE}

| VOLSER volser

Definitions
STATUS {AVAILABLE | UNAVAILABLE}

Indicates whether the tape is available for mounting.
VOLSER volser

Specifies the volser of the tape to reinitialize.

REPORT record (REINIT Job Template Files)
The REPORT record specifies the following information:

• Information about the job detail report
• Whether VM:Backup is to create a keyword data report
• Whether VM:Backup is to create a pull list

REPORT {“Parms”}...

 

Parms:

  KEYWORD { YES | NO }
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| PULLUSER {userid | NONE | SYSTEM}

| REPCLASS class

| REPDEST userid

| REPNODE node

Definitions
KEYWORD {YES | NO}

Specifies whether VM:Backup is to create a keyword data report for the job.
PULLUSER {userid | NONE | SYSTEM}

Specifies whether to create a pull list and where to send it:
userid

VM:Backup sends the pull list to userid regardless of what is specified on the PULLUSER configuration
file record.

NONE
VM:Backup does not create a pull list for the job even when a PULLUSER configuration record is
specified in the VM:Backup configuration file

SYSTEM
VM:Backup uses configuration information to determine whether to create a pull list and where to send
it. If the PULLUSER configuration file record is specified, VM:Backup sends the pull list to the user ID
defined on this record. If the PULLUSER configuration file record is not specified, VM:Backup does not
create a pull list.

REPCLASS class
Specifies the spool class for the REINIT job detail report. The default is the class of the first virtual printer defined
in the response that VM:Backup receives from the CP QUERY VIRTUAL UR command at system initialization.

REPDEST userid
Identifies the user ID to which the VM:Backup is to send the job detail report. The default is the user ID that
submitted the job.

REPNODE node
Specifies the node to which VM:Backup is to send the job detail report. The default is the local system.
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Users
The section assumes you are familiar with VM and CMS and that you know the conventions for naming CMS files, Byte
File System (BFS) files, and Shared File System (SFS) directories including BFS directories. If you are not familiar with
these, you may need help from someone who is.

This section introduces and describes VM:Backup features that general users will find helpful. All the material except the
user command reference is organized by user task and, when applicable, for novice and expert user levels. The User
Commands section lists and describes commands you can use from a display (3270-type). The commands do not
distinguish between novice and expert user levels.

Authorizations

You must be authorized as a user in the VM:Backup system to perform the tasks and enter the commands described in
this book. Contact a VM:Backup system administrator if you experience difficulties.

Novice and Expert User Main Menus
The first time you use VM:Backup, your expertise level is determined by your system administrator. However, you can
change your expertise level at any time using an option available on both main menus.

Novice User Main Menu and Options
This page displays the Novice User Main Menu and summarizes the options it offers.

The following is a sample screen of the Novice User Main Menu:

   UMENNBC1                   Novice User Main Menu                    VM:Backup 

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type over or accept the defaults below. Then type the number of your

   selection on the command line and press ENTER. 

        Restore Files Backed Up For You 

          1 Select files backed up from your 191 minidisk since 11/26/yy. 

          2 Select files by date range or file name. 

        Communicate with VM:Backup 

          3 Review your restore requests. 

          4 Respond to VM:Backup ( 0 messages waiting). 

          5 Set your VM:Backup expertise level. 

   Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights Reserved. 

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF: 1 Help       2 ...       3 End       4 Return       5 ...       6 ... 

   PF: 7 ...        8 ...       9 ...      10 ...         11 Print    12 Cursor 

   ===> 

The following table summarizes each option available through the Novice User Main Menu. To select an option, enter the
option number on the command line.

 Novice User Main Menu Options 

Function Option Option Use To 
Restore files 1 Select files backed up from your

191 minidisk since mm/dd/yy 
Restore the most recent version
of files backed up from your 191
minidisk to your virtual reader.
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2 Select files by date range or file
name

Restore data that meets
specified selection criteria;
for example, restore files with
similar names or files backed up
during a specific time period.

3 Review your restore requests View the status of your restore
request or cancel a restore
request before VM:Backup
starts processing it.

4 Respond to VM:Backup Reply to requests sent by
VM:Backup to your user ID; for
example, respond to a request
to detach a minidisk.

Communicate with VM:Backup

5 Set your VM:Backup expertise
level

Select your level of expertise
(NOVICE or EXPERT) for
restore functions.

For more information about using the main menu options, see the following pages:

Options 1 and 2 -
Novice Restores (191 Minidisk to the Reader)

Option 3 -
Reviewing or Canceling Your Restore Requests

Option 4 -
Responding to Minidisk Detach Requests

Option 5 -
Setting Your Expertise Level

Expert User Main Menu and Options
This section displays the Expert User Main Menu and summarizes the options it offers. The following is a sample screen
of the Expert User Main Menu.

   UMENEBC1    Expert User Main Menu                       VM:Backup 

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type the number of your selection and press ENTER. 

      Restore CMS/SFS files for userid 

        1 Select minidisks or directories from which to restore. 

        2 Select files to restore by date range or file name. 

      Restore BFS files from file space _________________ for userid ________ 

        3 Select directories from which to restore files. 

        4 Select files to restore by date range or file name. 

      Communicate with VM:Backup 

        5 Review your restore requests. 

        6 Respond to VM:Backup ( 0 messages waiting). 

        7 Set your VM:Backup expertise level. 

   Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights Reserved.

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF: 1 Help       2 ...       3 End       4 Return       5 ...       6 ... 

   PF: 7 ...        8 ...       9 ...      10 ...         11 Print    12 Cursor 
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   ===> 

The following table summarizes each option available through the Expert Main Menu. To select an option, enter the option
number on the command line.

Expert User Main Menu Options

 Function  Option  Option  Use To 
1 Select minidisks or directories

from which to restore
Restore CMS or SFS files
backed up from any of your
minidisks or SFS directories,
or restore an entire minidisk or
SFS directory.

Restore CMS or SFS files

2 Select files to restore by date
range or file name

Restore CMS or SFS data
that meets specified selection
criteria; for example, restore
files with similar names or files
backed up during a specific time
period.

3 Select directories from which to
restore files

Restore BFS files backed up
from any BFS directories in the
specified BFS file space.

Restore BFS files

4 Select files to restore by date
range or file name

Restore BFS data that meets
specified selection criteria;
for example, restore files with
similar names or files backed up
during a specific time period.

5 Review your restore requests View the status of your restore
request or cancel a restore
request before VM:Backup
starts processing it.

6 Respond to VM:Backup Reply to requests sent by
VM:Backup to your user ID; for
example, respond to a request
to detach a minidisk.

Communicate with VM:Backup

7 Set your VM:Backup expertise
level

Select your level of expertise
(NOVICE or EXPERT) for
restore functions.

For more information about using the main menu options, see the following chapters:

Options 1 and 2
Expert Restores (CMS Files, Minidisks, and SFS Directories)

Options 3 and 4
Expert Restores (BFS Files

Option 5
Reviewing or Canceling Your Restore Requests

Option 6
Responding to Minidisk Detach Requests
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Setting Your Expertise Level
You can change your expertise level at any time. From either main menu, follow these steps:

1. Select the Set your VM:Backup expertise level option by entering one of the following on the command line:
– From the Novice User Main Menu, enter 5
– From the Expert User Main Menu, enter 7
VM:Backup displays the Set Your Expertise Level screen, which lists the tasks you can perform at each level of
expertise.

2. Enter 1 for NOVICE or 2 for EXPERT.
3. Press either PF3 (End) or PF4 (Return). VM:Backup displays the main menu for the expertise level you selected.

Novice Restores (191 Minidisk to the Reader)
VM:Backup novice user functions allow you to restore only files backed up from your 191 minidisk. (To restore files backed
up from your SFS file spaces, your expertise level must be set to EXPERT.) This chapter explains how to use options
offered on the Novice User Main Menu.

Restoring the Latest Versions of Files
Option 1, Select files backed up from your 191 minidisks since mm/dd/yy, on the Novice User Main Menu allows you
to restore the most recently backed-up version of files from your 191 minidisk.

The date mm/dd/yy in this option lets you specify the restore search period. When you display this menu, the mm/dd/yy
field contains the default search period. VM:Backup calculates mm/dd/yy by subtracting the default restore selection
period from the current date. The default restore selection period is a number of days set by your VM:Backup system
administrator. VM:Backup searches for all files backed up on or since the specified date, up to and including the current
date.

To restore the latest versions of certain files, follow these steps:

1. Accept the date shown in Option 1 or, if the files you want to restore were on your minidisk but were deleted before this
date, change the displayed date to an earlier date when you know that the files existed.

2. Enter 1 on the command line to select Option 1, which displays the Select Files Backed Up Since mm/dd/yy  screen
(hereinafter called the File Selection Screen). This screen displays the restore selection list, which in this case is a list
of the most recently backed-up versions of your files.

SFMRNBC1             Select Files Backed Up Since 01/20/yy            VM:Backup

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type R next to each file you want to restore. Then press PF9. Files will be 

returned to your reader.

   Req  Filename   Filetype  Vaddr  Last Revised    Records  Backup Date/Time Att

        *** NO DETAIL **     0191      N/A            N/A    01/27/15  15:42

        ALL        NOTEBOOK  0191   03/08/12  13:32     1481 01/27/15  15:42

        CULJI01    NETLOG    0191   12/12/13  15:19      126 01/27/15  15:42

        PROFILE    EXEC      0191   06/26/12  11:49       68 01/27/15  15:42

        SPOO       LIST      0191   06/11/12  14:16       23 01/27/15  15:42

        SPOOL      LIST      0191   05/21/12  15:44        3 01/27/15  15:42

        SUMMARY    DAYS      0191   05/21/12  15:44       87 01/27/15  15:42

        SUMMARY    LISTING   0191   08/06/14  09:20      180 01/27/15  15:42

        TEST       TEXT      0191   07/11/12  09:56      100 01/27/15  15:42

        TESTFILE   TEXT      0191   07/11/12  09:56      181 01/27/15  15:42
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   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End      4  Stype       5  Sdate    6  Sname

   PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Submit  10  Select All 11  Print   12  Cursor

   ===> 

NOTE
The VM:Backup system administrator sets the maximum number of files that VM:Backup can display on this
screen. If your restore request produces a list that exceeds this number, VM:Backup asks you to use Option
2 instead of Option 1, and to limit the search by specifying narrower selection criteria.

3. Select the files you want to restore from the restore selection list.

Restoring Files by Date, Name, or Both
Option 2, Select files by date range or file name, on the Novice User Main Menu lets you restore:

• A specific file
• A group of files
• Versions of backed-up files other than the latest

When you use this option, you can limit the number of files in the restore selection list by date range, file name, or both.
You specify the selection criteria for the restore selection list. VM:Backup automatically searches the files backed up from
your 191 minidisk for files that meet your requirements.

To specify files to restore, follow these steps:

1. Enter 2 on the command line to select Option 2, which displays the Select Files by Date Range or File Name screen
as shown in the following sample screen.

   SDRFNBC1            Select Files by Date Range or File Name         VM:Backup

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type the information requested below, or accept the defaults.  Then press

   ENTER.  VM:Backup will select files backed up from your 191 minidisk.

       Type the date range within which the files were backed up:

           DATE RANGE (mm/dd/yy): 01/20/yy to 02/03/yy 

       Select from a specific file or group of files.  Use pattern matching 

       for files with similar names. 

           FILENAME: ________    FILETYPE: ________ 

       Should VM:Backup display only the latest version of each file? YES 

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ... 

   PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

   ===> 

2. When you first display this screen, the DATE RANGE field contains the default search period. VM:Backup calculates
the first date (from date) by subtracting the default restore selection period from the current date. The default restore
selection period is a particular number of days set by your VM:Backup system administrator. The second date (to date)
is the current date. VM:Backup searches for all files backed up on or since the specified from date, up to and including
the specified to date.
Accept the default search period or type from and to dates over the displayed defaults. Use Gregorian (mm/dd/yy)
format for the dates. You can type one or two digits for mm and dd. When typing yy, use 42 through 99 for the years
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1942 through 1999; use 00 through 41 for the years 2000 through 2041. For example, to specify February 14, 2015,
type 02/14/15.
If you are not sure how far back you need to go to find the correct version of your file, type a date that you know
occurred before your file was created, back to the year 1942.

3. In the FILENAME and FILETYPE fields, type the filename and filetype of a specific file to restore, use pattern matching
in either or both fields to specify multiple files with similar filenames or filetypes, or leave both fields blank to specify all
of your files. When you specify multiple files, VM:Backup creates a restore selection list on the file selection screen;
you can then select the files you want to restore.

4. The question  Should VM:Backup display only the latest version of each file? lets you specify whether VM:Backup
should list only the most recent version (YES) or every version (NO) of the files that meet the criteria specified in the
DATE RANGE, FILENAME, and FILETYPE fields.
Accept the default (YES) or enter no in response to the question.

5. When you have finished specifying selection criteria, press ENTER. VM:Backup lists the files that meet your date and
name requirements on the file selection screen.

6. Select the files you want to restore from the restore selection list. For an explanation of how to select files, see
Selecting Files to Restore.
Note: The VM:Backup system administrator sets the maximum number of files that VM:Backup can display on the file
selection screen. If your restore request produces a list that exceeds this number, VM:Backup asks you to limit the
search by specifying narrower selection criteria.

Specifying Selection Criteria

To quickly and easily identify the files you want to restore, specify selection criteria. We suggest the following criteria:

• Specify a filename and filetype whenever you ask VM:Backup to search a wide date range.
• Specify a limited date range whenever you do not specify a filename and filetype.
• Ask VM:Backup to list only the most recently backed-up versions of your files instead of every copy of every file

backed up within the specified time period.

Selecting Files to Restore
The file selection screen lists files you can restore. This section explains the information on this screen and tells you how
to sort, print, and select from the restore selection list.

Contents

File Selection Screen Information

VM:Backup displays the following information on the file selection screen:

filename filetype
These columns list the filename and filetype of every file backed up, or one of these special file descriptors:
** No Detail **

Names of individual files on this minidisk are not available to be displayed because the catalog has only
domain-level detail. If you select this descriptor, VM:Backup asks you to specify the names of the files you
want to restore. For instructions on specifying such files, see Restoring Files With No Detail Information.

** Non-CMS **
This minidisk was backed up in physical format; that is, count-key-data (CKD) minidisks were backed
up by track, and fixed-block-architecture (FBA) minidisks were backed up in groups of 32 blocks of 512
bytes. To restore from a physical backup, set your expertise level to EXPERT and follow the instructions
in Restoring From a Physical Backup.
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** CMS Alloc **
This minidisk was backed up in CMSALLOC format. In a CMSALLOC backup, VM:Backup reads the
block allocation map on the CMS minidisks to identify which blocks are free or active, and physically
backs up only those in use. To restore from a CMSALLOC backup, set your expertise level to EXPERT
and follow the instructions in Restoring From a CMSALLOC Backup.

** Encrypted **
This minidisk was encrypted when it was backed up. To restore from an encrypted backup, set your
expertise level to EXPERT and follow the instructions in Restoring From an Encrypted Backup For SFS
and CMS Files.

** Recomped **
This minidisk was formatted with the RECOMP option of the CMS FORMAT command. To restore data
from a minidisk whose size has been recomputed, set your expertise level to EXPERT and follow the
instructions in Restoring a Recomputed Minidisk.

Vaddr
This column lists the virtual address of the minidisk from which the file was backed up.

Last Revised
This column lists the date and time the file was created or last updated.

Records
This column lists the number of records in the file.

Backup Date/Time
This column lists the date and time the file was backed up.

Att
This column contains attributes assigned to the file by VM:Backup when it was backed up. For novice user
screens, this field is always blank.

Sorting the List

VM:Backup arranges the restore selection list alphabetically according to filename. Special file descriptors, if any, precede
the individual filenames. You can sort this list as explained below.

• To sort the list alphabetically by filetype, press PF4 (Stype).
• To sort the list chronologically by backup date and time, beginning with the most recent backup versions, press PF5

(Sdate).
• To sort the list alphabetically by filename, press PF6 (Sname).

Printing the List

To send the restore selection list to your virtual printer, press PF11 (Print).

Selecting the Files

From the restore selection list, you can select as many files identified by filename and filetype as you want. VM:Backup
processes the request and restores the files to your virtual reader.

NOTE
If you want to restore data directly to one of your minidisks or directories, or to another user's virtual reader, you
must set your expertise level to EXPERT and follow instructions in Expert Restores CMS Files, Minidisks, and
SFS Directories.
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To select one or more files to restore, follow these steps:

1. Type r in the Req column next to each file you want to restore or press PF10 (Select All) to add r in the Req column
next to all the files. Press PF10 (Deselect All) to clear selections added through PF10 (Select All). If necessary, press
PF7 (Backward) or PF8 (Forward) to move through the list. You can also enter top or bottom on the command line to
move to the first or last files listed, respectively.

2. After making all your selections, press PF9 (Submit) to submit the request to VM:Backup for processing. VM:Backup
processes the restore request to restore files to your virtual reader.

Restoring Files With No Detail Information
This section explains how to restore files for which no detail information is available. You cannot restore any other types of
files when restoring these files.

To restore one or more files for which no detail information is available, follow these steps:

1. On the file selection screen, type r in the Req column next to a ** No Detail ** entry. If necessary, press PF7
(Backward) or PF8 (Forward) to move through the list. You can also enter top or bottom on the command line to move
to the first or last files listed, respectively.

2. Press PF9 (Submit). VM:Backup displays the Restore Files by File Name screen.
3. Type the filenames in the Filename column and the filetypes in the Filetype column of the individual files you want to

restore. You can use pattern matching to restore files with similar filenames or filetypes. If you want to restore more
than eight uniquely named files, you must create another restore request.

4. Press ENTER to submit the request to VM:Backup.

After Your Files Are Restored
Depending on the options specified by the VM:Backup system administrator, VM:Backup either executes your requests
immediately or holds them until an operator releases them for processing. VM:Backup also puts your request on hold if
certain errors occur while processing the request. To see whether your requests are on hold, select Option 3, Review your
restore requests, from the main menu.

After processing your request, VM:Backup sends you a message telling you that your request has been completed and
automatically sends all restored files to your virtual reader. VM:Backup also sends a file called RESTORE VMBACKUP
to your virtual reader. The RESTORE VMBACKUP file is a report on how VM:Backup handled each file in your restore
request. If any files that you asked VM:Backup to restore are not in your reader, read the RESTORE VMBACKUP file to
determine why VM:Backup did not restore these files.

In certain circumstances, you will find that VM:Backup restored duplicate versions of the same files to your virtual reader,
even though you did not request them. This is not an error; it may have occurred because the restore job was interrupted
and then restarted. Receive any version of the file and discard the rest.

Expert Restores CMS Files, Minidisks, and SFS Directories
With VM:Backup expert user functions, you can perform all of the novice user tasks plus several additional functions. This
chapter describes how you can:
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• Restore CMS files backed up from any of your minidisks or SFS directories
• Restore CMS files not only to your own virtual reader but also to another user's virtual reader or to one of your

minidisks or SFS directories
• Restore an entire minidisk or SFS directory
• Specify minidisk and directory restore options, such as formatting a minidisk before restoring data to it, or restoring

files to an SFS directory without restoring their authorizations
• Restore from a physical, encrypted, or CMSALLOC backup
• Restore a recomputed minidisk

For a description of Shared File System naming conventions, see VMBU--Naming Conventions for Shared File System
Objects.

NOTE
You can also restore BFS files to BFS directories. For instructions, see Expert Restores (BFS Files).

Selecting a Minidisk or SFS Directory
Option 1, Select minidisks or directories from which to restore, on the Expert User Main Menu allows you to restore
files backed up from any of your minidisks or SFS directories, or to restore an entire minidisk or SFS directory. Follow
these steps:

1. Enter 1 on the command line to select Option 1, which displays the following Select Minidisk or Directory from Which
to Restore screen.

   SMDREBC1      Select Minidisk or Directory from Which to Restore   VM:Backup

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type S next to domains from which to select files or R next to the domain

   to restore. Press PF9 when done. To find a domain, you can enter Top, Bottom,

   or /string on the command line.

   Restore or view only the latest version? YES

   Req  Vaddr  Directory Name

    S   0191

    _

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF:  1  Help      2  ...      3  End      4  Return    5  Seename   6  ... 

   PF:  7  Backward  8  Forward  9  Submit  10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

   ===> 

The Vaddr column specifies the virtual address of the minidisk or the directory reference number of the directory from
which your data was backed up. Because directory names can contain a maximum of 153 characters, VM:Backup
creates a unique reference number (four digits and an asterisk) to identify each directory displayed on the screen. Use
the directory reference number to distinguish between the minidisks and directories backed up for your user ID.
The Directory Name column displays the beginning characters of the directory name. If the data was backed up from
a top directory, the name begins in column one. If the data was backed up from a subdirectory, the name is indented
according to the position the subdirectory occupies in the directory tree (three characters for each subdirectory level).
To see the fully-qualified directory name, move the cursor to the corresponding Req column next to the appropriate
directory reference number and press PF5 (Seename). VM:Backup displays the fully-qualified directory name at the
top of the screen.
If the domain list extends over more than one screen, you can enter the command top or bottom on the command
line to move to the top or bottom of the list, or you can enter /string to find the first domain whose virtual address
or directory name includes certain characters. For example, enter /19 to find either the first minidisk whose virtual
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address includes the characters "19" or the first directory whose directory name includes the characters "19". You
cannot use pattern matching.

2. Accept the default (YES) or enter no in response to the question:
Restore or view only the latest version?
This question lets you specify whether VM:Backup searches for the most recently backed-up version of the requested
minidisks or directories or lets you select from several backed-up versions of the minidisks, directories, or files from
these minidisks or directories. For more information about restoring the latest minidisk or directory version, see
Restoring the Latest Backup Version. For more information about restoring an earlier minidisk or directory version, see
Restoring an Earlier Backup Version.

3. You can restore either specific files or restore an entire minidisk or directory, but not both at one time.
To restore specific files

, type s in the Req column next to each minidisk or directory you want to search. Then press PF9 (Submit) to
submit your request. VM:Backup displays the Select Files Backed Up Since mm/dd/yy screen (hereafter referred
to as the file selection screen) with a list of files backed up from the selected minidisks or directories. For an
explanation on how to select files from the restore selection list, see Selecting CMS Files to Restore.

To restore an entire minidisk or directory,
type r in the Req column next to the minidisk or directory you want to restore. You can restore only one minidisk
or one directory in a single request.

NOTE
The VM:Backup system administrator sets the maximum number of files that VM:Backup displays. If your
restore request exceeds this number, VM:Backup asks you to use Option 2 instead of Option 1, and to limit
the search by specifying narrower selection criteria.

Restoring CMS Files by Date, Name, or Both
Option 2, Select files to restore by date range or file name, on the Expert User Main Menu lets you specify selection
criteria to list files backed up from any of your minidisks or directories. When you use this option, you can limit the number
of files in the restore selection list by date range, file name, or both.

To specify files to restore, follow these steps:

1. Enter 2 on the command line to select Option 2. VM:Backup displays the Select Files by Date Range or File Name
screen as shown in the following screen.

SDRFEBC1          Select Files by Date Range or File Name             VM:Backup

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type the information requested below, or accept the defaults.

   Then press ENTER.

      Type the date range within which the files were backed up:

         DATE RANGE (mm/dd/yy): 01/20/yy to 04/27/yy

      Select from a specific file or group of files. Use pattern matching

      for files with similar names.

         FILENAME: all_____     FILETYPE: notebook

      Should VM:Backup display only the latest version of each file? YES

      Should VM:Backup search specific minidisks and directories? YES

      If NO, files from all minidisks and directories will be displayed.

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF:  1  Help      2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ... 

   PF:  7  ...       8  ...      9  ...      10  ...     11  Print   12  Cursor

   ===>
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2. When you first display this screen, the DATE RANGE field contains the default search period. The first date (from
date) is calculated by subtracting the default restore selection period from the current date. The default restore
selection period is a particular number of days set by your VM:Backup system administrator. The second date (to date)
is the current date. VM:Backup searches for all files backed up on or since the specified from date, up to and including
the specified to date.
Accept the default search period or type from and to dates over the displayed defaults. Use Gregorian (mm/dd/yy)
format for the dates. You can type one or two digits for mm and  dd. When typing yy, use 42 through 99 for the years
1942 through 1999; use 00 through 41 for the years 2000 through 2041. For example, to specify February 14, 2015,
type 02/14/15.
If you are not sure how far back you need to go to find the correct version of your file, type a date that you know
occurred before your file was created, back to the year 1942.

3. In the FILENAME and FILETYPE fields, type the filename and filetype of a specific file to restore, use pattern
matching in either or both fields to specify multiple files with similar filenames or filetypes, or leave both fields blank
to specify all of your files. When you specify multiple files, VM:Backup lists them on the file selection screen; you can
then select the files you want to restore.

4. The question Should VM:Backup display only the latest version of each file? lets you specify whether VM:Backup
should list only the most recent version or every version of the files that meet the criteria specified in the DATE
RANGE, FILENAME, and FILETYPE fields.
Accept the default (YES) if you want to display only the most recent versions; enter no if you want to list all versions.

5. The question Should VM:Backup search specific minidisks and directories? lets you specify whether VM:Backup
should list files from selected minidisks and directories or all your minidisks and directories.
Accept the default (YES) if you to display files that were backed up from minidisks and directories you select; enter no
if you want to display files backed up from all your minidisks and directories.

6. When you have finished specifying selection criteria, press ENTER. If you responded yes to the last question, proceed
to Selecting Minidisks and Directories below. If you responded no to the last question, proceed to Selecting CMS Files
to Restore.
Note: The VM:Backup system administrator sets the maximum number of files that VM:Backup can display on the file
selection screen. If your restore request produces a restore selection list that exceeds this number, VM:Backup asks
you to limit the list by specifying narrower selection criteria.

Selecting Minidisks and Directories

If you responded YES to the question on searching specific minidisks and directories, VM:Backup displays the following
Select Minidisks and Directories to be Searched screen.

   SMDSEBC1       Select Minidisks or Directories to Be Searched       VM:Backup

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type S next to domains to search. Press PF9 when done. To find a domain, 

   you can enter Top, Bottom, or /string on the command line.

   Req  Vaddr   Directory Name

        0001*   VMSYSU:FRED

        0002*   VMA:FRED

        0003*     TESTDATA

        0004*        ACTIVATOR

        0005*        VOLUMES

        0006*     DOC

        0007*     DOWNLOADED

        0008*        FILES

        0009*        COMPARE

        000A*        FILELIST

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF:  1  Help      2  ...      3  End      4  Return    5  Seename   6  ... 
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   PF:  7  Backward  8  Forward  9  Submit  10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

   ===> 

The Vaddr column specifies the virtual address of the minidisk or the directory reference number of the directory from
which your data was backed up. Because directory names can contain a maximum of 153 characters, VM:Backup
creates a unique reference number (four digits and an asterisk) to identify each directory displayed on the screen. Use the
directory reference number to distinguish between the minidisks and directories backed up for your user ID.

The Directory Name column displays the beginning characters of the directory name. If the data was backed up from
a top directory, the name begins in column one. If the data was backed up from a subdirectory, the name is indented
according to the position the subdirectory occupies in the directory tree (three characters for each subdirectory level).
To see the fully-qualified directory name, move the cursor to the Req column next to the appropriate directory reference
number and press PF5 (Seename). VM:Backup displays the fully-qualified directory name at the top of the screen.

To select the minidisks or directories you want VM:Backup to search, type s in the Req column next to each minidisk or
directory from which you want to select files to restore. You can type s next to more than one entry.

If the domain list extends over more than one screen, you can enter the command top or bottom on the command line
to move to the top or bottom of the list, or you can enter /string to find the first domain whose virtual address or directory
name includes certain characters. For example, enter /19 to find either the first minidisk whose virtual address includes
the characters "19" or the first directory whose directory name includes the characters "19". You cannot use pattern
matching.

When you have made your selections, press PF9 (Submit) to submit the request to VM:Backup.

VM:Backup searches only the selected minidisks and directories for files that meet your selection criteria, then creates
a restore selection list on the file selection screen. On this screen, you can either select the specific files you want to
restore, or restore an entire minidisk or directory. Proceed to the next section, Selecting CMS Files to Restore.

Selecting CMS Files to Restore
If you indicated through Option 1 that you want to select specific files to restore, or if you specified selection criteria
through Option 2, VM:Backup displays the restore selection list on the file selection screen. From the file selection screen,
you can ask VM:Backup to restore several CMS files or an entire minidisk or SFS directory.

SFMRABC1           Select Files Backed Up For Userid JIMBO02          VM:Backup

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Type R next to each file you want to restore, or type R* to restore an entire

minidisk or directory.  Then press PF9.

 

 Req   Filename   Filetype  Vaddr  Last Revised     Records Backup Date/Time Att

       HIDRO      COMMANDS  0191   01/30/15  08:01        1 01/30/15  08:03  -

       HIDRO      SYSIN     0191   01/30/15  08:01        3 01/30/15  08:03  -

       PROFILE    EXEC      0191   01/30/15  07:56       14 01/30/15  08:03  -

       SLST00     PCB       0191   01/30/15  08:01        1 01/30/15  08:03  -

       SLST01     PCB       0191   01/30/15  08:01        1 01/30/15  08:03  -

       SLST06     PCB       0191   01/30/15  08:01        1 01/30/15  08:03  -

       SYBLIST    LOG       0191   01/30/15  08:01       10 01/30/15  08:03  -

       USER       SYSIN     0191   01/30/15  08:01        2 01/30/15  08:03  -

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PF: 1  Help     2  Seename  3  End      4  Stype          5  Sdate   6  Sname

PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Submit  10  Select All    11  Print  12  Cursor

 

===>

Contents

File Selection Screen Information

VM:Backup displays the following information on the file selection screen:

filename filetype

These columns list the filename and filetype of every file backed up, or one of these special file descriptors:

** No Detail **

Names of individual files on this minidisk or directory are not available to be displayed because the catalog has only
domain-level detail. If you select this descriptor, VM:Backup asks you to specify the names of the files you want to restore.
For instructions on specifying such files, see Restoring CMS Files With No Detail Information.

** Non-CMS **

This minidisk was backed up in physical format. For instructions on restoring from a physical backup, see Restoring From
a Physical Backup.

** CMS Alloc **

This minidisk was backed up in CMSALLOC format. For instructions on restoring from a CMSALLOC backup, see
Restoring From a CMSALLOC Backup.

** Encrypted **

This minidisk was encrypted when it was backed up. For instructions on restoring from an encrypted backup, see
Restoring From an Encrypted Backup For SFS and CMS Files.

** Recomped **

This minidisk was formatted with the RECOMP option of the CMS FORMAT command. For instructions on restoring data
from a minidisk whose size has been recomputed, see Restoring a Recomputed Minidisk.

Vaddr

This column lists the virtual address of the minidisk or directory reference number of the directory from which the data
was backed up. To see the fully-qualified directory name, move the cursor to the Req column and press PF5 (Seename).
VM:Backup displays the fully-qualified directory name at the top of the screen.

Last Revised

This column specifies the date and time the file was created or last edited.

Records

This column specifies the number of records in the file.

Backup Date/Time

This column specifies the date and time the data was backed up.

Att

This column contains attributes assigned to the file by VM:Backup when it was backed up. VM:Backup displays an M
in the Att column if an SFS file was in migrated status when it was backed up. When a file is migrated, the SFS catalog
contains information about the file, but the file's data no longer resides in SFS. If you select to restore this file, VM:Backup
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restores the file in migrated status (that is, restores the information about the file). You must then recall the data using the
appropriate product (such as DFSMS).

Sorting the List

If you are selecting CMS files from more than one minidisk or SFS directory, VM:Backup groups the files by virtual
address or directory reference number, then lists them alphabetically by filename. Special file descriptors, if any, precede
the individual filenames. You can sort this restore selection list as follows:

• To sort the list alphabetically by filetype, press PF4 (Stype).
• To sort the list chronologically by backup date and time, beginning with the most recent backup versions, press PF5

(Sdate).
• To sort the list alphabetically by filename, press PF6 (Sname).

Printing the List

To send the restore selection list to your virtual printer, press PF11 (Print).

Selecting the Files

Perform the following steps to restore one or more CMS files. If you want to restore an entire minidisk or SFS directory,
see Restoring From File Selection Screen.

To select one or more files to restore, follow these steps:

1. Type r in the Req column next to each file you want to restore or press PF10 (Select All) to add r in the Req column
next to all the files. Press PF10 (Deselect All) to clear selections added through PF10 (Select All). If necessary, press
PF7 (Backward) or PF8 (Forward) to move through the list. You can also enter top or bottom on the command line to
move to the first or last files listed, respectively.

2. After making all your selections, press PF9 (Submit) to submit the request.
VM:Backup displays the Restore Files to Reader, Minidisk, or Directory screen. Proceed to either Restoring CMS Files
to a Reader , which follows, or Restoring CMS Files to a Minidisk or SFS Directory.

Restoring CMS Files to a Reader
To restore CMS files to your own virtual reader or another user ID's virtual reader, follow these steps:

1. By default, your user ID is displayed in the Userid field on the Restore Files to Reader, Minidisk, or Directory screen,
and VM:Backup restores the files to your virtual reader. If you want VM:Backup to restore the files to another user ID's
virtual reader, type the user ID to which you want the files to be restored in the Userid field. In the following field, files
from JIMBO02 191 are being restored to user ID BOSSMAN:

RFRDABC1        Restore Files to Reader, Minidisk, or Directory       VM:Backup

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 Type over or accept the defaults below.  Then type the number of your

 selection on the command line and press ENTER.

 

     1  READER     Userid: BOSSMAN

 

     2  MINIDISK   Vaddr: 0191   Userid: JIMBO02

 

     3  DIRECTORY

Name: __________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________
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If files of the same name exist, do you want to restore those files? YES

If YES and MINIDISK, should VM:Backup REPlace or ERAse original files? REPLACE

 

If DIRECTORY, do you want to restore file authorizations? YES

If MINIDISK:  Restore even if linked read-only by you or others? NO

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  ...      12  Cursor

 

===>

2. Type 1 on the command line.
3. Press ENTER to submit the request to VM:Backup. After processing the request, VM:Backup sends the files to the

specified user ID's virtual reader.
Note: When you restore files backed up from an SFS directory to a reader, VM:Backup restores only the files.
VM:Backup cannot restore authorizations or aliases to a virtual reader.

Restoring CMS Files to a Minidisk or SFS Directory
You can restore CMS files to any of your own minidisks or SFS directories. Select the minidisk or directory in the Restore
Files to Reader, Minidisk, or Directory screen.

RFRDABC1        Restore Files to Reader, Minidisk, or Directory       VM:Backup

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 Type over or accept the defaults below.  Then type the number of your

 selection on the command line and press ENTER.

 

     1  READER     Userid: RUBJE02

 

     2  MINIDISK   Vaddr: 0191   Userid: RUBJE02

 

     3  DIRECTORY

Name: __________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

 

If files of the same name exist, do you want to restore those files? YES

If YES and MINIDISK, should VM:Backup REPlace or ERAse original files? REPLACE

 

If DIRECTORY, do you want to restore file authorizations? YES

If MINIDISK:  Restore even if linked read-only by you or others? NO

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ...

PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  ...      10  ...      11  ...      12  Cursor

 

===>

Contents
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Restoring Files to a Minidisk

To restore files to one of your minidisks, follow these steps:

1. If the files being restored were all backed up from the same minidisk, the virtual address of that minidisk is displayed in
the Vaddr field on the Restore Files to Reader, Minidisk, or Directory screen; otherwise, the Vaddr field is blank. Type
the virtual address of the minidisk to which you want to restore (that is, the target minidisk) in the Vaddr field. You can
restore to any of your own minidisks. You can restore to only one minidisk in a single request.

2. Answer the questions on the screen to determine how you want the files restored to your minidisk. See File Restore
Options.

3. Type 2 on the command line.
4. Press ENTER to submit your request.

When you restore files to a minidisk, VM:Backup sends a message asking you to detach your minidisk so that your data
can be restored. For instructions on responding to VM:Backup detach requests, see Responding to Minidisk Detach
Requests.

NOTE
When you restore files backed up from an SFS directory to a minidisk, VM:Backup restores only the files.
VM:Backup cannot restore authorizations or aliases to a minidisk.

Restoring Files to an SFS Directory

To restore files to one of your SFS directories, follow these steps:

1. If the files being restored were all backed up from the same directory, the fully-qualified directory name of that directory
is displayed in the Name field on the Restore Files to Reader, Minidisk, or Directory screen; otherwise, this field is
blank. Type the fully-qualified directory name (filepoolid:userid.directory) of the directory that you want to restore in the
Name field. You can restore to any of your own directories. You can restore to only one directory in a single request.

2. Answer the questions on the screen to tell VM:Backup how you want the files restored to your directory. See the
following section, File Restore Options.

3. Type 3 on the command line.
4. Press ENTER to submit your request.

File Restore Options

When you restore CMS files to a minidisk or directory, you must indicate how you want the files restored.

Restoring Files With the Same Name

Enter your response to the following question:

If files of the same name exist, do you want to restore those files?

By default (YES), VM:Backup will restore a file that has the same name as a file on the current minidisk or in the current
directory, and either replace or erase the existing version. To restore only those files whose names do not match any
currently existing files, type no.

Replacing or Erasing Original Files

If you accept the default YES and are restoring files to a minidisk, you must respond to the next question:

If YES and MINIDISK, should VM:Backup REPlace or ERAse original files?

By default (REPLACE), VM:Backup writes the files being restored to your minidisk before erasing the existing versions.
Replacing files provides an extra element of security against data loss if there was a system failure. However, you must
have adequate space on your minidisk to create a copy of each file before the existing versions are erased. If you are
concerned about minidisk space, type erase to delete the existing versions before the backup versions are restored.
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When you restore to a directory, VM:Backup always performs the equivalent of the replace option.

Restore File Authorizations

If you are restoring to an SFS directory, you must indicate whether you want to restore file authorizations as well as the
files. Enter your response to the question:

If DIRECTORY, do you want to restore file authorizations?

By default (YES), VM:Backup restores the associated file authorizations. If you want to restore only the files, type no.
However, if the system administrator has put a RESTAUTH NO record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG, then NO will appear
on the screen.

Restoring If Linked Read-Only By Others

If restoring to a minidisk, enter your response to the question:

If MINIDISK: Restore even if linked read-only by you or others?

By default (NO), if you or other users are linked to the target minidisk (that is, the minidisk to which the data will be
restored), VM:Backup will not restore the minidisk until all users linked to the minidisk (in either read or write mode) have
detached this minidisk.

To allow VM:Backup to restore data to a minidisk even if you or other users are linked read-only, type yes. VM:Backup will
not restore the minidisk until all users linked to the minidisk in write mode have detached the minidisk.

VM:Backup will send a detach request to all of these users. For instructions on responding to the VM:Backup detach
requests, see Responding to VM:Backup Messages.

File Restore Options
 

Restoring CMS Files with No Detail Information
This section explains how to restore CMS files for which no detail information is available. You cannot restore any
other data when restoring these files. If you want to restore an entire minidisk or directory for which there is no detail
information, see Restoring an Entire Minidisk or SFS Directory.

To restore files with no detail information, follow these steps:

1. On the file selection screen, type r in the Req column next to the appropriate ** No Detail ** descriptor. If necessary,
press PF7 (Backward) or PF8 (Forward) to move through the file list. You can enter top or bottom on the command
line to move to the first or last files listed, respectively.

2. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. VM:Backup displays the Restore Files by File Name screen.
3. Type the filenames in the Filename column and the filetypes in the Filetype column of the individual files you want to

restore. You can use pattern matching to restore files with similar filenames or filetypes. If you want to restore more
than eight uniquely named files, you must create another restore request.

4. Press ENTER to submit your request to VM:Backup.

Restoring an Entire Minidisk or SFS Directory
You can restore the most recently backed-up version or an earlier backup version of an entire minidisk or SFS directory.
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Restoring the Latest Backup Version
To restore only the most recent backed-up version of a minidisk or directory from the Select Minidisk or Directory From
Which to Restore screen, follow these steps:

1. Type yes in response to the following question:
Restore or view only the latest version?

2. Type r next to the virtual address of one minidisk or the directory name of one directory you want to restore. You can
select only one entry on the screen.

3. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit the request.

VM:Backup displays the Specify Restore Options screen unless the minidisk was encrypted or backed up in a physical
format. For instructions on restoring data to one of your minidisks or directories on this screen, see Restoring CMS Files
to a Reader or Restoring to an SFS Directory, respectively.

If you are restoring a minidisk or directory that was encrypted when it was backed up, VM:Backup displays the Restore
From an Encrypted Backup screen. For instructions on restoring encrypted data on this screen, see Restoring From an
Encrypted Backup.

If you are restoring a minidisk that was backed up in a physical format, VM:Backup displays the Restore From a Physical
Backup screen. For instructions on restoring from a physical backup on this screen, see Restoring From a Physical
Backup.

Restoring an Earlier Backup Version
To restore an earlier version of a minidisk or SFS directory from the Select Minidisk or Directory From Which to Restore
screen:

1. Type no in response to the following question:
Restore or view only the latest version?

2. Type r next to the virtual address of a minidisk or the directory name of a directory you want to restore. If the domain
list extends over more than one screen, you can enter the command top or bottom on the command line to move to
the top or bottom of the list, or you can enter /string to find the first domain whose virtual address or directory name
includes certain characters. For example, enter /19 to find either the first minidisk whose virtual address includes
the characters "19" or the first directory whose directory name includes the characters "19". You cannot use pattern
matching.

3. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit the request. When the Select Version of Minidisk or Directory to Restore screen
appears, use the information in the Vaddr and Backup Date/Time columns to determine which version of the minidisk
or directory you want to restore.

4. Type r in the Req column next to the version you want. You can only select one entry on this screen. If you want to
restore more than one version, you must create another restore request.

5. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit the request to VM:Backup.

If you typed r next to individual file names or next to an entry identified by the descriptor ** No Detail **, VM:Backup
displays the Specify Restore Options screen. For more information about using this screen, see Restoring CMS Files to a
Reader or Restoring to an SFS Directory.

If you typed r next to an entry identified by one of the special descriptors (** Non-CMS **, ** CMS Alloc **, ** Encrypted
**, and ** Recomped **), see the section in this chapter that explains how to restore from the appropriate type: Restoring
From a Physical Backup, Restoring From a CMSALLOC Backup, Restoring From an Encrypted Backup, or Restoring a
Recomputed Minidisk.
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Restoring From the File Selection Screen
From the file selection screen, you can restore an entire minidisk or SFS directory by typing r* next to a file entry. You can
type r* next to only one entry on the screen.

NOTE
These pages apply to standard minidisk or SFS directory backups only. If you type r* next to one entry identified
by one of the special descriptors (** Non-CMS **, ** CMS Alloc **, ** Encrypted **, or ** Recomped **), see
the section in this chapter that explains how to restore from the appropriate type: Restoring From a Physical
Backup, Restoring From a CMSALLOC Backup, Restoring From an Encrypted Backup For SFS and CMS Files,
or Restoring a Recomputed Minidisk.

Restoring an Entire Minidisk

To restore an entire minidisk from the file selection screen, follow these steps:

1. Look in the Vaddr column to locate the virtual address of the minidisk that you want to restore. See the Backup Date/
Time column to select the backup version.

2. Type r* in the Req column of one entry with the virtual address and backup date/time. VM:Backup will restore all the
files from the date of the backup on the line on which you typed r*, back to the full backup you want to restore.

NOTE
VM:Backup will restore all the files that existed on the selected directory back to the full backup.

3. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. VM:Backup displays the Specify Restore Options screen.

Restoring an Entire SFS Directory

Files backed up from an SFS directory are identified on the file selection screen with a directory reference number in
the Vaddr column. Because directory names can contain a maximum of 153 characters, VM:Backup creates a unique
reference number (four digits and an asterisk) to identify each directory displayed on the screen.

To restore an entire directory from the file selection screen, follow these steps:

1. Look in the Vaddr column to locate the directory reference number of the directory you want to restore. To see the
fully-qualified directory name, move the cursor to the Req column next to a directory reference number and press PF2
(Seename). VM:Backup displays the fully-qualified directory name at the top of the screen. See the Backup Date/Time
column to select the backup version.

2. Type r* in the Req column of one entry with the directory reference number and backup date/time you want to restore.
Note: VM:Backup will restore all the files that existed on the selected directory back to the full backup.

3. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. VM:Backup displays the Specify Restore Options screen.

NOTE
For more information, see Restoring to an SFS Directory.

Restoring to a CMS Minidisk
You can only restore to a minidisk that belongs to you. To restore to one of your minidisks, follow these steps:

1. If you are restoring an entire minidisk, the Minidisk field on the Specify Restore Options screen contains, by default,
the virtual address of the minidisk you selected to restore. If you are restoring an entire directory, this field is blank.
Type the virtual address of the minidisk to which you want to restore in the Minidisk field.

2. Answer the questions on the screen to tell VM:Backup how you want the files restored to your minidisk. See Minidisk/
Directory Restore Options.

3. Type 1 on the command line and press ENTER to submit your request.

When you restore an SFS directory to a minidisk, VM:Backup restores only the files in the directory. VM:Backup cannot
restore authorizations and aliases to a minidisk.
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Restoring to an SFS Directory
You can only restore to an SFS directory that belongs to you. To restore to one of your SFS directories, follow these steps:

1. If you are restoring an entire directory, the Directory field on the Specify Restore Options screen contains, by default,
the name of the directory you selected to restore. If you are restoring an entire minidisk, this field is blank. Type the
fully-qualified directory name (filepoolid:userid.directory) of the directory to which you want to restore in the Directory
field.

2. Answer the questions on the screen to tell VM:Backup how you want the files restored to the directory. See the
following section, Minidisk/Directory Restore Options.

3. Type 2 on the command line and press ENTER to submit your request.

NOTE
For more information, see Restoring From File Selection Screen.

Minidisk/Directory Restore Options
When you restore an entire minidisk or directory, you must specify how you want the files restored. Enter your response to
the following question:

Format the disk or clear the directory before restoring?

By default (NO), the minidisk is not formatted or the directory is not cleared before your files are restored. If you respond
yes, VM:Backup formats the minidisk or clears the directory before restoring your files.

Not Formatting Or Clearing

If you accepted the default NO to the previous question, you must enter your response to the following question:

Restore files with the same names as existing files?

By default (YES), VM:Backup restores a file that has the same name as a file on the current minidisk or in the current
directory, and either replaces or erases the existing version. To restore only those files whose names do not match any
currently existing files, type no.

If you are restoring files with the same name and are restoring to a minidisk, enter your response to the next question:

If YES and MINIDISK, REPlace or ERAse existing files?

By default (REPLACE), VM:Backup writes the files being restored to your minidisk before erasing the current versions.
Replacing files provides an extra element of security against data loss if there was a system failure. However, you must
have adequate space on your minidisk to create a copy of each file before the existing versions are erased. If you are
concerned about minidisk space, type erase to delete the existing versions before the backup versions are restored.

When you restore to a directory, VM:Backup always replaces the current files as it restores the older versions.

Formatting Or Clearing Before Restoring

When you respond YES to the question Format the disk or clear the directory before restoring?, the restored minidisk
or directory appears exactly as it did when the backup was performed. When VM:Backup formats a minidisk, it erases
all files that currently exist on the minidisk. When VM:Backup clears a directory, it erases all files and authorizations that
currently exist in the target directory.

Restoring Authorizations

If you are restoring to a directory, enter your response to the following question:

If DIRECTORY: Restore file and directory authorizations?
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By default (YES), VM:Backup restores the associated file and directory authorizations. If you want to restore only the files,
type no.

Restoring If Linked Read-Only By Others

If restoring to a minidisk, enter your response to the question:

If MINIDISK: Restore even if linked read-only by you or others?

By default (NO), if you or other users are linked to the target minidisk (that is, the minidisk to which the data will be
restored), VM:Backup will not restore the minidisk until all users linked to the minidisk (in either read or write mode) have
detached this minidisk.

To allow VM:Backup to restore data to a minidisk even if you or other users are linked read-only, type yes. VM:Backup will
not restore the minidisk until all users linked to the minidisk in write mode have detached the minidisk.

VM:Backup will send a detach request to all of these users. For instructions on responding to the VM:Backup detach
requests, see Responding to Minidisk Detach Requests.

Restoring From a Physical Backup
If your data was backed up in physical format, VM:Backup displays ** Non-CMS ** next to the virtual address on the file
selection screen and the Select Version of Minidisk or Directory to Restore screen.

A minidisk is backed up in physical format if changes are being made to it while VM:Backup tries to back it up, if your
system administrator requested a physical backup of your minidisk, or if it is not a CMS-format minidisk. If you usually see
file names on the file selection screen, contact your system administrator before restoring data with this descriptor. If you
are not sure how to restore the data, contact your VM:Backup system administrator.

When you restore data backed up in a physical format, you can restore the entire minidisk or individual cylinders or tracks.
You cannot view or select the individual files. Although the backup data contains all the files on the minidisk, the data is
backed up by track for count-key-data (CKD) devices or in groups of 32 blocks of 512 bytes for fixed-block-architecture
(FBA) devices instead of CMS file format.

To restore a minidisk that was backed up in a physical format, follow these steps:

1. On the file selection screen or the Select Version of Minidisk or Directory to Restore screen, type r in the Req column
next to the ** Non-CMS ** descriptor.
VM:Backup displays the Restore From a Physical Backup screen. VM:Backup also displays this screen if you select
the option to restore the latest version of an entire minidisk from the Select Minidisk or Directory From Which to
Restore screen and the minidisk was backed up in a physical format. However, in this case, the ** Non-CMS **
descriptor is not displayed.

2. By default, the Minidisk field contains the virtual address of the minidisk you selected to restore. Type the virtual
address of the target minidisk in the Minidisk field. You can only restore to a minidisk that belongs to you.
When you restore from a physical backup, you must restore to a minidisk. Minidisks backed up in physical format
cannot be restored to a virtual reader or directory. The minidisk to which you restore must be of the same DASD type--
that is, CKD or FBA--as the minidisk from which it was backed up. In addition, for CKD devices, the minidisks must be
of the same type and class. Data backed up from a 3380 must be restored to a 3380 and data backed up from a 3390
must be restored to a 3390.

3. Enter your response to the following question:
Restore the entire minidisk?
By default (NO), VM:Backup does not restore the entire minidisk. If you want to restore the entire minidisk, type yes.

4. If you accepted the default (NO) because you do not want to restore the entire minidisk, you must specify the portions
of the minidisk that you want restored.
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If you are restoring data that was backed up from CKD DASD, you must specify the cylinders and tracks to be
restored. Type the physical ranges in the From and To columns. If you are restoring only one cylinder or track, identify
that cylinder or track in the From column and leave the To column blank.
If you are restoring data that was backed up from FBA DASD, you must specify the blocks to be restored. Type the
physical ranges in the From and To columns. If you are restoring only one block, identify that block in the From column
and leave the To column blank.

5. Press ENTER to submit your request.

Restoring From a CMSALLOC Backup
If your data was backed up in CMSALLOC format, VM:Backup displays ** CMS Alloc ** next to the virtual address or
directory reference number on the file selection and Select Version of Minidisk or Directory to Restore screens. This
descriptor means that the VM:Backup system administrator requested a CMSALLOC backup of your minidisk.

When you restore data backed up in CMSALLOC format, follow these guidelines:

• You must restore the entire minidisk.
• You can only restore to a minidisk that belongs to you. You must restore a CKD minidisk to a CKD minidisk, and an

FBA minidisk to an FBA minidisk. You must always format minidisks restored from a CMSALLOC backup before
restoring data, and the target minidisk must contain the same number of blocks as the source minidisk when formatted
at the same blocksize. VM:Backup restores each CMS block backed up from the source minidisk (that is, the minidisk
from which the data to be restored was originally backed up) to the same location on the target minidisk. You cannot
restore minidisks backed up in CMSALLOC format to a virtual reader or directory.

• You can restore only one minidisk in a single request.
• You cannot view or select individual files; although the backup data contains all the files on the minidisk, the data is

backed up and cataloged as CMS blocks instead of CMS files.

If you are not sure how to restore the data, contact the VM:Backup system administrator.

To restore a minidisk that was backed up in a CMSALLOC format, follow these steps:

1. On either the file selection or Select Version of Minidisk or Directory to Restore screens, type r in the Req column next
to the ** CMS Alloc ** descriptor for the minidisk you want to restore.

2. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. VM:Backup displays the Specify Restore Options screen.
VM:Backup also displays this screen if you select the option to restore the latest version of an entire minidisk from the
Select Minidisk or Directory from Which to Restore screen and the minidisk was backed up in a CMSALLOC format.
However, the ** CMS Alloc ** descriptor is not displayed on that screen.

3. Type 1 on the command line to indicate that you want to restore to a minidisk.
4. The Minidisk field contains, by default, the virtual address of the minidisk you selected to restore. Type the virtual

address of the target minidisk in the Minidisk field.
5. Do not respond to the following question:

Format the disk or clear the directory before restoring?
VM:Backup always formats minidisks restored from a CMSALLOC backup before it restores data. The restored
minidisk appears exactly as it did when the backup was performed.

6. Enter your response to the question:
If MINIDISK: Restore even if linked read-only by you or others?
By default (NO), if you or other users are linked to the target minidisk (that is, the minidisk to which the data will be
restored), VM:Backup will not restore the minidisk until all users linked to the minidisk (in either read or write mode)
have detached this minidisk.
To allow VM:Backup to restore data to a minidisk even if you or other users are linked read-only, type yes. VM:Backup
will not restore the minidisk until all users linked to the minidisk in write mode have detached the minidisk.
VM:Backup will send a detach request to all of these users. For instructions on responding to the VM:Backup detach
requests, see Responding to VM:Backup Messages.
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Restoring From an Encrypted Backup For SFS and CMS Files
If your minidisk or directory was encrypted when it was backed up, VM:Backup displays ** Encrypted ** next to the virtual
address or directory reference number on the file selection and Select Version of Minidisk or Directory to Restore screens.
This descriptor is displayed for all encrypted minidisks even if the minidisk was backed up in physical (** Non-CMS **) or
CMSALLOC format.

VM:Backup will ask you to enter a security key before restoring the data. The security key is the data encryption key
specified by the VM:Backup system administrator when your data was backed up. When VM:Backup prompts you for the
security key, you must enter the complete and correct security key before VM:Backup can process your restore request. If
you do not know the security key, contact the VM:Backup system administrator.

Restore a Minidisk or a Directory

To restore an encrypted minidisk or directory, follow these steps:

1. On either the Select Minidisk or Directory From Which to Restore screen or the Select Version of Minidisk or Directory
to Restore screen, type r in the Req column next to one minidisk or directory you want to restore. You can only make
one selection on this screen.
If the domain list extends over more than one screen, you can enter the command top or bottom on the command
line to move to the top or bottom of the list, or you can enter /string to find the first domain whose virtual address
or directory name includes certain characters. For example, enter /19 to find either the first minidisk whose virtual
address includes the characters "19" or the first directory whose directory name includes the characters "19". You
cannot use pattern matching.

2. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. If the minidisk or directory you select was encrypted when it was backed
up, VM:Backup displays the Restore From an Encrypted Backup screen. Skip to Step 4.

3. On the file selection screen, to restore an entire minidisk or directory, type r* next to the ** Encrypted ** descriptor for
the minidisk or directory you want to restore. VM:Backup displays the Restore From an Encrypted Backup screen.

4. Type the security key used to encrypt the data when it was backed up. When you have correctly entered the security
key, VM:Backup asks you for additional information based on the type of backup performed.
– If you are restoring a minidisk that was not backed up in a physical format or to restore a directory, VM:Backup

displays the Specify Restore Options screen. To restore data to one of your minidisks, see Restoring CMS Files to
a Reader. To restore to an SFS directory, see Restoring to an SFS Directory.

– If you are restoring a minidisk that was backed up in a physical format, VM:Backup displays the Restore From a
Physical Backup screen. To restore from a physical backup, see Restoring From a Physical Backup.

Restore Individual Files

To restore files from an encrypted minidisk or directory, follow these steps:

1. On the file selection screen, type r next to an ** Encrypted ** descriptor for the minidisk or directory you want to
restore. You can make only one selection on this screen. VM:Backup displays the Restore From an Encrypted Backup
screen.

2. Type the security key used to encrypt the data when it was backed up. When you correctly enter the security key,
VM:Backup displays the Restore Files by File Name screen.

3. Type the filenames in the Filename column and the filetypes in the Filetype column of the individual files you want to
restore. You can use pattern-matching characters.

NOTE
For more information about the Restore Files by File Name screen, see Restoring CMS Files With No Detail
Information.

4. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request.
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When you have entered the file names of the files you want to restore, VM:Backup displays the Restore Files to Reader,
Minidisk, or Directory screen. Continue with the procedure in Restoring CMS Files to a Reader or the procedure in
Restoring CMS Files to a Minidisk or SFS Directory.

Restoring a Recomputed Minidisk
A recomputed minidisk is one whose size was recomputed by the RECOMP option of the CMS FORMAT command.
VM:Backup backs up the files on a recomputed minidisk as normal CMS files, but the recomputed portion is backed up in
physical format.

VM:Backup displays ** Recomped ** for the recomputed portion of the minidisk on the file selection screen along with
the names of the files backed up from that minidisk. It also displays ** Recomped **  next to the virtual address on the
Select Version of Minidisk or Directory to Restore screen. When restoring from a recomputed minidisk, you can restore
individual files, all files, only the recomputed area, or the entire minidisk.

Contents

Restoring Individual Files

Restore files from a recomputed minidisk the same way you restore files from a non-recomputed minidisk, as follows:

1. In the Req column, type r on the file selection screen next to the files you want to restore.
2. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. VM:Backup displays the Restore Files to Reader, Minidisk, or Directory

screen.
3. Specify where and how you want the files restored.

For more information, see Selecting CMS Files to Restore.

Restoring All Files

To restore all files, follow these steps:

1. On the file selection screen, type r* next to one ** Recomped ** descriptor or one file name on the recomputed
minidisk for the minidisk you want to restore. Or, type r next to one ** Recomped ** descriptor on the Select Version of
Minidisk or Directory to Restore screen.

2. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. VM:Backup displays the Specify Restore Options screen.
3. Type 1 to restore the data to a minidisk. To make sure that only the files are restored, restore to a non-recomputed

minidisk.
4. Respond no to the following question:

Format the disk or clear the directory before restoring?
VM:Backup restores the files and tries to restore the recomputed area. Because the target minidisk is not recomputed,
VM:Backup cannot restore the recomputed area. (If you type yes, VM:Backup formats the minidisk and makes it a
recomputed minidisk.)

For more information, see Restoring CMS Files to a Reader.

Restoring Only the Recomputed Area

You must  restore recomputed data to a recomputed minidisk. The recomputed portion of the target minidisk must be the
same size and type as the recomputed portion of the backed-up version of the minidisk. Because the recomputed area of
a minidisk is backed up in physical format, you must restore a CKD minidisk to a CKD minidisk, and an FBA minidisk to an
FBA minidisk.

To restore only the recomputed area of a minidisk, follow these steps:

1. On the file selection screen, type r next to one ** Recomped ** descriptor for the minidisk you want to restore.
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2. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. VM:Backup displays the Restore Files to Reader, Minidisk, or Directory
screen.

3. Type 2 to restore the data to a minidisk.
4. Type the virtual address of a recomputed minidisk in the Vaddr field.
5. Press ENTER to submit your request.

NOTE
The VM:Backup system administrator sets the maximum number of files that VM:Backup displays. If your
restore request exceeds this number, VM:Backup asks you to limit the search by specifying more narrow
selection criteria through Option 2 on the main menu.

When the Select Files by Date Range or File Name screen appears, ask to see the backups of the recomputed area by
typing *recomp in the Filename field and *data* in the Filetype field.

For more information, see Restoring CMS Files to a Minidisk or SFS Directory.

Restoring an Entire Minidisk

You can restore both the files and the recomputed portion of the minidisk. You must restore recomputed data to a
recomputed minidisk. The recomputed portion of the target minidisk must be the same size as the recomputed portion of
the backed-up version of the minidisk.

To restore both the files and the recomputed portion of the minidisk, follow these steps:

1. On the file selection screen, type r* next to one ** Recomped ** descriptor or any file name from the recomputed
minidisk. Or, type r next to one ** Recomped ** descriptor for the minidisk you want to restore on the Select Version of
Minidisk or Directory to Restore screen.

2. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. VM:Backup displays the Specify Restore Options screen.
3. Type 1 to restore the data to a minidisk.
4. Type the virtual address of one recomputed minidisk in the Minidisk field.
5. Press ENTER to submit your request.

VM:Backup must restore the files and the recomputed area to the same locations on the target minidisk that they occupied
on the source minidisk. You must restore a CKD minidisk to a CKD minidisk, and an FBA minidisk to an FBA minidisk.

For more information, see Restoring CMS Files to a Reader.

Restoring From **No Detail** Or Encrypted Minidisks

To restore a recomputed minidisk that was backed up with no detail information or that was encrypted when it was backed
up, type r next to one ** Recomped ** descriptor for the minidisk you want to restore on the file selection screen, then
press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request.

If the minidisk was encrypted, VM:Backup displays the Restore From an Encrypted Backup screen. Type the security key
used to encrypt the data when it was backed up. For more information, see Restoring From an Encrypted Backup For
SFS and CMS Files.

If the minidisk was backed up with no detail information, or after you have entered the correct security key for encrypted
data, VM:Backup displays the Restore Files by File Name screen. To restore the recomputed area, type *recomp in the
Filename field and *data* in the Filetype field. For more information, see Restoring CMS Files with No Detail Information

After Your Files Are Restored (Users)
Depending on the options specified by the VM:Backup system administrator, VM:Backup either executes your requests
immediately or holds them until an operator releases them for processing. VM:Backup also puts your request on hold if
certain errors occur while processing the request. To see whether your requests are on hold, select Option 3, Review your
restore requests, from the main menu.
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VM:Backup sends you a message when your restore request is completed. Regardless of where VM:Backup restores
your data (to a virtual reader or to one of your minidisks or directories), VM:Backup also sends a file called RESTORE
VMBACKUP to your virtual reader. The RESTORE VMBACKUP file is a report on how VM:Backup handled data in your
restore request.

If any data was not restored, read the RESTORE VMBACKUP file to determine why VM:Backup did not restore the
requested data. Also, ensure that either the date range you accepted or the date range you specified on the Select Files
by Date Range or File Name screen included all of the days from which you wanted to restore data. VM:Backup restores
only data that was backed up within the specified time period. If necessary, modify the time period and resubmit the
request.

In certain circumstances, you will find that VM:Backup restored duplicate versions of your files to your virtual reader, even
though you did not ask for them. This is not an error; it may have occurred because the restore job was interrupted and
then restarted. Restore any version of the file and discard the rest.

Expert Restores (BFS Files)
With VM:Backup expert user functions, you can perform all of the novice user tasks plus several additional functions. This
section describes how you can restore BFS files backed up from any of your BFS directories.

NOTE

• Before restoring BFS files, familiarize yourself with how to specify BFS objects. Pattern matching is
supported. See Specifying BFS Object Names.

• You can also restore CMS files, minidisks, and SFS directories. For instructions on how to perform these
tasks, see Expert Restores CMS Files, Minidisks, and SFS Directories.

Selecting a BFS Directory
On the Expert User Main Menu, choosing Option 3 "Select directories from which to restore files" lets you limit the restore
selection to files backed up from directories that you have selected.

NOTE
In the examples and screens, BFSSERV:SALES represents the BFS file space and USER01 represents the
expert user ID, which is also the owner of the files in the BFS file space.

1. Type the name of the BFS file space from which you want to restore files on the following line on the Expert User Main
Menu:

Restore BFS files from file space BFSSERV:SALES for userid USER01

2. Enter 3 on the command line to select Option 3. VM:Backup displays the Select Directories from Which to Restore
Files screen.

BDSNEBC1           Select Directories from Which to Restore           VM:Backup

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type S next to each directory you want to search for files.

   Press PF9 to submit.

   Req Directory Name                                     ( Indent level:  0 )

       '/'  

         'meeting_notes'

         'sales_goals' 

            '1st_Quarter'

            '2nd_Quarter'

            '3rd_Quarter'

            '4th_Quarter'
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   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End      4  Return   5  Left     6  Right 

   PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Submit  10  Seename 11  Print   12  Cursor

   ===> 

The Directory Name column contains directory names. If the data was backed up from the root directory, a slash
appears in column one. If the data was backed up from a subdirectory, the name is indented according to the position
the subdirectory occupies in the directory tree (three characters for each subdirectory level). If a directory name is not
visible on the screen due to indentation, VM:Backup displays the string, ==>, on the right side of the line to indicate
that output exists on that line.
The following list shows where to look for more information about the Select Directories From Which To Restore Files
screen:

How to view a complete directory name
Viewing a Complete Directory Name

How to view a full directory pathname
Viewing the Full Directory Pathname

Why you cannot select a directory
Unauthorized BFS Directories

3. Type S in the Req column next to each directory from which you want to restore files. You can type S next to more
than one entry. When you have made your selections, press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request.
VM:Backup displays the Select Files to Restore screen (hereafter referred to as the file selection screen). This screen
lists the most recently backed-up versions of files backed up from the selected directories. For an explanation on how
to select files from the restore selection list, see Selecting BFS Files to Restore.
Note: The VM:Backup system administrator sets the maximum number of files that VM:Backup displays. If your
restore request exceeds this number, VM:Backup asks you to use Option 4 instead of Option 3, and to limit the search
by specifying narrower selection criteria.

Viewing a Complete Directory Name
If a directory name is too long to display on the screen, use PF6 (Right) and PF5 (Left) to scroll right and left to view
the complete directory name. Each time you press PF6 (Right) or PF5 (Left), the display shifts three characters in the
appropriate direction to the next directory level. As you scroll left and right, the Indent level field is updated to indicate
what level you are viewing. If the beginning portion of a directory name is not visible, VM:Backup precedes the name with
an ellipsis. If the ending portion of a directory name is not visible, VM:Backup appends the name with an ellipsis.

In the following example, the last directory is too long to display on the screen.

ReqDirectory Name                                              (Indent level: 0)

   `/'

    `Projects'

      `Common'

         `Plans'

            `History'

               `Departments'

                  `Sales'

                     `Meetings'

                        `Notes'

                           `MeetingNotesFromTheQuarterlySalesStatusM...

After pressing PF6 (Right) two times to scroll the display to the right, the complete directory name of the last directory can
be viewed. The Indent level is updated to 2. By scrolling to the right two levels, the first directory and the beginning portion
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of the second directory listed are no longer visible. You can use PF5 (Left) to scroll left to make these directory names
visible again.

ReqDirectory Name                                              (Indent level: 2)

   ...ts'

      `Common'

         `Plans'

            `History'

                `Departments'

                    `Sales'

                       `Meetings'

                         `Notes'

                            `MeetingNotesFromTheQuarterlySalesStatusMeetings'

Viewing the Full Directory Pathname
To view the full directory pathname for a directory, move the cursor to the Req column next to the appropriate directory
name and press PF10 (Seename). VM:Backup displays the full directory pathname at the top of the screen.

   BDSNEBC1           Select Directories from Which to Restore        VM:Backup

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type S next to each directory you want to search for files.  Then Press PF9.  

   '/meeting_notes/sales_goals/1st_quarter/'

   

   

   Req Directory Name                                     ( Indent level:  0 )

      '/' 

          'meeting_notes'

          'sales_goals'

             '1st_Quarter'     <--------Cursor is on this line

             '2nd_Quarter'

             '3rd_Quarter'

             '4th_Quarter'

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End      4  Return   5  Left     6  Right 

   PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Submit  10  Seename 11  Print   12  Cursor

   ===> 

If the full directory pathname is too long to display on one line, press PF6 (Right) and PF5 (Left) to scroll right and left to
view the complete full directory pathname. If the beginning portion of the full directory pathname is not visible, VM:Backup
precedes the pathname with an ellipsis. If the ending portion of the full directory pathname is not visible, VM:Backup
appends the pathname with an ellipsis.

While a full directory pathname is displayed, PF6 (Right) and PF5 (Left) affect only the line displaying the full directory
pathname. Press ENTER or any PF key besides PF6 (Right) and PF5 (Left) to remove the full directory pathname.
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Unauthorized BFS Directories
VM:Backup may display directories on the Select Directories from Which to Restore screen that you are not authorized
to restore from. Unauthorized directories are directories that did not contain files owned by your user ID in the default or
specified time period. When VM:Backup displays these directories, they are not highlighted and you cannot type in the
Req column next to the directory to select it.

In the following example, the directory 'sales_goals' is not highlighted and cannot be selected.

   BDSNEBC1           Select Directories from Which to Restore       VM:Backup

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type S next to each directory you want to search for files.  Then Press PF9.  

   '/meeting_notes/sales_goals/1st_quarter/'

   

   

   Req Directory Name                                      ( Indent level:  0 )

       '/' 

          'meeting_notes'

          'sales_goals'

             '1st_Quarter'

             '2nd_Quarter'

             '3rd_Quarter'

             '4th_Quarter'

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End      4  Return   5  Left     6  Right 

   PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Submit  10  Seename 11  Print   12  Cursor

   ===> 

Unauthorized directories are directories that did not contain files owned by your user ID in the default or specified time
period. However, VM:Backup might have backed up files owned by your user ID from subdirectories of the unauthorized
directory.

In the above example, the end user is not authorized to restore from the 'sales_goals' directory because VM:Backup did
not back up files owned by the end user from this directory. However, the end user is authorized to restore files from the
subdirectories of the 'sales_goals' directory

Restoring BFS Files by Date, Name, or Both
Option 4, Select files to restore by date range or file name, on the Expert User Main Menu lets you specify selection
criteria to list files backed up from the BFS directories in the indicated BFS file space. When you use this option, you can
limit the number of BFS files in the restore selection list by date range, file name component, or both.

NOTE
In the examples and screens, BFSSERV:SALES represents the BFS file space and USER01 represents the
expert user ID, which is also the owner of the files in the BFS file space.

To specify files to restore, follow these steps:

1. Type the name of the BFS file space from which you want to restore files on the following line on the Expert User Main
Menu.
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Restore BFS files from file space _BFSSERV:SALES_ for userid USER01

2. Enter 4 on the command line to select Option 4. VM:Backup displays the Select Files by Date Range or File Name
screen as shown in the following screen:

   BFSXEBC1         Select Files by Date Range or File Name           VM:Backup

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type restore information for BFS file space ___________ 

   or accept the defaults, then press PF9.

   Type the date range within which the files were backed up:

        Date range (mm/dd/yy): 01/20/yy to 02/03/yy 

   Type a file name; use pattern matching for multiple files with similar names:

   *___________________________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________________________

    Should VM:Backup display only the latest version of each file? YES

    Should VM:Backup search specific directories? YES 

    If NO, files from all directories will be displayed.

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End       4  Return    5  ...       6  ... 

   PF: 7  ...      8  ...      9  Submit   10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor 

   ===> 

Select Files by Date Range or File Name Screen (Expert BFS)
3. When you first display this screen, the Date range field contains the default search period. The first date (from date) is

calculated by subtracting the default restore selection period from the current date. The default restore selection period
is a particular number of days set by your VM:Backup system administrator. The second date (to date) is the current
date. VM:Backup searches for all files backed up on or since the specified from date, up to and including the specified
to date.
Accept the defaults or type dates over them using the Gregorian date format (mm/dd/yy) . You can type one or two
digits for mm and dd. When typing yy, use 42 through 99 for the years 1942 through 1999; use 00 through 41 for the
years 2000 through 2041. For example, to specify February 14, 2015, type 02/14/15.
If you are not sure how far back you need to go to find the correct version of your file, type a date that you know
occurred before your file was created, back to the year 1942.

4. To specify the files you want to restore, do one of the following:
– All your BFS files

Accept the default, *
– A specific BFS file

Type the file name component of the file
– Multiple BFS files with similar names

Use pattern matching when typing the file name component. For more information, see Specifying BFS Object
Names in Getting Started.

When you accept the default or use pattern matching to specify multiple files, VM:Backup lists files backed up in the
specified date range on the file selection screen; you can then select the files you want to restore.

5. Accept the default (YES) or enter no in response to the question:
Should VM:Backup display only the latest version of each file?
If you respond yes to this question, VM:Backup displays information about only the most recently backed-up versions
of files. If you respond no, VM:Backup displays information about every version of the files that were backed up during
the specified time period.
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6. Accept the default (YES) or enter no in response to the question:
Should VM:Backup search specific directories?
If you respond yes, VM:Backup displays the Select Directories from Which to Restore Files screen; use this screen to
select the directories you want to restore files from. If you respond no, VM:Backup displays the file selection screen
listing files backed up from all your directories.

7. When you have finished specifying selection criteria, press ENTER. If you responded yes to the last question, proceed
to next section, Selecting Directories. If you responded no to the last question, proceed to Selecting BFS Files to
Restore.

NOTE
The VM:Backup system administrator sets the maximum number of files that VM:Backup can display on
the file selection screen. If your restore request produces a restore selection list that exceeds this number,
VM:Backup asks you to limit the list by specifying narrower selection criteria.

Selecting Directories

If you responded yes to the question on searching specific directories, VM:Backup displays the Select Directories from
Which to Restore Files screen.

 B  DSNEBC1           Select Directories from Which to Restore        VM:Backup

   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type S next to each directory you want to search for files.  Then Press PF9.  

 

   Req Directory Name                                      ( Indent level:  0 )

       '/' 

          'meeting_notes'

          'sales_goals'

             '1st_Quarter'

             '2nd_Quarter'

             '3rd_Quarter'

             '4th_Quarter'

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End      4  Return   5  Left     6  Right 

   PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Submit  10  Seename 11  Print   12  Cursor

   ===> 

The Directory Name column contains directory names. If the data was backed up from the root directory, a slash appears
in column one. If the data was backed up from a subdirectory, the name is indented according to the position the
subdirectory occupies in the directory tree (three characters for each subdirectory level). If a directory name is not visible
on the screen due to indentation, VM:Backup displays the string, ==>, on the right side of the line to indicate that output
exists on that line.

To select the directories you want VM:Backup to search, type S in the Req column next to each directory you want to
restore files from. You can type S next to more than one entry. When you have made your selections, press PF9 (Submit)
to submit the request.

VM:Backup searches only the selected directories for files that meet your selection criteria, then creates a restore
selection list on the file selection screen. Proceed to the next section, Selecting BFS Files to Restore.

The following list shows where to look for more information about the Select Directories From Which To Restore Files
screen:
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How to view a complete directory name
Viewing a Complete Directory Name

How to view a full directory pathname
Viewing the Full Directory Pathname

Why you cannot select a directory
Unauthorized BFS Directories

Selecting BFS Files to Restore
After selecting the directories that you want to restore files from, VM:Backup displays the restore selection list on the
Select Files To Restore screen. From the file selection screen, you can ask VM:Backup to restore one or more BFS files.

   BFSREBC1                 Select Files To Restore                   VM:Backup

   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Type R next to each file you want to restore, then press PF9.

   BFS file space: ____________ for Userid USER01 

   Req File name component         Ref#  Last Revised  Lk Size  Backup Dt/Tm  At

       'marketing.lit'             0002 01/19/11 14:19  1 1.3K 01/26/15 15:53 -

       'MeetingNotes.ref'          0002 01/17/11 15:26  1  194 01/26/15 15:53 -

       'sales_report'              0002 01/17/11 15:18  1  194 01/26/15 15:53 -

       'weekly_status'             0002 01/22/11 11:43  1  162 01/26/15 15:53 -

       'hello.o'                   0002 01/23/11 10:45  1  162 01/26/15 15:53 -

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PF: 1  Help     2  ...      3  End      4  Seeownr  5  Sdate    6  Sname 

 PF: 7  Backward 8  Forward  9  Submit  10  Seename 11  Print   12  Cursor 

 ===> 

Contents

File Selection Screen Information

VM:Backup displays the following information on the file selection screen:

File Name Component.
This column displays one of the following:
File name component

VM:Backup displays the file name component and encloses it in single quotes ('). If the file name
component is longer than 30 characters, VM:Backup truncates the file name component name and
appends an ellipsis (...); the trailing quote is not displayed. For information about viewing the complete file
name component, see Viewing File Links.

** No Detail **
Names of individual files on the directory are not available to be displayed because the catalog has only
domain-level detail. If you select this descriptor, VM:Backup asks you to specify the names of the files
you want to restore. For instructions on specifying such files, see Restoring BFS Files With No Detail
Information.

** Encrypted **
This directory was encrypted when it was backed up. For instructions on restoring from an encrypted
backup, see Restoring From an Encrypted Backup.
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Ref#
This column lists the directory reference number for the directory. VM:Backup creates a unique reference number
(four digits) to identify each directory displayed on the screen. For information about viewing the full directory
pathname, see Viewing File Links.

Last Revised
This column specifies the date and time the file was created or last edited.

Lk
This column specifies the number of links the file had at the time of the backup. Each link represents another way
you identify the same file, that is, different file name components and full directory pathnames for the same file.
For more information, see Viewing File Links.

Size
This column specifies the number of bytes in a file for a BFS regular file. For other BFS objects, this column lists
one of the following:

• C
• E - External link
• L - Symbolic link
• P - Named pipe

Character special files and external links have a secondary code.
For character special files, the secondary code indicates the device number associated with the file. It can be one
of the following:

• 3 - /dev/tty
• 4 - /dev/null

For external links, the secondary code indicates the type of external link associated with the file. It can be one of
the following:

• 1 - CMSEXEC
• 2 - CMSDATA
• 3 - MOUNT
• nnn - CODE (where nnn is a user-defined code with a value of 100-200)

Backup Date/Time
This column specifies the date and time of the backup job in which the data was backed up.

At
This column contains attributes assigned to the file by VM:Backup when it was backed up. VM:Backup displays
an M in the At column if a file was in migrated status when it was backed up. When a file is migrated, the SFS
catalog contains information about the file, but the file's data no longer resides in SFS. If you select to restore this
file, VM:Backup restores the file in migrated status.

Viewing Ownership Information for a File

To view information about the ownership a file had at the time of the backup, move the cursor to the Req column next to
the appropriate file and press PF4 (Seeownr). The following ownership information displays at the top of the screen:

• Owner of the file
• Name of the group that owns the file
• Permissions for the file
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Viewing File Links

One BFS file can have several file names. Each name is a link to the file. The following steps describe how to view the
links to a specific file displayed on the file selection screen. You can also use these instructions to view the complete file
name component for a specific file and to determine the full directory pathname associated with a directory reference
number.

1. Place your cursor in the Req column next to a file and press PF10 (Seename) to have VM:Backup list the following:
– Complete file name component of the selected file
– Full directory pathname of the directory from which the selected file was backed up
– Links backed up for the selected file
VM:Backup displays the View File Links screen. This screen displays all links for the selected file. The links include
both the full directory pathname and the complete file name component.
The first item listed is the full directory pathname and complete file name component for the selected file. The
subsequent lines contain information about links to the same file. Use PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) to view all
links to the file.

2. Press PF3 (End) to exit the View File Links screen and return to the file selection screen.

Sorting the List

You can sort the restore selection list as follows:

• To sort the list chronologically by backup date and time, beginning with the most recent backup versions, press PF5
(Sdate).

• To sort the list alphabetically by file name component, press PF6 (Sname).

If files backed up from more than one directory are being displayed, VM:Backup performs a secondary search on the
directory reference number whether you sort the list chronologically or alphabetically.

Printing the List

To send the currently displayed restore selection list to your virtual printer, press PF11 (Print).

Selecting One Or More Files

Perform the following steps to restore one or more BFS files:

1. Type r in the Req column next to each file you want to restore. If necessary, press PF7 (Backward) or PF8 (Forward)
to move through the list.

2. After making all your selections, press PF9 (Submit) to submit the request.

VM:Backup displays the Specify File Restore Options screen. See Restore BFS Files to a BFS Directory.

Restore BFS Files to a BFS Directory
To restore BFS files to one of your BFS directories, follow these steps:

1. By default, VM:Backup displays the source file space name in the Target BFS file space field on the Specify File
Restore Options screen. If you want to restore the files to a different file space, type the name of the file space in this
field.

2. If the files being restored were all backed up from the same BFS directory, the full directory pathname of that directory
is displayed in the Directory field. If the files being restored were backed up from more than one BFS directory,
VM:Backup selects and displays the full directory pathname of one of the source directories in the Directory field.
Type the full directory pathname of the directory to which you want to restore in the Directory field. You must specify
an absolute pathname, that is, the full directory pathname must begin with a slash (/). You must restore to any existing
directory to which you have write permission. You can restore to only one directory in a single request.
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3. Accept the default (YES) or enter no in response to the question:
If files of the same name exist, do you want to restore those files?

If you respond yes, VM:Backup attempts to restore all the files you select. If a file you selected for restore has the
same name as a file in the target directory, VM:Backup replaces the existing version. If you respond no, VM:Backup
restores only those files whose names do not match any currently existing files.
Whether VM:Backup restores a file by replacing an existing version of the file or restores a file that does not match any
currently existing files, the restored file has the same permissions, UID, and GID as it had when it was backed up.

4. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request.

Contents

Permissions Required to Restore to a Target BFS Directory

VM:Backup requires you to have write permission to the target directory and search permission to each of its parent
directories. The permissions can exist for the owner, group, or other.

For example, you want to restore a BFS file to the existing target BFS directory with the full directory pathname of Dir_A/
Dir_B/Dir_C. You need write permission to directory Dir_C and search permission to the parent directories of Dir_C.

NOTE
VM:Backup checks to ensure you have write permission to the target directory and search permission to each of
its parent directories both at the time of submission and when the job is running.

Handling Existing Data in Target BFS Directories

Restore processing for BFS files is the same whether restoring files, directories, or file spaces. Which data is restored
depends on how the data is linked, the scope of the restore, the restore option specified, and existing data in the restore
target.

The following sections explain how these factors affect BFS restores.

BFS Files–Data and Links

A BFS file in its simplest form consists of a link and data; however, a file can have multiple links as follows:
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Multiple links allow users to refer to the same file by different names. In the following example, the same file can be
referred to as Name1, Name2, or Name3.

Scope

VM:Backup restores only those links that are within the scope of the restore.

The scope of the restore is the data that has been requested to be restored. For example, if you request that Name1 and
Name2 be restored, Name1 and Name2 are within the scope of the restore; Name3 is not.
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Restore Scenarios

The table below shows the interaction between the scope of the restore, existing data in the target, and the restore option
specified.

In the table, A, B, and C represent file names.

Upper case letters represent the version of the data in the backup. Lower case letters represent the version of the data
existing in the restore target before the restore is performed.
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Restoring BFS Files With No Detail Information
Perform the following steps to restore BFS files for which no detail information is available.

1. On the file selection screen, type r in the Req column next to the appropriate ** No Detail ** descriptor. If necessary,
press PF7 (Backward) and PF8 (Forward) to move through the file list.

NOTE
When you select a **NoDetail** descriptor, you can only make this one selection.

2. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request. VM:Backup displays the Restore Files by File Name screen.
3. Type the complete file name component of each file you want to restore on a File name line. You can use pattern

matching to restore files with similar file name components. For more information about specifying pattern matching,
see Specifying BFS Object Names in Getting Started.
If the complete file name component does not fit in the space provided, place your cursor on a File name line and
press PF10 (Seename). VM:Backup displays the Specify a File Name screen on which you can specify the complete
file name component. After you type the complete file name component, press PF9 (Submit) to return to the Restore
Files by File Name screen.
If you need more File name lines to identify additional files, press PF8 (Forward). Use PF7 (Backward) and PF8
(Forward) to scroll through your list of files.

4. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request to VM:Backup.

Restoring BFS Files From an Encrypted Backup
If your BFS directory was encrypted when it was backed up, VM:Backup displays ** Encrypted ** in the File Name
component column of the file selection screen.
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VM:Backup will ask you to enter a security key before restoring the data. The security key is the data encryption key
specified by the VM:Backup system administrator when your data was backed up. When VM:Backup prompts you for the
security key, you must enter the complete and correct security key before VM:Backup can process your restore request. If
you do not know the security key, contact the VM:Backup system administrator.

To restore files from an encrypted BFS directory, follow these steps:

1. On the file selection screen, type r next to an ** Encrypted ** descriptor for the directory containing files you want to
restore. VM:Backup displays the Restore From an Encrypted Backup screen.
Note: When you select an ** Encrypted ** descriptor, you can only make this one selection.

2. Type the security key used to encrypt the data when it was backed up. When you correctly enter the security key,
VM:Backup displays the Restore Files by File Name screen.

3. Type the complete file name component of each file you want to restore on a File name line. You can use pattern
matching to restore files with similar file name components. For more information about specifying pattern matching,
see Specifying BFS Object Names in Getting Started.
If the complete file name component does not fit in the space provided, place your cursor on a File name line and
press PF10 (Seename). VM:Backup displays the Specify a File Name screen on which you can specify the complete
file name component. After you type the complete file name component, press PF9 (Submit) to return to the Restore
Files by File Name screen.
If you need more File name lines to identify additional files, press PF8 (Forward). Use PF7 (Backward) and PF8
(Forward) to scroll through your list of files.

4. Press PF9 (Submit) to submit your request to VM:Backup.

When you have entered the file name components of the files you want to restore, VM:Backup displays the Specify File
Restore Options screen.

Reviewing or Canceling Your Restore Requests
To review or cancel a request, enter 3 on the command line of the Novice User Main Menu or 5 on the command line of
the Expert User Main Menu. These numbers represent the Review your restore requests option. VM:Backup displays
the following Review Restore Requests for Userid screen.

   RREQEBC1          Review Restore Requests For Userid: TESTUSR      VM:Backup

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   You can cancel a restore request any time before the job starts running.

   To cancel a request, type CANcel on that line and press ENTER. 

                                                         Time 

   Command   Restore From/To                            Started   Job Status 

             VMVSE:TESTUSE to TESTUSR 111               16:18:40  running 

   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF:  1  Help      2  Refresh  3  End       4  Return     5  ...        6  ... 

   PF:  7  Backward  8  Forward  9  ...     10  ...      11  Print    12  Cursor

   ===> 

Reviewing Requests

The Review Restore Requests for Userid screen lists your requests in the order you submitted them and provides this
information:
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Restore From/To
This column identifies what is being restored, as follows:

Type of data If restore request is for ...  VM:Backup displays ... 

Single file File name

More than one file Number of files submitted in the request

Entire minidisk User ID and virtual address

CKD data Cylinders and Tracks (cyl/trk)

FBA data Blocks (blk)

Minidisk

Recomputed minidisk Recomped

Single file File name

More than one file Number of files submitted in the request

SFS

SFS directory Name of file space and directory

Single file Last 14 characters of the file name
component enclosed in single
quotes. If the name is longer than 14
characters, VM:Backup precedes the name
with an ellipsis to show that part of the
name is not being displayed

Number of BFS files submitted in the
request

BFS

More than one file

First 14 characters of the bfsid
(filepool:filespace). If the bfsid is shorter
than 14 characters, VM:Backup displays
as much of the last part of the directory
name as will fit in the remaining space.
When it cannot show the whole directory
name, VM:Backup displays an ellipsis
to indicate where part of the name is not
displayed.
Note: Restoring a BFS directory requires
SYSADMIN authorization.

This column also shows the destination of the restored data, as follows:

 Type of data  If restoring data to ...   VM:Backup displays ... 

Virtual reader User ID followed by RDR

Minidisk User ID and virtual address

Minidisk

SFS directory Name of file space and directory

Virtual reader User ID followed by RDR

Minidisk User ID and virtual address

SFS

SFS directory Name of file space and directory
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BFS BFS directory First 14 characters of the bfsid
(filepool: filespace). If the bfsid is shorter
than 14 characters, VM:Backup displays
as much of the last part of the directory
name as will fit in the remaining space.
When it cannot show the whole directory
name, VM:Backup displays an ellipsis
to indicate where part of the name is not
displayed.

Time Started
This column displays the time VM:Backup began processing the request.

Job Status
This column indicates the job's status, as follows:

Status Definition 

Ended VM:Backup has completed processing your request.

On hold VM:Backup is not currently processing your request. An operator
must release your request so that VM:Backup can process it.

Released Your request has been released from On hold status and will be
processed when VM:Backup is available.

Restarted VM:Backup has restarted your request.

Running VM:Backup is currently processing this request.

Waiting VM:Backup is currently processing other requests. Your request
will be processed when VM:Backup is available.

VM:Backup automatically updates the information on this screen every 10 seconds. To remove outdated
information, press PF2 (Refresh).

Canceling Your Restore Requests

You can cancel a restore request only if VM:Backup has not started processing it (that is, jobs that have the status Waiting
or On hold). When you cancel a restore request, VM:Backup does not restore the data specified in that restore request.

To cancel a restore request, enter cancel in the Command column next to the request. VM:Backup issues a message on
the response line at the bottom of the screen to indicate the job has been canceled.

Responding to Minidisk Detach Requests
VM:Backup sends you messages asking you to detach minidisks to which it is about to restore data if you have read/write
links to those minidisks. (VM:Backup also sends these messages to all other users who have read/write links to those
minidisks.)

Checking Messages

To check messages that VM:Backup has sent to your user ID and respond to those messages, use the Respond to
VM:Backup (n messages waiting) option on the main menus. In this option, n is the number of messages waiting.

Enter 4 on the command line of the Novice User Main Menu or 6 on the command line of the Expert User Main Menu to
select the following Respond to VM:Backup (n messages waiting) option and display the screen.
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RESPEBC1                     Respond to VM:Backup                     VM:Backup

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   To reply to a message, enter the appropriate reply next to the message

   and press ENTER. If you CANCEL a request to detach your disk, your

   files will not be restored to that disk.

                                                                          Time

   Command  ID     VM:Backup Message                                     Issued

            0001   Mount HPT R91111 at 0310 (density HPTB, ring out)     16:07

                   Valid replies are: WAIT, OK, REJECT, HOLD

   ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PF:  1  Help      2  Refresh  3  End    4  Return    5  ...        6   ...

   PF:  7  Backward  8  Forward  9  ...    10  ...      11  Print     12  Cursor

   ===> 

This screen lists the messages in the order in which VM:Backup issued them. Each detach request includes the reply
identification number (ID), the virtual address of the minidisk to be detached, and the valid responses you can enter.

Possible Responses

When you receive a request to detach a minidisk, you can:

• Detach the minidisk to comply with the request. For instructions, see Detaching Your Minidisk.
• Cancel the request. For instructions, see CancelingtheDetachRequest.
• Log off. For instructions, see Logging Off.

VM:Backup checks periodically to determine whether you and other users are still linked to the requested minidisk. If you
and all other users that have a read/write link to this minidisk do not detach the minidisk or log off within the time allowed,
VM:Backup does not restore your data.

When you reply to a message on this screen, VM:Backup displays its response to your reply under the message. For
example, if you enter ok in the Command column next to a detach request, VM:Backup displays the following response
under the detach request:

<REPLY OK HAS BEEN ACCEPTED>

VM:Backup automatically updates the information on the Respond to VM:Backup screen every 10 seconds. To remove
outdated information, press PF2 (Refresh).

Detaching Your Minidisk

To detach one of your minidisks, enter release vaddr (detach from CMS or on the command line of a VM:Backup screen,
where vaddr is the virtual address of the minidisk that VM:Backup asked you to detach. For example, to detach your 191
minidisk, enter release 191 (detach on the command line of the Respond to VM:Backup screen.

To let VM:Backup know that you have complied with the detach request, enter ok in the Command column next to the
detach message on the Respond to VM:Backup screen.

The OK response can speed up the restore process because it tells VM:Backup to start restoring data immediately if you
and all other users linked to the minidisk have logged off or detached the minidisk. If you do not enter ok, VM:Backup
does not start restoring your data until the next time it checks to see whether the minidisk has been detached.

When VM:Backup is done with a minidisk, it sends you message 135I:
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PROCESSING IS COMPLETE FOR MINIDISK vaddr.

You can now reaccess the minidisk by entering the following commands from CMS or on the command line of a
VM:Backup screen:

 cp link * vaddr1 vaddr2

 access vaddr2 filemode

In these commands, * represents your user ID, vaddr1 is the virtual address of the minidisk you want to reaccess, vaddr2
is the virtual address at which you want to reaccess vaddr1, and filemode is the filemode at which you want it accessed.
For example, to reaccess your 191 minidisk at filemode A, enter the following commands:

cp link * 191 191

access 191 a

Canceling the Detach Request

If you do not want to detach your minidisk when you receive the detach request, you can cancel the restore request.
When you or any user linked to the minidisk cancels a request, VM:Backup does not restore your data.

To cancel a detach request, enter cancel in the Command column next to the request.

Logging Off

Instead of detaching your minidisk, you can log off by using the CP LOGOFF command. When you and all other users
that have a read/write link to the minidisk either detach the minidisk or log off, VM:Backup can obtain write access to the
minidisk and restore your data.

If you log off, wait at least 10 minutes before logging back on. If you log on before VM:Backup has completed restoring the
link, you will have a read-only link to the minidisk.

User Commands
VM:Backup provides line-mode commands that users can enter from display (full-screen).

You must prefix each command with the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine. VMBACKUP is the default
name of the VM:Backup service virtual machine. If your VM:Backup machine has a different name, use that name instead.

VM:Backup supports the following commands. The pages that follow describe them in detail.

Command Description
CANCEL Cancels any of your restore requests.
QUERY Displays the status of your restore requests.
RESTORE Restores data that was backed up from minidisks.
XRESTORE Restores data that was backed up from minidisks or SFS

directories, but not from BFS directories.

NOTE
For an explanation of the syntax used in this section, see Format Conventions for Code Syntax in Getting
Started. 
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CANCEL Command (Users)
Use the CANCEL command to delete restore requests that VM:Backup has not yet started processing.

When you use the CANCEL command, you bypass all user screens.

You can only cancel requests that have not started processing. If the status of a restore request is either Waiting or On
hold, you can cancel the request. To view the status of a job, use the QUERY REQUESTS command.

The command has the following syntax:

CANcel {ALL | jobid}

Definitions
ALL

Cancels all of your pending restore requests.
jobid

Specifies the job identification number, assigned by VM:Backup when the job is submitted, of a single job
to cancel. You do not have to specify the leading zeros. To view a job's jobid, use the QUERY REQUESTS
command.

Examples
Examples Cancel command examples.

• To cancel a pending restore request (jobid 00000012) you no longer want VM:Backup to process, enter:

vmbackup cancel 12

VM:Backup responds with the following message:

RESTORE REQUEST 00000012 HAS BEEN CANCELED.

vmbackup cancel all

• To cancel all requests that VM:Backup has not yet started, enter:

vmbackup cancel all

VM:Backup responds with these messages:

RESTORE REQUEST 00000002 HAS BEEN CANCELED.

RESTORE REQUEST 00000003 HAS BEEN CANCELED.

ALL YOUR OUTSTANDING REQUESTS HAVE BEEN CANCELED.

QUERY Command (Users)
Use the QUERY command to review the status of your requests, or view and respond to VM:Backup messages. When
you use the QUERY command, you bypass all user screens.

The command has the following syntax:

Query {"Parms"}

Parms:

  ENCrypt[ALL]

| MSG [(STACK]

| EDRSUP [(STACK]
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| REQuests [( CONTents | STACK]

| STOrage [(STACK]

Definitions
ENCrypt [ALL]

Lists the default encryption algorithm name that would be used by VM:Backup if a security algorithm name is
not specified, but a security key is specified in the exception file. ALL lists the names of all the available security
algorithms this release of VM:Backup supports, and indicates whether the processor VM:Backup is running on
provides hardware assist for the algorithm.

MSG [ ( STACK ]
Lets you view any outstanding messages that were sent to your user ID. Each message is identified by a reply
identification number (reply ID) that you can use to respond to VM:Backup.
STACK specifies that the QUERY command response be placed in the requesting user ID's program stack in first-
in, first-out (FIFO) order. If you use the STACK option, check for a nonzero return code, which indicates that there
are no outstanding messages or requests.

EDRSUP [ ( STACK ]
Displays whether Enhanced Device Recognition is enabled or disabled.
STACK specifies that the QUERY command response be placed in the requesting user ID's program stack in first-
in, first-out (FIFO) order.

REQuests [( CONTents | STACK ]
Displays information about active and pending restore requests, as follows:

• Job name (RESTORE)
• Job status (on hold, released, restarted, running, waiting, or ended)
• Job type (restore)
• Time the job was started
• Number of domains processed so far
• Job origin (submitting user ID)
• Jobid
• Certain processing options specified for the job (e for exclusive or p for priority)

Use the CONTENTS option to specify that VM:Backup is to list backup job content or restore job sources and
targets.
Use the STACK option to specify that VM:Backup is to place the response from the QUERY command in the
requesting user ID's program stack in first-in, first-out (FIFO) order. If you use the STACK option, check for a
nonzero return code, which indicates that there are no outstanding messages or requests.

STOrage [(STACK]
Displays message 075I, which includes the amount of virtual storage available to VM:Backup and the maximum
amount of virtual storage that was used since VM:Backup was started. The STACK option specifies that
VM:Backup is to place the response from the QUERY command in the requesting user ID program stack in first-
in, first-out (FIFO) order.

Examples

• To see whether VM:Backup has sent you any messages, enter:
vmbackup query msg

 VM:Backup responds with:
REPLYID  MESSAGE

      1  DETACH 0291 WITHIN 5 MINUTES.

         VALID REPLIES: OK, CANCEL.
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To respond, type reply followed by the reply identification number and either OK or CANCEL. OK indicates
that you have detached the minidisk and VM:Backup can continue processing the restore. CANCEL
indicates that you want to reject the request.

• To cancel the detach request with reply identification number 1, enter:
vmbackup reply 1 cancel

 VM:Backup responds with the following messages:
REPLY 1 CANCEL HAS BEEN ACCEPTED.

13:56 REQUEST 1 HAS BEEN CANCELED.

13:56 RESTORE JOB RESTORE HAS ENDED.

• To display message 075I, enter:
vmbackup query storage

 VM:Backup responds:
VMBSYS0075I Maximum virtual storage used since VM:Backup was started was 2.1M out of 1.0G bytes.

RESTORE Command (Users)
Use the RESTORE command to select the files you want to restore and submit requests to VM:Backup for processing.

When you use the RESTORE command from a full-screen terminal, you bypass some or all of the VM:Backup screens.

NOTE
You cannot use the RESTORE command to specify files backed up from SFS or BFS directories. Use the
XRESTORE Command instead. For more information, see XRESTORE Command (Users).

This command offers selection, display, and destination options. Selection options specify the criteria VM:Backup is to use
to create a restore selection list. Display options tell VM:Backup where to send the restore selection list (your terminal, a
printer, or your A-disk). Destination options tell VM:Backup where to restore your files.

Follow these guidelines when using these options:

• You can specify RESTORE command options in any order.
• If you do not specify selection options, VM:Backup displays the latest version of files backed up from your 191 minidisk

within the default search period.
• You cannot specify both display and destination options on the same command.
• When you use destination options:

– You can restore to any user's virtual reader or any of your minidisks, regardless of your expertise level.
–  VM:Backup restores your files without displaying the restore selection list.
– You can use the RESTORE command with CP SMSG.
You cannot use destination options to restore data to an SFS or BFS directory. If you want to restore files to an SFS or
BFS directory, you must either display the restore selection list on the file selection screen on your terminal and select
files to restore from that screen or you can use the XRESTORE Command (System Programmers) instead.

• If you specify neither display nor destination options, VM:Backup displays the restore selection list on your terminal.
If VM:Backup sends message 0824I because it could not locate files that meet the selection criteria, enter the
RESTORE command without destination options.

This command has the following syntax:

RESTORE [filename [filetype]]  [("Options"]

Options:

["Selection Options"]...

["Display Options"]

["Destination Options"]...
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Selection Options:

  FOR userid|* [vaddr|*]

| FROM begindate [TO enddate]

| LATEST | ALL

Display Options:

  DISK [APpend]

| PRInter 

| TERMinal

Destination Options:

  QUIET

| TOUSER userid [TORDR | TODISK vaddr]

Definitions
filename [filetype]

Specifies the filename and the filetype of the file you want to restore. You can use CMS pattern matching to
specify all files with similar filenames, filetypes, or both so that VM:Backup can create a restore selection list. The
default is all filenames and all filetypes.

FOR userid | * [vaddr |*]
Tells VM:Backup from which of your minidisks you want to restore. You can only specify your own user ID; either
type your user ID or an asterisk (*), which indicates your user ID, for userid. Specify any of your virtual addresses
for vaddr. To search all of your minidisks, enter * * for userid and vaddr. You cannot specify a directory name. By
default, VM:Backup searches your user ID and the virtual address 191.

FROM begindate TO enddate
Tells VM:Backup to search for files backed up during the specified time period. You can type the date in either
Gregorian (mm/dd/yy) or Julian (yyddd) format. The default for FROM date is the default restore selection period
(set by the VM:Backup system administrator) subtracted from the current date. The default for TO date is today's
date.
When restoring files, make sure that the search period includes all of the days from which you want to restore
data. VM:Backup restores only data that was backed up within the specified time period. When restoring
domains, VM:Backup will go back to the full backup, even if it was taken before the FROM date.

LATEST | ALL
Determines which versions of files VM:Backup includes in the restore selection list. ALL displays every version
of every file backed up within the specified time period. LATEST is the default. LATEST includes only the most
recent version of each file backed up within the specified time period.

DISK [APpend]
Creates a file containing the restore selection list on your A-disk. The file is named RESTORE OUTPUT.
If this file already exists on your A-disk and you specify the APPEND option, VM:Backup adds the new list to the
existing list in the file. If this file exists on your A-disk and you do not specify APPEND, VM:Backup replaces the
existing file with the new one.

PRINTER
Sends a file containing the restore selection list to your virtual printer.

TERMINAL
Sends the list to your terminal. TERMINAL is the default.

QUIET
Tells VM:Backup to restore files directly to a virtual reader or minidisk without displaying the restore selection list.
You cannot use the QUIET option if the catalog with the information about the files meeting the selection criteria
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does not contain file-level detail. When restoring data using minidisk/file space-level detail catalogs, you must
provide the filenames of the files to be restored.

TOUSER userid [TORDR | TODISK vaddr]
TOUSER userid

Specifies the user ID to receive the restored data. For userid, type an asterisk (*) or your own user ID to
send it to yourself, or type another user's user ID if appropriate.

TORDR
Tells VM:Backup to restore backed-up data to the virtual reader of the user identified by TOUSER.

TODISK vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of the minidisk to which to restore the data. The minidisk must belong to the
user ID identified by TOUSER. For vaddr, you must type a specific virtual address; you cannot use pattern
matching.

Examples

• To display the most recent version of every file backed up from your 191 minidisk on the file selection
screen, accept the defaults by entering:
vmbackup restore

• To display on the file screen all versions of all files with a filetype of SCR backed up from your 199 minidisk
between February 19, 2010 and February 22, 2012, enter:
vmbackup restore * scr (from 02/19/10 to 02/22/12 for * 199 all

• To append information about the most recent version of all files with a filename of PROFILE backed up
from any of your minidisks to an existing RESTORE OUTPUT file on your A-disk, enter:
vmbackup restore profile * (for * * disk append

• To send to your virtual printer a file containing information about every version of every file with a filetype of
EXEC that has been backed up from your 191 minidisk since February 22, 2013, enter:
vmbackup restore * exec (from 02/22/13 all printer

• To restore all versions of files with the filetype MEMO that have been backed up from your 191 minidisk to
your virtual reader, enter:
vmbackup restore * memo (all touser * quiet

• To restore the most recent version of the file ALL NOTEBOOK to user ID MARY's virtual reader, enter:
vmbackup restore all notebook (touser mary tordr quiet

• To restore all versions of files with the filetype NOTE that were backed up from your 191 minidisk directly to
your 192 minidisk on or before February 19, 2013, enter:
vmbackup restore * note (to 02/19/13 touser * todisk 192 quiet all

• To restore the most recent version of all files backed up from your 234 minidisk to your 191 minidisk, enter:
vmbackup restore * * (for * 234 quiet touser * todisk 191 latest

XRESTORE Command (Users)
Use the XRESTORE command to select files you want to restore from minidisks or directories. These requests are
submitted automatically unless the REPORT option is specified.

You can use the XRESTORE command to specify files that are backed up from minidisks and SFS directories.

You can use the XRESTORE command to restore files only from a catalog with file-level detail.

You cannot use the XRESTORE command to restore from an encrypted backup.

The XRESTORE command lets you:
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• Specify the criteria that VM:Backup uses to select the files that it restores.
• Tell VM:Backup where to restore your files.
• Tell VM:Backup where to send the restore selection list; for example, your terminal, a printer, or your A-disk.

Consider the following information when you use XRESTORE command options:

• You can specify XRESTORE command options in any order.
• You can use the XRESTORE command with CP SMSG.
• You can restore data to an SFS directory. If you want to restore files to a BFS directory, use full-screen menus.

This command has the following syntax:

XRESTORE [filename [filetype]]  [("Options"[)]] 

 

Options:

 

"Selection Options"...

  TO {MDISK userid [vaddr] | DIR fqdn | RDR [userid]}

| REPORT [TERM | PRINT | DISK]

  TEST

 

Selection Options:

 

FOR {USER userid [vaddr|*] | DIR fqdn}

START begindate [begintime]

END enddate [endtime]

ALL | LATEST

Definitions
filename [ filetype ]

Specifies the filename and the filetype of the files you want to restore. You may specify these values with CMS
wildcard characters (* and %). The default is all filenames and filetypes.

FOR {USER userid [vaddr | *] | DIR fqdn}
Allows you to specify files to be restored that were backed up from a specific user’s minidisk or from an SFS
directory.
USER userid [vaddr | *]

Indicates that files are restored from either a specific minidisk or from all domains owned by the user ID.
userid

The user ID whose files are to be restored. You may only specify your own user ID unless you are
authorized to restore for other user IDs.

vaddr |*
The minidisk address to be restored. 191 is the default. If an * is specified it indicates all domains,
minidisks, and SFS directories.

DIR fqdn
The fully qualified directory to be restored. You can only specify your own directories if you are not
authorized to restore for other user IDs.

START begindate [begintime]
Specifies the beginning backup date and optional time at which to start searching the catalog for files to restore.
Catalogs prior to this date and time will not be searched. Enter the date in Gregorian format (mm/dd/yy). The
default begintime is 00:00:00.
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END enddate [endtime]
Specifies the ending backup date and optional time to end searching of the catalog for files to restore. Catalogs
for backups that are past this date and time will not be searched. Enter the date in Gregorian format (mm/dd/yy).
The default endtime is 23:59:59.

ALL | LATEST
ALL indicates that all files that match the file specification and fall within the date range will be restored. LATEST
is the default. LATEST specifies that only the latest version of a file will be restored.

TO {MDISK userid [vaddr] | DIR fqdn | RDR}
Indicates that files are to be restored directly to the indicated user’s minidisk, directory, or reader.
MDISK userid [vaddr]

Indicates that files are restored to a specific minidisk.
userid

Specifies the target user ID that receives the restored data.
vaddr

Specifies the target virtual address of the minidisk that receives the restored data. 191 is the
default.

DIR fqdn
Specifies the target SFS fully qualified directory name that receives the restored data. If the directory
does not exist, VM:Backup will create it. You can only specify your own user ID if you are not authorized
to restore for other user IDs.

RDR [userid]
Specifies the target user ID that receives the restored data in its reader. You may only specify your own
user ID unless you are authorized to restore for other user IDs.

REPORT [TERM | PRINT | DISK]
Indicates that a report of the files is to be created if files are found that meet the selection criteria.
TERM

Sends the list to your terminal.
PRINT

Sends the report of files found to the printer.
DISK

Writes the report of files found file to XRESTORE REPORT.
TEST

Indicates that TPI job template and exception files are to be created and written to your A-disk or directory if files
are found that meet the selection criteria. The TPI files match the restore job that is created and submitted if the
TEST option is not specified. The TEST option cannot be specified with the REPORT option.

Examples

• To restore the most recent version of every file that is backed up from your 191 minidisk to your reader,
accept the defaults by entering:

vmbackup xrestore

• To create an XRESTORE REPORT file on your A-disk of all versions of all files with a filetype of EXEC
backed up from the SFS1:DAVID.TEMP directory, enter:

vmbackup xrestore * exec (for dir sfs1:david.temp all report disk

• To restore the most recent version of the file PROFILE EXEC that is backed up within the date range April
1, 2014 through April 12, 2014 to user ID SAMUEL's 191 minidisk, enter:
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vmbackup xrestore profile exec (to mdisk samuel 191 start 4/1/14 end 4/12/14

• To restore the most recent version of every file that is backed up from user ID DAVID's 195 minidisk and to
restore them to the SFS1:DAVID.195.BACKUP directory, enter:

vmbackup xrestore (for user david 195 to dir sfs1:david.195.backup

• To restore all versions of the file TEST FILE that are backed up from your 191 minidisk to your reader,
enter:

vmbackup xrestore test file (for user david all

• To restore all versions of every file that is backed up from the SFS1:DAVID directory to the
SFS1:DAVID.BACKUP.43114 directory without creating a report, enter:

vmbackup xrestore * * (for dir sfs1:david to dir sfs1:david.backup.43114 all
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Messages

VM:Backup issues messages that perform the following functions:

• Inform you of the function's or task's status and progress
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

This section lists all messages that VM:Backup can generate. Contents include the possible causes of each message and
how to respond to that message.

Contents

Notational Conventions

Words in all lowercase letters in the message text, for example, vaddr, indicate that VM:Backup substitutes variable
information when displaying the message.

The variable vmbackup in a message text indicates the user ID running VM:Backup, usually VMBACKUP.

Brackets around an item, as in FILE IS [ NOT ] AVAILABLE, indicate that the item may not appear when VM:Backup
displays the message.

Braces surrounding several items that are separated by vertical bars, for example, ERROR { READING | WRITING }
FILE, indicate that only one of the items will appear.

Message Format

Messages that are displayed in line mode are in the following format:

• The first three letters are the product identifier.
• The second three letters are the routine or module that issued the message.
• The following four numerals are the message number.
• The single letter after the message number is the severity code. This code completes the message identifier.
• A space follows the message identifier, after which is the message text.

This format is illustrated in the following diagram:
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Severity Codes

You can tell the type of message by its last letter, which is its severity code. The severity code can be one of the following:

E
Error message
The function or task can continue normally if you correct the error. The function or task may end.

I
Informational message
VM:Backup initialization has completed or a task that VM:Backup is executing has completed. When an
informational message appears immediately after a severe error message (severity code S), it tells you how to
correct the problem the severe error message identified.

R
Response message
VM:Backup requests information. The function or task continues after you supply the required information.

S
Severe error message
An error preventing the function or task from continuing has occurred. You are returned to CMS and must restart
the procedure after correcting the error.

T
Terminal error message
A serious internal error has occurred, preventing the VM:Backup service virtual machine from continuing
execution.

W
Warning message
An abnormal condition has occurred. The function or task continues, although the results may be affected by the
abnormal condition.
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Messages File

Most VM:Backup message texts are kept in the VMBACKUP MESSAGES file on the VMBACKUP 192 minidisk. Only
VM:Backup system administrators have access to this file.

Changes to Messages

The following messages are added to this release:

• 0090E -- poolname IS NOT A DEFINED DASD RESOURCE POOL OR SUPERPOOL
• 2000I -- THE AUTO-DISCARD DATE FOR CATALOG filename DUMPJOB WAS CHANGED TO: date.
• 2001W -- UPDATE THE EXPIRATION DATE FOR THE ASSOCIATED TAPES IF NECESSARY
• 2002E -- NO TAPES WERE FOUND IN [RESOURCE POOL | SUPERPOOL] poolname
• 2003E -- option IS NOT A VALID OPTION OF THE command parameter COMMAND
• 2004I -- EXPIRED DASDTAPE volser WAS ERASED FROM RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr)
• 2005E -- DASDTAPE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) IS DRAINED
• 2006I -- RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) FILLED WRITING volser BLOCK number
• 2007I -- RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) IS TOO FULL TO MOUNT volser
• 2008E -- time IS NOT A VALID TIME. USE THE FORMAT HH:MM:SS
• 2009E -- filespace IS NOT A VALID FILE SPACE NAME. IT MUST NOT CONTAIN A COLON (:) OR A PERIOD (.)
• 2010E -- FOR USER MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A USERID, AND, OPTIONALLY, A VIRTUAL ADDRESS OR

ASTERISK (*)
• 2011E -- {FOR | TO} DIR MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A FULLY QUALIFIED DIRECTORY NAME
• 2012I -- filename filetype WRITTEN TO YOUR A-DISK OR DIRECTORY
• 2013W -- VM:BACKUP R3.6 IS THE LAST RELEASE THAT SUPPORTS NOEDRSUP. CONVERT TO AN EDRSUP

ENVIRONMENT.
• 2014I -- THERE ARE NO MOUNTED DASDTAPES
• 2015E -- THERE ARE NO DASDTAPES CONFIGURED
• 2016I -- JOB FILES WITH A FILE NAME OF jobid HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO YOUR A-DISK OR DIRECTORY
• 2017E -- ONLY ONE RESOURCE POOL CAN BE DEFINED FOR TAPE DISK vaddr.
• 2018E -- VOLSER volser IS NOT A DASDTAPE
• 2019E -- DASDTAPE volser CANNOT BE EXPIRED BECAUSE IT IS IN A CATALOG
• 2020I -- DASDTAPE volser EXPIRATION DATE CHANGED TO TODAY, mm/dd/yy
• 2021I -- THE CONFIGURATION FILE IS CURRENTLY BEING UPDATED. YOUR REQUEST CANNOT BE

PROCESSED AT THIS TIME
• 2022E -- filename filetype CONTAINS TOO MANY RECORDS.
• 2023I -- THERE ARE NO RUNNING BACKUP JOBS
• 2038E -- NO KEY SPECIFIED FOR AN ENCRYPTED BACKUP.
• 2039E -- KEY SPECIFIED FOR AN UNENCRYPTED BACKUP.
• 2040I -- THE type PERIOD WAS RESET TO THE MAXIMUM 5000 DAYS.

The following messages are changed in this release:

• 0452E -- ONLY VM:ARCHIVER CAN REQUEST recordname parameter.
• 0897R -- ENTER THE NEXT EIGHT CHARACTERS OF THE KEY, or "QUIT":
• 0929E -- CONFIG RECORD number: THE NUMBER OF DAYS SPECIFIED ON THE LISTPD RECORD MUST BE

FROM 1 TO 5000 OR AN ASTERISK (*).

The following messages have been deleted from this release:

• System message 0077I -- MAXIMUM VIRTUAL STORAGE USED DURING JOB jobname WAS number OUT OF
available BYTES.
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System Messages
The following messages are issued by the system.

0001I
CA VM:BACKUP™ Version nn.n [RSyymm]

Reason:

The message identifies the current VM:Backup Version and CARS token when VM:Backup begins initialization.

Note: The CARS token appears only if the product has a Broadcom Recommended Service applied to it.

Action:

None.

0002I
VM:BACKUP IS READY TO USE: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

Initialization has completed successfully. The current date and time are ddmmmyy and hh:mm:ss respectively. This
message follows message 0001I and other initialization messages and indicates that VM:Backup is ready to accept
commands. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0003I
VM:BACKUP ENDED: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Backup system execution has ended because the END command was entered, initialization failed, or a system abend
occurred. Control is returned to CMS.

Action:

If a system abend occurred or if initialization failed, this message is accompanied by other messages describing the
specific problem. See these messages for more information.

0004E
VM:BACKUP IS NOT READY TO USE: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Backup initialization has failed. The current date and time are ddmmmyy and hh:mm:ss respectively. Control returns
to CMS.

Action:

Other messages precede this message and explain why initialization did not complete. For the specific cause of
the problem, the system administrator must see the descriptions of these messages, correct the problem, and start
VM:Backup again.
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0005E
THE NUCAPP IS MISSING.

Reason:

VM:Backup initialization has failed. The Common Nucleus application is not found. This is an internal logic error. This
message appears on the VM:Backup console and is followed by message 0025I.

Action:

The internal logic error must be corrected with the assistance of Broadcom Support. Before calling Broadcom, the system
administrator must have the following information:

• The VM:Backup console log that contains the error message.
• Any other information about the series of events leading up to the error message.

0006I
VIRTUAL MACHINE SIZE IS size (XA MODE).

Reason:

VM:Backup displays this message during initialization. The message shows the virtual machine size and machine mode of
the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

Action:

None.

0007E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code RECEIVED DURING IUCV COMMUNICATIONS.

Reason:

One of the following events has occurred:

• A user logged off while a command was executing.
• A user issued the CMS HX (halt execution) command while a command was executing.
• An I/O error occurred, causing a command to end. For example, an I/O error occurs if a user's minidisk or directory fills

up while VM:Backup is writing to it.

If possible, processing of the command continues. If VM:Backup was transmitting data to one of the user's virtual devices
when the interruption occurred, message 0106I can follow this message.

Action:

The system administrator must determine the cause of the problem. If a minidisk or directory has filled up, causing this
problem, clear some space on the minidisk and issue the command again. If necessary, the system administrator can
contact Technical Support.

0008E
NOT ENOUGH STORAGE TO INITIALIZE.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup determined that its service virtual machine does not have enough virtual storage for
initialization to continue. Initialization fails.
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Action:

Increase the service virtual machine size to at least 128 MB and try again.

0009E
COMMAND REJECTED; vmbuserid MODULE INCOMPATIBLE WITH VMBSYS MODULE.

Reason:

You issued a command to VM:Backup that failed. The command failed because the vmbuserid MODULE is not
compatible with the VMBSYS MODULE. The vmbuserid MODULE must be of the same release or later than the VMBSYS
MODULE. The name of the VM:Backup service virtual machine on your system is usually VMBACKUP. If your VM:Backup
service virtual machine has a different name, use that name instead.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must make sure that the vmbuserid MODULE is compatible with the VMBSYS
MODULE. The system administrator must also ensure that the correct module was loaded to the VMANAGER 193
minidisk during initial installation. Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to copy the current module from the
VMANAGER 193 minidisk to your system's public disk and remove any old version of this file.

0010I
ENTER: commandline.

Reason:

This message displays the command that was just entered on the command line of the VM:Backup console on a display
terminal. The command begins. When you enter a null line on a line-mode terminal, this message acts as a prompt for you
to enter a command. VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:

None.

0011I
BEGINNING COMMAND: commandline.

Reason:

VM:Backup displays this message on its console when a command, entered from either the VM:Backup console or
another user ID, starts to run. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0012I
ENDING COMMAND command WITH COMPLETION CODE code.

Reason:

VM:Backup displays this message on its console when the indicated command, entered from either the VM:Backup
console or another user ID, completes. If code is zero, the command completed successfully. If code is not zero,
VM:Backup sends error messages describing the problem to the user ID that issued the command.

Action:
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Respond to any error messages VM:Backup sends.

0013E
option MUST BE THE LAST OPTION SPECIFIED ON THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

The indicated option must be specified last on the command line.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the indicated option last.

0014E
THE STACK OPTION CANNOT BE USED WHEN ISSUING A COMMAND FROM THE VM:BACKUP CONSOLE.

Reason:

You cannot use the STACK option when executing a VM:Backup command on the console of the VM:Backup service
virtual machine. STACK support is provided only through the VM:Backup communication module.

Action:

Either enter the command without the STACK option or enter the command from another virtual machine. If you enter
the command from another virtual machine, remember to type the user ID of the VM:Backup service virtual machine as a
prefix to the VM:Backup command.

0015E
item CANNOT BE USED WITH THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

The indicated item has no meaning for the indicated command. The command ends.

Action:

Check the command format and enter the command again.

0016E
command COMMAND NEEDS MORE INFORMATION.

Reason:

You did not specify enough information with the indicated command. The command ends.

Action:

Check the command format, specify the missing information, and enter the command again.

0017E
command IS NOT A VM:BACKUP COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered a command that is not valid for VM:Backup.

Action:
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Check the command and the format, then enter a valid VM:Backup command.

0018E
NO COMMAND FOLLOWS vmbuserid ON THE COMMAND LINE.

Reason:

You entered vmbuserid without specifying a VM:Backup command on the command line. If you are using a line-mode
terminal, vmbuserid must be followed by a VM:Backup command. If you are using a display terminal, you must have
USER authorization to issue anything but vmbuserid VERSION.

The vmbuserid command passes commands to the VM:Backup service virtual machine. vmbuserid is also the name of the
VM:Backup service virtual machine at your site. At most sites, this command is VMBACKUP.

Action:

If you are using a line-mode terminal, specify a valid VM:Backup command on the command line and issue the command
again. If you are using a display terminal, the VM:Backup system administrator must provide you with USER authorization.

0019E
THE SPECIFIED COMMAND NAME IS TOO LONG. NO VM:BACKUP COMMAND NAME IS LONGER THAN EIGHT
CHARACTERS.

Reason:

You entered a command containing more than eight characters. The maximum number of characters in any VM:Backup
command is eight.

Action:

Check the command and the format, then enter the command again, specifying no more than eight characters for the
command name.

0020S
ERROR code OCCURRED { READING | WRITING | CLOSING } FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An error occurred while reading from, writing to, or closing this file. The return code code is from the CMS FSREAD,
FSWRITE, or FSCLOSE macro. The command or activity that was executing does not complete. If this message is issued
during initialization, initialization fails and control returns to CMS.

Action:

For an explanation of the return codes from the FSREAD, FSWRITE, and FSCLOSE macros, see the IBM documentation
on CMS macros and functions. Correct the problem and try again.

0021W
LINE number IN FILE VMBACKUP MESSAGES filemode HAS AN INVALID FORMAT AND HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

While validating the messages file, VM:Backup found a line in an invalid format. The correct format is a three- or four-digit
message number followed by a one-character severity code, one blank space, and then the message text. The invalid
format is probably the result of manual alteration of the file. VM:Backup ignores the invalid line and continues reading the
remaining lines in the file. If the line is not corrected, you may receive unintelligible messages from VM:Backup.
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Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must determine and correct the format problem. If necessary, the system
administrator can contact Technical Support.

0022W
LINE number IN FILE VMBACKUP MESSAGES filemode SPECIFIES A DUPLICATE MESSAGE NUMBER AND HAS
BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

While validating the VM:Backup messages file, VM:Backup found a duplicate message number on the indicated line.
VM:Backup ignores the duplicate message and continues reading the messages file.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must determine whether the entire line or just the message number is duplicated.
The administrator then must make the appropriate changes to the messages file.

0023S
THERE ARE NO VALID MESSAGES IN FILE VMBACKUP MESSAGES filemode.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup could not find any lines with the correct message format in the VMBACKUP MESSAGES
file. The correct format is a three- or four-digit message number immediately followed by a one-character severity code,
then one blank space followed by the message text. This file is probably not a message file. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

XEDIT the file to see if it is a valid VMBACKUP MESSAGES file. If you cannot find the correct messages file, the
VM:Backup system administrator must reload it from the installation tape.

0024S
VM:BACKUP SYSTEM MESSAGES FILE VMBACKUP MESSAGES WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED
MINIDISK.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup could not find the VMBACKUP MESSAGES file on an accessed minidisk. This file
contains VM:Backup system messages and is required for VM:Backup to run. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must put a copy of the VMBACKUP MESSAGES file on an accessed VM:Backup
minidisk and must start VM:Backup again.

0025I
VM:BACKUP INITIALIZATION HAS FAILED.

Reason:

VM:Backup initialization failed. Other messages precede this message and give the specific reasons why VM:Backup
initialization did not complete. Control returns to CMS.

Action:
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The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the problems that the accompanying messages describe and must
start VM:Backup again.

0026S
VM:BACKUP SYSTEM ABEND code OCCURRED AT address.

Reason:

VM:Backup processing ended abnormally with abend code code, which occurred at storage location address. VM:Backup
performs a VMDUMP and sends it to the virtual reader of the user ID specified on the DUMP record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file. If no DUMP record is located in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, VM:Backup sends the dump to the user ID
that your VM system specifies to receive dumps.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator can correct some abends using information in the section Abends. Other abends
are caused by internal logic errors or unexpected errors and must be corrected with the assistance of Broadcom Support.
Before calling Broadcom, the system administrator must have the following information:

• The abend code and address at which the abend occurred
• A copy of the dump
• The VM:Backup console log containing the indicative dump (if one was being maintained)
• Any other information about the series of events leading up to the abend

0027E
SCREEN DEFINITION FILE filename SCREEN WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED MINIDISK.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to display a screen of information on your terminal, but the file containing the screen information was not
found on any minidisk accessed by VM:Backup. Either the VM:Backup minidisk containing the screen files is not accessed
by VM:Backup, or the file was renamed or erased. Screen processing ends for the requesting user ID.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must verify that VM:Backup has access to the minidisk on which the screen files
reside. If the missing screen file cannot be found on a VM:Backup minidisk, the VM:Backup system administrator must
load it from the installation tape. If necessary, the system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0028E
NO SCREEN WAS OPENED.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to perform a function on a screen, but the screen was not previously opened by VM:Backup. This is
probably due to a programming error. Screen processing ends for the requesting user.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0030E
command COMMAND WAS INTERRUPTED.

Reason:
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One of the following events occurred:

• A user logged off while the indicated command was executing.
• A user issued the CMS HX (halt execution) command while the indicated command was executing.
• An I/O error occurred that caused the command to end. For example, an I/O error occurs if a user's minidisk or

directory fills up while VM:Backup is writing to it.

If possible, processing of the command continues. If VM:Backup was transmitting data to one of the user's virtual devices
when the interruption occurred, message 0106I may follow this message.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must determine the cause of the problem. If a minidisk or directory has filled
up, causing the problem, clear some space on the minidisk and issue the command again. If necessary, the system
administrator can contact Technical Support.

0031E
FIELD fieldname IS UNDEFINED.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to initialize or retrieve information from a field on a screen, but the field name was not defined on the
screen. This problem may occur when VM:Backup screen files (files with a filetype of SCREEN) are renamed or modified.
If no screen files were renamed or modified, the problem may be due to a programming error. Processing may continue,
but unpredictable results may occur.

Action:

If VM:Backup issued this message only once when you pressed the ENTER key, a programming error has probably
occurred. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support. If VM:Backup issued this message
more than once for multiple field names, screen files may have been renamed or modified. The VM:Backup system
administrator must check and correct the screen files.

0033E
command CAN BE USED ONLY ON A DISPLAY TERMINAL.

Reason:

You entered the indicated command from a line-mode terminal, but it must be entered from a display terminal. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again on a display terminal.

0034E
YOUR COMMAND CANNOT BE EXECUTED AS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You entered a command that displays a full screen or prompts you for information. This command must be executed with
the vmbuserid command; it cannot be entered from the VM:Backup console or issued with the CP SMSG command. This
message may also be issued if you enter a full-screen or prompting command using the vmbuserid command but then
interrupt it.

Action:
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Enter the command again from a user ID other than the VM:Backup service virtual machine. Use the vmbuserid command
and let it run to completion.

NOTE
You must have access to the file vmbuserid MODULE to enter the vmbuserid command.

0035E
INVALID CHARACTERS WERE FOUND IN SCREEN FILENAME filename.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to display a screen on your terminal, but the screen name contains characters that are not valid in a
VM:Backup screen name. This is probably due to a programming error. The screen is not displayed.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0036I
number SCREENS WERE LEFT OPEN BY YOUR COMMAND. VM:BACKUP HAS CLOSED THEM.

Reason:

Some of the screens that are displayed on your terminal were not properly closed. This problem may be due to a
programming error. VM:Backup closes the screens internally so that VM:Backup system processing can continue. Screen
processing for the requesting user ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support to report this error message.

0037E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM text.

Reason:

An internal function that VM:Backup called has ended with the unexpected return code, code. The internal function that
was running when the error occurred is text. CMS displays the name of the EXEC and the line number on which this error
occurred. The command ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support and must provide the name of the EXEC, the line
number on which the error occurred, the return code (code), and the name of the function that was running (text).

0038E
command IS NOT A VALID CP OR CMS COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered the VM:Backup CMS command to execute a CP or CMS command. You did so from either the VM:Backup
console or a user ID with system administrator authorization while VM:Backup was running. The indicated command is not
a valid CP or CMS command. The VM:Backup CMS command ends.

Action:

For a list of valid CP or CMS commands, see the CP or CMS HELPMENU or documentation.
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0039I
ALL LOCKS HELD BY YOUR COMMAND HAVE BEEN CLEARED SUCCESSFULLY. PROCESSING CONTINUES.

Reason:

An internal VM:Backup programming lock was not released when expected. This problem may be due to a programming
error. VM:Backup released the lock internally so that processing can continue. This message may follow other error
messages indicating that a VM:Backup process ended unexpectedly or abnormally. VM:Backup system processing
continues. Command processing for the requesting user ID ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0040I
SYSFRESV REGISTERS AT TIME OF ABEND:

Reason:

See message 0050I.

Action:

See message 0050I.

0041E
DASD VOLUME SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT RECORD IS NOT A SUPPORTED DASD DEVICE.

Reason:

The DASD volume that is specified on the DIRECT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file is not a VM:Backup-supported
device type. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must make sure the volser that is specified on the DIRECT record is the same as
the volser of the system residence volume containing the CP object directory. The system administrator must also ensure
that the system residence volume is a device that VM:Backup supports. For a list of supported devices, see Hardware
Requirements in Getting Started.

0042E
VOLSER OF THE DASD VOLUME AT vaddr DOES NOT MATCH THE VOLSER SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT
RECORD.

Reason:

Both the volser and the virtual address (vaddr) of the DASD volume are specified on the DIRECT record in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file. The volser on the DIRECT record does not match the volser of the DASD volume at the
corresponding virtual address. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must ensure that the volser and the virtual address (vaddr) specified on the
DIRECT record are correct for the system residence volume that contains the CP object directory at your site. When these
values are correct, start VM:Backup again.
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0043E
DASD VOLUME SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT RECORD DOES NOT CONTAIN A CP OBJECT DIRECTORY OR IS
NOT A CP VOLUME.

Reason:

The volume that is specified on the DIRECT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file either does not contain the CP object
directory or is not a CP volume. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must update the DIRECT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file to identify
correctly the volser and virtual address of the CP volume containing the CP object directory for your site. Then the system
administrator must restart VM:Backup.

0044E
FILEID filename filetype filemode CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:

VM:Backup detected invalid characters in the indicated file while copying it to or from a VM:Backup minidisk. This problem
is probably due to a programming error. Additional error messages may accompany this message. The command ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0045E
RECORD LENGTH OF FILE filename filetype filemode IS TOO LONG.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot copy the indicated file to or from a VM:Backup minidisk because the file's record length exceeds
VM:Backup standards. This problem is probably due to a programming error. Additional error messages may accompany
this message. The command ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0046E
ERROR code OCCURRED COPYING FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while VM:Backup was copying this file to or from a VM:Backup minidisk. Additional error messages
may follow this message. The command ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0047E
AN INVALID 3270 DATASTREAM WAS RETURNED FROM THE USER'S TERMINAL.

Reason:
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When a user entered a command from a 3270 terminal, VM:Backup received an invalid sequence of screen fields from
this terminal. This message appears on the VM:Backup console and is followed by message 0048E, which displays the
fields in error. The command entered ends.

Action:

Have the VM:Backup system administrator contact Technical Support.

0048E
DATA LENGTH=length, FIRST number BYTES ARE data.

Reason:

This message follows message 0047E on the VM:Backup console. It lists the size of the data stream that is returned
to VM:Backup from the user's 3270 terminal (length) and the size of the data that will actually be displayed (number).
VM:Backup then displays, in hexadecimal, this first portion of the data that is returned from the user's terminal (data).

Action:

Have the VM:Backup system administrator contact Technical Support.

0049E
CP COMMAND DELIMITER (X‘15') DETECTED; MULTIPLE CP COMMANDS NOT ALLOWED.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Backup CMS command with multiple CP commands, which were separated by the CP command
delimiter x'15'. The VM:Backup CMS command can only execute one CMS or CP command at a time. None of the CP
commands are executed; the VM:Backup CMS command ends.

Action:

Issue each CP command separately, using the VM:Backup CMS command.

0050I
************** VM:BACKUP INDICATIVE DUMP **************

Reason:

VM:Backup terminated abnormally. The diagnostic information that follows this message will help Technical Support
determine the cause of the abend.

Action:

Retain the console log and dump. If necessary, the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0051I
VM:BACKUP ABEND code AT address (routine + offset).

Reason:

See message 0050I.

Action:

See message 0050I.
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0052I
PCB = address, NAME = name.

Reason:

See message 0050I.

Action:

See message 0050I.

0053I
R n = registern registern+1 registern+2 registern+3.

Reason:

This message refers to the 16 VM:Backup general purpose registers. See message 0050I.

Action:

See message 0050I.

0054I
CALLED FROM address, routine + offset, R15 = value.

Reason:

See message 0050I.

Action:

See message 0050I.

0055E
SAVE AREA CHAIN INVALID.

Reason:

See message 0050E.

Action:

See message 0050E.

0056I
VM:BACKUP RELEASE = release, ABEND DATE = date.

Reason:

See message 0050I.

Action:

See message 0050I.
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0057I
LAST number TRACE ENTRIES (OLDEST FIRST).

Reason:

See message 0050I.

Action:

See message 0050I.

0058I
number word code1 code2 code3 code4.

Reason:

This message follows message 0057I. The indicated number is the trace entry number; the newest trace entry number
will be 1. The trace entry is described by word. code1 through code4 indicate four hexadecimal trace entry codes.
This message is displayed for every trace entry number, in descending order, from the oldest to the newest. For more
information, see message 0050I.

Action:

See message 0050I.

0059S
RECURSIVE ABEND code2 AT addr2 OCCURRED DURING ABEND code1 AT addr1; VM:BACKUP LOADING
DISABLED WAIT PSW. RE-IPL CMS TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

While VM:Backup was processing the indicated abend (code1), a second abend (code2) occurred. VM:Backup cannot
continue abend recovery, and loads a disabled wait program status word (PSW). VM:Backup sends this message to both
the VM:Backup console and user ID OPERATOR through the CP MESSAGE command.

Action:

To recover, restart CMS by entering IPL CMS.

0060E
KEYWORD REPORT reportname REPORT WAS NOT SUCCESSFULLY COPIED. REPORT NOT ERASED FROM
THE VM:BACKUP REPORT MINIDISK.

Reason:

Errors occurred when VM:Backup tried to copy the indicated keyword data report to the requesting user's minidisk or
directory. VM:Backup does not erase the keyword data report from the report minidisk.

Action:

See the preceding error message, which defines the error that occurred.

0061E
VM:BACKUP DOES NOT HAVE A REPORT MINIDISK DEFINED.

Reason:
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A VM:Backup system administrator or client requested a keyword data report from the report minidisk with the GETRPT
command. However, VM:Backup was not configured with a report minidisk. The command ends.

Action:

For information about configuring a report minidisk, see REPORTDISK Record in the System Programmer Reference.

0062E
NO REPORT FOUND FOR jobname JOB.

Reason:

A VM:Backup system administrator or the client that owns job jobname tried to retrieve a report from the VM:Backup
report minidisk using the GETRPT command. However, no report for jobname exists. The command ends.

Action:

Make sure that the job name specified on the GETRPT command is correct, then resubmit the command.

0063E
INVALID CHECKSUM VALUE DETECTED.

Reason:

The checksum value on the CHECKSUM keyword data report record and the checksum value that is calculated by
VM:Backup do not match. VM:Backup assumes that the keyword data report was manually modified, and does not
transfer the report.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0064I
KEYWORD REPORT reportname REPORT SUCCESSFULLY COPIED. REPORT ERASED FROM THE VM:BACKUP
REPORT MINIDISK.

Reason:

VM:Backup successfully copied the job's keyword data report to the requester's minidisk or directory, then erased the
report from the report minidisk.

Action:

None.

0065E
REPORT MINIDISK AT vaddr CANNOT BE ACCESSED. CHECK THE VIRTUAL ADDRESS AND THE FORMAT.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot access the report minidisk. The REPORTDISK configuration file record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file may specify an incorrect virtual address for the report minidisk. Alternatively, the report minidisk may not be properly
formatted. System initialization fails.

Action:
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The VM:Backup system administrator must make sure the correct virtual address is specified on the REPORTDISK
configuration file record. The system administrator must also ensure that the minidisk is a properly formatted CMS
minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator can then restart VM:Backup.

0066I
RETURN CODE code RECEIVED FROM JOBEND COMMAND.

Reason:

VM:Backup issued the JOBEND command to the client. The return code that is displayed is the return code that is
received from the client's JOBEND command. VM:Backup ignores this return code and processing continues.

Action:

See the client documentation for an explanation of return codes.

0067E
userid DOES NOT OWN filename filetype AND CANNOT { IMPORT | SUBMIT } IT.

Reason:

You tried to import or submit a job template file that you do not own.

Any file that is imported by a user ID listed on the PRODUCT VMARCHIVE record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file is
owned by that user ID; only that user ID can submit it for execution. All other files that are imported by VM:Backup system
administrators or created using VM:Backup screens are owned by VMBACKUP (this name is not tied to the VM:Backup
service virtual machine user ID); any VM:Backup system administrator or operator can submit them for execution.

When importing a file: If the file being imported already exists on a VM:Backup minidisk, VM:Backup checks that the
requesting user ID owns the file. In this case, the file that is indicated in the message is not owned by the indicated user
ID.

When submitting a job: VM:Backup checks all files that are specified by the job to ensure that the user ID requesting the
submission owns the job template, exception, and exclusion files. The file that is indicated in the message is included in
the job submission but the file is not owned by the indicated user ID. Processing ends.

Action:

Ask the owner of the file to import or submit it.

0068E
KEYWORD REPORT FOR JOB jobname IS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.

Reason:

VM:Backup has not yet processed or is currently processing the indicated job, so the keyword data report may not be
complete. Therefore, VM:Backup cannot release the report now.

Action:

Wait until VM:Backup job processing completes, then request the report again.

0069E
REPORT MINIDISK vaddr IS FULL.

Reason:
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There is not enough space on the report minidisk to write the keyword data report. VM:Backup places any job that
receives the disk-full condition from the report minidisk on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must take one of the following corrective actions:

• Enter the GETRPT command to remove from the disk those reports that belong to jobs that have already completed.
• Increase the size of the report minidisk and release any jobs that were placed on hold.
• Cancel the job.

For information about the report minidisk, see REPORTDISK Record in the System Programmer Reference.

0075I
MAXIMUM VIRTUAL STORAGE USED SINCE VM:BACKUP WAS STARTED WAS number OUT OF available BYTES.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message as a response to the QUERY STORAGE command and to the VM:Backup console
during system termination to record the maximum amount of virtual storage used since it started. Of the available bytes of
virtual storage, the indicated number of bytes were used.

Action:

None.

0076I
VIRTUAL STORAGE REQUIRED TO RUN JOB jobname WAS number BYTES.

Reason:

During job termination, VM:Backup issues this message to the VM:Backup console and the job log to record the maximum
amount of virtual storage used by the indicated job. Of the available bytes of virtual storage, the indicated number of bytes
were used; number represents only the virtual storage used by the job.

Action:

None.

0077l
VOLUME VOLSER ON VADDR IS DATA CLASS 'WORM'.

Reason:

This message is issued after message VMB0604I when VOLSER that was just mounted on VADDR is determined to be
a virtual tape that has the WORM attribute associated with the Data Class construct for its definition in the virtual tape
library.

System Action:

None.

User Action:

None.
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0078E
THE {MEDIA | DENSITY} SPECIFIED IS INVALID FOR THIS RELEASE OF THE OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

You tried to import a job template or exception file that specifies a medium or density that is not supported by the release
of VM under which VM:Backup is running. For example, medium ENH and densities XF, E, EXF, ENH, and ENHXF are
not supported under releases of VM earlier than VM/XA r2.1. The IMPORT command fails.

Action:

Correct the job template or exception file so that it specifies allowed media and densities, or upgrade your operating
system to a release that supports the devices you want to use and then import the file again.

0079E
VM:TAPE INTERFACE IS NOT ENABLED, TAPEPOOL CANNOT BE USED BY VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

A job requested that tapes be allocated from a resource pool whose name is more than eight characters long or contains
characters that are not valid in a CMS file name. You must interface VM:Backup with VM:Tape to use resource pools with
names longer than eight characters or contain characters that are not valid in a CMS file name. VM:Backup places the job
on hold.

Action:

Either cancel the job and resubmit it specifying a different resource pool name, or enable the interface between
VM:Backup and VM:Tape and release the job.

0080I
VM:BACKUP HAS SET CP 370ACCOM TO { ON | OFF }.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message under the following circumstances:

• During initialization, VM:Backup determined that its service virtual machine is not running with the correct setting of the
370 Accommodation Feature (370ACCOM OFF). So that processing can continue, VM:Backup automatically issued
the CP SET 370ACCOM OFF command to set the correct mode.

• During shut down, VM:Backup issued the CP SET 370ACCOM ON command to restore the mode to its original
setting.

VM:Backup sends this message to the service virtual machine console and processing continues.

Action:

To prevent VM:Backup from sending this message, place the CP SET 370ACCOM OFF command in the PROFILE EXEC
of the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

0081T
VM:BACKUP RECEIVED AN INVALID RESPONSE FROM CP COMMAND command.

Reason:

This message indicates an internal processing error.

Action:
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Contact Technical Support.

0082E
MISSING OR UNBALANCED QUOTES IN BFS NAME.

Reason:

While importing a TPI file, VM:Backup detected missing or unbalanced quotes associated with a BFS file name on an
INCLUDE BFSDIRECTORY, EXCEPT BFSDIRECTORY, RESTO BFSDIRECTORY, or INCLUDE BFSFILE statement.
The file is not imported.

Action:

Correct the TPI file and try to import it again.

0083E
BFS NAME STRING CONTAINS AN INVALID NULL CHARACTER.

Reason:

While importing a TPI file, VM:Backup detected a null x'00' character in a BFS file name on an INCLUDE
BFSDIRECTORY, EXCEPT BFSDIRECTORY, RESTO BFSDIRECTORY, or INCLUDE BFSFILE statement. Null
characters are not allowed in a POSIX name. The file is not imported.

Action:

Correct the TPI file and try to import it again.

0084E
UNEXPECTED ERROR PARSING BFS NAME STRING.

Reason:

While importing a TPI file, VM:Backup detected an unexpected error while parsing a BFS file name on an INCLUDE
BFSDIRECTORY, EXCEPT BFSDIRECTORY, RESTO BFSDIRECTORY, or INCLUDE BFSFILE statement. The file is not
imported.

Action:

Correct the TPI file and try to import it again.

0085W
THE CP TIME ZONE OFFSET HAS BEEN CHANGED; PLEASE END AND RESTART VM:BACKUP TO
RESYNCHRONIZE TO THE NEW OFFSET.

Reason:

A system operator or an automated service machine has issued the CP SET TIMEZONE command to change the local
time zone offset. VM:Backup continues to run; however, its internal clock will not have the same time as the system time.
If VM:Backup is configured to automatically run the AUTOCAT process, the run time will be off by one hour from the
scheduled run time.

Action:

End VM:Backup and then start VM:Backup again to pick up the new local time zone offset.
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0086I
VM:BACKUP HAS SET CP DATEFORMAT TO format.

Reason:

VM:Backup must run on a virtual machine using the SHORTDATE date format.

• If you see this message during initialization, it means VM:Backup changed the date format to SHORTDATE because
the virtual machine date format had been set to some other format.

• If you see this message during termination, it means VM:Backup changed the virtual machine date format at
initialization and that VM:Backup has reset the date format to its original setting (FULLDATE or ISODATE).

Action:

None.

0087E
VM:BACKUP CANNOT RUN IN 370 MODE.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup determined that its service virtual machine is running in 370 mode, but VM:Backup must
run in ESA or XC mode. Initialization ends.

Action:

Update the directory entry for the VM:Backup service virtual machine so that it contains either a MACHINE ESA record or
a MACHINE XC record and no other MACHINE records. Restart VM:Backup.

0088E
RETURN CODE code REASON CODE reason FROM POSIX ROUTINE name RESTORING path.

Reason:

During a restore of a BFS object, VM:Backup received the indicated unexpected return code from POSIX. The variable
name is the name of the POSIX CSL function that received the error. The variable path is an abbreviation of the object
pathname.

Action:

For this CSL routine, see the IBM POSIX documentation. Check the return codes and reason codes. If you cannot resolve
the problem, have your system administrator call Technical Support.

0089E
REASON CODE code FROM CSL routine CREATING ALIAS filename filetype FOR BASE filename filetype IN
dirname.

Reason:

The indicated CSL routine returned reason code code while creating an alias file for the specified base
file located in directory dirname. The last part of the directory name is dirname. For example, for directory
SFS:FRANCIS.REPORT.AUGUST the message shows AUGUST.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM documentation on CSL routines to determine the cause of the problem. If necessary,
the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.
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0090E
poolname IS NOT A DEFINED DASD RESOURCE POOL OR SUPERPOOL

Reason:

The name specified as a poolname is not a defined DASDtape resource pool or superpool. You must specify a valid
poolname

Action:

Retry the command specifying a name of a defined DASDtape resource pool or superpool.

0091E
CHECKPOINTING ENDED WHEN ERROR code WAS ENCOUNTERED PREPARING TO USE CHECKPOINT
MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an error trying to connect to the Block I/O CP System Service for the checkpoint minidisk at
virtual address vaddr. Initialization continues. Checkpointing and restart recovery are not in effect.

Action:

To make checkpointing and restart recovery available again, end VM:Backup, ensure the checkpoint minidisk is properly
formatted, reserved, and linked and then restart VM:Backup.

0092E
CHECKPOINTING ENDED WHEN ERROR code WAS ENCOUNTERED WRITING TO CHECKPOINT MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an error while trying to write to the checkpoint minidisk. This problem is probably due to a
hardware error. The job continues but checkpointing is no longer in effect.

Action:

It is important to allow the jobs that are currently running to complete because there is no checkpoint information available
for them. When the current jobs have completed, end VM:Backup, correct the hardware problem, and then restart
VM:Backup.

0093E
CHECKPOINTING ENDED WHEN ERROR code WAS ENCOUNTERED READING FROM CHECKPOINT MINIDISK
vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an error while trying to read from the checkpoint minidisk. This problem is probably due to a
hardware error. The job continues but checkpointing is no longer in effect.

Action:

It is important to allow the jobs that are currently running to complete because there is no checkpoint information available
for them. End VM:Backup, correct the hardware problem, and then restart VM:Backup.
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0094E
CHECKPOINTING ENDED BECAUSE THE CHECKPOINT MINIDISK vaddr IS NOT CORRECTLY FORMATTED.

Reason:

The checkpoint minidisk is not formatted at blocksize 4K. Initialization continues. Checkpointing and restart recovery are
not in effect.

Action:

To make checkpointing and restart recovery available again, format and reserve the checkpoint minidisk with a blocksize
of 4K, and then restart VM:Backup.

0095W
CHECKPOINT MINIDISK PERCENT FULL EXCEEDS CONFIGURED LIMIT.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message when the utilization level, specified as the percent full threshold on the CHECKDISK
configuration file record, for the checkpoint minidisk is reached or exceeded. VM:Backup issues this message every five
minutes as long as the checkpoint minidisk's utilization level exceeds the specified threshold. Processing continues.

Action:

Increase the size of the checkpoint minidisk when no backup or restore jobs are running.

0096W
CHECKPOINT MINIDISK FULL. CHECKPOINTING ENDED FOR JOB jobname.

Reason:

The checkpoint minidisk is full. VM:Backup ignores any further checkpoint requests to add checkpoint data.

Action:

It is important to let the job complete. Once the job has completed, end VM:Backup and increase the size of the
CHECKPOINT minidisk. Restart VM:Backup. If the job did not complete successfully, job processing will automatically
begin again from the last checkpoint completed before the checkpoint minidisk filled up. If the job completed successfully,
it does not start again.

0097W
ERROR OCCURRED VERIFYING THE CHECKPOINT MINIDISK.

Reason:

VM:Backup detected an internal error while trying to verify the existence of the checkpoint minidisk. VM:Backup
initialization continues. Checkpointing and restart recovery are not in effect.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0098E
CHECKPOINTING ENDED BECAUSE THE CHECKPOINT MINIDISK vaddr IS NOT A CMS RESERVED MINIDISK.

Reason:
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While trying to prepare the check point minidisk for use, VM:Backup determined that the minidisk indicated by the
CHECKDISK configuration file record was not prepared by the CMS RESERVE command. Checkpointing and restart
recovery are disabled and initialization continues.

Action:

To make checkpointing and restart recovery available, use the CMS RESERVE command to prepare the minidisk for
checkpointing. For example, to reserve a minidisk at filemode T, enter RESERVE CHECK POINT T.

0099E
CHECKPOINTING ENDED BECAUSE THE CHECKPOINT MINIDISK vaddr IS NOT ATTACHED.

Reason:

While trying to prepare the check point minidisk for use, VM:Backup determined that the minidisk indicated by the
CHECKDISK configuration file record was not attached. Checkpointing and restart recovery are disabled and initialization
continues.

Action:

To make checkpointing and restart recovery available, use the CP LINK command to attach the minidisk.

0100E
I/O ERROR OCCURRED ON VOLSER volser, RDEV raddr, VDEV vaddr: error text.

Reason:

A permanent tape error (error text) occurred on the virtual device at virtual address vaddr. The message also indicates
the real address of the tape drive in raddr and the volume that is mounted in volser. Messages 0102E, 0103E, and 0110I
accompany message 0100E; 0102E gives the channel command word ccw and channel status word csw, 0103E the
sense bytes, and 0110I the real address and device type. If sense information is not available, message 0104E is issued
instead of message 0103E.

If message 0101E is issued, messages 0102E and 0103E (or 0104E) are issued again to provide error data for the
recovery error. If processing cannot continue, the job may be placed on hold.

Action:

For an explanation of error text, see the appropriate device subsystem or component description manual.

0101E
I/O ERROR OCCURRED DURING ERROR RECOVERY ON VOLSER volser, RDEV raddr, VDEV vaddr: error text.

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while trying to reposition a tape during error recovery.

Action:

See message 0100E.

0102E
CCW IS ccw, CSW IS csw.

Reason:

See message 0100E.
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Action:

See message 0100E.

0103E
SENSE INFORMATION IS sense-bytes.

Reason:

See message 0100E.

Action:

See message 0100E.

0104E
SENSE DATA IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR CHANNEL ERRORS.

Reason:

A tape I/O error occurred; VM:Backup also issues either message 0100E or 0101E to describe the error. Because it was a
channel error, no sense information is available. See message 0100E.

Action:

See message 0100E.

0105I
TAPE STATISTICS WERE NOT LOGGED. EREP SVC 76 WAS REJECTED BY CP.

Reason:

VM:Backup accumulates statistics for tapes and tape drives while performing backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT jobs.
VM:Backup passes this information to CP when VM:Backup encounters a permanent tape error, when a tape is
dismounted, and when a tape drive used by VM:Backup is prematurely detached.

If CP verifies the format of the information passed by VM:Backup, the information is recorded on the VM error recording
cylinders for later use by the CPEREP program.

VM:Backup issues message 0105I when CP cannot record the tape statistics because of a formatting error in the
information passed by VM:Backup or when CP cannot determine the real tape address. Job processing continues.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0106I
userid HAS NO IUCV BUFFER.

Reason:

VM:Backup detected an internal error condition that should not occur during normal use. A user may have logged off or
issued the CMS HX (halt execution) command while the VM:Backup command was running. Execution continues but the
command may end with an error code.

Action:

None.
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0107E
UNEXPECTED IUCV INTERRUPT TYPE interrupt-type WAS RECEIVED FROM userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Backup service virtual machine.
VM:Backup cannot communicate with userid because an IUCV interrupt was received on a path that did not expect an
interrupt of that type. The IUCV path is severed. Execution continues but the command may end with an error code.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0108E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON REPLY TO userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Backup service virtual machine. An
error occurred while trying to reply to an IUCV communication. The IUCV path is severed. Execution continues but the
command may end with an error code.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0109E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON RECEIVE FROM userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Backup service virtual machine. An error
occurred while trying to receive an IUCV communication from userid. The IUCV path is severed. Execution continues but
the command may end with an error code.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0110I
RDEV raddr, VDEV vaddr, DEVICE TYPE type (code).

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message to identify the real address, virtual address, and device type of a tape drive being used
when:

• A mount completes
• An I/O error (as identified by message 0100E) occurs

The variable code is the CP device type; it identifies the tape drive's device type, model, and features. The code is
obtained from the device's RDEVBLOK.

Action:

If you received message 0100E, see the description of that message.
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0111E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IUCV COMMUNICATIONS. THE RETURN CODE FROM THE HNDIUCV MACRO IS code.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Backup service virtual machine.
VM:Backup is unable to initialize an IUCV interface to communicate with other virtual machines. VM:Backup initialization
fails.

Action:

For an explanation of the return codes from the HNDIUCV macro, see the IBM documentation. Correct the problem and
start VM:Backup again. If you are unable to determine the cause of the problem, the VM:Backup system administrator
must contact Technical Support.

0112E
process path UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON SEND TO userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user and Broadcom product servers to talk with the VM:Backup
service virtual machine. An error occurred while the indicated VM:Backup process tried to send an IUCV communication
to userid on the indicated IUCV path. The IUCV path is severed. Execution continues but the command may end with an
error code.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0113E
INVALID PPI ORDER order WAS RECEIVED FROM userid; CHECK THE PRODUCT RELEASE LEVELS.

Reason:

When trying to communicate with another VM:Manager Suite product service virtual machine, VM:Backup received a
communication it did not understand. Your site may be running incompatible release levels of the two products. The
command sent to the other service virtual machine userid fails.

Action:

Determine whether the release levels of the two products are compatible. The VM:Backup system administrator can
contact Technical Support.

0114E
Service virtual machine name CANNOT COMMUNICATE DUE TO A MISSING PRODUCT productid IN VMBACKUP
CONFIG; NOTIFY YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR

Reason:

VM:Backup service virtual machine cannot communicate with another Mainframe VM Product Manager product. This
message indicates a programming error, possibly caused by the modification of a VM:Backup EXEC at your site.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.
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0115E
CANNOT ESTABLISH IUCV COMMUNICATIONS WITH userid SPECIFIED IN THE PRODUCT productid RECORD.

Reason:

If userid is the VM:Backup service machine at your site, VM:Backup is unavailable. If userid is the service virtual machine
of another VM:Manager Suite product at your site, VM:Backup cannot communicate with that product; your site may be
running incompatible release levels of the two products. The command sent to userid fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must determine whether VM:Backup is available or why VM:Backup cannot
communicate with the other product service virtual machine. If necessary, the system administrator can contact Technical
Support.

0116E
ORDER order NOT SUPPORTED FOR A LOCAL CONSOLE PROCESS.

Reason:

You issued a command or command option that is supported only through the VMBACKUP MODULE either from the
VM:Backup console or using the CP SMSG facility. The command may have partially completed or may not have run at
all.

Action:

Enter the command again and preface it with vmbackup, or enter a different command or command option that can be
issued on the VM:Backup console or using the CP SMSG facility.

0117I
REQUEST reqnumber HAS BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:

VM:Backup asked users linked to a minidisk required for a restore job to detach the minidisk. The request was canceled
because one or more users linked to the minidisk refused to detach it, or because the USERWAIT time limit expired.

Action:

Ask users to detach the minidisk when asked to by VM:Backup. Or, ask the user to submit the job again so that files are
restored to the virtual reader or to another minidisk that is not linked.

0118I
FOLLOWING TAPE VOLUMES WERE ENDED PREMATURELY BECAUSE OF A WRITE DATA CHECK: volser-list.

Reason:

A permanent, unrecoverable tape error occurred on one or more of the indicated tapes. VM:Backup treated it as an end-
of-tape condition, stopped writing data, and ended the tapes with the tape error. If this error occurred during a backup or
MPC job where output tape copies were used, the duplicate volsers are included in volser-list because they were also
ended prematurely. Processing continues.

Action:

Although VM:Backup can use these tapes for restores, consider replacing the bad tapes so they are not used in future
backup or MPC jobs.
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0119W
EXPERTISE LEVEL level SPECIFIED FOR USERID userid IS INVALID AND WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

While reading the VMBACKUP EXPLEVEL file, VM:Backup encountered an expertise level other than NOVICE or
EXPERT for the indicated user ID. The user IDs expertise level defaults to the level on the EXPLEVEL configuration file
record. Processing continues.

Action:

If you want to specify a valid expertise level for the user ID listed in the error message, you must manually correct the
level on the VM:Backup EXPLEVEL configuration file record. If you do not want to specify an expertise level for that user
ID, ignore the warning, and the record will be deleted when VM:Backup next updates the file.

0120E
parameter CANNOT BE USED WITH THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered an invalid parameter with the indicated command.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying a valid parameter.

0121E
EXTRANEOUS PARAMETER parameter SPECIFIED WITH THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

When you started VM:Backup, you specified an extra parameter after the right parenthesis ')'.

Action:

Delete the extra parameter and start VM:Backup again.

0123E
THE option OPTION NEEDS MORE INFORMATION.

Reason:

You specified the indicated startup option with the VMBSYS server startup command. You did not specify enough
information with the indicated startup option. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

Check the VMBSYS server startup command format, specify the missing information, and try to start VM:Backup again.

0124I
REPLY reqnumber reply HAS BEEN ACCEPTED.

Reason:
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You received one or more messages earlier requesting either information or an action. You responded to the request by,
for example, detaching a minidisk or providing information to VM:Backup. VM:Backup issues this message to indicate
your response has been accepted. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0125E
reqnumber IS NOT AN OUTSTANDING REQUEST NUMBER.

Reason:

The request number that you specified in your response to VM:Backup is not an outstanding request number. Either the
request has already been satisfied or you specified the wrong request number.

Action:

None, if the request has already been satisfied. If the request has not already been satisfied, enter your response again
with the correct request number.

0126E
response IS NOT A VALID RESPONSE TO REQUEST reqnumber.

Reason:

A response from a user, disk operator, or tape operator was not valid. The message displayed before this message
provides information about valid responses. VM:Backup continues to send messages to the appropriate operator or user.
The messages are sent every reminder interval to, for example, remind the user to detach a minidisk, the tape operator to
mount a tape or enter a volser, or the disk operator to mount a disk.

Action:

Respond using a correct format or a valid response.

0127I
WAITING FOR userid-process TO RELEASE A { SHARED | PRIVATE } LOCK ON THE REQUESTED RESOURCE:
lock-string.

Reason:

The command you entered cannot gain access to a resource. For example, when userid is using the resource, such as
a job template file, VM:Backup locks the template file to prevent other users from accessing it. VM:Backup waits for the
internal lock to be released. When the lock is released, command execution resumes.

Action:

None.

0128E
LOCK lock-string NOT FOUND. NOTIFY YOUR VM:BACKUP SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

The command entered tried to unlock an internal VM:Backup lock that was not previously set. The command may end.
This message indicates an internal logic error with VM:Backup.
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Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0129I
VM:BACKUP HAS CLEARED THE {SHARED | PRIVATE} lock-string LOCK LEFT BY THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

During the termination of a command process, VM:Backup found an internal VM:Backup lock that had not been cleared.
VM:Backup cleared the lock. This message may indicate a problem in VM:Backup. Processing continues.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0130I
MULTIPLE JOB PROCESSING IS { ON | OFF }.

Reason:

VM:Backup is using either single (OFF) or multiple (ON) job processing. The type of processing is determined by the
MULT record in the VM:Backup CONFIG file. MULT OFF specifies that VM:Backup can process only one backup, restore,
MPC, or REINIT job at a time. MULT ON specifies that VM:Backup can process multiple backup, restore, MPC, and/or
REINIT jobs simultaneously. The default setting is MULT ON.

Action:

None.

0131I
MULTIPLE JOB PROCESSING IS ALREADY { ON | OFF }.

Reason:

You issued the MULT command to change the VM:Backup job processing setting but VM:Backup is already using that
processing setting.

Action:

None.

0133R
DETACH vaddr [ WITHIN minutes MINUTES ].

Reason:

VM:Backup is preparing to restore files to a minidisk the user has linked as virtual address vaddr; however, VM:Backup
cannot link to this minidisk until all users linked to the minidisk detach it. This message, along with message 0134R, is
sent every USERWAIT reminder interval to all users linked to the minidisk until either all linked users detach it or at least
one user linked to the minidisk informs VM:Backup that the restore request is to be canceled (see message 0134R). The
WITHIN minutes MINUTES portion of the message is included only the first time the message is sent. If all users do not
detach the minidisk within the indicated number of minutes, VM:Backup enters a line in the VM:Backup output listing
indicating that the minidisk was not detached and the minidisk is not restored.

Action:
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See message 0134R.

0134R
RESPOND: vmbuserid REPLY reqnumber (OK or CANCEL).

Reason:

This message follows message 0133R. Message 0134R explains how to respond to a request to detach a minidisk. The
VM:Backup service virtual machine issuing this message is vmbuserid. Messages 0133R and 0134R are sent every
USERWAIT reminder interval until either all users linked to the minidisk specified in message 0133R detach or at least
one user linked to the minidisk rejects the request, which prevents VM:Backup from restoring this minidisk.

Action:

To detach minidisk vaddr:

1. Enter the CP command detach vaddr.
2. Respond to the request by entering:

vmbuserid REPLY reqnumber OK

This REPLY command tells VM:Backup that the minidisk has been detached. Although VM:Backup periodically checks for
completion of the request, this command allows VM:Backup to try processing the minidisk immediately.

To reject the detach request, enter:

vmbuserid REPLY reqnumber CANCEL

VM:Backup will not restore the minidisk.

0135I
PROCESSING IS COMPLETE FOR { MINIDISK | userid } vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Backup finished restoring a minidisk to which you were previously linked and that VM:Backup previously asked you to
detach.

Action:

You can link to the minidisk again if you need it.

0136R
DETACH YOUR LINK TO userid vaddr [WITHIN minutes MINUTES].

Reason:

VM:Backup is preparing to restore files to the indicated minidisk; however, VM:Backup cannot link to this minidisk until
all users linked to the minidisk detach it. This message, along with message 0134R, is sent every USERWAIT reminder
interval to all users linked to the minidisk until either all linked users detach it or at least one user linked to the minidisk
informs VM:Backup that the restore request is to be canceled (see message 0134R). The WITHIN minutes MINUTES
portion of the message is included only the first time the message is sent. If all users do not detach the minidisk within the
indicated number of minutes, VM:Backup enters a line in the VM:Backup output listing indicating that the minidisk was not
detached and does not restore the minidisk.

Action:
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See message 0134R.

0137E
A LINK COULD NOT BE OBTAINED BECAUSE OF AN EXCLUSIVE LINK BY userid.

Reason:

This message is shown in the backup job listing. It indicates that VM:Backup could not back up the minidisk because user
ID had an exclusive link to it.

Action:

Ask the user to detach the exclusive link, then rerun the job if necessary. If this minidisk will always be linked exclusively,
consider using the Quiesce user exit (VMBEXIT2) to free the disk so it can be backed up.

0138E
RELIABLE DIRECTORY STRUCTURE COULD NOT BE OBTAINED.

Reason:

While preparing to back up a file space, VM:Backup found an inconsistency in the SFS catalog records for the file space.
This situation can occur if many changes are being made to the file space while VM:Backup is trying to read the catalog
records, or if the file space has been corrupted. VM:Backup skips the file space.

Action:

Make sure nothing is creating, renaming, or discarding directories in the file space while the job is running. If the problem
persists, contact Technical Support.

0139I
VM:BACKUP CANNOT PROCESS RESTORE JOBS WHILE AN AUTOCAT JOB IS RUNNING.

Reason:

You tried to restore data, but an AUTOCAT job is running. VM:Backup cannot execute a restore job that requires use of a
catalog while an AUTOCAT job is running. VM:Backup does not submit the restore job.

Action:

Submit the restore job after the AUTOCAT job has completed.

0140I
VM:BACKUP HAS ISSUED THE FOLLOWING QUIESCE REQUEST: request.

Reason:

VM:Backup sends this request to ask that any activity involving the indicated minidisk or file space be completed.
VM:Backup is ready to back up files on the minidisk or file space and needs to ensure that no changes are made to it
during the backup. The backup continues when VM:Backup determines that the minidisk or file space is no longer active.

Action:

None.
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0141W
THE MULT COMMAND HAS BEEN REPLACED BY IMPROVED FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
SCREEN.

Reason:

You entered the VM:Backup MULT command to change the number of backup and restore jobs that VM:Backup can run
concurrently. Because of enhancements made to the Define Job Processing Options system administrator screen, the
MULT command is no longer valid. This message is followed by message 0142I.

Action:

To change the number of backup and restore jobs that VM:Backup can run at the same time, use the Define Job
Processing Options system administrator screen.

0142I
USE "DEFINE JOB PROCESSING OPTIONS" UNDER THE "MANAGE CONFIGURATION OPTIONS" SCREEN.

Reason:

You entered the VM:Backup MULT command to change the number of backup and restore jobs that VM:Backup can run
concurrently. Because of enhancements made to the Define Job Processing Options system administrator screen, the
MULT command is no longer valid. This message follows message 0141W.

Action:

To change the number of backup and restore jobs that VM:Backup can run at the same time, use the Define Job
Processing Options system administrator screen.

0143I
number JOB(S) { WAS | WERE } ORDERED.

Reason:

You entered the ORDER command to change the order of jobs in the waiting job queue. The command executed
successfully.

Action:

None.

0144W
THE JOB QUEUE WAS REORDERED, BUT AN ERROR OCCURRED UPDATING THE SYSTEM DISK.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an error trying to update the system disk to reflect the new order of queued jobs.

Action:

Perform a DDR dump of your SYSDISK minidisk, which is defined on the SYSDISK configuration file record, then contact
Technical Support.

0145E
EACH JOBID IN THE ORDER LIST CAN BE SPECIFIED ONLY ONCE.
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Reason:

You specified a job ID more than once when entering a list of VM:Backup jobs to be reordered.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying each job ID only once.

0146E
AN ERROR OCCURRED WHILE READING THE CP DIRECTORY. JOB jobname COULD NOT BE SUBMITTED.

Reason:

While VM:Backup was scanning the CP directory to collect information to use in building a job, the directory may have
changed. The conditions that cause this error are usually transient. The indicated backup job did not start.

Action:

Enter the SUBMIT command again. If the problem persists, make sure the minidisk specified on the DIRECT configuration
file record is linked by VM:Backup, starts at real cylinder or block 0, and overlays all cylinders or blocks of the current CP
directory area.

0147E
ENCRYPTION IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THIS VERSION OF VM:BACKUP. SECURITY KEYS MUST BE REMOVED
FROM THE EXCEPTION FILE.

Reason:

You tried to run a VM:Backup job that uses an exception file specifying an encryption key. The encryption facility is not
available in this version of VM:Backup. The job ends.

Action:

Either remove the reference to the exception file from the VM:Backup job template or remove the encryption keys from the
exception file. Submit the job again.

0148E
A VALID TYPE OF ENCRYPTION IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

Upon initialization, VM:Backup encountered an invalid type of encryption in the VMBSYS MODULE. System initialization
fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0149E
THE JOB CANNOT BE SUBMITTED.

Reason:

This message follows another message that describes why the job cannot be submitted.

Action:

See the previously issued message.
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0150R
MOUNT DISK volser ON SYSTEM [WITHIN minutes MINUTES].

Reason:

VM:Backup sends this message to the disk operator to ask the operator to mount disk volser on the system. VM:Backup
sends the message every DISKWAIT reminder interval until the disk is ready or until the wait time expires. The WITHIN
minutes MINUTES portion of the message is included only the first time the message is sent. This message is followed
by message 0151R. If the disk is not mounted within the indicated time, VM:Backup will not process the minidisks on that
volser.

Action:

To mount a disk, the disk operator:

1. Locates an available DASD spindle.
2. Mounts the specified disk.
3. Readies the disk drive.
4. Issues the CP ATTACH command to attach a disk drive to SYSTEM.
5. Responds OK to message 0151R.

To reject the mount request or to tell VM:Backup that a disk drive is not currently available, see message 0151R.

0151R
REPLY reqnumber: OK, CANCEL, OR WAIT:

Reason:

This message follows message 0150R. For more information, see that message. VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:

The VM:Backup disk operator can communicate with VM:Backup by using one of the following VM:Backup commands:

• To tell VM:Backup that the disk is ready, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber OK

Although VM:Backup periodically checks for a completion of the request, this command allows VM:Backup to begin
processing the disk immediately.

• To reject the disk mount request, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber CANCEL

Although VM:Backup cancels the disk mount request, the job continues.
• To put the request on hold until the disk can be readied, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber WAIT

This command, in effect, sets the DISKWAIT interval to infinity to provide an unlimited wait time. VM:Backup continues
processing other requests and returns to this request when the specified disk has been readied. This command is
used if a disk drive is not free when VM:Backup issues the request. The disk operator continues to receive reminder
messages every DISKWAIT reminder interval until the disk is readied.

0152E
AN ERROR OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING filepoolid FILE POOL. JOB jobname COULD NOT BE SUBMITTED.
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Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Backup was scanning the indicated SFS file pool to collect information to include in the job. A
previously issued message identified the error. VM:Backup does not start the indicated job.

Action:

Correct the problem indicated by the previous error message and resubmit the job.

0153E
JOB jobname REQUESTED A KEYWORD DATA REPORT BE CREATED, BUT NO REPORT DISK EXISTS.

Reason:

The indicated job requested creation of a keyword data report, but VM:Backup is not configured with a report minidisk.
The job is not started.

Action:

Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to either configure VM:Backup with a report minidisk or change the job template
file for jobname so that it does not request the report.

0154I
YOUR RESTORE REQUEST HAS BEEN SUBMITTED FOR PROCESSING.

Reason:

Your restore request has been submitted successfully to VM:Backup for processing. This message does not indicate that
the job has started.

Action:

None.

0155W
DEVICE vaddr FOUND IN RANGE low_vaddr-high_vaddr WILL NOT BE USED.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup found a device attached at virtual address vaddr. This address is within a range of
addresses that VM:Backup uses to create printers and punches, link minidisks, and attach tape drives. VM:Backup leaves
the device attached and does not use this address when creating devices, linking minidisks, or attaching tape drives.

Action:

None.

0156W
THE STREAMS OPTION IS NOT VALID FOR A {RESTORE | MPC | REINIT | VM:ARCHIVER} TEMPLATE AND WILL
BE IGNORED. 

Reason: 

You issued the SUBMIT command with the STREAMS option for one of the following types of job templates:
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• Restore
• MPC
• REINIT
• VM:Archiver backup

The STREAMS options is only valid for VM:Backup backup jobs. VM:Backup ignores this option.

Action: 

Enter the SUBMIT command again without the STREAMS option.

0157E
JOB TEMPLATE name IS BEING PROCESSED. THE JOB CANNOT BE SUBMITTED.

Reason:

You cannot submit the job because VM:Backup is processing the job template file. The SUBMIT command ends.

Action:

Try submitting the job later.

0158E
DASD RESOURCE POOLS CANNOT BE USED TO BACK UP vmbuserid MINIDISKS. THE JOB CANNOT BE
SUBMITTED.

Reason:

The resource pool specified in your job template file is a DASD resource pool, but DASD resource pools cannot be used
to back up VM:Backup. The SUBMIT command ends and the job does not run.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must change the job template file to specify a reel or cartridge resource pool. The
system administrator can use the Manage Resource Pools system administrator screen to find a resource pool of the
correct medium.

0159E
RESOURCE POOL poolname IS NOT DEFINED. THE JOB CANNOT BE SUBMITTED.

Reason:

The resource pool specified in the job template file is not defined on a TAPEPOOL record in the configuration file. The
SUBMIT command ends and the job does not run. If this message is issued after the start command completes, the job
terminates and the output listing is sent to the requesting user ID.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either use the Manage Resource Pools screen to define the resource pool, or
correct the resource pool name in the job template file.

0160E
THERE IS NO name JOB TEMPLATE. THE JOB CANNOT BE SUBMITTED.

Reason:
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No job template file with the indicated name was found on any minidisk accessed by VM:Backup. The job template file
name may be misspelled. The command ends.

Action:

Check the spelling of name. If it is not misspelled, the VM:Backup system administrator must check the VM:Backup
minidisks for a file named name TEMPLATE. If the file cannot be located, the system administrator must create a job
template file named name.

0161E
JOB TEMPLATE FILE name TEMPLATE CONTAINS INCORRECT INFORMATION AT record type; THE JOB
CANNOT BE SUBMITTED.

Reason:

You cannot submit the job because the indicated job template contains incorrect information for the indicated type of
record. This error may be the result of manual alteration of the file. The SUBMIT command ends and the job is not run.

Action:

If the job template file was created using the Manage Job Template system administrator screens and has been manually
altered, the VM:Backup system administrator must replace the file. The system administrator can erase the file with the
DISCARD command from the Manage Job Templates system administrator screen. A new job template file can then be
created by using that screen.

If the job template was created using the screens and has not been manually altered, the VM:Backup system
administrator can export the template and then import it again to determine whether VM:Backup corrects the problems. If
problems persist, the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support and provide a copy of the file.

If the file was created using the template programming interface, the system administrator must contact Technical Support
and provide a copy of the $TEMPLAT file.

0162E
THERE ARE NO MINIDISKS OR FILE SPACES FITTING THE SELECTION CRITERIA FOR THE name JOB
TEMPLATE.

Reason:

You cannot start the job because one or both of the following is true:

• No minidisks on the DASD volumes specified in the job template file meet the selection criteria of user ID, account
number, or ACIGROUP specified in the job template file.

• No file spaces in the file pools specified in the job meet the selection criteria for file spaces specified in the job template
file.

VM:Backup also issues this message if you try to start a restore when there are no backups that fall within the time period
specified.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the selection criteria or time period specified in the job template file to
back up or restore the desired minidisks or file spaces.

0163W
NO CATALOG WAS FOUND TO BASE THE INCREMENTAL name BACKUP JOB ON. A FULL BACKUP WILL BE
TAKEN.
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Reason:

The job template file for backup job name specifies that an incremental backup is to be taken, but no full backup was
found on which to base the incremental backup. Either the full backup job template file name was specified incorrectly or a
full backup was not previously run. A full backup will be taken instead. Processing continues.

Action:

If you do not want a full backup to run, cancel the job. The VM:Backup system administrator must either change the job
template file to correctly specify the name of the full backup job template file on which to base the incremental job or, if
necessary, run a full backup job to create the base catalog.

0164I
JOB HAS BEEN CREATED FROM JOB TEMPLATE name AND PLACED IN THE PENDING JOB QUEUE on hold.

Reason:

VM:Backup successfully created a job based on the information in the indicated job template file. The job waits in the job
queue until it can be processed. If the job was submitted with the HOLD option, the message will include the indicated on
hold status.

Action:

None.

0165E
VM:BACKUP SYSTEM MINIDISK IS FULL. THE JOB CANNOT BE SUBMITTED.

Reason:

The job is not submitted because the VM:Backup system minidisk is full.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either increase the size of the VM:Backup system minidisk or delete any
unnecessary jobs from it. The system disk is defined by the SYSDISK in the VM:Backup configuration file. Or, the operator
can free up some space on the system minidisk by releasing waiting jobs and letting them run to completion.

0166I
{BACKUP | RESTORE | MPC | REINIT} JOB number HAS BEEN {RELEASED | STARTED | RESTARTED}.

Reason:

VM:Backup has taken one of the following actions regarding the indicated job:

• Started a job; STARTED is displayed.
• Released a job that was previously on hold; RELEASED is displayed.
• Restarted an interrupted job that had been running previously but was not on hold; RESTARTED is displayed.

Processing continues.

Action:

None.
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0167I
{BACKUP | RESTORE | MPC | REINIT} JOB jobname HAS ENDED.

Reason:

The indicated job has completed.

Action:

None.

0168E
VM:BACKUP IS IN RESTORE-ONLY MODE. THE JOB CANNOT BE SUBMITTED.

Reason:

You tried to start a backup job while VM:Backup was in restore-only mode. When VM:Backup is in restore-only mode, the
catalog minidisk is linked read-only and cannot be updated. Therefore, backup jobs cannot run on a restore-only machine;
only restore, MPC, or REINIT jobs can be run. The backup job is not submitted.

Action:

If you must run a backup from this VM:Backup service virtual machine, end VM:Backup, relink the catalog minidisk in
read/write mode, and start VM:Backup again. Make sure no other VM:Backup service virtual machines have the catalog
disk in write mode; disk corruption can occur if more than one service virtual machine is updating the same catalog
minidisk at the same time.

0169E
THERE ARE NO VOLUMES SPECIFIED IN THE REINIT JOB.

Reason:

A job template file for a REINIT job was submitted but did not contain any REINIT records identifying tapes to be
reinitialized. The job is not submitted.

Action:

If an authorized client submitted the job, the system administrator must contact Technical Support. Otherwise, the system
administrator must update the job template file to include REINIT records identifying the tapes to reinitialize and submit
the job again.

0170E
VM:BACKUP MUST HAVE THE { BMX | ECMODE } OPTION IN ITS CP DIRECTORY ENTRY.

Reason:

If the BMX option is displayed, either the CP directory entry for the VM:Backup service virtual machine does not specify
BMX on the OPTION record or the command CP DEFINE CHANNELS SEL was issued on the VM:Backup service virtual
machine. If the ECMODE option is displayed, the directory entry does not specify ECMODE on the OPTION record.
VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the directory entry and start VM:Backup again.
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0171E
VM:BACKUP CANNOT ANALYZE THE RESPONSE FROM THE CMS IDENTIFY COMMAND.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot understand the response received from the CMS IDENTIFY command. This may be the result of
manual modification of the CMS IDENTIFY command at your site. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

Check the output from the CMS IDENTIFY command. If the command is not working properly, correct the problem and
restart VM:Backup. If the command is working properly but has been modified by your site, the VM:Backup system
administrator must contact Technical Support.

0172E
JOB EXCLUSION FILE filename XCLUDE CONTAINS INCORRECT INFORMATION. THE JOB CANNOT BE
SUBMITTED.

Reason:

The exclusion file specified in the job template file for this job contains invalid information. This error may be the result of
manual alteration of the file. The SUBMIT command ends and the job is not run.

Action:

If the exclusion file was created using the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files system administrator screens and has been
manually altered, the VM:Backup system administrator must replace the file. The system administrator can erase the
existing file by using the DISCARD command on the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files system administrator screen. A
new exclusion file can then be created by using the same screen.

If the exclusion file was created using the screens and has not been manually altered, the VM:Backup system
administrator must contact Technical Support and provide a copy of the file.

If the exclusion file was created using the template programming interface, the system administrator must contact
Technical Support and provide a copy of the $XCLUDE file.

0173E
JOB EXCEPTION FILE filename XCEPT CONTAINS INCORRECT INFORMATION. THE JOB CANNOT BE
SUBMITTED.

Reason:

The exception file specified in the job template file for this job contains invalid information. This may be the result of
manual alteration of the file. The SUBMIT command ends and the job is not run.

Action:

If the exception file was created using the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files system administrator screens and has been
manually altered, the VM:Backup system administrator must replace the file. The system administrator can erase the
existing file by using the DISCARD command on the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files system administrator screen. A
new exception file can then be created by using the same screen.

If the exception file was created using the screens and has not been manually altered, the VM:Backup system
administrator must contact Technical Support and provide a copy of the file.

If the exception file was created using the template programming interface, the system administrator must contact
Technical Support and provide a copy of the $XCEPT file.
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0174I
VM:BACKUP IS ALREADY SUSPENDED.

Reason:

You entered the SUSPEND command, but VM:Backup is already suspended. The SUSPEND command ends.

Action:

None.

0175I
VM:BACKUP JOB PROCESSING HAS BEEN SUSPENDED BY userid.

Reason:

The indicated user ID has suspended VM:Backup job processing. Any backup or restore jobs that are currently running
will complete. Any jobs submitted after the SUSPEND command is entered will be added to the pending job queue. No
jobs will begin running until the RESUME command is entered.

Action:

None.

0176I
VM:BACKUP IS NOT CURRENTLY SUSPENDED. YOUR REQUEST HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

You entered the RESUME command, but VM:Backup is not currently suspended. VM:Backup ignores the command and
processing continues.

Action:

None.

0177I
VM:BACKUP JOB PROCESSING HAS BEEN RESUMED BY userid.

Reason:

The indicated user ID entered the RESUME command. VM:Backup is no longer suspended. Jobs in the pending queue
will be started if possible.

Action:

None.

0178I
THERE ARE NO JOBS RUNNING OR WAITING TO RUN.

Reason:

You issued the QUERY command with the REQUESTS option to view the queue of VM:Backup jobs. Currently no jobs
are running or waiting to run.

Action:
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None.

0179I
{BACKUP | RESTORE | MPC | REINIT} REQUEST number HAS BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:

You canceled the indicated job by using the CANCEL command. Job processing ends.

Action:

None.

0180I
REQUEST number WAS NOT FOUND IN THE LIST OF WAITING JOBS.

Reason:

You entered the CANCEL or RELEASE command for request number but you do not have an outstanding request with
that number.

Action:

Specify the correct request number and issue the command again.

0181I
ALL YOUR OUTSTANDING RESTORE REQUESTS HAVE BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:

You entered the CANCEL command with the ALL option. All of your restore requests have been canceled. VM:Backup will
not restore any data.

Action:

None.

0182I
RESTORE REQUEST number CANNOT BE CANCELED. IT HAS ALREADY STARTED.

Reason:

You entered the CANCEL command to cancel a restore request, but the restore has already started and cannot be
canceled. Job processing continues; the CANCEL command ends.

Action:

None.

0183I
REQUEST number IS NOT ON HOLD. YOUR REQUEST HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

You entered the RELEASE command for a request that is not on hold. VM:Backup ignores your request and continues
processing.
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Action:

None.

0184I
REQUEST number HAS BEEN RELEASED.

Reason:

You entered the RELEASE command for the indicated request number. As a result, the request is no longer on hold and
VM:Backup will process it. The job will start when possible.

Action:

None.

0185I
WAITING FOR RUNNING JOBS TO COMPLETE.

Reason:

You tried to end VM:Backup or entered the AUTOCAT command while a backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT job was
running. VM:Backup also issues this message if the automatic condense and discard process tried to run while a job is
running. Either VM:Backup ends or the automatic condense and discard process begins when the jobs currently running
have completed.

Action:

No action is necessary; however, to end VM:Backup immediately, enter the END command with the FORCE option. All
jobs running when the END command is entered with the FORCE option will end abnormally.

0186I
WAITING FOR ACTIVE COMMANDS TO COMPLETE.

Reason:

You tried to end VM:Backup while a command was still executing. VM:Backup waits for any active commands to
complete. Active commands include any VM:Backup screens displayed on users' terminals and any line-mode
VM:Backup commands currently executing. VM:Backup ends when all commands currently executing complete.

Action:

No action is necessary. However, to end VM:Backup immediately, use the END command with the FORCE option.

0187I
YOU HAVE NO OUTSTANDING MESSAGES FROM VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

You entered the QUERY command with the MSG or MESSAGE parameter but you have no outstanding messages from
VM:Backup.

Action:

None.
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0188E
VM:BACKUP CANNOT BE RESUMED WHILE RESOURCE POOLS ARE BEING UPDATED BY A VM:BACKUP
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

You tried to resume VM:Backup processing while a system administrator was updating resource pools. The RESUME
command ends. VM:Backup processing is not resumed.

Action:

Try to resume VM:Backup processing when the VM:Backup system administrator has finished updating the resource
pools.

0189E
VM:BACKUP DOES NOT HAVE THE CP PRIVILEGE CLASS REQUIRED TO ISSUE THE FOLLOWING CP
COMMAND OR DIAGNOSE: command.

Reason:

The VM:Backup service virtual machine does not have the CP privilege class needed to issue the indicated CP command
or DIAGNOSE. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must give VM:Backup the CP privilege class required to issue the indicated
command at your site, then start VM:Backup again.

0190E
YOU NEED A READ/WRITE MINIDISK OR DIRECTORY ACCESSED AT FILEMODE A TO USE THE command
COMMAND.

Reason:

The command you entered needs to write information to a file on your minidisk or directory accessed at filemode A;
however, you either do not have a minidisk or directory accessed at A or, if you do, it is not accessed read/write. The
command ends.

Action:

Make sure that you have a read/write minidisk or directory at filemode A before you enter the indicated command again.

0191E
THERE WERE NO MINIDISKS FOUND ON THE DASD VOLUMES SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You specified volsers on the MDSKLIST command to identify which DASD volumes are to be restored; however, there are
no minidisk entries in the CP directory for these DASD volumes. The command ends.

Action:

Specify correct volsers and enter the command again.
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0192E
INPUT FILE filename filetype filemode DOES NOT EXIST.

Reason:

You entered the SUBMIT command with the MDSKLIST option, but the indicated file was not found on your A-disk. The
SUBMIT command ends and the job is not run.

Action:

Make sure that the indicated file exists on your A-disk and enter SUBMIT command again.

0193E
RECORD number IN filename filetype filemode IS MISSING INFORMATION.

Reason:

You entered the SUBMIT command with the MDSKLIST option, but a record in the indicated file is missing information (for
example, a record specifies a user ID without a virtual address). The SUBMIT command ends and the job is not run.

Action:

Correct the indicated record and enter the SUBMIT command again.

0194E
VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr ON RECORD number IN filename filetype filemode IS TOO LONG OR IS NOT A
HEXADECIMAL NUMBER.

Reason:

The virtual address specified on the indicated record is either more than four characters long or is not a valid hexadecimal
number. The SUBMIT command ends and the job is not run.

Action:

Correct the indicated record and enter the SUBMIT command again.

0195I
VM:BACKUP IS CURRENTLY SUSPENDED. THE JOB WILL NOT START UNTIL VM:BACKUP IS RESUMED.

Reason:

You cannot start a job while VM:Backup is suspended. The job is placed in the job queue.

Action:

None.

0196I
JOB TEMPLATE name HAS BEEN DISCARDED.

Reason:

VM:Backup has successfully discarded the indicated job template file.

Action:
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None.

0197I
EXCEPTION FILE filename HAS BEEN DISCARDED.

Reason:

VM:Backup has successfully discarded the indicated exception file.

Action:

None.

0198I
EXCLUSION FILE filename HAS BEEN DISCARDED.

Reason:

VM:Backup has successfully discarded the indicated exclusion file.

Action:

None.

0199W
LISTINGS FROM JOB jobname CANNOT BE SENT TO THE REQUESTED USERID. THEY WILL BE PRINTED
INSTEAD.

Reason:

The user ID specified in the job template to receive output listings is not found in the CP directory. Job processing
continues. VM:Backup sends the job output listings to the system printer instead.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the job template file to specify a valid user ID to receive the job output
listings.

0200E
SELECTED MINIDISK, FILE SPACE, OR DIRECTORY WAS NOT FOUND IN THE INPUT CATALOG.

Reason:

VM:Backup did not find and therefore did not restore the minidisk, file space, or directory to be restored in the catalog
specified in the restore job.

Action:

If the restore job was created using the end user RESTORE or RSPACE command, the VM:Backup system administrator
must contact Technical Support. If the restore job was created using a job template file, the VM:Backup system
administrator must ensure that the domain was specified correctly. If the domain was specified correctly, the VM:Backup
system administrator must change the file to specify another search time period, then submit the restore job again.

0201E
SECURITY KEY GIVEN IS NOT THE CORRECT KEY FOR THIS DOMAIN.
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Reason:

VM:Backup tried to restore an encrypted domain, but the security key specified in the job is not the same key used when
the backup was performed. The domain is not restored.

Action:

If the restore job was created using the RESTORE, RGROUP, RPOOL, or RSPACE command, the VM:Backup
system administrator must contact Technical Support. If the restore job was created using a job template, the system
administrator must specify the correct security key in the exception file used by the job and then, submit the job again.

0202E
THE DOMAIN WAS NOT FOUND ON THE INPUT VOLUMES.

Reason:

VM:Backup could not find the minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain to restore on any of the input tapes.
VM:Backup does not restore the domain.

Action:

If you entered the end-user RESTORE command or the system administrator RSPACE command, the VM:Backup system
administrator must contact Technical Support. If the restore job was created using a job template, ensure that the domain
was specified correctly and that the correct input tape and data set sequence number (DSSN) are specified in the job
template file. The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the job template file so that the correct input tape or
DSSN is specified and then submit the restore job again. If this message is issued during a restore job for VM:Archiver,
contact the VM:Archiver system administrator.

The message can also appear following detection of an invalid or missing key in an encrypted backup.

0203E
JOB ENDED ABNORMALLY BEFORE VM:BACKUP COULD PROCESS THIS DOMAIN.

Reason:

VM:Backup was processing the minidisk, file space, directory, or abstract domain when the restore job was cancelled and
ended abnormally. Some data may have been restored to the domain.

Action:

Submit the restore request again.

0204I
RESOURCE POOL poolname HAS BEEN DISCARDED.

Reason:

VM:Backup has successfully discarded the indicated resource pool.

Action:

None.

0205I
SELECTED FROM MDSKLIST FILE filename filetype.

Reason:
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This message appears in the Summary of All Minidisks report. It indicates that the minidisk was selected for restoring
because it was specified in the MDSKLIST FILE filename which was specified on the SUBMIT command.

Action:

None.

0206E
INCOMPATIBLE ENCRYPTION TYPES: type1 USED ON BACKUP, type2 BEING USED TO RESTORE.

Reason:

The files you are trying to restore were encrypted with type1 encryption. However, VM:Backup is using type2 encryption.
The encryption type used when backing up data must be the same type used to decrypt the backed-up data for restores.

Action:

Contact the VM:Backup system administrator.

0207I
REQUEST reqnumber HAS BEEN PLACED ON HOLD.

Reason:

VM:Backup has placed a job with the indicated request number on hold after you entered the HOLD command for
reqnumber.

Action:

None.

0209I
 BACKUP REQUEST number CANNOT BE RESTARTED WHILE VM:BACKUP IS IN RESTORE-ONLY MODE. 

 Reason: 

When VM:Backup is in restore-only mode, upon initialization, VM:Backup issues this message for every backup request
that it tries to restart. Backup jobs cannot be started or restarted when VM:Backup is in restore-only mode. These backup
jobs will have a status of waiting. The next time VM:Backup is initialized and is not in restore-only mode, these jobs will
restart at the checkpoint preceding the interruption.

 Action: 

To cancel waiting backup jobs, enter the CANCEL command. Or, wait for the jobs to be restarted when VM:Backup is
initialized in backup and restore mode.

0210E
JOB EXCLUSION FILE filename DOES NOT EXIST. THE JOB CANNOT BE SUBMITTED.

Reason:

You tried to submit a job but the exclusion file specified in the job template file does not exist. The SUBMIT command
ends and the job does not run.

Action:
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The VM:Backup system administrator must make sure the correct exclusion file is specified in the job template file. The
file filename XCLUDE should exist on a VM:Backup minidisk. If no exclusion file exists, the system administrator can
create one using the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files screen or the template programming interface.

0211E
JOB EXCEPTION FILE filename DOES NOT EXIST. THE JOB CANNOT BE SUBMITTED.

Reason:

You tried to submit a job but the exception file specified in the job template file does not exist. The SUBMIT command
ends and the job does not run.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must make sure the correct exception file was specified in the job template file. The
file filename XCEPT should exist on a VM:Backup minidisk. If no exception file exists, the system administrator can create
one using the Manage Exception/Exclusion Files system administrator screen or the template programming interface.

0212W
JOB jobname IS ALREADY RUNNING, ATTEMPTING TO EXPEDITE PROCESSING.

Reason:

You entered the SUBMIT command for a job to be created and submitted from the indicated job template file twice.
VM:Backup has already submitted the job and does not submit a second one. If the job is waiting on a resource,
VM:Backup immediately retests conditions to determine whether the resource requirement has been met and, if
necessary, issues messages to request resources again.

Action:

None.

0213W
JOB jobname IS ALREADY QUEUED; ATTEMPTING TO EXPEDITE PROCESSING.

Reason:

The SUBMIT command for a job to be created and submitted from the indicated job template file has been issued for
a second time. VM:Backup has already queued the job and does not submit a second one. If the job is waiting on a
resource, VM:Backup immediately retests conditions to determine whether the resource requirement has been met and, if
necessary, sends messages to request resources again.

Action:

None.

0214W
JOB name IS ALREADY QUEUED AND IS ON HOLD.

Reason:

You entered the SUBMIT command for a job to be created and submitted from the specified job template file. However,
this job is already queued and on hold, and VM:Backup does not submit a second one.

Action:
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None.

0215E
filename filetype HAS A VARIABLE RECORD FORMAT OR HAS AN INVALID LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH.

Reason:

The logical record length (LRECL) of all catalog files must be the same as the blocksize of the minidisk on which they
reside. Catalog files must have a fixed record format.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0216E
filename filetype NOT FOUND.

Reason:

This file is not on the catalog minidisk, but is referenced by other catalog files.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0217E
THE VERSION IDENTIFIER IN filename filetype IS INVALID.

Reason:

The header record of the file indicates an invalid identifier.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0218E
THE INTERNAL FILE IDENTIFIER OF filename filetype DOES NOT MATCH THE EXTERNAL FILENAME FILETYPE.

Reason:

The internal file name of this file is not filename filetype.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0219E
filename filetype CONTAINS A NON-NUMERIC CHARACTER IN THE { DUMPJOB | FILENNNN | DETAIL } POINTER.

Reason:
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The file has an internal pointer to a DUMPJOB, FILENNNN or DETAIL file whose filename contains non-numeric
characters.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0220E
filename filetype POINTS TO A MISSING { DUMPJOB | FILENNNN | DETAIL } FILE.

Reason:

The indicated file contains an internal pointer to a DUMPJOB, FILENNNN, or DETAIL file that does not exist on the
catalog minidisk.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0221E
filename filetype CONTAINS NON-BINARY ZEROS IN THE NULL PORTION OF THE FILE.

Reason:

The unused portion of a catalog file must contain binary zeros.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0222E
filename filetype CONTAINS TOO MANY RECORDS.

Reason:

The indicated catalog file contains more than one record.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0223E
filename filetype IS POINTED TO BY MORE THAN ONE OTHER FILE.

Reason:

The indicated catalog file is referenced by more than one other file. This implies that the file is involved in more than one
catalog chain.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.
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0224E
THE BASE DUMPJOB POINTER OF filename filetype IS INVALID.

Reason:

The internal base dumpjob pointer of the indicated file is invalid.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0225E
THE { NEXT | PREVIOUS } SIBLING DUMPJOB POINTER OF filename filetype IS INVALID.

Reason:

The internal sibling dumpjob pointer of the indicated file is invalid.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0226E
THE INCREMENTAL DUMPJOB POINTER OF filename filetype IS INVALID.

Reason:

The internal incremental dumpjob pointer of the specified file is invalid.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0227E
{ FILENNNN | DUMPJOB } POINTER OF filename filetype IS INVALID.

Reason:

The internal FILENNNN or DUMPJOB pointer of the indicated file is invalid.

Action:

Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0228E
filename filetype IS NOT IN A VALID CATALOG CHAIN.

Reason:

The indicated file is not referenced by any catalog chain. It is an "orphan" catalog file.

Action:
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Retain the console listing and all files on the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0229W
THERE MAY NOT BE ENOUGH { PUN | PRT | DASD | TAPE } ADDRESSES AVAILABLE FOR VMBACKUP TO RUN.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup determined that there might not be enough addresses available to define punches or
printers, link to minidisks, or attach tape drives during jobs. VM:Backup looks for addresses for devices in specific ranges,
as follows:

Device type Virtual address range
Virtual punches 0C00-0DFF
Virtual printers 0E00-0FFF
DASD (for backup or restore links) 2000-4FFF
Tape drives 0300-0BFF

If not enough virtual addresses are available in the appropriate range during a job, VM:Backup will abend. Initialization
continues.

Action:

Detach devices in the appropriate range.

0230E
THE VALUE ASSOCIATED WITH THE option OPTION IS MISSING OR INVALID.

Reason:

You specified the indicated option but did not specify a required value or specified an incorrect value. The command ends.
If you issued the SUBMIT command the job does not run.

Action:

Enter the command again and specify the correct values.

If you entered the SUBMIT command for the REDUCE option, specify TAPEUSE or REMOUNT. For the JOBEND option,
specify NOTIFY or QUIET. For the STREAMS option, specify an integer from 1 through 15.

0231E
ONLY ONE filetype FILE CAN BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You specified more than one file of the specified type on the IMPORT command. You can specify only one file of each
type (job template, exception, or exclusion) on a single IMPORT command. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the IMPORT command again and specify only one job template, one exception, and/or one exclusion file.
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0232I
THE CATALOG FILES NECESSARY TO PROCESS YOUR REQUEST NO LONGER EXIST.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to process a restore job, but the catalog files on which it is based have been discarded.

Action:

Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to follow the procedure for performing restores without catalogs.

0233W
ERRORS DETECTED DURING TEST IMPORT OF filename filetype.

Reason:

You specified the TEST option on the IMPORT command to have VM:Backup test-import the specified file and check for
errors, and VM:Backup detected errors during the test import. The command ends.

Action:

See the preceding error message, which indicates the errors VM:Backup detected.

0234E
THE record1 RECORD MUST FOLLOW A record2 RECORD.

Reason:

A template or exception file being imported to VM:Backup contained a record1 record. A record1 record can only be
present in a template or exception file when it follows a record2 record. VM:Backup continues to process the template or
exception file to determine whether it contains any other syntax errors; the file is not imported.

Action:

Correct the error. For information about how to use the specified records, see the Template Programming Interface. After
you have corrected the file, enter the IMPORT command again to import the file.

0235I
JOB WILL NOT RUN UNTIL { AUTOCAT JOB | CATALOG COMMAND } COMPLETES.

Reason:

A catalog job was submitted while an AUTOCAT job or a catalog command was running. The catalog job cannot run until
the AUTOCAT job or catalog command completes.

Action:

None.

0238W
NOTICE! NO CURRENT VM:BACKUP LMP KEY FOUND FOR THIS CPU

Reason:

VM:Backup is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Backup operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.
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Action:

Call Broadcom to get a VM:Backup LMP key for this CPU.

0239W
VM:BACKUP MUST BE LICENSED WITH A CA LMP KEY FOR LAWFUL OPERATION

Reason:

VM:Backup is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Backup operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Call Broadcom to get a VM:Backup LMP key for this CPU.

0240W
THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS THE PROPERTY OF CA, INC. AND IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT

Reason:

VM:Backup is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Backup operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Call Broadcom to get a VM:Backup LMP key for this CPU.

0241W
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS UNLAWFUL AND SUBJECT TO PROSECUTION.

Reason:

VM:Backup is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Backup operation continues; however, warning messages are
generated until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Call Broadcom to get a VM:Backup LMP key for this CPU.

0249I
JOB TEMPLATE FILE SPECIFIED ON AUTOCAT RECORD DOES NOT EXIST. CREATING DEFAULT FILE filename
TEMPLATE.

Reason:

The AUTOCAT configuration file record is set to ON, but the job template file specified on the record does not exist.
VM:Backup creates a job template file whose filename is the filename specified on the AUTOCAT record and whose
filetype is TEMPLATE. The file is based on the sample AUTOCAT job template file provided on your distribution tape. If no
filename is specified on the AUTOCAT record, VM:Backup uses the default filename AUTOCAT.

Action:

None.
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0250I
JOB WILL NOT RUN UNTIL BACKUP OF VM:BACKUP COMPLETES.

Reason:

A job was submitted while a job that backs up VM:Backup was running. No other jobs can run while such a job is running.
The other jobs wait in the job queue until the job that is backing up VM:Backup completes.

Action:

None.

0251I
BACKUP OF VM:BACKUP JOB jobname HAS BEEN STARTED.

Reason:

A job that backs up VM:Backup has started running. No other jobs can run while this type of job is running.

Action:

None.

0252I
BACKUP OF VM:BACKUP JOB jobname HAS BEEN SUBMITTED.

Reason:

A job that backs up VM:Backup has been submitted. No other jobs can run while this type of job is running.

Action:

None.

0254I
BACKUP OF VM:BACKUP WILL NOT RUN UNTIL OTHER JOBS COMPLETE.

Reason:

A job that backs up VM:Backup was submitted while other jobs were running. A job that backs up VM:Backup must be the
only job running. The job waits in the job queue until all other jobs complete.

Action:

None.

0255E
VM:BACKUP CANNOT HAVE OPTION D8ONECMD FAIL IN ITS CP DIRECTORY ENTRY.

Reason:

You cannot issue the SET D8ONECMD FAIL command for the VM:Backup service virtual machine, nor can you specify
the D8ONECMD FAIL record in the VM:Backup service virtual machine's directory entry. Initialization fails.

Action:
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Change the D8ONECMD FAIL setting for VM:Backup. For information about setting virtual machine options, see the
appropriate IBM documentation.

0256I
KEYWORD DATA REPORT FOR JOB jobname HAS BEEN CREATED.

Reason:

The indicated job requested creation of a keyword data report and VM:Backup has created the report.

Action:

None.

0257E
VOLSER volser BACKUP JOB DATE IS NOT WITHIN THE DATE RANGE SPECIFIED FOR THE JOB.

Reason:

The starting volser specified for the VOLSEARCH restore job is from a backup job that does not fall within the time period
specified for the restore job. VM:Backup puts the job on hold.

Action:

Modify the job template to specify either a volser from a backup job that falls within the specified time period or a time
period that includes the specified backup job. Cancel the original job; then submit the job template again.

0258W
filename filetype IS { UNRESOLVED | REVOKED | ERASED } ALIAS. IT CANNOT BE BACKED UP.

Reason:

A backup job tried to back up an unresolved, revoked, or erased alias. VM:Backup cannot back up an alias of this type
because there is no associated base file. VM:Backup does not back up the file. The job continues.

Action:

Determine why the alias file is not associated with a base file and then correct it. The alias file is located in a directory
within the file space domain specified along with this message.

0259E
COULD NOT GET mode LINK. reason.

Reason:

This message is shown in a restore job listing. It indicates that VM:Backup could not link to the minidisk in the indicated
mode to restore the minidisk because of the specified reason.

Action:

Ask the user to detach the minidisk, and then rerun the job if necessary.

0260E
filename filetype ALREADY EXISTS ON VMBACKUP; SPECIFY REPLACE OPTION.

Reason:
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You tried to IMPORT a job template, exception, or exclusion file to the VM:Backup A-disk, but a file of the same name
already exists there.

Action:

To replace the existing file with the new file, enter the IMPORT command again using the REPLACE option. If you do not
want to replace the existing file, rename the file you tried to import.

0261E
filename filetype NOT FOUND ON VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

You tried to export a job template, exception, or exclusion file from the VM:Backup A-disk to your A-disk, but the file was
not found on the VM:Backup A-disk.

Action:

Enter the correct filename and filetype and enter the command again.

0262E
filename filetype ALREADY EXISTS ON YOUR USERID; SPECIFY REPLACE OPTION.

Reason:

You tried to export a job template, exclusion, or exception file from the VM:Backup A-disk to your A-disk, but the indicated
file already exists on your A-disk.

Action:

To replace the existing file with the new file, enter the EXPORT command again using the REPLACE option. If you do not
want to replace the existing file, rename it before you reenter the EXPORT command.

0263E
filename filetype NOT FOUND ON YOUR USERID.

Reason:

You tried to import a job template, exception, or exclusion file from your A-disk to the VM:Backup A-disk, but the file does
not exist on your A-disk.

Action:

Specify the correct filename and filetype and enter the command again.

0264I
IMPORT OF filename filetype COMPLETE.

Reason:

VM:Backup has converted the indicated job template, exception, or exclusion file from TPI format to VM:Backup internal
format and has copied it from the requesting user IDs A-disk to the VM:Backup A-disk.

Action:

None.
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0265E
IMPORT OF filename filetype NOT PERFORMED.

Reason:

VM:Backup did not import the indicated file due to previously identified conditions.

Action:

See the preceding error message, which indicates the errors VM:Backup detected.

0266I
EXPORT OF filename filetype COMPLETE.

Reason:

VM:Backup has converted the indicated job template, exception, or exclusion file from VM:Backup internal format to TPI
format and has copied the file from the VM:Backup A-disk to the requesting user IDs A-disk.

Action:

None.

0267E
EXPORT OF filename filetype NOT PERFORMED.

Reason:

VM:Backup did not export the indicated file due to previously identified conditions.

Action:

See the preceding error message, which indicates the errors VM:Backup detected.

0268W
NO ERRORS DETECTED DURING TEST { IMPORT | EXPORT } OF filename filetype.

Reason:

You specified the TEST option on either the EXPORT or IMPORT command to have VM:Backup test-export or test-import
the file and check for errors during the test. VM:Backup did not find any errors in the specified file.

Action:

Remove the TEST option from the indicated command and enter the command again to actually export or import the file.

0269E
ERROR(S) ENCOUNTERED IN filename filetype INPUT FILE.

Reason:

VM:Backup found syntax errors in the indicated job template, exception, or exclusion file while trying to import it to the
VM:Backup A-disk. VM:Backup does not import the file.

Action:

Correct the syntax error and enter the IMPORT command again.
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0270E
INVALID INTERNAL FORMAT IN filename filetype INPUT FILE.

Reason:

VM:Backup found errors in the indicated job template, exception, or exclusion file while trying to export it from the
VM:Backup A-disk to the requesting user IDs A-disk.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support and provide a copy of the file.

0271E
filetype IS NOT A SUPPORTED FILE TYPE OF THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered an invalid filetype with the indicated command. The IMPORT command only supports filetypes $TEMPLAT,
$XCEPT, and $XCLUDE; the EXPORT command only supports filetypes TEMPLATE, EXCEPT, and EXCLUDE.

Action:

Specify the correct filetype and enter the command again.

0272E
INVALID CHARACTER character IN INPUT FILE filename.

Reason:

You tried to import a job template, exclusion, or exception file from your A-disk to the VM:Backup A-disk, or you tried to
export a job template, exclusion, or exception file from the VM:Backup A-disk to your A-disk, but the indicated invalid
character was specified for the indicated filename. Valid characters for a file name are A-Z, 0-9, and special characters +-
_:@# $.

Action:

Correct the invalid character in the filename and try the IMPORT or EXPORT command again.

0273E
INTERNAL PROGRAMMING ERROR; REASON code.

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while VM:Backup was converting a job template, exception, or exclusion file from either
VM:Backup internal format to TPI format or from TPI format to VM:Backup internal format. This error should not occur and
may indicate a logic error in the VM:Backup program.

Action:

The system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0274E
userid MUST HAVE A READ/WRITE filemode-DISK TO PERFORM THE command COMMAND.

Reason:
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The IMPORT and EXPORT commands require a read/write minidisk if you do not specify the TEST option. The IMPORT
and EXPORT commands also require a read/write minidisk if you specified the DISK option to write error messages to a
memo file. The command ends.

Action:

Access the minidisk read/write, then reenter the command.

0275E
ERROR code WHILE COPYING filetype FILE {TO | FROM} VMBACKUP.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an error while copying a file. This may indicate that either your A-disk or the VM:Backup A-disk is
full or experiencing other problems.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0276E
THE FIRST RECORD IN AN EXTERNAL FORMAT TEMPLATE MUST BE A JOB RECORD.

Reason:

The JOB record must be the first record in a job template file because it validates options and parameters specified on
subsequent records.

Action:

Specify a JOB record as the first record in the file.

0277E
THE record RECORD IS NOT SUPPORTED.

Reason:

The indicated record is not supported. It may be misspelled.

Action:

Make sure the record is spelled correctly. If the record is not supported, you cannot use it. The VM:Backup system
administrator must remove the record.

0278E
THE parameter PARAMETER IS NOT SUPPORTED ON THE record RECORD.

Reason:

The indicated record is not supported. The parameter may be misspelled or incorrectly specified.

Action:

Correct the spelling of the parameter or enter a supported parameter.
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0279E
THE keyword KEYWORD IS NOT SUPPORTED ON THE record RECORD.

Reason:

The indicated keyword on the indicated record is not supported. The keyword might be misspelled.

Action:

Correct the spelling of the keyword or enter a supported keyword.

0280E
THE keyword KEYWORD VALUE value IS NOT SUPPORTED ON THE record RECORD.

Reason:

The value following the indicated keyword on the indicated record is not supported. It might be incorrectly specified.

Action:

Enter a correct keyword value.

0281E
THE record RECORD REQUIRES A VALID keyword KEYWORD AND VALUE.

Reason:

A valid keyword and value must be provided on the indicated record. The import fails.

Action:

Enter a valid keyword and value.

0282E
THE keyword KEYWORD MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A VALUE.

Reason:

No value followed the indicated keyword. The import fails.

Action:

Enter a valid value with the keyword.

0283E
ONLY ONE record RECORD MAY BE INCLUDED IN AN EXTERNAL DEFINITION.

Reason:

The indicated record occurs more than once in the input file. The import fails.

Action:

Remove the duplicate record.
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0284E
THE keyword KEYWORD CANNOT BE SPECIFIED ON A record RECORD IN A jobtype JOB

Reason:

You cannot specify the indicated keyword on a record in the jobtype job. The import fails.

Action:

Remove the keyword.

0285E
THE jobspec VALUE value IS INVALID.

Reason:

The indicated job specification value is invalid. The import fails.

Action:

Enter a correct value for jobspec.

0286E
REQUIRED PARAMETER(S) HAVE BEEN OMITTED ON THE record RECORD.

Reason:

One or more required parameters are missing from the indicated record. The import fails.

Action:

Add the required parameters on the record.

0287E
EXTRANEOUS PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN SUPPLIED ON THE record RECORD.

Reason:

The indicated record contains extraneous parameters. The import fails.

Action:

Remove the extraneous parameters on the record.

0288E
INCLUDE AND EXCLUDE RECORDS CANNOT BE MIXED FOLLOWING THE SAME EXCEPT RECORD.

Reason:

In an exception file, an EXCEPT record can be followed by either INCLUDE records or EXCLUDE records, but not both.
The import fails.

Action:

Separate INCLUDE and EXCLUDE records so that any one EXCEPT record is followed only by INCLUDE records or only
by EXCLUDE records.
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0289E
THE record RECORD IS NOT SUPPORTED IN A jobtype JOB.

Reason:

You cannot include the indicated record in a job of the indicated job type. The import fails.

Action:

Remove the unsupported record from the job.

0290E
INCONSISTENT OR CONFLICTING SPECIFICATION: inconsistency.

Reason:

The indicated inconsistency conflicts with another option or provides contradictory information. For example, you may
have specified reel tape media with 38K density on an INPUT record; this density is inconsistent with the media type
because 38K density is only used with cartridges. The import fails.

Action:

Remove or correct the record.

0291E
DUPLICATE OCCURRENCE OF THE keyword KEYWORD.

Reason:

The indicated keyword is specified twice in the job. The first occurrence may be on the record that generated the error
message or on a preceding record. The import fails.

Action:

Remove the duplicate keyword.

0292E
recordname RECORDS MUST PRECEDE recordname RECORDS.

Reason:

During an import attempt, VM:Backup found that the indicated records were not preceded by the indicated records. In a
job template file, a COPY record must precede a BASEVOL or INPUT record. In an exception file, an EXCEPT record
must precede an OPTIONS, REPORT, BASEVOL, INPUT, USRRECORD, INCLUDE or EXCLUDE record. The import
fails.

Action:

Make sure that a COPY or EXCEPT record precedes the indicated record, as appropriate. Try to import the file again.

0293E
AT LEAST number items MUST BE SELECTED.

Reason:

When you tried to import the job template, exception, or exclusion file, VM:Backup found that:
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• The job template file specifies file spaces or directories but no file pools
• The job template file specifies file pools but no file spaces or directories
• The job template file specifies minidisks or alternate DASD volumes but no source DASD volume
• The job template file specifies source DASD volumes but no minidisks or alternate DASD volumes
• The exception file does not include any EXCEPT records
• The exclusion file does not include any EXCLUDE records

The import fails.

Action:

Add the indicated items to the file, then import the file again.

0294E
A record RECORD MUST BE SPECIFIED IN A jobtype JOB.

Reason:

The indicated job template file does not contain the required record. The import fails.

Action:

Add the record to the file.

0295E
NO MORE THAN number items MAY BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

Too many of the indicated items were included in the input file. The import fails.

Action:

Remove the extra items.

0296E
NO item keyword HAS BEEN SUPPLIED FOR record.

Reason:

You tried to import a job template, exclusion, or exception file from your A-disk to the VM:Backup A-disk. The indicated
item keyword was not provided for the indicated record. The import fails.

Action:

Specify an item for the record and try the import command again.

0297E
FILE, CKD, AND FBA INCLUDE/EXCLUDE LISTS CANNOT BE MIXED FOLLOWING THE SAME EXCEPT RECORD.

Reason:

In an exception file, an EXCEPT record can be followed by either INCLUDE records or EXCLUDE records, but not both.

Action:
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Separate INCLUDE and EXCLUDE records so that any one EXCEPT record is followed only by INCLUDE records or only
by EXCLUDE records.

0298E
THE keyword KEYWORD VALUE value IS NOT SUPPORTED ON THE record RECORD IN A jobtype JOB.

Reason:

The indicated keyword value is not valid on the specified record within the jobtype job. This keyword value may be valid in
other contexts. The import fails.

Action:

Enter a supported keyword value on the record.

0299E
INTERNAL ERROR code IN INTERNAL FORMAT FILE ITEM number.

Reason:

The indicated job template, exception, or exclusion file is invalid and cannot be processed. This message is only issued if
a site has manually altered the indicated file.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0300E
JOB jobname HAS ENDED ABNORMALLY FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON:

Reason:

The specified job ended prematurely because of errors. Additional messages explaining the problem follow this message.

Action:

Correct the problem and submit the job again.

0301E
NO MORE WORKUNIT IDS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SFS PROCESSING.

Reason:

VM:Backup can no longer manipulate Shared File System (SFS) file pools because it cannot obtain work unit identifiers
(IDs). Work unit IDs are paths through which VM:Backup communicates with your file pool server machine and are
necessary for VM:Backup to manipulate file pools. VM:Backup continues to process non-SFS requests in this job and in
subsequent jobs.

Action:

To start VM:Backup SFS processing again, end VM:Backup, enter the command IPL CMS, and start VM:Backup again.

0302E
REASON CODE code FROM CSL routine FOR FILE POOL filepoolid.

Reason:
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The indicated CSL routine returned reason code code for this file pool. VM:Backup skips the file pool.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM documentation on CSL routines to determine the cause of the problem. Correct the
problem and submit the request again. If necessary, the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0303E
FILE POOL filepoolid IS A REMOTE FILE POOL AND CANNOT BE BACKED UP.

Reason:

The file pool specified in the backup job template file is a remote file pool, and VM:Backup cannot back up remote file
pools. The job is not submitted.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either remove the file pool from the backup job template file or replace it with
the filepoolid of a local file pool. Resubmit the job.

0304E
REASON CODE code FROM CSL routine FOR FILE SPACE filespaceid.

Reason:

The reason code code was returned by the indicated CSL routine while VM:Backup processed the specified file space.
The file space is skipped.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM documentation on CSL routines to determine the cause of the problem. Correct the
problem and submit the request again. If necessary, the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0305E
UNRECOGNIZED SFS CATALOG TYPE type IN FILE SPACE filespaceid.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an unrecognized catalog record type while processing the SFS catalog for the indicated file
space. VM:Backup skips the file space.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0306S
REASON CODE code RECEIVED FROM CSL ROUTINE routine.

Reason:

The indicated CSL routine returned reason code code. VM:Backup terminates abnormally with abend code CSL002.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM documentation on CSL routines to determine the cause of the problem. If necessary,
the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.
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0307I
VM:BACKUP CANNOT PROCESS SFS FILE POOLS AT THIS TIME.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot process your Shared File System (SFS) backup or restore request for one of the following reasons:

• VM:Backup ran out of work unit identifiers (IDs). Work unit IDs are paths through which VM:Backup communicates with
the file pool server machine and are necessary for VM:Backup to manipulate SFS file pools. VM:Backup also issues
message 0301E in this situation.

• The VMBACKUP CONFIG file does not include any FILEPOOL records.
• Your site is not running CMS r6 or later, which is required to process SFS.
• VM:Backup is not an administrator for the filepool.

Action:

Take one of the following actions:

• If VM:Backup ran out of work unit IDs, end VM:Backup, enter the command IPL CMS, and start VM:Backup again.
• If no file pools are identified to VM:Backup, the VM:Backup system administrator must use the Identify SFS File Pools

screen, to define the wanted file pools.
• Contact the VM:Backup system administrator to determine whether your site is running CMS r6 or later.
• If VM:Backup is not an administrator for the filepool, ask the VM:Backup system administrator to add the VM:Backup

user ID to the DSMPARMS file on the VM:Backup service virtual machine's A disk.

If none of these procedures corrects the problem, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0308I
STREAM number FOR JOB jobname HAS COMPLETED.

Reason:

The backup job has finished writing to the indicated tape stream. The job continues.

Action:

None.

0309E
THERE ARE NO USERS ENROLLED IN FILE POOL filepoolid.

Reason:

No users are enrolled in the file pool specified in the backup job template file; therefore, there is no data to back up. The
file pool is not backed up.

Action:

To avoid receiving this message, remove the file pool specification from the file.

0310E
STORAGE GROUP number DOES NOT EXIST IN FILE POOL filepoolid.

Reason:
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The user storage group to which you are trying to restore does not exist in the specified file pool. VM:Backup cannot
restore information to a user storage group that does not exist. The job is not started.

Action:

If you want to restore to the indicated user storage group, the SFS file pool administrator must add it to the indicated file
pool. Or, you can specify restoring to a user storage group that already exists in the file pool.

0311E
STORAGE GROUP NOT LINKED. NOT ENOUGH VIRTUAL ADDRESSES ARE AVAILABLE TO VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

Not enough virtual addresses are available to VM:Backup for VM:Backup to link to the user storage group. VM:Backup
can link up to 256 minidisks for each job. The user storage group is not backed up.

Action:

If the total number of minidisks in the user storage group plus other linked minidisks is more than 256, back up the user
storage group in a separate job.

0312E
NOTHING FOUND TO process FOR SPECIFIED SELECTION CRITERIA.

Reason:

VM:Backup did not find any data that fits the restore selection criteria, or no data was found to back up for the specified
domain. The request failed.

Action:

If the restore is for VM:Backup data and VM:Backup did not find any data to restore, take the following actions:

• Specify a longer search time period. The time period currently specified may be preventing VM:Backup from looking at
the backups that contain the data you want to restore.

• Make sure that you correctly specified the data to restore.

If you continue to receive this message for restore jobs, the VM:Backup system administrator must make sure that
the regular backup process includes the specified data by checking backup job output listings or by using the CHECK
command with the DOMAINS option.

If the restore is for an authorized client, have the VM:Backup system administrator contact Technical Support.

If VM:Backup did not find any data to back up, make sure that the exception file did not exclude all data; then check the
domain to determine whether the data really exists.

0313R
THERE IS NO DATA TO RESTORE. DO YOU WANT FILE SPACES IN THE TARGET STORAGE GROUP(S) TO BE
DELETED? RESPOND YES OR NO

Reason:

You tried to restore a file pool or one or more user storage groups that are not in the backup. You used the ALL option,
which specifies that VM:Backup is to delete file spaces not in the backup from the file pool or storage groups. Because
there is no data to be restored, VM:Backup will delete the file spaces from the file pool or storage groups if you permit it to.

Action:
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If you want VM:Backup to continue with the request and delete the file spaces, respond YES; if you do not, respond NO. If
you want to restore the file spaces, try restoring from an earlier backup.

0314E
FILE POOL filepoolid IS NOT AVAILABLE OR NOT FOUND.

Reason:

You tried to back up or restore to an unavailable or nonexistent file pool.

Action:

If the file pool exists, the SFS file pool administrator must reinitialize the file pool. If it does not exist, check the file pool
name. Either correct your entry or specify another file pool. Enter the request again.

0315E
VM:BACKUP IS NOT A FILE POOL ADMINISTRATOR FOR FILE POOL filepoolid.

Reason:

The VM:Backup service virtual machine is not a file pool administrator for the file pool you are trying to restore to or back
up.

Action:

For a temporary solution, the SFS file pool administrator can enroll the VM:Backup service virtual machine as a file pool
administrator for the file pool. For a permanent solution, the SFS file pool administrator must update the DMSPARMS file
for the file pool to include the VM:Backup service virtual machine on an ADMIN record. Enter the request again.

0316E
FILE SPACE filespace WAS DELETED PRIOR TO BEING BACKED UP.

Reason:

VM:Backup found the indicated file space in the file pool at job submission time, but later when it was time to back up
the file space, it had been deleted. An SFS administrator deleted the file space sometime after the job started and before
VM:Backup attempted to process the file space. VM:Backup automatically skips the file space.

Action:

None.

0317E
FILE POOL filepoolid WILL NOT BE BACKED UP.

Reason:

This message follows other messages that explain why VM:Backup could not back up the indicated file pool.

Action:

Correct the problem and enter the request again.

0318E
FILE filename filetype IN dirname DIRECTORY COULD NOT BE PREPARED FOR BACKUP.
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Reason:

VM:Backup encountered errors while validating the physical block numbers for the indicated file in the indicated directory.
The last part of the directory name is dirname. For example, for SFS:FRANCIS.REPORT.AUGUST the message shows
AUGUST. This problem might be due to hardware problems experienced by the associated user storage group minidisks.

Action:

Correct any hardware errors. If the minidisks are not experiencing hardware errors, the VM:Backup system administrator
must contact Technical Support.

0319E
I/O ERROR OCCURRED READING FILE SPACE filespaceid.

Reason:

VM:Backup detected an I/O error while reading a file in the indicated file space. This problem may be due to hardware
errors experienced by the associated user storage group minidisks.

Action:

Correct any hardware errors. If the minidisks are not experiencing hardware errors, the VM:Backup system administrator
must contact Technical Support.

0320E
PHYSICAL BLOCK NUMBERS FOR FILE SPACE filespaceid ARE NOT IN STORAGE GROUP number.

Reason:

The indicated user storage group does not contain the physical block numbers for the specified file space. This message
indicates a problem with VM:Backup.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must report this to Technical Support.

0321E
REASON CODE code FROM CSL routine FOR filepoolid number.

Reason:

The indicated CSL routine returned reason code code for user storage group number in the specified file pool.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM documentation on CSL routines to determine the cause of the problem. Correct the
problem. If necessary, the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0322E
FILE filename filetype IN directory DIRECTORY HAS BEEN MIGRATED AND CANNOT BE BACKED UP.

Reason:

The indicated file has been migrated by DFSMS/VM or a storage manager. When a file is migrated, an entry is found in
the SFS file space catalog, but the file's data no longer resides in the file space. The indicated file is not backed up.

Action:
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Prevent your storage manager from migrating files that you want to back up. Or, have it restore those files that have been
migrated and rerun the backup job. For more information about DFSMS/VM, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

0323E
USER userid IS NOT CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN FILE POOL filepoolid.

Reason:

You tried to restore a file space to the indicated user IDs file space, which is not enrolled in the indicated file pool.
VM:Backup cannot restore to a file space that does not exist. The restore job is not started.

Action:

Either specify a different file space or ask the SFS file pool administrator to enroll userid in the indicated file pool.

0324E
OUTPUT VOLSER volser CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WHEN OUTPUT DSSN 1 IS ALSO SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The backup job template file specifies a starting output volser for the backup job and specifies the output DSSN as 1.
When output DSSN is 1, VM:Backup must select the starting output volser. The import ends.

Action:

If the job is a VM:Archiver job, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support. Otherwise, remove
the VOLSER keyword and associated volser from the OUTPUT record in the job template file and import the file again.

0325E
{ DIRECTORY dirname | FILE SPACE filespace } DOES NOT EXIST.

Reason:

A backup job tried to back up the indicated domain, but the domain does not exist. The backup job continues. VM:Backup
does not back up the indicated domain.

Action:

Determine why the indicated domain does not exist. If the domain no longer exists, remove it from the template that was
used to generate the job. If the domain name is specified incorrectly in the template, correct the template so that the
domain will be backed up in subsequent jobs.

0326E
REASON CODE code FROM CSL routine FOR DIRECTORY dirname.

Reason:

The indicated CSL routine returned the specified reason code for a directory. The last part of the directory name is
dirname. For example, for directory SFS:FRANCIS.REPORT.AUGUST the message shows AUGUST.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM documentation on CSL routines to determine the cause of the problem. If necessary,
the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.
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0327E
REASON CODE code FROM CSL routine FOR filename filetype IN dirname.

Reason:

The indicated CSL routine returned reason code code for the specified file in directory dirname. The last part of the
directory name is dirname. For example, for directory SFS:FRANCIS.REPORT.AUGUST the message shows AUGUST.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM documentation on CSL routines to determine the cause of the problem. If necessary,
the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0328E
USER userid WAS NOT FOUND IN ANY VM:BACKUP CATALOG.

Reason:

VM:Backup could not find the indicated user ID in any VM:Backup catalog. This message indicates a problem with
VM:Backup.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must report this to Technical Support.

0329E
A FILE SPACE CAN BE RESTORED ONLY FROM A PREVIOUSLY BACKED UP FILE SPACE.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to restore a minidisk, directory, or both to a file space, but only file spaces can be restored to file spaces.
This message indicates a problem with VM:Backup.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must report this to Technical Support.

0330I
authtype AUTHORIZATION FOR userid CANNOT BE RESTORED TO A {DIRCONTROL | FILECONTROL}
DIRECTORY.

Reason:

A restore job tried to restore authorizations to a directory whose authorization attribute has changed since the directory
was last backed up. The job either tried to restore FILECONTROL authorizations to a DIRCONTROL directory or
DIRCONTROL authorizations to a FILECONTROL directory.

If the directory type is DIRCONTROL, authtype is READ, WRITE, NEWREAD , or NEWWRITE. If the directory type is
FILECONTROL, authtype is either DIRREAD or DIRWRITE.

VM:Backup records this message in the restore job report. The data and other authorizations are restored.

Action:

None.
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0331W
ALIAS filename filetype CANNOT BE RESTORED TO dirname BECAUSE IT IS A DIRCONTROL DIRECTORY.

Reason:

A restore job tried to restore the indicated alias to a directory control directory. However, aliases cannot be restored to
directory control directories. VM:Backup includes this message in the restore job report.

Action:

None.

0332E
filename filetype IS AN sfsentity AND CAN ONLY BE RESTORED TO A FILE SPACE.

Reason:

You tried to restore an SFS empty file or external object to a reader or minidisk, but these SFS entities can only be
restored to an SFS file space.

Action:

Resubmit the restore, specifying a file space as the target location.

0333E
NO INPUT VOLSER SPECIFIED FOR THIS DOMAIN.

Reason:

For a VOLSER restore job, an INCLUDE record specified that VM:Backup restore the indicated domain, but the
associated exception file does not include an INPUT record that specifies the volser of a tape on which the domain
resides. VM:Backup processes the job and may restore data for other domains in the job, but it does not restore this
domain.

For an MPC job, an INCLUDE record specified that VM:Backup copy the indicated domain, but there was no INPUT
record that specifies the volser of a tape on which the domain resides. VM:Backup places the MPC job on hold.

Action:

For a VOLSER restore job, include an INPUT record that specifies the volser of the tape on which the domain starts in the
exception file and submit a new VOLSER restore job.

For restore jobs submitted by an authorized client or for an MPC job, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0334E
REASON CODE code FROM CSL routine FOR USER userid IN FILE POOL filepoolid.

Reason:

The indicated CSL routine returned reason code code for the specified user ID in file pool filepoolid.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM documentation on CSL routines to determine the cause of the problem. The
VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.
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0335I
ALIASES WILL NOT BE CREATED.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot create aliases for the files being restored because it currently cannot perform Shared File System
(SFS) processing for one of the following reasons:

• VM:Backup ran out of work unit identifiers (IDs). Work unit IDs are paths through which VM:Backup communicates with
the file pool server machine and are necessary for VM:Backup to manipulate SFS file pools. VM:Backup also issues
message 0301E in this situation.

• The VMBACKUP CONFIG file does not contain any FILEPOOL records.

Action:

If VM:Backup ran out of work unit IDs, end VM:Backup, enter the command IPL CMS, and start VM:Backup again. If no
file pools are defined to VM:Backup, the VM:Backup system administrator must use the Identify SFS File Pools screen to
identify the desired file pools to VM:Backup. If neither of these procedures corrects the problem, the system administrator
must contact Technical Support.

0336E
REASON CODE code FROM CSL routine.

Reason:

The indicated CSL routine returned the specified reason code.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM documentation on CSL routines to determine the cause of the problem. Correct the
problem. If necessary, the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0337E
VM:BACKUP COULD NOT ESTABLISH A CONNECTION TO THE DASD BLOCK I/O SYSTEM SERVICE FOR THE
MINIDISK.

Reason:

This message always follows 0761E. VM:Backup tried to establish a connection to the DASD Block I/O System Service,
but was unable to do so.

Action:

Make sure the server and minidisk identified in message 0761E are available. If both are available, check the MAXCONN
directory statements for both the VM:Backup service virtual machine and the Shared File System server to ensure that the
maximum number of Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connections allowed for each is high enough. If neither
of these procedures identifies the source of the problem, ask the VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical
Support.

0338E
NO USERS WILL BE { ENROLLED | DELETED }.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot enroll or delete users because it cannot currently perform Shared File System (SFS) processing for
one of the following reasons:
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• VM:Backup ran out of work unit identifiers (IDs). Work unit IDs are paths through which VM:Backup communicates
with the file pool server machine and are necessary for VM:Backup to manipulate SFS file pools. VM:Backup issues
message 0301E in this situation.

• The VMBACKUP CONFIG file does not contain any FILEPOOL records.

Action:

If VM:Backup ran out of work unit IDs, end VM:Backup, enter the command IPL CMS, and start VM:Backup again. If no
file pools are defined to VM:Backup, the VM:Backup system administrator must use the Identify SFS File Pools screen to
identify the desired file pools to VM:Backup. If neither of these procedures corrects the problem, the system administrator
must contact Technical Support.

0339W
UNABLE TO SPOOL JOB jobname'S filename TO userid'S READER. THE OUTPUT WILL GO TO vmbuserid'S
READER.

Reason:

During job processing, VM:Backup encountered errors while attempting to use the CP SPOOL or CP TAG command to
send the output file, filename, for job jobname to userid's virtual reader. VM:Backup completes the job and places the
output file, filename, in the VM:Backup service virtual machine's, vmbuserid, virtual reader.

Action:

Ensure that userid is a valid user ID in the CP directory. If userid is a valid user ID, check the directory entry for userid. If
it has a SPOOLFILE MAXSPOOL record to limit the number of spool files userid can own and create, either remove the
SPOOLFILE MAXSPOOL record to remove the spool file limit or update the record to increase the number of spool files
userid can own and create.

If the directory entry for vmbuserid has a SPOOLFILE MAXSPOOL record to limit the number of spool files vmbuserid
can own and create, remove the SPOOLFILE MAXSPOOL record from the directory entry. If your site uses an external
security manager, ensure that it does not prevent VM:Backup from executing the CP SPOOL or CP TAG command.

0340W
ERROR CLOSING FILE SPOOLED TO userid'S READER. THE FILE WILL BE PLACED IN vmbuserid'S PUNCH
QUEUE.

Reason:

During job processing, VM:Backup encountered errors when issuing the CP CLOSE command to close and send the
output file from a job to userid's virtual reader. VM:Backup completes the job and places the output file in the VM:Backup
service virtual machine's, vmbuserid, virtual reader.

Action:

If the directory entry for vmbuserid has a SPOOLFILE MAXSPOOL record to limit the number of spool files vmbuserid
can own and create, remove the SPOOLFILE MAXSPOOL record from the directory entry. If your site uses an external
security manager, ensure that it does not prevent VM:Backup from executing the CP CLOSE command.

Check the directory entry for userid. If it has a SPOOLFILE MAXSPOOL record to limit the number of spool files userid
can own and create, either remove the SPOOLFILE MAXSPOOL record to remove the spool file limit or update the record
to increase the number of spool files userid can own and create.

0341E
NO EXCEPTION RECORD FOUND FOR THIS DOMAIN.
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Reason:

An INCLUDE record in the VOLSER restore job template file specified that VM:Backup restore the indicated domain, but
the associated exception file did not contain an EXCEPT record for this domain. The job continues, but VM:Backup does
not restore this domain.

Action:

In the exception file, include an EXCEPT record that specifies the domain and an INPUT record that specifies the volser
on which the domain resides, then submit a new VOLSER restore job.

0342E
RETURN CODE code FROM VM:BACKUP ROUTINE routine FOR FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an error while trying to write file filename filetype to the Shared File System (SFS). The file is not
restored. The return code indicates the source of the problem:

• Return code 12 for routine VMBSWRPT indicates the file is an invalid CMS file and cannot be restored.
• Any return code other than 12 for routine VMBSWRPT is the reason code from the CSL routine DMSWRBLK.
• Any return code for routine VMBSWRCL is the reason code from the CSL routine DMSWRBLK or DMSCLBLK.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM documentation on CSL routines to determine the cause of the problem. Correct
the problem and submit the request again. If you cannot correct it, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0343E
RECOMPED DATA CANNOT BE RESTORED TO AN SFS DIRECTORY.

Reason:

While restoring to the Shared File System (SFS), VM:Backup encountered data that was backed up from the recomputed
portion of a minidisk. This data cannot be restored to a directory. The data is not restored.

Data from the recomputed portion of a minidisk can only be restored to a minidisk that is the same device type and is at
least as large as the minidisk from which the data was backed up. When restoring data from the recomputed portion of a
minidisk, VM:Backup recomputes the target minidisk to look like the source minidisk from which the data was backed up.

Action:

Specify a minidisk as the target destination. Submit the restore again.

0344E
FILE SPACE filespace CANNOT BE RESTORED. NO DECRYPTION FACILITY IS AVAILABLE IN THIS VERSION OF
VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

You cannot restore a file space that was backed up in encrypted form. The encryption facility is not available in this
version of VM:Backup. The job ends.

Action:

You must use a version of VM:Backup that supports the type encryption used to backup the data you want to restore.
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0345I
FILE SPACE filespace IS ENCRYPTED.

Reason:

While trying to restore a file space, user storage group, or file pool, VM:Backup determined that the indicated file space is
encrypted. VM:Backup issues messages 0896R and 0897R to ask you to enter the security key needed to decrypt the file
space so it can be restored.

Action:

Respond to messages 0869R and 0897R by entering the first eight characters, then the second eight characters of the
security key used when the file was backed up.

0346E
NO SECURITY KEY WAS ENTERED FOR ENCRYPTED FILE SPACE filespace.

Reason:

You responded QUIT when VM:Backup issued messages 0896R and 0897R asking you to enter the security key for the
indicated data to be restored. The file space is not restored.

Action:

Enter the restore request again; enter the correct security key when VM:Backup sends messages 0896R and 0897R
again.

0347E
INITIATING JOB ROLLBACK FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON:

Reason:

VM:Backup is abnormally ending the backup or MPC job and will restart it. Additional messages that explain why the job
ended abnormally will follow.

Action:

None.

0348I
{BACKUP | RESTORE | MPC | REINIT} JOB name HAS RESTARTED FROM CHECKPOINT.

Reason:

VM:Backup restarted the indicated job using checkpoint data. VM:Backup restarts:

• Backup jobs from the last finished domain on the last completed tape for each tape stream.
• Restore jobs from the last completely restored domain.
• MPC jobs from the last domain from the input tape that was successfully copied to output tapes.
• REINIT jobs from the last successfully reinitialized tape.

Action:

None.
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0349I
YOU MUST HAVE VM/SP RELEASE 6 OR HIGHER TO PROCESS SFS REQUESTS. FILEPOOL RECORD IGNORED.

Reason:

To process SFS backup and restore requests, you must be running VM/SP r6 or later. VM:Backup verifies the release
level during initialization. If you include a FILEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file and you are not at the correct
release level, VM:Backup ignores the record. Initialization continues.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must remove the FILEPOOL record from the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0350E
STOPPING RESTORE AT CYLINDER cylinder TRACK track; TARGET MINIDISK IS TOO SMALL.

Reason:

For VM:Backup to restore an entire minidisk from a physical backup, the target minidisk must be at least the same size
as the source minidisk. For this minidisk, the target minidisk is smaller than the source minidisk. As a result, VM:Backup
could not restore the entire minidisk; VM:Backup restored data until it reached the end of the target minidisk at cylinder
cylinder track track.

Action:

Either increase the size of the target minidisk or specify a different target minidisk that is at least the same size as the
source minidisk. Then, submit the restore job again.

0351E
THE FST INFORMATION FOR FILE filename filetype IN dirname DIRECTORY CONTAINS ZEROS.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to back up a base file whose file status table (FST) indicates either zero records in the file on a non-ESA
system or the physical block numbers (PBNs) for the file are outside the storage group ranges. This occurs when a file
is incorrectly written to SFS, causing the SFS catalog to reflect invalid FST data. The last part of the directory name is
dirname. For example, for the directory SFS:FRANCIS.REPORT.AUGUST the message shows AUGUST. If the directory
in which the file is located is the top directory, the message shows the user ID as the top directory instead of the directory
name. VM:Backup skips the file and does not back it up.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must determine the cause of the error. If the problem cannot be resolved, erase the
file or exclude it from the backup.

0352I
REMOUNTING PREVIOUS TAPES TO RETRY A BACKUP OF A MINIDISK.

Reason:

VM:Backup detected a change in the data on the minidisk while the minidisk was being backed up. VM:Backup must
locate the tape on which the minidisk started to retry the backup of the minidisk.

Action:

None.
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0353I
{MINIDISK userid vaddr | FILE SPACE filespace | DIRECTORY filespace-last dirname} WAS BACKED UP TWICE IN
THIS JOB.

Reason:

Either the indicated user ID exists in the CP online directory twice; the user ID, file space, or directory was specified twice
in the exception file used to build the job; or a VM:Backup programming error exists. Backup processing is not affected.

Action:

Remove the duplicate user ID from the CP online directory or from the job template file. If this does not correct the
problem, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0354I
BEGINNING REMOVAL OF CATALOG REFERENCES TO VOLSER volser.

Reason:

VM:Backup selected an expired tape for a backup or MPC job. The existing catalogs must be erased before it can be
reused. VM:Backup has begun deleting the catalogs; message 0355I will appear when the process is completed.

Action:

None.

0355I
COMPLETED REMOVAL OF CATALOG REFERENCES TO VOLSER volser.

Reason:

See message 0354I.

Action:

None.

0356I
AUTOMATIC CONDENSE/DISCARD PROCESS IS RUNNING; JOB CANNOT BE STARTED NOW.

Reason:

You entered the SUBMIT command to start a job. Jobs cannot be started while the automatic condense/discard process is
running. The SUBMIT command ends; the job is not started.

Action:

Enter the SUBMIT command to start the job after the automatic condense/discard process has completed.

0357E
DATA FROM A { CMSALLOC | PHYSICAL } BACKUP CANNOT BE RESTORED TO AN SFS DOMAIN.

Reason:
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You tried to restore a minidisk backed up in CMSALLOC or physical format to an SFS directory. Minidisks backed up in
CMSALLOC or physical format can only be restored to a minidisk. The restore job completes but no data is restored; no
change is made to the target SFS directory. This message appears in the Restore Summary of All Directories.

Action:

None.

0358I
THIS MINIDISK IS DEFINED AS AN SFS USER STORAGE GROUP, THE DATA WILL BE BACKED UP IN SFS FILE
FORMAT.

Reason:

When a backup job contains both minidisks and file spaces, VM:Backup automatically excludes the user storage groups
in the file pools involved from being backed up physically. This message appears in the Backup Summary of All Minidisks
report.

Action:

None.

0359I
PROCESSING FOR JOB jobname WAS COMPLETED THROUGH CATALOG BUILDING, JOB WILL NOT BE
RESTARTED.

Reason:

Either VM or VM:Backup terminated abnormally while a backup job was running. The catalogs for the job were completely
built. The resource pool information is lost.

Action:

None unless you want to retain the resource pool information. If you want to retain the resource pool information, save the
reports for the job and have the VM:Backup system administrator contact Technical Support.

0360E
vaddr IS NOT A MINIDISK.

Reason:

VM:Backup scans the CP online directory for the minidisk specified as the target for restore processing. VM:Backup
cannot process your restore request for one of the following reasons:

• Virtual address vaddr is not defined in the user's directory statement.
• The minidisk does not exist.
• The minidisk is defined as a temporary disk, and VM:Backup cannot restore to temporary minidisks.

Action:

Specify the correct virtual address for the target minidisk and submit the restore request again.

0361E
userid DOES NOT OWN A MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr.

Reason:
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VM:Backup scans the online directory for the minidisk specified as the target for restore processing. The indicated user ID
does not have a minidisk defined at virtual address vaddr.

Action:

Specify the correct virtual address for the target minidisk and submit the restore request again.

0362E
USERID userid WAS NOT FOUND IN THE DIRECTORY.

Reason:

VM:Backup scans the online directory for the user ID specified as the target for restore processing. The user ID is not
found.

Action:

Specify the correct user ID and submit the restore request again.

0363E
VMBEXIT4 USER EXIT RETURNED AN INVALID LINKMODE OF linkmode.

Reason:

The restore link user exit, VMBEXIT4, returned the indicated invalid link mode, linkmode. VMBEXIT4 issues this message
in the restore job output report for this minidisk. Valid link modes are M, W, MR, WR, MW, EW, SW, and SM.

Action:

Correct the coding of the user exit to specify a valid link mode and submit the restore job again.

0364I
VMBEXIT4 USER EXIT CHANGED THE LINKMODE FROM linkmode TO linkmode.

Reason:

The restore link user exit, VMBEXIT4, changed the link mode for a particular minidisk. This message appears in the
restore job output report for this minidisk.

Action:

None.

0365E
LINK ATTEMPT FAILED WITH RETURN CODE code.

Reason:

This message is shown in the job listing. VM:Backup did not process the minidisk because it could not link to it. This can
occur when the Restore Link user exit (VMBEXIT4) changes the link mode for restore jobs to EXCLUSIVE WRITE (EW),
STABLE WRITE (SW), or STABLE MULT (SM), but the link fails because of existing links to the minidisk.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must change the user exit to return a different link mode, such as W or R, that will
guarantee that VM:Backup gets at least a read link.
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0366E
LINK REJECTED BY CP; MINIDISK OVERLAPS A CP SYSTEM AREA.

Reason:

VM:Backup received message HCPLNK1152E in response to the CP LINK command for a minidisk. CP rejected the LINK
request because it overlaps a CP system area, such as spool, page, or temporary disk space. VM:Backup cannot back up
the minidisk.

Action:

Contact your systems support personnel to correct the minidisk definition or ask the VM:Backup system administrator to
exclude the minidisk from the backup.

0367E
RECORD hexnumber IN FILE filename filetype DOES NOT START WITH { USRRECORD | FIL2 }.

Reason:

VM:Backup expects VM:Archiver STAGE files to be written in a certain format. The format of file filename filetype is
incorrect for VM:Archiver files. To determine the record number of the record which VM:Backup determined was incorrect,
convert hexnumber from hexadecimal to decimal. VM:Backup does not back up the file.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0368I
THE { WORKDISK | NODIAG84 } RECORD IS NO LONGER A VALID CONFIGURATION FILE RECORD. RECORD
WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

During initialization or reconfiguration, VM:Backup found a WORKDISK or NODIAG84 configuration file record in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file. These records are no longer supported. VM:Backup ignores the record.

Action:

None. If you receive this message for a WORKDISK record, you can delete both the WORKDISK configuration file record
and the work minidisk from your VM:Backup system to prevent VM:Backup from issuing this message again. If you
receive this message for a NODIAG84 record, you can delete the record to prevent VM:Backup from issuing this message
again.

0369E
THE VM:ARCHIVER DATABASE RECORD FOR FILE filename filetype IS INVALID.

Reason:

During a backup job, VM:Backup found that the VM:Archiver database record format was not as expected. The job
continues, but VM:Backup does not back up the file.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.
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0370E
DATA FROM A CMSALLOC BACKUP MUST BE RESTORED TO A MINIDISK.

Reason:

When you requested that VM:Backup restore data backed up in CMSALLOC format, you specified a device other than
a minidisk (for example, a reader or a directory) as the destination for the restored data. However, data backed up in
CMSALLOC format must be restored to a minidisk.

Action:

Specify a minidisk as the target destination for the CMSALLOC-formatted data being restored and submit the restore
again.

0371E
PROBLEMS RESTORING THE OLD FORMAT VM:BACKUP FILE filename1 filetype1 AS filename2 filetype2.

Reason:

VM:Archiver asked VM:Backup to restore the file filename1 filetype1, which was backed up under an earlier
VM:Backup-VM:Archiver interface. As part of the restore, VM:Archiver asked VM:Backup to rename the file filename2
filetype2. VM:Backup encountered problems while attempting the restore. The specific problem is described in a previous
message. VM:Backup does not restore the file.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0372E
TOO LITTLE DATA FOR THE OLD FORMAT VM:ARCHIVER FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

VM:Archiver asked VM:Backup to restore the file filename filetype, which was backed up under an earlier
VM:Backup-VM:Archiver interface. The size of the file data VM:Backup calculated it was to restore using the file
information VM:Archiver specified in the exception file for the job the amount of file data on the backup tape do not match.
VM:Backup does not restore the file.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0373I
MINIDISK userid vaddr SWITCHED TO A PHYSICAL BACKUP. FILE USER RECORDS NOT WRITTEN.

Reason:

A backup job contained a request to back up the minidisk userid vaddr. The job also included the following specifications
to have VM:Backup:

• Back up the minidisk in CMS format, but switch to a physical backup if errors occur backing up in CMS format
• Include user data records for some or all of the files backed up from the minidisk

The attempt to back up the minidisk in CMS format failed and VM:Backup switched to a physical backup. In a physical
backup, individual files are not identified. No user file records are written for the domain.

Action:
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None.

0374W
UNABLE TO LOCATE END OF FILE filename filetype IN dirname DIRECTORY.

Reason:

VM:Backup was unable to locate the end of the indicated variable length file because a record descriptor word (RDW) was
either 0 or caused the last record to be outside the last block of the file. VM:Backup backs up the file; however, the file
might be corrupted and not restorable.

Action:

Determine the cause of the problem and correct or erase the file to ensure correct subsequent backups.

0375E
THE TARGET DIRECTORY DOES NOT EXIST, FILES CANNOT BE RESTORED.

Reason:

You tried to restore BFS files or a BFS directory, but the target directory you specified does not exist. The data is not
restored and the job continues.

Action:

Try the restore again, this time specifying a target directory that exists.

0376E
USER userid (uid) GROUP groupname (gid) IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO WRITE TO THE TARGET DIRECTORY.

Reason:

A restore job tried to restore a BFS file or directory, but the requesting user ID does not have the BFS permissions
required to write to the target directory. To restore to a directory, you must have write permission to it and search
permission to each of its parent directories. The permissions can exist for the owner, group, or other. The data is not
restored.

Action:

The requesting user can specify a different restore target or ask your site's BFS administrator for the required permission.

0377I
AUTOCAT WILL END AFTER THE CURRENT OPERATION.

Reason:

The AUTOCAT job was put on hold or canceled. The job will finish its current operation (for example, condensing or
discarding a catalog) to make sure the catalog disk is left in a usable state. It will then end.

Action:

None.

0378E
vmbackup CANNOT RESTORE BYTE FILE SYSTEM OBJECTS TO SFS FILE SPACE filespace.
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Reason:

When you requested that VM:Backup restore BFS data, you specified a file space that holds SFS data as the destination
for the restored data. However, BFS data can only be restored to file spaces that hold BFS data.

Action:

Specify a BFS file space as the target for BFS data being restored and submit the restore again.

0379E
vmbackup CANNOT RESTORE SFS DATA TO BYTE FILE SYSTEM FILE SPACE filespace.

Reason:

You requested that VM:Backup restore SFS data to a file space that holds BFS data. BFS data can only be restored to file
spaces that hold SFS data.

Action:

Specify an SFS file space as the target and submit the restore again.

0380I
REBUILDING {BACKUP | RESTORE | MPC | REINIT} JOB jobname FROM CHECKPOINT DATA.

Reason:

At reinitialization, VM:Backup rebuilds all jobs that were not completed when the system abnormally terminated.

Action:

None.

0382E
FILE filename filetype CANNOT BE RECALLED BECAUSE THE BACKUP IS {NOT IN EXPANDED FORMAT | A
MIGRATED FILE} (RC=code).

Reason:

A restore job submitted by an authorized client requested the data from a migrated file be returned to the migrated file, but
VM:Backup encountered one of the following problems with the data that was backed up for the file:

• The file data was not backed up in expanded format. To restore data to a migrated file, VM:Backup needs to restore
additional information that is only backed up when data is backed up in expanded format.

• The file was in a migrated state when it was backed up. When VM:Backup backs up a file in migrated state, only the
SFS catalog information is available to back up; the file data does not exist in SFS.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0383E
VM:BACKUP DOES NOT BACK UP BYTE FILE SYSTEM FILE SPACES. FILE SPACE name NOT BACKED UP.

Reason:

A backup job encountered a POSIX Byte File System file space. VM:Backup cannot back up these file spaces. You must
have CMS r12 or later to backup Byte File System file spaces. The job continues; the file space is not backed up.
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Action:

To prevent VM:Backup from trying to back up the file space again, add an EXCLUDE record to your exclusion file for your
backup templates. Make sure the file space is being backed up by the proper Byte File System utility.

0384E
VM:BACKUP CANNOT RESTORE MINIDISK DATA TO BYTE FILE SYSTEM FILE SPACE filespace.

Reason:

You requested that VM:Backup restore minidisk data; however, the restore target you specified is a Byte File System
(BFS) file space. VM:Backup cannot restore minidisk data to BFS file spaces.

Action:

Submit the request again this time specifying a CMS minidisk or SFS file space as the restore target.

0385E
ERROR INITIALIZING VOLUME volser FOR JOB jobname (RC= retcode).

Reason:

VM:Backup was processing a REINIT job that contained an OPTION TAPEMOUNT YES record in the job template file.
This record indicates that tapes are to be mounted to have a new VOL1 label written to the tape. VM:Backup encountered
an error when attempting to reinitialize the tape, volser. This may indicate a problem with the tape. VM:Backup expires the
tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC), but a new VOL1 label is not written
to the tape.

Action:

Because VM:Backup expires the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape TMC, it is available for use by future
backup or MPC jobs. Notify your tape librarian that the tape may have to be cleaned, repaired, or replaced before it can
be used again.

0386E
ERROR EXPIRING VOLUME volser FOR JOB jobname (ROUTINE routine RC=retcode).

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an error while attempting to update the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape Tape Management
Catalog (TMC) to expire the tape, volser.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0387E
VM:BACKUP A-DISK IS FULL.

Reason:

The VM:Backup service virtual machine A-disk became full while importing or exporting a job template file. The process
ends.

Action:
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End VM:Backup and increase the size of the VM:Backup A-disk. Then, reinitialize VM:Backup and issue the IMPORT or
EXPORT command again.

0388I
ROLLING BACK CHECKPOINT RECORDS FOR JOB jobname.

Reason:

The specified job terminated abnormally while the first tape in the job was being written. VM:Backup deletes all checkpoint
records associated with the job and resets the expiration date of the tape so that it can be used in subsequent jobs. When
the job restarts, VM:Backup will request a new scratch tape.

Action:

None.

0389E
COMMAND REJECTED; VMBACKUP MODULE AND VM:BACKUP SUPERVISOR MODULE ARE INCOMPATIBLE.

Reason:

The VMBACKUP MODULE for the user's virtual machine and the supervisor module, VMBSYS MODULE, running on the
VM:Backup service virtual machine are not at compatible service levels. The command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Backup system administrator.

0390W
CONNECT TO *IDENT FAILED WITH IPRCODE = code.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, VM:Backup could not identify a resource ID to the CP *IDENT system service. VM:Backup
sends this message to the VM:Backup operator and service virtual machine. VM:Backup waits one minute and then
retries the request. Possible return codes are:

• 15 No authorizations found. This code can occur if the RESID name in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file is not in the CP
directory.

• 13 Maximum number of connections. The number of connections on the OPTIONS MAXCONN statement in the CP
directory has been exceeded.

Action:

Look up the IPRCODE code in the IUCV CONNECT portion of the IBM programming services manual and correct the
problem. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

0391S
*IDENT SEVERED { LOCAL | GLOBAL } RESOURCE resid, REASON CODE = code.

Reason:

After initialization, VM:Backup encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the CP *IDENT system service severed the connection that defined the resource ID.
VM:Backup waits one minute and then retries the request.
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Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM programming services manual and correct the problem. If necessary, contact
Technical Support.

0392E
NOT AUTHORIZED TO CONNECT TO *IDENT FOR resid.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the VM:Backup service virtual machine is not authorized to connect to *IDENT system service
for the indicated resource ID. VM:Backup sends this message to the VM:Backup operator and service virtual machine.
VM:Backup waits one minute and then retries the request.

Action:

Make sure the IUCV *IDENT resid record in the directory entry for the VM:Backup service virtual machine specifies the
correct resource ID. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

0393E
NOT AUTHORIZED TO IDENTIFY { LOCAL | GLOBAL } RESOURCE resid.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the directory entry for the VM:Backup service virtual machine does not contain an IUCV
*IDENT resid record. This record is necessary for VM:Backup to identify the resource ID as a global or system resource.
VM:Backup sends this message to the VM:Backup operator and service virtual machine. VM:Backup waits one minute
and then retries the request.

Action:

Make sure the VM:Backup directory entry contains the following record:

IUCV *IDENT resid {LOCAL | GLOBAL}

If necessary, contact Technical Support.

0394W
CONTROL OF { LOCAL | GLOBAL } RESOURCE resid WAS REVOKED.

Reason:

After initialization, VM:Backup encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, another service virtual machine revoked the resource being used by VM:Backup. VM:Backup
sends this message to the VM:Backup operator and service virtual machine. VM:Backup waits one minute and then
retries the request.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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0395I
ATTEMPTING *IDENT RECONNECTION IN ONE MINUTE.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) facility.
VM:Backup issues this message, then waits one minute before retrying the request. VM:Backup sends this message to
the VM:Backup operator and service virtual machine.

Action:

See the messages preceding 0395I for information about the specific error that occurred.

0396T
RESID resid CANNOT BE USED, EXIT NAME ALREADY DEFINED.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) facility.
Specifically, a CMS IUCV exit program has already been established for the indicated resource ID. VM:Backup sends this
message to the VM:Backup operator and service virtual machine. Initialization fails.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

0397I
THE resid { LOCAL | GLOBAL } RESOURCE DEFINITION COMPLETED.

Reason:

VM:Backup has successfully established communications with the indicated resource through the Advanced Program-to-
Program Communication (APPC) facility. VM:Backup sends this message to the VM:Backup operator and service virtual
machine. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

0398I
THE { LOCAL | GLOBAL } RESOURCE resid IS ALREADY BEING MANAGED.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the indicated resource is already being used by another service virtual machine. VM:Backup
sends this message to the VM:Backup operator and service virtual machine. VM:Backup waits one minute and then
retries the request.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

0399I
INITIALIZING { LOCAL | GLOBAL } APPCVM RESOURCE resid.
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Reason:

VM:Backup is creating the resource definition for the VM:Backup service virtual machine. VM:Backup sends this message
to the VM:Backup operator and service virtual machine.

Action:

None.

0423I
AUTOCAT JOB WILL NOT RUN UNTIL {JOB | COMMAND} COMPLETES.

Reason:

An AUTOCAT job was submitted while other catalog jobs or commands were running. The AUTOCAT job will not run until
the catalog jobs or commands complete.

Action:

None.

0432E
NO object FOUND WHICH MATCHES THIS {INCLUDE | EXCLUDE} MASK.

Reason:

There are two possible causes for this message. In both cases the indicated object was specified on one or more
INCLUDE or EXCLUDE records in the job template file for the backup or restore job you were running when you received
this message. The object could be DASD, a user ID/minidisk, an account, an ACI group, a file pool, or a file space.
Possible causes are:

• The job could not find the indicated object.
• The indicated object matched more than one INCLUDE or EXCLUDE record. For example, if you have an INCLUDE

record that specifies USER ABC* and an INCLUDE record that specifies USER %%CD, user ABCD matches both of
these records.

Action:

You can ignore the message, or you can modify or remove the record that specifies the nonexistent object or redundant
objects from the job template file.

0433I
UPDATING CATALOG INDEX FILES FOR jobid DUMPJOB.

Reason:

As part of normal backup processing, VM:Backup updates the catalog index files to reflect the data that was backed up in
the job. Message 0434I follows this message when VM:Backup is finished updating the index files.

Action:

None.

0434I
CATALOG INDEX FILES FOR jobid DUMPJOB HAVE BEEN UPDATED.

Reason:
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As part of normal processing during a backup job, VM:Backup updates the catalog index files to reflect the data that was
backed up in the job. This message indicates VM:Backup has finished updating the files.

Action:

None.

0435I
MODULE GENNED ON mm/dd/yy AT hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

For diagnostic purposes, VM:Backup writes this message along with others in the indicative dump that VM:Backup
displays on its console when VM:Backup terminates abnormally. The message indicates the date and time the VM:Backup
module in which the abend occurred was generated. Messages 0436I and 0437I follow this message.

Action:

See messages 0050I, 0051I, 0052I, and 0053I. Using the abend code displayed in message 0051I, you might be able to
correct the problem.

0436I
cplevel.

Reason:

For diagnostic purposes, VM:Backup writes this message along with others in the indicative dump that VM:Backup
displays on its console when VM:Backup terminates abnormally. The message indicates the level of CP (as shown by the
QUERY CPLEVEL command) running when the abend occurred. VM:Backup issues this message with messages 0435I
and 0437I.

Action:

See messages 0050I, 0051I, 0052I, and 0053I. Using the abend code displayed in message 0051I, you might be able to
correct the problem.

0437I
cmslevel.

Reason:

For diagnostic purposes, VM:Backup writes this message in the indicative dump that VM:Backup displays on its console
when VM:Backup terminates abnormally. This message indicates the level of CMS (as shown by the QUERY CMSLEVEL
command) running when the abend occurred. VM:Backup issues this message with messages 0435I and 0437I.

Action:

See messages 0050I, 0051I, 0052I, and 0053I. Using the abend code displayed in message 0051I, you might be able to
correct the problem.

0439E
RETURN CODE code FROM COMMAND ENROLL PUBLIC.

Reason:
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During a restore job, VM:Backup tried to issue the ENROLL PUBLIC command for a file pool it just restored. VM:Backup
received the indicated return code from the command.

Action:

Look up the return code in the IBM documentation for the ENROLL PUBLIC command.

0440I
ENROLL PUBLIC COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

A restore job successfully issued the ENROLL PUBLIC command for a file pool after restoring the file pool. This means
that users who are not enrolled in the file pool will be able access files and directories to which PUBLIC has been granted
access.

Action:

None.

0442I
USING [CMS | VMBACKUP] STORAGE MANAGEMENT

Reason:

This is an informational message issued at startup, and indicates which storage management system is in use by
VM:Backup. VM:Backup is initialized with CMS as the default storage manager.

Action:

None.

0443W
FILE SPACE WAS BEING CHANGED DURING THE attempt CONSISTENCY CHECK.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message when a consistency check made during a file space backup fails. VM:Backup continues
performing consistency checks until it obtains a consistent view of the file space or until the job exceeds the limit for
consistency checks. This limit is specified on the OPTIONS SFSTRIES record in the backup job template or exception
file or on the Work With Backup Template or Work With Exception File screen. VM:Backup writes this message to the job
output report each time a consistency check fails. If the file space is still changing after VM:Backup performs the allowed
number of consistency checks, VM:Backup backs up the file space anyway and writes message 0445W to the job output.

Action:

No action is required; however, if the job exceeded the limit for consistency checks and had to back up the file space
without obtaining a consistent view (and issued message 0445W), the file space might contain files that are not at the
same commit level, that is, they are out of sync. This might be a problem for some applications. See message 0445W for
possible actions to take.

0444I
CONSISTENT VIEW OF THE FILE SPACE WAS OBTAINED.

Reason:
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After one or more consistency checks of a file space during a backup, VM:Backup was able to obtain a consistent view
of the file space and backed it up. Obtaining a consistent view guarantees that all files in the file space are at the same
commit level.

Action:

None.

0445W
CONSISTENT VIEW OF THE FILE SPACE WAS NOT OBTAINED.

Reason:

A file space backup job continued to detect changes to the file space after the job performed the allowed number of
consistency checks. The job backs up the file space anyway. Because the job could not obtain a consistent view of the file
space, the backed up version of the file space might contain files that are not at the same commit level, that is, they are
out of sync with each other. This might be a problem for some applications.

Action:

If you have applications that require files to be at the same commit level, you might try the following:

• Notify users of your scheduled backup times and request that they not update the file space during those times.
• Increase the limit for consistency checks. This limit is specified on the OPTIONS SFSTRIES record in the backup job

template or exception file or on the Work With Backup Template or Work With Exception File screen. The maximum
number of consistency checks you can specify is 9. Increasing this limit increases the chance that VM:Backup will
obtain a consistent view of the file space.

• Halt activity in the file space or have the job quiesce the file space. See the System Programmer Reference for
information about quiescing file spaces.

0446I
INCREMENTAL JOB WILL BE BASED ON jobname date time.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message at the beginning of an incremental backup job to indicate the backup job on which the
incremental will be based. The job continues.

Action:

None.

0447E
CATALOGS ARE BEING UPDATED. YOUR REQUEST CANNOT BE PROCESSED AT THIS TIME.

Reason:

You entered the RESTORE command to perform a linemode restore, but the required catalogs are currently being
processed. The RESTORE command ends.

Action:

Try the command again later.
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0448W
OPTION option IGNORED. IT IS ONLY VALID WITH A jobtype JOB.

Reason:

You specified an option on the SUBMIT command that is not valid for the type of job you are submitting. For example,
you specified the STREAMS option on an MPC job, but the STREAMS option is only valid for backup jobs. The SUBMIT
command runs, ignoring the specified option.

Action:

None.

0449I
AVAILABLE DEVICE COUNT: DASD dasdcount; TAPE tapecount; PRINT printcount; PUNCH punchcount.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message during initialization to indicate the number of virtual addresses available for VM:Backup
to use during jobs when VM:Backup links to minidisks, attaches tape drives, or creates printers and punches. VM:Backup
looks for addresses for these devices in the following ranges.

Device type Virtual address range
Virtual punches 0C00-0DFF
Virtual printers 0E00-0FFF
DASD (for backup or restore links) 2000-4FFF
Tape drives 0300-0BFF

If VM:Backup does not find enough available addresses in the appropriate range, it issues message 0229W and
initialization fails.

Action:

None.

0450E
AN EXCEPTION FILE MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR THIS JOB.

Reason:

You tried to import a restore job template file that specifies a OPTIONS DIRSCAN NO record but no EXCEPTIONS
record. Whenever you specify an OPTIONS DIRSCAN NO record in a restore job template file, you must also specify an
exception file for the job in an EXCEPTIONS record. The import fails.

Action:

Specify an exception file in an EXCEPTIONS record in the job template file.

0451E
THE VOLSER KEYWORD CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITHOUT AN ASSOCIATED DSSN VALUE.

Reason:
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An OUTPUT VOLSER record is specified in the job template file because a new data set will be appended to that volser.
However, no OUTPUT DSSN record is specified in the job template file. Whenever a starting output volser is specified in a
job template file, a DSSN must also be specified.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0452E
ONLY VM:ARCHIVER CAN REQUEST recordname parameter.

Reason:

The indicated record or parameter can be specified only in job template or exception files submitted from VM:Archiver.
Processing ends.

Action:

Remove the indicated record or parameter from the job template file or add a PRODUCT record in VM:Backup for the
VM:Archiver user ID submitting the job.

0455E
THE CHECKSUM VALUE COMPUTED DOES NOT MATCH THE VALUE SPECIFIED ON THE CHECKSUM RECORD.

Reason:

VM:Backup computes checksum values each time it processes a job template, exception, or exclusion file. If a
CHECKSUM record is specified in the file, VM:Backup compares the value it has computed with the value specified on the
record. Processing can only continue if the two values are the same. CHECKSUM records are included in job template
and exception files imported by VM:Archiver. Processing ends.

Action:

Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to call Technical Support.

0456E
item IS INVALID ON THE record parameter RECORD.

Reason:

The user ID, file pool, or fully qualified directory name on the indicated TPI record parameter is invalid. The import fails.

Action:

Verify that the correct item was specified on the indicated TPI record parameter. Then import the file again.

0457E
THE FULLY QUALIFIED DIRECTORY NAME SPECIFIED ON THE record parameter RECORD IS TOO LONG.

Reason:

The directory name listed on the indicated record is too long. Directory names cannot exceed 153 characters in length.
The import fails.

Action:

Verify that a valid directory name is listed on the indicated TPI record parameter. Then, import the file again.
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0458E
SEARCH START DATE AND TIME MUST PRECEDE SEARCH END DATE AND TIME.

Reason:

You entered a start date and time that is later than the end date and time. The import fails.

Action:

Enter a start date and time that is earlier than the end date and time, and import the file again.

0459E
SEARCH START DATE AND TIME MUST PRECEDE CURRENT DATE AND TIME.

Reason:

You entered a start date and time that is later than the current date and time. The import fails.

Action:

Enter a start date and time that is earlier than the current date and time, and import the file again.

0460I
THE FOLLOWING DOMAINS WERE BEING PROCESSED BY JOB name:

Reason:

VM:Backup terminated abnormally while the indicated backup or restore job was running. The minidisks listed after this
message may be related to the problem that caused the abend.

Action:

None. For more information, see message 0050I.

0461I
{userid vaddr | filespace} BY THE PCB AT address.

Reason:

VM:Backup terminated abnormally while a backup job was running. This message, which follows message 0460I, is
issued once for each minidisk or file space that was being processed when the abend occurred.

Action:

None. For more information, see message 0050I.

0462I
{userid vaddr | filespace} WAS BEING RESTORED TO {userid's READER | userid vaddr | filespace} BY THE PCB
AT address.

Reason:

VM:Backup terminated abnormally while a restore job that was restoring data to a target different from its original source
(for example, from one file space to another) was running. This message, which follows message 0460I, is issued once for
each minidisk or file space that was being processed when the abend occurred.

Action:
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None. For more information, see message 0050I.

0463I
COMPLETED DOMAIN ON STREAM number filename: domain.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message when performing a checkpoint restart of a backup job. The message shows the last
domain VM:Backup successfully backed up to the indicated stream before the job restarted. The variable filename is the
name of a temporary file that VM:Backup builds to keep track of information for checkpoint restart purposes. Processing
continues.

Action:

None.

0464I
NO COMPLETED DOMAINS FOUND FOR STREAM number filename.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message when performing a checkpoint restart of a backup job. The message shows that no
domains were successfully backed up to the indicated stream prior to the job restarting. The variable filename is the
name of a temporary file that VM:Backup builds to keep track of information for checkpoint restart purposes. Processing
continues.

Action:

None.

0465E
NOT ENOUGH STORAGE TO READ SFS CATALOG RECORDS. FILE SPACE NOT BACKED UP.

Reason:

During a backup of a file space, VM:Backup determined it did not have enough virtual storage to read SFS catalog
records for the file space. The file space is not backed up.

Action:

Increase the virtual machine size of the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

0466W
vmbackup DOES NOT HAVE THE LNKNOPAS OPTION IN ITS CP DIRECTORY ENTRY. SOME DOMAINS MIGHT
NOT BE BACKED UP.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup determined that its CP directory entry does not specify the LNKNOPAS option. This
option allows VM:Backup to link to all minidisks without using a password. If you do not have an External Security
Manager (ESM), this option is required.

Action:

If you do not have an ESM, add the LNKNOPAS option to an OPTION statement in the directory entry for VM:Backup. If
you do have an ESM, make sure it allows VM:Backup to link to all minidisks without using a password. Even if you have
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an ESM, it is still a good idea to specify the LNKNOPAS option so that VM:Backup can continue to function if the ESM is
down.

0470E
ATTEMPT TO ATTACH VOLUME volser AT REAL ADDRESS raddr FAILED WITH RETURN CODE code.

Reason:

VM:Backup issued the CP ATTACH command to perform an alternate volume restore, but the command failed with the
indicated return code.

Action:

To determine the cause of the failure, see the CP command reference. When you have corrected the problem, run the
restore job again.

0472E
VOLUME LABELED volser WAS NOT FOUND OR DOES NOT EXIST AT REAL ADDRESS raddr.

Reason:

You entered alternate volume restore information in a restore job template file, but the target volser and real address
specified do not correspond to a defined DASD volume.

Action:

Correct the job template file information to designate the appropriate volser and real address, then run the restore job
again.

0473E
VOLUME IS NOT OF THE CORRECT DEVICE CLASS OR TYPE.

Reason:

When you attempted to restore data to an alternate volume, the source and target minidisks were either not of the same
device class, device type, or both. When restoring a count-key-data (CKD) minidisk, the target minidisk must be of the
same device class, CKD. In addition, when restoring a CKD minidisk, the target minidisk must also be the same device
type; for example, you must restore a 3380 to a 3380. When restoring a fixed-block-architecture (FBA) minidisk, the target
minidisk must be of the same device class, FBA.

Action:

If you are restoring a CKD minidisk, make sure the target device is CKD and the same device type as the source. If you
are restoring an FBA minidisk, make sure the target device is FBA. Then submit the restore job again.

0474E
PATTERN MATCHING IS NOT ALLOWED ON THE {SOURCE | TARGET} LABEL IN THE ALTERNATE RECORD.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered an ALTERNATE record in a job template file that was to be imported, but the source or target
volser included in the record contains pattern-matching characters. You cannot use pattern-matching characters in the
source and target volser fields.

Action:
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Correct the job template file by designating specific source and target volsers, then import the file again.

0475E
THE FORMAT OR FMTALWAYS OPTION MUST BE SPECIFIED WHEN THE ALTERNATE VOLUME FEATURE IS TO
BE USED.

Reason:

You specified alternate volume restore information, but you did not specify the FORMAT or FMTALWAYS options on the
OPTIONS record in the job template file.

Action:

Change the file to specify FORMAT or FMTALWAYS, or create a job template file that does not perform alternate volume
restores.

0476E
THE DISK OPTION MUST BE SPECIFIED WHEN THE ALTERNATE VOLUME FEATURE IS TO BE USED.

Reason:

You specified alternate volume restore information, but you did not select the DISK option in the output guidelines.

Action:

Change the job template file to specify the DISK option, or create a file that does not perform alternate volume restores.

0477E
A MINIDISK DEFINED WITH THE END OR DEVNO KEYWORD CANNOT BE RESTORED TO AN ALTERNATE
VOLUME.

Reason:

When restoring to an alternate volume, VM:Backup cannot restore a minidisk that is defined with the END or DEVNO
keyword in the CP directory because VM:Backup cannot determine the current size of the minidisk. VM:Backup skips the
minidisk.

Action:

Change the definition of the minidisk in the CP directory to remove the END or DEVNO keyword and specify the
actual size of the minidisk as it currently exists. Then, submit a restore job to restore the minidisk. After the restore
job completes, you can update the definition of the minidisk in the CP directory to use the END or DEVNO keyword, if
necessary.

0478E
THE VOLSER OF REAL DEVICE vaddr CANNOT BE DETERMINED. THE MINIDISK WILL NOT BE PROCESSED.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to process a minidisk that is defined in the CP directory with the DEVNO parameter on the MDISK
statement. Using the real address specified with the DEVNO parameter, VM:Backup tried to determine the volser of the
DASD volume on which this minidisk resides. VM:Backup uses the volser to determine whether the DASD volume on
which this minidisk is located is specifically included or excluded from the job. VM:Backup could not determine the volser
of the DASD volume. This can indicate that the device is offline. The minidisk is not processed; job processing continues.

Action:
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Ensure that the real device referred to by the DEVNO parameter on the MDISK statement is online. Then submit a job to
process the minidisk again.

0480I
I/O STATS: CP AVAILABLE PAGES=pages FACTOR=factor%.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message during initialization. The message shows that VM:Backup has adjusted its I/O subsystem
parameters to match CP system conditions. Messages 0480I and 0481I always appear together.

Action:

None.

0481I
USABLE RESOURCES=resources (MAXIMUM=num).

Reason:

See message 0480I.

Action:

None.

0500E
INPUT VOLUME SPECIFIED IS NOT THE FIRST VOLUME OF A STREAM.

Reason:

The first tape mounted for a restore job is not the first tape of a stream. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must change the restore job template file to make sure that the first tape of any tape
stream from the desired backup is the first tape mounted. Start the job again.

0503E
ERROR OCCURRED READING A labeltype LABEL.

Reason:

An error occurred while reading the indicated label or verifying its contents. It was caused by a permanent tape I/O error, a
DASDtape processing error, or an invalid tape format. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

If a permanent I/O error occurred, clean the tape drive or use a different tape drive. If a tape copy is available, run the job
again using the tape copy. If a DASD processing error occurred, determine whether it is a hardware problem and, if it is,
correct it. If it is not a hardware problem, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support. If the tape
does not have a permanent I/O error, determine whether the job that created the tape preceding the one you are trying to
write completed successfully. The VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.
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0504E
TAPE FORMAT IS INVALID. THE TRAILER LABELS DO NOT CORRESPOND TO THE HEADER LABELS.

Reason:

The header and trailer labels do not contain matching information. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0505E
ERROR OCCURRED READING A TAPE BLOCK. THE RETURN CODE IS code.

Reason:

A tape error occurred because of a permanent tape I/O error, a DASDtape processing error, or an invalid tape format. The
job is placed on hold.

Action:

If a permanent I/O error occurred, clean the tape drive or use a different tape drive. If a tape copy is available, run the
job again using a tape copy. If a DASD processing error occurred, determine whether it is a hardware problem and, if it
is, correct it. If it is not a hardware problem, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support. If the
tape does not have a permanent I/O error, determine whether the job that created the tape completed successfully. The
VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0506W
UNEXPECTED BUSY STATUS status RECEIVED ON TAPE raddr.

Reason:

VM:Backup received a busy status indication from the tape drive at the indicated real address (raddr). The status is the
hexadecimal representation of CSW status bytes CSW+4 and CSW+5. This is not a normal condition. Another system
may be trying to use this tape drive for I/O.

If another system moved the tape while VM:Backup was trying to read it, VM:Backup issues one of the following
messages for this tape drive: 500E, 501E, 502E, 503E, 504E, 505E, 507E, 508E, 509E, 510E, or 511E. Processing
continues.

Action:

If VM:Backup issues only message 0506W, no response is required. If any of the messages mentioned above are also
issued, detach the indicated tape drive from all other systems, then run the job again.

0507E
TAPE CONTAINS INVALID DATA SET HEADER LABELS.

Reason:

A tape error occurred because of a permanent tape I/O error, a DASD tape processing error, or an invalid tape format.
The job is placed on hold.

Action:

If a permanent I/O error occurred, clean the tape drive or use a different tape drive. If a tape copy is available, run the job
again using a tape copy if available. If a DASD processing error occurred, determine whether it is a hardware problem
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and, if it is, correct it. If it is not a hardware problem, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.
Run the job again. If the tape does not have a permanent I/O error, determine whether the job that created the tape
completed successfully. The VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0508E
TAPE FORMAT IS INVALID. THE TAPE BUFFER FORMAT IS INVALID FOR A VM:BACKUP TAPE.

Reason:

The tape format is invalid. The tape cannot be processed by VM:Backup. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Determine whether the job that created the tape completed successfully. The VM:Backup system administrator can
contact Technical Support.

0509E
TAPE FORMAT IS INVALID. TAPE BUFFER RECORDS DO NOT FILL THE BUFFER EVENLY.

Reason:

The tape format is invalid. The tape cannot be processed by VM:Backup. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Determine whether the job that created the tape completed successfully. The VM:Backup system administrator can
contact Technical Support.

0510E
TAPE FORMAT IS INVALID. AN INCORRECT TAPE BUFFER WAS READ.

Reason:

The tape format is invalid. The tape cannot be processed by VM:Backup. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Determine whether the job that created the tape completed successfully. The VM:Backup system administrator can
contact Technical Support.

0512E
TAPE FORMAT IS INVALID. A REQUIRED DSK1, DIR1, OR FSP1 RECORD WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The tape format is invalid. The tape cannot be processed by VM:Backup. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Determine whether the backup job that created the tape completed successfully. The VM:Backup system administrator
can contact Technical Support.

0513E
TAPE FORMAT IS INVALID. THE FIRST TAPE BLOCK FOR A DOMAIN DOES NOT CONTAIN A DSK1 OR FSP1
RECORD.
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Reason:

The tape format is invalid. The tape cannot be processed by VM:Backup. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Determine whether the backup job that created the tape completed successfully. The VM:Backup system administrator
must contact Technical Support.

0515E
TAPE FORMAT IS INVALID. AN INVALID CMS FILE RECORD IDENTIFIER WAS FOUND ON THE TAPE.

Reason:

The tape format is invalid. The tape cannot be processed by VM:Backup. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Determine whether the backup job that created the tape completed successfully. The VM:Backup system administrator
can contact Technical Support.

0516E
TAPE FORMAT IS INVALID. A REQUIRED FILE, TRACK, OR BLOCK WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

The tape format is invalid. The tape cannot be processed by VM:Backup. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Determine whether the backup job that created the tape completed successfully. The VM:Backup system administrator
can contact Technical Support.

0517E
ERROR OCCURRED UNLOADING THE TAPE.

Reason:

A tape error occurred because of a permanent tape I/O error, a DASDtape processing error, or an invalid tape format. The
job is placed on hold.

Action:

If a permanent I/O error occurred, clean the tape drive or use a different tape drive. If a tape copy is available, run the
job again using a tape copy. If a DASD processing error occurred, determine whether it is a hardware problem and, if it
is, correct it. If it is not a hardware problem, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support. If the
tape does not have a permanent I/O error, determine whether the job that created the tape completed successfully. The
VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0519E
ERROR OCCURRED SPACING OVER THE labeltype LABELS.

Reason:

A tape error occurred while spacing forward over a header label and tape mark or while backspacing over a trailer label
on the tape. The error was caused by a permanent tape I/O error, a DASDtape processing error, or an invalid tape format.
The job is placed on hold.
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Action:

If a permanent I/O error occurred, clean the tape drive or use a different tape drive. If a tape copy is available, run the job
again using the tape copy. If a DASD processing error occurred, determine whether it is a hardware problem and, if it is,
correct it. If it is not a hardware problem, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support. If the tape
does not have a permanent I/O error, determine whether the job that created the tape completed successfully. The system
administrator can contact Technical Support.

0520E
ERROR OCCURRED POSITIONING THE TAPE TO A SPECIFIC DATA RECORD.

Reason:

A tape error occurred because of a permanent tape I/O error, a DASDtape processing error, or an invalid tape format. The
job is placed on hold.

Action:

If a permanent I/O error occurred, clean the tape drive or use a different tape drive. If a tape copy is available, run the job
again using a tape copy. If a DASD processing error occurred, determine whether it is a hardware problem and, if it is,
correct it. If it is not a hardware problem, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support. If the tape
does not have a permanent I/O error, determine whether the backup job that created the tape completed successfully. The
VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0521W
VOLSER volser HAS BEEN GIVEN A ONE-DAY RETENTION PERIOD TO KEEP IT FROM BEING SELECTED AGAIN
IN THIS JOB.

Reason:

A permanent write error was encountered on the specified tape. The tape is given a one-day retention period to prevent
VM:Backup from trying to mount it again in this job.

Action:

Determine whether the tape is defective. If it is, replace it. If it is not, you can use it again. If the problem persists and you
have determined that the tape is not defective, the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0522E
UNABLE TO MOUNT ANY OF THE FOLLOWING VOLUMES: volser-list.

Reason:

During a restore or MPC job, VM:Backup tried unsuccessfully to mount the primary tape or one of its copies. The mount
may have failed because the operator canceled the mount request or no usable DASDtapes were available. The job is
placed on hold.

Action:

Ask the tape operator or check the job output listing to find out why no tapes were mounted. When the problem is
resolved, release the job.

0524E
{BACKUP | RESTORE | MPC | REINIT} JOB jobname WAS CANCELED BY USERID userid.
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Reason:

The job, jobname, was canceled by userid. The user, userid, is either a VM:Backup operator or the VM:Backup system
administrator. The job may have been canceled because no tape drives were available or because a required tape could
not be found. This message is also issued when a VM:Backup operator or system administrator uses the END command
with the FORCE option to end VM:Backup processing. The job ends abnormally.

Action:

If the job is canceled again, ask the operator or system administrator why the job was not completed. When the problem is
corrected, submit the job again.

0525E
COMMUNICATION WITH VM:TAPE USERID userid HAS FAILED.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot communicate with VM:Tape through the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) because VM:Tape
is not available now. Possible reasons are that VM:Tape is not running, has terminated abnormally, or has not finished
initializing. Another possible reason is that the user ID specified on the PRODUCT VMTAPE record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file is not a valid VM:Tape service virtual machine. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Check the status of VM:Tape. When VM:Tape is available, release the job.

0526E
START VM:TAPE OR TYPE vmbuserid REPLY reqnumber FINISH TO COMPLETE {BACKUP | MPC | REINIT} JOB
jobname.

Reason:

VM:Tape became unavailable at the end of the indicated job. Although the job is complete, checkpoint files have not been
erased on the VM:Tape service virtual machine. VM:Backup periodically checks the status of VM:Tape. When VM:Tape
becomes available, the checkpoint files are erased and the job ends normally.

Action:

To end the job without erasing the VM:Tape checkpoint files if VM:Tape cannot be started again, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber FINISH

0527I
process path TO VM:TAPE: command.

Reason:

The indicated VM:Backup process issued the indicated command to VM:Tape on the indicated IUCV path.

Action:

None.

0528I
VM:TAPE COMMAND ENDED; RC = returncode.
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Reason:

VM:Backup received the indicated return code from VM:Tape in response to a previously issued command. See message
0527I for the command issued.

Action:

None.

0529I
VM:TAPE COMMAND ENDED; RC = returncode, DATA = data.

Reason:

VM:Backup received the indicated return code and data from VM:Tape in response to a previously issued command. See
message 0527I for the command issued.

Action:

None.

0530E
NO DATA COPIED TO GROUP groupname FOR SELECTED DOMAIN domainnumber.

Reason:

An MPC job submitted by an authorized client requested the data from the indicated input domain, domainnumber,
be copied to the output group, groupname. No data was found in the input domain that matched the selection criteria
specified for the output group. The job is put on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0531E
NO MATCH FOUND FOR filename filetype TO GROUP groupname FOR DOMAIN domainnumber

Reason:

An MPC job submitted by an authorized client requested the data from the indicated input domain, domainnumber, be
copied to the output group, groupname. The indicated file was not found in the input domain. The job is put on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0532I
process path PATH {CONNECTED | CLOSED}.

Reason:

Informational message indicating process name has connected to or closed the indicated IUCV path.

Action:

None.
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0533E
TAPE VOLUME volser CANNOT BE USED IN THIS {BACKUP | RESTORE | MPC | REINIT} JOB; IT IS NOT OWNED
BY VM:ARCHIVER.

Reason:

VM:Backup requested a tape be mounted for one of the following reasons:

• Output tape for a backup job to append a data set to the tape.
• Input tape for a restore job to restore data from the tape.
• Input tape for an MPC job to copy data from the tape.
• Input tape for a REINIT job to reinitialize the tape.

VM:Backup determined either from the VM:Backup resource pool information or the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog
(TMC) that the tape is not owned by the user ID that submitted the job. Either the tape is in use and owned by another
user ID or the tape is expired.

If this is a backup job, VM:Backup selects another tape using the resource pool information specified in the job and
continues the job. If this is a restore or MPC job, VM:Backup places the job on hold. If this is a REINIT job, VM:Backup
does not reinitialize this tape or expire the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape TMC; VM:Backup continues
with the next tape specified in the job.

Action:

The system administrator for the authorized client that submitted the job must contact Technical Support.

0535E
CANNOT OBTAIN NEXT VOLSER IN TAPE SET BECAUSE THERE IS NO PRODUCT VMTAPE RECORD IN
VMBACKUP CONFIG.

Reason:

A restore or MPC job scanned or read to the end of the currently mounted tape and did not find the volser of the next tape
in the tape trailer labels. VM:Backup attempted to look up the volser of the next tape in the VM:Tape Tape Management
Catalog (TMC) but the VM:Tape interface was not enabled. VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:

End VM:Backup and enable the VM:Backup-VM:Tape interface. Then, reinitialize VM:Backup and release the held restore
job.

0536E
CANNOT OBTAIN NEXT VOLSER IN TAPE SET DUE TO UNRECOVERABLE IUCV ERRORS WHILE
COMMUNICATING WITH VM:TAPE.

Reason:

During restore or MPC job processing, VM:Backup experienced an Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) error while
communicating with VM:Tape. When the data was backed up, the VMBACKUP CONFIG file contained the TAPECHAIN
NO configuration file record which specifies that VM:Backup is not to write tape chaining information in tape trailer labels.
As a result, VM:Backup must communicate with VM:Tape to obtain the volser of the next tape in the tape set.

VM:Backup attempted to re-establish communications with VM:Tape ten times. Each attempt failed, and VM:Backup
placed the job on hold.

Action:
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To determine the cause of the IUCV error, review the VM:Tape and VM:Backup console logs. Ensure the VM:Tape
directory entry contains an IUCV ALLOW record and an OPTION MAXCONN record specifying enough IUCV
connections. When the IUCV problem is corrected, release the VM:Backup job. If problems persist, contact Technical
Support.

0537E
CANNOT OBTAIN NEXT VOLSER IN TAPE SET; NEXTVOL ORDER RETURNED A BLANK OR NULL VOLSER.

Reason:

When the data being restored or copied was backed up, the VMBACKUP CONFIG file contained the TAPECHAIN NO
configuration record which specifies that VM:Backup is not to write tape chaining information in tape trailer labels. As a
result, VM:Backup must communicate with VM:Tape to obtain the volser of the next tape in the tape set. VM:Tape did not
provide a valid volser. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

To determine the cause of the problem, review the VM:Tape and VM:Backup console logs. When the problem is corrected,
release the VM:Backup job. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

0538E
END OF FILE LABEL ENCOUNTERED WHILE ATTEMPTING TO LOAD DATA.

Reason:

While reading the data to restore or copy from the backup tape, VM:Backup encountered an end of file (EOF1) label on
the tape, indicating the end of the dataset, but did not find the end of the domain. VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0540E
UNRECOVERABLE ERROR OCCURRED WRITING A DATA BLOCK.

Reason:

An unrecoverable tape error occurred while writing a data block to tape. The error was caused by a permanent tape I/O
error, a DASD tape processing error, or an invalid tape format. VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:

If a permanent I/O error occurred, clean the tape drive or use a different tape drive and run the job again. If a DASD
processing error occurred, determine whether is it a hardware problem and, if it is, correct it. If it is not a hardware
problem, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0541E
ATTEMPT TO ALLOCATE A VOLUME FOR USE IN THE JOB FAILED.

Reason:

The resource pools specified in the job template file do not contain enough available tapes to provide a required tape.
Either the VM:Backup tape operator failed to provide a volser in response to message 0651R or the resource pool was
defined with the CANCEL parameter. VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:
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Take one of the following actions:

• Use a different resource pool in the job template file.
• Use the Manage Resource Pools screen to add volsers to the resource pool.
• Use the Manage Resource Pools screen to change the action taken when a resource pool is empty. VM:Backup can

ask the operator for a new volser and optionally add that volser to the resource pool.

0542E
MOUNT OF TAPE VOLUME volser WAS REJECTED.

Reason:

A tape operator rejected a tape mount during a backup job submitted by VM:Archiver. VM:Backup selects a different tape
for the job.

Action:

None.

0543E
MOUNT OF TAPE VOLUME volser WAS CANCELED BY A TAPE OPERATOR.

Reason:

VM:Tape or a VM:Tape tape operator canceled the mount. VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:

Determine why the tape mount was canceled, correct the problem, and release the job.

0544E
TAPE VOLUME volser WAS NOT MOUNTED WITHIN THE REQUIRED TIME INTERVAL.

Reason:

The tape operator did not mount the specified tape within the time period that VM:Backup waits for a tape to be mounted.
VM:Backup cancels the mount request. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

When the resources needed to complete the job are available, release the job. If this problem occurs often, the
VM:Backup system administrator can increase the amount of time VM:Backup will wait for a tape mount.

0545E
TAPE VOLUME volser CONTAINS AN INCORRECT labeltype LABEL.

Reason:

The label on the indicated tape is invalid. VM:Backup cannot write to the tape. The entire tape or a segment of it has been
reused. When labeltype is UHL1, the problem may be that the preceding tape contains a UHL1 label written by a system
other than VM:Backup. If the volume is a DASD volume, the problem may be the result of manual alteration of the CMS
DASD tape file. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

None.
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0548E
TAPE VOLUME volser IS INCOMPLETE.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to position the tape to a particular data set, but the tape does not contain the required tape marks or
header and trailer labels. The indicated tape cannot be written by VM:Backup. The tape or a segment of it has been
reused. If the tape is a DASDtape, the problem may be the result of manual alteration of the CMS DASD tape file.
VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:

None.

0550E
TAPE CANNOT BE POSITIONED. IT BEGINS BEYOND THE DATA SET SEQUENCE NUMBER SPECIFIED IN THE
JOB.

Reason:

During a backup job submitted by VM:Archiver, the indicated data set cannot be written because the data set sequence
number specified in the job is lower than the first data set sequence number on the tape. For example, the job tries to
write data set 5 to the tape, but the tape begins with data set 7. Data set 5 cannot be written unless data set 4 exists on
the tape. VM:Backup selects a new tape and writes data to data set sequence number 1 on the new tape.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0551E
TAPE CANNOT BE POSITIONED. IT CONTAINS TOO FEW DATA SETS.

Reason:

During a backup job submitted by VM:Archiver, the indicated data set cannot be written because the data set sequence
number specified in the job is too high. For example, the job tries to write data set 5, but cannot because data set 3 is the
last data set on the tape. Data set 5 cannot be written unless the tape contains data set sequence number 4. VM:Backup
selects a new tape and writes data to data set sequence number 1 on the new tape.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0552E
TAPE VOLUME volser CANNOT BE USED IN THIS jobtype JOB. DATA SET number ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

The indicated tape was mounted during a VM:Archiver job and the data set specified already exists. VM:Backup issues
this message if the tape operator is not authorized to allow VM:Backup to overwrite the data set (the TAPEXPDT record
is not specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file), or if the tape operator rejected the request from messages 0665R and
0662R to overwrite the data set. VM:Backup selects a new tape and writes data to data set sequence number 1 on the
new tape.

Action:
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Then the VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0553E
TAPE VOLUME volser IS NOT A VM:BACKUP TAPE.

Reason:

Tape volser was not written by VM:Backup and cannot be used by VM:Backup. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

If there are two tapes at your site with the same volser, make sure the one mounted is the VM:Backup tape. If the tape is a
DASDtape, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0554E
TAPE VOLUME volser CANNOT BE USED IN A {BACKUP | MPC} JOB. IT HAS NOT REACHED ITS EXPIRATION
DATE.

Reason:

The indicated tape was mounted during a backup job or as an output tape for an MPC job. The expiration date recorded
in the label of the tape has not been reached. The operator refused to grant permission to override the expiration date.
VM:Backup selects a new tape for the job and continues the job.

Action:

None.

0555E
UNABLE TO REMOUNT TAPE VOLUME volser.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to remount the previous tape in a tape chain to rewrite the trailer labels with a different volser. The tape
mount failed. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Determine why the tape mount failed. When the problem has been corrected, release the job.

0556E
CANNOT LOCATE DATA SET TRAILER LABELS WRITTEN IN THIS JOB ON TAPE VOLUME volser.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot read or verify the trailer labels on a tape that was already used in the current job. The job is placed on
hold.

Action:

Determine whether the tape was changed between the time VM:Backup finished with it and then reexamined it. The
VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0557E
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE A VOLUME THROUGH VM:TAPE, ERROR error FROM RESERVE TAPE COMMAND.
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Reason:

VM:Tape rejected the tape mount request. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Examine the VM:Tape console to determine why VM:Tape could not select a tape. Correct the problem and release the
job.

0558E
I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE REWINDING VOLUME volser.

Reason:

A tape I/O error occurred while rewinding tape volser. The error was caused by a permanent tape I/O error, a DASDtape
processing error, or an invalid tape format. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

If a permanent I/O error occurred, clean the tape drive, or use a different tape drive. If a tape copy is available, run the
job again using the tape copy. If a DASD processing error occurred, determine whether it is a hardware problem and, if it
is, correct it. If it is not a hardware problem, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support. If the
tape does not have a permanent I/O error, determine whether the job that created the tape completed successfully. The
VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0559I
ERRORS ON, OR MOUNT REJECT OF, VOLSER volser WILL CAUSE THE CURRENT TAPESET TO BE CLOSED
AND A NEW ONE OPENED.

Reason:

VM:Backup has mounted the first tapes for the job as specified in the job template file submitted by an authorized client.
Either VM:Backup detected an I/O error on the indicated tape or the mount of the indicated tape was rejected. If the
message is the result of an I/O error, that error is identified in the preceding message. VM:Backup selects another tape
and continues processing.

A rejected mount can occur because a VM:Backup tape operator issued a REPLY REJECT command when VM:Backup
requested permission to override an existing data set. A rejected mount can also occur if VM:Tape rejects or cancels a
VM:Backup mount request.

Action:

None. VM:Backup will issue a job rollback for that job and a new set of tapes will be selected for the job. The tapes are
selected from the resource pools specified in the job. The job will begin writing at DSSN 1, regardless of what the job
specified.

0560E
TAPE CANNOT BE POSITIONED. IT CONTAINS TOO FEW DATA SETS.

Reason:

During a restore job submitted by VM:Archiver, VM:Backup could not read the indicated data set because the data set
sequence number specified in the job is too high. For example, the job tried to read data set 5, but could not because data
set 3 is the last data set on the tape. VM:Backup puts the job on hold.

Action:
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Make sure you do not have duplicate volsers at your site. The VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical
Support.

0562E
NOT ENOUGH TAPE DRIVES OF THE REQUIRED MEDIUM AND DENSITY ARE DEFINED TO VM:TAPE; THE JOB
CANNOT BE STARTED.

Reason:

The job is asking for tape drives of a specific medium and density, but not enough of these tape drives are defined to
VM:Tape. For example, your job needs six reel tape drives capable of running at 6250 BPI, while only four of these tape
drives are defined to VM:Tape. VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must update the job template so that it specifies fewer tape streams or fewer
copies; or, if possible, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to reconfigure VM:Tape so that enough tape drives of the
medium and density required are defined.

0563E
TAPE VOLUME volser COULD NOT BE MOUNTED BECAUSE UNSUPPORTED OR INCORRECT DEVICES WERE
ATTACHED 3 TIMES.

Reason:

During a backup job, the operator attached an unsupported tape drive, a tape drive that was unable to support the
medium or density required, or a device that was not a tape drive. For example, the job requested a cartridge device, but
the operator attached a reel device three times instead. VM:Backup cancels the mount request. VM:Backup places the job
on hold.

Action:

Check with the operator to find out why the correct device type was not attached. Release the job again when suitable
devices can be attached.

0564E
VMBEXIT1 USER EXIT COULD NOT COMPLETE A MOUNT.

Reason:

The tape mount user exit, VMBEXIT1 EXEC, was unable to complete a mount. This message follows message 0616E
or 0618E, which explains why VM:Backup could not complete the mount. See message 0616E or 0618E for more
information. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

See message 0616E or 0618E.

0565E
NOT ENOUGH TAPE DRIVES OF THE REQUIRED DENSITY AND MEDIUM ARE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE. JOB
jobname CANNOT BE STARTED.

Reason:
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The job cannot start because not enough tape drives of the medium and density required are currently available. The job
is placed in the queue. VM:Backup will try to start the job again every five minutes and whenever a new job is submitted
until the appropriate devices become available. Other backup and MPC jobs are placed in the queue behind this job and
will not start until this job has completed.

Action:

None.

0566E
VM:TAPE HAS REJECTED JOB jobname's TAPE DRIVE REQUEST. VM:BACKUP DOES NOT HAVE THE PROPER
VM:TAPE AUTHORIZATION.

Reason:

VM:Backup asked VM:Tape to reserve drives for a job, but VM:Tape rejected the request because VM:Backup is not
properly authorized in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The indicated job is placed in the job queue. VM:Backup tries to start
this job every five minutes and every time a new job is submitted. Other backup and MPC jobs are placed in the queue
behind this job and will not start until this job has completed.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must refer to the Mainframe VM Product Manager Product Interface Guide for a
description of the VM:Tape authorizations needed for VM:Backup to run.

0567E
VM:TAPE COULD NOT RESERVE number DENSITY density TAPE DRIVES FOR JOB jobname.

Reason:

VM:Backup requires the indicated number of tape drives of the density shown to be available and free before the job
can be started. The VMTAPE RESERVE DRIVE command for this number of drives failed. Message 0568I follows this
message indicating how long VM:Backup will wait before trying to reserve the drives. No drives are reserved during this
interval. VM:Backup continues to issue this message (and 0568I) until tape drives are provided to VM:Tape.

Action:

None.

0568I
PLEASE MAKE THE NEEDED DRIVES AVAILABLE TO VM:TAPE; VM:BACKUP WILL ATTEMPT TO RESTART THE
JOB IN number SECONDS.

Reason:

This message follows message 0567E. Every number seconds, VM:Backup tries to reserve the needed tape drives until
the drives are actually reserved. VM:Backup issues this message (and 0567E) until drives are provided.

Action:

Provide the needed free drives to VM:Tape.

0569I
NOTE: IF VM:TAPE IS NOT USING AUTOPICK, IT WILL NEED TO RESERVE ONE ADDITIONAL DRIVE OF THIS
DENSITY.
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Reason:

If VM:Tape is not using AUTOPICK, it needs an additional tape drive of the required density for tape volume switching.
This enables VM:Tape to write trailer and header labels on the tapes. VM:Backup adds one to the number specified in
message 0567E.

Action:

Provide an additional tape drive of the required density to VM:Tape when submitting backup and MPC jobs.

0570E
TAPE VOLUME volser PROVIDED BY VM:TAPE IS ALREADY IN USE BY VM:BACKUP AND WILL NOT BE USED.

Reason:

The indicated tape volume selected by VM:Tape already exists in a VM:Backup resource pool. The VM:Tape Tape
Management Catalog (TMC) is altered to make the indicated tape volume expire the next day. Therefore, the volume will
no longer be available for use. VM:Backup asks VM:Tape to select another tape for use by VM:Backup.

Action:

None.

0576E
UNABLE TO LOCATE VOLUME volser FOR JOB jobname.

Reason:

For backup jobs, this message indicates that the job requested that the backup start on the indicated tape; however,
VM:Backup was unable to locate the tape in either its own resource pools or in the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog
(TMC). VM:Backup issues a job rollback for that job and a new set of tapes is selected for the job. The tapes are selected
from the resource pools specified in the job. The job will begin writing at DSSN 1, regardless of what the job specified.

For reinitialization jobs, this message indicates that the job requested a tape that does not exist in any VM:Backup
resource pools or in the VM:Tape TMC. VM:Backup selects another tape and continues processing; the tape is not
reinitialized.

Action:

Determine why the tape was not in the resource pool or VM:Tape TMC and, if appropriate, add the tape to the resource
pool or the TMC.

0577E
VOLSER volser AND RESOURCE POOL poolname IN JOB jobname ARE INCOMPATIBLE.

Reason:

The indicated backup job specified a volser to which VM:Backup should append a dataset and a resource pool from which
VM:Backup should select additional tapes if needed. The media and density for poolname does not match the media and
density of volser. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

If the job is a VM:Archiver job, contact Technical Support. Otherwise, cancel the job and correct the job template to specify
a resource pool of the correct media and density; then submit the job again.
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0578I
VM:BACKUP RECEIVED AN UNSOLICITED ATTENTION INTERRUPT FROM A TAPE DRIVE AT REAL ADDRESS
raddr

Reason:

VM:Backup received an unsolicited ATTENTION interrupt from a tape drive at the indicated real address raddr.

Action:

Depends upon the outcome of the VM:Backup job:

• If the job completed normally, no response is necessary.
• If the job did not complete normally, contact Technical Support.

0580E
MOUNT FOR DASDTAPE tape CANCELED DUE TO PREVIOUS ERRORS.

Reason:

VM:Backup canceled the mount request for DASDtape tape because of previously encountered errors on the minidisk
containing the DASDtape.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0585E
DASDTAPE volser WAS NOT FOUND IN ANY RESOURCE POOL.

Reason:

A DASDtape specified in a job is not part of a VM:Backup resource pool. The DASDtape is being requested for one of the
following:

• Input tape for a VOLSER or VOLSEARCH restore job
• Input tape for an MPC job
• Output tape for a backup job to which VM:Backup is to append data

Action:

If the job was submitted by an authorized client, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.
Otherwise, update the job to specify the correct DASDtape and submit the job again.

0599E
UNABLE TO REPOSITION TAPE VOLUME volser FOR RESTART RECOVERY.

Reason:

The indicated tape volume could not be correctly positioned for restart recovery because the records on the tape do not
correspond to the checkpoint information for the job. The job is placed on hold.

Action:

Make sure you mounted the correct tape. Release the job; it will start from the beginning, not from the job's checkpoint
information. If the error recurs, ask the VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical Support.
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0600E
TAPE VOLUME volser ON vaddr IS NOT THE REQUESTED VOLUME.

Reason:

The indicated volume is not the one requested by VM:Backup. If the request was for a DASDtape, this error may be the
result of manual alteration of the file. VM:Backup issues the mount request again.

Action:

Mount the volser requested. If the error occurred for a CMS DASDtape file, the VM:Backup system administrator must
determine the status of the file on DASD. The system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0601E
DEVICE ATTACHED AT vaddr IS NOT SUPPORTED BY VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

The device at vaddr is not a tape drive supported by VM:Backup. VM:Backup reissues the mount request and detaches
the device at vaddr.

Action:

Attach a supported device or cancel the mount request.

0602E
UNSUPPORTED OR INCORRECT DEVICES WERE ATTACHED 3 TIMES. THE MOUNT AT vaddr HAS BEEN
CANCELED.

Reason:

The tape operator is allowed three attempts to attach a tape device to VM:Backup. If a correct device has not been
attached after three attempts, VM:Backup cancels the mount and places the job on hold.

Action:

Identify the devices supported by VM:Backup and release the job.

0603E
DEVICE TYPE ATTACHED AT vaddr CANNOT BE USED IN THIS MOUNT. PLEASE RETRY.

Reason:

The operator attached a device that cannot be used in the current mount. The device must support the medium and
density specified in the mount request (either message 0623I or 0625I). VM:Backup detaches the device and issues the
mount request again.

Action:

Attach a device that supports the medium and density specified in the mount request.

0604I
MOUNT ON vaddr FOR VOLUME volser HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:
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The mount request for the indicated virtual device was satisfied. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0605W
UNABLE TO UPDATE THE VM:TAPE TMC WITH CHAINING INFORMATION FOR THE FOLLOWING VOLUMES:

Reason:

The VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC) was not updated with chaining information for VM:Backup volumes used
in the job. A list of the volumes follows in message 0626I. The job completes normally.

Action:

You may need to manually update the TMC. For a list the volumes used in the job, see the job output listing. For
instructions on updating the TMC, the VM:Backup system administrator should see the VM:Tape System Administrator's
Guide. The system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0606E
DEVICE ATTACHED AT vaddr DOES NOT SUPPORT THE SPECIFIED RECORDING FORMAT.

Reason:

VM:Backup asked for a tape to be mounted on a 3490E device or a device that supports the Improved Data Recording
Capability (IDRC), but the operator attached the wrong device. The device must support the XF or E density specified in
the mount request (either message 0623I or 0625I). VM:Backup detaches the device and issues the mount request again.

Action:

Attach a 3490E device or a device that supports IDRC, as specified in the mount request.

0607E
VM:TAPE OR RESOURCE POOLS ARE REQUIRED TO MANAGE TAPES. CORRECT THE CONFIGURATION FILE
AND RESTART VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

VM:Backup uses either VM:Tape or resource pools to manage tapes. During initialization, VM:Backup found that a
resource pool disk is not defined or that VM:Backup is not set up to use VM:Tape. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either define a resource pool disk or specify VM:Tape handling. After the
problem has been corrected, restart VM:Backup.

0608E
DEFINE A POOL DISK TO MANAGE THE VOLUMES IN DASD RESOURCE POOLS AND RESTART VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

VM:Backup found tape disks for DASD tapes, but no pool disks. The pool disk is required to define resource pools for
DASD tapes. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:
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The VM:Backup system administrator must define a pool disk for the DASD resource pools. After the problem has been
corrected, start VM:Backup again.

0609E
TAPE MOUNTED ON vaddr DOES NOT HAVE AN IBM STANDARD LABEL.

Reason:

The tape on the indicated virtual address does not contain an IBM standard label. VM:Backup issues the mount request
again.

Action:

If VM:Backup is not appending data either use the WVOL1 option of the CMS TAPE command to write a standard label
on the desired volume or cancel the current job. If VM:Backup is appending data to the tape, the VM:Backup system
administrator must contact Technical Support.

If the error occurred for a CMS DASDtape file, the VM:Backup system administrator must determine the status of the file
on DASD and contact Technical Support.

0610E
TAPE MOUNTED ON vaddr MUST BE MOUNTED WITHOUT A WRITE RING BEFORE IT CAN BE PROCESSED.

Reason:

Because the tape mounted on the indicated virtual address has a write ring, VM:Backup will not process this tape.

Action:

Remove the write ring from the tape and mount the tape again.

0611E
TAPE MOUNTED ON vaddr IS NOT A VM:BACKUP TAPE.

Reason:

The header labels indicate that, although the volser matches, the tape was not written by VM:Backup and cannot be
used. There may be two tapes at your site with the same volser, or the VM:Backup tape may have been overwritten. If the
request was for a DASDtape, this error may be the result of a manual alteration of the CMS DASDtape file. VM:Backup
issues the mount request again.

Action:

Mount the requested volume or a tape copy. If the error occurred for a DASDtape, the VM:Backup system administrator
must determine the status of the DASDtape file on disk and contact Technical Support.

0612E
TAPE MOUNTED ON vaddr MUST HAVE A WRITE RING BEFORE IT CAN BE PROCESSED.

Reason:

There is no write ring in the tape volume on virtual address vaddr. VM:Backup issues the mount request again.

Action:

Determine whether the tape can be written on; if so, insert a write ring in the tape and remount it.
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0613E
TAPE MOUNTED ON vaddr CONTAINS DATA THAT CANNOT BE USED BY VM:BACKUP; USE A DIFFERENT TAPE.
TMSRRC=code.

Reason:

VM:Backup found an error in the data on the tape mounted for a restore job or as an input tape for an MPC job. Some
possible causes are:

• There may be two tapes at your site with the same volser.
• The VM:Backup tape may have been overwritten.
• The fourth DSSN requested by the restore job does not exist on the tape. VM:Backup issues the mount request again.

Action:

Mount the requested tape or a tape copy or check the restore job to see if it specifies the correct DSSN. If you cannot
resolve the problem, have your VM:Backup system administrator contact Technical Support.

0614E
DASDTAPE volser1, WHICH FOLLOWS volser2, IS NOT FOUND IN ANY RESOURCE POOL.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot find the next DASD tape in a multi-volume chain of DASD tapes. This is probably because a DASD
tape file was erased. If available, VM:Backup will use tape copies as input for the restore or MPC job.

WARNING
Do not erase or alter DASD tape files except under the direction of Technical Support.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0615E
TAPE MOUNTED ON vaddr IS NOT THE CORRECT TAPE FOR THIS JOB. CHECK FOR DUPLICATE VOLSERS AT
YOUR SITE.

Reason:

The tape mounted on vaddr is not the tape or a tape copy of the tape required for the job. The volser of the tape that was
mounted is the same as the volser of the required tape or one of its copies; however, other information in the tape label
does not match the information in the VM:Backup catalog. For example, the backup date in the tape label of the tape that
was mounted may not match the backup date in the VM:Backup catalog. You have probably mounted an old VM:Backup
tape that has the same volser as one currently active in your VM:Backup system. VM:Backup detaches the tape and
issues the mount request message again.

Action:

Locate the required tape or one of its copies and mount it.

0616E
VMBEXIT1 USER EXIT HAS EXCEEDED THE MAXIMUM WAIT TIME FOR THE MOUNT ON vaddr.

Reason:
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The tape mount user exit, VMBEXIT1 EXEC, has exceeded the amount of time allowed to satisfy a tape mount request.
VM:Backup cancels the mount request. For all jobs except REINIT job, VM:Backup places the job on hold. For REINIT
jobs, VM:Backup does not reinitialize this tape or expire the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape Tape
Management Catalog (TMC); VM:Backup continues with the next tape specified in the job.

Action:

Make sure the user exit is working correctly and release the job, if necessary. If the user exit needs more time to complete
the mount, the VM:Backup system administrator can increase the length of time VM:Backup will wait for a tape to be
mounted.

0617I
VMBEXIT1 USER EXIT HAS COMPLETED THE MOUNT ON vaddr.

Reason:

The tape mount user exit, VMBEXIT1 EXEC, has successfully mounted the requested volumes. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0618E
VMBEXIT1 USER EXIT CANNOT COMPLETE THE MOUNT ON vaddr.

Reason:

The tape mount user exit, VMBEXIT1 EXEC, did not mount the requested tape. VM:Backup cancels the mount request.
For all jobs except REINIT jobs, VM:Backup places the job on hold. For REINIT jobs, VM:Backup does not reinitialize
this tape or expire the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC); VM:Backup
continues with the next tape specified in the job.

Action:

If the user exit provided diagnostic messages, determine the nature of the mount failure, correct the problem, and release
the job if necessary. If diagnostic messages are not provided, contact the VM:Backup system administrator for assistance.

0619E
exitname USER EXIT RETURNED AN INVALID RESULT.

Reason:

The indicated user exit returned an invalid result. For example, the user exit did not return a value, or the value returned is
non-numeric or invalid for that exit.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the user exit so that it returns a valid response.

0620I
{ DASD | TAPE | PRT | PUN } DEVICE AT vaddr HAS BEEN DETACHED.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message under the following circumstances:
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• During a job, VM:Backup detached a tape drive after using a tape.
• During initialization following an abnormal termination, VM:Backup found that a device it was using when the abnormal

termination occurred was still attached.

VM:Backup detaches the device.

Action:

None.

0621W
VM:BACKUP IS WAITING FOR THE DETACH COMMAND TO COMPLETE FOR THE MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL
ADDRESS vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Backup issued the DETACH command for the minidisk at the indicated virtual address and is waiting for it to
complete.

Action:

If this message is issued repeatedly, ask the system administrator to contact Technical Support; this may indicate a
problem with VM:Backup.

0623I
MOUNT medium volser AT vaddr (DENSITY density, RING status) [WITHIN minutes MINUTES].

Reason:

VM:Backup sends this message to ask the operator to mount the tape volume of the indicated medium at the indicated
virtual address. The message also specifies the density and whether a ring is required (status). This message is sent
every TAPEWAIT reminder interval until either the tape is ready or the wait time expires. The WITHIN minutes MINUTES
portion of the message is included only the first time the message is sent.

Action:

The VM:Backup tape operator should perform the following steps:

1. Issue the CP ATTACH command to attach a tape drive to the VM:Backup service virtual machine.
2. Mount the indicated tape.
3. Ready the tape drive.

0624R
REPLY reqnumber: OK, HOLD, REJECT, OR WAIT:

Reason:

This message follows messages 0623I and 0625I/0626I. For more information, see these messages. VM:Backup waits for
you to respond.

Action:

The VM:Backup tape operator can communicate with the VM:Backup user ID by using one of the following VM:Backup
commands:

• To tell VM:Backup that the tape is ready, enter:
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VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber OK

Although VM:Backup periodically checks for completion of the request, this command permits VM:Backup to begin
processing the tape immediately.

• To ask VM:Backup to put the job associated with the request number on hold, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber HOLD

This command tells VM:Backup to temporarily place the job on hold. Use the RELEASE command to restart the job.
• To tell VM:Backup that the requested tapes are not available, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber REJECT

When the tapes are being used as output tapes for backup and MPC jobs, VM:Backup tries to use another tape. If no
other tapes are available, the job and the mount are canceled. When a tape is rejected, VM:Backup does not try to use
the rejected tape again for a backup or MPC job until a resource pool is modified or VM:Backup is shut down.
When the tapes are being used as input tapes for restore and MPC jobs, VM:Backup tries to mount a tape copy of a
different medium if one is available. When selecting a copy of a different medium, VM:Backup first tries DASDtapes,
then cartridges, and then reels.
When the tapes are being used for REINIT jobs, VM:Backup does not reinitialize this tape or expire the tape in the
VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC); VM:Backup continues with the next tape
specified in the job.

• To ask VM:Backup to wait on processing the request (not the job), enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber WAIT

This command, in effect, sets the TAPEWAIT interval to infinity. It can be used, for example, if no tape drive is free
at the moment. VM:Backup continues processing other requests and returns to this request when the specified tape
has been readied. The VM:Backup tape operator continues to receive reminder messages every TAPEWAIT reminder
interval.

0625I
MOUNT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING mediumS AT vaddr (DENSITY density, RING status) [WITHIN minutes
MINUTES].

Reason:

VM:Backup sends this message to ask the tape operator to mount one of the displayed tape volumes. The WITHIN
minutes MINUTES portion of the message is included only the first time the message is sent. For more information, see
message 0623I.

Action:

See message 0623I.

0626I
volser1 volser2 volser3 volser4 volser5.

Reason:

This message follows messages 0623I and 0625I; it lists all of the tapes that can be used to satisfy a mount request. This
message is also issued with message 0605W to list volumes whose chaining information could not be updated in the
VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC).

Action:

See message 0623I or 0605W.
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0628E
MAXIMUM WAIT TIME HAS BEEN EXCEEDED FOR THE TAPE MOUNT ON vaddr.

Reason:

The tape operator did not mount the tape within the allowed time. VM:Backup cancels the mount request. For all jobs
except REINIT jobs, VM:Backup places the job on hold. For REINIT jobs, VM:Backup does not reinitialize this tape or
expire the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC); VM:Backup continues
with the next tape specified in the job.

Action:

When the resources needed to complete the job are available, release the job. If this problem occurs often, the
VM:Backup system administrator can increase the amount of time VM:Backup will wait for a tape mount.

0629I
THERE IS NO DEVICE ATTACHED AT vaddr.

Reason:

The operator replied OK to message 0624R, but VM:Backup could not find a device attached at virtual address vaddr.
VM:Backup issues the mount request and message 0624R again.

Action:

Use the CP ATTACH command to attach a tape drive at the specified address to VM:Backup. Then, reply OK to message
0624R.

0631E
CORRECT THE CONFIGURATION PROBLEMS AND RESTART VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

VM:Backup found errors in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file during initialization. This message is preceded by error
messages that identify the configuration file records in error. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

Determine which configuration file records are in error, correct them, and start VM:Backup again.

0632E
CONFIG EXEC HAS NOT RETURNED VALID CONFIGURATION INFORMATION (code). INITIALIZATION CANCELED.

Reason:

An internal logic error was detected while processing VM:Backup configuration information. This problem may have been
caused by manual alteration of the CONFIG EXEC. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must reload the CONFIG EXEC from the installation tape. Start VM:Backup again. If
the problem recurs, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.
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0634E
CONFIG EXEC IS NOT FOUND. THIS EXEC IS PART OF VM:BACKUP AND MUST BE PRESENT FOR VM:BACKUP
TO INITIALIZE.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot be initialized because one of its routines, the CONFIG EXEC, was not found on an accessed minidisk.
VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must review the installation tape and reload the CONFIG EXEC file, then start
VM:Backup again.

0635E
CANCEL IS NOT A VALID VOLSER.

Reason:

You responded CANCEL when replying to message 0663R; however, this is an invalid response. Valid responses are a
valid volume serial number, WAIT, or HOLD.

Action:

Enter a valid response to message 0663R.

0636E
RESOURCE POOL poolname1 IN SUPERPOOL poolname2 IS NOT A DASD RESOURCE POOL.

Reason:

The indicated superpool contains a resource pool that is not a DASD resource pool. A superpool can contain only DASD
resource pools. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the resource pool or superpool definitions, then start VM:Backup
again.

0638E
TAPE DISK vaddr CANNOT BE ACCESSED. CHECK THE VIRTUAL ADDRESS AND THE FORMAT.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot access the tape disk at the indicated address. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must make sure that the tape disk exists and is formatted properly, then start
VM:Backup again.

0639E
LABEL label1 ON TAPE DISK vaddr DOES NOT MATCH label2 SPECIFIED IN THE CONFIGURATION FILE.

Reason:
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The label of the minidisk at virtual address vaddr does not match the label specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either provide a minidisk with the correct label, or correct the virtual address
or label specified on the TAPEDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. After the problem has been corrected, start
VM:Backup again.

0640W
DASDTAPE volser ON vaddr IS NOT FOUND IN ANY RESOURCE POOL.

Reason:

A CMS DASDtape file was found on the indicated minidisk, but the specified volser does not exist in any resource pool.
VM:Backup initialization continues.

Action:

If the DASDtape file volser TAPE is no longer needed, the VM:Backup system administrator can erase the file after
consulting with Technical Support. If the DASDtape is to be used, the system administrator can add an entry for the
indicated volser to a DASD resource pool assigned to the tape disk minidisk at virtual address vaddr.

0641E
DASDTAPE volser ON vaddr IS FOUND IN RESOURCE POOL poolname, WHICH IS NOT A DASD RESOURCE
POOL.

Reason:

The DASDtape file volser TAPE was found on the indicated tape disk at virtual address vaddr; however, resource pool
poolname, which contains the record for volser, is not a DASD resource pool. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

If the DASDtape file volser TAPE is no longer needed, the VM:Backup system administrator can erase the file after
consulting Technical Support. If the DASDtape is needed, the system administrator can either move the record in the
resource pool for volser from poolname to a DASD resource pool assigned to the tape disk minidisk at vaddr or correct the
medium type of the resource pool poolname.

0642E
DASDTAPE volser ON vaddr1 IS FOUND IN RESOURCE POOL poolname, WHICH IS ASSIGNED TO TAPE DISK
vaddr2.

Reason:

The DASDtape file volser TAPE was found on the tape disk minidisk at virtual address vaddr1; however, the resource pool
poolname, which contains the record for volser, is assigned to a different tape disk minidisk at virtual address vaddr2.
VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either move the file volser TAPE on vaddr1 to vaddr2, or move the record for
volser from resource pool poolname to a resource pool assigned to the tape disk minidisk at vaddr2.
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0645W
THERE ARE NO RESOURCE POOLS DEFINED FOR TAPE DISK vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot use the indicated tape disk because no DASDtapes are defined for it. VM:Backup initialization
continues.

Action:

If any DASDtapes should be assigned to the indicated minidisk, the VM:Backup system administrator must update the
configuration file to define a DASD resource pool whose backed-up data will be stored on virtual address vaddr.

0646E
THERE ARE NO MORE VOLUMES AVAILABLE IN THE poolname RESOURCE POOL. ADD VOLUMES OR USE A
DIFFERENT POOL.

Reason:

The VM:Backup poolname resource pool does not contain enough available tapes to provide a required tape. Either the
VM:Backup tape operator failed to provide a volser of a tape in response to message 0651R or the resource pool was
defined with the HOLD parameter. VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must take one of the following actions:

• Cancel the job and submit it again specifying a different resource pool in the job template file.
• Use the Manage Resource Pools screen to add tapes to the resource pool and release the job.
• Use the Manage Resource Pools screen to change the action taken when a resource pool is empty and release the

job. VM:Backup can ask the operator for the volser of a new tape and, optionally, add that tape to the resource pool.

0647E
NO MORE VOLUMES CAN BE ALLOCATED FROM THE RESOURCE POOLS IN SUPERPOOL poolname.

Reason:

Either all the DASDtapes belonging to the resource pools in the indicated superpool are already in use or all of the
tape disks associated with the superpool are full. If the tape disks become full while the job is running, this message is
preceded by message 0720I. VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:

If there are no more tapes available but there is still space on the tape disks, the VM:Backup system administrator must
take one of the following actions:

• Cancel the job and submit it again after specifying a different superpool in the job template file.
• Add a new resource pool to the superpool and release the job.
• Use the Manage Resource Pools screen to add tapes to the resource pools that make up the superpool and release

the job.
• Use the Manage Resource Pools screen to change the action taken when a resource pool is empty and release the

job. VM:Backup can ask the operator for the volser of a new tape and add that tape to the resource pool.

If the tape disks are full, the system administrator must take one of the following actions:
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• Cancel the job; then, change the job template file to specify a resource pool that is associated with a different tape disk
and submit the job again.

• Increase the size of one or more of the tape disks associated with the superpool and release the job.

0648E
NO MORE VOLUMES CAN BE ALLOCATED FROM THE poolname RESOURCE POOL BECAUSE TAPE DISK vaddr
IS FULL.

Reason:

No more tapes can be allocated from the indicated resource pool because the associated tape disk is full. VM:Backup
places the job on hold. Subsequent jobs that try to write new DASDtapes to the tape disk at virtual address vaddr will be
placed on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must take one of the following actions:

• Cancel the job; then, change the job template file to specify a resource pool that is associated with a different tape disk
and submit the job again.

• Increase the size of the minidisk at the specified virtual address and release the job.
• Include the resource pool in a superpool. When a tape disk that is part of a superpool fills up, VM:Backup uses tapes

from another resource pool on another tape disk. Then, cancel the job and update the job template file to specify the
superpool and submit the job again.

0649E
RESOURCE POOL poolname IS NOT DEFINED. NO VOLUMES CAN BE ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The job specifies a resource pool that is not defined in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must do one of the following:

• Cancel the job and update the job template file to specify only resource pools defined to VM:Backup. Then, submit the
job again.

• Use the Manage Resource Pools screen to create a resource pool with the specified name and release the job.

0650I
TAPE VOLUME volser IS ACCEPTED FOR USE IN RESOURCE POOL poolname.

Reason:

The volser provided by the operator in response to message 0651R is accepted for use in the indicated resource pool.
Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0651R
SPECIFY THE VOLSER OF THE NEXT TAPE FOR POOL poolname:
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Reason:

VM:Backup sends this message to the VM:Backup tape operator to obtain the volser of a tape for use in the indicated
resource pool, which does not have an available tape. VM:Backup sends this message every TAPEWAIT reminder
interval until either the request is satisfied or the TAPEWAIT limit expires. VM:Backup also sends message 0663R the first
time message 0651R is sent.

Action:

See message 0663R. The tape operator can communicate with VM:Backup by using one of the following VM:Backup
commands:

• To specify the volser of a tape to VM:Backup, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber VOLSER

VM:Backup then issues message 0652R asking the operator to enter the volser again. If the volsers specified in the
first and second replies do not match, VM:Backup will not accept the tape for use and will issue message 0651R again.

VM:Backup verifies that the tape:

• Does not already exist in a VM:Backup resource pool.
• Is not already used in the job.
• Is not used in the base catalog chain if an incremental backup is running.
• Is not used in an unexpired VM:Backup catalog.
• To ask VM:Backup to ignore the TAPEWAIT time limit and wait for until the operator is ready to specify the volser of

another tape to use in the resource pool, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber WAIT

You can use this command, for example, when an extended period of time is required to locate an appropriate tape.
The tape operator continues to receive a reminder message every TAPEWAIT reminder interval.

• To ask VM:Backup to put the request on hold, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber HOLD

This command tells VM:Backup to temporarily place the job on hold. Use the RELEASE command to restart the job.

0652R
REENTER THE NEXT VOLSER FOR RESOURCE POOL poolname:

Reason:

VM:Backup asks the operator to confirm the volser entered in response to message 0651R. 0652R is followed by
message 0663R. VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:

Enter the volser you specified in response to message 0651R again. If you specify a different volser, VM:Backup issues
messages 0655E and 0651R again to ask for a new volser.

0653E
TIME ALLOWED TO REPLY TO REQUEST reqnumber HAS BEEN EXCEEDED.

Reason:

The tape operator did not respond to a tape request within the allotted time. The request is canceled.
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Action:

None.

0654E
TAPE VOLUME volser WAS REJECTED. IT IS ALREADY BEING USED BY VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

Either the volser provided in response to message 0651R is already defined in another resource pool and cannot be used,
or the volser has already been used in the job. VM:Backup issues message 0651R again to ask for a new volser.

Action:

Enter a different volser in response to message 0651R.

0655E
volser1 DOES NOT MATCH VOLSER volser2, WHICH WAS ENTERED EARLIER.

Reason:

The volsers entered in response to messages 0651R and 0652R are not the same. VM:Backup issues message 0651R
again to ask for a new volser.

Action:

Respond to messages 0651R and 0652R with the same volser.

0656E
TAPE VOLUME volser CONTAINS INCORRECT CHARACTERS AND CANNOT BE USED WITH VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

The volser you specified in response to message 0651R or 0652R contains invalid characters. A volser can contain only
the characters A-Z, 0-9, and special characters @, $, -, and #. VM:Backup issues either message 0651R or 0652R again
to ask for a new volser.

Action:

Enter a volser that contains valid characters.

0657I
WAIT REQUEST HAS BEEN ACCEPTED. REMINDERS WILL APPEAR EVERY minutes MINUTES.

Reason:

The operator replied WAIT in response to a tape or disk request. VM:Backup will issue the tape or disk request every
TAPEWAIT or DISKWAIT reminder interval until the request is either satisfied or canceled.

Action:

None.

0658E
VOLSER volser IS TOO LONG. VOLSERS MUST NOT EXCEED 6 CHARACTERS.
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Reason:

The volser you specified with either the MDSKLIST or REPLY command contains more than the six-character maximum.
VM:Backup ignores the request.

Action:

Specify a volser with six or fewer characters and enter the MDSKLIST or REPLY command again.

0659I
DATA SET number FOR VM:ARCHIVER VOLUME volser ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

The data set VM:Backup was going to write on the VM:Archiver tape volser already exists. Either the existing data set
is complete or, at a minimum, valid header labels exist for it. If VM:Backup is set up to allow tape operators to request
that VM:Backup overwrite the data set (the TAPEXPDT record exists in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file), this message is
followed by messages 0665R and 0662R. If tape operators are not authorized to allow data sets to be overwritten (the
TAPEXPDT record does not exist in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file), VM:Backup selects another tape from the resource
pool specified in the job and writes the data to data set sequence number 1 on the selected tape. If there are no more
tapes, VM:Backup places the job on hold and issues message 0552E.

Action:

If message 0659I is followed by messages 0665R and 0662R, the tape operator must respond to the request from
VM:Backup. If the response is OK, the backup continues; if REJECT, VM:Backup issues message 0552E and selects a
different tape from the resource pool specified in the job.

0660I
EXPIRATION DATE expdate FOR VOLUME volser HAS NOT BEEN REACHED.

Reason:

The expiration date recorded in the label of volser has not yet occurred. If the tape operator is allowed to override
the expiration date (the TAPEXPDT record is specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file), this message is followed by
messages 0661R and 0662R. If the tape operator is not allowed to override the expiration date (the TAPEXPDT record
is not specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file), VM:Backup selects the next available tape from the resource pool. If
the resource pool is empty and if ASKADD or ASKOPER is specified on the TAPEPOOL record that defines the resource
pool, VM:Backup issues a message asking the operator for the volser of a tape. If neither ASKADD nor ASKOPER is
specified, the job is placed on hold.

Action:

If the job is placed on hold, the VM:Backup system administrator may need to add tapes to the resource pool because
the indicated tape was the last available tape in the pool. Add tapes to the resource pool by using the Manage Resource
Pools system administrator screen. Initialize the tapes using the CMS TAPE WVOL1 command or another utility to ensure
that the tape labels do not contain expiration dates that have not yet passed. Release the job. If VM:Backup also issues
messages 0661R and 0662R, respond accordingly.

0661R
OK TO OVERRIDE THE EXPIRATION DATE OF VOLUME volser?

Reason:
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Messages 0661R and 0662R follow message 0660I. VM:Backup asks permission to ignore the expiration date contained
in the tape label and write on the tape. VM:Backup sends this message every TAPEWAIT reminder interval until either the
tape operator replies or the TAPEWAIT time limit expires.

Action:

See message 0662R.

0662R
REPLY reqnumber: OK, REJECT, OR WAIT:

Reason:

This message follows message 0661R or 0665R. VM:Backup asks permission to overwrite data on the tape. VM:Backup
waits for you to respond.

Action:

The VM:Backup tape operator can communicate with the VM:Backup service virtual machine using one of the following
VM:Backup commands:

• To tell VM:Backup that the tape can be overwritten, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber OK

NOTE
Before overwriting a data set on a tape owned by an authorized client, such as VM:Archiver, make sure the
backup job submitted by the client still exists in the client's job queue. If the job does not exist in the client's
job queue, do not respond OK to allow VM:Backup to overwrite the data set.

• To tell VM:Backup that the tape cannot be overwritten, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber REJECT

For a VM:Backup backup job, VM:Backup either allocates another tape to be used or issues a message asking the
operator to enter the volser of another tape.
For a backup job submitted by VM:Archiver, VM:Backup allocates another tape from the resource pool specified in the
job and writes the data to data set number one on this tape.

• To ask VM:Backup to put the request on hold until the operator is ready to specify the volser of another tape to use in
the resource pool, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber WAIT

VM:Backup ignores the TAPEWAIT time limit. You can use this command, for example, when an extended period of
time is required to locate an appropriate tape. The tape operator continues to receive messages 0661R and 0662R or
0665R and 0662R every TAPEWAIT reminder interval.

If the operator does not reply within the TAPEWAIT limit, the tape is not overwritten. For a VM:Backup backup job,
VM:Backup either selects another tape to be used or prompts the operator to enter the volser of another tape. For a
backup job submitted by VM:Archiver, VM:Backup allocates another tape from the resource pool specified in the job and
writes the data to data set number one on this tape.

0663R
 REPLY reqnumber: VOLSER, WAIT, OR HOLD: 

Reason: 
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This message follows message 0651R, which asks for a new tape to be added to a resource pool. VM:Backup waits for
you to respond.

Action: 

The tape operator can communicate with the VM:Backup service virtual machine by using one of the following VM:Backup
commands:

• To specify the volser a tape to VM:Backup, enter:
VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber VOLSER

VM:Backup then issues message 0652R asking the operator to enter the volser again. If the volsers specified in the
first and second replies do not match, VM:Backup will not accept the tape for use and will issue message 0651R again.
VM:Backup verifies that the tape:
– Does not already exist in a VM:Backup resource pool
– Is not already used in the job
– Is not used in the base catalog chain if an incremental backup is running
– Is not used in an unexpired VM:Backup catalog

• To ask VM:Backup to not do anything with the request until the operator is ready to specify the volser of another tape
to use in the resource pool, enter:
VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber WAIT

VM:Backup ignores the TAPEWAIT time limit. You can use this command, for example, when an extended period
of time is required to locate an appropriate tape. The tape operator continues to receive a reminder message every
TAPEWAIT reminder interval.

• To ask VM:Backup to put the job associated with the request number on hold, enter:
VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber HOLD

VM:Backup temporarily places the job on hold. Use the  to restart the job.RELEASE command

0664I
EXPIRATION DATE expdate FOR VOLUME volser IS AN INVALID JULIAN DATE.

Reason:

The expiration date found in the tape label is in the correct format but is an invalid Julian date, such as 91387. The date
may have been written by another operating system. If the tape operator is allowed to override tape expiration dates
(TAPEXPDT is specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file), VM:Backup issues messages 0661R and 0662R to ask the
operator for permission to override the date. If TAPEXPDT is not specified, VM:Backup rejects the tape for use and
selects another tape if possible.

Action:

If VM:Backup issues messages 0661R and 0662R, determine whether the date can be overwritten and respond
accordingly.

0665R
OK TO OVERWRITE VOLUME volser DATA SET number?

Reason:

Messages 0665R and 0662R follow message 0659I. VM:Backup asks permission to overwrite the data set indicated in
the message on the tape, volser. The tape is being used by a job submitted by an authorized client, either VM:Archiver.
This message is sent every TAPEWAIT reminder interval until either the tape operator replies or the TAPEWAIT time limit
elapses.

Action:
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Before allowing VM:Backup to overwrite a data set, ensure that the backup job still exists in the client's job queue. If you
determine that job is not in the clients job queue, do not overwrite the data set.

0666E
VOLUME volser IS INVALID OR IS NOT DEFINED IN RESOURCE POOL poolname.

Reason:

The volser returned by the VMBEXIT5 user exit is longer than six characters, contains invalid characters, or is not defined
in the resource pool that was passed to the user exit as an argument. VM:Backup places the job on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must do one of the following:

• Change the user exit so that it returns a valid volser. Valid volsers are from 1 to 6 characters in length and can contain
only alphanumeric characters (A to Z, 0 to 9), and these special characters: at sign (@), pound sign (#), dollar sign ($),
and dashes.

• Correct the calling program so that it passes the name of the resource pool that contains the volser.

0667E
TAPE VOLUME volser HAS BEEN REJECTED. IT IS PART OF AN EXISTING CATALOG.

Reason:

The tape volume selected for this tape mount is part of an unexpired VM:Backup catalog. VM:Backup allocates another
tape to be mounted.

Action:

Action is required only if VM:Backup issues message 0651R. If message 0651R is issued, enter the volser of a tape that
is not part of an unexpired VM:Backup catalog.

0668I
THE EXPIRATION DATE OF VOLUME volser WILL BE RESET IN THE TAPE POOL TO MATCH THE CATALOG
DELETION DATE.

Reason:

VM:Backup selected the indicated tape for use because its expiration date had been reached. However, this tape is part
of an existing unexpired catalog. The expiration date in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape Tape Management
Catalog (TMC) will be changed to reflect the expiration date of the catalog so that the tape will not be selected again by
VM:Backup until the catalog has expired.

Action:

None.

0671E
AUTHORIZATION TO RESTORE DENIED DUE TO A CODING ERROR IN VMBEXIT3.

Reason:

The restore authorization user exit, VMBEXIT3, returned invalid return information to VM:Backup. Valid return code
formats are fullword (4-byte hexadecimal) and whole number. Return codes must be either zero (0) if the authorization
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is granted or four (4) if the authorization is denied. This message indicates a coding error in the user exit. The restore
request ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the VMBEXIT3 user exit so that it returns a valid return code to
VM:Backup.

0672E
DATES RETURNED BY VMBEXIT3 ARE NOT VALID. AUTHORIZATION TO RESTORE DENIED.

Reason:

The restore authorizations user exit, VMBEXIT3, returned invalid dates (fromdate and/or todate) to VM:Backup.
VM:Backup expects the user exit to pass back two dates. The format for the dates is yyyymmdd; this is equivalent to the
REXX DATE(Sorted) format. The start date (fromdate) must precede or be the same as the end date (todate). The end
date must precede or be the current date. This message indicates a coding error in this user exit. The restore request
ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the VMBEXIT3 user exit so that it returns two valid dates to
VM:Backup.

0673E
VMBEXIT3 DENIED YOUR AUTHORIZATION TO RESTORE FOR userid.

Reason:

The restore authorizations user exit, VMBEXIT3, did not grant you the authorization needed to restore data for the
indicated user. The restore request ends.

Action:

Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to either restore the data for you or provide you with the authorization required
to restore data for userid.

0674E
VMBEXIT3 DENIED YOUR AUTHORIZATION TO RESTORE FOR userid vaddr.

Reason:

The restore authorizations user exit, VMBEXIT3, did not grant you the authorization needed to restore data for the
indicated user and virtual address. The restore request ends.

Action:

Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to either restore the data for you or provide you with the authorization required
to restore data for the user ID and virtual address.

0675E
DATES YOU SPECIFIED WERE ALTERED BY VMBEXIT3; FROMDATE IS fromdate, TODATE is todate.

Reason:
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The fromdate and/or todate you specified on either the FROM option or TO option of the RESTORE command was
changed by the restore authorizations user exit, VMBEXIT3. The fromdate and todate are the dates VM:Backup uses
to determine the time period from which you can select files, minidisks, or directories to restore. The restore request
continues.

Action:

None. Contact your VM:Backup system administrator if the VMBEXIT3 dates do not meet your restore requirements.

0677E
VMBEXIT3 DENIED YOUR AUTHORIZATION TO RESTORE TO userid vaddr.

Reason:

The restore authorizations user exit, VMBEXIT3, did not grant you the authorization needed to restore data to the
indicated minidisk. The restore request ends.

Action:

If the data must be restored to userid vaddr, ask the VM:Backup system administrator to either perform the restore or
provide you with the required authorization.

0678E
VMBEXIT3 DENIED YOUR AUTHORIZATION TO RESTORE TO THE REQUESTED DIRECTORY.

Reason:

The restore authorizations user exit, VMBEXIT3, did not grant you the authorization needed to restore data to the
requested target directory. The restore request ends.

Action:

If the data must be restored to this directory, ask the VM:Backup system administrator to either perform the restore or
provide you with the required authorization.

0679E
ACCTPOOL VMBACKUP IS NOT FOUND. THIS MACRO IS PART OF VM:BACKUP AND MUST BE PRESENT FOR
VM:BACKUP TO INITIALIZE.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup did not locate the ACCTPOOL VMBACKUP file on any accessed minidisk. VM:Backup
initialization fails.

Action:

Your VM:Backup system administrator must reload the ACCTPOOL VMBACKUP file from the installation tape. After the
file is loaded to a VM:Backup minidisk, start VM:Backup again.

0680E
SEVERE ERROR OCCURRED RUNNING THE ACCTPOOL EXEC.

Reason:
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During VM:Backup initialization, one or more errors occurred accessing the POOLDISK minidisk. This message is
preceded by one or more messages that describe the specific problems that occurred when VM:Backup attempted to
access the POOLDISK minidisk. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

Your VM:Backup system administrator must correct the errors identified by the preceding messages. After the problems
have been corrected, start VM:Backup again.

0681E
TAPE VOLUME volser IN RESOURCE POOL poolname1 HAS ALREADY BEEN DEFINED IN RESOURCE POOL
poolname2.

Reason:

This message has the following possible causes:

• The indicated tape volume (volser) is included in more than one VM:Backup resource pool.
• The operator specified a volser that is already defined to VM:Backup in this resource pool or in another resource pool.
• Someone manually moved tapes between VM:Backup resource pools while VM:Backup was down.
• Since VM:Backup was last initialized, VM:Tape provided a tape but VM:Backup rejected it for one of the following

reasons:
– The tape belonged to an unexpired catalog.
– The tape was active at the time a job was restarted.
– I/O errors occurred.

Action:

The respective responses are as follows:

• The VM:Backup system administrator must remove the volume from all but one of the resource pools.
• The operator must specify a volser that is not currently defined in any resource pool.
• Do not manually move tapes between VM:Backup resource pools.
• The VM:Backup system administrator or operator must reinitialize VM:Backup

0682E
TAPEPOOL VMBACKUP IS NOT FOUND. THIS MACRO IS PART OF VM:BACKUP AND MUST BE PRESENT FOR
VM:BACKUP TO INITIALIZE.

Reason:

The TAPEPOOL VMBACKUP file is not found on an accessed minidisk. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must reload the TAPEPOOL VMBACKUP file from the installation tape. Start
VM:Backup again.

0684E
UNABLE TO UPDATE RESOURCE POOL poolname ON vaddr.

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Backup was trying to write information to the indicated resource pool. The problem may have
been caused by incorrectly formatted data in the resource pool file. Records can contain a maximum of 80 characters.
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Expiration dates must be in the format mm/dd/yy; volsers can contain only the characters A-Z, 0-9, and the special
characters @, $, -, and #. Updating continues with the next resource pool file, if possible, which may result in the job
running to completion without successfully updating one or more VM:Backup resource pool files.

Action:

Correct resource pool data. The VM:Backup system administrator can update the files manually to reflect job action. The
system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0685E
SEVERE ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING THE RESOURCE POOLS.

Reason:

During VM:Backup initialization, one or more errors occurred reading the resource pool files. This message is preceded by
other messages explaining the nature of the problem. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the errors identified by the preceding messages. After the problem has
been corrected, start VM:Backup again.

0686W
FILE poolname TAPEPOOL IS NOT FOUND. THE RESOURCE POOL IS ASSUMED TO BE EMPTY.

Reason:

A VM:Backup resource pool is defined in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file but a corresponding TAPEPOOL file does not exist
on the resource pool minidisk. Resource pool initialization continues for the remaining resource pools.

Action:

If the named resource pool is not supposed to be empty, the VM:Backup system administrator must create the resource
pool file on the resource pool minidisk. If the resource pool is supposed to be empty, no action is required.

0687E
ERROR code OCCURRED WRITING TO FILE poolname TAPEPOOL.

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred when VM:Backup tried to write to resource pool file poolname TAPEPOOL. The problem
may have been caused by incorrectly formatted data in the resource pool file. Records can contain a maximum of 80
characters. Expiration dates must be in the format mm/dd/yy; volsers can contain only the characters A-Z, 0-9, and the
special characters @, $, -, and #. Updating continues with the next resource pool file, if possible, which may result in the
job running to completion without successfully updating one or more VM:Backup resource pool files.

Action:

Correct resource pool data. The VM:Backup system administrator can update the files manually to reflect job action. The
system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0688E
ERROR code OCCURRED CLOSING FILE poolname TAPEPOOL.

Reason:
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An unexpected error occurred when VM:Backup tried to close the indicated resource pool file. The problem may have
been caused by incorrectly formatted data in the resource pool file. Records can contain a maximum of 80 characters.
Expiration dates must be in the format mm/dd/yy; volsers can contain only the characters A-Z, 0-9, and the special
characters @, $, -, and #. Updating continues with the next resource pool file, if possible. This may result in the job
running to completion without successfully updating one or more VM:Backup resource pool files.

Action:

Correct resource pool data. The VM:Backup system administrator can update the files manually to reflect job action. If
necessary, the system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0689I
THE VM:BACKUP-VM:TAPE INTERFACE IS IN USE. ANY VOLUMES DEFINED IN VM:BACKUP TAPEPOOL
poolname WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

A resource pool file was found for either reels or cartridges, but VM:Backup is configured to use VM:Tape. VM:Backup will
obtain volumes from VM:Tape, not from the resource pools. Processing continues.

Action:

None. If the resource pool file is not needed, the VM:Backup system administrator can erase it.

0690E
THE TAPEPOOL MACRO FAILED TO RETURN A RESULT.

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred in the TAPEPOOL VMBACKUP file. VM:Backup uses this macro to process TAPEPOOL
files during system initialization and when changes are made to a resource pool through the Manage Resource Pools
function screens. The problem should only occur if changes were made to the TAPEPOOL VMBACKUP file.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0691I
THE VM:BACKUP-VM:Tape INTERFACE IS NOT IN USE. TAPEPOOL poolname WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup encountered the TAPEPOOL poolname configuration record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file, but did not find a PRODUCT VMTAPE configuration file record. The resource pool name, poolname, contains more
than eight characters. VM:Backup must be interfaced with VM:Tape to specify a resource pool name with more than eight
characters.

The TAPEPOOL record is ignored; VM:Backup will not use the resource pool. VM:Backup initialization continues.

Action:

If you have temporarily disabled the VM:Backup-VM:Tape interface, for example for disaster recovery, ignore this
message.

If you want to use this resource pool and interface VM:Backup with VM:Tape, end VM:Backup, add a PRODUCT VMTAPE
configuration file record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, and start VM:Backup again.

If you want to use this resource pool and do not want to interface VM:Backup with VM:Tape, end VM:Backup, then:
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• Shorten the name of the resource pool on the TAPEPOOL configuration file record.
• Create a TAPEPOOL file on the POOLDISK for the tapes that are in the VM:Tape resource pool using tape information

from the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC).
• Start VM:Backup again.

If you no longer want to use this resource pool, delete the TAPEPOOL configuration file record.

0692E
FILE poolname TAPEPOOL COULD NOT BE OPENED FOR OUTPUT.

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred when VM:Backup tried to open the indicated resource pool file. The problem may be
caused by incorrectly formatted data in the resource pool file. Records can contain a maximum of 80 characters.
Expiration dates must be in the format mm/dd/yy; volsers can contain only the characters A-Z, 0-9, and the special
characters @, $, -, and #. The problem may also be caused by an incorrect minidisk format or by a problem with the
minidisk directory.

Action:

Correct resource pool data. The VM:Backup system administrator can update the files manually to reflect job action. The
VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0693E
VM:TAPE HAS CANCELED THE MOUNT ON vaddr WITH RETURN CODE code.

Reason:

VM:Tape was unable to complete a mount request. The indicated code is the return code from VM:Tape. The mount fails.
For all jobs except REINIT jobs, VM:Backup places the job on hold. For REINIT jobs, VM:Backup does not reinitialize
this tape or expire the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC); VM:Backup
continues with the next tape in the specified in the job.

Action:

Examine the VM:Tape console to determine why the mount could not be completed. Correct the problem and release the
job if necessary.

0694E
VM:TAPE IS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME. THE MOUNT ON vaddr HAS BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:

VM:Backup was unable to send a mount request to VM:Tape because VM:Tape is not running, has not finished initializing,
or has terminated abnormally. The mount fails. For all jobs except REINIT jobs, VM:Backup places the job on hold. For
REINIT jobs, VM:Backup does not reinitialize this tape or expire the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool or VM:Tape
Tape Management Catalog (TMC); VM:Backup continues with the next tape in the specified in the job.

Action:

When VM:Tape is available, release the job.

0695E
VM:TAPE IS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.
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Reason:

VM:Backup cannot communicate with VM:Tape through the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) because VM:Tape
is not available now. This may occur because VM:Tape is not running, has terminated abnormally, or has not finished
initializing. Another possible cause is that the user ID specified on the PRODUCT VM:Tape record is not a valid VM:Tape
user ID. VM:Backup periodically checks the status of VM:Tape and will start the job when VM:Tape is available. Any other
jobs that are submitted are placed in the queue and will not be started until VM:Tape is available.

Action:

Check the status of VM:Tape.

0696E
VM:TAPE IS TEMPORARILY UNAVAILABLE.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message if, while running a job, it is unable to communicate with VM:Tape. This may occur
because VM:Tape is busy processing a request, is not running, has terminated abnormally, or has not finished initializing.
The job waits until it is canceled or until VM:Tape becomes available. VM:Backup periodically checks the status of
VM:Tape; the job will continue when VM:Tape is available. VM:Backup places any other jobs that are submitted in the
queue and does not start them until VM:Tape is available.

Action:

Check the status of VM:Tape.

0697E
MOUNT WAS COMPLETED BY VM:TAPE BUT NO DEVICE IS ATTACHED AT vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Tape told VM:Backup it completed the tape mount at virtual address vaddr but no device is attached at that address.
This problem may occur because the operator detached the drive before VM:Tape finished attaching it to VM:Backup;
however, the problem was probably caused by an internal logic error in either VM:Backup or VM:Tape. The job is placed
on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0698E
YOU MUST IDENTIFY THE { FILE SPACE | FILE POOL } TO BE RESTORED.

Reason:

You issued the RSPACE or RPOOL command but did not specify the FROM parameter to identify the file space or file
pool to be restored. The command ends.

Action:

Specify the FROM parameter, followed by a valid file space or file pool name. Enter the RSPACE or RPOOL command
again.

0699E
YOU MUST SPECIFY BOTH THE FROMPOOL AND FROMGROUP PARAMETERS.
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Reason:

You entered the RGROUP command but did not specify the FROMPOOL and FROMGROUP parameters that identify
the user storage group to be restored. A user storage group is identified by a file pool name FROMPOOL pool and a user
storage group number FROMGROUP group. The command ends.

Action:

Identify the user storage group to be restored by specifying a file pool name and a user storage group number. Enter the
RGROUP command again.

0700E
name IS NOT A VALID FILE SPACE NAME. USE THE FORMAT POOLNAME:USERID.

Reason:

You specified an invalid file space name. A valid file space name consists of a valid file pool name followed by a colon (:)
and a valid user ID; for example, POOL1:FRANCIS. The command ends.

Action:

Specify a valid file space name and enter the command again.

0701E
number IS NOT A VALID USER STORAGE GROUP NUMBER. IT MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER FROM 2 TO 32767.

Reason:

You specified an invalid user storage group number with the RGROUP command. A valid user storage group number is
an integer from 2 to 32767. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the RGROUP command again with a valid user storage group number.

0702E
name IS NOT A VALID FILE POOL NAME. IT MUST { START WITH A LETTER | CONTAIN ONLY LETTERS AND
DIGITS }.

Reason:

The file pool name you specified is invalid because it does not start with a letter or contains characters other than letters
or numbers. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again with a valid file pool name.

0703E
A FILE POOL NAME CANNOT BE SYSTEM, ALLOW, OR ANY.

Reason:

You cannot specify a file pool name of SYSTEM, ALLOW, or ANY with the RGROUP or RPOOL command. The command
ends.

Action:
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Enter the RGROUP or RPOOL command again with a valid file pool name.

0704E
date IS NOT A VALID DATE. USE THE FORMAT MM/DD/YY.

Reason:

The date you specified on the command line is invalid. Either the date or the date's format is incorrect. Leading zeros are
not required. The command ends.

Action:

Specify a valid date, using the correct format. Enter the command again.

0705E
time IS NOT A VALID TIME. USE THE FORMAT HH:MM.

Reason:

You either specified an invalid time or used an incorrect format when you specified the time. The correct format is hh:mm.
Leading zeros are not required. The command ends.

Action:

Specify a valid time using the correct format. Enter the command again.

0706E
date IS LATER THAN THE CURRENT DATE.

Reason:

The date you specified is later than the current date. VM:Backup interprets 0 to 41 in the yy portion of a date as the years
2000 to 2041, and 42 to 99 as the years 1942 to 1999. The command ends.

Action:

Specify a valid date and enter the command again.

0707E
date time IS LATER THAN THE CURRENT DATE AND TIME.

Reason:

The date and time that you enter must be earlier than or the same as the current date and time. If you specify a time only,
it must precede or be the same as the current time. VM:Backup uses the current date as the default for the date. The
command ends.

Action:

Specify a valid date and time. Enter the command again.

0708I
BOTH ALL AND SKIP WERE SPECIFIED. ALL WILL BE ASSUMED.

Reason:
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You specified both the ALL and SKIP options with the RGROUP or RPOOL command. You cannot use these options
together. VM:Backup continues processing with the ALL option.

Action:

None.

0709I
BOTH PUBLIC AND NOPUBLIC WERE SPECIFIED. NOPUBLIC WILL BE ASSUMED.

Reason:

You specified both the PUBLIC and NOPUBLIC options on the RPOOL command. You cannot use these options together.
PUBLIC tells VM:Backup to issue the ENROLL PUBLIC command for the file pool being restored. The ENROLL PUBLIC
command allows users who are not enrolled in the file pool to access files and directories to which PUBLIC has been
granted access. NOPUBLIC, the default, tells VM:Backup not to issue the ENROLL PUBLIC command. The command
runs with the NOPUBLIC option.

Action:

No action is required, however; if you want to issue the ENROLL PUBLIC command for the file pool, you can do so
manually after the restore has completed.

0710I
DASDTAPE volser ON TAPE DISK vaddr1 HAS BEEN MOUNTED ON vaddr2 FOR JOB jobname.

Reason:

DASDtape volser has been mounted on virtual address vaddr2 for the indicated job. The corresponding DASDtape file
volser TAPE will be written to or read from the tape disk at virtual address vaddr1. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0711E
THE EDRSUP OPTION IS REQUIRED TO VALIDATE MEDIA media AND DENSITY density IN TAPEPOOL name

Reason:

The VMBACKUP CONFIG file contains a TAPEPOOL definition for the specified pool that indicates a media and density
that would require that EDRSUP be enabled in order to validate the device.

Action:

Enable EDRSUP or change the TAPEPOOL definition to specify a generic media and density.

0712I
DASDTAPE volser ON TAPE DISK vaddr1 HAS BEEN DEMOUNTED FROM vaddr2 FOR JOB jobname.

Reason:

Job jobname has completed processing DASDtape volser. The volser, which resides on the tape disk at vaddr1, was
mounted on vaddr2. Processing continues.

Action:
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None.

0713E
THE EDRSUP OPTION IS REQUIRED FOR MEDIA media AND DENSITY density

Reason:

The template was found to contain a specified media and density that requires that EDRSUP be enabled to validate the
device when it is attached at mount time.

Action:

The IMPORT command fails. Change or remove the INPUT record that specifies the media or density that requires
EDRSUP.

0714I
DASDTAPE volser IS MISSING FROM TAPE DISK vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to use DASDtape volser as input for a restore or MPC job, but the file volser is not located on the tape
disk at vaddr. The most likely cause is that the CMS DASDtape file was erased. VM:Backup tries to use a tape copy if one
is available. The copy may be either another DASDtape or a physical tape. If a copy is not available or if all attempts to
use a copy fail, the job is placed on hold.

NOTE
Editing or erasing a CMS DASDtape file is not recommended except under the advice of Technical Support.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must determine why the DASDtape is not located on the expected tape disk. Your
system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0715I
(c) year, CA International, Inc.

Reason:

Copyright information displayed when VM:Backup begins initialization.

Action:

None.

0716I
DASDTAPE volser ON TAPE DISK vaddr IS NOT USABLE.

Reason:

An error occurred trying to process DASDtape file volser TAPE on the tape disk at the indicated virtual address. Message
0718I follows this message and provides additional information.

Action:

See message 0718I.
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0718I
ERROR OCCURRED action DASDTAPE volser (RETURN CODE=code).

Reason:

An error occurred reading from, writing to, opening, closing, or reclaiming disk space from DASDtape file volser. This
message follows message 0716I. This error is probably due to manual alteration of the DASDtape file.

NOTE
Editing a DASDtape file is not recommended except under the advice of Technical Support.

If VM:Backup is trying to use this tape as an output tape for a backup or MPC job, VM:Backup places the job on hold. If
VM:Backup is trying to use this tape as an input tape for a restore or MPC job, VM:Backup tries to use a tape copy if one
is available. The copy may be either another DASDtape or a physical tape. If a copy is not available or if all attempts to
use a copy fail, the job is placed on hold. If VM:Backup is trying to use this tape in a REINIT job, VM:Backup does not
reinitialize this tape or expire the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool; VM:Backup continues with the next tape in the
specified in the job.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0719I
ATTEMPT TO READ BEYOND THE END OF DASDTAPE volser.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to read beyond the last record of a DASDtape file. The DASDtape was damaged by truncation; either
VM:Backup did not write the entire DASDtape file or records were deleted from the file.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0720I
TAPE DISK vaddr IS FULL. Only DASDtapes being reused will be allocated on it.

Reason:

There is not enough space on the indicated tape disk to write the CMS DASDtape file.

For output for a backup or MPC job, VM:Backup tries to reuse unexpired tapes. If none are available and a superpool is
defined, VM:Backup tries to use the next available resource pool in the superpool. If all tape disks associated with the
superpool are full, message 0647E is issued and the job is placed on hold. If no unexpired tapes are available and a
superpool is not defined, VM:Backup issues message 0648E and the job is placed on hold.

For a REINIT job, VM:Backup does not reinitialize the tape or expire the tape in the VM:Backup resource pool;
VM:Backup continues with the next tape in the specified in the job.

Action:

For a list of possible actions, see either message 0647E or 0648E, whichever is appropriate.

0721E
MINIDISK WAS SKIPPED BECAUSE THE DISK WAS CHANGING.

Reason:
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VM:Backup tried to back up a minidisk the number of times specified (in either the backup job template file or the
associate exception file), but because the data continued to change, VM:Backup skipped the minidisk. This message
follows message 0752E in the backup job detail report.

Action:

If you prefer that VM:Backup switch to a physical backup instead of skipping a minidisk that continues to change after the
specified number of backup attempts, change the option in either the backup job template or exception file.

0722I
DASDTAPE volser ON TAPE DISK vaddr WAS REJECTED FOR JOB jobname.

Reason:

VM:Backup rejected the DASDtape selected for use in a backup, restore, or MPC job because the tape is unusable.
Message 0724I follows this message to explain why the tape was rejected.

Action:

See message 0724I.

0724I
REASON: reason.

Reason:

This message follows message 0722I to explain why VM:Backup rejected a DASDtape for use in a backup, restore, or
MPC job. The VOL1 label is either missing or invalid, the VOL1 label is not the CMS file name, or the record format of
the CMS DASDtape file is not V (variable). If VM:Backup is trying to use the tape as an output tape for a backup or MPC
job, VM:Backup places the job on hold. If VM:Backup is trying to use the tape as an input tape for a restore or MPC job,
VM:Backup tries to use a tape copy if one is available. The copy may be either another DASDtape or a physical tape.
VM:Backup tries to mount a DASDtape first. If a copy is not available or if all attempts to use a copy fail, the job is placed
on hold.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0725I
USE A BACKUP TEMPLATE THAT INCLUDES ONLY vmbuserid MINIDISKS.

Reason:

You cannot back up VM:Backup minidisks in a job that includes minidisks or file spaces belonging to other user IDs.
VM:Backup skips the VM:Backup minidisk or file space and continues processing.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must define a separate job template file to back up VM:Backup minidisks.

0726E
vmbuserid IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO LINK TO THIS MINIDISK WITHOUT A PASSWORD (LNKRC=rc).

Reason:
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Your VM:Backup service virtual machine, vmbuserid, tried to link to a minidisk without using a password, but was not able
to because vmbuserid lacks the proper authorization. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

You must either use an External Security Manager (ESM) to allow VM:Backup to link to all minidisks on the system
without using a password, or you must have an OPTION LNKNOPAS record in the directory entry for the VM:Backup
service virtual machine. This record gives VM:Backup the authority to link to all minidisks on the system without using a
password. Even if you have an ESM, it is still a good idea to specify the OPTION LNKNOPAS record so that VM:Backup
can continue to function if the ESM is down.

0727E
QUIESCE REQUEST WAS REJECTED BY THE VMBEXIT2 USER EXIT.

Reason:

The quiesce user exit, VMBEXIT2 EXEC, returned a return code 8, indicating that the quiesce request sent by VM:Backup
to another user ID was rejected. VM:Backup skips the minidisk or file space and continues processing.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must determine why the quiesce request was rejected. After the problem is
corrected, try backing up the minidisk or file space again.

0728E
DISK MOUNT REQUEST WAS IGNORED BY THE OPERATOR.

Reason:

VM:Backup asked for a disk to be mounted, but the disk operator did not mount the disk within the time interval specified
on the DISKWAIT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

Submit the job again. Make sure that the disk operator mounts the disk within the allotted time interval.

0729E
REQUEST TO DETACH THE MINIDISK WAS IGNORED BY A USER.

Reason:

VM:Backup asked a user to detach a minidisk for a restore but the minidisk was not detached within the time interval
specified on the USERWAIT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues
processing.

Action:

Submit the job again. Make sure that the user detaches the minidisk within the allotted time. If the user cannot detach the
minidisk, files can be restored to a virtual reader, to another minidisk, or a directory.

0730E
ERROR OCCURRED ACCESSING THE disktype MINIDISK AT vaddr (RETURN CODE=code).

Reason:
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This message is issued during initialization if VM:Backup cannot access the catalog, tape, system, or report minidisk. This
message is followed by message 0004E. VM:Backup initialization fails.

This message is issued during a backup or MPC job if VM:Backup cannot access a tape minidisk it requires for an output
DASDtape. If VM:Backup is using tapes in a DASDtape resource pool, VM:Backup places the job on hold. If VM:Backup
is using tapes in a SUPERPOOL, VM:Backup will attempt to use the next DASDtape resource pool in the SUPERPOOL.
If VM:Backup fails to find a DASDtape resource pool in the SUPERPOOL with an available tape minidisk, VM:Backup
places the job on hold.

This message is issued during a restore or MPC job if VM:Backup cannot access a tape minidisk it requires for an input
DASDtape. This message is followed by messages 0300E and 0522E. VM:Backup tries to use a tape copy if one is
available.

If this message is issued during a REINIT job, VM:Backup does not reinitialize the tape or expire the tape in the
VM:Backup resource pool; VM:Backup continues with the next tape in the specified in the job.

This message is issued by the DASDTAPE command if VM:Backup cannot access a tape minidisk which is required for
processing the command.

Action:

Make sure the minidisk at the indicated virtual address is linked; then, do one of the following. If the error was detected:

• At initialization, start VM:Backup again.
• During job processing and the job was placed on hold, release the job.
• During DASDTAPE command processing, reissue the command.

0731E
VM:BACKUP HAD THE MINIDISK LINKED AT ANOTHER VIRTUAL ADDRESS.

Reason:

VM:Backup was unable to link to a minidisk that it already had linked. The minidisk may have been linked by another job
or by the VM:Backup system administrator or operator while logged on to the VM:Backup user ID. VM:Backup skips the
minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

If this message was issued for a restore, take one of the following actions:

• Restore files to your virtual reader or to another minidisk.
• Resubmit the job when other jobs processing this minidisk have completed.
• Ask the system administrator to detach the minidisk from the VM:Backup user ID if appropriate.

If you receive this message while running a backup job, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical
Support.

0732E
CATALOG INDEX FILES CANNOT BE BUILT. THE CATALOG MINIDISK IS ACCESSED READ-ONLY.

Reason:

VM:Backup checks the catalog minidisk for index files when initializing. If none are found, VM:Backup tries to build them.
If VM:Backup cannot build the index files because the catalog minidisk is accessed read-only, VM:Backup issues this
message and initialization fails.

Action:
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Access the catalog minidisk read/write and start VM:Backup again. To return the catalog minidisk to read-only mode after
the index files have been built, end VM:Backup, access the minidisk read-only again and reinitialize VM:Backup.

0733I
VM:BACKUP IS RUNNING IN RESTORE-ONLY MODE. THE CATALOG MINIDISK IS LINKED READ-ONLY.

Reason:

When VM:Backup is in restore-only mode, the catalog minidisk is linked read-only and cannot be updated. Only restore,
MPC, and REINIT jobs can be performed. VM:Backup initialization continues.

Action:

No action is required to restore files and minidisks. To use this VM:Backup machine to perform backups, end VM:Backup
and link the catalog minidisk in read/write mode.

0734E
REQUEST TO DETACH THE MINIDISK WAS CANCELED BY A USER.

Reason:

VM:Backup asked users to detach the minidisk but a user rejected this request by responding CANCEL to message
0134R. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

Instruct users to detach the minidisk when VM:Backup asks them to. The user can also issue the restore request again so
that files are restored to a virtual reader, to another minidisk that is not linked by another user, or to a directory.

0735E
DISK MOUNT REQUEST WAS CANCELED BY THE OPERATOR.

Reason:

VM:Backup asked disk operators to mount a disk for a job; however, a disk operator rejected the request by responding
CANCEL to message 0151R. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

When the disk operator has located the disk, submit the job again. The disk must be mounted for the minidisks on that
DASD volume to be processed.

0736E
QUIESCE REQUEST WAS IGNORED BY THE USER.

Reason:

A backup job specified that the minidisk or file space was to be quiesced. Because no VMBEXIT2 EXEC exists (for the
quiesce user exit), VM:Backup sent one of the following requests to the owner of the minidisk or file space:

For a minidisk:

CP SMSG userid QUIESCE vaddr (REPLY reqnumber)

For a file space:
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CP SMSG userid QUIESCE filepoolid:userid (REPLY reqnumber)

The user did not respond to the request within the allotted time interval, as specified on the USERWAIT record in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file. VM:Backup skips the minidisk or file space and processing continues.

Action:

Submit the job again. Either ask the user to respond within the allotted time interval, or remove the quiesce requirement
for the minidisk or file space. If the minidisk or file space is owned by a service virtual machine, check the status of the
service virtual machine to ensure that it is available.

0737E
QUIESCE REQUEST WAS REJECTED BY THE USER.

Reason:

A backup job specified that the minidisk or file space was to be quiesced. Because no VMBEXIT2 EXEC exists (for the
quiesce user exit), VM:Backup sent one of the following requests to the owner of the minidisk or file space:

For a minidisk:

CP SMSG userid QUIESCE vaddr (REPLY reqnumber)

For a file space:

CP SMSG userid QUIESCE filepool:userid (REPLY reqnumber)

The user refused the request by responding REJECT. VM:Backup skips the minidisk or file space and continues
processing.

Action:

When the minidisk or file space can be quiesced, submit the job again.

0738E
file NOT FOUND TO RESTORE

Reason:

The BFS file you specified could not be found to restore.

Action:

Either check the spelling or use pattern matching to cover a wider selection of files. If you continue to receive this
message after taking the appropriate action, the VM:Backup system administrator must verify that this file is included in
the regular backup process.

0739E
ERROR OCCURRED LOOKING UP PASSWORDS IN THE CP DIRECTORY.

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Backup was looking up passwords for a minidisk in the CP object directory. VM:Backup skips
the minidisk and continues processing.
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Action:

Start the job again. If the problem persists, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0740E
LINK PASSWORDS WERE NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot link to the minidisk because VM:Backup could not find the link password, user ID, or virtual address in
the CP directory. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

When using a job template file, make sure the user ID and virtual address are specified correctly. If they are, assign
a password to the minidisk: a read password for backups and a write password for restores. Start the job again. The
VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0741E
INVALID RESPONSE WAS RECEIVED FROM THE CP LINK COMMAND.

Reason:

VM:Backup issued the CP LINK command during a backup or restore job but does not understand the response received
from the command. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing. The format of the response from the LINK
command at your site must conform to the IBM standard response format.

Action:

Make sure the response from the LINK command follows the required format. The VM:Backup system administrator can
contact Technical Support.

0742E
VM:BACKUP IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO ACT AS A SURROGATE.

Reason:

Your VM system uses the surrogate or alternate user ID facility, but the VM:Backup service virtual machine is not
authorized to act as a surrogate or alternate for the user ID that submitted the job. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and
continues processing.

Action:

Your security administrator must authorize the VM:Backup service virtual machine to act as a surrogate or alternate for the
user ID that submitted the job. Make sure the submitting user ID is defined to the security system.

0743E
RACF AUTHORIZATION REQUEST WAS CANCELED BY CP.

Reason:

The VM system encountered an error with the RACF service virtual machine and had to cancel the request. VM:Backup
cannot link to the minidisk. This situation may be temporary. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

Start the job again. If this error persists, contact your security administrator.
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0744E
MINIDISK IS NOT DEFINED TO RACF.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to link to a minidisk that is not defined to RACF. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

Your security administrator must define the minidisk to RACF.

0745E
RESTORE FROM date time BACKUP SKIPPED. COULD NOT GET linkmode LINK.

Reason:

During a restore from a restore template, VM:Backup tried to obtain a linkmode link to the minidisk, but because one
or more users were linked to the minidisk, VM:Backup could not obtain write access to it. The restore job template file
indicated that VM:Backup should not stop and wait for users to detach the minidisk. The data from the indicated backup
was not restored. VM:Backup places this message in the restore job detail report.

Action:

If you are satisfied with the restored data, no action is required. If not, do one of the following:

• Submit the restore job for the skipped minidisk again, after making sure that all users currently linked to the minidisk
have detached the minidisk.

• Change the restore template to indicate that VM:Backup should wait for users to detach minidisk and submit the
restore job again.

0746E
UNEXPECTED RACF RACHECK RETURN CODE WAS RECEIVED.

Reason:

A return code higher than 8 was received from a RACF RACHECK SVC. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues
processing.

Action:

Start the job again. If the problem persists, contact your security administrator. The VM:Backup system administrator can
contact Technical Support.

0747E
VM:BACKUP IS NOT DEFINED TO RACF.

Reason:

Your VM:Backup service virtual machine is not defined to RACF. VM:Backup must be defined to RACF so VM:Backup can
link to minidisks for backup and restore jobs. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

Your security administrator must define your VM:Backup service virtual machine to RACF with the appropriate
authorization.
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0748E
SUBTASK FOR RACF AUTHORIZATION REQUEST HAS ABENDED.

Reason:

A subtask for a RACF authorization request ended abnormally. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

0749E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM THE CP LINK COMMAND.

Reason:

VM:Backup received an unexpected return code, code, from the CP LINK command while trying to link to a minidisk.
VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

For an explanation of the return codes from the CP LINK command, see the IBM documentation on the CP LINK
command.

0750E
ERROR OCCURRED ACCESSING THIS MINIDISK FOR A type {BACKUP|RESTORE}.

Reason:

VM:Backup could not access the minidisk during a backup or restore job. The indicated type, type, can be CMS, CKD, or
FBA. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing. This message is issued when you attempt a CMS backup
or restore of a non-CMS minidisk. This message is also issued if a minidisk problem is encountered during a logical or
physical backup. In this case, type does not necessarily reflect the actual type of the minidisk because VM:Backup tries
to access the minidisk as various minidisk device types in an attempt to process the minidisk successfully. If none of the
attempts are successful, VM:Backup skips the minidisk and issues this message for all the types that were tried.

Action:

Determine if there is a problem with the minidisk, and correct it. If there is not a problem with the minidisk, the VM:Backup
system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0751E
SECURITY KEY PROVIDED IS NOT OF ODD PARITY.

Reason:

The security key provided for an encrypted backup is not of odd parity. Odd parity means that each byte of the encryption
key has an odd number of bits set on. The minidisks or file spaces that were to be encrypted when backed up are skipped
and the job continues.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.
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0752W
MINIDISK WAS BEING CHANGED DURING THE nth BACKUP ATTEMPT.

Reason:

VM:Backup detected a change in the CMS data on the minidisk while the minidisk was being backed up. The minidisk
is retried later to ensure that some time elapses between backup attempts. VM:Backup can retry the minidisk up to nine
times. The number of attempts is specified in the backup job template or exception file; the default is three. If changes are
still detected after the predetermined number of tries, the minidisk is either backed up physically (the default) or skipped;
this capability is indicated in the backup job template or exclusion file. This message appears in the backup job report
each time VM:Backup retries backing up the minidisk.

Action:

Notify users of the scheduled backup times and suggest that they avoid changing their minidisks during those times.

0753E
ERROR OCCURRED action CMS FILE filename filetype (RC = retcode).

Reason:

An error occurred opening, reading, writing, closing, or erasing a CMS file while VM:Backup tried to back it up or restore
it directly to a user's minidisk. In a CMS backup, the minidisk is skipped. In a logical backup, the minidisk is backed up
physically. In a CMS file restore directly to a user's minidisk, the file is not restored. Processing continues.

Action:

Determine the problem with the CMS file. The VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0754E
ERROR OCCURRED { READING | WRITING } CYLINDER cylnumber HEAD headnumber (RC = retcode).

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Backup was backing up or restoring a count-key-data (CKD) minidisk. The error occurred on
cylinder cylnumber head headnumber. This error may be caused by trying to restore a physical backup of a minidisk to
a target minidisk that is too small. For backups, the minidisk is skipped and processing continues. For restores, only a
portion of the data is restored; the minidisk may be left in an invalid state. This error may also occur if the CKD minidisk is
improperly defined in the CP directory or in an exception file; for example, if the cylinder or track is outside the boundaries
of the physical DASD device.

Action:

If this error occurred during a backup, determine the problem with the minidisk and correct it. If this error occurred during a
restore, you will probably need to reformat the minidisk using the CMS FORMAT command.

WARNING
The CMS FORMAT command will erase any files currently residing on the minidisk.

Specify a larger minidisk to receive the restored data and run the job again. Check the definition of the minidisk and
physical DASD device and correct them, if appropriate. The VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical
Support.

0755E
ERROR OCCURRED { READING | WRITING } BLOCKS block1 THROUGH block2 (RC = retcode).
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Reason:

An error occurred while performing a backup or restore of a fixed-block architecture (FBA) minidisk. The error occurred
while reading or writing blocks block1 through block2. This error may be caused by trying to restore a physical backup of a
minidisk to a target minidisk that is too small. For backups, the minidisk is skipped and processing continues. For restores,
only a portion of the data is restored; the minidisk may be left in an invalid state.

Action:

If this error occurred during a backup, determine the problem with the minidisk and correct it. If this error occurred during a
restore, you will probably have to reformat the minidisk using the CMS FORMAT command.

WARNING
The CMS FORMAT command will erase any files currently residing on the minidisk.

Specify a larger minidisk to receive the restored data and run the job again. The VM:Backup system administrator can
contact Technical Support.

0756E
ERROR OCCURRED { READING | WRITING } CMS BLOCKS FOR A CMSALLOC {BACKUP|RESTORE} (RC =
retcode).

Reason:

While performing the indicated action for a CMSALLOC backup or restore, VM:Backup detected an error. If this is a
backup, VM:Backup tries an alternative type of backup. If this is a restore, VM:Backup does not restore the minidisk.

Action:

None.

0757E
MINIDISK MUST BE RESTORED TO A MINIDISK OF THE SAME SIZE.

Reason:

The minidisk backed up in CMSALLOC format must be restored to a target minidisk with the same number of blocks when
formatted at the same blocksize. VM:Backup does not restore the minidisk.

Action:

Specify a target minidisk of the same size as the backed-up minidisk and request the restore again.

0758E
BLOCKSIZE 800 IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR A CMSALLOC BACKUP.

Reason:

VM:Backup does not support a CMSALLOC backup of a minidisk with a blocksize of 800. The minidisk is not backed up
using CMSALLOC; VM:Backup backs up the minidisk in physical format.

Action:

None.

0759I
MINIDISK userid vaddr SKIPPED, VOLUME volume NOT MOUNTED.
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Reason:

One of the following occurred:

The wait time on the DISKWAIT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file is 0 and the required DASD volume, volume, is
not online. VM:Backup does not wait for the indicated volume to be mounted and bypasses all minidisks on this DASD
volume.

Since the time the backup job was compiled, the minidisk, minidisk vaddr, was moved to a volume, volume, that is not
online. VM:Backup does not back up the minidisk and job processing continues.

Action:

None.

0760E
DUPLICATE FILEID filename filetype FOUND

Reason:

While performing a CMS minidisk backup, VM:Backup encountered two files with the same name. This is not a normal
CMS condition, and may indicate a problem with the minidisk. VM:Backup switches to a physical backup of the minidisk.

Action:

None.

0761E
UNABLE TO BACK UP THE DATA ON STORAGE GROUP MINIDISK userid vaddr FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON:

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message when it tried to back up data from the indicated storage group minidisk associated with
a Shared File System file pool. VM:Backup will not back up any file spaces that reside in the storage group of which the
indicated minidisk is a part. This will be indicated in all appropriate reports. A message explaining why the data was not
backed up follows message 761E.

Action:

Determine why VM:Backup could not back up the data, correct the problem, then run the backup job again.

0762E
SPOOLING ERROR OCCURRED PREPARING TO RESTORE TO A VIRTUAL READER.

Reason:

A spooling error occurred during a restore job in which files were to be restored to a user's virtual reader. The spooling
error may have occurred because the receiving user ID does not exist in the CP directory, there were problems initializing
a virtual punch, or the target for the restore is a user ID in NOLOG status. The job ends and no files are restored.

Action:

Check the job output listing to make sure the user ID specified to receive the files is a valid user ID on your system. If it is,
submit the job again; the spooling error might be temporary. You can also restore files to a minidisk or directory if you have
the proper authorization. Contact the VM:Backup system administrator. The VM:Backup system administrator can contact
Technical Support.

If the target user ID is in NOLOG status, take one of the following actions:
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• Restore the file to another user ID's reader.
• Restore the file to the NOLOG user ID's minidisk or directory.
• Take the user out of NOLOG status and try the restore again.

0763E
ERROR OCCURRED FORMATTING THIS MINIDISK (RC = retcode).

Reason:

An error occurred while formatting a minidisk during a restore job. The job continues and no files are restored. The
condition of the minidisk that was being formatted is unpredictable.

Action:

Because the minidisk is probably in an unusable state, reformat the minidisk using the CMS FORMAT command.

WARNING
The CMS FORMAT command will erase any files currently residing on the minidisk.

Submit the restore again; the FORMAT option is not necessary because you just reformatted the minidisk. If the error
recurs, do not change the minidisk in any way. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.
In the meantime, restore the files to a virtual reader, another minidisk, or to a directory.

0764E
ERROR OCCURRED { OPENING | CLOSING } SPOOL FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

An error occurred while opening or closing a spool file during a restore job. If you are running VM/XA, or VM/ESA r1.0
or later, VM:Backup may have exceeded the user's spool file limit. The spooling error may be temporary. The job ends.
However, some files may be restored to your virtual reader.

Action:

Submit the job again. You can also restore files to another virtual reader, minidisk, or directory if you have the proper
authorization. If problems continue, ask the VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical Support.

0765E
BLOCKS block1 THROUGH block2 NOT FOUND TO RESTORE.

Reason:

VM:Backup could not find backed-up data for the indicated blocks during a restore from a physical backup.

Action:

Make sure you entered the correct blocks. If the block range is correct, these blocks were not backed up during the
specified time period. Specify a longer time period and submit the restore again.

0766E
ERROR OCCURRED UPDATING THE MINIDISK DIRECTORY.

Reason:
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VM:Backup tried to update the CMS minidisk directory after restoring a CMS file, but the update process failed. The
restored file is inaccessible. The problem may be caused by a hardware error, invalid CMS files, or by users with multi-
write access to the minidisk. The job ends. Some files may be successfully restored to the minidisk.

Action:

Take the following actions:

1. Use the CMS TAPE DUMP command to copy salvageable files to tape.
2. Use the CMS FORMAT command to reformat the minidisk.
3. Use the CMS TAPE LOAD command to load the files back from the tape.
4. Submit the job again.

The VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

0767E
ERROR OCCURRED RESTORING DATA THAT WAS COMPRESSED DURING BACKUP.

Reason:

VM:Backup could not expand data from its compressed format during a restore. The job ends. Some data may be
restored.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0768E
MINIDISK MUST BE RESTORED TO A MINIDISK OF THE SAME DEVICE TYPE.

Reason:

You tried to restore a physical backup of a minidisk to a minidisk of a different device type. You can only restore a physical
backup of a minidisk to a minidisk of the same device type. For example, you can only restore a backup of a minidisk
residing on a 3380 device to a minidisk on a 3380 device. VM:Backup does not restore the minidisk.

Action:

Make sure the receiving minidisk is of the same device type as the backed-up minidisk. Submit the restore again.

0769E
FILE filename filetype NOT FOUND TO RESTORE.

Reason:

The file you specified could not be found to restore.

Action:

Either check the spelling or use pattern matching to cover a wider selection of files. If you continue to receive this
message after taking the appropriate action, the VM:Backup system administrator must verify that this file is included in
the regular backup process.

0770E
TRACKS cylnumber1 headnumber1 THROUGH cylnumber2 headnumber2 NOT FOUND TO RESTORE.
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Reason:

VM:Backup could not find backed-up data for the indicated tracks during a restore from a physical backup. Either you
specified incorrect tracks or the track range specified was not backed up during the specified time period.

Action:

Make sure you entered the correct tracks. If the track range is correct, specify a longer time period and submit the restore
again.

0771I
VM:BACKUP SUCCESSFULLY SWITCHED TO A PHYSICAL { CKD | FBA } BACKUP.

Reason:

VM:Backup performed a physical backup instead of the originally requested type of backup for one of several reasons.
For example:

• VM:Backup detected changes in the minidisk during a CMS backup.
• You are backing up the recomputed area of a minidisk or a minidisk in CMS RESERVE format, but your job template

file specifies a logical or CMS backup.

VM:Backup performs a physical backup of the minidisk.

Action:

None. However, to avoid physical backups caused by changes detected during backups, advise users of your site's
scheduled backup times and ask them to not change their minidisks during those times.

0772I
MINIDISK IS IN CMS RESERVE FORMAT. A PHYSICAL BACKUP WAS TAKEN.

Reason:

This message tells you that the minidisk is in CMS RESERVE format. VM:Backup will perform a physical backup
regardless of the backup format specified in the job template file. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0773E
RECOMPED AREA CANNOT BE RESTORED TO THIS DEVICE TYPE.

Reason:

Because the recomputed area of a minidisk is backed up physically, this area must be restored to the same device type
on which the minidisk resided when the backup was performed. For example, the recomputed area from a minidisk that
resided on a 3380 device can only be restored to a minidisk residing on a 3380 device. The recomputed area is not
restored. If you are restoring an entire minidisk, VM:Backup will restore CMS files.

Action:

Specify a target minidisk of the correct device type and submit the restore again.

0774E
MINIDISK FORMAT PREVENTS RESTORE TO RECOMPED AREA.
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Reason:

VM:Backup could not access the recomputed area of a minidisk during a restore. This problem can occur if the blocksize
of the target minidisk is different from the blocksize of the source minidisk. It can also occur if the recomputed area is in a
different place or if the recomputed area of the target minidisk is smaller than the recomputed area of the source minidisk.
VM:Backup does not restore the recomputed area of the minidisk. If you are restoring the entire minidisk, VM:Backup will
restore CMS files.

Action:

If the minidisk is large enough, you can specify the FORMAT option and submit the restore again to correct the problem.

WARNING
Formatting the minidisk will erase any files currently residing on the minidisk.

If you want to save any files currently residing on the target minidisk, set copies of them aside before formatting the
minidisk.

0775E
ERROR OCCURRED BACKING UP THE RECOMPED AREA.

Reason:

An error occurred when VM:Backup backed up the recomputed area of the minidisk. This message may be followed by
other messages (0754E, 0755E, or 0776E) that describe the nature of the problem. The recomputed area of the minidisk
is not backed up. Processing continues.

Action:

Copy the minidisk to tape using DASD Dump Restore (DDR). The VM:Backup system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

0776E
MINIDISK COULD NOT BE ACCESSED TO BACK UP THE RECOMPED AREA.

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Backup was backing up the recomputed area of the minidisk. This message is also issued
when errors are encountered reaccessing the minidisk to complete the backup of the CMS area of the minidisk. This error
is probably due to a hardware error. The recomputed area is not backed up. Processing continues.

Action:

Correct any hardware errors and submit the job again. If the error persists, dump the minidisk to tape using DASD Dump
Restore (DDR). The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0777E
MINIDISK WAS NEVER LINKED.

Reason:

This message usually indicates that the backup job ended before VM:Backup could link to the minidisk. The job ends
without processing the minidisk.

Action:

Determine why the job ended prematurely and correct the problem. Submit the job again. If the problem persists, the
VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.
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0778E
MINIDISK WAS LINKED BUT NOT PROCESSED.

Reason:

This message usually indicates that the backup job ended before VM:Backup could process the minidisk. The job ends
without processing the minidisk.

Action:

Determine why the job ended prematurely and correct the problem. Submit the job again. If the problem persists, the
VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0779E
UNKNOWN MINIDISK ASSIGNER ERROR code WAS ENCOUNTERED.

Reason:

The job ended before VM:Backup could process the minidisk. An unexpected error, code, prevented the minidisk from
being processed. VM:Backup cannot interpret the indicated error code. The job ends without processing the minidisk.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0780E
PHYSICAL BACKUP CANNOT BE RESTORED TO READER.

Reason:

You tried to restore data that was backed up physically to the virtual reader. The data is not restored.

Action:

Try restoring the data again, this time specifying a minidisk as the restore target.

0781E
MIGRATED FILE CAN ONLY BE RESTORED TO AN SFS DIRECTORY.

Reason:

You requested that a migrated file be restored to either your virtual reader or a minidisk. The file can only be restored
to an SFS directory. This message appears in the RESTORE VMBACKUP file that is sent to your virtual reader at the
completion of the restore job.

Action:

Restore the file again, this time specifying that it be returned to an SFS directory.

0782E
MINIDISK FILLED UP WHILE RESTORING filename filetype.

Reason:

The minidisk to which files were being restored filled up while the indicated file was being restored. The job ends. Some
files may be restored to the minidisk.
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Action:

Submit the job again, taking one of these precautions:

• When submitting the job, specify ERASE instead of REPLACE. You can only do this with either the full-screen
RESTORE command or a restore job template file. If you are using the line-mode RESTORE command, erase files
that have the same names as files to be restored.

• Restore files to your virtual reader. Then, use the CMS RECEIVE command to move them to the appropriate minidisk.
• Restore files to a different minidisk with more space.
• Increase the size of the minidisk.
• If you are restoring an entire minidisk and you do not want to keep any of the files already residing on the minidisk, use

the CMS FORMAT command to format the minidisk.

0783E
{ TRACK | BLOCK } RANGE SPECIFIED IS OUTSIDE THE MINIDISK'S LIMITS.

Reason:

The tracks or blocks to be included or excluded during a backup job are outside the limits of the minidisk as defined in the
CP directory; for example, the cylinder or track is outside the boundaries of the physical DASD device. Or, the minidisk
may be incorrectly defined in an exception file. VM:Backup skips the minidisk and continues processing.

Action:

Check the minidisk size and submit the job again with the correct include or exclude information. Check the definition of
the physical DASD device, if appropriate.

0784E
VM:BACKUP WAS UNABLE TO RESTORE THE DATA THAT WAS PACKED DURING BACKUP

Reason:

During a restore job, VM:Backup could not expand data from its packed format. Some files may not be restored
completely or properly.

Action:

Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical Support.

0785E
BLOCKS blockno1 THROUGH blockno2 NOT FOUND TO RESTORE.

Reason:

VM:Backup could not find backed-up data for the indicated FBA block number range from a physical backup. Either you
specified an incorrect block range or the range specified was not backed up during the specified time period.

Action:

Make sure that you entered the correct blocks. If the block range is correct, specify a longer time period and submit the
restore again.

0786S
The VERSION OF VM:Tape RUNNING ON vmtuser IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH VM:BACKUP RUNNING ON vmbuser.
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Reason:

VM:Backup has been configured to run with VM:Tape but the version of VM:Tape it is communicating with is not at the
proper level.

Action:

Check the version of VM:Tape you are running with and then contact Technical Support to obtain information about
upgrading VM:Tape.

0788W
CMS MINIDISK SIZE CONFLICTS WITH THE DIRECTORY DEFINITION. THE NON-CMS AREA OF THE MINIDISK
WAS NOT BACKED UP.

Reason:

VM:Backup encountered a minidisk where CMS and CP disagree as to the total size of the minidisk. This may be caused
by a CP minidisk definition that overlaps a CMS minidisk, with this definition being either smaller or larger than the CMS
minidisk. VM:Backup continues and backs up only the CMS portion of the minidisk.

Action:

Make sure the CP directory definitions are correct for your intents. If so, no response is needed. To physically back up
the entire minidisk in your current system backup job, create an exception file for the minidisk or add this minidisk to the
existing exception file. Specify Physical for the backup format in the Specify Options screen. Make sure you specify the
name of the exception file on the backup job template file.

0789I
MINIDISK CHANGED BETWEEN RESTORE ATTEMPTS.

Reason:

During a restore job from a restore template, VM:Backup links and detaches a minidisk as many times as is required to
restore information from different backups. When VM:Backup relinks a minidisk, it checks to see whether the minidisk has
been updated since the last time VM:Backup linked it. VM:Backup issues this message when it detects that the minidisk
has changed. VM:Backup places this message in the restore job detail report. Processing continues for the minidisk.

Action:

If you are satisfied with the restored data, no action is required. If not, ask users not to change this minidisk during the
restore, and submit the restore job again.

0790I
USE OF DIAGNOSE { X‘A0' | X‘D4' } HAS BEEN VERIFIED.

Reason:

You specified, either by specifying the SURROGAT ON record or by omitting the SURROGAT record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file, that VM:Backup is to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility. VM:Backup must be able to use the
indicated DIAGNOSE to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility. This message indicates that VM:Backup has
verified that it can use the DIAGNOSE. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.
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0791I
VM:BACKUP IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO INTERFACE WITH THE SECURITY SYSTEM.

Reason:

The VMBACKUP CONFIG file specifies that VM:Backup is to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility, but
VM:Backup is not authorized to use the CP DIAGNOSE needed by the facility.

If SURROGAT ON is specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, initialization ends. If the SURROGAT record was omitted
from the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, initialization continues.

Action:

To use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility, the security administrator must authorize VM:Backup to use the
appropriate DIAGNOSE.

0792I
SECURITY SYSTEM INTERFACE IS NOT INSTALLED IN CP.

Reason:

Because you specified SURROGAT ON or omitted the SURROGAT record from the VMBACKUP CONFIG file,
VM:Backup tried to use the surrogate facility. However, the security system interface, also known as the Access Control
Interface (ACI), is not installed on your system. ACI must be installed on your system for VM:Backup to use the surrogate
facility.

If SURROGAT ON is specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, initialization ends. If the SURROGAT record was omitted
from the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, initialization continues; VM:Backup issues message 0793I to explain that VM:Backup
will not try to use the security system (for example, RACF) at your site.

Action:

If you do not want to receive this message, the VM:Backup system administrator must specify SURROGAT OFF in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0793I
VM:BACKUP WILL NOT INTERFACE WITH THE SECURITY SYSTEM.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to interface with your security system (for example, RACF) but could not because of problems with
the security system interface, with the security system itself, or because VM:Backup is not authorized to interface with
the security system interface. This message is preceded by message 0791I, 0792I, or 0799I to identify the cause of the
problem. VM:Backup does not use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility and initialization continues.

Action:

See message 0791I, 0792I, or 0799I.

0794I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

You specified SURROGAT ON in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, but VM:Backup cannot interface with the security system
at your site because the service virtual machine for the security system is unavailable. VM:Backup received return code
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032 from the surrogate DIAGNOSE instruction. VM:Backup also issues message 0796R every time the surrogate request
is made. For more information, see message 0796R.

Action:

See message 0796R. Contact your security administrator.

0795I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE FAILED WHILE PROCESSING A SURROGATE FACILITY
REQUEST.

Reason:

You specified SURROGAT ON in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, but VM:Backup cannot interface with the security system
at your site because the security system service virtual machine failed to process a VM:Backup surrogate request.
VM:Backup received return code 012 from the surrogate DIAGNOSE instruction (DIAGNOSE X‘A0' function X‘10').
VM:Backup also issues message 0796R every time the surrogate request is made. For more information, see message
0796R.

Action:

See message 0796R. Contact your security administrator.

0796R
REPLY reqnumber: [WAIT,] RETRY OR ABEND:

Reason:

This message follows messages 0794I and 0795I. VM:Backup sends this message every time the surrogate request
is made. The request is retried every minute until either it succeeds or 15 minutes have elapsed. If after 15 minutes
the surrogate request still fails and no VM:Backup operator action has been taken, VM:Backup terminates abnormally
immediately with abend code SUR005.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

The VM:Backup system operator can communicate with VM:Backup through one of the following VMBACKUP commands:

• To tell VM:Backup that the problem with the security system virtual machine cannot be readily corrected, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber WAIT

This response causes VM:Backup to continue issuing the reminder message and ignore the 15-minute time limit.
• To tell VM:Backup that the problem with the security system service virtual machine has been corrected, enter:

VMBACKUP REPLY reqnumber RETRY

This response asks VM:Backup to try the surrogate request again.

0797I
VM:BACKUP IS WAITING FOR USERS TO DETACH MINIDISK: userid vaddr.

Reason:

During a restore template job that specifies that processing should stop while waiting for users to detach minidisks,
VM:Backup sends this message to the local console and tape operators to tell them that it is waiting to link to the indicated
minidisk.
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Action:

To determine which users are linked to this minidisk, use the LINK and QUERY LINKS commands. For example, to see
which users are linked to MICKEY's 191 minidisk, enter these commands:

link mickey 191 100 rr

query links 100

detach 100

0798I
VM:BACKUP IS [NOT] TO INTERFACE WITH THE SECURITY SYSTEM BY USING DIAGNOSE X‘diag-code' [IF
POSSIBLE].

Reason:

This message, issued during initialization, indicates whether VM:Backup will try to interface with your security system.
This is determined by the SURROGAT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

0799I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICES ARE NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to interface with your security system (the SURROGAT record was omitted from the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file) but was unsuccessful because the security system is unavailable. Initialization continues. Message 0793I
follows this message.

Action:

None. If you want VM:Backup to use the surrogate facility, add the SURROGAT ON record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file. If you do not want VM:Backup to use the surrogate facility, add the SURROGAT OFF record.

0800E
A LEFT PARENTHESIS MUST PRECEDE ANY OPTIONS SPECIFIED ON THE COMMAND LINE.

Reason:

You must include a left parenthesis when specifying options. The command ends.

Action:

Check the command format and type a left parenthesis before specifying any options. Enter the command again.

0801E
OPTIONS CANNOT FOLLOW THE RIGHT PARENTHESIS ON THE COMMAND LINE.

Reason:

No information can appear after the right parenthesis when options are specified on a command line. The command ends.

Action:
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Check the command format and delete any information following the right parenthesis. A right parenthesis is always
optional in a command and may be omitted. Enter the command again.

0802E
TERMINAL, PRINTER, DISK AND STACK CANNOT BE USED TOGETHER OR MORE THAN ONCE ON THE
command COMMAND LINE.

Reason:

TERMINAL, PRINTER, and DISK are options used to specify the destination of the output from the RESTORE, CHECK,
or DASDTAPE command. DASDTAPE also has the STACK option for the destination of the output. Only one of these
options can be specified on a command line, and it can be specified only once. The command ends.

Action:

Check the command format and remove the additional or duplicate option. Enter the command again.

0803E
option CAN BE USED ONLY ONCE ON THE command COMMAND LINE. DELETE THE DUPLICATE OCCURRENCE
AND TRY AGAIN.

Reason:

You specified a duplicate option on the command line. Only one occurrence of this option is permitted. The command
ends.

Action:

Check the command format and remove the duplicate option. Enter the command again.

0804E
option MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A DATE. VALID DATE FORMATS ARE MM/DD/YY, YYDDD, M/DD/YY, MM/D/YY,
AND M/D/YY.

Reason:

You must specify a date after the indicated option. The command ends.

Action:

Check the command format and make sure that the option is followed by a valid date in one of the formats shown in the
message. Enter the command again.

0805E
date IS NOT A VALID DATE. VALID DATE FORMATS ARE MM/DD/YY, YYDDD, M/DD/YY, MM/D/YY, AND M/D/YY.

Reason:

The date specified on the command line is invalid. Either the date is incorrect or it is specified in an incorrect format. The
command ends.

Action:

Check the date and the date format. Enter the command again, specifying a valid date in one of the formats shown in the
message.
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0806E
SYSADMIN AUTHORIZATION IS NEEDED FOR userid1 TO RESTORE FILES FOR userid2.

Reason:

You need SYSADMIN authorization to restore files for another user ID. The command ends.

Action:

Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to make sure that userid1 has the required authorization.

0807E
YOU NEED A READ/WRITE MINIDISK OR DIRECTORY ACCESSED AT FILEMODE A TO USE THE DISK OPTION OF
THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

You specified the DISK option on the indicated command. The DISK option indicates that you want VM:Backup to write
output from the command to a file on your minidisk or directory accessed at filemode A, but you do not have a read/write
minidisk or directory accessed at filemode A. The command ends.

Action:

Either obtain a read/write minidisk or directory at filemode at A or do not specify DISK as an option. Enter the command
again.

0809E
start DATE OR end DATE SPECIFIES AN INVALID DATE RANGE.

Reason:

The option or options that you specified on the RESTORE or XRESTORE command define an invalid time period. This
message appears when you specify one of the following combinations of options:

• The FROM option, the TO option, or both on the RESTORE command
• The START option, the END option, or both on the XRESTORE command

The starting date must be no later than today's date. The ending date must also be no later than today's date. If the TO
and FROM options are used together, the FROM date must be no later than the TO date. If the START and END options
are used together, the START date must be no later than the END date. The command ends.

Action:

Change the dates to meet the requirements noted previously. Enter the command again.

0810W
option IS TOO LONG. ONLY THE FIRST 8 CHARACTERS WILL BE USED.

Reason:

You specified an option on the command line with too many characters. You can specify a maximum of eight characters
for each option on a command. VM:Backup truncates the option to the first eight characters and the command continues.
If the truncated version of the option is invalid, VM:Backup issues an additional message, such as 0814E.

Action:
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No action is necessary unless the truncated version of the option is invalid. In this case, correct the spelling of the option
and enter the command again.

0811E
FOR MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A USERID, A MINIDISK VIRTUAL ADDRESS, OR BOTH.

Reason:

The FOR option specifies the owning user ID, minidisk, or owning user ID and minidisk of the files to be restored; it must
be followed by a user ID, virtual address of the minidisk, or both. The command ends.

Action:

Correct the command format and enter the command again, including the necessary information after the FOR option.

0812I
THERE ARE NO BACKED-UP FILES FITTING THE SELECTION CRITERIA GIVEN ON THE command COMMAND
LINE.

Reason:

No files that meet the selection criteria specified on the indicated command line were found in the VM:Backup catalog.
The command ends.

Action:

Take one of the following three actions:

• If you specified a time period, either correct the dates or change them to specify a longer time period.
• If you specified a user ID or virtual address, make sure these were entered correctly.
• If you specified a filename and filetype, either check the spelling or use pattern matching to cover a wider selection of

files.

If you continue to receive this message after taking the appropriate action, the VM:Backup system administrator must
verify that this user ID and minidisk are included in the regular backup process by either checking backup job output
listings or by using the CHECK command with the DOMAINS option.

0813E
YOU HAVE SELECTED TOO MANY FILES TO BE DISPLAYED. LIMIT YOUR SELECTION CRITERIA AND REENTER
THE RESTORE COMMAND.

Reason:

The RESTORE command found more backed-up files that meet the selection criteria specified on the RESTORE
command line than VM:Backup can display. The command ends.

Action:

Limit the selection criteria by using the FROM and TO options with a narrower time period, by using specific filenames
and filetypes, or by using pattern matching selectively. If you are using the FOR option, do not use an asterisk in the vaddr
field. Then, enter the command again.

0814E
option IS NOT A VALID OPTION OF THE command COMMAND.
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Reason:

You specified an invalid option on the indicated command line. The command ends.

Action:

Correct or remove the invalid option and enter the command again.

0815E
CATALOG MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A CATALOG NAME, BUT NONE WAS FOUND.

Reason:

No catalog name followed the CATALOG option on the CHECK command line. The command ends.

Action:

Check the command format and specify a catalog name after the CATALOG option. You can omit the CATALOG option;
this causes the CHECK command to validate the entire catalog minidisk. Enter the command again.

0816E
option1 AND option2 CANNOT BE USED TOGETHER OR MORE THAN ONCE ON THE command COMMAND LINE.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message if you specify the same option more than once on the command line, or if you specify two
options that cannot be used together. The command ends.

Action:

Remove the duplicate or conflicting option from the command and enter the command again.

0817E
vaddr IS NOT A CATALOG MINIDISK.

Reason:

The virtual address you specified on the CHECK command is not defined as a catalog minidisk. The command ends.

Action:

Make sure that the virtual address specified on the CHECK command is specified on a CATDISK record in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If no virtual address is specified on the CHECK command line, the 1B0 minidisk is used. Enter
the command again.

0818E
vaddr IS MORE THAN 4 CHARACTERS LONG OR IS NOT A HEXADECIMAL NUMBER.

Reason:

You specified an invalid virtual address. Valid virtual addresses cannot exceed four characters and can contain only the
characters A-F and 0-9. The command ends.

Action:

Correct the indicated virtual address and reenter the command.
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0819E
UNMATCHED PARENTHESES WERE FOUND. CHECK THE FORMAT AND REENTER THE COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered a right parenthesis before the left parenthesis. The command ends.

Action:

Correct the command format. If the format requires a parenthesis, insert a left parenthesis in the proper place. A right
parenthesis is optional and may be removed from the command line. Enter the command again.

0820E
THERE ARE NO CATALOG FILES ON MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

The CHECK command found no valid catalog files on the minidisk at virtual address vaddr. A catalog minidisk contains
files with the filetypes DUMPJOB, DETAIL, and FILEnnnn. VM:Backup looks at the virtual address specified on the
CATDISK record for catalog files. If there is no CATDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, VM:Backup uses the
minidisk at 1B0 as the default CATDISK virtual address. The minidisk at the indicated virtual address that VM:Backup
examined either contains no catalog files or is not the catalog minidisk. The command ends.

Action:

If vaddr is correct but the minidisk is empty, there is no information for CHECK to verify; no action is required. If the virtual
address for CATDISK is incorrect, specify the correct virtual address for the catalog files minidisk on the CATDISK record
in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0821E
ONLY A LEFT PARENTHESIS AND OPTIONS MAY FOLLOW THE FILENAME AND FILETYPE filename filetype ON
THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

You specified extraneous information on the indicated command after the filename and filetype. The command ends.

Action:

Correct the command format. The filename and filetype must be followed by a left parenthesis if options are specified on
the command line. If you want to restore more than one file, either use pattern matching when specifying the file to be
restored or enter the command without specifying any files. If the command is RESTORE, VM:Backup displays a list of all
the files that meet your selection criteria. If the command is XRESTORE, VM:Backup restores all the files that meet your
selection criteria.

0822E
command COMMAND REQUIRES A DUMPJOB NAME, BUT NONE WAS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

When using this command, you must specify the filename of the catalog's DUMPJOB file. To see the DUMPJOB filename,
which is the number VM:Backup assigns to the catalog when it is created, use the CHECK command. The command
ends.

Action:
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Check the command format. Enter the command again, followed by the filename of the catalog's DUMPJOB file.

0823E
command COMMAND REQUIRES A LEFT PARENTHESIS FOLLOWED BY ONE OR MORE OPTIONS.

Reason:

This command must be entered with options; however, you entered it either without any options or without a left
parenthesis preceding the options. The command ends.

Action:

Correct the command format and type a left parenthesis followed by one or more options. Enter the command again.

0824I
NO BACKED-UP FILES FIT SELECTION CRITERIA. IF CATALOG HAS NO DETAIL, REENTER RESTORE
COMMAND WITHOUT QUIET OPTION.

Reason:

Either VM:Backup found no files that meet the selection criteria in the VM:Backup catalog or the catalogs with the
information about files that meet the selection criteria do not contain file-level detail.

Action:

Enter the RESTORE command without specifying the QUIET option. If the data exists in catalogs without file-level detail,
restore the files by specifying the filename and filetype of the files you want to restore.

0825E
FILE filename filetype ON CATALOG MINIDISK vaddr CONTAINS INCORRECT INFORMATION.

Reason:

VM:Backup found a catalog file containing invalid information about the catalog minidisk. The command ends.

Action:

Do not try to alter the contents or names of any files on the VM:Backup catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system
administrator must contact Technical Support.

0826E
LOGIC ERROR OCCURRED EXECUTING THE command COMMAND WITH THE DISK OPTION. NOTIFY YOUR
VM:BACKUP SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

When you specify the DISK option of the indicated command, VM:Backup writes the output from the command to a file on
your minidisk or directory accessed at filemode A. VM:Backup received return code 24 from the CMS ERASE command
while trying to erase the version of this file already existing on the minidisk. The command ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support. In the meantime, you can use the TERMINAL or
PRINTER option to write the information to your terminal or virtual printer instead. If no option is specified, the information
will be displayed on your terminal.
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0827I
NO CATALOG FILES WERE CONDENSED BECAUSE OF ERRORS.

Reason:

Errors occurred that prevented the CONDENSE command from completing. No catalogs are condensed. The command
ends.

Action:

Check any messages accompanying this message and take the recommended action.

0828I
command COMMAND ENDED.

Reason:

The indicated command has ended.

Action:

None.

0829E
ERROR OCCURRED ERASING TEMPORARY FILES FROM CATALOG MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Backup creates temporary files on the catalog minidisk when the CONDENSE command is executed. When
VM:Backup tried to erase one of these temporary files, an error occurred because the file was not found, the catalog
minidisk was not linked in read/write mode, or the file had not been closed properly. The command ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0830I
YOUR OUTPUT IS IN FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

You entered the RESTORE or CHECK command with the DISK option. The command completed and wrote the output to
the indicated file on your minidisk or directory accessed at filemode A.

Action:

XEDIT the indicated file to view the results of the command you entered.

0831E
filetype FILES ON CATALOG MINIDISK vaddr ARE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THE CATALOG VERSION.

Reason:

VM:Backup found catalog files from the wrong release of VM:Backup on the indicated catalog minidisk. Someone may
have altered or moved catalog files while VM:Backup was running.
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WARNING
Files on a catalog minidisk should never be altered or moved.

Initialization or the CHECK command ends.

Action:

Determine what changes were made to the catalog minidisk. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical
Support.

0833E
FILE filename filetype IS NOT FOUND ON CATALOG MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

The CHECK, CONDENSE, DISCARD, or UPDATE command tried to retrieve information from the indicated file on the
catalog minidisk, but the file was not found. The command ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0834E
CATALOG MINIDISK IS NOT SPECIFIED CORRECTLY. ONE CATALOG MINIDISK MUST BE DEFINED.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup found either more than one catalog minidisk or none at all. VM:Backup must have only
one catalog minidisk to run. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

Check the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. If more than one CATDISK record is specified, delete all but one. If no CATDISK
records are specified, add one to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file and make sure the virtual address corresponds to a
minidisk in the VM:Backup service virtual machine. If the catalog minidisk is at the default virtual address 1B0, a CATDISK
record is not necessary.

0836I
STARTING TO BUILD CATALOG INDEX FILES.

Reason:

When VM:Backup initializes, it checks the catalog minidisk for index files. If none are found, VM:Backup builds them. This
message indicates that VM:Backup has started building the index files.

Action:

None.

0837I
FINISHED BUILDING CATALOG INDEX FILES.

Reason:

When VM:Backup initializes, it checks the catalog minidisk for index files. If none are found, VM:Backup builds them. This
message indicates that VM:Backup has successfully built the index files.
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Action:

None.

0838I
INDEXING FOR CATALOG dumpjob COMPLETED.

Reason:

This message provides progress information while VM:Backup builds index files on the catalog minidisk.

Action:

None.

0839I
CATALOG INDEXES DO NOT REQUIRE CONVERSION. REINDEX OPTION WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

You specified the REINDEX option on the VMBSYS command, but the catalog indexes are already in the correct format.
No catalog index conversion is performed. Initialization continues normally.

Action:

None, unless you want to rebuild the indexes. To rebuild the indexes, end VM:Backup, rename the index files, and
initialize VM:Backup again.

0840E
AUTOMATIC CONDENSE AND DISCARD OF CATALOGS CANNOT BE PERFORMED. CATALOG MINIDISK vaddr IS
LINKED READ-ONLY.

Reason:

VM:Backup could not perform the automatic catalog condense and discard process because the indicated catalog
minidisk is linked in read-only mode. The catalog minidisk must be linked read/write for the condense and discard process
to run. The process ends; VM:Backup does not condense or discard any catalogs.

Action:

To run the automatic condense and discard process now, take the following actions:

1. End VM:Backup.
2. Link the catalog minidisk in read/write mode.
3. Start VM:Backup again.
4. Enter the AUTOCAT command.

If you do not run the automatic condense and discard process now, make sure the catalog minidisk is linked read/write the
next time the automatic condense and discard process runs.

0841I
AUTOMATIC CONDENSE AND DISCARD OF CATALOGS HAS STARTED.

Reason:
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VM:Backup issues this message when it begins the automatic catalog condense and discard process. This message is
also issued when you enter the AUTOCAT command. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0842I
AUTOMATIC CONDENSE AND DISCARD OF CATALOGS HAS ENDED.

Reason:

VM:Backup issues this message when the automatic catalog condense and discard process or the AUTOCAT command
completes. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0843E
I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE PROCESSING FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

While VM:Backup processed the indicated catalog file during execution of the CHECK command, an I/O error occurred.
The command ends.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0845I
STARTING CATALOG VERIFICATION.

Reason:

VM:Backup is checking the validity of the structure of all non-index catalog files during system initialization. VM:Backup
does not perform this verification if you specified the NOCHECK option on the VMBSYS command.

Action:

None.

0846I
ENDING CATALOG VERIFICATION.

Reason:

VM:Backup finished checking the validity of all non-index catalog files during system initialization. VM:Backup does not
perform this verification if you specified the NOCHECK option on the VMBSYS command.

Action:

None.
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0847E
CATALOG INDEX FILES MUST BE CONVERTED. RE-INITIALIZE VM:BACKUP SPECIFYING THE REINDEX OPTION.

Reason:

You tried to initialize VM:Backup. However, the catalog index files were not in the correct format, and you did not specify
the REINDEX option on the VMBSYS command. VM:Backup does not initialize.

Action:

Enter the VMBSYS command again, specifying the REINDEX option.

0848E
ERRORS ENCOUNTERED PREPARING FOR CATALOG INDEX CONVERSION. INDEX CONVERSION NOT
PERFORMED.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to convert the catalog index files, but a critical error occurred when it attempted to erase the old index
files. The old catalog index files are not erased. VM:Backup does not initialize.

Action:

Try to manually erase the catalog index files, then enter the VMBSYS command again. If the VMBSYS command fails, the
VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0849E
SOME CATALOG INDEX FILES ARE MISSING. ALL CATALOG INDEX FILES MUST BE REBUILT.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup detected that one or more catalog index files do not exist on the catalog minidisk.
VM:Backup must have all four catalog index files available. VM:Backup fails to initialize.

Action:

Erase any catalog index files on the catalog minidisk, then reinitialize VM:Backup. The new catalog index files will be built
automatically.

0850R
ENTER THE FULLY-QUALIFIED NAME OF THE DIRECTORY TO RECEIVE THE RESTORED FILES:

Reason:

You requested that files be restored directly to a directory. VM:Backup requires the fully qualified name of the directory
that is to receive the restored files. A fully qualified directory name can contain a maximum of 153 characters; its format
must consist of a file pool ID and user ID, separated by a colon, followed by directory names separated by periods; for
example, filepoolid:userid.directory.directory. VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:

Enter the fully qualified directory name.

0851E
THE filepoolid IS INVALID.
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Reason:

You entered a fully qualified directory name in response to message 0850R from VM:Backup. However, your response is
invalid for one of the following reasons:

• It does not consist of a file pool ID and user ID, separated by a colon, followed by directory names separated by
periods; for example,

filepoolid:userid.directory.directory.

• It contains more than 153 characters.
• The file pool ID, the user ID, or a directory name is invalid.
• You do not own the directory and do not have VM:Backup system administrator authorization.

VM:Backup issues message 0850R again.

Action:

Enter a valid fully qualified directory name when VM:Backup issues message 0850R again.

0854R
ENTER THE USERID TO RECEIVE THE RESTORED FILES OR PRESS ENTER TO RESTORE TO userid:

Reason:

VM:Backup asks for the name of the target user ID to receive the restored files. VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:

To restore files to the indicated user ID, press ENTER. To restore the files to a different user ID, type the user ID and then
press ENTER.

0855R
ENTER THE VIRTUAL ADDRESS OF THE MINIDISK TO RECEIVE RESTORED FILES OR PRESS ENTER TO
RESTORE TO vaddr:

Reason:

You requested that files be restored directly to a minidisk. VM:Backup asks for the virtual address of the minidisk to
receive the restored files. VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:

To restore the files to the minidisk at vaddr, press ENTER. To restore the files to a different minidisk, type the minidisk
virtual address, then press ENTER.

0856R
DO YOU WANT TO FORMAT THE MINIDISK OR CLEAR THE DIRECTORY BEFORE RESTORING FILES TO IT?
RESPOND YES OR NO:

Reason:

You requested that files be restored directly to a minidisk or a directory. VM:Backup asks if it should format the minidisk or
clear the directory before restoring files to it. VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:
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To either restore to a minidisk that has never been formatted or to erase all files currently on a minidisk or in a directory,
respond YES. If you respond YES, VM:Backup will format the minidisk or clear the directory before restoring files to it.

WARNING
Formatting the minidisk will erase all files currently residing on the minidisk. Clearing the directory erases all files
currently residing on the minidisk that did not exist when the backup was performed.

If you respond NO, VM:Backup will discard files on the minidisk or in the directory that have the same names as files to
restore when it restores the files. Other files on the minidisk or in the directory will remain unchanged. If you respond NO
and are restoring to a minidisk, VM:Backup issues message 0859R to ask what method to use to replace the original files
with restored files.

0857R
DO YOU WANT TO RESTORE FILES TO A READER, MINIDISK, OR DIRECTORY? RESPOND RDR, DISK, OR DIR:

Reason:

VM:Backup asks whether it should restore the files to a virtual reader, a minidisk, or a directory. VM:Backup waits for you
to respond.

Action:

• To restore to a virtual reader, respond RDR.
• To restore to a minidisk, respond DISK. VM:Backup will issue message 0855R to ask you for the virtual address of the

target minidisk.
• To restore to a directory, respond DIR. VM:Backup will issue message 0850R to ask you for the fully-qualified directory

name.

0858R
DO YOU WANT TO RESTORE FILES TO A MINIDISK OR A DIRECTORY? RESPOND DISK OR DIR:

Reason:

You requested that all files on a minidisk be restored. VM:Backup asks if it should restore the files directly to a minidisk or
directory. VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:

• To restore files to a minidisk, respond DISK. VM:Backup will issue message 0855R to ask you for the virtual address of
the target minidisk.

• To restore to a directory, respond DIR. VM:Backup will issue message 0850R to ask you for the fully-qualified directory
name.

0859R
SHOULD VM:BACKUP REPLACE OR ERASE ORIGINAL FILES? RESPOND REPLACE OR ERASE:

Reason:

You requested that files be restored directly to a minidisk and that the minidisk not be formatted before the restore.
Existing files with the same names as files to be restored will be discarded when the files are restored. VM:Backup asks
what method to use to discard the original files, and waits for you to respond.

Action:

To tell VM:Backup to erase the original files before placing the restored files on the minidisk, respond ERASE. To tell
VM:Backup to write the restored file to a work file before erasing the original, respond REPLACE. If the restore ends
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abnormally, REPLACE ensures that the original file is still available. Before specifying REPLACE, make sure the minidisk
is large enough to hold two copies of the files, because the original file is not erased immediately.

0860I
filename DETAIL WAS CONDENSED | VERIFIED.

Reason:

VM:Backup condensed or verified the indicated catalog file either during the automatic condense process or because the
CONDENSE or AUTOCAT command was entered. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0861I
filename DUMPJOB WAS UPDATED ON CATALOG MINIDISK vaddr TO REFLECT THE NEW DATE(S).

Reason:

You entered the UPDATE command to change a catalog's auto-discard or auto-condense date or both. The indicated
DUMPJOB file has been updated to reflect the new dates. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0862I
filename filetype WAS DISCARDED FROM CATALOG MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

Either you have issued the DISCARD command to discard a VM:Backup catalog or a VM:Backup job is running and has
reused an expired tape that was identified in an existing catalog. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0863I
CATALOG catname WAS CREATED ON CATALOG MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

A backup job is running and has created the indicated catalog on the catalog minidisk. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0864I
MAXIMUM SPACE USED ON CATALOG MINIDISK vaddr DURING THE JOB WAS blocks-used BLOCKS OF total-
blocks (percent%).

Reason:
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VM:Backup issues this message at the end of a backup job to show the maximum number of blocks used on the catalog
minidisk while the job was running. If another backup job is running at the same time, the numbers displayed in this
message include the catalog space used by that job. The catalog minidisk may be fuller while a job is running than it is
after the job has completed because expired catalog files can be deleted during backup jobs.

Action:

None.

0866W
{ CATALOG | REPORT } MINIDISK vaddr IS percent% FULL.

Reason:

The catalog or report minidisk at the indicated virtual address has reached the space threshold at which the CATDISK or
REPORTDISK configuration file record specifies VM:Backup is to issue warning messages.

If the minidisk is the catalog minidisk, VM:Backup issues this message at the end of a backup job when the amount of
space used on the catalog minidisk reaches or exceeds the limit specified on the CATDISK configuration file record.
Processing continues.

If the minidisk is a report minidisk, VM:Backup issues this message every minute when the amount of space used on
the report minidisk reaches or exceeds the limit specified on the REPORTDISK configuration file record. Processing
continues.

Action:

If the minidisk is a catalog minidisk, the VM:Backup system administrator must take one of the following corrective actions:

• Increase the size of the catalog minidisk.
• Enter the DISCARD command to discard catalog files that are no longer needed.
• Enter the CONDENSE command to condense existing catalog files.

For more information about increasing the size of the catalog minidisk and using the DISCARD and CONDENSE
commands, see the System Programmer Reference.

If the minidisk is the report minidisk, no response is required unless the report minidisk becomes full. If this occurs,
VM:Backup places any job that receives the disk-full condition from the report minidisk on hold. The VM:Backup system
administrator must then take one of the following corrective actions:

• Enter the GETRPT command to remove from the disk those reports belonging to jobs that have already completed
successfully.

• Increase the size of the report minidisk and release any jobs that were placed on hold for this reason.
• Cancel the job.

For information about increasing the size of the report minidisk, see the System Programmer Reference.

0868I
THIS COMMAND CANNOT EXECUTE WHILE A CATALOG JOB IS RUNNING.

Reason:

You entered a command that affects the VM:Backup catalog structure while a job that uses the catalog was running. To
preserve the integrity of the catalog structure, VM:Backup cannot execute the command until the job ends.

Action:

Wait until the job completes, then enter the command again.
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0869E
userid IS NOT ALLOWED TO EXECUTE THE parameter PARAMETER OF THE command COMMAND. authorization
AUTHORIZATION IS NEEDED.

Reason:

You entered a command with a parameter that requires the indicated authorization but you are not a VM:Backup system
administrator. You must have this authorization even if you own the job template file. The command ends.

Action:

Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to either restore the data for you or provide you with the authorization required
to restore data for userid.

0870E
TODISK MUST BE FOLLOWED BY THE VIRTUAL ADDRESS OF THE MINIDISK TO RECEIVE THE RESTORED
FILES.

Reason:

You entered the RESTORE command with the TODISK option, but did not specify the virtual address of the minidisk to
which VM:Backup is to restore files. The command ends.

Action:

Specify the virtual address of the target minidisk after the TODISK option on the RESTORE command and enter the
command again.

0871E
TOUSER MUST BE FOLLOWED BY THE USERID TO RECEIVE THE RESTORED FILES.

Reason:

You entered the RESTORE command with the TOUSER option, but did not specify the user ID to receive the restored
files. The command ends.

Action:

Specify the target user ID after the TOUSER option on the RESTORE command and enter the command again.

0872E
option1 MUST BE USED WHEN option2 IS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You specified option2 on a command line, but not option1; if option2 is specified, option1 must also be specified. The
command ends.

Action:

Make sure that if option2 is specified, option1 is also specified. Enter the command again.

0873E
SELECT MUST BE FOLLOWED BY FILE NUMBERS OR BY * AND FILE NUMBERS.

Reason:
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SELECT must be followed either by the file numbers of the files you want to restore or by * and the file number of the
minidisk you want to restore. VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask you to enter a command.

Action:

Specify the missing information and enter the command again.

0874E
LOGIC ERROR OCCURRED EXECUTING THE UPDATE COMMAND. NOTIFY YOUR VM:BACKUP SYSTEM
ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A logic error occurred while VM:Backup executed the UPDATE command. The command ends.

Action:

Contact the VM:Backup system administrator.

0875E
QUIET CANNOT BE USED WITH DISK, PRINTER, OR TERMINAL.

Reason:

You cannot use the QUIET option of the RESTORE command with the DISK, PRINTER, or TERMINAL options. The
command ends.

Action:

Remove either the QUIET option or the conflicting option on the RESTORE command, and enter the command again.

0876I
CATALOG CANNOT BE { CONDENSED | DISCARDED | CHECKED | UPDATED } NOW. IT IS ALREADY BEING
PROCESSED.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot obtain exclusive control of the catalog file you want to condense, discard, check, or update because
one of the following is running:

• A CONDENSE, DISCARD, CHECK or UPDATE command
• An AUTOCAT job, a job that uses the catalog, or a job that backs up VM:Backup

The command or process you were running ends. The catalog is not condensed, discarded, checked, or updated.

Action:

Try again later.

0877E
SYSADMIN AUTHORIZATION IS NEEDED FOR userid1 TO RESTORE FILES TO userid2.

Reason:

When you entered the command, you specified the option to restore files to another user ID. However, this capability
requires SYSADMIN authorization. VM:Backup ends the command. VM:Backup issues this message only if the restore
authorizations user exit, VMBEXIT3, does not exist.
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Action:

Either change the destination for the restore to one of your own minidisks or directories and enter the command again, or
ask the VM:Backup system administrator to perform the restore.

0878I
CATALOGS CANNOT BE MANAGED NOW. THEY ARE ALREADY BEING PROCESSED.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot obtain exclusive control of the catalogs for one of the following reasons:

• A CONDENSE command is running.
• A DISCARD command is running.
• A CHECK command is running.
• An UPDATE command is running.
• The AUTOCAT command is running.
• The automatic condense or discard process is running.
• The catalog minidisk is being backed up.
• A job is running.
• Someone else is accessing the Manage Existing Catalogs screen.

The command or process ends.

Action:

Try entering the command later.

0879E
userid IS NOT ALLOWED TO EXECUTE THE command COMMAND. IT IS NOT DEFINED ON A PRODUCT product
RECORD.

Reason:

The indicated user is not allowed to execute the command. The command is intended for use only by the indicated
product, product.

Action:

None.

0880E
userid IS NOT ALLOWED TO EXECUTE THE command COMMAND. authorization AUTHORIZATION IS NEEDED.

Reason:

You are not authorized to execute the indicated command. The indicated authorization is required. The command ends.

Action:

Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to grant you the proper authorization.

0881E
CATALOG MINIDISK MUST BE LINKED IN READ/WRITE MODE BEFORE YOU CAN EXECUTE THE command
COMMAND.
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Reason:

You must have read/write access to the catalog minidisk to execute the indicated command. Currently, VM:Backup is
in restore-only mode; you cannot execute this command when VM:Backup is in restore-only mode. VM:Backup sends
this message if you try to delete or condense a catalog or try to change the auto-condense or auto-delete dates. The
command ends.

Action:

Make sure VM:Backup has read/write access to the catalog minidisk and enter the command again.

0882W
AUTO-DISCARD DATE AND/OR AUTO-CONDENSE DATE FOR THIS CATALOG IS NOW EARLIER THAN OR THE
SAME AS TODAY'S DATE.

Reason:

You specified the auto-discard date, auto-condense date, or both on the UPDATE command. One or both of the dates
specified precede or are the same as the current date. Therefore, VM:Backup will condense or discard the catalog the
next time the DISCARD, CONDENSE, or AUTOCAT command is run or the next time the automatic condense and discard
process runs. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0883E
DELETE MUST BE FOLLOWED BY THE FILE NUMBERS OF SELECTED FILES YOU NO LONGER WANT TO
RESTORE.

Reason:

You did not specify any file numbers on the DELETE command. DELETE must be followed by the file numbers of the
previously selected files that you no longer want to restore. VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask you to enter a
command.

Action:

Specify the missing information about the DELETE command. To view the range of available file numbers, enter TYPE.
The file numbers that you can specify appear on the left in the Number column. Enter the command again.

0884E
SELECT WAS ENTERED FOR FILE NUMBER number BUT IT IS INVALID OR NOT IN THE RANGE OF AVAILABLE
FILE NUMBERS.

Reason:

You specified a file number on the SELECT command that is either an invalid number or is not in the range of available
file numbers. VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask you to enter a command.

Action:

Make sure that the file numbers specified on the SELECT command are valid and are in the range of available numbers.
To view the range of available file numbers, enter TYPE. The file numbers that you can specify appear on the left in the
Number column. Enter the command again.
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0885E
DELETE WAS ENTERED FOR FILE NUMBER number BUT IT IS INVALID OR NOT IN THE RANGE OF AVAILABLE
FILE NUMBERS.

Reason:

You specified a file number on the DELETE command that either is an invalid number or is not in the range of available
file numbers. VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask you to enter a command.

Action:

Make sure that the file numbers specified on the DELETE command are valid and are within the range of available
numbers. To view the files you have selected to restore, use the QUERY command. The file numbers that you can specify
appear on the left in the Number column. Enter the command again.

0886R
ENTER A COMMAND OR HELP:

Reason:

The RESTORE command has displayed the files that are available to be restored. VM:Backup waits for you to enter a
command.

Action:

Either enter a command or enter HELP to view the list of commands.

0887I
QUERY WAS ENTERED, BUT NO FILES WERE SELECTED FOR RESTORE.

Reason:

You entered the QUERY command before selecting files to restore. The QUERY command has no information to display.
VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask you to enter a command.

Action:

Either enter a command or enter HELP to view the list of commands. Use the SELECT command to indicate files to
restore.

0888I
DELETE WAS ENTERED FOR FILES OR MINIDISKS THAT WERE NOT PREVIOUSLY SELECTED.

Reason:

You tried to delete file numbers not previously selected for restore. VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask you to enter
a command.

Action:

Enter QUERY to view the list of files that have been selected for restore. The files displayed are the only files you can
delete. Enter the DELETE command again, specifying the file numbers of the files you no longer want to restore.

0889I
SELECT WAS ENTERED FOR FILES OR MINIDISKS THAT WERE ALREADY SELECTED.
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Reason:

You tried to select file numbers that were previously selected for restore. VM:Backup ignores the duplicate selections.
VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask you to enter a command.

Action:

Enter QUERY to view the list of files that have already been selected for restore. Enter the RESTORE command again,
specifying file numbers that have not already been selected.

0890I
number ERRORS WERE FOUND ON CATALOG MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

The CHECK command ended. VM:Backup detected the indicated number of errors on the catalog minidisk at virtual
address vaddr.

Action:

If any errors are indicated, the VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0891I
RESTORE WAS ENTERED, BUT NO FILES WERE SELECTED TO BE RESTORED.

Reason:

You entered the RESTORE command but did not select any files to restore. VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask
you to enter a command.

Action:

Enter the SELECT command specifying the file numbers of the files you want to restore, then enter the RESTORE
command again.

0892I
QUIT WAS ENTERED AFTER FILES WERE SELECTED FOR RESTORE. ENTER QQUIT TO EXIT OR RESTORE TO
RESTORE.

Reason:

You entered QUIT after selecting files to restore. VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask you to enter a command.

Action:

To exit without restoring the files you selected, enter QQUIT. To restore the files you selected, enter RESTORE.

0893E
command IS NOT A VALID COMMAND. TYPE HELP FOR A LIST OF VALID COMMANDS.

Reason:

You entered an unrecognized command. VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask you to enter a command.

Action:

To see a list of the valid commands, enter HELP. Make sure that the command you entered is spelled correctly. Enter a
valid command.
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0894E
ONLY ONE MINIDISK CAN BE RESTORED AT A TIME.

Reason:

You specified SELECT for more than one minidisk-level entry or SELECT * for more than one entry. A minidisk-level entry
is one that has No Detail, Non-CMS, or Encrypted in its display. VM:Backup issues message 0886R to ask you to enter a
command.

Action:

Use the QUERY command to view the files that have been selected for restoring. Use the DELETE command to remove
all but one of the minidisk-level entries that you selected.

0895E
FILES CANNOT BE RESTORED AT THE SAME TIME AS A MINIDISK.

Reason:

You specified that files be restored at the same time as a minidisk. For example, you specified SELECT for a file-level
entry at the same time you specified SELECT for a minidisk-level entry, or you specified SELECT for a file-level entry and
SELECT * for a file-level entry.

Action:

Use the QUERY command to view the files that have been selected for restore. Make sure that you have selected only
files or only one minidisk-level entry. Use the DELETE command to remove conflicting restore selections. Enter the
command again.

0896R
ENTER THE FIRST 8 CHARACTERS OF THE SECURITY KEY USED WHEN THE FILES WERE BACKED UP, OR
"QUIT":

Reason:

To restore files from an encrypted backup, you must provide the correct security key to decrypt the backed-up information.
VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:

To restore the data, enter the first eight characters of the encryption key. To exit without restoring the encrypted data, enter
QUIT.

0897R
ENTER THE NEXT EIGHT CHARACTERS OF THE KEY, or "QUIT":

Reason:

To restore files from an encrypted backup, you must provide the correct security key to decrypt the backed-up information.
VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:

To restore the data, enter the next eight characters of the encryption key. To exit without restoring the encrypted data,
enter QUIT.
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0898E
SECURITY KEY SPECIFIED IS NOT OF ODD PARITY, NOT A HEXADECIMAL NUMBER, OR NOT THE KEY USED
WHEN THE BACKUP WAS RUN.

Reason:

You have provided VM:Backup with a security key for restoring from an encrypted backup; however, the key is incorrect
for one of the following reasons:

• The key is not the encryption key used when the files were backed up.
• The key is not a hexadecimal number.
• The individual bytes are not of odd parity.

VM:Backup issues message 0896R again.

Action:

Either enter the correct security key or enter QUIT to exit the RESTORE command.

0899R
ENTER A FILENAME AND FILETYPE TO BE RESTORED. ENTER A NULL LINE (BLANK) WHEN FINISHED:

Reason:

You selected a No Detail or Encrypted entry from which to restore files. You must provide VM:Backup with the filenames
and filetypes of the files you want to restore. VM:Backup waits for you to respond.

Action:

Enter the filename and filetype of the file you want to restore. Repeat this procedure for each file you want to restore. You
can use pattern matching to restore multiple files that have similar filenames and filetypes. After you have entered the
names of all files you want to restore, enter a null line by pressing ENTER without typing anything else.

0900E
CONFIG RECORD number: keyword IS NOT A VALID CONFIGURATION FILE RECORD.

Reason:

The indicated keyword is not a valid VMBACKUP CONFIG file record. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues
reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must check for either misspellings in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file records or the
existence of records that were valid only with previous releases of VM:Backup.

0902E
productid HAS NO MASTER USERID SPECIFIED ON ITS PRODUCT RECORDS.

Reason:

When more than one PRODUCT record is specified for a particular product, one of the product user IDs must be
designated as the master. For additional information, see the description of the PRODUCT record in the System
Programmer Reference. VM:Backup initialization fails.
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Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must specify MASTER on one of the PRODUCT records for productid, then start
VM:Backup again.

0903E
CONFIGURATION FILE MUST INCLUDE A VALID DIRECT RECORD.

Reason:

Either VM:Backup could not find a DIRECT configuration file record, or the one specified was incorrect. VM:Backup
initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either add a DIRECT record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file or correct the
existing record, then start VM:Backup again.

0904E
THE TAPECHAIN NO RECORD REQUIRES A PRODUCT VMTAPE RECORD

Reason:

During initialization, a TAPECHAIN NO record was included in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, but no PRODUCT VMTAPE
record was found. Initialization fails.

Action:

Either add the PRODUCT VMTAPE record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file or remove the TAPECHAIN NO record. Then,
initialize VM:Backup again.

0905E
CONFIG RECORD number: CAPACITY ON THE record RECORD MUST BE A PERCENTAGE FROM 1% TO 99%.

Reason:

The minidisk capacity specified on the CATDISK or REPORTDISK configuration file record must be a whole number from
0 through 99. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the CATDISK or REPORTDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file.

0906E
CONFIG RECORD number: PATTERN MATCHING CHARACTERS ‘%' AND ‘*' ARE NOT ALLOWED IN USERIDS ON
record RECORDS.

Reason:

You cannot specify pattern-matching characters in user IDs on the indicated records. VM:Backup scans the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file before ending initialization. Error messages are generated for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:
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The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated record to eliminate pattern-matching characters. You can
include multiple record records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file if you need to specify many user IDs. Start VM:Backup
again.

0907E
VM:BACKUP MUST HAVE A REPORTDISK DEFINED WHEN INTERFACED WITH product.

Reason:

During initialization, a PRODUCT VMARCHIVE record was included in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, but either no
REPORTDISK record was found or a 1E1 minidisk is not defined. Initialization fails.

Action:

Either add the REPORTDISK record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file or define a 1E1 minidisk; then initialize VM:Backup
again.

0908E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE LABEL OF THE TAPEDISK MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS NOT label.

Reason:

The label on the indicated TAPEDISK record does not match the label of the minidisk at virtual address vaddr. VM:Backup
continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file and generates error messages for all syntax
errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct either the label or virtual address specified on the indicated
configuration file record. After the problem has been corrected, start VM:Backup again.

0909W
CONFIG RECORD number: THE EXTRA INFORMATION AT THE END OF THE record RECORD HAS BEEN
IGNORED.

Reason:

There is extraneous information at the end of the indicated VMBACKUP CONFIG file record. VM:Backup ignores the
unnecessary information and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error
messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must delete the extra information from the indicated record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0910E
TOO MANY record RECORDS HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED IN THE CONFIGURATION FILE.

Reason:

There are too many of the indicated records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. VM:Backup continues reading the remaining
records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:
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The VM:Backup system administrator must remove the extra records from the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0911E
CONFIG RECORD number: VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr ON THE record RECORD IS NOT A HEX NUMBER OR IS
NOT ALLOWED BY VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

The virtual address specified on the indicated record is an invalid minidisk address. The virtual address, vaddr, is not a
valid hexadecimal number or does not fall within the range of addresses permitted by VM:Backup. For information about
allowable addresses, see the System Programmer Reference. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the
remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0912E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr SPECIFIED ON THE record RECORD IS
NOT LINKED.

Reason:

The virtual address specified on the indicated record is not linked by VM:Backup. VM:Backup ignores the record and
continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either link the indicated minidisk to VM:Backup or correct the indicated record
in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0913E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS EMPTY. READ-ONLY MINIDISKS
CANNOT BE EMPTY.

Reason:

The indicated minidisk is to be used by VM:Backup as a read-only minidisk (for example, a restore-only catalog minidisk),
but the minidisk is empty. VM:Backup read-only minidisks must contain files. VM:Backup ignores the record and
continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either correct the virtual address specified on the record or link the minidisk to
VM:Backup in read/write mode.

0914E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr CANNOT BE ACCESSED (RC=code).
CHECK THE MINIDISK FORMAT.

Reason:
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VM:Backup cannot access the indicated minidisk. The minidisk may not be properly formatted. VM:Backup ignores the
record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all
syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must check the minidisk format and, if necessary, reformat the minidisk or change
the virtual address specified on the record.

0916S
DASD vdev type volid IS NOT OPERABLE

Reason:

VM:Backup is attempting to back up or restore data on a DASD volume that is defined by the indicated virtual device
number, vdev, device type, and volume label, volid, of the real device on which the data resides. VM:Backup does not
have access to the DASD volume because it is online to z/VM but not operational. VM:Backup issues this message when
processing the request to mount the DASD volume.

Possible reasons for this message are:

• DASD service personnel take down DASD volumes without telling the z/VM system administrator.
• DASD volumes that are used for z/OS guests are relabeled without being reattached to z/VM.

Action:

Notify the system administrator that a disk is not operable. The system administrator should reattach the online DASD
volume that causes the error and should retry the backup or restore.

0917E
DIRECTORY LOOKUP DIAGNOSE CODE IS NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

VM:Backup operation requires that your system administrator install a diagnose code exit on your VM system by.
VM:Backup could not locate this required routine, and cannot initialize successfully.

Action:

Your VM:Backup system administrator must install the directory lookup diagnose in order for VM:Backup to run.

0918E
VM:BACKUP CANNOT INITIALIZE WITHOUT A READ/WRITE A-DISK.

Reason:

Your VM:Backup service virtual machine does not have a read/write minidisk accessed as the A-disk. VM:Backup cannot
initialize. VM:Backup scans the VMBACKUP CONFIG file before ending initialization. Error messages are generated for
all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must define a read/write A-disk on the VM:Backup service virtual machine, start
VM:Backup again.
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0919I
THERE IS NO record RECORD IN THE CONFIGURATION FILE. VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr WILL BE USED FOR
THE MINIDISK.

Reason:

The VMBACKUP CONFIG file does not contain the indicated record. Because the minidisk defined by this record is
required, VM:Backup will define the minidisk with a default virtual address of vaddr. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

0920E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE TAPEDISK RECORD MUST SPECIFY A LABEL.

Reason:

The TAPEDISK record must specify the label of the TAPEDISK minidisk. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues
reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the TAPEDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0921E
CONFIG RECORD number: LABEL label ON THE TAPEDISK RECORD CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:

The minidisk label specified on the TAPEDISK record contains invalid characters. Valid characters are A-Z, 0-9, and the
special characters $, @, #, and -. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the TAPEDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0923E
CONFIG RECORD number: disposition IS NOT A VALID TAPE DISPOSITION. THE TAPEDISP RECORD MUST
SPECIFY DETACH OR UNLOAD.

Reason:

The TAPEDISP record must specify either DETACH if tapes are to be detached by VM:Backup after processing or
UNLOAD if tapes are to be unloaded. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

NOTE
The TAPEDISP specification is ignored if VM:Tape is used.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the TAPEDISP record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
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0925E
CONFIG RECORD number: code IS NOT A VALID DATA SET SECURITY CODE. THE TAPEPROT RECORD MUST
SPECIFY 0, 1, OR 3.

Reason:

The TAPEPROT record specifies an invalid data set security code. Valid codes are NOPSWD (0), PASSWORD (1),
and NOPWREAD (3). VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the TAPEPROT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0927E
CONFIG RECORD record: THE VALUE FOLLOWING jobtype1 CANNOT BE GREATER THAN THE VALUE
FOLLOWING jobtype2.

Reason:

The number of backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT jobs you specified on the MULT configuration file record exceeds the
number of that type of job allowed to run concurrently. VM:Backup cannot run more of the indicated job type (jobtype1)
than the total number of all jobs or the number of restore jobs (jobtype2). Initialization ends.

Action:

Correct the number of backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT jobs specified on the MULT configuration file record, then start
VM:Backup again. For information about the MULT configuration file record, see the System Programmer Reference.

0928E
CONFIG RECORD recnumber: {BACKUPS | RESTORES | MPC | REINIT} ON THE record RECORD MUST BE
FOLLOWED BY A WHOLE NUMBER LESS THAN maxnumber.

Reason:

You specified an invalid number of backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT jobs that VM:Backup can run concurrently on the
MULT configuration file record. The following list shows the maximum number of concurrent jobs you can specify for each
type of job:

• For backup jobs, 2
• For restore jobs, 99
• For MPC jobs, 2
• For REINIT jobs, 1

For more information about running concurrent VM:Backup jobs, see the MULT Record section in the chapter
"Configuration File Records" of the System Programmer Reference. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the number of backup, restore, MPC, or REINIT jobs specified on the MULT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file; then start VM:Backup again.

0929E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE NUMBER OF DAYS SPECIFIED ON THE LISTPD RECORD MUST BE FROM 1 TO
5000 OR AN ASTERISK (*).
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Reason:

The LISTPD record specifies the default number of days back VM:Backup is to go when searching catalogs for data to
restore and when restoring data from backups. VM:Backup will search only those catalogs created during the specified
time period and will restore only data backed up during the specified time period. If the last full backup does not fall within
the time period, VM:Backup will not search its catalog or restore data from it. The number of days must be either an
integer from 1 to 5000 or an asterisk (*), which specifies that VM:Backup is to look back 5,000 days. VM:Backup ignores
the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for
all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the LISTPD record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0936E
CONFIG RECORD number: time IS NOT A VALID TIME. USE A NUMBER FROM number TO 9999 ON THE record
RECORD.

Reason:

The wait time or reminder time on the DISKWAIT, TAPEWAIT, or USERWAIT record is outside the valid range. Wait time
must be an integer from 0 to 9999; reminder time must be an integer from 1 to 9999 and be less than or the same as the
wait time. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file,
generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. For detailed
information about the appropriate record, see the System Programmer Reference.

0937E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE WAIT TIME ON THE record RECORD MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO
THE REMIND TIME.

Reason:

The wait time specifies how long, in minutes, VM:Backup will wait for a response from the operator or a user, or for an
event such as a disk or tape mount to occur. The reminder time specifies how often, in minutes, VM:Backup will send a
reminder message. The wait time must be greater than or equal to the reminder time. VM:Backup ignores the record and
continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0938E
CONFIG RECORD recnumber: THE MAXFILES RECORD MUST SPECIFY A VALID WHOLE NUMBER VALUE
BETWEEN 256 AND 16384.

Reason:

You specified an invalid parameter on the MAXFILES configuration file record. VM:Backup initialization fails. The value
must be a whole number from 256 through 16384.

Action:
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Correct the configuration record to reflect the maximum number of backed-up files you will allow users to display at one
time. Then, reinitialize VM:Backup.

0939E
CONFIG RECORD recnumber: THE EXPLEVEL RECORD MUST SPECIFY EITHER NOVICE OR EXPERT.

Reason:

An EXPLEVEL configuration file record was found, but the default expertise level is missing or invalid. The default
expertise level must be either NOVICE or EXPERT. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

Specify a valid expertise level on the EXPLEVEL record, then start VM:Backup again.

0941E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE BLOCKSIZE OF THE MINIDISK AT vaddr IS TOO SMALL. INCREASE IT FROM
blocksize1 TO AT LEAST blocksize2.

Reason:

The indicated minidisk requires a larger blocksize than blocksize1. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading
the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must reformat the indicated minidisk so that it has a blocksize of at least blocksize2.
If there are any files on the minidisk that you want to save, set aside copies of them before reformatting the minidisk.

WARNING
Reformatting the minidisk will erase all files currently residing on the minidisk.

0942E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr MUST BE LINKED READ/WRITE.
DETACH AND RELINK THE MINIDISK.

Reason:

VM:Backup was unable to link the indicated minidisk in read/write mode. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues
reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must relink the minidisk to VM:Backup in read/write mode.

0946E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE FILE POOL filepoolid SPECIFIED ON THE record RECORD IS INVALID.

Reason:

The indicated record contains the invalid file pool indicated by filepoolid. All SFS file pool names:
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• Must start with a letter
• Contain up to eight alphanumeric characters
• Cannot be ANY, ALL, or SYSTEM. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the

VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must specify at least one valid file pool on the indicated record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0951E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE record RECORD MUST SPECIFY A USERID.

Reason:

The indicated record must specify a user ID. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records
in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must specify a user ID on the indicated record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0952E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE CHECKDISK RECORD MUST SPECIFY A VIRTUAL ADDRESS.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup encountered a CHECKDISK record that does not specify a virtual address. VM:Backup
ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error
messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

Ask the VM:Backup system administrator to specify a user ID on the CHECKDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0953E
CONFIG RECORD number: THRESHOLD ON THE CHECKDISK RECORD MUST BE A PERCENTAGE FROM 0% TO
99%.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Backup encountered a CHECKDISK record with an invalid threshold value. The threshold
value must be an integer from 0 to 99 and can be followed by a percent sign (%). VM:Backup ignores the record and
continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the CHECKDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0954E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE DIRECT RECORD MUST SPECIFY A VIRTUAL ADDRESS AND A VOLSER.

Reason:
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The DIRECT record does not specify both the virtual address and the volser of the system residence (SYSRES) volume.
VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating
error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the DIRECT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0955E
CONFIG RECORD number: VOLSER volser ON THE DIRECT RECORD CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:

The volser of the directory minidisk specified on the DIRECT record contains invalid characters. Valid characters are A-
Z, 0-9, and the special characters $, @, #, and -. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining
records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the DIRECT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0956E
CONFIG RECORD number: VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr ON THE DIRECT RECORD IS A READ/WRITE MINIDISK.

Reason:

The directory minidisk at virtual address vaddr is linked as a read/write minidisk. VM:Backup requires the directory
minidisk to be linked read-only. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either relink the directory minidisk in read-only mode or correct the virtual
address specified on the DIRECT record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0957W
CONFIG RECORD number: RESOURCE POOL NAME poolname IS TOO LONG. RESOURCE POOL WILL BE
IGNORED.

Reason:

The resource pool name on the specified TAPEPOOL record contains more than eight characters. VM:Backup ignores the
record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all
syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must check and correct the specified TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0958E
CONFIG RECORD number: RESOURCE POOL poolname HAS ALREADY BEEN DEFINED ON ANOTHER
TAPEPOOL OR SUPERPOOL RECORD.

Reason:
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The indicated resource pool was specified more than once in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. This problem can be
caused by duplicate records or typographical errors in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. This problem can also occur when
VM:Backup truncates two or more similarly named resource pools; this results in multiple resource pools with the same
name. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file,
generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the TAPEPOOL or SUPERPOOL records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file so that the indicated pool name is specified only once.

0959E
CONFIG RECORD number: keyword IS NOT VALID IN THIS POSITION ON THE TAPEPOOL RECORD. MEDIA
MUST BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

An invalid keyword was specified on the TAPEPOOL record; MEDIA should be specified. For further information, see
the description of the TAPEPOOL record in the System Programmer Reference. VM:Backup ignores the record and
continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0960E
CONFIG RECORD number: MEDIUM medium IS NOT A VALID TAPEPOOL MEDIUM.

Reason:

An invalid medium was specified on the indicated TAPEPOOL record. Valid media types are:

• TS (STK T10000 500GB standard tape cartridges)
• T1 (STK T10000 500GB standard tape cartridges)
• DD3 (STK Redwood 12.5GB, 25GB, and 50GB Helical cartridges)
• STK2 (STK 9940B 60GB and 200GB tape cartridges)
• STK1 (STK 9840 20GB and 40GB tape cartridges)
• EETCA (IBM 3592 Enterprise 4000GB tape cartridges advanced)
• EETCAM (IBM 3592 Enterprise 500GB tape cartridges advanced economy)
• EETCX (IBM 3592 Enterprise 700GB tape cartridges extended)
• EETCM (IBM 3592 Enterprise 100GB tape cartridges short)
• EETC (IBM 3592 Enterprise 500GB tape cartridges standard)
• ETCM (IBM 3592 Enterprise 60GB tape cartridges scaled)
• ETCS (IBM 3592 Enterprise 60GB tape cartridges scaled)
• ETC (IBM 3592 Enterprise 300GB tape cartridges)
• XPT (Extended Length high performance 3590 tape cartridges)
• HPT (high performance 3590 tape cartridges)
• ENH (enhanced 3490E tape cartridges)
• CART (all other tape cartridges)
• REEL (tape reels)
• DASD (VM:Backup DASDtapes)
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VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating
error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0961E
CONFIG RECORD number: A DASD RESOURCE POOL IS DEFINED ON THE TAPEPOOL RECORD BUT NO
VIRTUAL ADDRESS IS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

A DASD resource pool is defined on the TAPEPOOL record; however, the virtual address specifying the minidisk on
which the backed-up data will be stored is not defined. A virtual address must follow DASD on the TAPEPOOL record.
VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating
error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must specify the virtual address for the minidisk on the TAPEPOOL record in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0962E
CONFIG RECORD number: VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS NOT A VALID HEXADECIMAL ADDRESS, DOES NOT
EXIST, OR IS NOT FORMATTED.

Reason:

The virtual address of the minidisk on which backed-up data is to be stored, specified on the TAPEPOOL record, is
incorrect for one of the following reasons:

• Virtual address vaddr is not a valid hexadecimal address.
• The minidisk does not exist.
• The minidisk has not been formatted properly.

VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating
error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must either correct the virtual address on the TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file or provide a properly formatted minidisk at the correct virtual address.

0963E
CONFIG RECORD number: VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr ON THE TAPEPOOL RECORD MUST BE DEFINED BY A
PREVIOUS TAPEDISK RECORD.

Reason:

The virtual address on the TAPEPOOL record must also be specified on a corresponding TAPEDISK record. The
TAPEDISK record must appear in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file before the TAPEPOOL record. VM:Backup ignores the
record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all
syntax errors encountered.

Action:
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The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the VMBACKUP CONFIG file so that the TAPEPOOL record is
preceded by a corresponding TAPEDISK record.

0964E
CONFIG RECORD number: DASDTAPE SIZE size ON THE TAPEPOOL RECORD MUST BE A NUMBER FROM 300
TO 3600.

Reason:

The DASDtape size must be a positive integer from 300 through 3600. The DASDtape size is the size, in feet, of a
physical tape the DASDtape is to approximate. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining
records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0965E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE {DENSITY | MEDIA} SPECIFIED IS INVALID FOR THIS RELEASE OF THE
OPERATING SYSTEM.

Reason:

The TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file is defined with a density of 38K-XF or XF.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must specify a valid density on the indicated TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0967E
CONFIG RECORD number: TAPEPOOL DENSITY densityname IS INVALID FOR THE MEDIUM SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The density name specified on the TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file is not valid for DASD media. Valid
densities for DASD media are 1600, 6250, 38K, and 800.

VM:Backup continues processing the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for
all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must specify a valid density name on the indicated TAPEPOOL record in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0968E
CONFIG RECORD number: option IS NOT A VALID OPTION OF THE record RECORD.

Reason:

The indicated parameter or option cannot be used on the indicated record. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues
reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:
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The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. For a description
of the indicated configuration record, see the System Programmer Reference.

0969E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE TAPEPOOL RECORD CANNOT DEFINE A medium RESOURCE POOL WITH A
DENSITY OF densityname.

Reason:

The medium and density name specified on the TAPEPOOL record conflict. For information about valid media types and
density names, see the VM:Backup System Programmers Reference. VM:Backup continues processing the remaining
records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0970E
CONFIG RECORD number: SCRATCH CANNOT BE SPECIFIED ON A TAPEPOOL RECORD THAT DEFINES A
DASD RESOURCE POOL.

Reason:

A TAPEPOOL configuration specifies a DASD resource pool as a scratch resource pool; however, VM:Backup cannot
use DASD resource pools as scratch resource pools. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining
records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0972E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE ASKOPER OPTION OF THE TAPEPOOL RECORD CANNOT BE USED WITH DASD
RESOURCE POOLS.

Reason:

The ASKOPER option cannot be specified on a TAPEPOOL record that defines a DASD resource pool. Valid options are
CANCEL and ASKADD. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must specify a valid option on the indicated TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0973E
CONFIG RECORD number: ASKADD, ASKOPER, HOLD AND CANCEL CANNOT BE USED TOGETHER ON THE
TAPEPOOL RECORD.

Reason:

The TAPEPOOL record specifies two or more of the indicated options. Only one of the options can be specified.
VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating
error messages for all syntax errors encountered.
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Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated TAPEPOOL record so that only one of the valid options is
specified.

0974W
CONFIG RECORD number: SUPERPOOL NAME poolname IS TOO LONG. ONLY THE FIRST 8 CHARACTERS WILL
BE USED.

Reason:

The superpool name on the indicated SUPERPOOL record is more than eight characters long. VM:Backup truncates the
superpool name to the first eight characters. VM:Backup continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered. If truncation creates duplicate superpool
names, VM:Backup issues another message explaining this.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must check and correct the indicated SUPERPOOL record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file. The system administrator can change the SUPERPOOL record if the truncated superpool name is
unacceptable or if truncation results in duplicate superpool names.

0975W
CONFIG RECORD number: RESOURCE POOL NAME poolname IS TOO LONG. ONLY THE FIRST 8 CHARACTERS
WILL BE USED.

Reason:

A resource pool name on the indicated TAPEPOOL or SUPERPOOL record is more than eight characters long. Only
the first eight characters are used. VM:Backup continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered. If truncation creates duplicate resource pool names,
VM:Backup issues another message explaining this.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must check the indicated TAPEPOOL or SUPERPOOL record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file for typographical errors. The system administrator can change the TAPEPOOL or SUPERPOOL record if the
truncated resource pool name is undesirable or if the truncation results in duplicate resource pool names.

0976E
CONFIG RECORD number: RESOURCE POOL poolname ON THE SUPERPOOL RECORD ALREADY BELONGS TO
ANOTHER SUPERPOOL.

Reason:

The indicated resource pool is specified on more than one SUPERPOOL record. VM:Backup ignores the record and
continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the VMBACKUP CONFIG file so that poolname is specified on only
one SUPERPOOL record.
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0977E
CONFIG RECORD number: RESOURCE POOL poolname ON THE SUPERPOOL RECORD MUST BE DEFINED BY
A PREVIOUS TAPEPOOL RECORD.

Reason:

The indicated resource pool is specified on a SUPERPOOL record; however, this resource pool must be previously
defined on a TAPEPOOL record that appears before the corresponding SUPERPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file,
generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the VMBACKUP CONFIG file so that poolname is defined on a
TAPEPOOL record that precedes the SUPERPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.

0978E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE { SUPERPOOL | TAPEPOOL } RECORD IS MISSING THE { SUPERPOOL |
RESOURCE POOL } NAME.

Reason:

Either the SUPERPOOL record is missing the superpool name or a resource pool name, or the TAPEPOOL record
is missing the resource name. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the indicated SUPERPOOL or TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0979E
CONFIG RECORD number: productid ON THE PRODUCT RECORD IS NOT A VALID PRODUCT.

Reason:

The productid specified on a PRODUCT record is either not a valid Broadcom product or is an invalid abbreviation for that
product. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file,
generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must see the description of the PRODUCT record in the System Programmers
Reference for a list of the valid Broadcom products, then correct the indicated PRODUCT record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0980W
CONFIG RECORD number: USERID|FILEPOOL userid|filepoolid ON THE record RECORD IS TOO LONG. ONLY
THE FIRST 8 CHARACTERS WILL BE USED.

Reason:

The user ID or file pool ID on the indicated record is more than eight characters long. VM:Backup uses only the first
eight characters. VM:Backup continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error
messages for all syntax errors encountered.
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Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the user ID specified on the indicated record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0982E
CONFIG RECORD number: USERID userid IS ALREADY DEFINED ON ANOTHER PRODUCT RECORD.

Reason:

Two or more PRODUCT records specify the same user ID. Each PRODUCT record must specify a unique user ID.
VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating
error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must change the VMBACKUP CONFIG file so that each PRODUCT record
specifies a different user ID.

0983E
CONFIG RECORD number: A MASTER USERID HAS ALREADY BEEN DEFINED FOR productid ON ANOTHER
PRODUCT RECORD.

Reason:

More than one of the PRODUCT records for productid specifies MASTER. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues
reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must change the PRODUCT records for productid in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file
so that only one defines the MASTER user ID.

0984E
CONFIG RECORD number: THE SURROGAT RECORD MUST SPECIFY EITHER ON OR OFF.

Reason:

The SURROGAT record specifies either an incorrect value or no value at all. Either ON or OFF must be specified.
VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating
error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must specify either ON or OFF on the SURROGAT record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0985E
CONFIG RECORD number: VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr ON THE record RECORD HAS ALREADY BEEN DEFINED
ON A PREVIOUS RECORD.

Reason:

The indicated virtual address is defined on a previous configuration record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, probably as
a VM:Backup minidisk. However, some minidisks (for example, the 191 minidisk) are used by VM:Backup but are not
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defined in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. A minidisk can be used for only one purpose. VM:Backup ignores the record and
continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors
encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct the VMBACKUP CONFIG file so that vaddr is defined only once as a
VM:Backup minidisk.

0987E
CONFIG RECORD number: keyword IS NOT A VALID AUTHORIZATION. USE SYSADMIN, OPERATOR, OR USER
ON THE AUTHORIZ RECORD.

Reason:

The authorization specified on the AUTHORIZ record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file is invalid. Valid authorizations are
SYSADMIN, OPERATOR, and USER. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the
VMBACKUP CONFIG file, generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must specify a valid authorization on the AUTHORIZ record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0988E
CONFIG RECORD number: ONE OR MORE USERIDS|FILEPOOLS MUST BE SPECIFIED ON THE record RECORD.

Reason:

No user IDs or file pool IDs are specified on the indicated record; at least one user ID or file pool ID must be defined on
this record. VM:Backup ignores the record and continues reading the remaining records in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file,
generating error messages for all syntax errors encountered.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must specify at least one user ID on the indicated record in the VMBACKUP
CONFIG file.

0989I
CRYPTO HARDWARE ASSIST AVAILABLE FOR algorithm

Reason:

Cryptographic processing hardware assists were detected during VM:Backup initialization processing. This informational
message is produced to indicate which encryption algorithms will be assisted by the hardware present on the machine
where the VM:Backup server is running.

Action:

None.

0990E
RESOURCE POOL MINIDISK vaddr CANNOT BE ACCESSED BECAUSE NO FILEMODES ARE AVAILABLE.

Reason:
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VM:Backup cannot access the specified resource pool minidisk because no free filemodes are available in the VM:Backup
virtual machine. Resource pool initialization fails.

Action:

Release a minidisk and start VM:Backup again.

0991E
RESOURCE POOL MINIDISK AT vaddr CANNOT BE ACCESSED. CHECK THE VIRTUAL ADDRESS AND THE
FORMAT.

Reason:

VM:Backup cannot access the indicated resource pool minidisk. The virtual address may be incorrectly entered or the
specified minidisk may not be properly formatted. Resource pool initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must make sure the correct virtual address is specified in the VMBACKUP CONFIG
file and that the minidisk is a properly formatted CMS minidisk.

0992E
FILE poolname TAPEPOOL EXISTS ON MORE THAN ONE MINIDISK.

Reason:

The file poolname TAPEPOOL exists on both a non-resource pool minidisk and a resource pool minidisk. VM:Backup
initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must delete the resource pool file from the non-resource pool minidisk, then start
VM:Backup again.

0993E
FILE poolname TAPEPOOL IS ON vaddr, WHICH IS NOT A RESOURCE POOL MINIDISK.

Reason:

The file poolname TAPEPOOL exists on a non-resource pool minidisk. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must move the resource pool file to the virtual address specified on the
corresponding TAPEPOOL record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, then start VM:Backup again.

0994E
FILE poolname TAPEPOOL CANNOT BE OPENED DUE TO IMPROPERLY FORMATTED RECORDS OR BAD
POOLDISK DIRECTORY.

Reason:

The TAPEPOOL file is empty or contains improperly formatted records, or there is a problem with the resource pool
minidisk (POOLDISK) directory. Records can have a maximum of 80 characters. The format for expiration dates is mm/
dd/yy. Volsers can contain only the characters A-Z, 0-9, and the special characters @, $, -, and #. VM:Backup initialization
fails.
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Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must correct any improperly formatted records or recreate or restore the indicated
file. If this and other files on the resource pool minidisk cannot be edited, there may be a problem with the minidisk
directory. The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

0995E
fieldname data IN RESOURCE POOL poolname IS INCORRECT.

Reason:

A record in the specified resource pool file contains an incorrectly formatted field. The variable fieldname can be a volser,
jobname, filename, jobid, or expiration date; data is the incorrect information contained in the indicated fieldname. Volsers
can contain only the characters A-Z, 0-9, and the special characters @, $, -, and #. The format for expiration dates is mm/
dd/yy. This problem is probably caused by manual alteration of the resource pool file. VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must edit the resource pool file and, if possible, correct the field in error. The
jobname, filename, and job are not required and can be deleted if incorrect.

0996E
LOGIC ERROR OCCURRED ON LINE NUMBER number OF THE CONFIG EXEC WHILE PROCESSING THE
CONFIGURATION FILE.

Reason:

An internal programming error occurred in the CONFIG EXEC while VM:Backup processed the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support and provide the line number on which the error
occurred.

0997I
REQUEST number IS ALREADY ON HOLD.

Reason:

The HOLD command was issued for the indicated job; however, this job is already on hold.

Action:

None.

0998I
THE HOLD COMMAND WAS ISSUED FOR REQUEST number.

Reason:

The HOLD command has been issued for the indicated request number. This job will remain in queue; however, the
execution of the job will be interrupted and the job placed on hold.

Action:

None.
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0999I
{BACKUP | RESTORE | MPC | REINIT} JOB name (REQUEST number) HAS BEEN PLACED ON HOLD AND RE-
QUEUED FOR EXECUTION.

Reason:

The indicated job has been placed on hold for one of two reasons: either the HOLD command was issued or a job rollback
occurred and VM:Backup placed it on hold.

Action:

If you placed the job on hold, when you are ready for it to resume processing, enter the RELEASE command. If you no
longer want to run the job, remove it from the queue with the CANCEL command.

If VM:Backup put the job on hold, correct the problem. Then, enter the RELEASE command to resume processing. The
VM:Backup restart recovery facility will restart the job at the point where it was interrupted.

1071E
UNABLE TO FIND FILE filename filetype *.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Backup command, your virtual machine was unable to find the file filename filetype *  on any
accessed disk. The command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Ask your VM:Backup system administrator to make the indicated file available.

1072E
ERROR code FROM NUCXLOAD.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Backup command, your virtual machine received the indicated error code from the CMS
NUCXLOAD command. The command ends with this error code.

Action:

Ask your VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1073I
THIS PREVENTS YOU FROM COMMUNICATING WITH VM:BACKUP RUNNING ON vmbackup.

Reason:

A VM:Backup command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition, reported in either message
1071E or 1072E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Backup system administrator.

1074I
INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.
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Reason:

A VM:Backup command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition. This condition was reported
in message 1071E or 1072E, which was then followed by message 1073E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Backup system administrator.

1076W
userid NOT RECEIVING; QUIESCED.

Reason:

You or VM:Backup tried to communicate with the indicated product service virtual machine, but that user ID is quiesced
and is not accepting requests. The command ends.

Action:

If you issued the command, try again in a few minutes. If VM:Backup issued the command, wait for it to retry the
command.

1077E
ERROR code INVOKING CMS COMMAND command.

Reason:

The VM:Backup service virtual machine attempted to execute CMS command command on your virtual machine, but
received the indicated error code.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Backup system administrator.

1078E
TRY ISSUING THIS VM:BACKUP COMMAND WHILE NOT IN FULLSCREEN CMS.

Reason:

After you entered the CMS SET FULLSCREEN ON command, you issued a VM:Backup command. The VM:Backup
service virtual machine received an error (displayed in the accompanying message 1077E) from a CMS command. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the SET FULLSCREEN OFF command to exit full-screen CMS, and try the VM:Backup command again.

1079E
PLEASE INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Backup command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition, reported in message 1078E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Backup system administrator.
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1080I
vmbackup COMMAND HAS BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:

The VM:Backup service virtual machine, vmbackup, severed the communications path with your user ID. The command
ends with return code 100.

Action:

None.

1081E
FILE filename filetype filemode CONTAINS INVALID RECORD FORMATS.

Reason:

VM:Backup tried to write the indicated file to your minidisk, but the length of one or more records in the file exceeds the
allowable maximum. The command ends.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1082E
vmbackup CANNOT BE ISSUED FROM THIS ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

A VM:Backup command was invoked either from the VM:Backup service virtual machine, vmbackup, or while your user ID
was already processing a VM:Backup command. This command ends with return code -6.

Action:

If you are logged onto vmbackup, enter the VM:Backup command without the vmbackup prefix. If you are not logged on to
vmbackup, end the current command, return to CMS, and enter the VM:Backup command again.

1083I
VM:BACKUP HAS BEEN TERMINATED.

Reason:

VM:Backup has ended or been logged off, and the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connection with your user ID
has been severed. The VM:Backup command you entered ends with return code 45.

Action:

None.

1084S
ERROR code { PRINTING | PUNCHING }.

Reason:
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The indicated error code was received from the CMS PRINTL or PUNCHC macro while VM:Backup wrote data to your
virtual reader or virtual punch. The codes are explained as follows:

Print Code Explanation
1 The line being printed is too long for printer 00E.
2 A channel 12 indicator was detected in the virtual forms control

buffer (VFCB) for virtual printer 00E.
3 A channel 9 indicator was detected in the virtual forms control

buffer (VFCB) for virtual printer 00E.
4 A condition requiring intervention was received from virtual printer

00E.
5 An unknown error was received from virtual printer 00E.
100 Virtual printer 00E does not exist.
104 Insufficient storage is available.

Punch Codes Explanation
2 A unit check condition was received from virtual card punch 00D.
3 An unknown error was received from virtual card punch 00D.
100 Virtual card punch 00D does not exist.

The function you tried to perform ends.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1085S
ERROR code READING FILE filename filetype filemode FROM DISK.

Reason:

The indicated error code was received from the CMS FSREAD macro while VM:Backup was reading data from a disk file.

Common error codes follow:

Error Code Explanation
1 File not found; disk not accessed; insufficient authority.
3 I/O operation failed.
4 First character of filemode is invalid.
12 End of file received.
20 Invalid character detected in filename.
21 Invalid character detected in filetype.
25 Insufficient free virtual storage found for file system control blocks.

The function that you tried to perform ends.

For a complete list of error codes, see the documentation on CMS application development.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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1086E
NO IUCV AUTHORIZATION EXISTS TO CONNECT TO vmbackup.

Reason:

When you entered a command to VM:Backup, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between
your user ID and the VM:Backup service virtual machine failed because the VM:Backup machine, vmbackup, is not
authorized to accept Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connections. An IUCV ALLOW record must be entered
in the vmbackup directory entry to authorize IUCV connections; currently, this record is not included. The command ends
with return code 45.

Action:

Ask your VM:Backup system administrator to add an IUCV ALLOW record to the vmbackup directory entry and to set the
maximum number of IUCV connections to 256 by specifying the following statement in the vmbackup directory:

OPTION MAXCONN 256

Then, restart VM:Backup. When VM:Backup has initialized, enter the command again.

1087E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF {USER | SERVER} CONNECTIONS HAVE BEEN EXCEEDED.

Reason:

When you entered a command to VM:Backup, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection
between your user ID and the VM:Backup service virtual machine failed because the maximum number of Inter-User
Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connections allowed for either your user ID or the VM:Backup service virtual machine, was
exceeded. This usually occurs if the OPTION MAXCONN statement is not specified in a directory entry or if the existing
maximum number of IUCV connections set in this option is too low. The command program ends with return code 45.

Action:

If the message indicates that the server connections were exceeded, ask the system administrator to modify the
VM:Backup directory entry by either adding the OPTION MAXCONN statement or by increasing the connection limit on
this statement. After updating the directory entry, the system administrator must start VM:Backup again.

If the message indicates that the user connections were exceeded, ask the system administrator to modify your user ID's
directory entry by either adding the OPTION MAXCONN statement or by increasing the connection limit on this statement.

The system administrator can increase the maximum number of IUCV connections to 256 by specifying the following
statement in the directory:

OPTION MAXCONN 256

When the directory is corrected, enter the command again.

1088E
vmbackup HAS NOT INITIALIZED VM:BACKUP.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Backup command to the VM:Backup service virtual machine, vmbackup. However, the
CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your user ID and vmbackup failed because
VM:Backup has not been started on vmbackup. The vmbackup program ends.

Action:
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Enter the command again later. If the problem persists, ask your VM:Backup system administrator to start VM:Backup on
vmbackup.

1089E
vmbackup IS NOT LOGGED ON.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Backup command to the VM:Backup service virtual machine, vmbackup, but the CMSIUCV
CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your user ID and vmbackup failed because vmbackup is not
logged on.

Action:

Ask your VM:Backup system administrator to log onto vmbackup and start VM:Backup. When VM:Backup has initialized,
enter the command again.

1090S
ERROR code WRITING FILE filename filetype filemode ON DISK.

Reason:

VM:Backup received the indicated error code from the CMS FSWRITE macro while writing data to a disk file.

Common error codes follow:

1
Insufficient authority is available to write to the file.

3
I/O operation failed.

4
The first character of filemode is invalid or disk is not accessed.

5
The second character of filemode is invalid.

12
Minidisk or directory is not accessed read/write.

20
Invalid character was detected in filename.

21
Invalid character was detected in filetype.

25
Insufficient free virtual storage was found for file system control blocks.

For a complete list of error codes, see the documentation for CMS application development. The function you tried to
perform ends.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1091E
COMMAND LENGTH CANNOT EXCEED 256 CHARACTERS.
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Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Backup command that was more than 256 characters long to the VM:Backup service virtual
machine. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time ensuring that the command contains a maximum of 256 characters.

1092E
BUFFER AREA EXHAUSTED.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while your user ID attempted to communicate with the VM:Backup service virtual machine.
The VM:Backup command being processed cannot continue and ends with a CMS ABEND code 222.

Action:

Ask your VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1093E
RECURSIVE USE OF vmbackup INVALID.

Reason:

You entered the vmbackup command when it was already active on your virtual machine. The vmbackup command
passes VM:Backup commands to the VM:Backup service virtual machine, which is also named vmbackup. The command
ends with return code 100.

Action:

Wait for the vmbackup command to complete before issuing it again.

1094E
EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

More than 32 tokens (words on the command line) were specified on a command used to pass VM:Backup commands to
the VM:Backup service virtual machine when invoked from an assembler program without an extended PLIST. You must
use an extended PLIST to specify more than 32 tokens. The command ends with return code 100. No data is transmitted
to the VM:Backup service virtual machine.

Action:

Invoke the VM:Backup command with an extended PLIST. For more information, see the IBM documentation on
programming under CMS.

1095E
ORDER REQUIRING A REPLY IS NOT THE LAST IN THE BUFFER.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while your user ID attempted to communicate with the VM:Backup service virtual machine.
This message indicates a problem with VM:Backup. The command ends with return code 100.
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Action:

Ask your VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1096E
INVALID MESSAGE LENGTH length RECEIVED - ORDER NUMBER code.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Backup was processing your command. An invalid order was received and could
not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Backup. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1097E
BUFFER OVERFLOW - ORDER NUMBER code.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Backup was processing a command. This message indicates a problem with
VM:Backup. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1098E
INVALID ORDER NUMBER code RECEIVED.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Backup was processing your command. An invalid order number was received
and could not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Backup. The command ends with return code
100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1099E
mode ERROR TYPE type, CODE code.

Reason:

An Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) error occurred while your user ID attempted to communicate with the
VM:Backup service virtual machine. This message indicates a problem with VM:Backup.

Possible modes are CMSIUCV, IUCV, APPCVM, and APPC/VM. The possible error types are as follows:

1
Error code code was received from the CMS HNDIUCV macro instruction.

2
Error code code was received from the CMS CMSIUCV CONNECT macro instruction.
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3
Rejection code code was received in response to a CMSIUCV CONNECT macro instruction.

4
Error code code was received from the IUCV SEND macro instruction.

5
Interrupt code code was received in response to an IUCV SEND macro instruction.

The command ends with return code 32.

Action:

Ask your VM:Backup system administrator to contact Technical Support.

2000I
THE AUTO-DISCARD DATE FOR CATALOG filename DUMPJOB WAS CHANGED TO: date.

Reason:

You entered the UPDATE command to change the auto-discard date of a catalog. The indicated DUMPJOB file has been
updated to reflect the new indicated date. Message 2001W displays and the processing continues.

Action:

None.

2001W
UPDATE THE EXPIRATION DATE FOR THE ASSOCIATED TAPES IF NECESSARY

Reason:

When you change the expiration date of a catalog, you should consider changing the expiration date for the tapes that are
associated with the catalog, to prevent them from being prematurely scratched.

Action:

NOTE
For more information about changing tape expiration dates, see "Updating Tape Expiration Dates" in the
Administrators.

2002E
NO TAPES WERE FOUND IN [RESOURCE POOL | SUPERPOOL] poolname

Reason:

No TAPE file exists in the indicated resource pool or superpool.

Action:

None.

2003E
option IS NOT A VALID OPTION OF THE command parameter COMMAND

Reason:

The indicated option has no meaning for command parameter. The command ends.
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Action:

Check and correct the command format, and enter the command again.

2004I
EXPIRED DASDTAPE volser WAS ERASED FROM RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr)

Reason:

The indicated DASDtape volser was erased from resource pool poolname that resides on TAPEDISK vaddr to make room
for a DASDtape file being written. The volser was erased because its retention had expired and no catalog referred to it.

Action:

None

2005E
DASDTAPE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) IS DRAINED

Reason:

DASDtape TAPEDISK vaddr is drained. No DASDtapes can be mounted from the poolname resource pool.

Action:

None

2006I
RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) FILLED WRITING volser BLOCK number

Reason:

DASDtape TAPEDISK vaddr became full when tape block number was written to the indicated volser. No expired TAPE
files were found that could be erased.

Action:

None

2007I
RESOURCE POOL poolname (TAPEDISK vaddr) IS TOO FULL TO MOUNT volser

Reason:

DASDtape TAPEDISK vaddr is too full to allow another output tape to be created in the resource pool poolname. The
specified volser is not mounted.

Action:

None

2008E
time IS NOT A VALID TIME. USE THE FORMAT HH:MM:SS

Reason:
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You either specified an invalid time or used an incorrect format when you specified the time. The correct format is
hh:mm:ss. Leading zeros are not required. The command ends.

Action:

Specify a valid time using the correct format. Enter the command again.

2009E
filespace IS NOT A VALID FILE SPACE NAME. IT MUST NOT CONTAIN A COLON (:) OR A PERIOD (.)

Reason:

You specified either a colon (:) or a period (.) in the file space name specified.

Action:

Delete or correct the invalid character in the file space name.

2010E
FOR USER MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A USERID, AND, OPTIONALLY, A VIRTUAL ADDRESS OR ASTERISK (*)

Reason:

You entered the FOR USER option without specifying a value. The FOR USER option must be followed by a user ID and,
optionally, a virtual address or asterisk (*).

Action:

Enter a user ID and, optionally, a virtual address or asterisk (*) after the FOR USER option. The user ID specifies whose
files are to be restored. You may only specify your own user ID unless you are authorized to restore for other user IDs.
The virtual address specifies the minidisk address to be restored. An asterisk (*) indicates all domains, minidisks, and SFS
directories.

2011E
{FOR | TO} DIR MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A FULLY QUALIFIED DIRECTORY NAME

Reason:

You entered the FOR DIR or TO DIR option without specifying a value. The FOR DIR and TO DIR options must be
followed by a fully qualified directory name.

Action:

Enter a fully qualified directory name after the FOR DIR or TO DIR option. You can only specify your own directory if you
are not authorized to restore for or to other user IDs.

2012I
filename filetype WRITTEN TO YOUR A-DISK OR DIRECTORY

Reason:

You issued a command specifying an option that indicates a file should be written to your A-disk or directory. The file
indicated by filename filetype was written to your A-disk.

Action:

Review the file written to your A-disk or directory.
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2013W
VM:BACKUP R3.6 IS THE LAST RELEASE THAT SUPPORTS NOEDRSUP. CONVERT TO AN EDRSUP
ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

VM:Backup is running in NOEDRSUP (Generic Device Recognition) mode, which was configured using one of the
following methods:

• The NOEDRSUP option was specified on the STARTCMD tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for the VM:Backup
server. The VMSERVER NAMES file is on VMANAGER. The tag value, including the NOEDRSUP option, is displayed
on the NAMES file panel that is displayed by the VMSERVER command and is prefixed by the Server Startup
Command label.

• VM:Backup was started by entering the VMBSYS command on the VM:Backup service virtual machine console and
the NOEDRSUP option was specified on the command.

• The DEBUG EDRSUP OFF command was issued.

Action:

Convert your environment from NOEDRSUP to an Enhanced Device Recognition (EDRSUP) environment.

NOTE
For more information about converting to an EDRSUP environment, see Using NOEDRSUP in the System
Programmer Reference.

2014I
THERE ARE NO MOUNTED DASDTAPES

Reason:

You issued the DASDTAPE STATUS command to report on DASDtapes that are currently in use but none were mounted.

Action:

None

2015E
THERE ARE NO DASDTAPES CONFIGURED

Reason:

You issued the DASDTAPE STATUS command to report on DASDtapes that are currently in use but there were none
because DASDtape support has not been configured.

Action:

None

2016I
JOB FILES WITH A FILE NAME OF jobid HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO YOUR A-DISK OR DIRECTORY

Reason:

You issued the XRESTORE command with the TEST option to create TPI job template and exception files. The files are
written to your A-disk or directory.
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Action:

None

2017E
ONLY ONE RESOURCE POOL CAN BE DEFINED FOR TAPE DISK vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Backup can only be defined with one resource pool defined for a tape disk. Message 631E follows this message and
VM:Backup initialization fails.

Action:

Follow these steps:

1. Determine which TAPEPOOL configuration file records are defined to the same tape disk virtual address vaddr.
2. Correct the records so that only one TAPEPOOL specifies the tape disk vaddr.
3. Start VM:Backup again.

2018E
VOLSER volser IS NOT A DASDTAPE

Reason:

You issued the DASDTAPE EXPIRE command to expire a DASDtape and specified a volser that is not a DASDtape. Only
DASDtapes can be expired using the DASDTAPE EXPIRE command.

Action:

Specify a volser that is a DASDtape. Enter the command again.

2019E
DASDTAPE volser CANNOT BE EXPIRED BECAUSE IT IS IN A CATALOG

Reason:

You issued the DASDTAPE EXPIRE command to expire a DASDtape and specified a volser that is part of an existing
catalog. Only DASDtapes that are not in a catalog or in a job can be expired.

Action:

Specify a volser that is a DASDtape and not in a catalog or in a job. Enter the command again.

2020I
DASDTAPE volser EXPIRATION DATE CHANGED TO TODAY, mm/dd/yy

Reason:

You issued the DASDTAPE EXPIRE command to expire a DASDtape. The expiration date for the DASDtape specified as
volser is changed to the current date.

Action:

None.
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2021I
THE CONFIGURATION FILE IS CURRENTLY BEING UPDATED. YOUR REQUEST CANNOT BE PROCESSED AT
THIS TIME

Reason:

You issued the DASDTAPE EXPIRE command to expire a DASDtape, but the configuration file or resource pools are
currently being processed. The DASDTAPE EXPIRE command ends.

Action:

Issue the command later.

2022E
volser NOT FOUND IN ANY DASDTAPE RESOURCE POOL

Reason:

You issued the DASDTAPE EXPIRE command to expire a DASDtape. The tape that is specified as volser does not exist
in any DASDtape resource pool. Only DASDtapes defined in a DASDtape resource pool can be expired.

Action:

Specify a volser that is a DASDtape defined in a DASDtape resource pool. Enter the command again.

2023I
THERE ARE NO RUNNING BACKUP JOBS

Reason:

You issued the QUERY BACKUPS command to display progress of backup jobs that are running, but no backup jobs
were found to be running.

Action:

None.

2024E
DASDTAPE volser CANNOT BE EXPIRED BECAUSE IT IS IN A JOB

Reason:

You issued the DASDTAPE EXPIRE command to expire a DASDtape and specified a volser that is part of a job. Only
DASDtapes that are not in a catalog or in a job can be expired.

Action:

Specify a volser that is a DASDtape and not in a catalog or in a job. Enter the command again.

2025I
COPYRIGHT (C) yyyy CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Reason:

This message displays during VM:Backup system initialization. It follows the standard product and release message.

Action:
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None.

2031E
UNRECOGNIZED SUBCOMMAND: subcommand.

Reason:

An invalid subcommand was specified with the VARIABLE primitive that is used by various VM:Backup screen drivers.
This is an internal logic error. VM:Backup displays this message on its console and the console of the user ID executing
the VM:Backup screen driver in error.

Action:

The internal logic error must be corrected with the assistance of Broadcom Support. Before calling Broadcom, the system
administrator must have the following information:

• The VM:Backup console log containing the error message
• The console of the user ID that received the error message.
• Any other information about the series of events leading up to the error message

2032E
VARIABLE NAME NOT GIVEN.

Reason:

A variable name was missing from the VARIABLE primitive that is used by various VM:Backup screen drivers. This is
an internal logic error. VM:Backup displays this message on its console and the console of the user ID executing the
VM:Backup screen driver in error.

Action:

The internal logic error must be corrected with the assistance of Broadcom Support. Before calling Broadcom, the system
administrator must have the following information:

• The VM:Backup console log containing the error message
• The console of the user ID that received the error message
• Any other information about the series of events leading up to the error message

2033E
GROUP CLASS NOT GIVEN.

Reason:

A group class was missing from the VARIABLE primitive that is used by various VM:Backup screen drivers. This is
an internal logic error. VM:Backup displays this message on its console and the console of the user ID executing the
VM:Backup screen driver in error.

Action:

The internal logic error must be corrected with the assistance of Broadcom Support. Before calling Broadcom, the system
administrator must have the following information:

• The VM:Backup console log containing the error message
• The console of the user ID that received the error message.
• Any other information about the series of events leading up to the error message
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2034E
UNSUPPORTED GROUP CLASS: class.

Reason:

An unsupported group class was specified with the VARIABLE primitive that is used by various VM:Backup screen drivers.
This is an internal logic error. VM:Backup displays this message on its console and the console of the user ID executing
the VM:Backup screen driver in error.

Action:

The internal logic error must be corrected with the assistance of Broadcom Support. Before calling Broadcom, the system
administrator must have the following information:

• The VM:Backup console log containing the error message
• The console of the user ID that received the error message.
• Any other information about the series of events leading up to the error message

2035E
GROUP NAME NOT GIVEN.

Reason:

A group name was missing from the VARIABLE primitive that is used by various VM:Backup screen drivers. This is
an internal logic error. VM:Backup displays this message on its console and the console of the user ID executing the
VM:Backup screen driver in error.

Action:

The internal logic error must be corrected with the assistance of Broadcom Support. Before calling Broadcom, the system
administrator must have the following information:

• The VM:Backup console log containing the error message
• The console of the user ID that received the error message.
• Any other information about the series of events leading up to the error message

2036E
OPERATION NOT GIVEN.

Reason:

An operation was missing from the VARIABLE primitive that is used by various VM:Backup screen drivers. This is
an internal logic error. VM:Backup displays this message on its console and the console of the user ID executing the
VM:Backup screen driver in error.

Action:

The internal logic error must be corrected with the assistance of Broadcom Support. Before calling Broadcom, the system
administrator must have the following information:

• The VM:Backup console log containing the error message
• The console of the user ID that received the error message.
• Any other information about the series of events leading up to the error message
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2037E
INVALID VARIABLE NAME: variable.

Reason:

An invalid variable name was specified with the VARIABLE primitive that is used by various VM:Backup screen drivers.
This is an internal logic error. VM:Backup displays this message on its console and the console of the user ID executing
the VM:Backup screen driver in error.

Action:

The internal logic error must be corrected with the assistance of Broadcom Support. Before calling Broadcom, the system
administrator must have the following information:

• The VM:Backup console log containing the error message
• The console of the user ID that received the error message.
• Any other information about the series of events leading up to the error message

2038E
NO KEY SPECIFIED FOR AN ENCRYPTED BACKUP.

Reason:

An attempt was made to restore from an encrypted backup but no key was specified.

Action:

The domain is not restored. Run the job again specifying the encryption key of the domain.

2039E
KEY SPECIFIED FOR AN UNENCRYPTED BACKUP.

Reason:

An attempt was made to restore from an unencrypted backup specifying an encryption key.

Action:

The domain is not restored. Run the job again and do not specify an encryption key for the domain.

2040I
THE type PERIOD WAS RESET TO THE MAXIMUM 5000 DAYS.

Reason:

A job was submitted with a number of days exceeding the maximum of 5000. Type is either catalog (retention or
condense) or a tape retention.

Action:

The job submittal continues normally, overriding the number of days that were specified with the maximum allowed
number of days. However, the job TEMPLATE file is not updated. Change the number of days in the template using the
full screen interface or by editing the $TEMPLAT file and importing it again. You must change the number of days to
update any other fields in the template.
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LMP Messages
LMP (Broadcom License Management Program) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of
licensed software. LMP uses common realtime enforcement software to validate the user configuration and to report
on activities regarding the licensing and usage of Broadcom software. The enforcement software ensures that solution
software under the control of LMP is not interrupted because of expiration dates, improper execution keys, or changes in
the CPU on which it is running.

Periodically during the operation of each Broadcom solution, the LMP common enforcement software is automatically
invoked. This software compares the Execution Key with the actual, realtime execution environment. If a discrepancy
is found between the Execution Keys and the environment, the enforcement software generates messages that are
designed to help you resolve the situation and avoid any interruption in solution execution. Enforcement software
messages are written to the system console and the service machine console. When the appropriate messages have
been issued, the Broadcom solution continues normal operation.

This section describes all LMP messages in detail.

 

CAS9115I
INPUT: xxxxxxxxx...

Reason:

Provides a listing of control statements as read from the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

None.

CAS9116I
EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON: mmm dd, yyyy G.M.T

Reason:

Informational message issued when a valid EKG device code has been entered:

mmm
is the month the device was activated

dd
is the day the device was activated

yyyy
is the year the device was activated

Action:

None.

CAS9125E
LMP key error: xxxxxxxx...

NOTE
This message can have many different causes and responses

Reason:

Invalid data has been encountered in the CALMP KEYS file. Processing continues with the next input record.
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Action:

Review the CALMP KEYS file for invalid data.

Reason:

Missing keyword, where one of the following is listed:

• LMPcode
• DATE
• Prod
• CPU

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record.

Reason:

One of the keywords is a duplicate, and was found more than once on the input record.

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record and remove the duplication.

Reason:

CPU keyword is too long.

Action:

Verify the correct definitions for the CPU and confirm it is correctly defined to the input record.

Reason:

CPU operand is too long.

Action:

Ensure the CPU keyword is in the proper format of mmmm-tttt.

Reason:

CPU serial number is not six characters.

Action:

Confirm that the correct serial number of six characters is defined to the CPU keyword of the input record.

Reason:

DATE keyword is not seven characters.

Action:

Confirm that the DATE keyword defined to the input record is in the format ddmmmyy.

Reason:

LMPcode keyword is invalid.

Action:

Ensure that the LMPcode on the input record has been defined correctly.

Reason:

Key tampering detected or transcription error.
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Action:

Call LMP support. The LMPcode defined to the input record is now invalid.

Reason:

LMPcode listed ID for another CPU.

Action:

Verify that the LMPcode defined to the input record is correct and that you are attempting to start your Broadcom solution
on the correct CPU.

Reason:

The length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is not eight bytes long.

Action:

Verify that the length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is eight bytes long.

CAS9171E
ERROR xxxx {LINKING | ACCESSING | READING} LMP DISK

Reason:

LMP was unable to LINK to the product's x'1FF' disk.

Action:

Ensure there is a x'1FF' minidisk or link defined for the service machine. For more information about the actual cause of
the LINK failure, see the return codes of the CP LINK command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to ACCESS the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that a CALMP KEYS file exists on the service machine's x'1FF' disk. For more information about the actual cause
of the ACCESS failure, see the return codes of the CMS ACCESS command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to READ the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that the CALMP KEYS file on the service machine's x'1FF' disk contains fixed 128-byte records.

CAS9182A
WARNING: LMP KEY FOR product EXPIRES IN nnn DAYS

Reason:

The LMP licensing agreement for the indicated product is about to expire. The key expires in the specified number of
days.

NOTE
For Mainframe VM Product Manager components at genlevel 0212 or above, the LMP enforcement software
does not cause a component to fail. Instead, the software issues enforcement messages.

Action:
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Contact LMP support as soon as possible to avoid potential expiration of Broadcom solution licensing agreement and
discontinuance of Broadcom solution initialization.

VMBRITS Utility Messages
The VMBRITS Utility issues the messages in this section.

>

VMBRITS 0002S
CP REWIND FAILED WITH RC = retcode.

Reason:

The VMBRITS utility encountered the specified error when rewinding a tape.

Action:

To determine the problem. Correct the problem and run VMBRITS again, see the IBM documentation for the CP REWIND
command.

VMBRITS 0003I
MOUNT TAPE [volser] AT 181. PRESS ENTER WHEN THE TAPE IS READY.

Reason:

VMBRITS requests that a tape be mounted on the device defined at virtual address 181. When processing a multi-volume
series, mount requests for the second and subsequent volumes in the series will specify the volser. VMBRITS issues
message 0004I and waits for you to respond.

Action:

Attach a tape drive at virtual address 181 and mount the tape. Press ENTER to indicate to VMBRITS that the tape is
ready. To end VMBRITS processing at this point, respond to message 0004I by typing END.

VMBRITS 0004I
TYPE END TO END VMBRITS.

Reason:

This message follows message 0003I. See message 0003I for more information. VMBRITS waits for you to respond.

Action:

To end VMBRITS processing at this point, type END. See message 0003I for more information.

VMBRITS 0005I
VMBRITS COPYRIGHT year, CA

Reason:

VMBRITS issues this message during initialization. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.
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VMBRITS 0018I
CANCELLATION RECORD FOUND FOR userid vaddr [tag]; THIS IS NOT THE VALID BACKUP COPY OF THIS
MINIDISK.

Reason:

When you use the Reduce Tape Remounts feature, if VM:Backup encounters an error while backing up a minidisk, it
stops backing up the minidisk. Under some circumstances, VM:Backup leaves a partial backup of a minidisk on the tape.
To indicate that this backup is not a valid backup of the minidisk, VM:Backup writes a cancellation record immediately
following the partial backup. VMBRITS issues message 0018I when it detects a cancellation record; this is not a problem.
VMBRITS processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0022I
VMBRITS IS PROCESSING YOUR REQUEST.

Reason:

VMBRITS issues this message periodically as it processes your request.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0024S
TAPE IS NOT A VALID VM:BACKUP TAPE.

Reason:

The tape from which data is to be restored was not created by VM:Backup. It contains either an invalid UHL1 record or an
unrecognized record. The tape may have been reinitialized. VMBRITS processing ends.

Action:

Start VMBRITS again. Mount a valid VM:Backup tape when prompted for the tape from which to restore data. The
VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical Support.

VMBRITS 0025S
TAPE HAS BEEN REINITIALIZED; HDR1 IS ALL ZEROS.

Reason:

The tape contains only the VOL1 and HDR1 header labels. This indicates that the tape has been reinitialized. VMBRITS
processing ends.

Action:

When a tape is reinitialized, you cannot use the VMBRITS utility to restore data from the tape. You cannot recover the
VM:Backup data on the tape. Verify that you have selected the correct tape. Start the VMBRITS utility again using a tape
that has not been reinitialized.
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VMBRITS 0026S
ERROR READING TAPE LABEL RECORD; READLREC RC = retcode.

Reason:

The VMBRITS utility uses the READLREC routine to read data on the tape. The READLREC routine encountered an error
while attempting to read a header or trailer record on the tape.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

VMBRITS 0028I
PERMANENT I/O ERROR READING TAPE RECORD. ATTEMPTING TO CONTINUE; ERROR MAY CAUSE MISSING
DATA.

Reason:

A permanent I/O error occurred while reading a tape record. This can be caused by media or hardware failure. Any data
contained in the failed record cannot be read by the VMBRITS utility. Processing ends.

Action:

If a copy of the failed tape exists, use the copy instead. If no copy exists, clean the tape drive or use another tape drive.
If the problem persists, perform a service check on the tape drive subsystem. Check the output reports carefully to
determine which files or minidisks may be affected by the I/O error.

VMBRITS 0029S
ERROR READING TAPE RECORDS; READLREC RC = retcode.

Reason:

The VMBRITS utility uses the READLREC routine to read data on the tape. The READLREC routine encountered an error
while attempting to read tape records on the tape.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

VMBRITS 0034I
VOLSER: volser

Reason:

This is the volser information contained in the header label on the tape. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0035I
DATA SET NAME: dsname

Reason:

This is the name of the data set currently being processed. Processing continues.
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Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0036I
VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER: volseqno

Reason:

The volume sequence number indicates the relative position of a tape within a multivolume series. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0037I
DATA SET SEQUENCE NUMBER: dssn

Reason:

This is the data set sequence number of the data set currently being processed. The data set sequence number indicates
the relative position of a data set on a tape. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0038I
CREATION DATE: date

Reason:

This is the date when the data set being processed was created. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0039I
EXPIRATION DATE: date.

Reason:

This is the date on which the data set being processed expires. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0040I
volser IS THE PREVIOUS VOLUME IN THIS SERIES.

Reason:

This message displays the previous volume in a multivolume series. Processing continues.

Action:
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None.

VMBRITS 0041I
TWIN VOLSERS FOR THIS TAPE ARE: volser1 volser2 volser3 volser4.

Reason:

This message displays the volsers of the copies of this tape. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0052I
FINISHED PROCESSING DATA SET dsname.

Reason:

VMBRITS finished processing the indicated data set on this tape. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0053I
FINISHED PROCESSING TAPE VOLUME volser.

Reason:

VMBRITS finished processing the indicated tape and issues message 0003I asking you to mount the next tape in the
multivolume series.

Action:

Mount the tape volume requested by message 0003I.

VMBRITS 0054I
volser IS THE NEXT TAPE IN THIS SERIES.

Reason:

This message indicates the next tape in a multivolume series. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0059I
YOUR OUTPUT IS IN FILE filename REPORTR.

Reason:

VMBRITS has written information about the restored data to the indicated file on your minidisk or directory accessed at
filemode A. If tapes remain to be processed in a multivolume series, VMBRITS asks you to mount the next volume in the
series with message 0003I. If all volumes have been processed, VMBRITS ends.

Action:
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None, unless message 0003I is issued. If it is, respond appropriately.

VMBRITS 0069R
TYPE THE USERID AND VIRTUAL ADDRESS OF THE MINIDISK TO BE RESTORED ALONG WITH ANY OPTIONS.

Reason:

VMBRITS asks for the user ID and the virtual address of the minidisk to be restored. VMBRITS issues message 0077I
and waits for you to respond.

Action:

To specify the minidisk to be restored, enter the user ID followed by the virtual address of the minidisk. To proceed with
the restore if you have already specified all of the minidisks you want to restore, respond to message 0077I by pressing
ENTER.

VMBRITS 0071R
TYPE THE VIRTUAL ADDRESS OF THE MINIDISK ON YOUR USERID TO RECEIVE THE RESTORE:

Reason:

VMBRITS asks for the virtual address of the minidisk to receive the restore. VMBRITS waits for you to respond.

Action:

Enter the virtual address of the minidisk on your user ID that is to receive the restored data.

VMBRITS 0072E
USERID OR VIRTUAL ADDRESS IS INCORRECT OR MISSING.

Reason:

The information you entered in response to message 0069R is incorrect. Either the user ID or the virtual address is
missing or invalid. VMBRITS issues message 0073R.

Action:

See message 0073R.

VMBRITS 0073R
PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE:

Reason:

This message follows message 0072E. VMBRITS waits for you to respond.

Action:

Press ENTER. VMBRITS issues message 0069R again. See message 0069R for more information.

VMBRITS 0075R
TYPE THE FILES (FILENAME AND FILETYPE) TO BE RESTORED:

Reason:
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VMBRITS asks you to enter the names of the files to be restored. VMBRITS also issues messages 0076I and 0077I and
waits for you to respond.

Action:

Enter the filename and filetype of the file to be restored. You can enter more than one filename filetype pair on an input
line. After you enter each input line, message 0079R asks you to enter the next input line. You can use the pattern
matching characters * and %. Specify * * to restore all the files on the minidisk. When you finish entering all of the files to
be restored, respond to message 0077I by pressing ENTER.

VMBRITS 0076I
MORE THAN ONE FILENAME FILETYPE PAIR MAY BE SPECIFIED ON A LINE.

Reason:

This message follows message 0075R. More than one filename filetype can be entered on a single input line.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0077I
PRESS ENTER WITHOUT TYPING ANYTHING TO END PROMPTING.

Reason:

This message follows messages 0069R, 0075R and 0076I. VMBRITS waits for you to respond.

Action:

To stop VMBRITS from issuing requests for minidisk information (message 0069R) or file information (message 0075R),
press ENTER. See message 0069R or 0075R for more information.

VMBRITS 0078E
BOTH A FILENAME AND FILETYPE MUST BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

You did not provide enough information when responding to message 0075R request for files to be restored. VMBRITS
issues message 0075R again.

Action:

Enter at least one filename filetype pair on the input line.

VMBRITS 0079R
TYPE FILE(S) TO BE RESTORED:

Reason:

See message 0075R.

Action:

See message 0075R.
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VMBRITS 0081I
MINIDISK userid vaddr [tag] HAS BEEN FOUND ON THE TAPE.

Reason:

VMBRITS has located one of the minidisks selected for restoring. The restore begins.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0082E
CMS ACCESS ERROR code OCCURRED ACCESSING TARGET MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

An error occurred while accessing the minidisk to receive the restored data. The specified code is the error code returned
by the CMS ACCESS command. VMBRITS ends abnormally without restoring any data.

Action:

For an explanation of code , see the IBM documentation on the CMS ACCESS command. Correct the problem with the
target minidisk and run VMBRITS again.

VMBRITS 0083E
TARGET MINIDISK vaddr IS NOT BLOCKED AT blocksize.

Reason:

The target minidisk is not blocked at the same blocksize as the minidisk being restored. VMBRITS issues message
0085R.

Action:

See message 0085R.

VMBRITS 0084E
TARGET MINIDISK vaddr IS LINKED READ-ONLY.

Reason:

The minidisk you specified to receive restored data cannot be written to because it is linked read-only. VMBRITS issues
message 0085R.

Action:

See message 0085R.

VMBRITS 0085R
SPECIFY THE VIRTUAL ADDRESS OF ANOTHER MINIDISK:

Reason:

This message follows messages 0083E and 0084E. These messages indicate a problem with the target minidisk. See
these messages for more information. VMBRITS waits for you to respond.

Action:
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Take the appropriate action:

• If this message is issued with message 0083E, specify the virtual address of a minidisk that is blocked at blocksize. If
an appropriate minidisk is not defined in your virtual machine, press ENTER. VMBRITS will issue message 0069R to
ask for another minidisk to restore. See message 0069R for more information. To end VMBRITS at this point, press
ENTER again. When you define a minidisk with the appropriate blocksize, run VMBRITS again.

• If this message is issued with message 0084E, specify the virtual address of a minidisk in read/write mode. If an
appropriate minidisk is not defined in your virtual machine, press ENTER. VMBRITS will issue message 0069R to
ask for another minidisk to restore. See message 0069R for more information. To end VMBRITS at this point, press
ENTER again. When you obtain a read/write minidisk, run VMBRITS again.

VMBRITS 0086E
UNABLE TO CONTINUE RESTORING userid vaddr [tag]; TARGET MINIDISK FULL.

Reason:

While VMBRITS was restoring the indicated minidisk, the target minidisk filled up.

Action:

Either clear some space on the target minidisk or specify a different target minidisk.

VMBRITS 0087I
userid vaddr [tag] HAS BEEN SKIPPED.

Reason:

VMBRITS found the indicated minidisk on the tape but did not restore it because no virtual address was entered in
response to message 0085R. Processing continues.

Action:

If this message was issued because of problems with the target minidisk, either go on to the next restore or correct the
problem with the target minidisk and try the restore again.

VMBRITS 0088I
FINISHED PROCESSING userid vaddr [tag].

Reason:

VMBRITS has finished processing the indicated minidisk. VMBRITS ends.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0089I
RESTORING filename filetype records date time.

Reason:

VMBRITS is restoring the indicated file. The number of records in the file is records. The date and time the file was last
modified by the user before it was backed up are date and time respectively. Processing continues.

Action:

None.
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VMBRITS 0091I
FILENAME FILETYPE RECORDS DATE TIME

Reason:

VMBRITS issues this message before displaying the list of files being restored. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0093E
FILE IS NOT RESTORED. RETURN CODE code RECEIVED WRITING TO TARGET MINIDISK vaddr.

Reason:

An error occurred while restoring a file to the target minidisk. This minidisk may be full. Processing continues with the next
file.

Action:

If the target minidisk is full, either clear some space on it or define a different target minidisk. If the target minidisk is not
full, notify your VM:Backup system administrator.

VMBRITS 0094E
VMBRITS CANNOT RESTORE userid vaddr tag BECAUSE IT IS ENCRYPTED.

Reason:

The minidisk you are trying to restore was backed up in an encrypted format. VMBRITS cannot restore encrypted data.
The minidisk is skipped and processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBRITS 0095E
FILE IS NOT RESTORED. IT ALREADY EXISTS ON TARGET MINIDISK.

Reason:

A file was not restored because another file with the same name already exists on the target minidisk. Processing
continues with the next file.

Action:

Either rename or erase the file on the target minidisk before using VMBRITS to restore the backup version of the file.

VMBRITS 0096E
VMBRITS CANNOT RESTORE userid vaddr [tag] BECAUSE IT WAS NOT BACKED UP IN CMS FORMAT.

Reason:

The minidisk you tried to restore was backed up in either a physical or CMS ALLOC format. VMBRITS cannot restore data
backed up in non-CMS format. This minidisk is skipped and processing continues.

Action:
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None.

VMBRITS 0098E
VMBRITS PROCESSING ENDED ABNORMALLY.

Reason:

The VMBRITS utility encountered a severe error. For an explanation of the error. VMBRITS processing ends, see the
previous message.

Action:

To determine how to correct the problem, see the response of the previous message.

VMBRITS 0099E
REPORTS INCOMPLETE BECAUSE OF ERROR code WRITING TO A-DISK.

Reason:

During a VMBRITS job, an error occurred while writing the report to the A-disk. The return code from EXECIO is code.
VMBRITS continues to restore without writing information to the report.

Action:

To receive a complete report, either clear some space on the A-disk or define a larger minidisk. Start VMBRITS again.

VMBRITS 0100E
INCORRECT OPTION ENTERED. THE ONLY VALID OPTION IS MATCHTAG TAG.

Reason:

When VMBRITS issued a message requesting that you specify the minidisk to restore, you specified the minidisk and an
option that is not valid. The only valid option is MATCHTAG tag. This option tells VMBRITS to search for the minidisk that
has the specified tag and only restore the minidisk if it finds a minidisk with the exact tag. The tag was associated with the
domain and written to tape either when the domain was backed up or during an MPC job. Only an authorized client, such
as VM:Archiver, can associate a tag with a domain on tape during a backup or MPC job.

Action:

VMBRITS issues message 0101R to request the information again. If the minidisk you want to restore was backed up in
a VM:Backup backup, do not specify an option. If the minidisk you want to restore was not backed up in a VM:Backup
backup and has a tag associated with it, enter the MATCHTAG option specifying the correct tag.

VMBRITS 0101R
ENTER THE DATA IN THE FORMAT: USERID VADDR (MATCHTAG TAG.

Reason:

See message 0100E.

Action:

Enter the requested information in the indicated format. For more information, see message 0100E.
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VMBSCAN Utility Messages
The VMBSCAN Utility issues the messages in this section.

VMBSCAN 0001R
SPECIFY THE REPORT DETAIL LEVEL. TYPE F FOR FILE LEVEL OR D FOR DOMAIN LEVEL:

Reason:

VMBSCAN asks for the level of detail to appear in the output report. VMBSCAN waits for you to respond.

Action:

To list files and their associated minidisks, file spaces, and directories backed up on the tape, enter F. To show only the
minidisks and file spaces backed up on the tape, enter D.

VMBSCAN 0002S
CP REWIND FAILED WITH RC = retcode.

Reason:

The VMBSCAN utility encountered the specified error when rewinding a tape.

Action:

To determine the problem. Correct the problem and run VMBSCAN again, see the IBM documentation for the CP
REWIND command.

VMBSCAN 0003I
MOUNT TAPE [volser] AT 181. PRESS ENTER WHEN THE TAPE IS READY.

Reason:

VMBSCAN asks that a tape be mounted on the device defined at virtual address 181. When scanning a multi-volume
series, mount requests for the second and subsequent volumes in the series will specify the volser. VMBSCAN issues
message 0004I and waits for you to respond.

Action:

Attach a tape drive at virtual address 181 and mount the tape. To indicate to VMBSCAN that the tape is ready, press
ENTER. If you cannot locate the correct tape volume and want to end VMBSCAN processing at this point, respond to
message 0004I by entering END. Reports for tapes scanned before this point will remain on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A.

VMBSCAN 0004I
TYPE END TO END VMBSCAN.

Reason:

This message follows message 0003I. VMBSCAN waits for you to respond.

Action:

To end VMBSCAN processing at this point, enter END. See message 0003I for more information.
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VMBSCAN 0005I
CA VM:BACKUP (TM) RELEASE release genlevel SPservicepack SCAN TAPE UTILITY.

Reason:

VMBSCAN issues this message during initialization. The current VM:Backup release, genlevel, and service pack is
identified and the utility begins initialization.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0006I
COPYRIGHT year, CA, Inc.

Reason:

VMBSCAN issues this message during initialization. The currently running release was issued in year year. Initialization
continues.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0018I
CANCELLATION RECORD FOUND FOR userid vaddr; THIS IS NOT THE VALID BACKUP COPY OF THIS MINIDISK.

Reason:

When you use the Reduce Tape Remounts feature, if VM:Backup encounters an error while backing up a minidisk, it
stops backing up the minidisk. Under some circumstances VM:Backup leaves a partial backup of a minidisk on the tape.
To indicate that this backup is not a valid backup of the minidisk, VM:Backup writes a cancellation record immediately
following the partial backup. VMBSCAN issues message 0018I when it detects a cancellation record; this is not a problem.
VMBSCAN processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0022I
VMBSCAN IS PROCESSING YOUR REQUEST.

Reason:

VMBSCAN issues this message periodically as it processes your request.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0023I
SCANNING BEGINS.

Reason:

VMBSCAN has begun to scan the tape for data. Processing continues.
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Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0024S
TAPE IS NOT A VALID VM:BACKUP TAPE.

Reason:

The tape to be scanned was not created by VM:Backup. It contains either an invalid UHL1 record or an unrecognized
record. The tape may have been reinitialized. VMBSCAN processing ends.

Action:

Start VMBSCAN again. Mount a valid VM:Backup tape when prompted for the tape to scan. The VM:Backup system
administrator can contact Technical Support.

VMBSCAN 0025S
TAPE HAS BEEN REINITIALIZED; HDR1 IS ALL ZEROS.

Reason:

The tape contains only the VOL1 and HDR1 header labels. This indicates that the tape has been reinitialized. VMBSCAN
processing ends.

Action:

When a tape is reinitialized, you cannot use the VMBSCAN utility to list the contents of the tape. You cannot recover the
VM:Backup data on the tape. Verify that you have selected the correct tape. Start the VMBSCAN utility again using a tape
that has not been reinitialized.

VMBSCAN 0026S
ERROR READING TAPE LABEL RECORD; READLREC RC = retcode.

Reason:

The VMBSCAN utility uses the READLREC routine to read data on the tape. The READLREC routine encountered an
error while attempting to read a header or trailer record on the tape.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

VMBSCAN 0028I
PERMANENT I/O ERROR READING TAPE RECORD. ATTEMPTING TO CONTINUE; ERROR MAY CAUSE MISSING
DATA.

Reason:

A permanent I/O error occurred while reading a tape record. This can be caused by media or hardware failure. Any data
contained in the failed record cannot be read by the VMBSCAN utility. Processing continues.

Action:

If a copy of the failed tape exists, use the copy instead. If no copy exists, clean the tape drive or use another tape drive.
If the problem persists, perform a service check on the tape drive subsystem. Check the output reports carefully to
determine which files or minidisks may be affected by the I/O error.
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VMBSCAN 0029S
ERROR READING TAPE RECORDS; READLREC RC = retcode.

Reason:

The VMBSCAN utility uses the READLREC routine to read data on the tape. The READLREC routine encountered an
error while attempting to read tape records on the tape.

Action:

The VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

VMBSCAN 0034I
VOLSER: volser

Reason:

This is the volser information contained in the header label on the tape. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0035I
DATA SET NAME: dsname

Reason:

This is the name of the data set currently being processed. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0036I
VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER: volseqno

Reason:

The volume sequence number indicates the relative position of a tape within a multivolume series. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0037I
DATA SET SEQUENCE NUMBER: dssn

Reason:

This is the data set sequence number of the data set currently being processed. The data set sequence number indicates
the relative position of a data set on a tape. Processing continues.

Action:

None.
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VMBSCAN 0038I
CREATION DATE: date

Reason:

This is the date when the data set being processed was created. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0039I
EXPIRATION DATE: date.

Reason:

This is the date on which the data set being processed expires. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0040I
volser IS THE PREVIOUS VOLUME IN THIS SERIES.

Reason:

This message displays the previous volume in a multivolume series. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0041I
TWIN VOLSERS FOR THIS TAPE ARE: volser1 volser2 volser3 volser4.

Reason:

This message displays the volsers of the copies of this tape. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0052I
FINISHED PROCESSING DATA SET dsname.

Reason:

VMBRITS finished processing the indicated data set on this tape. Processing continues.

Action:

None.
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VMBSCAN 0053I
FINISHED PROCESSING TAPE VOLUME volser.

Reason:

VMBRITS finished processing the indicated tape and issues message 0003I asking you to mount the next tape in the
multi-volume series.

Action:

Mount the tape volume requested by message 0003I.

VMBSCAN 0054I
volser IS THE NEXT TAPE IN THIS SERIES.

Reason:

This message indicates the next tape in a multivolume series. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBSCAN 0055I
FINISHED PROCESSING DATA SET dsname ON TAPE VOLUME volser; THIS DATA SET CONTINUES ON THE
NEXT TAPE.

Reason:

VMBSCAN finished processing the indicated data set on this tape. The data set is continued on the next tape in this multi-
volume series. VMBSCAN issues message 0003I to ask you to mount the next tape in the series.

Action:

None. See message 0003I.

VMBSCAN 0059I
YOUR OUTPUT IS IN FILE filename REPORT.

Reason:

VMBSCAN has written information about the data contained on the tape to the indicated file on your minidisk or directory
accessed at filemode A. If tapes remain to be processed in a multivolume series, VMBRITS asks you to mount the next
tape in the series with message 0003I. If all tapes have been processed, VMBSCAN ends.

Action:

None, unless message 0003I is issued. If it is, respond appropriately.

VMBSCAN 0098E
VMBSCAN PROCESSING ENDED ABNORMALLY.

Reason:

The VMBSCAN utility encountered a severe error. For an explanation of the error. VMBSCAN processing ends, see the
previous message.
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Action:

To determine how to correct the problem, see the response of the previous message.

VMBSCAN 0099E
REPORTS ARE INCOMPLETE BECAUSE OF ERROR code WRITING TO A-DISK.

Reason:

During a VMBSCAN job, an error occurred while writing the report to the A-disk. The return code from EXECIO is code.
VMBSCAN ends with a return code of 100.

Action:

To receive a complete report, either clear some space on the A-disk or define a larger minidisk. Start VMBSCAN again.

VMBTCPY Utility Messages
The VMBTCPY Utility issues the messages in this section.

VMBTCPY 0001R
IS volser MOUNTED ON vaddr THE VOLUME YOU WANT TO {COPY | SCAN}? RESPOND YES OR NO:

Reason:

The indicated volume is mounted at virtual address vaddr and ready to be copied or scanned. VMBTCPY waits for you to
respond.

Action:

If you want to copy or scan this volume, enter YES. To exit VMBTCPY, enter NO.

VMBTCPY 0003I
THE TARGET VOLUME MOUNTED ON vaddr HAS A VALID STANDARD LABEL OF volser.

Reason:

The volume mounted on the indicated drive has a valid standard label. If VMBTCPY overwrites this volume with the
source tape, the contents of the target volume mounted on virtual address vaddr will be erased. VMBTCPY sends
message 0004R.

Action:

None.

VMBTCPY 0004R
DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE AND OVERWRITE THE TARGET VOLUME MOUNTED ON vaddr? RESPOND YES
OR NO:

Reason:

This message follows message 0003I. VMBTCPY issues this message to make sure you really want to copy the source
tape over the volume mounted on virtual address vaddr and erase the target tape's existing contents. VMBTCPY waits for
you to respond.

Action:
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If you want to copy the source tape over the indicated target volume, enter YES. To exit VMBTCPY, enter NO.

VMBTCPY 0005I
BEGINNING TO { COPY | SCAN } TAPE volser.

Reason:

VMBTCPY is starting to copy or scan the indicated tape. This may take some time; VMBTCPY issues a message, either
0007I or 0008I, when it finishes copying or scanning each tape volume. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBTCPY 0006I
ENDING THE TEST RUN WITH NO ERRORS.

Reason:

The TEST option ran with no errors.

Action:

None.

VMBTCPY 0007I
VOLUME volser HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY {COPIED | SCANNED}.

Reason:

VMBTCPY successfully copied or scanned the indicated volume and encountered no errors during the copy or scan
phase. VMBTCPY sends this message when the tape contains only one data set. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBTCPY 0008I
number DATASETS ON VOLUME volser HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFULLY { COPIED | SCANNED }.

Reason:

VMBTCPY successfully copied or scanned the indicated volume and encountered no errors during the copy or scan
phase. VMBTCPY sends this message when the tape contains multiple data sets. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

VMBTCPY 0009I
VMBTCPY HAS ENDED.

Reason:

VMBTCPY ended normally with no errors.

Action:
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None.

VMBTCPY 0011I
VMBTCPY HAS BEEN TERMINATED.

Reason:

VMBTCPY ended prematurely because you entered a NO response to either message 0001R or 0004R.

Action:

If you replied NO to message 0001R, mount the correct source tape. If you replied NO to message 0004R, mount the
correct target tape. After mounting the correct tape, start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0012R
ENTER THE DENSITY OF THE INPUT VOLUME volser AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr.

Reason:

VMBTCPY encountered an invalid HDR2 tape label. Because you specified the NOVAL option, VMBTCPY does not end
and copying continues. Because VMBTCPY normally obtains the density of the input tape from a field in the HDR2, you
must provide the volser's density. VMBTCPY issues message 0013I.

Action:

Enter one of the valid densities specified in message 0013I.

VMBTCPY 0013I
VALID DENSITIES ARE: 800, 1600, 6250, 38K, XF, E, EXF, ENH, and EXF.

Reason:

This message, which follows message 0012R, lists the valid densities for input tapes.

Action:

None. See message 0012R.

VMBTCPY 0021E
YOU MUST SPECIFY THE VIRTUAL ADDRESS OF THE TARGET TAPE DRIVE.

Reason:

You did not specify the target tape drive's virtual address (the second parameter) on the command line.

Action:

Enter the virtual address for the target tape drive and start VMBTCPY again. If you need assistance with the VMBTCPY
command format or its options, enter VMBTCPY ? for help.

VMBTCPY 0022E
PARAMETER parameter SPECIFIED AFTER vaddr IS EXTRANEOUS.

Reason:
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You specified an extra parameter after the target tape drive virtual address. A maximum of two parameters are allowed on
the command line.

Action:

Delete the extraneous parameter and start VMBTCPY again. If you need assistance with the VMBTCPY command format
or its options, enter VMBTCPY ? for help.

VMBTCPY 0023E
THE VIRTUAL ADDRESS OF THE TARGET TAPE DRIVE MUST BE DIFFERENT FROM THE VIRTUAL ADDRESS OF
THE SOURCE TAPE DRIVE.

Reason:

You specified the same virtual address on the command line for both the source and target tape drives.

Action:

Specify a virtual address for the source tape drive that is not the same as the virtual address entered for the target tape
drive (or vice versa) and start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0024E
vaddr IS NOT A VALID CMS VIRTUAL ADDRESS FOR A TAPE DRIVE.

Reason:

The indicated virtual address is not a valid address for a tape drive. The virtual address must be in the range 180-187 or
288-28F.

Action:

Specify a valid virtual address and start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0025E
THERE IS NO DEVICE ATTACHED AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr.

Reason:

No device is attached at the indicated address. You may have mistyped the virtual address.

Action:

Either correct the address specified or attach a tape drive at virtual address vaddr. Start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0026E
THE DEVICE ATTACHED AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS NOT A TAPE DRIVE.

Reason:

The device attached at the indicated virtual address is not a tape drive. You may have mistyped the virtual address.

Action:

Either correct the address or attach a tape drive at the indicated virtual address. Start VMBTCPY again.
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VMBTCPY 0027E
THE TAPE DRIVE AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS NOT READY. RESTART VMBTCPY WHEN THE TAPE IS READY.

Reason:

This tape drive has not been readied.

Action:

Mount the tape you want, ready the tape drive, and start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0028E
INVALID OPTION option.

Reason:

You specified an invalid option on the command line.

Action:

Correct the command line format and start VMBTCPY again. If you need assistance with the VMBTCPY command format
or its options, enter VMBTCPY ? for help.

VMBTCPY 0029E
OPTION option WAS SPECIFIED MORE THAN ONCE.

Reason:

You specified the indicated option more than once on the command line. An option can be listed only once.

Action:

Delete the duplicate options and start VMBTCPY again. If you need assistance with the VMBTCPY command format or its
options, enter VMBTCPY ? for help.

VMBTCPY 0031E
THE TARGET TAPE DRIVE AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr DOES NOT SUPPORT THE DENSITY density.

Reason:

The target tape drive does not support the density of the input tape.

Action:

Attach a target tape drive that supports the indicated density.

VMBTCPY 0032E
THE INPUT VOLUME volser WAS WRITTEN WITH IMPROVED DATA RECORDING CAPABILITY (IDRC).

Reason:

The source volume was written using IDRC. VMBTCPY sends message 0033E to provide additional information.

Action:

None. See message 0033E.
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VMBTCPY 0034E
THE TARGET TAPE DRIVE AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr DOES NOT SUPPORT IMPROVED DATA RECORDING
CAPABILITY (IDRC).

Reason:

The indicated tape drive does not support the IDRC feature.

Action:

Attach a drive at virtual address vaddr that supports IDRC and start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0041E
VMBTCPY REQUIRES THE USE OF RXTAPIO MODULE.

Reason:

VMBTCPY could not find RXTAPIO MODULE on any accessed disk.

Action:

Access a disk that has a copy of RXTAPIO MODULE. This MODULE is part of the VM:Backup program material and is on
the VM:Backup distribution tape.

VMBTCPY 0042E
THE DISK OPTION REQUIRES A READ/WRITE A-DISK.

Reason:

VMBTCPY requires a read/write A-disk to use the DISK option.

Action:

Link and access your A-disk in read/write mode and start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0051E
THE SOURCE TAPE AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr DOES NOT HAVE A VALID labeltype LABEL.

Reason:

VMBTCPY encountered an invalid VM:Backup header label on the tape at virtual address vaddr.

Action:

Make sure the tape at the indicated virtual address was written by VM:Backup. If necessary, your VM:Backup system
administrator can contact Technical Support. When the problem is corrected, start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0052E
THE SOURCE TAPE AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr HAS TWO VOL1 LABELS THAT ARE NOT DUPLICATES.

Reason:

VMBTCPY found two different VOL1 labels at the beginning of the tape at the indicated virtual address.

Action:
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Make sure this tape was written by VM:Backup. If necessary, your VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical
Support.

VMBTCPY 0053E
THE SOURCE TAPE AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr HAS TWO DUPLICATE VOL1 LABELS.

Reason:

VMBTCPY found the same VOL1 label two times on the tape at the indicated virtual address. If you specified the FIX
option with VMBTCPY, the utility will correct this problem and continue copying the tape. If you did not specify the FIX
option, one of the following will occur:

• If the NOVAL option was specified, VMBTCPY will copy the duplicate labels and continue copying the tape.
• If the NOVAL option was not specified, VMBTCPY stops copying the tape. The utility ends.

VMBTCPY 0061E
TAPE AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS NOT WRITE-ENABLED.

Reason:

The output tape on this target virtual address is not capable of write operations.

Action:

Remount the tape with a write ring and start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0062E
TAPE AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr IS TOO SHORT TO COMPLETE THE COPY.

Reason:

The output tape at this virtual address is not long enough to hold all the data being copied from the source tape. The
target tape must be at least as long as the source tape.

Action:

Use a target tape that is at least as long as the source tape and start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0063E
ERROR COPYING TAPE volser. A NULL TRAILER LABEL WAS ENCOUNTERED AFTER number TAPE FILES.

Reason:

VMBTCPY unexpectedly encountered a NULL tape file instead of the trailer labels.

Action:

Make sure the tape at the indicated virtual address was written by VM:Backup. The VM:Backup system administrator can
contact Technical Support. When the problem is corrected, start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0064E
number TAPE FILES WERE COPIED FROM VOLUME volser. THIS IS AN INVALID NUMBER FOR A VM:BACKUP
TAPE.

Reason:
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VMBTCPY copied an invalid number of tape files from the source tape.

Action:

Make sure the indicated volume was written by VM:Backup. The VM:Backup system administrator can contact Technical
Support. When the problem is corrected, start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0065I
TLOGICAL END-OF-TAPE HAS BEEN REACHED ON THE TARGET DRIVE vaddr. COPYING WILL CONTINUE
UNTIL PHYSICAL END-OF-TAPE.

Reason:

VMBTCPY has reached the logical end-of-tape for the tape mounted on the target tape drive at virtual address vaddr.
VMBTCPY continues copying the input tape until the physical end-of-tape is reached.

Action:

None, if the target tape is long enough to hold all of the data being copied from the input tape. Otherwise, use a target
tape that is longer than the input tape. You may receive VMBTCPY message 0062E if the target tape is shorter than the
input tape.

VMBTCPY 0091W
I/O ERROR OCCURRED WHILE WRITING VMBTCPY REPORT A; RETURN CODE = code.

Reason:

An error occurred writing the output messages to VMBTCPY. The return code from EXECIO is code. If the return code is
113, the A-disk is full. Disk output is suspended but execution continues.

Action:

If the A-disk is full (return code = 113), clear some space on the disk. If EXECIO issues a return code other than 113, see
the IBM documentation on the CMS EXECIO command for an explanation of the return code and correct the problem.
Start VMBTCPY again.

VMBTCPY 0092E
INVALID RESPONSE: response

Reason:

You replied to message 0001R or 0004R with an invalid response. Valid responses are either YES or NO.

Action:

Enter the appropriate valid response, either YES or NO.

VMBTCPY 0093E
ERROR DURING operation; RETURN CODE = code.

Reason:

An error occurred during the indicated operation. The return code indicates the cause of the problem.

Action:
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If the operation is a CMS command, see the IBM documentation for the command for an explanation of the return
code. Correct the problem and start VMBTCPY again. If the operation is not a CMS command, your VM:Backup system
administrator must contact Technical Support.

VMBTCPY 0096W
DUPLICATE FOUND: TAPE RECORD recnum, VM:BACKUP BLOCK blknum.

Reason:

VMBTCPY found a duplicate tape record on the input volume. If you specified the DUPFIX option with VMBTCPY, the
utility corrects this problem and continues copying the tape. If you specified the DUPSCAN option with VMBTCPY, the
utility reports this condition and continues processing.

Action:

None.

VMBTCPY 0098W
RECORDS MISSING BETWEEN REC recnum1 BLK blknum1 AND REC recnum2 BLK blknum2.

Reason:

VMBTCPY determined that tape records between the indicated values are missing.

Action:

Your VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

VMBTCPY 0099E
INTERNAL ERROR 99: INVALID MESSAGE NUMBER number.

Reason:

An internal error occurred in the VMBTCPY message handler.

Action:

Your VM:Backup system administrator must contact Technical Support.

Abends
A system abend is an error detected by VM:Backup that prevents the VM:Backup software from continuing. It may be a
software or system problem in VM:Backup or CP. When a system abend occurs, VM:Backup does the following:

• Abruptly terminates all running jobs
• May return reports to the user ID designated to receive them; however, the report's contents may be incomplete
• Performs a VMDUMP
• Issues the following message:

0026I VM:BACKUP SYSTEM ABEND code OCCURRED AT address

This chapter lists the abend codes that may appear in place of code in message 00261.
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Handling Abends

When possible, the text that accompanies the codes listed in this chapter indicates the cause of the abend listed and
suggests a corrective course of action. For other abend codes, the text directs you to Contact Broadcom Support.

Before you call about an abend, make sure that you have the following information on hand:

• Abend code
• Address at which the abend occurred
• VM:Backup console listing including the indicative dump
• Any details available about the events preceding the abend

Also, make sure that the dump is available; you may be asked to send it to Broadcom if your problem cannot be resolved
over the telephone.

NOTE
Any abends not documented in this chapter are caused by internal logic or other unexpected errors. If any
undocumented abends occur, report them to Technical Support.

Abend messages with a code of DMSxxx are CMS abends. For information about these abends, see the appropriate IBM
documentation.

ACD001-ACD002, ACD008-ACD009
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Technical Support and have the output from the CHECK
command available.

AIC001-AIC010
Contact Technical Support.

AID001-AID002
Contact Technical Support.

ARC001-ARC003
Contact Technical Support.

BCL001-BCL004
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

BDJ001-BDJ007
Contact Technical Support.

BIO002-BIO012
Contact Technical Support.
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BOP001-BOP004
Contact Technical Support.

BPM001-BPM003
Contact Technical Support.

BRD001-BRD006
Contact Technical Support.

BSF001-BSF003
Contact Technical Support.

CAD001, CAD006-CAD010
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CAM001
Contact Technical Support.

CBK001-CBK005
Contact Technical Support.

CCK001-CCK003
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CCR001
Contact Technical Support.

CDE003, CDE008, CDE015, CDE020-CDE023, CDE025-CDE026, CDE028
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.
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CDE031
An error occurred when VM:Backup tried to open a DETAIL file on the catalog disk to remove references to a volser that is
being reused. Contact Broadcom Support.

CDE032
An error occurred when VM:Backup tried to read a DETAIL file on the catalog disk to find references to a volser that is
being reused. Contact Broadcom Support.

CDE033
An error occurred when VM:Backup tried to rewrite a DETAIL file on the catalog disk after removing references to a
reused volser from the file. Broadcom Support.

CDE034
An error occurred when VM:Backup tried to close a DETAIL file it had opened and possibly modified. Contact Technical
Support.

CDE035-CDE038
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CDF001
Contact Technical Support.

CDG001-CDG009
Contact Technical Support.

CEL001-CEL003
Contact Technical Support.

CFL001-CFL003, CFL010-CFL012, CFL015-CFL017, CFL020, CFL030-CFL035,
CFL044-CFL045, CFL047-CFL049, CFL051-CFL054
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.
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CFL056
While creating a catalog during a backup job, VM:Backup found that the catalog minidisk is full. For information about
increasing the catalog minidisk size and using the CONDENSE and DISCARD commands, see the System Programmer
Reference and the Administrators.

CFL057, CFL059-CFL061, CFL064
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CFL067
While creating a catalog during a backup job, VM:Backup found that the catalog minidisk is full. For information about
increasing the catalog minidisk size and using the CONDENSE and DISCARD commands, see the System Programmer
Reference and the Administrators.

CFL068-CFL071
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CFV001
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CHK001-CHK012
Contact Technical Support.

CID001, CID003, CID005-CID008, CID010-CID011, CID013, CID015-CID018
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CID019
Contact Technical Support.

CJB002-CJB003, CJB006, CJB008, CJB011-CJB012, CJB016, CJB020
Contact Technical Support.
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CKP001-CKP003
Contact Technical Support.

CLO001-CLO005
Contact Technical Support.

CMB001-CMB010, CMB012-CMB016
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CMD001-CMD003
Contact Technical Support.

CME001-CME002, CME005-CME006, CME008-CME013, CME015-CME016,
CME018-CME025
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CMF001-CMF004
Contact Technical Support.

CMI001-CMI022
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CMI016
Contact Technical Support.

CMP001-CMP003, CMP005-CMP011, CMP013, CMP017-CMP024, CMP028,
CMP031-CMP034
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.
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CMQ001
Contact Technical Support.

CMQ004, CMQ011-CMQ012, CMQ014-CMQ016, CMQ025-CMQ027, CMQ029-
CMQ030
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CMS001-CMS002
Contact Technical Support.

CMT002-CMT004, CMT006-CMT008, CMT010-CMT011, CMT013-CMT015
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CMU001-CMU003
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CPR001-CPR010
Contact Technical Support.

CPX002-CPX008, CPX010
Contact Technical Support.

CPX011-CPX012
VM:Backup encountered an error reading the CP directory. This error usually occurs when minidisk caching is used on the
CP directory volume. Ensure that the CP directory volume is not cached and initialize VM:Backup again. If the problem
persists, contact Broadcom Support.

CPX013-CPX015
Contact Technical Support.

CRA001-CRA002
Contact Technical Support.
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CSL001
Contact Technical Support.

CSL002
Look up the reason code in the CMS application development reference documentation to determine the cause of the
problem. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

CSL004
Contact Technical Support.

CUP001-CUP002, CUP004-CUP008
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CVD001-CVD100
Contact Technical Support.

CVT001-CVT002
Contact Technical Support.

CXB001-CXB010
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Supportt and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CXC001-CXC011
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

CXK001-CXK010
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Supportt and have the output from the
CHECK command available.
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DAS001-DAS007, DAS009-DAS011, DAS013-DAS020
Contact Technical Support.

DBG000-DBG002
Contact Technical Support.

DBK001-DBK003
Contact Technical Support.

DBL001
Contact Technical Support.

DCF001-DCF002
Contact Technical Support.

DDF001
Contact Technical Support.

DDF002
An error occurred when VM:Backup used the CP SPOOL command to spool a device to a user ID. An accompanying CP
message is sent to the VM:Backup console indicating why the CP SPOOL command failed. If the CP message does not
identify the problem with the CP SPOOL command, contact Broadcom Support.

DDF003
Contact Technical Support.

DDL001
Contact Technical Support.

DDL002
An error occurred when VM:Backup used the CP SPOOL command to spool a device to a user ID. An accompanying CP
message is sent to the VM:Backup console indicating why the CP SPOOL command failed. If the CP message does not
identify the problem with the CP SPOOL command, contact Broadcom Support.

DDL003-DDL005
Contact Technical Support.
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DEL001-DEL017
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered in some
way so that the structure is invalid.

Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option. If this fails, initialize VM:Backup with the SUSPEND option. Then, run the
CHECK command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors.

If errors are found, contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the CHECK command available. If no errors are
found, END VM:Backup, erase the four INDEX files from the catalog disk and reinitialize VM:Backup as you normally do.
This may take some time since VM:Backup will rebuild the index files when it restarts.

DEU001-DEU002
Contact Technical Support.

DHR001-DHR003
Contact Technical Support.

DIO001-DIO005
Contact Technical Support.

DIO006
VM:Backup attempted to perform an I/O operation on a minidisk but the minidisk was not available (a condition code 3
was returned by a Start I/O Fast or Start Subchannel operation). Verify that all DASD and related devices are enabled
and available to your VM system and operating correctly. Restart VM:Backup and resubmit the job. If the abend recurs,
contact Broadcom Support.

DIO007
Contact Technical Support.

DIT001
Contact Technical Support.

DKC001
Contact Technical Support.

DKE001-DKE002
Contact Technical Support.

DKF001
Contact Technical Support.
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DKS001, DKS003-DKS005
Contact Technical Support.

DMSnnn
Abends with this prefix are CMS abends. For information about these abends, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

DSK001
Contact Technical Support.

DSP001, DSP003-DSP005
Contact Technical Support.

DST001-DST003, DST006-DST010
Contact Technical Support.

DTC001-DTC007
Contact Technical Support.

DTP003-DTP004, DTP006, DTP008-DTP016, DTP018-DTP019
Contact Technical Support.

ECL001-ECL010
Contact Technical Support.

ENC001-ENC002
Contact Technical Support.

END001
Contact Technical Support.

ENT001
Contact Technical Support.

EOP001-EOP003
Contact Technical Support.

ERD001-ERD009
Contact Technical Support.
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ERF001
Contact Technical Support.

ERS001-ERS006
Contact Technical Support.

ETR001-ETR005, ETR008-ETR009
Contact Technical Support.

EVE001-EVE002
Contact Technical Support.

EWR001-EWR005, EWR008-EWR009
Contact Technical Support.

EXE001
An internal VM:Backup command, normally used only after initialization, was called before initialization completed. Enter
the IPL CMS command on the VM:Backup service virtual machine and restart VM:Backup.

EXE002
Contact Technical Support.

EXP001
Contact Technical Support.

FCC001-FCC010, FCC012-FCC018, FCC022-FCC023
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.

FMT001-FMT005
Contact Technical Support.

FRB002
Contact Technical Support.

FRE001
Contact Technical Support.
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FRE002
The VM:Backup service virtual machine needs more virtual storage to run. A virtual machine size of at least 12M is
recommended. Either use the CP DEFINE STORAGE command or change the VM:Backup directory entry to define a
larger virtual machine size.

If you receive this abend during VM:Backup system initialization, you may have attempted to initialize VM:Backup with
a set of catalog index files that are incompatible with your VM:Backup release. Either erase the catalog index files and
reinitialize VM:Backup with the REINDEX option, or initialize the compatible VM:Backup release.

FRE003
Contact Technical Support.

FRE004
The VM:Backup service virtual machine needs more virtual storage to run. A virtual machine size of at least 12M is
recommended. Either use the CP DEFINE STORAGE command or change the VM:Backup directory entry to define a
larger virtual machine size.

FRE005-FRE011, FRE013-FRE015
Contact Technical Support.

GTA043-GTA046, GTA091
Contact Technical Support.

HSH001
Contact Technical Support.

IOX001-IOX003
Contact Technical Support.

IOX004
This abend will occur if someone either detaches a tape drive while a job is running or detaches a minidisk that
VM:Backup. was using in a backup job. This condition may also be caused by a hardware error. Restart VM:Backup and
allow the job to be restarted. If the problem recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

IUC002-IUC006
Contact Technical Support.

IUM001-IUM002
Contact Technical Support.
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IUP001-IUP002
Contact Technical Support.

JBE001
Contact Technical Support.

JIM001-JIM007
Contact Technical Support.

JIN001
Contact Technical Support.

JIN002-JIN008
The VM:Backup system minidisk either contains invalid data or is improperly formatted. Reformatting the minidisk may
provide a temporary solution. If you want to keep the files on the system minidisk, dump the minidisk to tape with the
CMS TAPE DUMP command, reformat it with the CMS FORMAT command, and then reload the files with the CMS TAPE
LOAD command. Contact Technical Support.

JIN009-JIN010, JIN013-JIN019
Contact Technical Support.

JMM001-JMM006
Contact Technical Support.

KWB001-KWB007
Contact Technical Support.

KWC005-KWC006
Contact Technical Support.

KWE001-KWE006
Contact Technical Support.

KWG001-KWG002
Contact Technical Support.

KWR001-KWR006
Contact Technical Support.
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KWS002-KWS006
Contact Technical Support.

KWS007
This abend can be caused by the report disk filling up during a VM:Archiver job.

KWS008-KWS010
Contact Technical Support.

KWX001-KWX003
Contact Technical Support.

LCK001
Contact Technical Support.

LCL001-LCL005
Contact Technical Support.

LNK001, LNK003-LNK006, LNK008-LNK011
Contact Technical Support.

LOG099
Contact Technical Support.

LOP001-LOP005
Contact Technical Support.

LSF001-LSF005
Contact Technical Support.

MAP001-MAP012
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Run the CHECK command against the catalog minidisk to find any
errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the CHECK command available.

MIG001-MIG004
Contact Technical Support.
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MML001-MML008
Contact Technical Support.

MMP001-MMP008
Contact Technical Support.

MNP001-MNP011
Contact Technical Support.

MNT001
Contact Technical Support.

MNT012
VM:Backup reserves a total of 2,304 virtual addresses with which to attach the tape drives used to process backup
and restore jobs. The number of jobs running concurrently requested the use of more tape drives than VM:Backup has
addresses reserved. Reduce the number of concurrent jobs or the number of tape drives needed by a single job, and
allow the jobs to be restarted.

MNT015, MNT025, MNT031
Contact Technical Support.

MNT043
Someone may have detached a tape drive while a job was running. Restart VM:Backup and resubmit the job. If the
problem recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

MNT044-MNT046
Contact Technical Support.

MON001-MON006
Contact Technical Support.

MPC001 -MPC003
Contact Technical Support.

MPN001 -MPN003
Contact Technical Support.

MPS001 -MPS006
Contact Technical Support.
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MRE001-MRE008, MRE011
Contact Technical Support.

MSC001-MSC004, MSC009
Contact Technical Support.

MSG001-MSG004
Contact Technical Support.

OPM001-OPM010
Contact Technical Support.

OPN001-OPN009
Contact Technical Support.

PAK001-PAK002
Contact Technical Support.

PAT001-PAT002
Contact Technical Support.

PEX001
Contact Technical Support.

PJB001-PJB003
Contact Technical Support.

PJE001-PJB005
Contact Technical Support.

PJM001-PJM005
Contact Technical Support.

PJR001-PJR003
Contact Technical Support.

PJT002, PJT008
Contact Technical Support.
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PPI001
Contact Technical Support.

PRO001-PRO013
Contact Technical Support.

PRS001
Contact Technical Support.

PUN001
Contact Technical Support.

PUN002
An error occurred when VM:Backup used the CP SPOOL command to spool a device to a user ID. An accompanying CP
message is sent to the VM:Backup console indicating why the CP SPOOL command failed. If the CP message does not
identify the problem with the CP SPOOL command, contact Broadcom Support.

PUN003-PUN004
Contact Technical Support.

QUI001-QUI005
Contact Technical Support.

RAM001-RAM010
Contact Technical Support.

RAS001-RAS005, RAS007-RAS017, RAS019-RAS024
Contact Technical Support.

RCL001-RCL005
Contact Technical Support.

REB001-REB010
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Initialize VM:Backup with the NOCHECK option, then run the CHECK
command against the catalog minidisk to find any errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the
CHECK command available.
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REL001-REL002
Contact Technical Support.

REN001-REN004
Contact Technical Support.

REP001-REP006
Contact Technical Support.

RES001-RES008
Contact Technical Support.

RLG001-RLG006, RLG008-RLG009
Contact Technical Support.

RLG010
Someone may have detached a virtual printer or the status of a virtual printer changed to not ready while a job was
running. Restart VM:Backup and resubmit the job. If the problem recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

RLG011
System spool space is full. Restart VM:Backup and resubmit the job when your system support staff has cleared some
spool space.

RLG012-RLG014
Contact Technical Support.

RLG015
An error occurred when VM:Backup used the CP SPOOL command to spool a device to a user ID. An accompanying CP
message is sent to the VM:Backup console indicating why the CP SPOOL command failed. If the CP message does not
identify the problem with the CP SPOOL command, contact Broadcom Support.

RLG016
Contact Technical Support.

RLM001-RML006
Contact Technical Support.

RMP001-RMP007, RMP011
Contact Technical Support.
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ROP001-ROP004
Contact Technical Support.

ROP005
One or more of the VM:Backup minidisks are linked with the wrong link mode. For example, a minidisk that should be
linked read/write is linked read-only instead. Because VM:Backup verifies the minidisk link modes during initialization, the
minidisk has probably been relinked incorrectly since initialization. Restart VM:Backup. The initialization process will issue
error messages for minidisks that are incorrectly linked.

ROP006
Contact Technical Support.

RPB001-RPB010
Contact Technical Support.

RPL002-RPL007
Contact Technical Support.

RPR001-RPR004, RPR008
Contact Technical Support.

RPT001-RPT006
Contact Technical Support.

RPX001-RPX005
Contact Technical Support.

RSM002-RSM015, RSM099
Contact Technical Support.

RSR001-RSR004
Contact Technical Support.

RSV001-RSV006
Contact Technical Support.

RSX001-RSX002
Contact Technical Support.
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RTC003-RTC007, RTC009-RTC014, RTC016-RTC017
Contact Technical Support.

RTF003-RTF007, RTF009-RTF015, RTF017-RTF018
Contact Technical Support.

RTN001-RTN015
Contact Technical Support.

RTS003, RTS005-RTS007, RTS011-RTS012
Contact Technical Support.

RTV002-RTV007, RTV009-RTV017
Contact Technical Support.

RUP001-RUP008
Contact Technical Support.

RWR001-RWR006
Contact Technical Support.

RXF001-RXF002
Contact Technical Support.

RXS001
Contact Technical Support.

RXV001-RXV002
Contact Technical Support.

SAS001-SAS005, SAS007-SAS010, SAS012-SAS019
Contact Technical Support.

SCN001
Contact Technical Support.

SCR001-SCR002
Contact Technical Support.
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SDC001-SDC002, SDC005
Contact Technical Support.

SDP003
Contact Technical Support.

SFA003-SFA004
Contact Technical Support.

SMP001-SMP003
Contact Technical Support.

STB004, STB006
Contact Technical Support.

STJ001-STJ009
Contact Technical Support.

STK001
The VM:Backup service virtual machine needs more virtual storage to run. A virtual machine size of at least 12M is
recommended. Either use the CP DEFINE STORAGE command or change the VM:Backup directory entry to define a
larger virtual machine.

STL004, STL009
Contact Technical Support.

STM004-STM005
Contact Technical Support.

STN001-STN006
Contact Technical Support.

STR001
Contact Technical Support.

STT001-STT004
Contact Technical Support.
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SUR001
Contact Technical Support.

SUR002
VM:Backup is not authorized by the security system at your site to use the alternate user ID facility. Although VM:Backup
was authorized at initialization, authorization has since been removed or the security system is not currently available. If
the security system is available, either give VM:Backup the proper authorization or change the VMBACKUP CONFIG file
so that VM:Backup does not try to use the alternate user ID facility. For more information, see SURROGAT Record in the
chapter "Configuration File Records" in the System Programmer Reference.

SUR003-SUR004
Contact Technical Support.

SUR005
VM:Backup was using your site's security system when the security system became unavailable. Restart VM:Backup and
resubmit the job when the security system becomes available.

SUR006-SUR010
Contact Technical Support.

SUS001
Contact Technical Support.

SUT001-SUT002
Contact Technical Support.

SWR001-SWR004
Contact Technical Support.

SYS001-SYS002
Contact Technical Support.

TAP001-TAP009
Contact Technical Support.

TIC001-TIC003
Contact Technical Support.
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TIE001-TIE003, TIE015
Contact Technical Support.

TIM001-TIM101
Contact Technical Support.

TIO001
Someone detached a tape drive while a job is running, or a hardware error occurred. Restart VM:Backup and allow the job
to be restarted. If the problem recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

TIO002, TIO005-TIO006
Contact Technical Support.

TIO007
The CSW received was not expected. The CSW stored in response to an I/O operation to a tape drive had an unusual or
invalid combination of status. This generally indicates a tape drive hardware problem. Contact Technical Support.

TIO008, TIO010-TIO011
Contact Technical Support.

TIO012-TIO013
This condition is usually caused when multiple CPUs have access to the same tape drive and both CPUs try to use the
drive at the same time. Contact Technical Support to discuss your system configuration.

TIO014-TIO016
Contact Technical Support.

TIR001-TIR002, TIR009, TIR014
Contact Technical Support.

TIS001-TIS003
Contact Technical Support.

TIT001-TIT003
Contact Technical Support.

TMI001-TMI005
Contact Technical Support.
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TMP002, TMP06-TMP008, TMP010-TMP016, TMP019-TMP021, TMP024-TMP031,
TMP036-TMP040, TMP042, TMP044-TMP048
Contact Technical Support.

TMQ001-TMQ020, TMQ022, TMQ025, TMQ043, TMQ050
Contact Technical Support.

TMR006, TMR008, TMR014, TMR017, TMR031, TMR042, TMR046, TMR098,
TMR099
Contact Technical Support.

TMX001-TMX002, TMX007, TMX010-TMX013, TMX019-TMX021, TMX024, TMX026-
TMX027, TMX029-TMX031, TMX037, TMX039, TMX042, TMX044-TMX049
Contact Technical Support.

TPH001-TPH004, TPH006-TPH007
Contact Technical Support.

TPH008
The TAPEPOOL VMBACKUP macro returned incorrect information. If you have modified this EXEC, get a copy of it from
the distribution tape, restart VM:Backup, and resubmit the job. If the problem recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

TPH011-TPH012
Contact Technical Support.

TPH024
Someone may have detached the resource pool disk while VM:Backup was running. Make sure the minidisk defined on
the POOLDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file is linked to VM:Backup and formatted. If there is no POOLDISK
record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, 1C0 is the default virtual address for the resource pool disk.

TPH044
Contact Technical Support.

TPH054-TPH056
Someone erased, created, or altered a resource pool while VM:Backup was running. Restart VM:Backup and look up the
messages that are issued by the initialization process in as shown in the section Resource Pool Errors. After taking the
corrective action described in the table, restart VM:Backup and resubmit the job. If the abend recurs, contact Broadcom
Support.
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TPH057
Someone may have detached the resource pool minidisk while VM:Backup was running. Make sure the minidisk defined
on the POOLDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file is linked to VM:Backup and formatted. If there is no POOLDISK
record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, 1C0 is the default virtual address for the resource pool minidisk.

TPH058
Contact Technical Support.

TPH088
Someone may have detached the resource pool minidisk while VM:Backup was running. Make sure the minidisk defined
on the POOLDISK record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file is linked to VM:Backup and formatted. If there is no POOLDISK
record in the VMBACKUP CONFIG file, 1C0 is the default virtual address for the resource pool minidisk.

TRE001-TRE002, TRE008, TRE010-TRE011, TRE013-TRE016, TRE030
Contact Technical Support.

TUP001-TUP006, TUP008-TUP010, TUP023, TUP028-TUP029, TUP046-TUP051,
TUP098
Contact Technical Support.

UEX001
Contact Technical Support.

UPD001-UPD002
Contact Technical Support.

UPD003
One or more of the VM:Backup minidisks are linked with the wrong link mode. For example, a minidisk that should be
linked read/write is linked read-only instead. Because VM:Backup verifies the minidisk link modes during initialization, the
minidisk has probably been relinked incorrectly since then. Restart VM:Backup. The initialization process will issue error
messages for minidisks that are incorrectly linked.

UPD004
Contact Technical Support.

URI001
Contact Technical Support.
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URI002
Someone may have detached a virtual printer or the status of a virtual printer changed to not ready while a job was
running. Restart VM:Backup and resubmit the job. If the problem recurs, contact Broadcom Support.

URI003
System spool space is full. When your system support staff has cleared some spool space, restart VM:Backup and
resubmit the job.

URI004-URI006
Contact Technical Support.

USE001-USE002
Contact Technical Support.

VAR001-VAR002
Contact Technical Support.

VAS001-VAS005, VAS010, VAS012, VAS042-VAS043
Contact Technical Support.

VAS094
Contact Technical Support.

VER001
Contact Technical Support.

VMC001-VMC004
Contact Technical Support.

VMT001, VMT004, VMT022-VMT023
Contact Technical Support.

VPL001
Contact Technical Support.

VPL002
An error occurred while attempting to punch the tape pull list for a restore job to the requesting user ID. Restart
VM:Backup and use the VOLIST command to regenerate the tape pull list. If the error recurs, spool a device to the
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requesting user ID from the VM:Backup service virtual machine. If the response from the CP SPOOL command does not
identify the problem with the CP SPOOL command, contact Broadcom Support.

VPL003-VPL005
One or more of the catalog component files on your VM:Backup catalog minidisk have been erased, renamed, or altered
in some way so that the catalog structure is invalid. Run the CHECK command against the catalog minidisk to find any
errors. Contact Broadcom Support and have the output from the CHECK command available.

VPL006
Contact Technical Support.

VRT001-VRT008
Contact Technical Support.

VSF001
Contact Technical Support.

VTA001
Contact Technical Support.

WAI001
Contact Technical Support.

XAR001, XAR003, XAR006-XAR011
Contact Technical Support.

XBA001, XBA003, XBA009-XBA010
Contact Technical Support.

XCK001-XCK003, XCK009-XCK010
Contact Technical Support.

XCM001-XCM010
Contact Technical Support.

XFB001-XFB003, XFB009-XFB010
Contact Technical Support.
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XSF001-XSF006, XSF009-XSF011
Contact Technical Support.

XSG001-XSG002
Contact Technical Support.

YAR001-YAR006
Contact Technical Support.

YBA001-YBA005
Contact Technical Support.

YCK001-YCK004
Contact Technical Support.

YCM001-YCM005
Contact Technical Support.

YFB001-YFB005
Contact Technical Support.

YIN001-YIN003, YIN005, YIN008
Contact Technical Support.

YSF001-YSF008
Contact Technical Support.

YSG009
Contact Technical Support.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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